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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, we'll call this 

2 hearing to order of the Local Government Committee. We don't 

3 have, neither Chairman Blake nor I, have opening statements 

4 this morning. We'd just like to welcome everybody and kind of 

5 jump right into the hearing. We have a full day scheduled, 

6 and we appreciate everybody's attendance and indulgence as we 

7 work our way through this and try to stick to the schedule as 

8 best we can. 

9 I would comment again that we're taking testimony 

10 under oath. Our first witness is Commissioner Jeff Haste from 

11 Dauphin County. Welcome. 

12 

13 

MR. HASTE: Good morning. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And if you'd like to raise 

14 your right hand and be sworn. 

15 (Whereupon, JEFF HASTE, was duly sworn.) 

16 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, I know you have some 

17 prepared remarks. However you'd like to proceed. 

18 MR. HASTE: Good morning, Chairman Eichelberger, 

19 Chairman Blake, Senator Folmer. I want to thank you for this 

20 opportunity. As you mentioned, my name is Jeff Haste. I'm 

21 Chairman of the Dauphin County Board of Commissioners, and I 

22 was appointed to the Dauphin County Board of Commissioners in 

23 December of 2002. In April of 2003, I was elected by the 

24 board to become the chairman, and I've been Chairman since 

25 then. 
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1 I'm pleased to appear before you to assist in your 

2 examination of the Harrisburg incinerator project which has 

3 had serious adverse consequences for the city, the county, and 

4 the Commonwealth. Allow me to provide some background of the 

5 county's involvement in this project. 

6 In 200~, the county's Act 101 plan directed all 

7 municipal solid waste to various regional landfills. Prior to 

8 2000, the county and the city had engaged in extensive 

9 litigation whereby the city attempted to have its incinerator 

10 included in the county plan. Although the county prevailed in 

11 its litigation, the city and the county did enter into a 

12 settlement agreement whereby the county agreed to consider 

13 directing waste flow to the city's incinerator in order to 

14 assist the city in financing a necessary retrofit of the 

15 facility. 

16 From 2000 to 2003, the county took steps to amend 

17 its Act 101 plan to discontinue reliance on landfill disposal 

18 and to incorporate Resource Recovery into its plan. A major 

19 concern of the board of commissioners was the potential 

20 re-opening of the Dauphin Meadows Landfill in the northern 

21 portion of Dauphin County. Less alternative disposal methods 

22 were identified. And if anybody followed back then, there 

23 were a lot of environmental issues with the landfill, trash as 

24 well as transportation getting to and from that facility. The 

25 transportation network that led to there was not built for 
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1 heavy trucks, and there were many incidents of school buses 

2 and trucks having near misses and issues with that. So there 

3 were a lot of issues with that landfill. 

4 By 2003, the incinerator was closed by 

5 environmental agencies, leaving $104 million of existing debt 

6 guaranteed solely by the city. For several years, the city 

7 had been urging and requesting the county's assistance in 

8 financing the retrofit of the facility, suggesting that 

9 bankruptcy was an option if the retrofit could not be 

10 accomplished. The county responded by awarding a long-term 

11 disposal agreement of county municipal waste to the city 

12 incinerator subject to the successful completion of the 

13 retrofit. Ultimately, the county agreed to guarantee a 

14 portion of the debt in order to facilitate the financing for 

15 this project. 

16 By 2003, the city had been working with Barlow for 

17 a number of years to develop and plan the project. The 

18 county, in its considering its guaranty, retained special 

19 counsel, consulting engineers, and PFM as financial advisors 

20 to review the project. Our consulting engineer conducted a 

21 review of Barlow's past projects, reviewed the 

22 self-liquidating debt certificate and the engineering report 

23 to city council. PFM reviewed the financial structure of the 

24 retrofit bonds to be guaranteed by the county and approved the 

25 related swaps, which were also guaranteed by the county. The 
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1 county's guaranty was secondary to the city's, and at the time 

2 the city represented to us that the county's risk would not 

3 exceed one-year's worth of debt service because the city, if 

4 unable to meet debt service in a given year, would appropriate 

5 and pay the deficiency from its next year's budget. This, of 

6 course, as we know, never happened. 

7 The county knew that there were risk factors 

8 associated with this project, including Barlow's lack of 

9 experience with retrospect to projects of this size, the lack 

10 of a performance bond, and the necessity to size the project 

11 in order to cover repayment of the city's existing debt. With 

12 respect to the lack of performance bond from Barlow, the 

13 county reviewed and relied on the alternative security 

14 arrangements approved by the Authority, which included a 

15 guaranteed maximum price contract, deferred payment for 

16 certain equipment until delivery to the site, and a 20-percent 

17 retainage on Barlow's contract price and reserve amounts 

18 within the construction fund. 

19 While the county reviewed and accepted these 

20 risks, it certainly could not have anticipated the 

21 catastrophic failure of the project, which we believe resulted 

22 from gross mismanagement and failed oversight of the project. 

23 The project was to be completed in 2006. By the 

24 end of 2005, the Authority and the city had expended the 

25 entire construction fund, including the contingency and 
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2 completion. The city and the Authority then borrowed an 
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3 additional $25 million from CTI, which the county was unaware 

4 of, and a year later, at the end of 2006, those funds were 

5 expended and the project was still uncompleted. The security 

6 measures which the Authority had put in place were never 

7 properly administered or enforced. 

8 This collapse cannot be blamed simply on Barlow's 

9 failure. Where was the oversight? Who approved the overrun 

10 payments? Were certificates failed to be authorized? Were 

11 certain authorizations of the payments failed to be followed? 

12 None of these questions have been answered and were not 

13 addressed in the forensic audit. 

14 The forensic audit reviewed the planning of the 

15 project, but there has been no examination of the actual 

16 execution of the project. The Authority's records concerning 

17 payment and administration of the project should be readily 

18 available for review. No matter how well a project is 

19 planned, if it is executed poorly, without adequate oversight, 

20 then disaster is likely to result. The county had no part in 

21 play in the execution of the project, and is now paying the 

22 cost of its failure. 

23 We understand that you have received testimony 

24 concerning the Authority's forensic audit. For the record, we 

25 have appended to my prepared testimony a copy of the county's 
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3 Before concluding, I will address briefly some of 

4 the issues which we understand your committee has some 

5 interest in. The county guaranty fee. In 2003, we were 

6 advised that the city would be imposing a guaranty fee in 

7 order to provide funds to balance the then city's 2003 budget. 

8 We understood that the county's guaranty provided 

9 substantially more enhancement to the financing than the 

10 city's guaranty. We also believed in order to maintain 

11 balance between city taxpayers and the rest of the county 

12 taxpayers, the county should also receive a guaranty fee. The 

13 county's guaranty fee was applied to the payment of the county 

14 expenses associated with the issuance of these guarantees, 

15 including fees of the special counsel and our financial 

16 advisor. The balance of the fee was paid into the county's 

17 General Fund. 

18 The 2007 financing. At the end of 2006, the 

19 Authority had terminated the city's management agreement and 

20 hired Covanta to replace Barlow. It was too little too late. 

21 I have to say though, Covanta has done a very good job. The 

22 city and the Authority then pressed the county to assist in 

23 additional financing to complete the project. Initially, the 

24 city requested the county to guarantee $60 million of 

25 additional debt. The county was very reluctant to do so and 
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1 applied limitations on the amount of financing that the county 

2 would guarantee. However, in the end, we concluded that the 

3 bonds guaranteed by the county, which were of a higher 

4 priority than most of the other debt of the facility, could be 

5 paid only if the project was completed and fully operational. 

6 Some questions on suggestion of legislation moving 

7 forward. Currently, DCED approves only the proceedings with 

8 respect to debt issuance, including revenue projects certified 

9 to be self-liquidating. There have been suggestions that 

10 DCED's review should be more substantial. Any such 

11 requirement will add substantial delay and cost to the 

12 financing of public projects. We question whether a more 

13 critical review by DCED would have averted the crisis in this 

14 case, which resulted, in our view, from mismanagement of the 

15 project. 

16 A suggestion is that DCED be authorized to perform 

17 a critical review and analysis of those self-liquidating 

18 projects which are supported by a municipal guaranty where the 

19 amount of the financing represents a certain percentage of the 

20 municipality's available borrowing capacity. In other words, 

21 if that issuance, even though it's self-liquidating, would 

22 cause that municipality to go over its debt limit, those would 

23 be the ones that would be critically looked at. That way it 

24 would reduce the number that DCED would have to look at, but 

25 it would still look at those that are critical that could 
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1 place a municipality into the situation this one is in. That 

2 would limit the review to those critical projects which would 

3 place in jeopardy a municipality's financial health. 

4 At this time, I would be happy to answer any 

5 questions. 

6 

7 

8 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you, Commissioner. 

Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you very much. And 

9 Commissioner, thank you very much for your testimony. 

10 In 2003, the county retained the PFM group to 

11 assess how much the county should ask as a guaranty fee for 

12 issuing the bonds. 

13 

14 

MR. HASTE: Correct. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Was it normal practice for the 

15 county to seek a fee for issuing a guaranty, and why did you 

16 insist on the fee for this transaction? 

17 MR. HASTE: If you remember, at that time -- the 

18 answer was I was a new commissioner in 2003. I didn't know if 

19 it was common for the county to do that or not. But in 

20 dealing with PFM, they claimed that it was not uncommon, 

21 particularly with the city. Apparently, the city had done a 

22 number of those. And in doing so, I think going back to 2003, 

23 the city was asking $2.8 million of a guaranty. PFM had 

24 suggested the county should ask for $1.9 million. And how 

25 they came up to that was just -- that was a bounty amount of 
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1 savings in the insurance by having the county's guaranty. And 

2 over the life of the bond in the repayments, the county's 

3 guaranty was worth somewhere around upwards of $30 million 

4 worth of value to the project. 

5 Now, we initially were not going to ask for a 

6 guaranty. I remember this discussion well. But when the city 

7 insisted on having one out there, it, in our mind, was not 

8 fair for that to go to the city taxpayers and there not be 

9 some benefit to the county taxpayers as well. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Your January 30, 2012, 

11 response to the forensic audit notes this, and I quote, "there 

12 is no doubt that the project was horribly executed by the 

13 Authority, the City and its agents." My question is, when did 

14 you grasp this, and what actions did you take to address these 

15 failures? 

16 And the second part of that question is, did you 

17 push to fire, change, or otherwise sanction any of the 

18 professionals who were advising the county, the city, and/or 

19 the Authority? 

20 MR. HASTE: If you look back over the county's 

21 history, there were, I don't remember the exact year, but 

22 sometime after '03 there was some uneasiness with some of the 

23 professional advisors that we had. If you look back to that, 

24 we did make a change. And in 2007, when -- actually, if you 

25 go back to that refinancing, it took a whole year for that 
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3 initiated. And part of that, the reason it took a year to do, 

4 is there was a lot of going back and forth between the county 

5 and the city. There was an uneasiness at that time. And I 

6 remember this. The quote I made in one of our meetings was I 

7 felt like the Coast Guard rescue person. That we had jumped 

8 into the water, we were there trying to help the municipality, 

9 help one of the major municipalities in the county get there, 

10 and we either had to at that point in time decide that it was 

11 time to no longer try to help them and let them drown, or to 

12 try to continue to rescue them. 

13 And we had a number of discussions back and forth. 

14 It went back and forth. They first came and asked for I think 

15 it was $11 million, and we looked at them and said, be 

16 realistic; we know that's not adequate. What is adequate? 

17 And we couldn't get true budgets. I remember the first budget 

18 we got from them was written on a piece of paper, and we made 

19 them verify things and come back. There were a number of 

20 public meetings at the Commissioners' office. 

21 And I remember having a discussion with the city, 

22 with the mayor, and some of the representatives, and said, you 

23 know, we're uneasy. What assurances do we have that this 

24 isn't going to go forward? And they looked through and they 

25 brought documents to show that if it was up and running, it 
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3 retrofit. They also said to us, listen, we understand and we 

4 don't take lightly the city's guaranty. We are second 

5 guarantor on this project. If in fact you as a county have to 

6 make a payment, have to come to our aid, we understand under 

7 Commonwealth law we have to have a balanced budget, and the 

8 next year we will address that in our budget and we'll 

9 continue to work forward. Unfortunately, that cooperation 

10 hasn't existed since then. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: Well, then that leads me to my 

12 next question. 

13 

14 

MR. HASTE: Sure. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Prior to issuing the county's 

15 2003 guaranty, what due diligence then did the county 

16 undertake to ensure the county and other parties would be 

17 protected? I.e. did you assess Barlow's technology? Did you 

18 assess Barlow's financial projections? Did you identify and 

19 assess any other issues of concern, or did you rely on the 

20 assessments of others? 

21 MR. HASTE: Well, as I mentioned in my testimony, 

22 we hired a consulting engineer that looked at that. We had 

23 legal counsel that took a look at that. PFM was to take a 

24 look at it. We relied heavily on those professionals. 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. You previously said that 
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3 However, an August I, 2003, letter from Mr. Giorgione to Mayor 

4 Reed reporting on the meeting, the county's officials and 

5 subsequent meeting with you, he said, and I quote, "We 

6 cautioned Chairman Haste that the Resolution would cause a 

7 stir. His response was simply, any of those who would object 

8 to this transaction are not supporters of the County or City 

9 and would not support either administration. In sum, he 

10 expressed little concern and confirmed the County's support of 

11 this financing as being in the best interests of the County 

12 and City." 

13 What made you so comfortable with the 2003 bond on 

14 August I, 2003, and did none of the subsequent issues that 

15 were raised from either August until the bond was executed 

16 that December cause concern for you? 

17 MR. HASTE: ° 1 would never say they didn't cause 

18 concern for us at all. We, again, if you go back to 2003, 

19 this project had actually started prior to me becoming a 

20 member of the board. The previous board had decided to, and I 

21 think rightfully so, to discontinue the ongoing battle between 

22 the county and the city over waste flow. That battle from the 

23 county and the city went back as early as the early '90s. And 

24 the county situation at that time, there was a landfill in 

25 northern Dauphin County that was very bad. It was closed. 
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1 And they had the ability to expand at that point in time. The 

2 county was sitting with a situation, we had one part of the 

3 county asking us to keep the facility closed, we had another 

4 municipality begging us to help them move forward. That they 

5 had a plan to put together that would help them out, and at 

6 that point in time the numbers appeared, and if you go back 

7 and look at it, the numbers that were put together by I 

8 believe it was PFM on the financial, the revenues are 

9 on-target. What fell apart from 2003 into 2006 and 2007 was 

10 the expenditure of those funds. And those were things we did 

11 not see at the time, and hardly even saw in 2006 when we were 

12 trying to do that. 

13 But if you go back to it, the revenue projections 

14 were pretty close to where they were supposed to be. The 

15 failing part of this whole project is the expenditure side of 

16 it, and Senator, to my knowledge, those answers haven't been 

17 answered yet today. 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, and that kind of brings me 

19 to my next question for you, and thank you for your answers. 

20 When did you learn the 2003 financing did not have a 

21 performance bond, and what did you do about it? 

22 MR. HASTE: I don't remember the exact time, but I 

23 do know when that came up. Again, I had been county 

24 administrator and chief clerk for a number of years at the 

25 county from '88 till '96, before I went to the legislature. 
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1 And they were sort of a normal practice for us. And I 

2 remember raising that question. And there were a number of 

3 meetings, a number of things came through. There was a legal 

4 opinion and there were things put together where people said 

5 this alternative security would do the same thing and cost 

6 everybody a lot less. It was a little more risk in it, but 

7 everybody at that point in time made it sound like it was 

8 something that could be done. 

9 And in fact, I'm not so sure if they'd have 

10 followed that plan if we hadn't seen some of this earlier, 

11 because part of that was there was supposed to be 20 percent 

12 of Barlow's money retained, there was supposed to be a 

13 security fund put in. I don't know that any of that followed 

14 through. And again, that goes to the expenditure side of this 

15 thing. Those answers, to my mind, still have never been 

16 answered. Those questions have still never been answered. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Do you know when you took those 

18 actions? 

19 MR. HASTE: It would have been prior to us 

20 agreeing to the 2003 financing. 

21 

22 

23 

SENATOR FOLMER: My last question for you, sir-

MR. HASTE: Sure. 

SENATOR FOLMER: --is this: Were Mr. Lispi and 

24 Mr. Giorgione ever paid by the county as employees, 

25 contractors, or consultants? And if yes, what did they do for 
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1 the county? I mean, given their roles with the Authority and 

2 other entities, were you ever concerned that they may have 

3 conflicts of interest? 

4 MR. HASTE: They were paid by the county. They 

5 were -- they had contracts with the county when I got there. 

6 Mr. Giorgione, I believe, was counsel to the Solid Waste 

7 Advisory Commission, and Mr. Lispi had a contract with our 

8 Solid Waste Department as well as some sort of a consultant. 

9 Early on again, they provided a lot of information. As I had 

10 said before, when we got uneasy with relationships, we ended 

11 those relationships. 

12 SENATOR FOLMER: So, and maybe I missed it, and I 

13 apologize, were you concerned with the conflicts of interest 

14 possibility? 

15 MR. HASTE: When we became aware and concerned 

16 with conflicts of interest, those relationships changed. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you for that. One 

18 last question. 11m sorry. On November 21, 2007, you 

19 certified to the Department of Community and Economic 

20 Development in an 8110(b) certificate that the existing 

21 incinerator debt was self-liquidating. Why did you sign this? 

22 Did you believe the debt to be self-liquidating? Who advised 

23 you to sign? Who did the financial due diligence to insure 

24 the debt was indeed self-liquidating, and are these 

25 individuals still employed by the county and/or under contract 
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1 by the county? 

2 MR. HASTE: Again, at that point in time I believe 

3 the certification was dealing with the self-liquidation of the 

4 retrofit bonds going back forward. At that point in time, we 

5 were somewhat assured that if the project completed on time, 

6 that there would be enough revenue to make those debt 

7 payments. If you look at it, in 2008, when there was another 

8 certification that we had to give, we no longer had that same 

9 view and did not list them as self-liquidating. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

SENATOR FOLMER: All right. 

Senator, I'm through, and thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

Senator Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank 

15 you, Commissioner, for your testimony. A lot of what I was 

16 planning to ask Senator Folmer has addressed, but I'm trying 

17 to get some clarity on a few important issues, some of which 

18 emanate from your testimony and some from your responses to 

19 the Senator's questions. The issue I guess associated with 

20 due diligence, Commissioner, and whether or not you felt that 

21 the risk that was being taken on the backs of the county 

22 taxpayers was appropriate. "The PFM report is concerned 

23 primarily with an analysis," this is, again, from the forensic 

24 audit, "concerned primarily with an analysis of financial 

25 terms and structure 'of the 2003 D, E and F bonds to provide 
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1 the county with guidance with respect to a 'reasonable' 

2 guarantee fee. With that said, the September 30, 2003 version 

3 of the Barlow projections were attached to the PFM report, 

4 suggesting that there may have been some level of evaluation. 

5 It is not clear whether PFM reached any conclusions with 

6 respect to the projections .... " While the only thing that was 

7 stated in the executive summary is that they make no 

8 recommendations "as to the reasonableness of the contemplated 

9 project, we do find the preliminary debt service schedules and 

10 assumptions for the Retrofit Bonds reasonable." 

11 All I'm saying here, Commissioner, is that you 

12 were making decisions to put the county taxpayers on the hook. 

13 The assessment of PFM was for the reasonableness of a fee, and 

14 forgive me, Commissioner, because I think part of what was 

15 stated by Mette Evans in your response is the county -- this 

16 is their representation on your behalf, "The County initially 

17 objected to the City's guaranty fee and was advised that the 

18 City required the fee proceeds in order to balance its 2003 

19 budget. The County then requested a guaranty fee simply to 

20 maintain some" level of "parity with the City." 

21 Commissioner, with all due respect to the fairness 

22 issue that you make an argument for, it seems opportunistic. 

23 So I'm trying to understand the due diligence process that 

24 related to your measure of risk associated with this and 

25 whether or not you felt you had sufficient data at that time 
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2 

3 

4 

MR. HASTE: In 2003? 

SENATOR BLAKE: Yeah. 

MR. HASTE: We did. As I said, this had been 
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5 going on from about 2000, between the county and the city. I 

6 came on board in January of 2003, reviewed all the 

7 documentation that was given to the county. We had a number 

8 of meetings on this. In no way was this ever taken lightly. 

9 And to be honest with you, Senator, part of it was trust 

10 between the municipality and the county. And there were a 

11 number, and you have to remember, that was not easy to get to, 

12 because prior to that time there wasn't a lot of trust between 

13 the county and the city. This was a project where that trust 

14 could be strengthened and the municipality and the county 

15 could move forward on working together. And for a while it 

16 appeared that that had worked. 

17 As far as due diligence, we had an engineer look 

18 at it, we had finance people. There were more than one legal 

19 firm looked at it. There were times that we were not sure 

20 that it was the right thing to do. But at the end, after all 

21 the analysis that was done, a fair amount of discussion among 

22 all three board members, people in the community, it was felt 

23 -- in fact, the media at that time actually gave us kudos for 

24 putting the rift aside and actually moving forward. The 

25 county was in a position where we were able to help two major 
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1 parts of the county in one project. And it appeared, if 

2 everybody had kept their word and done everything, that it 

3 would have been a very good project. Unfortunately, it didn't 

4 turn out that way. 

5 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood, Commissioner, and 

6 you've made representation that you could not possibly foresee 

7 the catastrophic failure of the project, but there's a couple 

8 of things I want to comment on, and it will lead to another 

9 question. Part of what your legal counsel said and part of 

10 what your own testimony says is that the forensic audit only 

11 looked at the planning and the financing transactions and did 

12 not look, to your statement, at the actual implementation of 

13 the execution of the construction. I would argue that the 

14 actual performance of the project would have informed any 

15 follow-on financing. That it should have been a 

16 consideration, and it's your own testimony that you were 

17 concerned that you weren't getting data from the Authority or 

18 from the city that gave you an appropriate reassurance about 

19 the performance of the project, with respect to construction 

20 and its--

21 

22 

23 

MR. HASTE: No, that was the follow up. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Yeah. 

MR. HASTE: We didn't hire them, because the 

24 Authority and the city had already hired expertise and put all 

25 that together. We reviewed that and we had our experts take a 
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1 look at it. And those folks felt reasonable enough with that 

2 that they could recommend to the county to support it. It's 

3 the execution of the plan that we weren't getting information 

4 on. It's the execution of the plan I still don't know, to 

5 this day, what all happened there. 

6 The plan itself, the Authority and the city had 

7 studies, they had brought things together. We even involved, 

8 I forget if it was DEP, DER, at that time, and DCNR and folks 

9 at the State on whether even moving to Resource Recovery was 

10 the way for the county to go as opposed to landfill. Because 

11 as you know, in this area there's a lot more landfills than 

12 that, and it was in partnership with the State we took a look 

13 at and said that this is the best way to move forward. So 

14 there was a fair amount of analysis done in this. 

15 Now, did some people not give us the whole story? 

16 It appears that's the case. 

17 SENATOR BLAKE: Well, but again, following on 

18 Senator Folmer's remarks, the transaction in 6 and 7, again, 

19 we're dealing with a facility that was either not functioning, 

20 not cash flowing, or at a very limited capacity. 

21 

22 

MR. HASTE: Correct. 

SENATOR BLAKE: And yet a transaction to double 

23 down, in effect, on the deal. 

24 MR. HASTE: And that was not taken lightly either. 

25 As I said, my feeling at that point in time is I felt like 
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1 that Coast Guard rescue person. We were in. And we knew we 

2 could have pulled the plug at that point in time and the city 

3 would have been in bankruptcy. They had made it clear to us 

4 that was the case. We decided to you can call it double 

5 down, or we can say we took their word for it and we wanted to 

6 continue that partnership, and we wanted to try to help that 

7 municipality, a major municipality, the City of Harrisburg, 

8 move forward. We knew it was not as ideal as we would like it 

9 to be, but we also knew it was better than allowing them to go 

10 bankrupt at that point in time. 

11 You know, we still aren't at bankruptcy. Maybe 

12 we'll get there, but are we to be penalized for delaying that? 

13 I think at that time point in time, I still think working with 

14 a major municipality within the county, helping them out with 

15 their plan and avoiding bankruptcy was still a good thing to 

16 do. Was it a little risky? It was, but you know what? There 

17 are risky things we have to do every day. Some work, some 

18 don't. And it was not taken lightly at any point in time, and 

19 there was lot of public debate about it, there was a lot of 

20 public angst about it, and at the bottom line it was decided 

21 we would continue that partnership as opposed to ending it at 

22 that point in time. 

23 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood, Commissioner. Just a 

24 couple of things that I'm not sure whether or not you'll have 

25 the ability to answer these questions, but what's your current 
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2 

3 

MR. HASTE: A minus. 

SENATOR BLAKE: And was it adversely affected by 

4 your guaranty here? 
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5 MR. HASTE: We were put on watch for one year, and 

6 we were taken off watch the next year because the credit 

7 rating agency gave us kudos for the way we've handled the 

8 situation. 

9 SENATOR BLAKE: I see. And do you know the dollar 

10 or the percentage of the overall county debt attributable to 

11 this guaranty, in terms of your debt limit? 

12 

13 

14 

MR. HASTE: The percentage? 

SENATOR BLAKE: Yeah. 

MR. HASTE: Well, we're on the hook for about 145, 

15 and our debt limit is about 956. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. All right. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Commissioner. 

MR. HASTE: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Commissioner, one 

20 follow-up question to what Senator Folmer asked you about. 

21 The 8110(b) form, do you remember who advised you to sign 

22 that, specifically? 

23 

24 

MR. HASTE: 8110(b), is that the-

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That's the 

25 self-liquidating form. 
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1 MR. HASTE: I don't know. It would have been our 

2 professional team. 

3 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: What I'm trying to get at 

4 is, I know you make difficult policy decisions every day--

5 

6 

7 

8 

MR. -HASTE: You're talking about in '07 still? 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: No, in '03. 

MR. HASTE: '03. Okay. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But, you know, there's got 

9 to be a system in place and some legal protections for the 

10 taxpayers. Who was the one that gave you the legal opinion 

11 that the alternative security package was okay, instead of the 

12 performance bond? 

13 MR. HASTE: And I believe, and I could be wrong on 

14 this, my recollection is there were a number of folks, for 

15 instance Mr. Giorgione on behalf of the city spoke about that, 

16 and I believe there was also a document from Rhoads & Sinon. 

17 Now, I may be in error on that, but that's my recollection. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You had also mentioned 

19 earlier that you had conditions in your agreement with 

20 discussions about the guaranty. Wasn't one of those 

21 conditions that the money would not be used for the purchase 

22 of artifacts for the city? 

23 

24 

MR. HASTE: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Were you aware of the 

25 precarious nature of the financing so that the cash flow from 
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2 marketed the bonds, the critical component to investors was 
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3 the county's guaranty and the city's guaranty? You were aware 

4 of that? 

5 MR. HASTE: I'm aware. They made that very clear 

6 to us. 

7 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Maybe one last one here. 

8 Just a general area of talking about some conflicts of 

9 interest that also was brought up earlier. Do you know how 

10 much money you've spent on lobbyists and attorneys so far in 

11 this -- on this general issue of financing? 

12 

13 

MR. HASTE: I don't, but I could get it for you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And it's interesting as 

14 well that the lobbyist that you've used is the same lobbyist 

15 that the city's used. 

16 MR. HASTE: Who's that? I don't believe our 

17 lobbyist works for the city. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: We're having a little 

19 discussion up here about it. It's not the city. I misspoke. 

20 It wasn't the city. It was the bond insurers. 

21 MR. HASTE: Sure. They had been our lobbyist for 

22 years. The bond insurers, it's my understanding, interviewed 

23 a firm from Philly and interviewed them. They actually -- the 

24 bond insurers saw who we were using and they interviewed them 

25 and they interviewed a firm from Philly and decided to go with 
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2 think there are a number of very successful people in this 

3 area that have used that same lobbying firm. 

4 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So you had them first. 

5 

6 

MR. HASTE: We've had them for years, yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And do you know if they 
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7 work for the city? We still have some confusion whether they 

8 ever worked for the city. 

9 

10 

MR. HASTE: If they did, I have no knowledge of 

that. In fact, I would I do not believe they have. They 

11 may have, but I don't know that. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I don't expect you to know 

13 that off the top of your head. 

14 (To the panel:) Are we okay? 

15 All right, I know you have other meetings to get 

16 to, so we appreciate your time this morning. 

17 

18 

MR. HASTE: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

19 The next witness is Robert Kroboth, who is the 

20 Business Manager for the City of Harrisburg. 

21 Good morning. 

22 MR. KROBOTH: Good morning, esteemed Senators and 

23 panel. My name is Robert Kroboth. I am currently the city's 

24 Finance Director. During this time of inquiry, I was the 

25 Deputy Business Administrator for 1998 to 2007, and in 2008 
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1 became the Business Administrator. My role during this period 

2 1998 to 2008 was primarily a role related to the management 

3 agreement that the city had with the Harrisburg Authority to 

4 operate the Resource Recovery Facility until December 31, 

5 2006, when Covanta Energy came in to operate the facility. At 

6 that point, the city was terminated under the management 

7 agreement. 

8 My primary responsibilities during this time 

9 period were three-fold as it related to the incinerator. I 

10 helped monitor cash flow, which essentially meant processing 

11 the incinerator bills. I also helped monitor operating 

12 budgets, since the city had to operate the facility through 

13 2007. I also provided support to the development and update 

14 of what is called the Appendix A, which is a supplement to all 

15 bond and note issuances of bond offering statements, if you 

16 will, of the Harrisburg Authority's Resource Recovery Facility 

17 bond issues that the city guaranteed. 

18 That is essentially my role, and I'm open for 

19 whatever questions that the committee has. 

20 

21 

22 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, thank you. 

MR. KROBOTH: You're welcome. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Do you want to start, 

23 Senator Folmer? 

24 

25 

SENATOR FOLMER: Why not? Definitely. Thank you. 

Thank you, Senator. Thank you, Mr. Kroboth. 
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1 Would you explain the guaranty fees the city received under 

2 the incinerator bonds? Who decided the city would charge such 

3 guaranty fees? How were the amounts of the guaranty fees 

4 calculated? 

5 MR. KROBOTH: The guaranty fee amounts were 

6 determined in part by the mayor and in part by whatever the 

7 projected proceeds of whatever financing was to take place. 

8 My role was to provide information to the mayor. For example, 

9 information such as current cash flow reports or mid-year 

10 fiscal reports, or depending upon the timing, perhaps the 

11 subsequent year's budget preparation. Those guaranty fees 

12 were used then to reimburse the city for any working capital 

13 loans and advances that were provided on behalf of the 

14 Resource Recovery Facility. And then there was a net, for 

15 example, of the $4.3 million guaranty fee for the 2003 bonds, 

16 I believe $1.5 million was for that reimbursement for advances 

17 and working capital loans, and $2.8 million was actually 

18 deposited to the city's General Fund. 

19 The guaranty fees that the city did receive net of 

20 reimbursement for loans was actually a revenue line item in 

21 the city's General Fund, and it helped to support General Fund 

22 operations. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Can I interrupt here? I 

24 forgot to swear in the witness. I apologize. 

25 (Whereupon, ROBERT KROBOTH, was duly sworn.) 
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1 MR. KROBOTH: And it applies to the statements I 

2 made prior to now. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

MR. KROBOTH: You're welcome, Senator. 

3 

4 

5 SENATOR FOLMER: Mr. Kroboth, my second question, 

6 and it will be my last question for you, the forensic audit, 

7 page 48, talks about the 2003, quote, unquote, "City Council 

8 Fund." You were referenced in the forensic audit about the 

9 use of these moneys, on page 49, and I quote, "Kroboth says we 

10 are going to needs [sic] funds asap." What can you tell us 

11 about this fund? How was it set up? How much was in it? Who 

12 had access to it? How were the moneys disbursed? 

13 MR. KROBOTH: All right, could I ask you to ask --

14 could you please repeat the question one more time? 

15 

16 

17 

SENATOR FOLMER: Sure, and I'm sorry. 

MR. KROBOTH: That's okay. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Sometimes I'm very fast-talking, 

18 so I apologize. The forensic audit, on page 48, talks about a 

19 2003 City Council Fund. 

20 

21 

MR. KROBOTH: Okay. 

SENATOR FOLMER: You are referenced in the 

22 forensic audit about the use of these moneys on page 49, and I 

23 quote a section of that, a portion of that, says, and I quote, 

24 "Kroboth says we are going to needs [sic] funds asap," end of 

25 quote. My question to you is, what can you tell us about this 
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1 fund? How was it set up? How much was in it? Who had access 

2 to it? How were the moneys disbursed? 

3 MR. KROBOTH: Okay, my recollection was that the 

4 2003 bonds financed approximately $270,000 for this account. 

5 The account was established, I believe, under terms of the 

6 financing. The money was used entirely by Harrisburg City 

7 Council, and the amounts were divided, if I recall, equally 

8 amongst all seven council members. The council members were 

9 to submit suggestions for the use of the money, and I believe 

10 council themselves had public hearings and they reviewed the 

11 requests, and I believe they were approved by resolution of 

12 council. So the funding that was provided came into the 

13 city's General Fund, it was appropriated in the city's General 

14 Fund during 200-- probably 2004 into 2005, because that 

15 financing was later in 2003, I think. That's my recollection 

16 of how it all was received, administered, and used. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you for answering 

18 that, sir. I'm through. 

19 

20 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Chairman Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Kroboth, for your 

21 testimony here today, and for your time. I guess just 

22 following from your testimony, my first question has to do 

23 with the city's General Fund budgets. I guess you were 

24 finance director under Mayor Reed. I guess you retired from 

25 that and they called you back because you pretty much knew the 
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2 upon for your expertise again. But from a historical 

3 standpoint, the city's General Fund budgets, how were they 
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4 balanced year over year? Talk about the mix of revenues upon 

5 which you relied in that regard, and I think it's your 

6 testimony that you actually set up a guaranty fee line item as 

7 a revenue line item in your General Fund budget. Did I hear 

8 that correctly? 

9 

10 

MR. KROBOTH: Yes, we did. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay, I guess I'm trying to get a 

11 handle on how he balanced these budgets year over year using 

12 what I think are one-time resources and perhaps a dependence 

13 upon these one-time resources that would have, in my 

14 estimation, been an impetus for future borrowing? 

15 MR. KROBOTH: My recollection, Senator, was that 

16 the city, indeed, we wanted to set up a line item for guaranty 

17 fees because that was the appropriate thing to do. Anything 

18 that was in an excess of an advance or a short-term loan would 

19 require appropriation of Harrisburg City Council. So we did 

20 set up a guaranty fee line item in the General Fund. 

21 In 2003, for example, we recorded I believe $2.8 

22 million revenue. In 2003, of course the total guaranty fee 

23 was $1.4 million, so the difference, I believe, was a 

24 reimbursement for working capital loans and advances that were 

25 short-term in nature to the incinerator. I also believe we 
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1 had another $600,000, and I don't recall what the financing 

2 source was in the following year, 2004. And we may have had a 

3 guaranty fee early on. But that was the last that the General 

4 Fund recorded guaranty fees. 

5 SENATOR BLAKE: I guess I'm curious in the role 

6 you played in your capacity as finance director with respect 

7 to deliberations suggesting the debt was self-liquidating on 

8 this facility. Did you weigh in on this at all? 

9 

10 

MR. KROBOTH: No, that was not my role at all. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. The issues, I guess, again, 

11 sitting as finance director, the city guaranteed payment of 

12 the 1998 bonds, guaranteed the 2000 notes, guaranteed the 2002 

13 notes, guaranteed the 2003 retrofit debt, 2003 A, B, C notes, 

14 the 2003 D, E, F bonds, and then guaranteed the Covanta loan 

15 in 2007. Now, the city had a $64 million budget when you were 

16 in your last year, I guess, in 2009. I guess I'm wondering, 

17 sitting there as the finance director, how you would have 

18 communicated with the council and the mayor on this level of 

19 debt on this set of taxpayers. Did it not alarm you? Did you 

20 think that this was risk worth taking by the elected officials 

21 of the city? Or the appointed officials of the city? 

22 MR. KROBOTH: At my level, my role was to provide 

23 data. My role was to provide financial information on 

24 performance through 2007 relative to the Resource Recovery 

25 Facility, because the city operated it. My role was to 
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1 monitor the cash flow so that -- I mean, obviously, the 

2 incinerator has had cash flow issues for as long as I was 

3 employed by the City of Harrisburg, and the General Fund has 

4 had to, many times over those years, advance short-term loans. 

5 So to the extent there were guaranty fees charged, they were 

6 usually used to reimburse the city over those years for those 

7 loans. 

8 Of course, as finance director, I was concerned 

9 for the operation, because the operation needed to generate 

10 revenue in order to pay its debt and in order that the city's 

11 General Fund would not be impacted. So from that perspective, 

12 I was concerned. But my role was to provide data for the 

13 financial advisors and the underwriters and bond counsels to 

14 utilize that data and determine how best to proceed forward. 

15 Now, when it came to the 2003 financings and the 

16 construction project and the financings to complete the 

17 construction project, my role was very, very minimal. Very 

18 minimal. Of course, we all had concerns about the facility 

19 being successful. In the end, I do recall that the bottom 

20 line to the entire financing structures and financings and 

21 refinancings that took place, that the goal, the end game, if 

22 you will, as I recall was to make sure that we had a well-run, 

23 well-running facility so that in the end, the facility could 

24 be sold to payoff all of the debt that was incurred to get it 

25 to that point. That was the end game. But my input all the 
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1 way through that was simply to provide data. 

2 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. And I guess this begs 

3 one other question, and I raised this question to the mayor 

4 when he appeared before this panel in the last hearing on 

5 October 4, is did the city -- did the mayor and city council 

6 have sufficient data in order to make the judgment about the 

7 decisions that were being made with respect to these 

8 financings, and to some extent I think there was a reliance 

9 upon your data. 

10 MR. KROBOTH: Well, my data, again, was more 

11 performance data. I did not develop any data of a nature for 

12 inclusiveness into any of those, 2003 or subsequent 

13 financings. I would not have known the capacity of a 

14 retrofitted facility. I mean, I was more retrospective, 

15 prospective to the point that we operated the facility, but 

16 after December 31, 2006, it was Covanta's game. I mean, we 

17 had no history under Covanta. The facility got constructed, 

18 delays in construction. Everyone relied very heavily on the 

19 engineers, the financial advisors to interpret the data that 

20 was being developed as the facility was being retrofitted and 

21 came online. So really from the construction until now, I had 

22 very, very limited, except, like I said, for development of 

23 financial data, current financial data and demographics to 

24 support the bond offering documents for the financings. 

25 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. I appreciate that. 
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2 

MR. KROBOTH: You're welcome, sir. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Again, I think at the end of the 

3 day what the evidence implies is that the financings on this 

4 were in great measure the means by which holes in the 

5 Harrisburg City budget were plugged. I think that's a fair 

6 assessment, looking in retrospect. 

7 MR. KROBOTH: There were, that I recall, one big 

8 hole, and that was in the 2003 financing where the city was 
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9 reimbursed for loans and advances and an actual $2.8 million 

10 that was plugged in as operating revenue for the General Fund. 

11 That is the one that I recall. 

12 

13 Kroboth. 

14 

15 

SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you, Mr. 

MR. KROBOTH: You're welcome, sir. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mr. Kroboth, weren't you 

16 part of the financial team though that was working through a 

17 lot of these decisions? 

18 

19 

MR. KROBOTH: I was part of the team, yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Because some of the 

20 correspondence that I've read through e-mails and other memos, 

21 it appears that you did a little bit more than just provide 

22 data. I mean, you offered solutions and made recommendations 

23 to borrow more money or fill holes in the project and how 

24 funds would be handled. Isn't that a little bit more 

25 accurate? 
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1 MR. KROBOTH: Any recommendation I would have made 

2 would have been based on whatever current financial projection 

3 I would have had. For example, if we were to do a new money 

4 deal or a refinancing deal, of course my recommendation would 

5 be to make the General Fund whole. That was my role. Other 

6 than that, it was decisions that the mayor would make based on 

7 professional team members that provided their input. 

8 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I agree, but I've seen 

9 correspondence to the mayor from you that was made, you know, 

10 where you had made recommendations, and I think that's kind of 

11 the battle that we're hearing up here is that the elected 

12 officials blame the professionals, and you're one of the 

13 professionals, so, you know, the buck's got to stop somewhere. 

14 And we've heard that consistently from the elected folks that 

15 they're relying on professional advice, and you're the first 

16 line of that, I think, to the mayor. 

17 MR. KROBOTH: Sure. I mean, as I said, up until 

18 the point where the city operated the incinerator, of course I 

19 had input. But at the point where the facility no longer was 

20 operated by the city, my role was to keep the mayor and 

21 financing team informed about what the financial liabilities 

22 were, operating liabilities of the Resource Recovery Facility. 

23 And we monitored those well into 2008, if memory serves. But 

24 we would put together biweekly reports of all of the 2006 

25 arrearages that the Resource Recovery Facility had, 2007 all 
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1 the arrearages, and that meant health benefits, it meant 

2 salaries and wages, Covanta Energy bills for operating, debt 

3 service guarantees, and we monitored that closely 2006, 2007, 

4 well into 2008. And it was my responsibility to provide that 

5 information on a very detailed basis, on a biweekly basis, to 

6 the entire team. And that was a primary document used in 

7 determining what level of reimbursement could be supported. 

8 Now, that full level of expenditure loans and what 

9 not did not get fully reimbursed, but it was used as the 

10 basis. That is what I provided. Unless you can be more 

11 specific to--

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, I have several 

13 examples here, but one would be a memo that you wrote August 

14 9, 2007, to Mayor Reed. 

15 

16 

MR. KROBOTH: Okay. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And you talked about 

17 "Political considerations not withstanding, the situation is 

18 simply this: the incinerator cannot even generate enough 

19 revenue to meet its $360,125 biweekly obligation to Covanta, 

20 evidenced by the fact that THA still owes Covanta $3.3 

21 million. There is nothing short of a financial miracle that 

22 would change this circumstance until after the 3rd unit is up 

23 and generating revenue." You conclude by saying, "Finally, to 

24 just not honor the City's guarantee fund, the Harrisburg 

25 Authority's debt service shortfall is ill-advised due to the 
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2 interest rates in future years." 

3 MR. KROBOTH: And I recall that memo, and that 

4 memo was based on the current financial position of the 
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5 General Fund and the Resource Recovery Facility Fund while we 

6 operated it. That is correct. I recall that. It's my role 

7 to provide my professional recommendation, but that's from an 

8 operating perspective as far as a financial position of the 

9 city and its ability to continue to provide working capital 

10 loans and continue to provide, by August of 2007, we would 

11 have honored our first guaranty draw, if I recall, the June 1 

12 payment, and it looked like we were going to have to do it 

13 again September 1, and it was in that vein that I indicated 

14 that something had to be done, because the city's General Fund 

15 wasn't going to have the cash flow to support continued 

16 operations. 

17 So yes, that memo to the mayor was my 

18 recommendation based on the cash flow information that I had 

19 available to me. Of course, he's the CEO of the city. He's 

20 the elected official. He has to make the decision based on 

21 the data that I provide him, and that's what he did. 

22 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I understand that. Who 

23 advised you that the city, or maybe you made that decision on 

24 your own, that the city could recover guaranty payments from 

25 the 2007 financings before creditors or projects, construction 
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1 dollars that the city took money out? 

2 MR. KROBOTH: As the city's finance director I was 

3 aware of this: I was aware that the city was on the hook to 

4 honor its guarantees to the extent the Resource Recovery 

5 Facility could not. And along with that Guaranty Agreement, 

6 which is a formal document, and all of the borrowings, all the 

7 indentures, there's also a reimbursement agreement for each 

8 and everyone of those bond issues. My thought processes 

9 centered completely around the reimbursement agreement. I 

10 said, if the city is in a position -- we have to honor these 

11 bonds if the Harrisburg Authority can't, and we actually draw 

12 on the guarantees, then the city is entitled to be reimbursed 

13 pursuant to the reimbursement agreement. And that was my 

14 argument all the way through. 

15 

16 here? 

17 

18 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So can I interrupt you 

MR. KROBOTH: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So there was a 

19 reimbursement agreement that was a Guaranty Agreement? 

20 MR. KROBOTH: Yes, Guaranty Agreement and a 

21 reimbursement agreement for each bond issue. 

22 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That was a separate 

23 document from the bond indenture? 

24 

25 

MR. KROBOTH: That is correct. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. I'm sorry, I just 
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1 want to make clear. 

2 MR. KROBOTH: And it was based on that logic that 

3 I said, well, okay, we have a situation where the General Fund 

4 is running out of cash, we've done the best we could to honor 

5 the guarantees, but we're projecting, under current 

6 circumstances, that we're not going to be able to continue to 

7 do that unless something changed, and that was my argument at 

8 that point. I said, my logic was, and I'm not speaking as an 

9 attorney, I'm speaking as finance director, we have a formal 

10 reimbursement agreement. Why can't the city be reimbursed? 

11 That was my argument to the mayor. But from there it goes to 

12 the bond counsel, it goes to underwriter's counsel, it goes to 

13 the attorneys to make a decision whether or not that can or 

14 cannot be done. 

15 I'm not an attorney, never proposed, never 

16 pretended to be. I just saw a Guaranty Agreement which we 

17 honored, and a reimbursement agreement that we were looking to 

18 be made whole from. And that was my take on it. But from a 

19 legal perspective moving forward, I would if bond counsel 

20 or underwriter counsel, either/or, would have thought that 

21 that wasn't appropriate, I couldn't imagine that the 2007 

22 financing notes would have been allowed to occur. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: On a different matter, as 

24 the finance director at that time, how involved were you with 

25 this decision about not providing a performance bond? 
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2 wasn't a performance bond until well, well, after project 

3 completion. Because I wasn't -- I was not part of the team, 

4 the construction team, I was not part of the construction 
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5 decisions. I was not involved in sizing the retrofit project 

6 size or any of that. I was not aware at all that there wasn't 

7 a performance bond until well into the project financing when 

8 Covanta went belly up, actually. So. 

9 

10 

11 

SENATOR BLAKE: Just one more. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Yes. Senator Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Just one quick follow-up, and if 

12 this is redundant, I apologize, but I'm trying to get clarity 

13 on representations made. In 2007, when that financing was 

14 taking place, there was -- I guess I'm wondering the extent to 

15 which you were either applying as finance director on this 

16 issue of self-liquidation and the certification by the city 

17 that this was self-liquidating debt, did you have a role in 

18 that assessment, or was this completely done by the 

19 independent, third-party advisors? 

20 MR. KROBOTH: From a self-liquidating debt 

21 perspective, I would not have been, to my recollection, I 

22 would not have been the individual who opined on that. 

23 

24 

25 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. 

MR. KROBOTH: No. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you. 
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1 

2 

3 time today. 

4 

MR. KROBOTH: You're welcome. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, thank you for your 

MR. KROBOTH: You're very welcome, Senators. 

5 You're very welcome. 

6 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Next up is Thomas Mealy, 

7 former director of the Harrisburg Authority. 

8 (Whereupon, THOMAS MEALY, was duly sworn.) 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Would you like to start? 

10 Do you have any remarks for us? 
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11 MR. MEALY: Well, I'll just introduce myself. My 

12 name is Thomas Mealy, former Executive Director for the 

13 Harrisburg Authority. I left that position in the fall of 

14 2006. I would ask for your indulgence today. Since I left 

15 Harrisburg, I haven't been involved in any particular 

16 activities. I was not asked to participate in the financial 

17 audit that is before you. There's only been one or t~o 

18 occasions in the past six years that I've even discussed the 

19 matter of any Harrisburg activities, and those were primarily 

20 in proceedings like today. 

21 Well, with that, I'm happy to answer any 

22 questions. I do so with perhaps a failing memory, but I'll do 

23 the best I can do for you today. 

24 

25 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mike. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Yes, thank you. 
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1 Mr. Mealy, am I correct that you served both as a 

2 city employee and as executive director of the Harrisburg 

3 Authority? 

4 

5 

6 interest? 

MR. MEALY: Yes, I did. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Isn't this a conflict of 

7 MR. MEALY: It didn't appear to be at the time. 

8 My duties were divided. I worked for the wastewater treatment 

9 facility, was deputy director for the Department of Public 

10 Works, as well as executive director. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: Who did you report to? Did you 

12 take direction from Mayor Reed? 

13 MR. MEALY: If I was working for the city, I would 

14 report to the director of Department of Public Works, and then 

15 above him would be certainly the mayor, Mayor Reed. For the 

16 Harrisburg Authority, I reported to the board of the 

17 Harrisburg Authority. 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: Now, Mayor Reed told us that the 

19 Special Projects Fund was under the control and direction of 

20 the Authority. Who set up, to the best of your knowledge, who 

21 set up this fund? How was it operated? What was the process 

22 to disburse the moneys from the funds? And was Mayor Reed 

23 directly making the decisions regarding the uses of these 

24 funds? 

25 MR. MEALY: Well, it was set up through board 
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1 activity. I think the record can be produced that will show 

2 that there's a motion that was by the board that created the 

3 special funds. That motion, I believe, listed the details 
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4 that you're asking for, the protocol that would be used. And 

5 the best of my recollection is that requests would come in 

6 from the mayor to fund certain projects. The board would 

7 consider those, through board action would approve those 

8 expenditures, and the Authority would produce the check that 

9 would pay for those items. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you. Did you read 

11 Buchart Horn's 2003 incinerator study? 

12 

13 

MR. MEALY: I'm sorry, I don't recall that. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, because my next portion of 

14 that was how did the Authority and the city come to terms with 

15 Buchart Horn's comment that the project was $50 million short 

16 in handling existing debt plus new debt? 

17 MR. MEALY: Again, I don't recall the report. I 

18 don't deny its existence, I just don't recall. 

19 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. In 2003, there were 

20 questions about potential conflicts of interest from members 

21 of the Authority board, J. Bruce Walter of Rhoads & Sinon sent 

22 you a June 26, 2003, letter about the conflicts of interest. 

23 What did you do with this letter? Did you share this letter 

24 with members of the Authority board, in particular, Fred 

25 Clark, as the forensic audit states he had a conflict of 
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1 interest? 

2 MR. MEALY: Senator, again, I don't recall the 

3 particulars of what you're talking about. Knowing myself the 

4 procedures would be that--

5 SENATOR FOLMER: We have a copy for you that we'll 

6 bring down for you. 

7 

8 

MR. MEALY: (Witness reviewing document.) 

SENATOR FOLMER: At the bottom of this it says, 

9 copy, it's handwritten, and then it says--

10 MR. MEALY: Those are my writing. It says copied 

11 to the board members. 

12 

13 copy? 

14 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. So Fred Clark did get a 

MR. MEALY: Yes. Whoever the board members were 

15 during that period of time. 

16 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Thank you. How did Barlow 

17 come to the Authority? And let me just amplify that. I'm 

18 especially interested in the board's involvement in the 

19 selection of Barlow as we can find just one public action of 

20 the board, the November 16, 2000, approval of a $300,000 

21 contract. However, we can find no formal public board 

22 approval for Barlow work that were paid well over $300,000. 

23 It appears you authorized this additional work and 

24 expenditures in your capacity as executive director. If yes, 

25 on what authority? 
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1 MR. MEALY: Well, first of all, your first 

2 question, who brought Barlow to the Harrisburg Authority, I 

3 believe that would be Andy Giorgione and Dan Lispi are the 

4 ones that connected that. In regard to the actual 

5 expenditures, I, sir, do not have authority to make payments 
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6 of any amount unless it has been approved by the board, either 

7 through a budget or through a requisition process. 

8 SENATOR FOLMER: So you're saying that the 

9 expenses were approved by the board, and that's where you got 

10 your authority to do so? 

11 

12 

13 

14 sorry. 

15 

MR. MEALY: Correct. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Was that made public? 

MR. MEALY: I don't recall the particulars. I'm 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. How do you explain the 

16 lack of a performance bond in 2003? I mean, doesn't State law 

17 require performance bonds for construction projects? 

18 MR. MEALY: Yes, it does. That was a point of 

19 contention among the professionals. We relied upon the 

20 professionals to make a determination that one was not 

21 required in this particular situation, and I'm not the 

22 attorney that made those decisions, but we relied upon their 

23 judgment. 

24 

25 

SENATOR FOLMER: Who in particular? 

MR. MEALY: It was Andy Giorgione and Rhoads & 
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1 Sinon as our solicitor. 

2 SENATOR FOLMER: Did the Harrisburg Authority have 

3 other projects for which it didn't require a performance bond, 

4 and who advised you that a performance bond wasn't necessary 

5 for this project? 

6 MR. MEALY: I believe, to the best of my 

7 knowledge, this was the only project we did not have a 

8 performance bond. 

9 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you believe any of the 

10 Authority's bonds were self-liquidating? If not, did you 

11 share this with anyone? 

12 MR. MEALY: Are any of the bonds self-liquidating? 

13 I believed that all our bonds were self-liquidating. The 

14 Harrisburg Authority not only dealt with the Resource Recovery 

15 Facility, which is what we're here for today, but also was the 

16 owner of the Harrisburg water as well as wastewater systems. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Then who drafted the bond 

18 documents? Did you discuss any concerns with them as whether 

19 the bonds were truly self-liquidating, and did you believe 

20 revenues would exceed expenditures? 

21 MR. MEALY: We relied upon professionals in 

22 putting those documents together. 

23 

24 

SENATOR FOLMER: Anyone in particular? 

MR. MEALY: Well, you had the financial advisor, 

25 you had Dan Lispi, who was at one point a city employee but 
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1 later a consultant to the Authority. 

2 

3 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. MEALY: You had Andy Giorgione, who was 

4 ultimately involved in many of the decisionmakings. You had 

5 bond counsel, and other professionals. 

6 SENATOR FOLMER: And my last question for you, 
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7 sir, and thank you for your patience, what was it like to run 

8 the Harrisburg Authority while these financial transactions 

9 were being undertaken? Did you feel you were in control? Did 

10 you feel the board was in control? And why did you leave? 

11 MR. MEALY: Interesting. Let me answer the last 

12 one first. Maybe that gives you the best explanation. 

13 

14 

SENATOR FOLMER: Sure. 

MR. MEALY: I did not feel that the Authority was 

15 going in a direction that was suitable to my beliefs and 

16 understanding. Rather than continue to battle and fight, and 

17 for the benefit of my health and well-being, I chose to leave. 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. And did you feel like you 

19 were in control? 

20 

21 

MR. MEALY: No. 

SENATOR FOLMER: And did you feel the board was in 

22 control? And if you didn't feel like the board was in 

23 control, who was in control? Because we're just trying to get 

24 down to the--

25 MR. MEALY: Technically, you could say that the 
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1 board was in control because the board has to approve the 

2 appropriate motions and so forth, but truly, there was 

3 there was discussions with the city, between the city, the 

4 professional team, and the Harrisburg Authority board. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Thank you. I'm through. 

Thank you, Mr. Mealy. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you, Senator. 

Chairman Blake. 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Mealy. And I think 

10 Senator Folmer has probably addressed many of the concerns 

11 that I had. In my prior life, I served as an executive 

12 director of a redevelopment authority and used to have to go 

13 before my board and there was considerable dependence on me 

14 with respect to the votes that they had to take, and on the 

15 basis of your testimony here, I think that there were an awful 

16 lot of forces at work in addition to your own as executive 

17 director of the Authority that influenced the final outcome of 

18 the votes taken by the board. Is that a fair assessment? 

19 

20 

MR. MEALY: Yes. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Tell me a little bit -- I know 

21 that you yourself were on the record, and it was actually 

22 during the CIT trial that you testified you had some concerns 

23 about the aspects of the incinerator transaction, red flags, 

24 as you said. Could you elaborate what your concerns were? 

25 MR. MEALY: Well, I wasn't comfortable with the 
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1 arrangements with that finance. They were not typical or 

2 customary to an authority. I was trying to push -- if 

3 additional moneys were required for the project, I would 
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4 prefer to go the more conventional route with the bond issue 

5 and going through much like the other bonds of the Harrisburg 

6 Authority, as opposed to the manner in which the CIT loan was 

7 presented. 

8 SENATOR BLAKE: I see. The issue of guaranty fees 

9 and all the other transactions done under your tenure at the 

10 Authority, was this typical of the bond issues that were 

11 conducted by the Authority to have these kinds of guaranty 

12 fees going to the -- what I would call the elected authorities 

13 that were providing those guarantees? 

14 MR. MEALY: To the best of my recall, it was not 

15 uncommon for the Resource Recovery bonds to have guaranty fees 

16 in them. 

17 

18 

SENATOR BLAKE: But only those? 

MR. MEALY: That's why I say to the best of my 

19 recollection. I don't recall whether there was any associated 

20 with water or wastewater. 

21 SENATOR BLAKE: Senator Folmer already raised this 

22 issue regarding Barlow and there was no competitive 

23 procurement process, there was no process to allow an 

24 objective opportunity for anyone else to come into the 

25 picture. The issues that evolved in dealing with Barlow under 
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1 your tenure had been evolving from one role to another role to 

2 another role. At any point did you express concerns to the 

3 board about, I guess, the all-encompassing nature of that 

4 engagement with Barlow? 

5 MR. MEALY: I think I can address that in two 

6 statements. First, I believe that Barlow as an organization 

7 underestimated the complexity of the project when it bid, and 

8 this is the benefit of hindsight. During the course of the 

9 construction of the project, I know I voiced my concerns 

10 regarding their ability to manage the project. 

11 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. I think you've 

12 already made representations that there was an awful lot of 

13 external consultation regarding this issue of self-liquidating 

14 debt. The bond issued in early 2003 restructured the debt. 

15 Was there a discussion about whether or not these bonds could 

16 be considered self-liquidating, since at that point the 

17 facility had not been operating, or it was certainly operating 

18 at a greatly reduced capacity. Was there dialogue among board 

19 members about the representation that was going to be made to 

20 DCED about the self-liquidating nature of this debt? 

21 

22 

23 

MR. MEALY: I don't recall. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

24 So as a general follow-up to some of this, was the 

25 mayor calling the shots with the Authority? 
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1 MR. MEALY: The mayor would meet on occasion with 

2 the members of the board to have certain discussions. So 

3 there was certain dialogs that would take place. Certainly, 

4 Mayor had certain influences, but ultimately the board had to 

5 make -- take the appropriate votes. 

6 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Did he communicate things 

7 through you? Because when we had Mr. Clark here, he said all 

8 information came to the board through you. 

9 MR. MEALY: I don't think that's a fair 

10 assessment. Oftentimes board members would attend the same 

11 meetings that I attended with the mayor. In fact, I would 

12 have to say there was very few meetings that we had with the 

13 mayor that I was present that a board member, the chairman or 

14 some other representative of the board, would be in that room. 

15 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: How about a percentage 

16 here then? How influential do you think the mayor was with 

17 the Authority, on a scale of 1 to 10, let's say? 

18 MR. MEALY: Oh, I think he had a great deal of 

19 influence onto the board of the Harrisburg Authority. 

20 

21 that? 

22 

23 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: 7 or 8, something like 

MR. MEALY: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Do you know where the 

24 statutory authority came from to develop this fund that was in 

25 the Authority's -- was in the Authority's control but used by 
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1 the mayor? 

2 MR. MEALY: Special Projects Fund, are you 

3 referring to? 

4 

5 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Yeah. 

MR. MEALY: I don't recall the statutory 
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6 provisions that were there, but it was -- I'm certain that it 

7 was investigated by our solicitor at the time of its creation. 

8 I would point this board to go back to the motions that were 

9 adopted by the Harrisburg Authority at the time of the 

10 creation of that. Perhaps that would lead to any further 

11 records that may be on file with the Harrisburg Authority. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: To follow up on a question 

13 Senator Folmer asked about with the Rhoads & Sinon legal 

14 opinion that you were brought, my immediate concern when I 

15 read that, and we had Mr. Clark here at the last hearing and I 

16 asked him directly about that, he said that he had legal 

17 advice that said it was okay to do that. Have you seen any 

18 legal advice that said it was okay to vote that way, to vote 

19 on that contract with his affiliation with the Reynolds 

20 Company? 

21 MR. MEALY: I apologize. I don't recall. I don't 

22 know one way or another. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: If the secondary issue is 

24 given that opinion, if Mr. Clark did what he did, how was the 

25 Authority permitted to vote on this? I mean, if he voted on 
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1 it, that was one issue. The second issue is if the legal 

2 opinion says that a contract would be null and void if it was 

3 entered into as long as a member of the Authority was part of 

4 that, was in that position of conflict, why would the 

5 Authority go ahead then and make that decision, knowing that 

6 it was the wrong thing to do? 

7 MR. MEALY: I can't answer specifically your 

8 question, but I would say that if there was a conflict, I 

9 would expect that that conflict would have been exposed by the 

10 city's solicitor. Or excuse me, the Authority's solicitor. 

11 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: The Authority's solicitor. 

12 Okay. 

13 I guess one other quick item here is Mayor Reed 

14 wrote in a personal note that he directed to ask somebody if 

15 you had money hidden elsewhere. Do you know what he would 

16 have been talking about? 

17 

18 

MR. MEALY: Could you repeat that, please? 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mayor Reed wrote in a 

19 personal note that he directed someone to ask you if you had 

20 money hidden somewhere. 

21 

22 document.) 

23 

(Document handed to witness. Witness reviewing 

MR. MEALY: Okay, well, I've never seen this 

24 document before. The mayor always accused me of trying to 

25 hide money from him. It was kind of a joke, but in some 
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2 would apply is there were certain bond issues that the 
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3 Authority undertook -- I apologize for not knowing the precise 

4 name of the transactions, but had to deal with variable rates 

5 -- and the Harrisburg Authority, because they were variable 

6 rate bond issues, understood the risk that they were getting 

7 involved with. So the Authority created a pool of money to 

8 use only for the payment of debt should rate increases 

9 increase above what would be budgeted during a normal period 

10 of time. That's the only tie I can make to this comment. And 

11 the board took certain action on that at a meeting, and the 

12 money was restricted only to be used to make debt service 

13 payments. 

14 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer had another 

15 question. 

16 SENATOR FOLMER: Just one follow-up question. 

17 Thank you, Mr. Mealy. It's my understanding that Dan Lispi 

18 also served for a period of time as a city employee while also 

19 working for the Harrisburg Authority. Is that true? 

20 MR. MEALY: Not in -- my recollection is no in the 

21 way that you described it. Dan Lispi was an employee of the 

22 City of Harrisburg. He worked heavily -- was heavily involved 

23 with the Resource Recovery Facility and was advisor to the 

24 Harrisburg Authority. When he left the employment of the City 

25 of Harrisburg, started his own consulting practices, then he 
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1 became a hiree of the Harrisburg Authority. 

2 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you support Mr. Lispi's 2004 

3 hiring? If not, how did he get hired? 

4 MR. MEALY: I don't recall the details of the 

5 hiring and how it came down. Mr. Lispi was perhaps -- he was 

6 one individual that knew the most about that particular 

7 facility. 

8 

9 

SENATOR FOLMER: Did you support his hiring? 

MR. MEALY: I can't say I supported it, but I 

10 can't say I opposed it as well. 

11 

12 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Mr. Mealy, thank you again for 

13 your time today. Just looking back on some other research 

14 that my staff did, and I'm trying to get a handle on the city 

15 council's Special Projects Fund. There have been a couple of 

16 correspondences back and forth. Can you talk a little bit 

17 about that? This was done I think by resolution. We heard in 

18 previous testimony they set up essentially a fund that was 

19 built and managed by the finance director with respect to city 

20 council's actions and the distribution of dollars, and I guess 

21 I'm just trying to get a look at your understanding of the 

22 transactions between the Authority and the city vis-a-vis the 

23 city council Special Projects Fund. Could you talk a little 

24 bit about your memory of those transactions? 

25 MR. MEALY: I don't think I can. You're making 
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1 reference to city council's special fund? 

2 SENATOR BLAKE: That's correct, but it was 

3 Authority proceeds. Am I incorrect on that? 

4 MR. MEALY: It may have been through -- I'm not 

5 sure how the funds got to the city, but I can't speak on 

6 behalf of the city and the city's Special Projects Fund and 

7 how those funds were used. I did not playa role in that. 

8 SENATOR BLAKE: Okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I had a follow-up to one 
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10 of Senator Folmer's questions originally. He talked about the 

11 competitive bidding, I believe. Didn't you bring that up, 

12 Mike? How is it -- how did that come about that there wasn't 

13 competitive bidding for that project and that Barlow was just 

14 awarded the project? What was the discussion like at the 

15 time? 

16 MR. MEALY: I believe professional services were 

17 probably introduced into the discussion. But beyond that, I 

18 can't state here today how it developed from there. 

19 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You don't recall whether 

20 there was a breakdown of the definition of professional 

21 services between engineering and the contract and the 

22 construction portion? 

23 MR. MEALY: I believe we relied upon the 

24 professionals to make that determination, and I believe they 

25 would be the more appropriate party to ask. 
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CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. 

We're a little ahead of schedule. We thank you 

3 very much for your time. 
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4 We would ask if Bruce Barnes is here? He is. If 

5 you wouldn't mind coming up a little early, we'll probably 

6 have an early lunch break. That will compensate for the late 

7 lunch break we had at the first day of hearings. 

8 (Whereupon, BRUCE BARNES, was duly sworn.) 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Do you have any remarks 

10 for us before we pepper you with questions? 

11 MR. BARNES: Well, maybe a little background of 

12 where I came from, how I got here. I was finance director for 

13 the City of Harrisburg from 1980 to 1985. I see somebody 

14 checking a date there. It's -- I was hired by Paul E. 

15 Doutrich, Jr., when he was mayor. So I'd been there for a 

16 number of years, two years before the mayor took office, Mayor 

17 Reed took office. I spent five years there. 

18 After that, I went to work for Milt Lopus. Had a 

19 firm called Financial Management Services, which later became 

20 -- was acquired by or merged with, I like to say, Public 

21 Financial Management, and where I stayed for another 10 years, 

22 until I left there to go back to work for Milt Lopus 

23 Associates. Milt Lopus was a former Secretary of Revenue who 

24 had done financial advisory work back in the '80s. Even when 

25 I was finance director, he served as the financial advisor to 
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1 the Harrisburg Authority. I went to work for him and I 

2 assumed some of those jobs relating to the Authority. I'm 

3 basically a numbers guy. 

4 In 2001, Milt suffered a series of strokes and 

5 retired. I took over the business. I started a separate 

6 company, it is Excel Financial Advisors, formerly doing 

7 business as Milt Lopus Associates. So I worked for the 
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8 Authority in 2003 through 2007, at which time I was let go by 

9 the Authority and haven't really had much to do with anything 

10 at the city for the past six or seven years now. I'm sorry, 

11 about five years, I guess it's been, since I left the 

12 Authority, a little over five years. 

13 I'll gladly answer any questions you have about 

14 anything. It's a big expanse of time, but I'll do my best to 

15 answer your questions. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

Senator Folmer, do you want to start? 

16 

17 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: I have a few questions, sir. Mr. 

19 Barnes, thank you very much for being here. 

20 Your name and your firm are listed in the very 

21 front of the forensic audit which notes your firm was the 

22 financial advisor to the Authority during the period of 1990 

23 through the summer of 2007, and you were previously employed 

24 as a staff person at the city under Mayor Reed. As this gives 

25 you a unique perspective on many of the financial deals of the 
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1 city and the Authority, describe the Authority's Special 

2 Projects Fund. Who set up the fund? How was it operated? 

3 What was the money used for? Did Mayor Reed directly make the 

4 decisions regarding the use of this fund? 

5 MR. BARNES: As financial advisor to the 

6 Authority, my involvement with them was mainly transaction 

7 based. I learned more about the Special Projects Fund through 

8 the forensic audit and the discussion here today than I knew 

9 about it then. I didn't really have any type of involvement 

10 with the Special Projects Fund. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Did Mayor Reed control the 

12 Authority board and staff? 

13 MR. BARNES: The Authority board was appointed by 

14 the mayor and confirmed by council, until that was litigated I 

15 believe in 2006. The mayor was certainly a strong mayor in 

16 the city, made a lot of decisions and recommendations to the 

17 board, I'm sure. But the board was their own entity. I 

18 attended almost every board meeting, heard a lot of the 

19 discussion in public of most of the matters that are being 

20 discussed today, and the board was the financial say in what 

21 went on there. 

22 SENATOR FOLMER: Did Mayor Reed determine which 

23 finance professionals would be hired by the Authority? For 

24 instance, did James Losty provide financial advice to the 

25 Authority and the city regarding the structuring of the 
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1 incinerator bonds and swaps? 

2 MR. BARNES: Yes, the mayor appointed officials to 

3 the financing team through the various boards and councils, 

4 but I would say, yeah, most of the decisions and 

5 recommendations were made by the board -- most of the 

6 recommendations were made by the mayor, and most of the 

7 recommendations were adopted by the board. 

8 SENATOR FOLMER: Mr. Barnes, did you believe it 

9 was a good idea for the Authority to enter into the 

10 incinerator swaps? And how did the Authority choose RBC as 

11 the counterparty to do the swaps, and how much money did your 

12 firm make on the swaps? 

13 MR. BARNES: Which swaps are you specifically 

14 talking about? We've done a lot of swaps for the city. The 

15 city was one of the first entities--

16 

17 

SENATOR FOLMER: Let's narrow it down to the 2003. 

MR. BARNES: To be honest with you, Senator, I 

18 mean, it's been many years since I've, you know, looked at 

19 that. It was 10 years ago, 9 years ago. The swaps that we 

20 did then I'm sure I believed in the process of the swaps and 

21 the outcome of the swaps. A couple of the swaps that we did 

22 were very favorable to the city. And swaps are not 

23 necessarily as bad, even though they have the bad reputation 

24 they have. One of the swaps fixed the cost to the city at 

25 3.35 percent. That's a successful financing rate in anybody's 
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1 book. 

2 

3 swaps? 

4 

SENATOR FOLMER: What do you remember about the 

MR. BARNES: What do I remember about the swaps? 

5 I remember that we did the swaps--

6 SENATOR FOLMER: Were they unique? I mean, was 
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7 it--

8 MR. BARNES: Some of the swaps were unique. Most 

9 of the swaps that we did and when we did them were done for a 

10 reason. Some of the swaps were done to generate additional 

11 funds for the project because they desperately needed cash to 

12 finish the project. Some of the swaps were done short-term 

13 gain for long-term pain. I don't necessarily have the 

14 approval right. Again, I gave financial advice to the 

15 Authority. I didn't make the financial decisions. The swaps 

16 that were done later on, and particularly unwinding some of 

17 them, were to raise capital. And I think most of the swaps we 

18 had were reasonable at the time under the conditions that we 

19 had. 

20 SENATOR FOLMER: Have you seen similar other ones, 

21 other projects that did similar swaps? 

22 

23 

24 

MR. BARNES: Yes. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Is it unique? 

MR. BARNES: No. Swaps were fairly widely used. 

25 There were a number of swaps that were done around that 
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1 period. As the market permitted, it was beneficial. You 

2 could actually borrow money at a variable rate and enter into 

3 a swap at a fixed rate that was considerably below where the 

4 market was for conventional financings. A lot of those swaps 

5 were advantageous for that purpose. 

6 SENATOR FOLMER: And as a second portion of my 

7 questions about the swaps, I don't know, if you answered this, 

8 I apologize, but I don't think I heard the answer. How much 

9 money did your firm make on the swaps? 

10 MR. BARNES: I don't recall that my firm, the fee 

11 was broken out, or what it was. 

12 

13 

SENATOR FOLMER: Is this information available? 

MR. BARNES: I can certainly try to find it for 

14 you. The information that I was paid for the swaps would have 

15 been in the interest rate management plan adopted by the city 

16 that was done at the time. So yes, that information is 

17 available in the interest rate management plan after the 

18 amendment of the Local Unit Debt Act that permitted swaps in 

19 Pennsylvania. 

20 

21 information? 

22 

23 

SENATOR FOLMER: Would you be able to get us that 

MR. BARNES: Yes. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you. Now, my last 

24 question. Earlier today I asked Commissioner Haste about the 

25 guaranty fees the county charged, and he said PFM said such 
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1 fees were not uncommon. Would you comment on such fees? 

2 MR. BARNES: It was not unusual for the city to 

3 charge a guaranty fee for a number of authorities, not just 
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4 the Harrisburg Authority, but the Harrisburg Parking Authority 

5 also paid guaranty fees for the city. But I don't recall 

6 seeing it with any of my clients outside of the city. 

7 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, you answered that. I was 

8 going to ask that, did it extend outside the city. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Thank you. I'm through with my questions. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you. 

Senator Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you, Mr. Barnes, for your testimony and your 

14 presence here today. Senator Folmer again talked about a few 

15 of the issues that I was going to bring up, but there's really 

16 only two things that I want to get a handle on in your 

17 capacity as financial advisor to the Authority. I guess there 

18 are some pretty powerful assertions made in the forensic 

19 audit, and some of those assertions, you know, on their own 

20 may have merit. I think others might, under additional 

21 scrutiny, and at least on the basis of some of the responses I 

22 saw from legal counsel for the county, there are some things 

23 that I think require a deeper look. 

24 But two things. The issue of I guess whether or 

25 not you in your representation of the Authority or as a 
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1 financial advisor to the Authority attempted to vet or 

2 challenge the projections of Barlow. There doesn't seem to be 

3 anything that kind of questioned the validity of those 

4 representations, and do you recall, I understand you're going 

5 back a long time, but do you recall looking at those and 

6 having reservation about those reputations upon which these 

7 bond issues were based? 

8 MR. BARNES: You brought up a number of things 

9 there, the one being the audit that was done. My involvement 

10 with the audit consisted of about an hour of sitting down with 

11 two of the people and sitting in my office and talking about 

12 it. You know, I offered to get more information when they 

13 wanted it and never heard about it again. It's one of those 

14 things that, you know, you sit back and look at and see that 

15 it is, in fact, lacking, the audit. And I realize that the 

16 Authority had limited resources to undertake something like 

17 this, and it was very complicated. 

18 And as far as the self-liquidating debt 

19 certificate issued by the engineer, that's what's called for 

20 in the Local Government Unit Debt Act. I would say I spent a 

21 lot of time reviewing revenues, revenue projections, assessing 

22 them with the Authority. At one point we had the information 

23 from Barlow that Barlow is generating, and then we had the 

24 Authority's numbers, and then we had Covanta's numbers, and we 

25 would try to come to a good, you know, balance of it. 
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1 In 2003, there was really very little to do. It 

2 was all based on projections that are done by the engineer and 

3 how it fit into the financing. We provided financing numbers, 

4 projections, debt service costs that we projected to do, those 

5 self-liquidating debt certificates. The underwriter supplied, 

6 you know, information that the engineer put into a certificate 

7 and put together. I am not an engineer. However, did I 

8 question them? Yes, I did question them over the years. At 

9 that time, I also recommended to city council that they get a 

10 second opinion, and they did so. The Buchart Horn report was 

11 done. I never actually got to see the Buchart Horn report 

12 that was done. And the county also had, you know, their own 

13 group of professionals look at it. 

14 The self-liquidating debt certificate is something 

15 that was included and done, but, you know, I really had very 

16 little to say about it. 

17 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you, Mr. 

18 Barnes. 

19 The last point I want to bring up, and you've 

20 already addressed this in your testimony here regarding the 

21 nature of these synthetic variable rates, the issue of the 

22 swaps and the issue of they weren't uncommon during this 

23 period of time as a means to deal with interest rate risk or 

24 to raise capital, to your point. If you can bear with me, 

25 there's two things that I'm trying to raise. There's an issue 
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2 with me, I'm going to say what it says. 
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3 It says, "Taken individually, many of the swaps do 

4 not make sense as a means of managing interest costs and/or 

5 protecting against rising interest rates. Collectively, the 

6 number of swap transactions alone raises questions regarding 

7 their relationship to a plan to manage interest rate risk or 

8 costs. Further, some of the swaps were inconsistent with each 

9 other and with principles of the interest rate management. 

10 One swap reversed another that had just been entered into a 

11 short time earlier. In several instances, it appears the 

12 professional advisors were encouraging the Authority to take 

13 actions aimed primarily at raising short-term funds 

14 irrespective of whether the transaction was prudent .... " 

15 Listen, those are harsh assertions, and I think 

16 that you've already said that there was an issue of short-term 

17 obligation to do something that was important and of merit at 

18 least on the basis of there were independent reviews that were 

19 being relied upon for the Authority's decisions, but in 

20 retrospect, you look back at these and you find out, and even 

21 in the representations made by Mette Evans for the county, 

22 that some of these transactions should have been dealt with 

23 differently by the Authority. And I guess I'm trying to get a 

24 handle on this issue of what advice was offered to the 

25 Authority about these transactions, and if you can speak a 
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1 little bit in your memory about what that was like for the 

2 board, making decisions on these complex transactions. 

3 MR. BARNES: Well, there were a number of swaps 

4 that were done by the city previous to this swap. They had 

5 done some swaps of some general obligation debt. The 

6 Harrisburg Authority, the Harrisburg Parking Authority had 

7 also done a number of swaps. The structure that was put 
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8 together for the incinerator specifically when we went from a 

9 fixed rate to a variable rate, and then back into a fixed 

10 rate, was primarily engineered and structured by RBC. The 

11 a lot of times it's a marketing call of what can get you the 

12 lowest effective rate. 

13 2002-2003 was a time of dropping rates, and when 

14 we went with the fixed rate -- we went with a fixed rate that 

15 was swapped to variable because it generated additional funds 

16 at the time and lowered the true interest costs to the 

17 Authority on the project. That variable rate financing was 

18 later fixed when the market conditions came down and we could 

19 lock in some of the variable rate debt at a fixed rate. And 

20 as I recall, the fixed rate was 3.35 percent that we did. 

21 After the project blew apart, blew apart, the 

22 engineering didn't meet the requirements of the financing, the 

23 engineering didn't come true. It was -- the implementation of 

24 that plant was disastrous -- of the project was disastrous. 

25 The Authority was aware that they needed an additional $12 
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1 million to do projects. They needed $5 million immediately to 

2 payoff some of the contractors that were involved. 

3 Terminating part of that swap and eliminating that cap of 3.3, 

4 that fixed rate of 3.35 percent generated somewhere in the 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

area of $4 million. Even though it wasn't a good idea to do, 

because I liked the 3.35 percent cap, it was up to the 

Authority to decide whether they wanted the $4 million 

instead. And they needed the $4 million instead, 

unfortunately. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. You mentioned, "The 

11 interest rate management plan entered into in connection with 

12 the 2003 swaps and caps stated: 'The Authority shall review 

13 the long-term implications associated with entering into such 

14 Agreements .... " So again, I think maybe what you've just 

15 represented is part of that process in terms of their need for 

16 capital and what instruments they held, what contracts that 

17 they were obliged to honor. 

18 

19 

MR. BARNES: Yes. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Barnes. I 

20 appreciate your testimony. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer had a 

22 follow-up to one of your questions, Senator Blake. 

23 SENATOR FOLMER: On your previous comments, and 

24 try to bear with me on this, because I think the point of this 

25 hearing is that so far what we've heard is that the elected 
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1 officials relied on the professionals, and I think what you're 

2 saying is that some of the professionals didn't come through, 

3 and my question to you is this, is that you're saying that the 

4 engineering firms that did the certification, and the county 

5 did one as well, who was the engineering firm? See, we're 

6 trying to get to those professionals that would be held 

7 responsible. Because here we have all this debt, and so far 

8 through this hearing and the previous hearing, I'm still 

9 . hearing the same thing is that there's nobody to blame, but we 

10 have all this debt. And we're just trying to get down to it. 

11 MR. BARNES: My involvement is financing the 

12 project. And I know there's a lot of people that will look 

13 back now and say, you know, the project financing was not 

14 good. The project financing was a very good financing. They 

15 had a very successful financing. The problem was with the 

16 implementation of the project, the actual management of the 

17 construction that was done at the incinerator. The estimates 

18 that were done, the cost estimates were done--

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

SENATOR FOLMER: But who? 

MR. BARNES: Barlow. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. BARNES: I mean, that's my opinion. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. BARNES: Of what went wrong. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. All right. 
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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mr. Barnes, you had said 

2 that the swaps weren't unique particularly during that period, 

3 but aren't six in two years somewhat unique? 

4 MR. BARNES: Again, it was, you know, a very 

5 volatile time in the market, and we were facing a project that 

6 needed some changes to be made. Incidentally, I mean, one of 

7 the things that, you know, coming here, there were other 

8 ideas. You know, the Harrisburg Authority didn't grab every 

9 idea that came along and run with it. There was a number of 

10 them that were done, some people brought up -- it brought up 

11 in the forensic audit mentions the off-market swap that was a 

12 recommendation and killed. You know, there were other things 

13 that the city and the Authority and the county looked at, and, 

14 you know, did not do. Six swaps in two years? 

15 

16 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Right. 

MR. BARNES: For three sets of bonds, the A, B, 

17 Cs, being one in my-- the D, which is the retrofit, and the E 

18 and the Fs. Most of the swaps had to do with the series D 

19 bonds, and that was the project funds. Six swaps in two years 

20 is unusual, yes. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, you know, to kind of 

22 strengthen what Senator Folmer asked, I mean, I talked to a 

23 person during this hearing, the time we've been working on 

24 these hearings, and he said to me, with all these people 

25 involved, these deals just didn't pass the smell test. And 
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1 it's hard to believe that with all the people involved in this 

2 process, all the professional people, all the elected 

3 officials, that somebody just didn't say, you know, this isn't 

4 a good deal. We have to cut our losses and stop. And I don't 

5 know why yourself, the attorneys involved, the solicitors, the 

6 management, people advising the mayor, the Authority members 

7 and so on, somebody didn't say, you know, this stuff just 

8 doesn't add up. 

9 And that's part of the problem we have with all 

10 these certifications that went to the State, to DCED, is that 

11 everybody signed off on everything, everybody said everything 

12 was fine. And it's hard for me to believe that somebody 

13 didn't recognize that these were very poorly structured deals, 

14 that this was a house of cards. 

15 When you look at that chart that's on the tripod 

16 over here you see that this project never cash-flowed, ever. 

17 I mean, how do you justify that you can go ahead and continue 

18 to borrow on something like that? And, you know, I have a 

19 five-page memo from you to the Authority, and Mayor Reed was 

20 copied on it, you explained -- this was dated May 29, 2007 --

21 you explained a lot of information about money and refinancing 

22 things, the retrofit project, where they were at the time, the 

23 CIT agreement, and so on. You had one paragraph in here on 

24 swaps, out of that five pages, and it was pretty much an 

25 explanatory paragraph. You cautioned in the paragraph about 
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1 some of the structure of short-term debt issue, which was 

2 their other alternative, and it made it seem to me, as reading 

3 it as a layman, that this was relatively a harmless avenue for 

4 them to pursue, another swap deal. 

5 So, I mean, I'm just concerned that people in your 

6 position weren't being honest with their clients and with the 

7 public through this process. Can you respond to that? 

8 MR. BARNES: Well, the document you're referring 

9 to was a study that was requested to do, for me to come up 

10 with an idea. When I opposed the off-market swap that they 

11 wanted to do to generate additional money, and they said, you 

12 know, what else can we do? The one thing about, you know, any 

13 good project, before you take shots at the existing plan, you 

14 ought to come up with an alternative plan, and this was a way 

15 to come up with alternative plans. 

16 I am not a -- I'm a very conservative person. By 

17 2007, when that was written, the swap market had basically 

18 deteriorated, in my mind, that the opportunities of, you know, 

19 2001 to 2003, you know, were no longer there. That the swap 

20 market had become, you know, befuddled. I think the paragraph 

21 in there, and the meeting and discussion of different plans 

22 brought that out a little bit more, that we weren't looking at 

23 doing swaps because the market had softened. 

24 Again, the financing we had in place, we did the 

25 best we could with what we had at the time. The problem, and 
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1 this is where it fell apart, is in the construction. If you 

2 look at those revenues and those spreads right now, you'll see 

3 that the plant is now generating the revenues that it was 

4 projected to have in their report. 

5 One of the big problems has been in the expenses 

6 and the management of the expenses of the plan. And, you 

7 know, the Covanta contract, I don't know how that worked. 

8 That was after my time. When all this started falling apart 

9 in 2007, I had some serious concerns, and as a result of that, 

10 I'm no longer employed by the Harrisburg Authority. We took 

11 it that far. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: When you started your 

13 answer, you had said about them considering another swap, and 

14 you made it seem like somebody else was proposing that. You 

15 were the financial advisor at the time, right? I mean, who 

16 else would have been proposing swaps? 

17 MR. BARNES: Oh, anybody and everybody, you know, 

18 that read about this in the paper of what was going on, they 

19 would call up, they would bring a recommendation, they would 

20 send information in to the Authority or to the mayor, or to 

21 counsel, and say, look, I have this great idea, you should do 

22 this, or you should do that. Part of what I did is, you know, 

23 they sent it over to me and said, look at this. What do you 

24 think of this idea? There were a lot more of them that got 

25 gonged, for lack of a better term. And when you talk to these 
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1 people and you say to them, you know, we've considered it. We 

2 will take it into account. But most of them got killed. Most 

3 of them were deep-sixed. 

4 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer has a 

5 follow-up here. 

6 SENATOR FOLMER: I'm hearing this again, and 

7 please forgive me, Mr. Barnes, but we have all these people 

8 running around, you did the best that you could, everybody and 

9 anybody was suggesting to do these bonds. My question is, who 

10 was driving this train? Who's the final -- who was in charge? 

11 I mean, who was driving the train? 

12 MR. BARNES: Well, ultimately, it's the Harrisburg 

13 Authority board, you know, who had responsibility. Again, 

14 it's a civic responsibility. I'm a member of a municipal 

15 authority where I live. It's a burden sometimes, and I'm not 

16 faulting them of where they decided. 

17 One thing you have to remember is the incinerator, 

18 when they undertook the retrofit project, was $100 million in 

19 debt. The alternative, and one of the alternatives that we 

20 did look at, despite what they said, well, they did mention in 

21 the audit that, you know, we did look at it, was the 

22 possibility of collapsing the debt that they have right now; 

23 not opening the plant. Mothballing it. Okay, not continuing. 

24 That hundred million dollars was a hard bite to take. 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: I'm sorry, I didn't want to 
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1 interrupt you, but I'm just confused, and that's probably easy 

2 to do, but what were the consultants being paid for? I mean, 

3 why wasn't this trying to be stopped? I mean, again, the way 

4 it's sounding to me is that, well, we just -- how this 

5 happened, it was just one giant bad luck incident. You know, 

6 we did the best we could, and here we are with all the debt 

7 and such, but again, I see all these consulting fees, I see 

8 all these service fees. Why wasn't anybody trying to stop it? 

9 And if we know now -- now granted, I understand hindsight is 

10 always 20/20, but folks, here's the scenario: We have all 

11 this debt on the heads of the people of Harrisburg, the 

12 citizens of Harrisburg, the county residents of Dauphin 

13 County, and probably the rest of the State to boot, and I 

14 think they deserve better than just, gee, this just happened. 

15 And again, I guess that was a statement. I'm 

16 sorry, but again, no one seemed to try to stop it. It just 

17 kept on going. And who, again, you said the Harrisburg 

18 Authority was driving the train, I guess. My point to you is 

19 that I think as a financial advisor in this, I think didn't 

20 you folks have some role in this? 

21 MR. BARNES: Yes. Our primary function is to give 

22 financial advice on the project, how to finance the project in 

23 the most economical manner, and make sure that the execution 

24 of the project and financing for the project is completed. 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. I mean, I don't want to 
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1 make statements. 

2 Thank you very much. 

3 SENATOR BLAKE: Just one last point, Mr. Barnes, 

4 and thank you again. I said this at the first hearing, and it 

5 probably deserves some consideration here. We're just trying 

6 to collect information that could possibly inform future 

7 legislative action. And there's already been dialogue, 

8 Senator Folmer mentioned this in a previous hearing about, and 

9 I understand the market for swaps is not what it was in 2003. 

10 But do you have any opinion about something that can inform us 

11 legislatively, maybe not an outright ban, but some other what 

12 you might perceive to be good checks and balances, or any 

13 other legislative advice? 

14 

15 

MR. BARNES: Regarding swaps? 

SENATOR BLAKE: Well, regarding municipal debt, 

16 regarding LGUDA, regarding swaps, maybe all of the above. 

17 MR. BARNES: I think the Local Government Unit 

18 Debt Act is an excellent check on government, local government 

19 unit's borrowing. The problem here that came up with the 

20 self-liquidating debt report and the process of doing that, I 

21 don't see an economical way of trying to fix that, of taking 

22 something that was poorly done. And the self-liquidating debt 

23 certificate for the city was poorly done, and we can say that 

24 now in hindsight. 

25 But one thing that the audit alleged was in most 
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2 just not true. Most of the times it's whoever designed the 

3 project does the self-liquidating debt certificate, and 

4 normally it works. I am very familiar with it. I've done a 

5 lot of self-liquidating debt certificates. As a financial 
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6 advisor, you know, we can look at them. The question is, how 

7 far does the State have to go with that? How far at DCED does 

8 the legal people need to take that? Should they have in-house 

9 engineers to look at, like the old FHA used to? Or pardon me, 

10 Farmers Home Administration? And it got to be very 

11 burdensome. 

12 I think what you're looking at is something that 

13 is unusual, but there are others that come to mind with this 

14 as something as simple -- most of them are sewer projects, and 

15 the question is, is $85 a reasonable amount for people to pay 

16 for a monthly sewer bill? PennVest says, yes, it is. Would 

17 DCED also look at that and have sort of a guideline of 

18 something like that? It's very complicated, and I admire you 

19 for trying to wade through it. 

20 As far as swaps go, I don't think that most local 

21 government units in Pennsylvania have any knowledge or ability 

22 onboard to make that type of decision. And I don't think that 

23 most of them should be doing swaps or other derivatives. Some 

24 of them that are very simple, yes. But some of the 

25 complicated ones that I've seen them do, no. 
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SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Barnes. 1 

2 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mr. Barnes, t~e swaps that 

3 were done, they were your idea though, right? The ones that 

4 were done? 

5 

6 

7 

MR. BARNES: No. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: They weren't? 

MR. BARNES: No. They were proposed by the 

8 structuring people at RBC. I can say that, to the best of my 

9 knowledge, I did not initiate any of the swaps that were done 

10 for the Harrisburg Authority. 

11 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. The overall 

12 background of where these folks were whenever they started 

13 this project, they didn't have a performance bond. Were you 

14 aware of that at the time? 

15 

16 

MR. BARNES: No. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Since a lot of people 

17 weren't aware of that, that's interesting. 

18 

19 

MR. BARNES: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And since the project 

20 couldn't cash flow, it was based on the guarantees of the city 

21 and the county, I assume, to be sold, is that accurate? 

22 MR. BARNES: I think the bonds, and again, the 

23 underwriter would better discuss this, but in order to get 

24 municipal bond insurance, we needed additional guaranty, and 

25 that's why the county's guaranty was necessary to finance the 
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1 project. There was a, and still is, a desire by everybody to 

2 have a municipal guaranty because it has the full faith, 

3 credit, and taxing power of the municipality behind it. Even 

4 with some of the strongest revenue financings that I've done, 

5 we've done them with a municipal guaranty because they like to 

6 have the second shotgun. Is this -- is it necessary? In most 

7 cases, no, it's not. In this case, it was necessary to have 

8 the additional guaranty because there was the risk. 

9 And everybody was aware of the risk that something 

10 would go wrong or could go wrong with this. And for people to 

11 sit here and say right now that they just gave the guaranty, 

12 and because it was necessary, but they didn't ever expect to 

13 pay on it, is naive. The county has been a hero here. The 

14 county has done what they're required to do under the 

15 circumstances, and they are entitled to reimbursement from the 

16 Harrisburg Authority and from the project when that is able to 

17 be done. But the guarantees were necessary, yes. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Let me ask you, with your 

19 expertise -- well, let me just say, too, the foundation of 

20 this also encompasses, you know, I spoke about there's no bond 

21 in place, and a couple of other things here. One thing was 

22 that this construction schedule that was set up by Barlow was 

23 so tight that if there was a hiccup anywhere along the way, 

24 that the wheels came off the train, and that's what happened, 

25 although it was probably more than a hiccup. They got a 
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2 et cetera, and that played into the problems with this 

3 alternative security package, and so on. 

4 But can you explain to me -- two questions on 

5 this. The first one is how this -- how with investors, 

6 through issuing these bonds, when there was more borrowing 
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7 done, that the first people paid were always the city and the 

8 county for what they had advanced, and that, of course, added 

9 to the new debt. I mean, the guaranty is always added to the 

10 debt, and then paying back the guarantees added to the next 

11 debt, and it just became a situation where the money was gone 

12 between fees, working capital, paying back debt, very little 

13 new money coming in to help with projects. Can you explain --

14 I mean, I just don't understand how this works. 

15 MR. BARNES: If I understand you correctly, you're 

16 saying why did these costs get paid as part of the financing 

17 for the projects? 

18 

19 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Yes. 

MR. BARNES: Normally, the cost of a project 

20 includes the actual costs related to that project. In a lot 

21 of these circumstances, the city had advanced funds and wanted 

22 repaid those funds for costs related to the incinerator. You 

23 know, that's not unusual. You know, there are strict 

24 regulations and code requirements, Federal Code requirements 

25 that restrict exactly what you can borrow tax-exempt. 
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1 Some of these financings were done taxable and 

2 would not qualify as true project costs. Was it advisable to 

3 do that at the time? No, I don't think it was. Hindsight 

4 being 20/20, they couldn't afford it, and they kept on going 

5 deeper and deeper in debt. 

6 I was, when I was finance director, and Mr .. 

7 Kroboth spoke earlier about the incinerator has always been a 

8 problem. And 1980 it was a problem; 1983 it was a problem. 

9 They continued to finance out of it because where else is the 

10 city going to come up with the funds? And they did that to, 

11 you know, basically keep themselves, keep the incinerator from 

12 pulling the city down. 

13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I had received a note from 

14 somebody who I don't know that asked me, that explained 

15 something to me, and let me ask you about this. They claim 

16 that the later bond deals weren't structured the same as the 

17 previous bond deals. They were less restrictive. They took 

18 out more restrictive covenants in the bond indenture, such as 

19 minimum debt service coverage ratio, additional bonds test, a 

20 limit on subordinate debt, and that would have affected the 

21 market price of the bonds. Are you aware of any of that? 

22 MR. BARNES: No, I don't think that's correct. I 

23 think they're -- whoever gave you that question is 

24 misinformed. 

25 Okay. Senator Folmer. 
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1 SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you for your patience. I 

2 just want to see if I heard you correctly. You said that 

3 those who made the guarantees thinking that they would not 

4 have to pay back this debt were naive. 

5 MR. BARNES: To think that they might not be 

6 called upon to make a debt service payment. 

7 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. If that's being the case 

8 then, how does this make the county a hero knowing that they 

9 were naive in doing the guaranty? Basically, it looks like 

10 they were doubling down and actually putting the county 

11 residents at risk then with this debt. 

12 MR. BARNES: Apparently, Senator, the county was 
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13 not naive. And I did say they were the hero. They stepped to 

14 the plate and did what they were supposed to do, and I don't 

15 think that the county has been negligent in any of their 

16 guaranty honors. Again, I have not been involved since--

17 SENATOR FOLMER: But the debt was not 

18 self-liquidating and they stepped to the plate -- I understand 

19 what you're trying to say, that they didn't want to see the 

20 city go down, and they were trying to, if I'm understanding 

21 this correctly, but my point is, I think, is that as we're 

22 moving forward here, here we have them basically like a 

23 gambler at the casino going, well, you know, this is my last 

24 shot here. We're going to double down and go forward, knowing 

25 that this was bad debt. 
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1 MR. BARNES: Which financing are you talking 

2 about? What financing are you talking about? 

3 

4 

5 

SENATOR FOLMER: 2007. 

MR. BARNES: Okay, again--

SENATOR FOLMER: That, what was it, $30 million 

6 bond issuances and such. That's what I'm referring to. 

7 MR. BARNES: I was dismissed during the planning 

8 stage for the 2007 bonds. 

9 

10 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. All right. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, Mr. Barnes, thank 

11 you very much for your time. We appreciate it. 

MR. BARNES: Thank you. 
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13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And I understand Mr. Losty 

14 is here, if I'm told correctly. How about, we had scheduled 

15 for you at 1:00 o'clock. What if we come back at 12:45? Is 

16 that okay with everybody? Take a lunch break, we'll come back 

17 at 12:45. We'll get started on the afternoon a little early. 

18 Thank you. 

19 (Whereupon, the proceedings were recessed at 11:40 

20 a.m., and were reconvened at 12:40 p.m.) 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, we'll begin. We'll 

22 start with James Losty, who is ready to go. 

23 (Whereupon, JAMES LOSTY, was duly sworn.) 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: If you would like to start 

25 with some remarks. 
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MR. LOSTY: Yes, thank you, Senator. 

Good afternoon, Senators. My name is Jim Losty. 

3 I represent RBC Capital Markets. I will -- I've been in the 

4 municipal bond market 30 years in January. I have prepared 

5 some remarks to start off the hearing this afternoon. Bear 
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6 with me, because they are somewhat lengthy, but I think they 

7 will maybe answer some of the questions you have but possibly 

8 serve as a source for other questions. So it will take a few 

9 minutes. 

10 Mr. Chairman, Senator Blake, and Members of the 

11 committee, I want to thank you for the invitation to testify 

12 at today's hearing on behalf of RBC Capital Markets. We 

13 appreciate the opportunity to put into proper context the role 

14 that our firm played in connection with the Harrisburg 

15 Authority's financings of the retrofit project and to address 

16 some of the egregious errors in the forensic investigation 

17 report by Klehr Harrison. 

18 Let me be clear at the outset that the Harrisburg 

19 Authority's problems with the retrofit are not related to the 

20 2003 financings. The financings that we were involved with 

21 all performed well, actually exceeding expectations projected 

22 at the time of the financing, and have saved the Harrisburg 

23 Authority money. 

24 RBC Capital Markets' involvement in the financing 

25 of the retrofit of the Resource Recovery Facility began in 
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1 2003. We served as book running underwriter for two bond 

2 issues for the facility that occurred during 2003, the first 

3 in May, and the second in December. 

4 The role of the underwriter in public finance 

5 transactions is to sell the issuer's bonds in the market and 
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6 deliver bond proceeds at settlement. RBC Capital Markets did 

7 not serve the Harrisburg Authority, the City of Harrisburg, or 

8 Dauphin County as financial advisor for these financings. RBC 

9 Capital Markets' parent company, Royal Bank of Canada, also 

10 served as counterparty on interest rate swaps and a cap 

11 associated with one of the bond offerings, the Series D of 

12 2003. RBC Capital Markets' involvement was limited to the 

13 2003 financings, and we played no role in either the CIT 

14 financing or the 2007 financing. 

15 As others have previously testified, the forensic 

16 audit report contains many inaccuracies. We note that RBC 

17 Capital Markets was never contacted during the preparation of 

18 this report, which easily could have remedied some of its more 

19 obvious errors. In February 2012, shortly after release of 

20 the report, RBC Capital Markets sent a lengthy letter to the 

21 Receiver and to the Harrisburg Authority members highlighting 

22 many of the report's inaccuracies and offering to meet to 

23 discuss the report. No response was ever received. This 

24 committee has received a copy of that letter. 

25 RBC Capital Markets' involvement with the retrofit 
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1 project started in early 2003, long after the city and the 

2 Authority had already engaged Barlow Projects as project 

3 engineer in 1999. RBC Capital Markets had no role in the 

4 selection of Barlow, nor would any underwriter in a typical 
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5 public financing be involved in the selection of engineers and 

6 contractors. 

7 The team of finance professionals assembled to 

8 work on the retrofit financing was drawn from among the most 

9 seasoned, experienced, and highly regarded firms in the 

10 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The team included four major 

11 law firms - Rhoads & Sinon, Authority counsel; Obermayer 

12 Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel, bond counsel; Eckert Seamans Cherin 

13 & Mellott, underwriter's counsel; Mette Evans & Woodside, 

14 county counsel. Three financial and swap advisory firms -

15 Milt Lopus Associates, representing the Authority and the 

16 city; Investment Management Advisory Group, representing the 

17 Authority, the city, and the county; Public Financial 

18 Management, representing the county; and seven other 

19 underwriting firms as co-managers for the bond sales. 

20 Additionally, both city council and the County of 

21 Dauphin retained separate, independent, major engineering 

22 firms expressly for the purpose of reviewing every aspect of 

23 the retrofit plan put forth by Barlow and opining on its 

24 feasibility precisely because they knew other professionals 

25 were not in a position to offer that advice. 
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1 The conclusion drawn in the forensic audit that 

2 this team of many of Pennsylvania's finest bond professionals 

3 somehow misled or forced this financing upon an uninformed 

4 Authority, city, and county is absurd. In my 30 years in the 

5 public finance industry, I have never been involved in a 

6 project with more scrutiny from governing bodies. 

7 Than the 2003 retrofit project received. And this 

8 wasn't cursory scrutiny, it was scrutiny that honed in on 

9 exactly the critical issues: To retrofit or not retrofit, and 

10 was Barlow capable or incapable of completing the project on 

11 time and on budget? 

12 During the summer and fall of 2003, city council 

13 held numerous public meetings where literally hundreds of 

14 citizens appeared to hear presentations on the project from 

15 the working group. Leading off every meeting were 

16 representatives from Barlow who spent the first 30 to 60 

17 minutes reviewing the feasibility of the project, the Barlow 

18 technology, Barlow's past experience with other incinerators, 

19 and importantly, their projections of revenues and expenses of 

20 the retrofitted project. 

21 Following Barlow, the other members of the finance 

22 team made shorter presentations on the actual financing 

23 itself, including legal requirements, the need for financial 

24 guarantees from the city and county, the use of bond 

25 insurance, and the actual structure of the debt. At the 
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1 conclusion of the presentations, the floor was opened to 

2 anyone in the audience with an interest in speaking about the 

3 project. These meetings were widely publicized in the press, 

4 and many were televised. 

5 Right to the evening of the final city council 

6 vote in November, there was great uncertainty as to whether 

7 the project would be approved. On the night of the final 

8 vote, each of the council members made lengthy speeches prior 

9 to voting explaining the deliberative process they had 

10 followed in reaching a decision. It is impossible for any 

11 objective person to conclude, upon review of the meetings, the 

12 correspondence, and the bond documentation from that period 

13 that any decisionmaker in the approval process was not fully 

14 aware that the primary risk to the success of the retrofit 

15 project was the timely performance of Barlow. 

16 This report makes the inaccurate accusation that 

17 the financing team was somehow derelict in not thoroughly 

18 reviewing and critiquing the Barlow technology, engineering 

19 plans, and revenue and expense projections. This criticism 

20 fundamentally miscomprehends each party's role in a public 

21 finance transaction. It is the role of the engineering firms 

22 to address project technology, project feasibility, 

23 projections of revenues and expenses. The financial 

24 professionals criticized in the report do not have that role. 

25 Bond attorneys speak to the complexities of 
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1 Federal, State, and local laws and requirements for municipal 

2 bond offerings. Financial advisors and swap advisors speak to 

3 the structure of the financing and offer views and opinions on 

4 use of financial products and the fairness of pricing. 

5 Trustees safeguard bond proceeds, and finally, underwriters, 

6 like RBC Capital Markets, give market information and views on 

7 optimal bond structures, and then sell those bonds to 

8 investigators. 

9 Another fallacy of the report are the statements 

10 that the 2003 financing in some way has not performed well, 

11 was too complex, and has subjected the Authority and the city 

12 to undue risks and inflated costs. The truth is that the 

13 swaps utilized in the 2003 financing have performed even 

14 better than expected and were not excessive, overpriced, or 

15 speculative. Most importantly, the swaps with the Royal Bank 

16 of Canada have saved the Authority money. 

17 With the benefit of nearly 10 years of history, it 

18 is now possible to review the performance of the 2003 

19 financings. As the audit correctly points out, the most 

20 traditional and conservative financing plan would have 

21 involved issuing 30-year fixed rate bonds. Given market 

22 conditions at the time in 2003, short-term rates were 

23 extremely low, and the yield curve was very steep, meaning 

24 that short-term rates were low, long-term rates were high. A 

25 steep curve, we call that. 
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1 The September 2003 change in the Pennsylvania 

2 Local Government Unit Debt Act that authorized the use of 

3 interest rate products by government entities, and the 

4 recognition by the financing team that the projections 
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5 indicated operations at the retrofit facility would be tight, 

6 the decision was made to include a significant amount of 

7 variable rate debt in the 2003 financing, with the goal of 

8 lowering interest expense. The decision to include a swap was 

9 based simply on the expectation that it would be a better 

10 source of variable rate financing. 

11 The report's 18-page discussion of the swap 

12 transactions is fundamentally wrong in many respects. The 

13 financing plan used an interest rate swap to exchange the 

14 Series D from a fixed rate of interest to a variable rate of 

15 interest for the reasons mentioned earlier, namely to access 

16 the low interest rates available in the short-term market in 

17 2003. Pennsylvania bond law requires that any variable rate 

18 debt have a maximum stated interest rate, and consequently, 

19 the fixed-to-floating rate swap had a maximum statutory rate 

20 of 12 percent embedded in the swap. This was not a separate 

21 swap, or two swaps, as the report talks about. It was just 

22 embedded in the swap under State law. 

23 However, while the mayor of Harrisburg was willing 

24 to recommend taking variable interest rate risk on a 

25 significant portion of the debt, he directed that a more 
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1 realistic 6-percent cap be included in the plan of finance to 

2 protect the project from significant increase in short-term 

3 interest rates. Said another way, while the short-term rates 

4 were approximately 1 percent that prevailed in 2003 were 

5 clearly much more attractive than the alternative of 5-percent 

6 fixed rate bonds, the mayor felt that by allocating some of 

7 the benefit expected from the low short-term rates by 

8 purchasing a more protective 6-percent cap would be prudent. 

9 So what the report described as six different swaps in 

10 substance was one swap and one cap, pursuant to which the 

11 Authority received a fixed rate and paid a market base 

12 floating rate capped at 6 percent. 

13 Now, there were two series of the Series D bonds, 

14 two subseries of the Series D bonds, and we split the swap 

15 into two pieces, but it was the same swap. 

16 In full compliance with Pennsylvania Act 23, the 

17 Authority, the city, and the county were all advised by 

18 independent financial advisors with specific swap advisory 

19 expertise. A detailed interest rate management plan required 

20 under the act was adopted by all three entities. The purpose 

21 of the plan is to identify and list various risks associated 

22 with interest rate swaps, provide termination analysis, 

23 project debt service at maximum interest rates, and detail 

24 fees paid to professionals. Act 23 also requires that 

25 governmental entities receive updates on the plan at least on 
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1 an annual basis. 

2 Royal Bank of Canada fully disclosed its 

3 compensation on the swap transactions to the independent 

4 advisors, and those advisors gave clients fairness opinions, 

5 as required under Act 23, at closing on the financing. The 

6 breakdown of the swaps spreads contained in the report is 

7 grossly overstated and inaccurate. 

8 The use of interest rate swaps in the financing 

9 structure enabled the Authority to benefit from the 
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10 extraordinary low short-term interest rates that prevailed in 

11 2004 and much of 2005, and provided lower debt service than 

12 projected at the time the financing closed in 2003. As the 

13 economy improved in 2004, and the Federal Reserve began a 

14 tightening program, short-term interest rates began to rise. 

15 Conversely, long-term interest rates dropped sharply, leading 

16 to what would eventually become an inverted yield curve, where 

17 short-term rates were actually higher than long-term rates. 

18 This environment proved to be an opportune time for the 

19 Authority, the city, and the county to consider reducing the 

20 risk to variable rate debt as short-term rates were rising. 

21 In August 2005, a second interest rate swap was 

22 entered into that locked in a fixed rate beginning in June 

23 2006, which was the expected end of the construction period 

24 and extending through 2033, which was the remaining term of 

25 the financing. The fixed rate available in the swap market at 
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1 the time was 3.35 percent through 2033, which was a 

2 historically low rate and approximately equal to what the 

3 Authority hoped to pay over the life of the financing had they 

4 been in the variable rate market. 

5 Stated differently, the Authority had benefitted 

6 from short-term rates since December 2003, could continue in 

7 the variable rate mode through the expected end of 

8 construction in June 2006, and could then convert to a fixed 

9 rate that approximated the assumed rate for the entire life of 

10 the financing. It represented prudent interest rate 

11 management planning, precisely as called for in Act 23. 

12 By the spring of 2006, the interest rate cycle had 

13 changed again, and long-term interest rates had climbed, 

14 creating significant market value in favor of the Authority 

15 tied to the fixed rate swap they had just executed the 

16 previous August 2005. Additionally, the project by this time 

17 was delayed and struggling. The Authority chose to realize 

18 the gain available in its 2005 swap by terminating the swap 

19 for the years from 2011 to 2033. The termination resulted in 

20 a payment of over $4 million from the Royal Bank of Canada to 

21 the Authority. 

22 This enabled the Authority to retain a fixed rate 

23 during the ramp-up period from 2006 to 2011, when the 

24 Authority would be least able to weather swings in variable 

25 rates while at the same time obtaining the value created from 
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1 its actions in 2005. Not only was this a carefully considered 

2 and otherwise reasonable strategy in 2006, with the benefit of 

3 perfect hindsight, it has proven to be the right course of 

4 action. The Authority had an immediate gain of $4 million, 

5 had fixed rate debt at 3.35 for the important early years of 

6 the project, and is now enjoying interest rates of 

7 approximately one-half of 1 percent, 50 basis points, on the 

8 remaining $65 million Series D swap through December of 2013, 

9 when the swap will be gone. 

10 Perhaps even more importantly than the interest 

11 rate performance of the financing plan, the use of an interest 

12 rate swap to create synthetic variable rate debt as opposed to 

13 utilizing traditional variable rate debt with bonds backed by 

14 letters of credit and municipal bond insurance allowed the 

15 Authority to steer clear of the upheaval that plagued much of 

16 the variable rate bond market when the credit crisis erupted 

17 in 2008. Had the Authority used traditional variable rate 

18 debt backed by FSA and a bank letter of credit -- and a bank 

19 providing a liquidity agreement, its variable rate debt would 

20 have spiked to rates of 10 percent or more, a situation many 

21 Pennsylvania issuers experienced in the 2008 and 2009 crisis. 

22 The Authority's decision to access the variable rate market 

23 through an interest rate swap rather than the traditional 

24 manner has worked to immunize it from all these fractures and 

25 has delivered low-cost financing. 
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1 RBC Capital Markets has completed a financial 

2 analysis that takes into account all cash flows in the Series 

3 D of 2003 bonds and the two associated swaps. The Authority's 

4 cost of funds to date is 3.35 percent. Going forward through 

5 the termination of the final interest rate swap in 2013, and 

6 using conservative projections through that time, the estimate 

7 is that the final cost of funds is likely to be 3.25 percent. 

8 Had the Authority chosen a traditional fixed rate structure, 

9 its cost of funds would have resulted in an interest rate of 

10 approximately 5.03 percent, based on the fixed rates available 

11 in December 2003 when the bonds were sold. Consequently, the 

12 structure that was utilized has saved the Authority over $11 

13 million compared to a traditional fixed rate issue. 

14 Even more significant, if a comparison is made of 

15 the actual debt service experienced on the Series D bonds to 

16 what was projected in the offering circular for the 2003 

17 bonds, which was a projection based on the long-term average 

18 of the variable rate index, a savings in excess of $5.2 

19 million has been generated. Clearly, the original financing 

20 of the 2003 retrofit project was not a contributing factor to 

21 the problems that exist today. 

22 By 2006, it became apparent that the retrofit 

23 project was struggling and completion would be delayed and 

24 over budget. Anticipating the difficulties that would 

25 accompany that scenario, RBC Capital Markets informed the 
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1 administration of the city of the privatization movement that 

2 was gaining traction in many public jurisdictions around the 

3 u.s. After several meetings, RBC Capital Markets was engaged 

4 by the City of Harrisburg and the Harrisburg Parking Authority 

5 to evaluate a long-term lease for the parking assets. RBC 

6 Capital Markets devoted over two years' work, including many 

7 hundreds of manhours and huge expense, and delivered at the 

8 end of the process a high bid of $215 million from a fully 

9 qualified bidder. The mayor's plan was to close the lease 

10 transaction, payoff the parking debt, and use the net 

11 remaining proceeds of approximately $100 million to pay down 

12 the excess Resource Recovery debt. 

13 After many public meetings over four months, city 

14 council rejected the parking proposal in October 2008, a 

15 decision which has contributed to the current dire situation. 

16 Ironically, one of the key recommendations that came out of 

17 the Act 47 plan, and also the Receiver's plan, is just such a 

18 transaction. Unfortunately, the value of a parking 

19 transaction under current market conditions is less than the 

20 value rejected by city council in 2008, and of course, the 

21 delay in implementation has allowed the problem to grow far 

22 larger. 

23 While we are extremely sympathetic with the 

24 situation that the Authority, the city, and county currently 

25 find themselves in, it is important that we address some of 
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1 the more egregious errors in the Klehr Harrison report with 

2 respect to RBC Capital Markets and Royal Bank of Canada. We 

3 stand by our work product and believe adamantly the current 

4 problems have nothing to do with the financing plan for the 

5 2003 bonds. 

6 Sorry about the length. 
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7 

8 

9 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, thank you very much. 

Senator Folmer, you have some questions? 

SENATOR FOLMER: Yes, I do. 

10 And thank you very much for your testimony, sir. 

11 And just bear with me. 

12 

13 

MR. LOSTY: Sure. 

SENATOR FOLMER: My first question is, who did RBC 

14 represent on the incinerator financings? 

15 

16 

MR. LOSTY: We represented the Authority. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. How was RBC selected? 

17 Would you know? 

18 MR. LOSTY: RBC has a long history working with 

19 the Authority on various financings. 

20 

21 your role? 

22 

23 

SENATOR FOLMER: Who did you report to? What was 

MR. LOSTY: Who did I report to? 

SENATOR FOLMER: Yeah. Who did you answer to? I 

24 mean, the board? 

25 MR. LOSTY: Oh, do you mean at the issuance? 
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SENATOR FOLMER: Yeah. 1 

2 MR. LOSTY: The board of the Harrisburg Authority 

3 made the final decisions. We also had meetings for city 

4 council. City council had to approve things, and also the 

5 county had to approve. 

6 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you. Did RBC provide 

7 financial advice to the Authority on the incinerator 

8 financings? 

9 MR. LOSTY: We certainly gave our ideas with 

10 regard to how to structure the bonds the most advantageous 

11 way, given our expertise. 

12 SENATOR FOLMER: Did RBC provide financial advice 

13 to the city on the incinerator financings? 

14 MR. LOSTY: Certainly. We would offer the same 

15 kind of structuring advice with regard to how to best access 

16 the bond market. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you -- so you did with the 

18 city too, right? You just answered that, yes. So was that 

19 like a conflict of interest? 

20 MR. LOSTY: No. The city's guaranty was part of 

21 the financing, and as part of any financing plan, the 

22 Authority would take action, the city was a body that needed 

23 to take action, and the county in this particular case also 

24 needed to take action, so we also made presentations to the 

25 county. 
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1 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. In 2003, Barlow did a 

2 series of four analyses on the incinerator - on March 24, 

3 2003; May 13, 2003; November 6, 2003; November 26, 2003. NOw, 

4 these reports were key to determining if the debt would be 

5 self-liquidating, and each report contained debt service 

6 information provided by RBC Dain Rauscher, if I'm pronouncing 

7 his name correctly. Are these reports the ones that Mayor 

8 Reed relied upon to certify the incinerator debt was 

9 self-liquidating? 

10 MR. LOSTY: I don't know what Mayor Reed relied 

11 upon. If you're asking did we as an underwriter provide debt 

12 service schedules to the engineer? Absolutely, yes. 

13 SENATOR FOLMER: What was your role in generating 

14 these important informations? 

15 MR. LOSTY: Oh, we have a whole team at RBC, so my 

16 role was the primary day-to-day fellow. We also would have 

17 analysts, of course, that would generate those numbers. 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you raise any red flags that 

19 the debt would not be self-liquidating? 

20 

21 

MR. LOSTY: No. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Now, on page 40 of the 

22 forensic audit talks about an e-mail you sent to an individual 

23 from TRowePrLce stating, and I quote from the forensic report, 

24 and bear with me here, and I quote, "My only word of advice is 

25 if you are trying to evaluate this," i.e., the 2003 financing, 
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1 "on a revenue generating basis, you are the only one including 

2 the bond insurer. Bottom line is that there is an AA County 

3 with a full faith and credit general obligation pledge." 

4 Now, are you saying in that quote, are you saying 

5 that the 2003 was primarily based upon the county's guaranty 

6 rather than the facility generating sufficient revenues? And 

7 if the incinerator was self-liquidating, why weren't the bonds 

8 also marketed based on the revenues of the facility. 

9 MR. LOSTY: Let me elaborate on that, on your 

10 question. These bonds were among the most secure bonds in 

11 terms of structure of any bond issue that you can imagine in 

12 the State of Pennsylvania. First and foremost, they were 

13 backed by a rate covenant that said that the Authority would 

14 charge rates for tipping fees and things like that at the 

15 incinerator that would be sufficient to pay operating expenses 

16 and pay debt service. 

17 First and foremost, that's an important thing for 

18 everyone to Royce. Every revenue bond issue done in the State 

19 of Pennsylvania will typically have a rate covenant. Actually 

20 making that rate covenant -- listing that rate covenant and 

21 implementing that rate covenant is key to revenue bonds. If 

22 you ignore the rate covenant, then of course revenues are not 

23 going to be sufficient. So first and foremost, there was a 

24 rate covenant. Secondly, there was a City of Harrisburg 

25 guaranty. Third, behind that was the County of Dauphin 
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1 guaranty. And then finally, there was municipal bond 

2 insurance that got the entire financing to a triple-A level. 

3 So my e-mail to that gentleman was the real credit 

4 strength here is, it's our job, remember, as an underwriter to 

5 get the lowest possible interest rate we can get for our 

6 client. So I wanted that investor to focus on the strongest 

7 possible credit provider here, which was the County of 

8 Dauphin. And in fact, the OS that was used to market the 

9 bonds, if you gentlemen have looked at that, is replete with 

10 all kinds of disclosures that first and foremost look at this 

11 as the ultimate source of payment are the guarantors. 

12 SENATOR FOLMER: Then that leads me to my 

13 question, did you believe the incinerator bonds to be 

14 self-liquidating? 

15 MR. LOSTY: I didn't have a belief. I wasn't a 

16 I'm not an engineer. Certainly, all the engineers' reports 

17 showed that they would be self-liquidating. And again, 

18 importantly, had the rate covenant been implemented and 

19 followed, it would be self-liquidating. 

20 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Did you personally 

21 recommend to the Authority or to the county that they use RBC 

22 as a counterparty on the swaps? 

23 MR. LOSTY: I recommended that RBC serve as 

24 counterparty, yes. 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: Was there a conflict in RBC 
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2 MR. LOSTY: In my opinion, no. Across the 

3 country, it is more common than not that the senior managing 

4 underwriter is a swap provider, assuming they have a highly 

5 rated bank, as we did. We were a double-A rated bank. 
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6 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, how much was RBC paid as a 

7 counterparty on the swaps? Just a ballpark figure. 

8 MR. LOSTY: RBC, and this was all fully disclosed 

9 to the swap advisors at the time, RBC worked for approximately 

10 10 basis points on the swap transactions, not the 20 or 21 

11 that's reported in the -- or 18 to 21 that's reported in the 

12 report. Ten basis points. 

13 SENATOR FOLMER: You noted -- earlier in your 

14 testimony you noted decisionmakers were fully informed of the 

15 financial risks in these financial transactions. If so, why 

16 do you believe they moved forward with these transactions? 

17 MR. LOSTY: Oh, I think they moved forward because 

18 they had wholesale belief that the facility would be built out 

19 and would generate the type of revenue that was projected to 

20 do. And as others have testified, the plant is generating 

21 actually $5 million more today than it was projected to 

22 generate. Of course, it wasn't done on the initial financing. 

23 It needed to be followed on financings to get it to that 

24 point. But solely, certainly as I said in my opening 

25 comments, in all these meetings, there was a very conscious 
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1 decision - retrofit or not retrofit, and the repercussions of 

2 that. So they did it because they felt that it was going to 

3 work, as we all did on the financing team. 

4 SENATOR FOLMER: And then I'm going back to swaps, 

5 and I know you spoke to it at length in what you just read to 

6 us, and maybe I missed this and I'm going to ask this 

7 question: What are your thoughts on swaps in general? 

8 MR. LOSTY: My thoughts on swaps in general, and 

9 just as background, Act 23 was passed by the State of 

10 Pennsylvania in September of 2003. To date, there have been 

11 over 700 swap transactions that have been carried out by local 

12 governments within Pennsylvania. 

13 My own view is that when used prudently and with 

14 the right professionals that know what they're talking about 

15 and know the risks and know the profile of their clients, they 

16 have a very, very good role and a valuable role. And in fact, 

17 when the Pennsylvania Senate convened hearings after the 

18 Auditor General's report came out a couple of years ago about 

19 the Bethlehem Area School District's excessive use of swaps, 

20 the Pennsylvania Senate held hearings in one of the committees 

21 and they found that many, many issuers around the State of 

22 Pennsylvania, governmental issuers, came to that hearing, 

23 including the School Board Association and others, talking 

24 about how they did not want the swap law changed; that when 

25 used prudently, I think they are a very valuable tool. 
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1 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you advise the city on any 

2 swap transactions? And how many, if yes. 

3 MR. LOSTY: I was never -- acted as a swap 

4 advisor, no. 

5 SENATOR FOLMER: Well, okay, then I'm done. Thank 

6 you, because you answered that last question. 

7 

8 

9 

MR. LOSTY: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Chairman Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

10 Thank you, Mr. Losty. I guess Senator Folmer has 

11 addressed, again, some of the issues I was going to raise. 

12 You make a rather compelling contrast in argument. I guess my 

13 first comment is this: It seems to me that you have made an 

14 extraordinarily powerful argument that the interest rate risk 

15 that the facility would realize vis-a-vis these swap 

16 transactions was probably mastered properly to the market 

17 conditions within which it was done. What concerns me deeply 

18 is the sheer amount of debt that was incurred, and you've 

19 already answered this already, but I just wonder if you can 

20 extrapolate again. The representations made in selling the 

21 bonds included, for instance, your point about the covenant on 

22 rate, all these other factors that were related to the pro 

23 forma that the engineers had blessed as demonstrating for you 

24 as an underwriter the ability for the performance and the debt 

25 service obligations that were to be borne. 
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2 the selling of the bonds vis-a-vis the guarantees. Without 

3 the guarantees, they don't happen, right? 
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4 MR. LOSTY: Well, without the guarantees -- well, 

5 let's back up for a second. The municipal bond market is a 

6 market that is a broad market. But the vast majority of it, 

7 90 percent of the market, or something like that, is what we 

8 call the high grade municipal bond market, which basically is 

9 anything in the investment grade rating, something in the 

10 triple-B all the way to up to triple-A rating. And the reason 

11 for that is municipal bond investors receive a very low 

12 interest rate on those bonds. In today's market, it's the 

13 lowest in history, it's 2 percent. In 2003, it was 5 percent. 

14 Investors getting 2 percent today or 5 percent in 2003 are not 

15 interested in taking undue risk. They're looking -- they look 

16 at municipal bonds as an extremely safe investment, and 

17 because of that, they're willing to take a very, very low 

18 interest rate, and these are for 20- and 30-year bonds. So to 

19 get 2 percent today or 5 percent in 2003 is a very low rate. 

20 So the market itself, 90 percent of the market is 

21 that very high grade, investment grade market. There is a 

22 small percentage, 10 percent or so which we would call the 

23 nonrated market or the speculative market, tends to be used 

24 for nursing homes and retirement communities and things that 

25 can't qualify for a strong rating on their own. Those bonds 
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2 market. And in the case of Harrisburg, because there was 

3 significant debt on Harrisburg, I was very frank with the 
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4 mayor in the summer of 2003 in saying we can't go any further. 

5 The earlier deal that we did that restructured the debt was 

6 it. The market was saturated with just Harrisburg debt alone 

7 in terms of the city guaranty. The only possibility was if 

8 Dauphin County, in spirit of cooperation, would agree to step 

9 in and back the bonds, that there would be a viable financing 

10 alternative. Other than that, the bonds were not salable. 

11 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. The other thing, I 

12 guess, you've already made an argument that the swap decisions 

13 that were made were the proper ones. Variable rate debt for 

14 the next 30 years and those costs, you made a compelling 

15 argument in your opening testimony that in fact the decisions 

16 that were made about these transactions have made the 

17 circumstance for the incinerator financing less difficult than 

18 it otherwise could have been. Is that your--

19 MR. LOSTY: That's correct. It's that the 2003 

20 financing has achieved a rate of 3.25 percent by the end of 

21 2013. And actually, given what it appears that the Authority 

22 will be selling the incinerator at some point here, it 

23 actually coincides perfectly because the debt will all come up 

24 for the most part to be able to be retired at the end of 2013. 

25 And if it's not retired, if for some reason the city and 
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2 has completely bailed them out, to some extent. We're at 

3 all-time low interest rates. We could turn around and 

4 refinance these bonds for the next 20 years at 2.5 percent 

5 today. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. 
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6 

7 MR. LOSTY: So the market -- and again, it wasn't 

8 that we had a crystal ball, but it turns out that the '03 

9 financing has worked better than ever expected. 

10 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Your only fiduciary 

11 responsibility is as the underwriter, RBC. According to your 

12 responses to Senator Folmer, you didn't advise particularly 

13 the mayor or the Authority, you just simply did the 

14 underwriting from RBC's perspective? 

15 MR. LOSTY: We did the underwriting, but to be 

16 clear, no, we did not serve as financial advisor, but the role 

17 of an underwriter is to present ideas and give thoughts. And 

18 so by no means do I want to leave the impression that I didn't 

19 offer advice at times in terms of what I thought were good 

20 financing decisions, but the Authority engaged an entire team 

21 of financial advisors who ultimately would make the final 

22 advice. But certainly, I'm not someone who is shy from giving 

23 my opinions, so I would give my opinions. 

24 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. The only other point 

25 I have here right now, Mr. Losty, and I appreciate it, is just 
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1 really a technical clarification I'm looking for. There was a 

2 Barlow pro forma included in the closing for the 2003 D, E, F 

3 bonds. Page 7 of the data on that, it's an exhibit that 

4 lists, I guess, all of the sources and uses, and conspicuously 

5 omitted in the sources and uses is the city guaranty fee. And 

6 if you can't answer that for me now, it would be something I'd 

7 like clarification on after this hearing, if possible. It has 

8 to do with the issue in 2003, it would be the $125 million. 

9 It lists total issue sources and uses and does not indicate 

10 the $4.2 million guaranty fee to the city, and that's just 

11 something--

12 MR. LOSTY: Okay, I would have to get back to you 

13 on that, because I know many of the numbers do show the $4.2 

14 million. You're correct, I don't see it on here, but I don't 

15 know the answer for that, offhand. 

16 

17 testimony. 

18 

19 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you for your 

MR. LOSTY: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So, Mr. Losty, the swaps 

20 were your proposals? 

21 MR. LOSTY: The swaps were our proposal. Yes, 

22 sir. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That answers the question 

24 we asked Mr. Barnes a little while ago. Now, you consider 

25 yourself to be part of the finance team that was put together 
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2 

3 

4 Authority? 

5 

MR. LOSTY: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But your client was the 

MR. LOSTY: The bonds were issued by the 

6 Authority, so ultimately that was, but the signatory on the 

7 bond purchase agreement was the city, county, and Authority. 

8 So all three were involved, obviously. 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, now this was where 
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10 this kind of blurs for me, if you can explain this a little 

11 bit better. With your involvement over that period of time, 

12 the development of the self-liquidation statement, you didn't 

13 have any role in that then? 

14 MR. LOSTY: No. As I think I mentioned earlier, 

15 our role in the self-liquidating debt report was to provide 

16 the debt service projections. What did the $125 million in 

17 bonds, what kind of debt service was going to result from that 

18 $125 million? We provided that to the engineer to include in 

19 his report. And that was basically a market based thing. 

20 What could we sell the bonds for? 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So you understood the cash 

22 flow difficulties of the project? 

23 MR. LOSTY: Oh, as I said in my opening 

24 statements, everyone involved in the project knew that the 

25 cash flows, once it was built out, would be tight. 
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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Yeah. Well, you know, I 

2 had mentioned a little while ago about some of these 

3 foundational issues about how tight that was. I mean, it was 

4 unrealistically tight, as far as the Barlow report went, for 

5 the construction schedule. 

6 MR. LOSTY: I would disagree. That the revenues 

7 that the facility is generating today exceed what was 

8 projected in the Barlow report, so in 2003 the debt that we 

9 were involved with, the debt service that resulted from that 

10 bond issue compared to the revenues that exist today, the 

11 plant would be fine, had it not been for the fact that that 

12 was not enough debt, as we know, and the CIT and the 2007 

13 financings then were necessary to complete the project. But 

14 in '03, the debt and the revenues matched. 

15 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, as I recall, that 

16 revenue projection, that didn't have anything to do with what 

17 they're getting today. The numbers they're getting today, the 

18 places they're getting the refuse from is entirely different 

19 than what was projected. 

20 

21 your point. 

22 

MR. LOSTY: I'm not sure I follow -- understand 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: The fees are much higher 

23 today than the projections were then. 

24 MR. LOSTY: Tipping fees are higher than they are 

25 today, yes. 
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CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Much higher. 

MR. LOSTY: And again, I go back to the rate 

3 covenant. The Authority had a rate covenant, and if the 

4 tipping fees were even higher today, there wouldn't be a 

5 problem. The facility would be generating even more revenue 

6 and carrying all its debt. 
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7 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But we can't, in fairness, 

8 compare what the projections were to reality today because 

9 they're two different financial situations. I mean, we could 

10 charge fees today for anything, you know, you name a number 

11 and put that in as a fee schedule and that would change what 

12 they're getting. 

13 MR. LOSTY: Royce that's what a rate covenant is. 

14 It specifically says year by year set rates to generate 

15 revenues sufficient to pay your operating expenses and pay 

16 your debt service. That's why -- and this isn't new finance. 

17 And throughout Pennsylvania, for 100 years water projects, 

18 sewer projects, parking projects, convention centers have 

19 utilized this form of financing with rate covenants. 

20 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But it didn't unfold that 

21 way. 

22 MR. LOSTY: Again, the problem, if you go back and 

23 look at what happened today is that the project could not be 

24 completed for the 2003 financing. It required follow-on 

25 financings, which increased the debt load, with higher debt 
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2 balance. 

3 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: When did you -- I assume 
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4 you were aware at some point that the project didn't have and 

5 the contractor didn't have a performance bond. 

6 MR. LOSTY: No, when the financing closed in 2003, 

7 as I think others have testified, and you may hear from others 

8 today, the actual construction contracts were not complete. 

9 They weren't completed until May of 2004. This was what we 

10 call an advance funding, a funding in advance of all the final 

11 contracts being let. And additionally, as part of the bonding 

12 documents and our bond purchase agreement, there was a 

13 certification by the city, Authority, and county, or by the 

14 Authority anyway, I don't have it in front of me, that said 

15 that -- certifying to RBC that all necessary performance bonds 

16 to qualify under State law would be included by the time the 

17 contracts were let. But we sold the bonds in December, and 

18 this whole issue of the finalization of those -- of that 

19 performance package was not until four or five months later. 

20 

21 that then? 

22 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, so who certified 

MR. LOSTY: And I don't have the BPA in front of 

23 me, but we can check that. I think it's the Authority. 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You don't know who 

25 specifically was involved in that? What professional? You 
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1 know, was it one person, was it a group of people? 

2 MR. LOSTY: I don't, but the lawyers coming on 

3 after me could better address that than I could. 

4 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That's fair enough. 

5 I had asked a question earlier about bond 

6 indentures being changed over a period of time so they're less 

7 restrictive. Do you know anything about that? 

8 MR. LOSTY: I heard your question earlier, and I 

9 don't have recollection on that. Again, I think the bond 

10 attorneys coming on could talk because they tend to draft the 

11 bond documents, the actual indentures themselves. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: With your payment 

13 agreement, would you have been paid if these bonds did not go 

14 through? 

15 MR. LOSTY: No. Typically, that's how 

16 underwriting works. If there's a bond issue, there's a 

17 payment. If there isn't, there is no payment. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: In 2006, as I understand 

19 it, there was a swap that was terminated, I think that's what 

20 you had mentioned earlier in your prepared remarks. Was that 

21 the one where it was $4 million generated? 

22 MR. LOSTY: Yes. Just to reiterate, in 2005, when 

23 interest rates were starting to change because the economy was 

24 heating up and the Federal Reserve started to raise short-term 

25 interest rates, instead of that steep yield curve that I 
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1 talked about that existed in 2003, we were getting to a 

2 flatter curve, where short-term rates were going up, long-term 

3 rates were coming down. At that point, we could lock in a 

4 swap rate for the remaining 27 years of the financing at that 

5 point at 3.35 percent, and it was my thought is going back to 

6 the projections we made in 2003, we hoped by staying in 

7 variable rate bonds for the whole life of the issue to achieve 

8 approximately 3.25 percent. 

9 So if we could lock in at 3.35 percent and take 

10 all the risk off the table in 2005, that was a prudent thing 

11 to do. And so we entered into the swap in 2005, and then what 

12 you're referring to in 2006, as the project was struggling and 

13 rates had shot back up, long-term rates had gone up, the 

14 Authority suddenly had the opportunity to realize a $4 million 

15 gain from basically terminating the back end of their swap, 

16 still keeping the 3.35 in place through 2011, but taking off 

17 the swap from 2011 to 2033. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I couldn't find anywhere 

19 where the city or the county authorized that change. Do you 

20 recall how that was done? How you were authorized to do it? 

21 MR. LOSTY: There's all kinds of documentation on 

22 it, and always official action was taken, so official action 

23 would have been taken, but you can maybe ask some of the 

24 attorneys who are coming later. But we can't enter into swaps 

25 or terminate swaps without official action being taken. 
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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. The one thing that 

2 was curious to me, and I think it was part of the 2003 

3 agreement that you had spoken about, you were protecting 

4 against a 12-percent interest rate. Was that a prudent move 

5 at the time? I mean, 12 percent to me seemed like it was a 

6 very high interest rate to protect against. 

7 MR. LOSTY: Royce what I said. Under State law, 

8 for every insurer in Pennsylvania, if you issue variable rate 

9 bonds, you have to have, under State law, a statutory 

10 mandatory interest rate, and the statutory mandatory rate that 

11 was built into this document was 12 percent. That was not a 

12 separate swap. That was not anything that cost the Authority 

13 money. That was just embedded in the swap at 12 percent. It 

14 was what we would call a cost-free cap, and that's to qualify 

15 for State law purposes. 

16 And then to finish, as I mentioned, the mayor felt 

17 that 12 percent was too high a rate. Not that anyone thought 

18 that rates were going to go to 12 percent, but that he wanted 

19 a more realistic cap, so that's when the decision was made to 

20 drop the cap to 6 percent. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Getting back, one last one 

22 for me, I don't know if anybody else has anything or not. 

23 Yeah, I think we'll have a couple of follow-ups. But on this 

24 performance bond situation, so once that happened, and that 

25 was after the fact, did that affect anything that you were 
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3 

4 

MR. LOSTY: No, the bonds had been sold on a fixed 

rate basis. Certifications were made. Others have Dan 

5 Lispi, I know, at the last hearing talked about that he 

6 thought that the performance package did comply with State 

7 law. Others today can talk about it, so it did not result in 

8 any upheaval in the market for the Authority's bonds, if 

9 that's the question. 

10 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And you're convinced that 

11 investors were fully informed about the financial strength of 

12 the project itself and relying more on the guarantees of the 

13 city and the county? 

14 MR. LOSTY: I don't understand your question, that 

15 they were fully informed on the financial strength, or what do 

16 you mean? 

17 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Of the project, that the 

18 project couldn't pay for itself. 

19 MR. LOSTY: Oh, I think if you look at the OS, 

20 there's no discussion in there about evaluate this on the 

21 projections of revenues and expenses. It's replete: The 

22 strength here are the guarantors. We expect the revenues will 

23 be there and the rate covenant will be followed, but the 

24 strength is the guarantors. 

25 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: What shape was the city in 
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1 at that point, though? 

2 MR. LOSTY: Well, as I mentioned earlier, had the 

3 county not gotten involved, the city could not have borrowed 

4 an additional $125 million on their own credit strength. 

5 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But the investors, do you 

6 think that there was enough disclosure that the investors knew 

7 that the city also probably couldn't pay these bills? 

8 MR. LOSTY: Absolutely. Again, that OS is like a 

9 New York phone book. 

10 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I'll confess, I did not 

11 read that entirely, but I read a good part of it though. 

12 MR. LOSTY: All you have to do is read the first 

13 few pages where all that is disclosed upfront. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Chairman Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

14 

15 

16 Mr. Losty, thank you. I just have one more point 

17 of clarity I want to get, because you've described this, and 

18 I'm just trying to -- a lot of what I've done in the second 

19 hearing here is try to understand what we might have to do 

20 legislatively, if anything, to deal with this circumstance and 

21 whether or not there's any statutory or regulatory flaws or 

22 weaknesses in the process of municipal finance, and Authority 

23 financing. 

24 You mentioned that there's a representation made 

25 to the investors with respect to the project satisfying all 
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1 statutory requirements for performance bonding, so that's the 

2 first representation that's made. And then you have this 

3 being funded prior to the conclusion of construction documents 

4 and the execution of the project vis-a-vis those construction 

5 documents. That's right, right? 

6 

7 

8 

MR. LOSTY: That's correct. Yes, sir. 

SENATOR BLAKE: By the way, is that a frequent-

MR. LOSTY: Very frequent. School districts, for 

9 instance, around the Commonwealth commonly, when interest 

10 rates look good and they have a project down the road, they do 

11 what's known as an advance funding and borrow money today and 

12 put it aside for 6 moths or a year and wait for the project to 

13 be crystalized. 

14 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. So then there was a 

15 later judgment being made by those that had the Authority to 

16 make the judgment that a performance bond that would otherwise 

17 be statutorily required could not be obtained, but they made 

18 representation of an alternative security, and there is some 

19 legal opinion somewhere that says to the Authority or to the 

20 city or both that what has been suggested as an alternative 

21 satisfies State law with respect to that security. Is that 

22 your--

23 

24 

MR. LOSTY: That's my understanding. Yes, sir. 

SENATOR BLAKE: That's your understanding. So in 

25 that interpretation then there's nothing that need be restated 
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1 to the investbrs? There's a sense of a similar security being 

2 given, is that correct? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

MR. LOSTY: Correct. Yes, sir. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Earlier today, and actually, it 

7 was right before lunch or the lunch break, Mr. Bruce Barnes 

8 noted that six,swaps in two years is highly unusual, he said. 

9 How do you respond to that? 

10 MR. LOSTY: Well, I think Mr. Barnes was in error, 

11 that there were not six swaps, as I went through in this long 

12 diatribe I started off with. There was one swap done at the 

13 time of the 2003 financing. It was divided into two pieces 

14 because the 103 bonds had a 5-year and a 10-year maturity. So 

15 it was documented as two swaps, but it was one swap, and then 

16 there was one cap associated with that. So I don't have any 

17 further comment on what Mr. Barnes said. 

18 SENATOR FOLMER: Then if there was any only one, 

19 then how many times was RBC paid? 

20 MR. LOSTY: RBC was paid at the time we executed 

21 the 2003 swap and cap. There was a, sometime ln the summer of 

22 2004, the cap was changed from a SIFMA cap to a LIBOR cap, and 

23 we made a fee at that time. And then when rates turned down, 

24 and in 2005 when we entered into the second swap, there was a 

25 fee at that time, sir. 
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1 SENATOR FOLMER: So basically, you applied three 

2 times for one swap then? 

3 MR. LOSTY: No, not one swap. Totally different 

4 swaps. One time for one swap. 

5 SENATOR FOLMER: Well, you just said there was 

6 only one swap. 

7 MR. LOSTY: There was one swap in '03. There was 

8 a second swap in 'os. 

9 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, of all the swaps you have 

10 been involved in, how complex or unique would you rate the 

11 Harrisburg swaps? 

12 MR. LOSTY: Not complex or unique at all. They 

13 were, at this time, and remember, in September of 2003, the 

14 State of Pennsylvania had passed the changes to allow swaps to 

15 go forth, and there were many insurers around the State of 

16 Pennsylvania, and around the country, quite honestly, that 

17 were utilizing interest rate swaps to create, in this 

18 particular case, variable rate financing, but also, as Mr. 

19 Barnes talked about, create fixed rate financing. So these 

20 were very plain vanilla swaps. 

21 SENATOR FOLMER: Several testifiers have talked 

22 about the role of engineers. Who were the engineers, and what 

23 did they do? 

24 MR. LOSTY: Well, I think the engineers were 

25 certainly there on the record. It was Barlow was an 
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1 engineering firm, and then the county and the city council 

2 each hired their own engineering firms, Buchart Horn, and HRG 

3 I think was the other firm. And their role specifically, 

4 because everyone knew the primary risk here was, was Barlow 

5 capable? Could Barlow deliver? Would the technology work? 

6 There was great doubt on the part of city council, and even 

7 the county wanted it validated, so their role was to come in, 

8 evaluate the technology, evaluate the capability of the firms, 

9 and also look at the projections of revenues and expenses and 

10 see whether they were--

11 SENATOR FOLMER: If that's the case, then why 

12 weren't there any red flags being thrown up, if they were that 

13 concerned? 

14 MR. LOSTY: Again, I think you have not had 

15 engineers come in and talk to you, but that would be a 

16 question for them and not for me. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: And then finally, I just have 

18 this question, because you're a financial advisor with RBC and 

19 such: Why do financial advisors place so much reliance on the 

20 financial advice of engineers? Why wouldn't the financial 

21 experts generate their own financial projections? 

22 MR. LOSTY: Well, again, to clarify, I'm a 

23 municipal bond underwriter, not a financial advisor. 

24 

25 

SENATOR FOLMER: I'm sorry. I'm sorry. 

MR. LOSTY: So the underwriting firm, it's never 
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lour role. As I put in my opening statements, every party, the 

2 reliance of everybody involved in the financing team is that 

3 each individual party is competent, experienced, and capable 

4 of performing their job and their role. For us to try to 

5 suggest that the engineering design was faulty or that their 

6 revenues were -- this was a complicated project. It's a 

7 cogeneration plant. For an underwriting firm or a bond lawyer 

8 or a trustee or an FA to walk across the line, that's where 

9 you get into trouble, when you start going beyond your areas 

10 of expertise. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: Then -- okay, then what you just 

12 said then brings one final question from me, is that is 

13 whether RBC or whoever the financial advisors were and so 

14 forth going forward, how could you give the best fiduciary 

15 advice when you weren't sure that the engineering or the 

16 project was actually going to work? 

17 MR. LOSTY: Because we relied in fact, if it 

18 were only Barlow, that would even be a more apt question. But 

19 the fact that you had Buchart and HRG that came in and said 

20 that this looks reasonable, it looks viable. I mean why -- if 

21 somebody had three engineering reports that said it would 

22 work. 

23 

24 

25 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Thank you, sir. 

MR. LOSTY: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, thank you, Mr. 
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1 Losty. We appreciate your time today. 

2 

3 

MR. LOSTY: Thank you. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Oh, could we have a copy 

4 of that testimony that you had? 

5 

6 

7 

MR. LOSTY: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Great. Thank you. 

Next is Mr. Andrew Giorgione. And you're an 
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8 active member and current member of the Bar Association, so we 

9 won't swear you in today. Is that correct? 

10 MR. GIORGIONE: That's correct. I am, and I 

11 prepared sworn testimony, so. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Would you like to go ahead 

13 and proceed with some remarks? 

14 

15 

MR. GIORGIONE: That would be great. 

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Members of the 

16 committee. My name is Andrew Giorgione. I'm an attorney at 

17 Buchanan Ingersoll Rooney. I'm appearing today at your 

18 request, and sitting with me is John Leathers, who is General 

19 Counsel to the firm. 

20 Based on your letter, it's my understanding that 

21 the purpose of today's hearing is to discuss the Local 

22 Government Unit Debt Act and how it was applied to various 

23 borrowings of the Harrisburg Authority for the Resource 

24 Recovery Facility from 2003 to 2007. The purpose of my sworn 

25 testimony, which will be brief, is to provide some background 
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1 on our work for the Authority. 

2 I've been a resident of the City of Harrisburg 

3 since 1990. When I graduated law school, I worked in the City 

4 Solicitor's Office for the City of Harrisburg. I left the 

5 city and joined Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel in January 

6 1996. Obermayer represented the Authority many years prior to 

7 my employment, and I began doing work for the Authority when I 

8 joined Obermayer. Obermayer served as special counsel to the 

9 Authority in various matters - litigation, environmental, and 

10 public finance. During my time at Obermayer, I, along with 

11 other members of that firm, worked on the 2003 financings 

12 identified in the forensic audit. 

13 In July 2005, I joined Klett Lieber Rooney & 

14 Schorling. At that time, most of the matters for the 

15 Authority were transferred with me to Klett. Klett, as you 

16 know, merged with Buchanan in 2006. 

17 In 2007, city council enacted legislation to 

18 assume control of the appointments to the Authority, and in 

19 July 2007 appointed new members, and Buchanan no longer 

20 represented the Authority. To be clear, neither I nor 

21 Buchanan have represented the Authority in any matters since 

22 July 2007 and did not participate in the 2007 financing, which 

23 closed later in the year. 

24 At the time our representation of the Authority 

25 ended, we turned over a list of outstanding matters to the 
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1 Authority to its new solicitor, which was the firm of Goldberg 

2 Katzman & Shipman, along with all related files and records. 

3 We also met with representatives of that firm on at least 

4 three occasions, and later in 2008 the Authority initiated 

5 litigation against CIT Capital USA, and we provided documents 

6 and testimony in subsequent years on that matter. 

7 Our only other substantive contact with the 

8 Authority carne in 2011 when Glenn Weiner, Esquire, requested 

9 documents relative to our representation of the Authority. 

10 Attached is our reply to that request, I attached it to my 

11 testimony, in which we directed Mr. Weiner to request copies 

12 of our records from the Goldberg firm, to which we had 

13 transferred the records as the Authority's successor counsel. 

14 Thus, in reply, we identify the location of our former 

15 records. We also offered to provide any further documents 

16 upon directive of the Authority. Mr. Weiner did not reply. 

17 As you know, on page 14 of the report, Buchanan is 

18 identified as a party that did not provide the information 

19 requested. In light of the firm's attached reply, I think 

20 that's not accurate. 

21 And that's the scope of my testimony. 

22 

23 

24 

25 Giorgione. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, thank you. 

Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you very much, Mr. 
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1 Would you explain the CIT deal? Specifically, 

2 whose idea was it? How was it done? Who was involved? 

3 MR. GIORGIONE: Sure. So I believe it was about 

4 mid-2005 and Barlow was in trouble again as it related to the 

5 project. Earlier in the year they had come to us having cash 

6 flow problems related to the project and expressed to us that 

7 they had problems with the company delivering the boilers for 

8 the project, the company that was their subcontractor to 

9 design, engineer, and build the boilers, and that there were 

10 cost overruns related to that contract, and they asked for 

11 relief under the contract of $2 million. And the Authority 

12 agreed to do that. 

13 This was not much later, probably three or four 

14 months they came to us again and they felt they were in 

15 trouble again financially in the project, and that they needed 

16 to raised additional funds. At that time, we had relatively 

17 brief conversations with the county that was not interested in 

18 issuing any further debt for the project. We talked to the 

19 underwriters, who said, quite frankly, with the project not 

20 being complete, I don't think there's any ability to go into 

21 the financial markets and issue any debt by the Authority 

22 guaranteed by even the city or the county. And certainly, at 

23 this time, publicly it was known that the project was in 

24 trouble and there are indications from city council they had 

25 no desire to issue any additional debt. 
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2 to have to raise the money. I mean, there's now way we can 

3 help you. We don't have the cash, and we're not going to 
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4 provide it. Barlow then talked to several different financing 

5 entities to look at what's referred to as mezzanine financing 

6 to try to finish the project. And they brought to us CIT as a 

7 potenti~l entity. And so the structure that was discussed, 

8 and this is late November, early December, was a structure 

9 whereby CIT would loan the money directly to Barlow, and 

10 Barlow would finish the plant. And CIT would be repaid 

11 through revenues generated from the facility, but in a 

12 waterfall fashion, that it was in a bucket below operating 

13 expenses and all existing debt service obligations. And 

14 that's the way we presented it, that we would think that the 

15 Authority and the city would find it acceptable, and the 

16 county would find it acceptable, and CIT agreed to that 

17 structure. And documents were being generated along those 

18 lines. 

19 I don't remember the exact date, but it was 

20 literally 9 or 10 days before closing, and we trying to close 

21 early January. I trust you Royce at this time there was no 

22 activity going on at the site. The project needed to be 

23 delivered by the middle of 2006 because debt service payments 

24 were going to start, because we were on interest only and 

25 using interest only reserves to make those payments. 
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1 And so we were on a tight time schedule to try to 

2 get the remaining money raised so that Barlow could finish the 

3 plant, and documents were being generated. But literally 9 or 

4 10 days before closing I had a conference call with CIT and 

5 Barlow, and at that time they changed the entire structure, 10 

6 days before closing, and they basically said we're not going 

7 to do the structure we've been discussing for the last couple 

8 of months, and documents we've been giving to you. They 

9 changed it to a technology sale agreement. It was a direct 

10 obligation to the Authority. This is the only way we would do 

11 the deal. This is the only way we're going to do it. 

12 And they actually at that time had lawyers from 

13 North Carolina that were papering this deal for them. And I 

14 asked them repeatedly to get, there's plenty of qualified law 

15 firms in Pennsylvania, because of concerns I had with the 

16 structure. 

17 But to make a very long story short, I don't think 

18 the city or the Authority and the county really had any 

19 choice. And so we went down the path of closing this 

20 transaction. And we did it with concerns, and listen, I've 

21 testified two days in Federal court on this issue. The judge 

22 upheld the structure as being legal. But that doesn't, you 

23 know, take away from the fact that it was an extremely 

24 difficult financing and not one that anybody was happy with. 

25 I mean, Tom Mealy, who is probably one of the best public 
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1 employees I've been around, you know, quit over it; I mean, he 

2 was so distraught. And that was shared by many people, 

3 including the members of the Authority and the mayor and the 

4 county. 

5 

6 

SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you. 

You seem to have played multiple roles during 

7 these incinerator transactions. Would you tell us who you 

8 were working for? Who did you represent? Who did you report 

9 to? Who did you take direction from? 

10 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, we represented, as special 

11 counsel, the Harrisburg Authority. Because of the guarantees 

12 being provided by the city, we certainly met with the mayor, 

13 we certainly met with city council. I mean, there were dozens 

14 of public hearings, obviously, and so we represented all of 

15 them. We did not represent the county. 

16 That having been said, at the time, I also did 

17 legal work for the county on various different matters. But 

18 we did not represent them in this regard. And in fact, the 

19 county hired -- they had their own solicitor, but they also 

20 hired special counsel and engineers and financial advisors 

21 that advised them in the transaction. 

22 SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you. Would you talk about 

23 your August 1, 2003, letter to Mayor Reed which provided 

24 background on your and Jim Losty's July 28, 2003, meeting with 

25 County Solicitor William Tully and Chuck Zwally and Tom Smida 
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3 MR. GIORGIONE: I mean, that's nine years ago. Do 

4 you have a copy of the letter? I'd be happy to look at it and 

5 try to refresh my memory, but I don't know what you're 

6 referring to. 

7 SENATOR FOLMER: We don't have that copy with us. 

8 I apologize. 

9 MR. GIORGIONE: I'm sorry, Senator. It was a long 

10 time ago. I trust you understand. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: I understand. No, I totally 

12 understand that. We're just trying to get to the bottom of 

13 some of this stuff. 

14 You subsequently met with Commissioner Haste and 

15 reported to the mayor that, and I quote from that, "We 

16 cautioned Chairman Haste that the Resolution would cause a 

17 stir. His response was simply, any of those who would object 

18 to this transaction are not supporters of the County or City 

19 and would not support either administration. In sum, he 

20 expressed little concern and confirmed the County's support of 

21 this financing as being in the best interests of the County 

22 and City." 

23 Were you surprised by Commissioner Haste's 

24 reaction, and did you find him to be more or less supportive 

25 as efforts moved along to complete the 2003 transaction? 
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1 MR. GIORGIONE: The county was very supportive. 

2 But Senator, there's a long history related to the county and 

3 city's relationship and this incinerator. You know, when Act 

4 101 was passed in the late '80s, counties had the ability to 

5 direct where the waste would go in your county, and the County 

6 of Dauphin directed their waste away from the city 

7 incinerator, as did the County of Cumberland. And so there 

8 was some very difficult times between the county and the city. 

9 And litigation ensued. It was mUlti-years of litigation, and 

10 eventually it was resolved. And I think the county ultimately 

11 recognized that, you know, it's got to be a good partner to 

12 the city, it can't let it fail. 

13 And I know for a fact, going through the county's 

14 mind, is they had a large issue back then with a big landfill 

15 in the upper part of the county that was not supported by the 

16 residents. And I think they made the public policy decision 

17 that if waste were taken to the Authority and burned at the 

18 incinerator, one, it was going to generate energy; two, there 

19 wouldn't be a need to permit and expand the landfill in upper 

20 Dauphin County, and again, it would be helpful to the city. 

21 So those were the policy decisions as I understood them at the 

22 time. 

23 SENATOR FOLMER: Would you share with us the due 

24 diligence measures you undertook to insure Barlow's 

25 projections were realistic and/or accurate? 
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1 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, if you're referring to the 

2 self-liquidating debt report, I mean, that's not our job. We 

3 were bond counsel. I mean, that having been said, I saw the 

4 self-liquidating debt reports, I saw when they were generated. 

5 And again, you know, pro forma risk was something that we 

6 discussed at almost every public meeting that we had on this 

7 project. And I will tell you that we had dozens. We had them 

8 at the county, we had them at the Authority, we had them 

9 before city council, we had them with DEP. And all these 

10 meetings we talked about environmental risk, technology risk, 

11 construction risk, you know, Barlow's availability to deliver 

12 this project, pro forma risk. We talked about all of it. 

13 I mean, I can distinctly remember one issue that I 

14 saw in the pro forma that I raised to the mayor and others was 

15 there was a big number in there for disposal of specialty 

16 waste, and that's sort of high-end expensive waste, and the 

17 Authority didn't historically take that. It was 25,000 tons a 

18 year, and at $100 a ton, that's $2 1/2 million revenue. That 

19 seemed a concern to me. But Barlow was convinced that with 

20 this new facility, that they would be able to attract that 

21 type of waste. And if you looked at other waste incinerators 

22 in the State, they were doing those kind of numbers, and 

23 better. And so it was reasonable to understand it. 

24 But besides that, I mean, we didn't have a 

25 responsibility to draft that. I mean, I did review, I did 
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1 look at them, but I didn't have a particular expertise except 

2 that one issue that I just recall in my mind at the time. 

3 SENATOR FOLMER: On page 65 of the forensic audit 

4 it talks about your role and the work to provide Barlow with a 

5 security package rather than a performance bond. Why did you 

6 move forward without a performance bond, and what was your 

7 justification for taking the approach that you did? Did you 

8 feel you were stuck between a rock and a hard place and this 

9 just was the best of the bad ideas, of all the bad ideas? 

10 MR. GIORGIONE: No. And, you know, I mean, I know 

11 it's somewhat hyperbole, I just don't think there were a lot 

12 of bad ideas in 2003. I mean, again, if the city did nothing, 

13 there was a lot of discussion over many years that it was 

14 going to have to somehow deal with the stranded debt that 

15 would been left, and so the decision was made to go forward. 

16 And I sit here today, I think it was the right decision that 

17 was made by the Authority, by the mayor, by city council, by 

18 the county. And again, if Jim Barlow delivered the project on 

19 time and on budget, we wouldn't even be here. We wouldn't be 

20 here. 

21 So going back to your question, it's complicated 

22 because Barlow you know, Barlow -- first, it's wrong to say 

23 that there wasn't a performance bond. In fact, there was. 

24 The main entity, the main contractor that was in charge of 

25 fabricating the plant, Cianbro, provided a performance bond. 
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2 there wasn't a performance bond. 

3 SENATOR FOLMER: Well, then, could you walk us 

4 through the rationale as to why a performance -- now, wait a 

5 minute. So you're saying that there was a performance bond? 

6 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah. Cianbro provided a 

7 performance bond for the fabrication of the plant, yes. It 

8 was $19 million, $20 million, whatever the size of their 

9 contract was. 
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10 SENATOR FOLMER: That's a good question. How did 

11 that meet the legal requirements? 

12 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, Cianbro was a contractor 

13 performing services, construction services, and had to provide 

14 a bond to bond their work. 

15 SENATOR FOLMER: But were they not a 

16 subcontractor? 

17 MR. GIORGIONE: They were, to Barlow. Barlow 

18 was--

19 SENATOR FOLMER: Well, then why wasn't there one 

20 for the contractor then? 

21 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, they were the contractor. 

22 Barlow was the construction manager. 

23 SENATOR FOLMER: No, you said they were the 

24 subcontractor. 

25 MR. GIORGIONE: Barlow was the construction 
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1 manager. Essentially, Cianbro was the contractor underneath 

2 that was doing the fabrication of the plant. So Barlow would 

3 design, engineer, build the component parts, have them 

4 delivered to the site, and then would oversee Cianbro. 

5 

6 bond? 

7 

8 yes. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

SENATOR FOLMER: So Cianbro had the performance 

MR. GIORGIONE: They did have a performance bond, 

SENATOR FOLMER: But did Barlow? 

MR. GIORGIONE: Barlow did not. Barlow did not. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Then why did they move forward? 

MR. GIORGIONE: Well, I think the decision was 

13 made to go forward because there was sufficient forms of 

14 security in the contract separate and apart from the 

15 performance bond provided by Cianbro. I mean, number one, you 

16 have to understand, a large portion of Barlow's contract, as 

17 my recollection is $35 million, $40 million, was the 

18 fabrication and delivery of equipment for the site - boilers, 

19 handlers, the grate system, and all that other stuff. Barlow 

20 was not paid upfront for that material. The way it was 

21 structured in the contract, it had to be designed, built, 

22 engineered, fabricated, and delivered to the site before they 

23 would get paid. So that was a form of security to make sure 

24 that that was done. 

25 Another big form of security in the contract, 
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1 besides the performance bond by Cianbro, who was going to take 

2 those parts and put them together, was there was an enormous 

3 retainage. It was around 20 percent. Normally in 

4 construction contracts, the retainage is 5 to 10 percent. 

5 

6 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: And so I think there was a level 

7 of comfort by the county, the Authority, and the city that 

8 there was sufficient security under the May 2004 contract for 

9 the delivery of the project. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Then Thomas Mealy earlier 

11 told us that you and Dan Lispi brought Barlow to the 

12 Authority. Would you walk us through the process to select 

13 Barlow? 

14 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah, I mean, I didn't have 

15 anything to do with selecting Barlow. Obviously, lawyers 

16 don't select them. 

17 

18 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: Dan, for quite some time, as an 

19 employee of the city, was looking for technologies to deploy 

20 to retrofit the plant. And he probably looked at half a dozen 

21 different technologies. I mean, plasma, and, I mean, I can't 

22 even remember all the stuff he looked at. At the same time, 

23 he was doing an analysis of if we don't do a retrofit, what 

24 the city is going to look like and what's going to happen to 

25 the tax base if you have to cover this stranded debt. 
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1 Dan had read about Barlow and its technologies, I 

2 don't know when that was, and started a dialogue with them, 

3 and then had an opportunity to visit work that they were doing 

4 at that time in, I believe, Minneapolis and talk to them about 

5 looking at this project and seeing if it was a project that 

6 they could do. I actually accompanied him on one trip to 

7 Minneapolis because Barlow brought their lawyers in 

8 Minneapolis who had structured the financing for that deal, 

9 and they walked through with me how they put that deal 

10 together. What contracts they used, how it was financed, how 

11 it was structured. And so I think Dan became very comfortable 

12 with Barlow and their technology. 

13 One of the big issues with the plant historically 

14 was the grating system. The grates were moving parts, and 

15 they used to break down all the time, because as the grates 

16 shifted, trash would move in through the system. Barlow's 

17 technology was using an air technology, no moving parts, that 

18 would push air through the trash and tumble it into the 

19 system. And he thought that was a dramatic improvement 

20 because when the grates break down, you got to shut the plant 

21 down. Using this air technology, he felt the reliability 

22 would be much better and not what they had experienced 

23 historically. So it was his recommendation that the city and 

24 the Authority go down the path with Barlow. 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you. Who did you advise 
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2 bonds as being self-liquidating? 

3 MR. GIORGIONE: I didn't tell anyone. We had no 

4 responsibility for it. We were bond counsel. 

5 

6 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: We had no responsibility for the 

7 self-liquidating report. 

8 SENATOR FOLMER: Were you around to be able to 

9 answer this: Who asked the most questions or were otherwise 

10 uncomfortable with moving forward with self-liquidation 

11 certificates? Would you know anything about that? 

12 MR. GIORGIONE: I mean, I don't. I mean, there 

13 were a lot of people involved. They were independently 

14 reviewed, as you heard, on many occasion by two separate 
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15 engineering firms. I really don't know what else to tell you. 

16 SENATOR FOLMER: Numerous press reports have been 

17 written about the Harrisburg incinerator, as you know. What's 

18 your opinion about these reports? What, if anything, would 

19 you say has been reported wrong? 

MR. GIORGIONE: We don't have enough time today. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

20 

21 

22 MR. GIORGIONE: And I don't mean to be glib when I 

23 say that, but I think there's been, you know, and in all 

24 fairness, this is not easy stuff. But I think that if you go 

25 back to 2003 and read the reporting that was done then, and if 
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1 you look at the transcripts of all the hearings, you could see 

2 how much due diligence and discussion and meetings and 

3 different professionals were brought into this deal, very good 

4 professionals, very good engineering firms, very good law 

5 firms, including many of my counterparts, very good financial 

6 advisers and underwriters and bankers. And all of that 

7 structure, everything that was done had nothing to do with the 

8 failure of this plant. Nothing. They had nothing to do with 

9 it. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: What can you tell us about the 

11 2003, quote, City Council Fund that's found on page 48? 

12 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, I do recall that it was a 

13 the issue was first raised with me by the president of the 

14 council. He asked me to talk to the mayor about it, and I 

15 raised the issue with him, and I told the mayor, you just need 

16 to talk to the president of city council directly. 

17 

18 know? 

19 

20 

SENATOR FOLMER: So who established it? Do you 

MR. GIORGIONE: I believe it was the mayor's idea. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. And who made the decisions 

21 on how it was spent, the mayor? And how much was spent, and 

22 how was it spent? 

23 MR. GIORGIONE: And I don't know. So the fund was 

24 set up, and I believe it was administered by the city, but I 

25 don't know anything about it. I mean, I don't know who 
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3 SENATOR FOLMER: Now, your statement of financial 

4 interest for 2005 lists two direct and indirect sources of 

5 income. One you mentioned earlier was Klett Lieber Rooney & 

6 Schorling, and the other one was JEM Group. Whatls the JEM 

7 Group, and whatls the significance of its inclusion on your 

8 statement of financial interests? 

9 MR. GIORGIONE: I might have done business 

10 development work for them. Theylre a contractor. I believe 

11 that was related to the construction of an office tower in the 

12 City of Harrisburg where I was paid a fee for helping them 

13 generate business. 

14 

15 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: The owner of the company is 

16 Jessica Myers. Shels a friend of mine. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

Okay, thank you. 11m through, Senator. 

Thank you, Mr. Giorgione. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you, Attorney Giorgione, for your presence 

23 and your testimony here today. 11m grateful. I donlt really 

24 have much to cover. I think youlve already answered a lot of 

25 questions here. 
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1 I think you may have had a chance to listen to the 

2 previous testimony from Mr. Losty with respect to the funding 

3 early, right, getting into the construction, and then the 

4 issue of the performance bond. And I'm just trying to get 

5 clarity on the performance bond issue, and I'm realizing, on 

6 the basis of all the testimony we had in the previous hearing, 

7 and all the one that we had at this hearing, it's almost like 

8 you were in so deep and, you know, the commitments had already 

9 been made and it was all teed up and it was almost like there 

10 was no turning back. But I still think this bears some 

11 consideration for me as a legislator in terms of going forward 

12 and whether or not there's some legislative consideration this 

13 issue should be given. 

14 The Pennsylvania Public Works Contractors' Bond 

15 requires financial security for contracts above a certain 

16 dollar amount entered into by contracting bodies, which would 

17 include the Authority. The statute does not require a 

18 performance bond, but the prime contractor must provide the 

19 contracting body security of 100 percent of the contract 

20 amount. In the case of Barlow, they are not only construction 

21 manager but they are, I think, prime contractor. Am I correct 

22 on this? 

23 MR. GIORGIONE: My recollection is no, Cianbro is 

24 the prime contractor because they were the ones fabricating 

25 what Barlow was designing, engineering, and delivering to the 
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1 site for fabrication. 

2 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, my mistake. Again, my 

3 feeling about it was I thought Cianbro was sub to Barlow, and 

4 that in the case of the performance bond that Cianbro 

5 provided, it was really a performance bond given to Barlow. 

6 Barlow would still have been, in my estimation, and I could be 

7 wrong, again, Attorney Giorgione, I don't know if I'm in the 

8 weeds far enough to know these relationships, but we'll find 

9 out. The thing for me is did there have to -- I'm trying to 

10 figure out whether there had to be a representation or whether 

11 the alternative security still passed muster, and apparently 

12 it did, from several legal perspectives, that it passed muster 

13 with respect to compliance with that law. Meaning there was a 

14 sense that there was still 100-percent security for the amount 

15 of the contract. Is that your interpretation? 

16 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah, my recollection was there 

17 was much discussion around this. Barlow's lawyers at LeBoeuf 

18 Lamb had provided their legal analysis of what was required in 

19 terms of security because of the roles being played by Barlow, 

20 and I know the solicitor for the Authority and my firm looked 

21 at it. I think we were comfortable, very much comfortable 

22 with the security packages being in compliance with 

23 Pennsylvania law when the contracts were signed in May 2004. 

24 

25 

SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I can't understand how 

2 anybody could think that that would be sufficient under the 

3 law, but. I have sold bonds for 30 years and I've never seen 

4 a situation where anybody has gotten anything other than a 

5 performance and payment bond on a job, and for 100 percent. 

6 I'll go back and review the role of these subs. I mean, you 

7 just told Senator Folmer that that was a subcontractor. 

8 That's my understanding, that there was a series of subs that 

9 provided bonds to Barlow, which didn't do anything to protect 

10 the Authority, and then the retainage, which is never 

11 considered security, was up, but--

12 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, retainage, you're actually 

13 holding the cash. That's actually the best form of security 

14 you can have. 

15 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Not under the law that 

16 pertains to performance bonds, it's not recognized there. 

17 It's not recognized by insurance companies. I don't know who 

18 recognizes it. Sure, practically speaking, it's a nice thing 

19 to have retainage, but I don't think it complies with the law. 

20 MR. GIORGIONE: And my recollection is also that 

21 Cianbro, the bond that was provided by Cianbro, the 

22 beneficiaries of that bond were not just Barlow but the 

23 Harrisburg Authority. 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, we'll have to check 

25 into that a little further. 
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1 MR. GIORGIONE: Because I remember, when Cianbro 

2 was terminated, that bond had to be released by the Authority. 

3 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, the concoction that 

4 was cobbled together obviously didn't work. I mean, the proof 

5 is in the pudding, I guess, at this point. 

6 MR. GIORGIONE: I can't disagree with you. That 

7 having been said, Barlow didn't just miscalculate by a little 

8 bit. I mean, let's be clear here. I mean, they miscalculated 

9 by a lot, and I don't know how that happened, and I don't 

10 think anybody on our side knows how that happened. And 

11 there's never been an investigation into where all the money 

12 went for this project that they had. So, you know, that's 

13 distressing to me. But it's an honest answer, and I think 

14 anybody on this side of the table would tell you the same 

15 thing. We don't know where all the money went, how they 

16 miscalculated so badly. 

17 I mean, if you think about it, if you add the $25 

18 million from CIT, which did have some working capital and the 

19 additional, I mean, they missed by $30 million, $40 million, 

20 $50 million. I mean, a big number. I don't know how that 

21 happened. I just don't. But certainly, to me, that's cause 

22 for investigation. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: To follow up on Senator 

24 Folmer's point about that JEM Group, you didn't disclose 

25 anything since you were working for both them and the 
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1 Authority, and they did some work, I guess, for Reynolds 

2 Company. 

3 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah, they were an off-shoot of 
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4 Reynolds. I didn't have any relationship with Reynolds, and I 

5 didn't help JEM on anything related to the city Authority or 

6 the city. This was an office tower in downtown. Jessica came 

7 to me, she wanted a piece of the business, asked me if I'd 

8 talk to the owner and help her out, and I did. 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. Do you know if the 

10 bond, getting back to this performance bond, and not to argue 

11 that point over again, but after that decision was made and 

12 the alternative security package was put together, how was 

13 that information communicated to the bond people? Did the 

14 investors know about that? Because we just heard from Mr. 

15 Losty that that was after the fact that things were sold. 

16 MR. GIORGIONE: I don't recall. I don't recall 

17 that I communicated anything to the bondholders. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And you wouldn't know if 

19 that had any impact on whether they would think that that 

20 would jeopardize the security of their investment in any way? 

21 

22 

MR. GIORGIONE: I don't. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I also question, as I 

23 recall, the bond indenture specifically stated that there 

24 would be a performance bond in place. How did you justify 

25 getting around that? Other than the law, the statute, then it 
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1 was also addressed in the bond indenture. 

2 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah, I think we had a performance 

3 bond. I think I indicated that. 

4 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. 

5 MR. GIORGIONE: Sir, let me raise another point on 

6 this performance bond issue. And I'm going to be honest with 

7 you, I think this is somewhat of a red herring too. If you 

8 think about what that performance bond was supposed to do, it 

9 was supposed to address the fabrication and building of this 

10 plant; not the design, not the engineering. And so if there 

11 were portions of this plant that were designed and engineered 

12 improperly, which we know there were, because the bond that 

13 secured that, the surety company paid in full on that, it's my 

14 understanding, to the Authority. Then why would the surety 

15 company on the fabrication also pay? Their simple argument is 

16 they misdesigned it. We built what they told us to build, and 

17 it didn't work. It's not our fault. 

18 So I don't -- if there's a conception out there 

19 that these guys were just going to stroke a check, I don't 

20 think that's remotely realistic on what would have happened. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, often in bonds too 

22 there are timeline penalties. 

23 

24 

MR. GIORGIONE: There are. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And there were, I think, 

25 in the alternative security package as well, right? 
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2 

MR. GIORGIONE: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: But there was nobody to 

3 fall back on because there wasn't a bond carrier. 

4 

5 

6 benefit. 

MR. GIORGIONE: There was not. That's correct. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That would have been one 

7 Ms. Barratini, who had testified at the last 

8 hearing, raised some issues regarding the 8110(b) 
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9 certifications. Do you recall who was put together to address 

10 those concerns and how they were -- who answered her during 

11 that time? 

12 

13 

14 issues were? 

15 

16 

MR. GIORGIONE: I don't. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You don't recall what the 

MR. GIORGIONE: I don't, I'm sorry. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Another comment here that 

17 was made, that there was an e-mail detailing how, that I think 

18 I quote this, Freddie is getting $1 million, and council wants 

19 money too. Do you know what that was referring to? 

20 MR. GIORGIONE: Yeah, I saw that in the audit 

21 report. I mean, it was a phone call I received from the 

22 president of city council's counsel, and he said that the 

23 president was upset, he felt there was unfairness related to 

24 the transaction. I said I'll relay it to the mayor and ask 

25 him to speak to him. 
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2 

3 here. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Sir, thank you for your time 
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4 What advice did you give Mayor Reed regarding all 

5 these transactions? Did you give him any signs of warnings? 

6 Sound off any alarms? Raise any red flags? 

7 MR. GIORGIONE: How many years? I mean, it's 

8 pretty tough. What transactions, I mean? 

9 SENATOR FOLMER: Any of them. Any that would come 

10 to mind. 

11 MR. GIORGIONE: Well, let's talk about 2003. I 

12 mean, certainly, we discussed with the mayor and publicly with 

13 the Authority and the city council all the risks of the 

14 project. We talked about them in every meeting. And I went 

15 through the litany of them before - the environmental risk, 

16 the pro forma risk, the technology risk, the construction 

17 risk. And that's what I think caused even city council to 

18 hire their own engineer, to wrap their own heads around this 

19 issue independently from the Authority and the mayor. 

20 I mean, I don't know how really to answer your 

21 question. I think the mayor obviously knew the risks of the 

22 project. 

23 SENATOR FOLMER: Does anything stick out in those 

24 conversations? 

25 MR. GIORGIONE: Not that I can recall. I mean, 
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1 and it's a long time ago. There was a lot of conversations. 

2 So, I mean, this project, we worked on this project for, you 

3 know, over a decade. You know. 

4 

5 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. I'm good. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You know, again, I had 

6 mentioned this earlier, I just can't -- what strikes me is 

7 that everybody is so compartmentalized in what they do, and 

8 it's interesting that an attorney-at-law that would be 
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9 involved, and deeply involved in the middle of this, with all 

10 the history and background and all the connections that you 

11 had in all these borrowings, when things don't look right, 

12 just you stick to what you're looking at and you don't offer 

13 advice on anything else. I mean, if the deal is falling 

14 apart, it would be like me going to a physician and having a 

15 problem with my arm, and, you know, my back, the skin is torn 

16 off my back, I think the physician would say, let's look at 

17 your arm, but we're also going to look at your back. 

18 I don't see where the financial analysts, the bond 

19 counsel, just everybody involved with this didn't raise flags 

20 and ask additional questions about what was collapsing around 

21 them as these deals when went on and on and on. 

22 MR. GIORGIONE: You know, if I could take you back 

23 to 2001, 2002, and 2003 to try to understand how we got to 

24 where we were, you know, a lot of times money was being issued 

25 and debt layered on this facility because DEP or EPA or 
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1 somebody was requiring new environmental measures or things to 

2 be done to the facility. And when that was done, there was 

3 money owed from the Authority to the city that was borrowed 

4 and paid over to the city. That was the decision that the 

5 mayor made and the Authority made to structure it that way. 

6 There was nothing illegal about it. But it did put a lot of 

7 debt on that facility. There's no doubt about it. 

8 

9 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Right. 

MR. GIORGIONE: And it was a concern. Obviously, 

10 we talked about that. The reality of it is, by 2003, it was a 

11 time where the city had to make a decision whether they were 

12 going to eat that $94 million and figure out how to address 

13 that structural, or go forward with the project. And I can 

14 tell you that I was comfortable, as were many, many other 

15 professionals, that Barlow"had a reasonable chance of 

16 delivering this project on time or on budget. The reality of 

17 it is, even if they missed by a little bit, you're still going 

18 to be in a better position than owing $94 million. I know we 

19 talked about that. I mean, let's say their projections are 20 

20 percent off. So now the city's guaranty is going to kick in, 

21 a million or two a year. That's better than somewhere in the 

22 neighborhood of $6 million, $7 million, $8 million a year. 

23 So we talked about all these things. I mean, if 

24 you were back in time and sitting in on all these meetings, I 

25 don't know you would have reached a different conclusion not 
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1 to go forward with this project. It's easy to Monday-morning 

2 quarterback here a little bit, but I think there was a lot of 

3 people. And DEP gave all the permits to build the plant, you 

4 know, the different layers of guarantees, the bondholders 

5 buying the bonds. I mean, you know, Barlow having built two 

6 of these plants and doing well. I don't know. It seemed 

7 reasonable at the time. That's all I can tell you. 

8 

9 follow-up. 

10 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer, one 

SENATOR FOLMER: And this is a tough question for 

11 you to answer, I understand, but because I'm just trying to 

12 get a total feel for all of this, and I appreciate all that 

13 you said here today. In retrospect, knowing what you now 

14 know, are there any regrets? 

15 

16 transaction. 

17 

18 

MR. GIORGIONE: Oh, definitely. Doing the CIT 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: There's no doubt. And I have said 

19 that publicly at city council meetings, but again, that was 

20 after the fact. 

21 

22 

SENATOR FOLMER: Right. 

MR. GIORGIONE: There was, again, an engineering 

23 report delivered at the time of that financing that this 

24 amount of money was going to finish that plant. And I'll tell 

25 you, one of the thinkings one of the things that ran 
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2 and generating revenue, then you can refi that debt and take 

3 it out so you don't have to worry about it. But now you can 

4 do it traditionally, because now the marketplace knows the 
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5 plant's done. But one of the biggest engineering companies in 

6 the country delivered a report that this money will be 

7 sufficient enough to finish the plant. 

8 

9 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. GIORGIONE: And it didn't happen. So, yeah, I 

10 really regret doing that transaction. But again, at that 

11 time, one of the other things we did is we started to look for 

12 other contractors, Dan Lispi searched for other contractors to 

13 step in and finish the plant at that point, and he couldn't 

14 find one interested. 

15 

16 

SENATOR FOLMER: Right. 

MR. GIORGIONE: It was just too far out. There 

17 was too many concerns about engineering and design and things 

18 of that nature. 

19 

20 

21 

SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you. 

MR. GIORGIONE: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, thank you. Thank 

22 you, Mr. Giorgione. Thank you for your time today. 

MR. GIORGIONE: You're welcome. 23 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: The next witness is Carol 

25 Cocheres. And you are a member of the Bar? 
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MS. COCHERES: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So we'll waive the 

3 swearing in here. We welcome you today, and whenever you're 

4 ready. If you have any prepared remarks or anything you'd 

5 like to offer before we ask questions, that would be fine. 
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6 

7 

MS. COCHERES: Just a short background statement. 

Mr. Chairman and committee Members, good 

8 afternoon. My name is Carol Purell Cocheres, and for the past 

9 37 years, I've been a Pennsylvania lawyer, having graduated 

10 from Duquesne University and its law school in 1975. After my 

11 law school graduation, I came to Harrisburg and then served 

12 for eight years as an assistant counsel with the Pennsylvania 

13 Department of Community Affairs, commonly called DCA, under 

14 the administrations of both Governors Shapp and Thornburgh. I 

15 mention DCA in part because DCA is one of the predecessor 

16 agencies to the Department of Community and Economic 

17 Development. 

18 From DCA, I entered into private practice in 1984. 

19 And then in 1986, I joined Eckert Seamans' public finance 

20 group. And for over 25 years, I was a partner in the 

21 Harrisburg office of Eckert Seamans. In 2010, after a major 

22 reconstruction of my back at Johns Hopkins, I retired from 

23 Eckert Seamans on medical disability and currently am of 

24 counsel to the firm. As a result of my back problems, if this 

25 goes on for a long time, I may need to ask for a break to get 
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3 Eckert Seamans is a highly respected Pennsylvania-

4 based law firm headquartered in Pittsburgh. Eckert maintains 

5 offices throughout the Commonwealth, including Harrisburg, and 

6 throughout the eastern United States. Eckert employs more 

7 than 340 attorneys, and represents clients in virtually every 

8 area of the law, and prides itself on its professional 

9 integrity. 

10 During my tenure at Eckert Seamans, we represented 

11 the Harrisburg Authority as bond counsel in connection with 

12 the 2007 retrofit completion financing, as well as we served 

13 as underwriter's counsel for the 2003 retrofit financing. In 

14 connection with the 2007 retrofit completion financing, our 

15 responsibility as bond counsel was to work with the Authority, 

16 the city, the financial advisors, and the underwriters so that 

17 the proposed completion financing was in compliance with State 

18 law. In particular, the Pennsylvania Municipality Authorities 

19 Act, and the Local Government Unit Debt Act, and as 

20 applicable, Federal law. We also rendered opinions on the 

21 legality of the notes and of the city guaranty. 

22 We fulfilled our responsibilities under the 2007 

23 retrofit completion financing professionally and competently. 

24 We did not make any public policy decisions regarding the 

25 issues, including the decisions to issue any bonds or to make 
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2 policy decisions made by the elected and appointed public 

3 officials. 
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4 In 2010 and 2011, as you know, there was a review 

5 of these financings and other matters was conducted by Klehr 

6 Harrison Harvey Branzburg LLP, and ParenteBeard LLC, at the 

7 request of the Harrisburg Authority. During the course of 

8 that review, Eckert Seamans, along with other law firms, 

9 financial advisors, and other entities, was requested to 

10 produce work papers and other documents, as well as to have 

11 professionals in the firm interviewed by the attorneys 

12 representing the Authority. 

13 Eckert Seamans produced thousands, and I mean 

14 thousands, of pages of documents requested by the Authority's 

15 representatives regarding the 2007 financing. I also 

16 voluntarily agreed to be personally interviewed by the 

17 Authority's attorneys, and was interviewed for several hours. 

18 Although other firms may have refused to produce documents or 

19 appear for interviews, Eckert fully cooperated with the review 

20 to the extent allowed by attorney/client privilege to other 

21 clients. 

22 As a result of our cooperation, the Authority's 

23 attorneys had full access to all the documents they requested 

24 of Eckert Seamans, as well as to my personal recollections. 

25 However, the report omits mention of many facts that I related 
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2 and given to them. 

3 Finally, as of October 17, 2012, the Harrisburg 
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4 Authority has waived its attorney/client privilege with us for 

5 me to be able to appear at this meeting. I am prepared to 

6 answer any questions that you may have, Senator, and of your 

7 committee, and I thank you for the opportunity to appear here 

8 today. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you very much. 

Senator Folmer, do you have some questions? 

SENATOR FOLMER: Yes, thank you. 

Ms. Cocheres, thank you. Who prepared the bond 

13 documents for the incinerator financings? Did the bond 

14 documents contain standard provisions for a revenue financing? 

15 And if not, how were they different from the standard 

16 provisions? 

17 

18 here between 

19 transaction. 

MS. COCHERES: Okay, let me make a distinction 

we were underwriter's counsel for the 2003 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 20 

21 MS. COCHERES: And prepared the official statement 

22 for the Authority and the city and the county. That's really 

23 their documents, but we prepared and organized the document. 

24 For the 2007 financing, we were bond counsel. 

25 Now, for the 2003 deal, the bond counsel for that 
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2 documents; whereas in the 2007 transaction, where Eckert was 

3 asked to serve as bond counsel, we prepared the documents 

4 relating to that transaction, the note documents, the 

5 indenture, the guarantees, and so forth. 
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6 SENATOR FOLMER: Well then, with the 2003 in mind 

7 then, did you believe the 2003 debt to be self-liquidating? 

8 MS. COCHERES: Okay, I hate to sound like a broken 

9 record with other people that have said this earlier today, 

10 but there is sort of a compartmentalized view of this. In 

11 2003, our firm did not prepare the self-liquidating debt 

12 report. As attorneys, we're not qualified like engineers to 

13 put together the numbers and the estimates that are required 

14 for a self-liquidating debt report. 

15 

16 

SENATOR FOLMER: Then what about 2007? 

MS. COCHERES: Okay 2007, the 2007 debt was not 

17 qualified as self-liquidating. There were no exclusionary 

18 proceedings submitted to the Department of Community and 

19 Economic Development for the 2007 debt. 

20 

21 

SENATOR FOLMER: Could you explain that? 

MS. COCHERES: Okay. Maybe I should give you a 

22 little bit of background on what self-liquidating debt is. 

23 That might help with the situation here. As one of my 

24 partners frequently states, self-liquidating debt has like 

25 four premises. One, you need to have a facility constructed. 
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1 Two, that facility has to be operating. Three, the facility 

2 has to be generating revenues through charges, fees, and other 

3 assessments. And four, there has to be a rate covenant where 

4 the Authority or issuer has the obligation to raise rates in 

5 order to produce revenues sufficient to pay operating expenses 

6 and debt service. 

7 I think what you're leading up to is -- you 

8 haven't said it, but I'll take a guess, and this will be a 

9 long answer, is you're looking at the Section 8110(b) 

10 certification. 

11 

12 

SENATOR FOLMER: Correct. 

MS. COCHERES: Okay. That particular issue, 

13 there's a long story, but I'll go through it. Okay, in May of 

14 2007, our firm was asked to become bond counsel on the 

15 retrofit completion transaction. As with any other 

16 transaction, the first thing we investigated and reviewed was 

17 whether the transaction would meet State and local law. And 

18 as I mentioned earlier, the Municipality Authorities Act, as 

19 well as the Local Government Unit Debt Act. I know that, just 

20 as an aside, the report does not really get into the 

21 Municipality Authorities Act and its application here. But we 

22 did that, and one of the very first issues that came up, and 

23 it was also recognized by the other members of the financing 

24 team, was what to do, how to address the 8110(b) 

25 certification. 
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1 So in our review and our analysis, we checked the 

2 legislative history, of which I have significant amount 

3 personally, since I was at the department back when the '72 

4 act was amended in '78-'79; the case law; the decisions that 

5 are issued by the department whenever a challenge or a 

6 complaint is submitted to the department, and of course a 

7 review of the statute. 

8 There was a dearth of guidance. There just really 

9 wasn't anything there to deal with what we had in front of us 

10 in 2007, which was a partially completed project that the 

11 public officials at that time wanted to have it completed. So 

12 by the first week of June, I contacted Bernadette Barratini at 

13 DeED. I explained to her the situation, the status of the 

14 project, that there were issues on cash flows in the past, but 

15 we were looking also into the future, and this new financing 

16 for the completion of the facility was supposed to provide the 

17 sufficient funds to complete the project, as well as to 

18 eventually self-liquidate the project. 

19 There was so much fluidity at that time, and I'm 

20 talking at this point, still like in June, July of 2007. 

21 There was so much fluidity, which I explained to her that 

22 there were discussions of selling the facility, there were 

23 discussions on raising rates for both the city residents and 

24 the county residents. And so when we laid this all out, and I 

25 told her that I thought that the new debt that we were talking 
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2 have two components - the working capital component and the 

3 construction component - that both of those components, the 

4 debt that would be incurred would not be qualified as 

5 self-liquidating, and that the remaining debt, in my 
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6 discussions with her, it seemed as though it was going to be 

7 acceptable to DeED that since this was a noncompleted project, 

8 that the outstanding 8110(b) certification could remain in 

9 place until such time as the project was completed, and if at 

10 that point it appeared that some of the debt would not be 

11 self-liquidating, which most people thought that there would 

12 at least be a portion of the outstanding debt at that time, 

13 would probably not be self-liquidating at the end, that that 

14 could be taken adjustment could be made to the debt 

15 statements and to the city's debt capacity at that time. So 

16 we proceeded on that reliance then through the rest of the 

17 summer and into the fall of 2007. 

18 Now, in the fall of 2007, there was a new board at 

19 the Harrisburg Authority. We were again reappointed or asked 

20 to stay on by the chairman of the Authority, as he said to me 

21 that he knows -- he knew I was a straight shooter and he asked 

22 me to continue with the project. And we moved on, and at that 

23 time, in the fall of 2007, PFM, Public Financial Management, 

24 was engaged, as well as the engineering firm of HDR. And 

25 those two parties were to review and to, I would say, analyze 
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1 the reasonableness of completion of the project, look into 

2 what the revenues -- what revenues might be generated, and so 

3 forth. 

4 And by the fall of 2007, PFM had put together 

5 different options that would show how the outstanding debt 

6 would be paid, how the new debt might be paid, there was going 

7 to be a reserve for like the CIT financing, and so forth. And 

8 PFM did in fact give us, and the public officials were given 

9 copies of these various options, options that included showing 

10 that the debt could be self-liquidating. That there were 

11 estimates and projections to that effect. 

12 And I think one thing that's been missing in this 

13 hearing, missing in the audit report, is this concept of when 

14 you're talking about self-liquidating debt, you're still 

15 always talking about estimates. There aren't guarantees when 

16 you deal with self-liquidating debt. It's a look into the 

17 future of the project, and it's not a look back historical 

18 evaluation. 

19 And so in the fall we did have numbers. I did 

20 mention this to the auditors, and that was one of the 

21 omissions that the auditors made is that they said in the 

22 audit report that projections that we -- they had found in our 

23 -- they did not find any projections in our documents that 

24 showed that the debt was self-liquidating. Well, I have for 

25 the committee a copy of an e-mail that was in fact sent by our 
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2 Schleicher, pointing out to them that we gave them one 

3 particular Public Financial Management presentation on the 

4 working capital loan that was dated November 13, 2007. We 
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5 referred to -- I'll give this to you -- all the documents were 

6 numbered under a documentation system. So referred to that 

7 particular item, which I gave you copy of, plus we gave them a 

8 copy of the May 8, 2008, financial update, again being put 

9 together by Public Financial Management. 

10 And this particular report I'm bringing up to you, 

11 and it was sent to Mr. Schleicher, to show that the Authority 

12 had the intention of in fact making the debt self-liquidating, 

13 and they were planning to -- this was the direction from the 

14 chairman, James Ellison, that the debt service through 2008 

15 was all covered for all the outstanding debt. The debt 

16 service starting in 2009 was not covered. And James Ellison 

17 and the other Authority board members had said that they 

18 wanted to have the rates pay for the debt service in 2009. 

19 And so PFM, Covanta, HDR all worked on numbers in 2008 to have 

20 the debt be self-liquidating on the basis of the rates, fees, 

21 and charges being charged to the customers of the facility. 

22 And I wanted to bring this to your attention, the fact that 

23 there was an attempt by the Authority to have the debt be 

24 self-liquidating, that was an omission in the report. 

25 Now, the problem that occurred was that the 
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1 Authority raised the rates, which resulted in the city raising 

2 its rates per ton. However, when the Authority attempted to 

3 raise the rates of the county customers, the county challenged 

4 that rate increase under the solid waste disposal agreement 

5 that ran between the Authority and the county. And for the 

6 Authority, unfortunately for the Authority, the Authority lost 

7 the arbitration. And so that was what's caused some of the 

8 issues here, because of the big differential in rates between 

9 what the city residents are charged and what the county 

10 residents are charged. 

11 I hope that gives you a little bit better picture 

12 of how of this -- what the approach was and what was done in 

13 2007 as to the Section 8110(b). If you have further 

14 questions. 

15 SENATOR FOLMER: I have just one more question for 

16 you. Who advised Mayor Reed and Commissioner Haste to sign 

17 the 8110(b) certifications that the existing incinerator debt 

18 was self-liquidating? 

19 MS. COCHERES: Well, I think by the time -- we 

20 were in the fall, November of 2007. And by the way, the 

21 officials had been made aware of the issue of self-liquidating 

22 debt like throughout the process here. By the time we hit the 

23 fall, there were options that PFM and HDR and so forth had put 

24 together that showed that the outstanding debt could be 

25 self-liquidating in the future. And as I mentioned to you 
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2 examination. It's also a prospective examination. 

3 So we -- by the way, in the fall also I had a 

4 second conversation with DCED to confirm again that the 
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5 approach that was being taken was in fact acceptable to DCED, 

6 because the last thing we wanted was to send proceedings up to 

7 the Department of Community and Economic Development and have 

8 them rejected because there was something wrong with the 

9 certificate or they didn't agree with the fact that even 

10 though there were financial difficulties with the incinerator, 

11 that the 10(b) certificates could still be executed by the 

12 respective -- well, I worked with city. I can't tell you, and 

13 we sent the certificate over to Mayor Reed, which he executed. 

14 I do also want to point out to you that the 

15 ordinance, guaranty ordinance, was very explicit, and I don't 

16 know if you have seen the actual ordinance. It appeared as 

17 though from the last hearing that you hadn't seen how explicit 

18 and detailed the guaranty ordinance actually was. And in the 

19 guaranty ordinance, there's very specific language on all the 

20 difficulties that the incinerator was having, losing money. 

21 There's a five-page single-spaced recitals of the project 

22 going back to 1993 and bringing up about the termination of 

23 Barlow, the failure to complete the retrofit bonds project, 

24 resulting in delays and losing -- not being able to operate 

25 efficiently, not being able to generate anticipated revenues, 
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1 and so forth. A big description of the project, the two 

2 components of the financing, which I mentioned earlier. Also, 

3 there's mention in here that it's anticipated that the 

4 Authority wasn't going to be able to fund certain debt service 

5 payments. That's all mentioned in the five-page preamble 

6 alone. 

7 And then every single penny of the $30 million 

8 working capital loan is set forth in Exhibit D to the 

9 facility. Everything that was to be spent, all the 

10 reimbursements to the city, the county, payments for operating 

11 expenses to Covanta, payments of moneys that the Authority 

12 owed on water and sewer with respect to the incinerator, the 

13 cost of issuance. So this was an extremely complete set of 

14 proceedings that was sent up to DCED. If DCED had problems 

15 with the 8110(b) certification, I don't know how they could 

16 have -- I mean, they could have missed how complete this 

17 particular ordinance was. 

18 And I think it's important to point out also that 

19 there were no challenges or complaints submitted to the 

20 department with respect to either the working capital 

21 component or the construction component. And I think that's 

22 telling, because there have been other challenges to city 

23 projects by city residents if they were concerned with the 

24 project. There had actually been one back at the beginning of 

25 the incinerator acquisition back in like '93, and then there 
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1 were a couple objections to parking bonds in connection with 

2 the South Street garage around 2000, 2002. So it wasn't 

3 unheard of for citizens to take a challenge, and here no 

4 challenges were made. 

5 And then under the debt act there's also the 

6 ability for an individual or resident or party to challenge 

7 DCED's approval of the project up to the Commonwealth Court, 

8 and no challenges or appeals were made to the Commonwealth 

9 Court. 

10 And I guess I have one more omission I thought 

11 that the report -- and it's related to self-liquidated debt 

12 also and this whole risk issue, is that back in 2007, there 
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13 were a tremendous number of meetings, both public meetings and 

14 working session meetings, of all the public and appointed 

15 officials. There were numerous city council committee 

16 meetings, there were regular city council meetings, the 

17 Dauphin County Commissioners had meetings, there were working 

18 session meetings. All the public officials knew what the 

19 situation was. 

20 And this report also fails to mention that of the 

21 public officials and appointed officials, you had the mayor 

22 approving it, six of the seven city council members approved 

23 the financing. All three of the county commissioners approved 

24 the financing, and two out of the three voting members of the 

25 Harrisburg Authority approved the transaction. However, the 
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1 report doesn't mention all these comments I made about all of 

2 the publicity, public input, and so forth, that occurred at 

3 that time in 2007. 

4 So I might have given you a long answer to your 

5 questions, but I'm trying to also bring out some of the things 

6 that were omissions in the report. 

7 SENATOR FOLMER: And I appreciate that and such, 

8 but I asked this earlier before the lunch break, and I forget 

9 who it was, but with all this happening and all these experts 

10 and full disclosure and everything else going on, who was 

11 actually driving the train? 

12 MS. COCHERES: Well, in 2007, the public officials 

13 and appointed officials were driving the train. They made the 

14 decisions to complete the facility. 

15 

16 

SENATOR FOLMER: Would you know who in particular? 

MS. COCHERES: Yes. The mayor, the members of --

17 the two Authority board members, and the county commissioners 

18 all made the decision that it was better to complete the 

19 Resource Recovery Facility project than to have $225 million 

20 of stranded debt. 

21 

22 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MS. COCHERES: And the report, by the way, also 

23 doesn't say if the -- what would the situation be now if the 

24 facility had not been completed? 

25 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Thank you. 
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2 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank 

3 you, Attorney Cocheres, for your thorough testimony and for 

4 your professional account of these proceedings, and I hope 

5 your back is feeling better. 

MS. COCHERES: Thank you. 
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6 

7 SENATOR BLAKE: I only have one question, really, 

8 and I think -- I agree with you, and I've already said it on 

9 the record in these hearings that I think the forensic audit, 

10 while an extraordinarily valuable piece of information, is not 

11 full information, and there are certainly other things to 

12 inform our thinking here in this testimony. But they do raise 

13 one concern in the audit I wonder if you would address 

14 directly, and it really has to do with what you just described 

15 as a very thorough project description, and they questioned 

16 the ability to borrow for interest payments on '98, 2002, 2003 

17 debt as a cost of the 2007 project because you grasp it as a 

18 whole, even though they're individual transactions along the 

19 way. 

20 I guess what I'm trying to get to on this, 

21 Attorney Cocheres, is what I heard at the previous hearing 

22 about the unique nature of this project. Even talking to 

23 others who had done bond counsel across the State, there was a 

24 distinction here that differentiates it from your standard 

25 sanitary waste Authority project and others because of the 
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1 dynamics and the complexities associated with its operations, 

2 the relationship between the city and the county, et cetera. 

3 And I'll give you a chance to response. But even DCED, I 

4 think, and I used to work at DCED, and by the way, I worked at 

5 DCA as well. But the thing is, I think even they were making 

6 an interpretation about this as something distinctive. I 

7 asked Attorney Barratini, had you seen something like this? 

8 And her response was, no, this was kind of unique. Is that 

9 your assessment as well? 

10 

11 unique. 

12 

13 

MS. COCHERES: I wouldn't say it was totally 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. 

MS. COCHERES: It was different than -- the 

14 incinerator project is different than a water and sewer 

15 project, to a certain extent, but at the same time too the 

16 incinerator project is still subject to the same rate 

17 covenants that are in effect for water and sewer projects. 

18 

19 

SENATOR BLAKE: Urn-hum. 

MS. COCHERES: And one thing on the debt service 

20 and the working capital, that payments that were included in 

21 the 2007 transaction, going back to covering the 1998 and the 

22 2002s, and the 2003 A, B, Cs, and Ds, Es, and Fs, that was, as 

23 project cost under the Municipality Authorities Act as well as 

24 the Debt Act, they fell within the parameters. 

25 SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. 
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1 MS. COCHERES: And in fact, there's no mention in 

2 the audit report of the Municipality Authorities Act right at 

3 the beginning of the purposes section of the Municipality 

4 Authorities Act. The very first item listed that authorities 

5 can borrow for is working capital in that list. And then they 

6 have a list of particular type projects that can be undertaken 

7 by municipal authorities, and there's specifically listed 

8 incinerators. 

9 

10 

SENATOR BLAKE: Okay. 

MS. COCHERES: But anyway, the working capital 

11 components, which were for operating expenses and capitalized 

12 interests, we believe was -- all fell within the definitions 

13 under the Municipality Authorities Act as well as the Debt 

14 Act. And like I said, the ordinance was very clear about what 

15 the proceeds of the working capital loan were to be used for. 

16 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you. The only 

17 other -- and by the way, your testimony is completely 

18 consistent with DCED with respect to the certification, and I 

19 think your testimony also affirms some other testimony we've 

20 gotten in both of these hearings regarding the nature of the 

21 reliance on projections in order to fall within the purview of 

22 self-liquidating, the definition, the attributes that you 

23 point out. So I guess my question is this: Again, from a 

24 forward-looking perspective, are there any ways for us to 

25 mitigate the risk of the kinds of failure in projections that 
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2 

3 

4 

MS. COCHERES: No, I don't think so. 

SENATOR BLAKE: No? 

MS. COCHERES: Because what happened here, and 
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5 this is also what I heard some of the other people testify to, 

6 what happened here was the implementation of the financings, 

7 not the financings themselves. The implementation of the 

8 project by Barlow and the project people is what caused the 

9 problem here, not the finances. 

10 

11 

12 

SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you very much. 

Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: In the 8110(b) 

13 certifications for 2007, so did you prepare those? 

14 MS. COCHERES: Our firm prepared the one-page 

15 sheet 8110(b) certification, yes. 

16 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Now, I'm confused here. 

17 You talk about looking forward when you do an 8110(b). 

18 MS. COCHERES: It's also looking forward because 

19 the -- to a certain extent, yes, if there are economic 

20 problems, economic deficiencies occurring that look like they 

21 are going to be continuing, then there has to be a 

22 determination of if whether all of a particular outstanding 

23 bond issue is now no longer self-liquidating, or a portion of 

24 that bond issue is no longer self-liquidating, and then 

25 appropriate changes have to be made on a debt statement when 
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1 the debt statement is submitted to the Department of Community 

2 and Economic Development. 

3 However, when there's here in 2007, it was 

4 understood that there was going to be a fix here, I mean, the 

5 project was going to be completed, and that going forward, 

6 that most, if not all, of the outstanding debt would 

7 eventually, if not -- and I say eventually because in 2008, 

8 there were moneys being borrowed to pay the 2008 debt service, 

9 which was permitted under the Debt Act. And under -- well, 

10 okay, just permitted under the act. But in the future, it was 

11 expected that there would be sufficient revenues to be 

12 self-liquidating. And there was still the option that if the 

13 project still didn't work out, even after the completion 

14 financing, the city and the county could make adjustments to 

15 their debt statements presented to the department. 

16 If this project was totally -- the big difference 

17 here, it was the fact that the project wasn't completed, and 

18 there was an expectation that the funds being borrowed would 

19 result in the project being operational and paying. That's 

20 how -- that's the view that was taken in 2007. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, if I can put these 

22 pieces together--

23 

24 

MS. COCHERES: Okay. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: --the way I understand 

25 this is, at that point in 2007, the project was way behind 
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2 Barlow and accepted by everybody was blown, and the 

3 certifications that were made at that point, as I read them, 
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4 actually look back, not forward, they certify that the debt of 

5 the city or the county, previously excluded as 

6 self-liquidating, credited or as subsidized, no decrease in 

7 the amount to be excluded is required by any change in 

8 circumstances other than decreases resulting from the payment 

9 of bonds or notes. So except for the money that they paid 

10 off, nothing else has changed, but in fact it did change. 

11 MS. COCHERES: But because the project was not 

12 completed--

13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Because your conversation 

14 with Ms. Barratini said that it was one continuous project. 

15 MS. COCHERES: Well, we presented it to DCED that 

16 there's been one continuous project really going back to 1993, 

17 because when the Harrisburg Authority acquired the facility 

18 from the City of Harrisburg in '93, at that point there was in 

19 the resolution and in the documents the intent to retrofit the 

20 facility. And I think back in '93 there was money for 

21 engineering purposes to start this project, this retrofit. As 

22 Mr. Giorgione stated, it was a 10-year process to get to 2003 

23 with getting the retrofit in place. 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That might refresh his 

25 memory. I had asked him a question about the questions raised 
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2 referring to, and I found the series of e-mails that 

3 ultimately were answered by you that or no, they were 
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4 answered by him, by Andrew Giorgione, "This issue is resolved. 

5 Carol and I spoke with Bernadette and she has all the info. 

6 she needs in the existing SLDR." What's SLDR? 

7 Self-liquidating debt? 

8 

9 

MS. COCHERES: Yeah, debt report. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And those were the 

10 conversations that went back and forth about she was 

11 questioning the time where there were cash flow issues. 

12 MS. COCHERES: If I remember correctly on that, 

13 and I'm not quite sure, I'm a little fuzzy, but I thought that 

14 there was a 5 the projections originally set up were 5 

15 years instead of for the 20- or 30-year term of the bond 

16 issue. And one of the reasons why I know Mr. Giorgione asked 

17 me to be on the phone and to contact Bernadette is because of 

18 my past position up at DCED, and that I knew Bernadette and 

19 actually introduced Bernadette to him in the phone 

20 conversation. So what was essentially done is that the full 

21 projections were presented to the department. 

22 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, as lawmakers, we're 

23 trying to figure out what we can do to make things better. So 

24 you're explaining to us that really all the problems that 

25 we've seen over that long period were acceptable under the law 
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1 because the project was considered, since it was started when 

2 the city took over the incinerator, it really was one very, 

3 very long project, and even though it had all these various 

4 smaller projects as part of it, it was considered one large 

5 project under LGUDA? 

6 MS. COCHERES: That is the way it was formulated 

7 from really day one and through each of the individual 

8 financings. And if you go back and you look at the 2003 

9 guaranty ordinance, it was viewed as one long project, as well 

10 as in our 2007 ordinances we referred back to 1993 and the 

11 retrofit, and the fact that there was a failure of the 

12 retrofit, with the 2003 bond proceeds there was a failure 

13 there of that particular project. 

14 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, it's discomforting 

15 to me to see how when projections aren't met and we see the 

16 cash flow issues over that entire time and that we allow that 

17 to continue to happen really unchecked, I mean, it just 

18 continues to be recertified that everything is continuing and 

19 we're still working on it, so give us more money and allow us 

20 to incur more debt for our taxpayers in the city and in the 

21 county and we'll eventually work our way out of it. I mean, 

22 that's not very comforting. 

23 MS. COCHERES: But those were decisions made, 

24 policy decisions made by the county and city officials. 

25 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I understand you weren't 
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1 signing your name to that, but, I mean, it involved everybody 

2 that was involved in the project. But I'm saying under the 

3 law, we allowed -- apparently, under the law, we allowed that 

4 to happen. I mean, whatever we're doing, as long as it was 

5 one continuing problem, apparently we're still allowed to go 

6 ahead and borrow more and more money and try to work our way 

7 out of that. I mean, most banks wouldn't allow a private 

8 business to do that. They would say, well, that's enough. 

9 You're shut off. 

10 MS. COCHERES: Well, even under the Municipality 

11 Authorities Act, the definition of working capital would be 

12 broader than what's under the Local Government Unit Debt Act. 

13 So even if you wanted to say that each of these financings was 

14 a separate project under the Municipality Authorities Act, 

15 moneys for working capital and debt service could still be 

16 borrowed under the Municipality Authorities Act. 

17 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I think that's problematic 

18 as well. I mean, the definition appears to include all the 

19 guaranty reimbursements, debt service, any special projects 

20 that money was pulled out of that for Special Project Funds. 

21 I mean, those things--

22 MS. COCHERES: There were no Special Project Funds 

23 in the 2007 transaction. 

24 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You don't know about 

25 before that though. 
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1 MS. COCHERES: I don't know what happened about 

2 I don't know about the Special Project Fund in 2003. 

3 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Would your firm be paid if 

4 that deal didn't go through in either '03 or '07, both cases? 

5 MS. COCHERES: No, which is typical in public 

6 financing. 

7 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Can you explain to me too, 

8 I had asked this of somebody earlier, the waterfall of 

9 payments that are made so that -- what I'm trying to 

10 understand is how the city and county continued to get their 

11 money back after they made payments, and then when refinancing 

12 was done, they were paid first. 

13 MS. COCHERES: Okay, I think the biggest 

14 distinction that's not really clearly mentioned in the report 

15 is that the 2007 working capital financing was not secured by 

16 any revenues from the Resource Recovery Facility. That $30 

17 million transaction was secured solely by the guarantees of 

18 the city and the county. And under the reimbursement 

19 agreement that had been mentioned earlier, the prohibition 

20 against reimbursing the city and the county for guaranty 

21 payments were from moneys, from the -- the actual revenues 

22 being generated from the facilities. And bond proceeds, 

23 whether -- just aren't -- bond proceeds themselves aren't 

24 revenues, receipts and revenues, under the indentures. 

25 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That's the 2007. 
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1 

2 

MS. COCHERES: Right. Definitely the 2007, right. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. I appreciate that. 

3 I didn't understand that. 

4 Do you have another one, Mike? 

5 SENATOR FOLMER: I just have a couple of 

6 follow-ups. You just said that -- you say that these policy 

7 decisions by elected officials were made by the elected 

8 officials, but yet the elected officials tell us that they 

9 relied upon the professionals to ensure that there were sound 

10 policy discussions. How do we rectify these two positions 

11 with one another? 

12 

13 

MS. COCHERES: I don't know. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Because as an elected official, 

14 we're going to be going to various experts and hopefully, 

15 we're given sound advice, but yet, I guess -- well, I don't 

16 get it. 

17 MS. COCHERES: The problem with the Harrisburg 

18 Resource Recovery Facility, as I mentioned to you earlier, 

19 occurred through the implementation of the construction 

20 project and the failure of Barlow to complete that project. 

21 That's what caused this whole problem to blow up. 

22 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, well, then I'm going to ask 

23 you this question: Bruce Barnes earlier testified and said 

24 that the city's self-liquidating debt certificate was poorly 

25 done. As your firm drafted the certificate, how do you 
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1 respond to that? 

2 MS. COCHERES: Okay, we did not draft -- okay, I 

3 don't know which self-liquidating debt certificate he's 

4 talking about, but the 2003 self-liquidating debt certificate 

5 was drafted by Barlow. The attorneys didn't draft that 

6 certificate. Any comments that attorneys made on a cover 

7 letter to that certificate were made to just reference back 

8 specifically to the Debt Act language under Section 8026. And 

9 even the report speaks to the attorneys only made minor 

10 comments to the self-liquidating debt report, and it was just 

lIon that first page of the certificate. The rest of the -- the 

12 report itself, there's like a page-and-a-half certificate that 

13 matches and corresponds to the language in Section 8027 of the 

14 Debt Act. And then attached to that certificate is the 

15 engineer's report, which was prepared by the engineers. And 

16 in the 2003 situation bond issue, that was prepared by Barlow. 

17 That was not prepared by any of the attorneys. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. Earlier I asked you 

19 the question, who was driving the train, and you said -- of 

20 course you said the mayor and then the Authority, because you 

21 said two of the three Authority members voted on this, and of 

22 course the county commissioners. I know who the mayor is and 

23 was, and I know who the county commissioners were, but could 

24 you tell me who the two Authority members were? 

25 MS. COCHERES: James Ellison and Erica Bryce. 
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1 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. And one last question, and 

2 thank you for that. Eckert Seamans charged a fee of $300,000 

3 plus costs as bond counsel for the 2007 C and D notes. Is 

4 $300,000 a normal fee for the $30 million bond issue? And 

5 what was the basis for charging the $300,OOO? 

6 MS. COCHERES: The basis for the charging of the 

7 $300,000 was the tremendous number of hours that we put into 

8 the project. The 2007 financing was not a typical $30 million 

9 project. We spent hours and hours on the project, going to 

10 meetings with all the different officials, both appointed and 

11 elected, the other financing team members. We actually, 

12 someone told me that our hourly rate, by the time we finished 

13 it, probably only came down to about $235 an hour for that 

14 particular financing. 

15 SENATOR FOLMER: Was it just Eckert Seamans? 

16 Because the other professionals can't seem to remember what 

17 they charged. Am I right? Because no one has been able to 

18 give us any background on any of this. You have, so was it 

19 just Eckert Seamans? 

20 MS. COCHERES: Well, because I prepared for 

21 today's meeting and checked out what we charged in 2007. 

22 There's also a mistake in the audit report about how much 

23 money the firm made in the years 2003 to 2010. It speaks to 

24 as though we made $3 million over those years, and that's 

25 incorrect. 
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1 One thing we'd like to point out is that our firm 

2 ended up -- I guess I should take this back, maybe explain a 

3 little bit better here. The law firm of Wolf Block was 

4 handling the Harrisburg Authority's lawsuit against Barlow's 

5 insurance company. It was a contingency fee matter, and 

6 Barlow -- there was a settlement. The Authority received 

7 several million dollars, and then the Wolf Block team would 

8 have gotten the contingency fee payment. 

9 Wolf Block was dissolving, and the attorneys from 

10 Wolf Block that worked on that project, at least one of the 

11 attorneys that worked on that litigation, came to Eckert 

12 Seamans. So when the payment came on the contingency fee, it 

13 came to Eckert Seamans, but the Authority knew that only 

14 one-third of that payment of $1.8 million was going to Eckert 

15 Seamans, and the rest had to go to whatever remained of Wolf 

16 Block, and then there was another law firm that a Wolf Block 

17 attorney went to. 

18 So the amount of fees we earned from 2003 to 2010 

19 was not $3 million, but it was $1.8 million over that time 

20 period. 

21 

22 

23 

24 from me. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MS. COCHERES: Is there anything else? 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: How about one final one 

25 I asked this of a couple other people, so let me 
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2 obligation of an attorney-at-law in that situation, and I'll 

3 use a little bit more dramatic example. If I'm laying on a 

4 gurney after a bad car accident and I tell a doctor that my 

5 wrist really hurts and he sees that one of my legs was torn 

6 off in this accident, he's not going to just treat my wrist 
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7 and say, well, all he asked about was my wrist, so that's all 

8 I looked at. I can't understand with all these problems why 

9 somebody in the system didn't come forward and say, there's 

10 some foundational concerns about how tight this schedule is, 

11 this is untested engineering here, there's no performance bond 

12 in place, the city's financial position isn't good, they're a 

13 guarantor, all those issues. It seems like everybody did 

14 their specific job and nothing else. 

15 Do you think that is in compliance with the 

16 ethical implications of the professionals involved, whether 

17 they're attorneys or bond counselor the financial analysts 

18 that were here? And just everybody. 

19 MS. COCHERES: Well, that's a very broad question 

20 to address. You'd almost have to take each professional and 

21 what their role was and examine it with respect to each of the 

22 financings. 

23 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Were any red flags raised 

24 by you during your time on the case? 

25 MS. COCHERES: Oh, yes. Yes. We put together the 
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1 official statement for the 2003 transaction and we put 

2 numerous warnings in that official statement. There is no way 

3 someone could buy that paper without seeing the potential 

4 pitfalls, the fact that there was -- many of the points that 

5 you just made were all mentioned in the official statement in 

6 connection with the 2003 transaction. And in 2007, as bond 

7 counsel, you know, we do have the reputation of being upfront 

8 and letting our clients know what the problems are. 

9 

10 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay. 

MS. COCHERES: The 2007 deal was supposed to solve 

11 this problem. 

12 

13 

14 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Right. Right. 

MS. COCHERES: So. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, thank you very, very 

15 much for your time today. We appreciate it. 

16 MS. COCHERES: You're welcome. 

17 

18 back. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Wish you well with your 

MS. COCHERES: Thank you. 

Here's a copy of the ordinance. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Oh, thank you. 

(Document handed to committee.) 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Our next witness is Mr. 

24 James Ellison. 

25 We understand Mr. Ellison is not here yet, but he 
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2 because we're ahead of schedule. Thank you. 
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3 (Whereupon, the proceedings were recessed at 3:11 

4 p.m., and were reconvened at 3:26 p.m.) 

5 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: I call the hearing back to 

6 order. We have Mr. James Ellison. He's in place, ready to 

7 go. And you're a current member of the Bar Association, so we 

8 won't give you the oath today. 

9 And do you have any opening comments for us? 

10 MR. ELLISON: As a matter of fact, I do not have 

11 any opening comments, sir. I was asked to appear before the 

12 committee to answer questions, and that's what I'm here to do. 

13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, we appreciate you 

14 being here today. 

15 Senator Folmer, do you want to start? 

16 SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you, Mr. Ellison, for being 

17 here. 

18 Would you give us a timeline of your history with 

19 the Harrisburg Authority? You appear to have gone from 

20 solicitor to board member to chair, so could you give a 

21 brief--

22 MR. ELLISON: Sure. I joined my firm in 1997, I 

23 believe. Shortly after I became a member of the firm, the 

24 firm was appointed solicitor to the Harrisburg Authority, and 

25 I served as assistant solicitor to Mr. Nate Waters and also to 
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1 Mr. Bruce Walter. My involvement at that time was just simply 

2 to attend meetings that either Mr. Waters or Mr. Walter could 

3 not attend. I really didn't have very much involvement in 

4 terms of the day-to-day operations of the Authority, at least 

5 not until 2007, and it was at that point that I was asked to 

6 consider becoming a member of the Harrisburg Authority board 

7 to help get the Resource Recovery Facility's retrofit project 

8 completed. That was in, I want to say January or February of 

9 2007, and I was seated as a board member in August of 2007. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: When you arrived at the Authority 

11 in 2007, what did you find? 

12 MR. ELLISON: When I first arrived in August of 

13 2007, my earliest recollection was I read an article in the 

14 newspaper within a day or so after I was finally seated that 

15 the Harrisburg Authority was considering a $50 million plan to 

16 completely retrofit the Resource Recovery Facility. After 

17 finding out about that, I contacted the Harrisburg Authority 

18 staff to find out exactly what that plan involved and to make 

19 it clear that I could not, as a new board member, sign off on 

20 any plan without becoming familiar with the details and also 

21 meeting with all the stakeholders. 

22 Essentially, what I found was an operation that 

23 was in disarray financially, it had no ability to sustain debt 

24 service. The Resource Recovery Facility itself was only 

25 operating on one burner. The other two burners were not 
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1 operational because of the problems with the construction and 

2 retrofit process, and that was the main revenue generator for 

3 the actual Resource Recovery side of the Harrisburg 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Authority's operations. 

So the first 

the other board members, 

the issues were with the 

how those issues matched 

task that I set myself to, as well as 

was finding a way to identify what 

Resource Recovery Facility and see 

with the $50 million plan that was on 

9 the table at the time, and then to also sit down with the city 

10 and the county to find out if there was movement to be had on 

11 that plan, either upwards or downwards, so that we can move 

12 forward with getting that facility completed. 

13 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Who did you rely upon for 

14 advice and counsel? Did anyone share with you concerns in 

15 2007 about existing incinerator debt not being 

16 self-liquidating? 

17 MR. ELLISON: I don't recall specific 

18 conversations about whether or not the debt was 

19 self-liquidating. What I do recall is that the first step, or 

20 the first thing that I wanted to look at was how do we get the 

21 retrofit completed in a timely fashion for the least cost? 

22 And secondly, assuming that we came up with that plan, how do 

23 we go about paying for it? 

24 I do recall that there were discussions--and 

25 you'll have to bear with me, because this was about five years 
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2 with the county, and with our own professionals, including 

3 bond counsel, the Authority solicitor, special counsel that 
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4 was retained by the Authority, that there were various options 

5 for us to look at, and the option that made the most sense was 

6 rate increases. And we had spoken with representatives of the 

7 city and the county about that idea as we were going through 

8 that process back in 2007. 

9 The working capital portion of the plan that was 

10 negotiated was intended to cover debt service for, I believe, 

11 the 2008 calendar year, I believe. So looking into 2009, we 

12 knew that we were going to have to increase rates for both 

13 city customers and for county customers. And I believe that 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

we did have some financial projections 

that showed that if we actually achieve 

that were targeted, that we would have 

all of the outstanding debt issues. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Now, Carol 

that were completed 

the rate increases 

been able to address 

Cocheres just told 

19 that the 2007 bond was driven by Mayor Reed, the county 

us 

20 commissioners, and two Harrisburg Authority members - you and 

21 another member. Why did you push this bond so hard? 

22 MR. ELLISON: Well, I wouldn't say that I pushed 

23 anything hard. Keep in mind, as I said, when I first arrived 

24 at the Harrisburg Authority, there was a $50 million deal 

25 already on the table for this project, and our options were 
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2 which case approximately $225 million worth of stranded debt 
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3 would have been left for the city and the county to handle, or 

4 we could go ahead and move forward with the financing for the 

5 completion of the facility, and that would have given us the 

6 opportunity to, number one, have a facility that was fully 

7 operational, and that based upon revenue projections could be 

8 profitable. And number two, that would have given us the 

9 opportunity to look at rate increases as a way of covering all 

10 outstanding debt. And that seemed to make the most sense at 

11 the time, as opposed to sticking the city and the county with 

12 $225 million of stranded debt. 

13 SENATOR FOLMER: Did you have any concerns with 

14 moving forward with the 2007 C and D notes? 

15 

16 

MR. ELLISON: I'm sorry? 

SENATOR FOLMER: Did you have any concerns with 

17 moving forward with the 2007 C and D notes? 

18 MR. ELLISON: Well, after consulting with the 

19 various professionals that we had in mind, and also keep in 

20 mind that the only professional I believe that we retained 

21 from the Authority's original team was Carol Cocheres. We had 

22 brought in Public Financial Management as the new financial 

23 advisor, that is a nationally known company with a national 

24 reputation. We had also brought in special counsel from 

25 Goldberg, Katzman & Shipman, and we were also consulting with 
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1 the Harrisburg Authority solicitor. 

2 After speaking with all of the professionals, the 

3 Harrisburg Authority board, at that time comprised of myself, 

4 Mr. Papenfuse, and Miss Erica Bryce, we relied upon the advice 

5 that was given to us at the time. And we were, at that time, 

6 presented with two options. Option number one was do nothing 

7 and the entire house falls apart, or we could move forward 

8 with completion of the retrofit process and look at rate 

9 increases as a very viable option to solving the debt issue. 

10 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Your firm, Rhoads & Sinon, 

11 prepared and presented a June 26, 2003, opinion on conflicts 

12 of interest for members of the Harrisburg Authority. What did 

13 you do to insure members of the board did not have any 

14 conflicts? And just to amplify that, why didn't this guidance 

15 apply to you as a board member as you were serving as chair 

16 while Rhoads & Sinon was doing the work for the Authority? 

17 MR. ELLISON: Well, two things. Number one, I was 

18 not involved in the 2003 transaction in any way, shape, or 

19 form. 

20 

21 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. ELLISON: The memo that you speak of I've 

22 never seen because I was not involved in that project. So 

23 that's first. 

24 Second, when I was originally asked to serve as a 

25 member of the Harrisburg Authority by Harrisburg City Council, 
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1 there was a public hearing process during which I was 

2 interviewed, and it was specifically raised by the then 

3 president, now current Mayor of the City of Harrisburg, Linda 

4 Thompson, that it was known to the entire council that Rhoads 

5 & Sinon had historically performed legal services for the 

6 Harrisburg Authority and continued to do so up through the 

7 date of my hearing before council. And the only question that 

8 was asked was if there was a conflict between Rhoads & Sinon's 

9 ongoing representation of the Harrisburg Authority and my 

10 duties as chair, how would I resolve the conflict? And I 

11 advised, and this was videotaped publicly, or video recorded 

12 publicly, I advised that I would speak with the Authority 

13 solicitor at every step of the way to make sure that there 

14 were no conflict of interest issues, and to the extent that 

15 there were, I would side with the Harrisburg Authority. And I 

16 made that very plain upfront. 

17 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you. What role did 

18 you play in the 2007 C and D notes, and who were you advising? 

19 MR. ELLISON: Well, I wasn't advising anyone. As 

20 the chairman, I was the one soliciting advice. 

21 

22 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. 

MR. ELLISON: And as I said, the professionals 

23 that I relied upon at the time were my bond counsel, my 

24 special counsel, my solicitor, and my financial advisor. And 

25 also keep in mind that we also met with representatives of the 
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1 county, and the county had its own legal team and its own 

2 financial team, and we also met with representatives of the 

3 city as well. So there were no decisions that were made in a 

4 vacuum by any party independently. This was very much a 

5 cooperative process from the outset, because that's what I 

6 insisted upon. 

7 SENATOR FOLMER: Bear with me with this next 

8 question. Now, in the last hearing that we had, former Mayor 

9 Reed told us the Special Projects Fund was under the control 

10 and discretion of the Authority. Is that true or false? 

11 MR. ELLISON: Let me answer the question this way: 

12 When I became chair of the Harrisburg Authority, in 

13 conjunction with the other new Authority board members, the 

14 first thing that we did was shut down that Special Projects 

15 Fund. Okay? I have seen nothing in my review of the 

16 Harrisburg Authority documents that existed at the time that 

17 led me to conclude that that Special Projects Fund was 

18 controlled by anyone other than Mayor Reed. 

19 Now, with that being said, the Harrisburg 

20 Authority, on paper, operates as an independent entity. So of 

21 course, no disbursements could be made without action by the 

22 board. But based upon documents that I've seen, 

23 correspondence between the mayor's office and the Harrisburg 

24 Authority, anytime the mayor designated that a disbursement be 

25 made from that fund, the disbursement was made. And there 
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1 were occasions where those disbursements were made without a 

2 vote of the Harrisburg Authority, so I would have to disagree. 

3 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, so just to amplify that, so 

4 I can get better understand it, sir, and I thank you for that 

5 answer, what can you tell us about the Special Projects Fund? 

6 I mean, did Mayor Reed direct or attempt to direct you or the 

7 Authority on how to apply the moneys in the Special Projects 

8 Fund? 

9 MR. ELLISON: Well, to the best of my 

10 recollection, and again, keep in mind, this was five years 

11 ago. 

12 

13 

SENATOR FOLMER: I understand. 

MR. ELLISON: To the best of my recollection, by 

14 the time the new Authority board members took their seat, the 

15 Special Projects Fund was either empty or had very little in 

16 it. There was no communication between Mayor Reed's office 

17 and the new Authority board as it pertained to the day-to-day 

18 activities of the board. I made it very clear from the 

19 outset, once I became Chair, that the Harrisburg Authority was 

20 operating as an independent entity that had its own board and 

21 would govern itself. So there was no reason for Mayor Reed to 

22 contact us to provide us with any directives or a wish list of 

23 any sort, and he never did. 

24 I believe the only -- I think I had only two 

25 meetings with Mayor Reed during the time that I was chair of 
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2 November dealing with the working capital and construction 

3 plan that we were negotiating with the city and the county, 

4 and the second meeting I believe was a meeting with Mayor 
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5 Reed, Commissioner Haste, and Council President Thompson. And 

6 again, that was about solving the debt issue. But there was 

7 never a time where Mayor Reed even attempted to issue any type 

8 of directives to the Harrisburg Authority regarding the 

9 Special Projects Fund, which was by that time closed, or any 

10 other funds. 

11 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. And my last question is 

12 this, and I thank you: Why didn't you cooperate with the 

13 forensic audit team in sharing information? It says that 

14 Rhoads & Sinon cooperated by sharing information, but Mr. 

15 Ellison as an individual did not. 

16 MR. ELLISON: Actually, two answers to that 

17 question. Number one, I wasn't contacted until very late in 

18 the process by counsel for the Harrisburg Authority who was 

19 allegedly heading up that process, first. And second, the 

20 only documents that I had were copies of old agendas or board 

21 meeting minutes, which were well within the control of the 

22 Harrisburg Authority. There were no other documents that I 

23 had outside of that grouping or that classification. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay. Thank you. 24 

25 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you, Senator Folmer. 
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2 

Chairman Blake. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Attorney Ellison. I 

3 appreciate you being here and your time. Again, Senator 
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4 Folmer covered a lot of ground I would have otherwise touched 

5 on with you, but I guess when you arrived in '07, you had a 

6 lot of catch-up. How mature was the deal by the time you got 

7 there? How much time did you have between your arrival as 

8 chair and the actual vote to go forward with the '07 

9 financing? 

10 MR. ELLISON: Well, there was, I would say, there 

11 was an artificial stimulus, so to speak, that forced the 

12 parties to reach some type of deal quickly. It's a matter of 

13 record that the Harrisburg Authority had missed several debt 

14 payments that year, and I believe the City of Harrisburg had 

15 covered some of those debt payments. The city was essentially 

16 out of money, and any future debt service payments that the 

17 Harrisburg Authority missed which the city couldn't cover on 

18 its guaranty fell to Dauphin County to make. 

19 To the best of my recollection, I became chair in 

20 September. The next debt service payment was upcoming in 

21 either November or December. And the Harrisburg Authority had 

22 no way to make that payment. So it became incumbent upon us 

23 to work out a deal on the working capital and construction 

24 loan, which would include moneys to cover debt service. So I 

25 would say I had about six to seven weeks to get myself 
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2 to competently help us navigate those waters and finalize a 

3 deal. 
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4 And that deal had to be negotiated with the county 

5 and the city, and that final deal was a result of numerous 

6 meetings, including public meetings before Harrisburg City 

7 Council, public meetings with the Harrisburg Authority, and 

8 several working meetings with representatives of the 

9 Harrisburg Authority, Harrisburg City Council, the Dauphin 

10 County Commissioners, and Covanta. So it was a very 

11 work-intensive process, a very fact-intensive process. There 

12 were some bumps along the way, and at the end of the day, we 

13 negotiated a deal which is the personification of political 

14 compromise, because no one was really happy with what we came 

15 up with at the end. Everybody had to give something for us to 

16 get that deal across the finish line. But eventually, I 

17 believe we got it completed around Thanksgiving. 

18 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you. 

19 A lot of the testimony we got up to now, Attorney 

20 Ellison, kind of mirrors some of your own testimony, meaning 

21 that we arrived in 2003 and the decision had to be made to 

22 whether we close the house down or whether we take another 

23 shot at finishing an unfinished project. And then in '03, it 

24 was do we close the house down, or do we take a shot at 

25 completing an unfinished project, and the same thing occurred 
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1 I think upon your arrival in 107. I think your own statement 

2 was, what was the option? 

3 

4 

MR. ELLISON: Thatls true. Thatls true. 

SENATOR BLAKE: So I guess what 11m asking you is, 

5 you know, in retrospect, as you look at this, how do you feel 

6 about the risk that was taken by the taxpayers? And in 

7 particular, as it relates to the decisions that were made 

8 under your own watch? You did have a dissenting board member 

9 who testified in our previous hearing here. Did some of those 

10 dissenting comments, do you recall how that affected your 

11 final decisionmaking process? 

12 MR. ELLISON: 11m not sure which board member 

13 previously testified, and 11m not sure of the substance of 

14 their testimony. What I will say is that between myself and 

15 Mrs. Bryce, I do know that Mr. Papenfuse at the end of the 

16 process decided that he was not in favor of us going forward 

17 with the plan. So 11m assuming thatls the board member that 

18 youlre talking about. 

19 But myself and Mrs. Bryce, after meeting with the 

20 professional team that we put together to advise us, as well 

21 as meeting with the city and the county, felt that that was 

22 the best option on the table for us. It was either do nothing 

23 and literally let the entire house fall in on itself, or find 

24 a way to get the project completed so that we could get 

25 revenues coming in, and "then look to rate increases to close 
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2 Authority, as far as I'm concerned, is like any other 
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3 business. If you have a problem meeting your debt service or 

4 meeting other expenses, then you have to look at increasing 

5 the cost of the product in order to cover that gap, and also 

6 cutting expenses where you can. And that's exactly what we 

7 tried to do. 

8 With respect to the city, we went to the city, 

9 went to Harrisburg City Council, advised that we needed a rate 

10 increase, gave them the number, the dollar value of that rate 

11 increase, and the city, knowing exactly what it was that we 

12 were up against, gave us that rate increase. 

13 When we went to the county for the same reason, we 

14 found ourselves embroiled in litigation for about a year. And 

15 ultimately, we were not able to get that rate increase, and as 

16 a result, the debt service picture of the Harrisburg Authority 

17 became much fuzzier and much cloudier than it should have 

18 been. 

19 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. And that is 

20 consistent with prior testimony of Attorney Cocheres, the 

21 issue of the covenant that ran with the bonds expecting a 

22 certain amount of rates to be paid to the Authority, and then 

23 losing in court; henceforth, not realizing the benefit of 

24 those increased rates later on. 

25 I guess I don't have any more questions, and maybe 
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1 just ask you if you have any recommendations from your 

2 experience with the Authority to this commission, to this 

3 board -- I'm sorry, to this committee. There's a history here 

4 of individual professionals being very capable and 

5 professional within their own scope, their own purview. There 

6 was an interface with DeED on behalf of the Authority that, 

7 you know, some might say that DeED stretched their 

8 interpretation of this as one continuing project going all the 

9 way back to 1998, and even before that. We're trying to 

10 understand whether or not there is legislative or regulatory 

11 controls that we can consider that would mitigate the kind of 

12 risk on the taxpayers that this set of financing deals 

13 imposed, both at the county and at the city level. I wonder 

14 if you have any comment on what we might want to consider. 

15 MR. ELLISON: Senator, I'm really not sure that I 

16 can answer this question for this reason: When I came on 

17 board in 2007, I really didn't study the prior transaction and 

18 what went wrong or what worked with that transaction. I 

19 really only focused on the problem that was at hand, which was 

20 how do we get this ball across the goal line? How do we get 

21 this project finished? So I didn't have a lot of history 

22 about who the various actors were up until that point, and 

23 what their activities were in connection with the project. I 

24 can just tell you that I thought that my team did everything 

25 that it could, that we could, to get the project completed and 
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2 team really could have done a better job than what they did, 
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3 given the mess that they inherited. I don't think that anyone 

4 would dispute that it was an absolute mess, at least when I 

5 walked in in August 2007. 

6 SENATOR BLAKE: Understood. Thank you, Attorney 

7 Ellison. 

8 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

9 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Mr. Ellison, getting back 

10 to the Rhoads & Sinon legal opinion on the voting matter. 

11 

12 

MR. ELLISON: Uh-huh. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Did you have any knowledge 

13 of that? I know you were a practicing attorney in that firm. 

14 MR. ELLISON: I never saw that opinion. As I 

15 indicated, when the Harrisburg Authority -- or when Rhoads & 

16 Sinon became solicitor to the Harrisburg Authority, I was the 

17 assistant solicitor, but honestly, I only attended meetings 

18 that Mr. Walter or Mr. Waters did not attend. I did not draft 

19 opinions, I did not review opinions. The opinion of which you 

20 speak to this day I have not seen, so I couldn't offer any 

21 specific testimony to it. 

22 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, that's 

23 disappointing. I was anxious to hear what you had to say 

24 about that. So when you arrived in '07, if you see our chart 

25 over here, it shows how the cash flow would have been over the 
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1 years. It's kind of surprising to me that, and I'm not saying 

2 it's illegal, but it appears it's something that needs 

3 addressed, that we can continue to say this project is 

4 self-liquidating, knowing the history of it never cash-flowing 

5 and moving ahead, spending more money, borrowing more money. 

6 When you were making decisions at that point, that 

7 2007 bond, most of the money wasn't being used for the project 

8 itself. It was paying off other fees, working capital, that 

9 kind of thing. 

10 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: That's true. I believe 

11 $30 million of that money went to working capital, which 

12 included repayment of disbursements that were made by the city 

13 and the county. Those were negotiated as a part of that deal, 

14 and I can state for the record that the Harrisburg Authority 

15 tried very hard to negotiate those items out, because the city 

16 and the county, as guarantors of the project, agreed to incur 

17 certain risks, and those risks did not break in their favor. 

18 And so it was not my opinion at the time that the Harrisburg 

19 Authority should be borrowing money to reimburse those 

20 entities for their losses. But that was the only way for to 

21 us get a deal done. 

22 As I said, at the end of the day, no one was happy 

23 with the deal that was done because everyone had to give up 

24 something. And in some cases, I think that the Harrisburg 

25 Authority probably gave up a little more than what it wanted 
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1 to. It is a matter of record, that during the time that we 

2 were negotiating this deal, the Harrisburg Authority actually 

3 went into a technical default, I believe it was sometime in 

4 November 2007, because that deal had not been finalized 

5 because we were not happy with the terms and conditions that 

6 were being insisted upon by the county. And so we pushed back 

7 very hard and basically announced to the county that we would 

8 go into a technical default if necessary to avoid additional 

9 financial burdens being placed upon us. And it was after that 

10 process that we finally got to a deal that all the parties 

11 could actually live with. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Were you primarily relying 

13 on the guaranty of the city at that point, or of the county? 

14 MR. ELLISON: The county. The city's guaranty at 

15 that particular point in time was very weak, and all parties 

16 knew that. The city pretty much told us that they didn't have 

17 the money to make the next debt service payment, so that meant 

18 it was the county's guaranty that was really going to keep 

19 that ship afloat, and that gave the county tremendous 

20 bargaining power. 

21 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: How much did you rely on 

22 all the professionals, your team, as you put it, to make your 

23 decisions? How much did the Authority in general rely on the 

24 professionals? 

25 MR. ELLISON: I relied very heavily on my team. 
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2 an attorney dealing in municipal financial matters, and I've 

3 known of her professional reputation my entire career, so I 

4 relied upon her. I also relied upon PFM. As I said, at the 
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5 time when I came in, the Authority's current financial advisor 

6 I believe was Mr. Bruce Barnes, and he was operating just as a 

7 solo professional on his own. But I felt that we needed to 

8 bring in a much bigger company with more resources, and so I 

9 brought in PFM, relied very heavily upon them. 

10 Our special counsel, Goldberg Katzman & Shipman, 

11 specifically Royce Morris, he was very instrumental in helping 

12 us negotiate most of the major points of the deal, and I 

13 relied very heavily upon him. So I would say that I did as a 

14 responsible board member was supposed to do, and that was put 

15 people in place that you think are good people who can do the 

16 job, listen to the advice that they give you, and execute. 

17 And that's what we did. 

18 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: So they were driving the 

19 train more than the Authority's own thought process? I mean, 

20 it was--

21 MR. ELLISON: Oh, no. I would say this: As I 

22 testified earlier, there were four parties to this process. 

23 There was the Harrisburg Authority, the county, the city, and 

24 even Covanta had a say in this. All of those parties made the 

25 joint decision to proceed in the direction that they did. So 
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1 no, I wouldn't put it on the professionals of anyone entity. 

2 All the parties, all the stakeholders made a common decision 

3 to go in one direction, and that's what we did. 

4 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Okay, how about one more 

5 question on the Special Projects Fund. 

6 

7 

MR. ELLISON: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: With either hat, either 

8 your chairman's hat or your attorney-at-law hat. 

9 

10 

MR. ELLISON: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Do you know of any 

11 statutory Authority to establish that fund in the first place? 

12 MR. ELLISON: Let me answer the question this way: 

13 I don't know of any, and when I first took my seat with the 

14 Harrisburg Authority board, there were a lot of questions 

15 about the legality of that fund and the history of the 

16 disbursements from that fund. In looking into it and looking 

17 at some of the documents pertaining to some of those 

18 transactions, a lot of those transactions, it was my opinion 

19 that there was some type of fraud at play there. And we did 

20 contact law enforcement and we actually got an investigation 

21 started with the FBI. We referred the matter to the Justice 

22 Department, as well as to the Attorney General's Office. The 

23 Attorney General's Office was not interested, but we did meet 

24 with representatives of the FBI, because I thought that from 

25 what I found, there was definitely some activity at play that 
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1 I didn't think passed the smell test, either legally or 

2 professionally. So for my part, that was a decision that was 

3 made, and that was done fairly quickly. 

4 

5 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: Yeah, I just have one follow-up 

6 question. A previous testifier said the county was the hero 

7 in all this. Would you agree? 

8 MR. ELLISON: A process like this only works if 

9 all the parties are working and cooperating in good faith. 

10 And there were times during the process that it was 

11 questionable as to whether all parties were operating in good 

12 faith or just simply operating from their own interests to 

13 protect. And certainly the county felt that it had to make 

14 sure that it protected the interests of its residents. City 

15 council felt that it needed to protect the interest of city 

16 residents. And frankly, all of those folks were customers of 

17 the Harrisburg Authority. So we felt that we had the same 

18 interest. 

19 I'm not sure that anyone, looking back on this 

20 process, can claim to have worn the white hat or to be a hero, 

21 so I'm not going to sit here today and tell you that I agree 

22 with the proposition that the county was the hero in this 

23 process. 

24 SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you for that answer, 

25 sir. 
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1 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thinking about one more 

2 question, and it pertains to the self-liquidating debt. It 

3 was your understanding, I guess at the time, that the debt 

4 that the new borrowing was self-liquidating, and you were 

5 comfortable with that? 

6 MR. ELLISON: I don't recall if my understanding 

7 was the debt was self-liquidating per se or if we had made a 

8 determination that we were going to deal with the debt by 

9 raising rates to cover the debt. That's really the best way 

10 that I can answer that question. 

11 Okay. I don't have anything else. We really 
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12 appreciate your time today. Thank you for making the trip in. 

13 

14 

MR. ELLISON: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And our last witness is 

15 David Unkovic, who is an attorney and former Receiver for the 

16 Commonwealth for the City of Harrisburg. 

17 

18 

19 

MR. UNKOVIC: Good afternoon, sir. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Good afternoon. 

You gave us a prepared statement. Did you want to 

20 offer any remarks or go over any of that with us? 

21 MR. UNKOVIC: Yes. If you would, Mr. Chairman, I 

22 did prepare any eight-page statement. There are copies of it 

23 over there. Do any of you need copies, at this point? 

24 And you had asked me to take a look at what 

25 legislative actions you might take as a result of the 
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1 situation with Harrisburg's incinerator debt, which is what 

2 this statement is addressed to. So it goes through a lot of 

3 detail, but I propose that I would just give in summary 

4 fashion the five proposals that are in here and then answer 

5 your questions, if that's okay. Okay? Thank you. 

6 I'm making these recommendations based on my 
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7 experience as Receiver for the city and also for being a bond 

8 lawyer for over 30 years in Pennsylvania and working on 

9 financings for all sizes of local governments in Pennsylvania. 

10 So I really have five proposals for your consideration, for 

11 the General Assembly's consideration. 

12 The first is to amend the Local Government Unit 

13 Debt Act to improve the Debt Act process, including the review 

14 of proposed self-liquidating debt. When debt is entered into 

15 in Pennsylvania, it is a two-step process that's a lot like 

16 buying a house. You first have the bond sale, which is like 

17 the agreement of sale when you agree to buy a house from 

18 somebody, and then you don't close it for about 30 days later. 

19 So when you're buying a house, you have to get the house 

20 insurance and things like that, as you know, and on a bond 

21 issue, there are certain things that happen between the bonds 

22 being sold, marketed to the public and sold, and the time you 

23 close. 

24 The way the Debt Act works is DeED doesn't even 

25 know that the local government is considering a bond issue or 
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1 a guaranty until, in most cases, until the bond sale's already 

2 occurred. So in this case the city enacts an ordinance for a 

3 guaranty, and then subsequently that guaranty and the debt 

4 statement and other things are filed with DCED. And that's 

5 different from other States. In North Carolina and New 

6 Jersey, for example, they know when a local government is 

7 interested in going into the market, and they ask them some 

8 hard questions before they do. 

9 So what I'm proposing as the first proposal is to 

10 have a two-step process under the Debt Act, to have another 

11 process before the local government goes into the market. And 

12 this wouldn't be on the normal deal where you're just building 

13 something that's within your debt limit, and so forth. But 

14 there are six items that I would suggest that DCED be informed 

15 of by the local government before debt's issued. 

16 One is the local government certifying that its 

17 audited financial statements are up to date. I think in a lot 

18 of the problems you see around Pennsylvania with local 

19 governments, their audits are long overdue, which is partly 

20 the case in Harrisburg. But that's a sign that there are real 

21 problems, and I think if a local government doesn't have 

22 up-to-date audited financial statements, that DCED should be 

23 empowered under the Debt Act to tell them they can't go 

24 forward till they get their books done. 

25 The second recommendation is similar to that. 
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1 There are requirements on publicly offered bonds, under rules 

2 of the Securities and Exchange Commission, that the local 

3 government, for bond issues that are already outstanding, 

4 provide information to the market, annual financial 

5 information and also notices of extraordinary events, like 

6 payment defaults on bonds and so forth. And I'd also 

7 recommend that the local government have to prove to DCED that 

8 they're up to date on their secondary market disclosures under 

9 the Federal regulations before they can issue debt again. And 

10 that's another sort of sounding bell that something could be 

11 wrong. If a government is behind in those disclosures to the 

12 secondary market, it usually means that there's some problems 

13 or that they're extremely sloppy. 

14 The other four items that could be run by DCED 

15 first, before the bond sale, would include two related to 

16 self-liquidating debt. So if you want to do self-liquidating 

17 debt, I think the time for the analysis is before the bonds go 

18 into the market. And once, as I said before, once the bonds 

19 are sold on the market and before you get to closing, there's 

20 a great amount of pressure on DCED to approve a debt filing, 

21 because they know if they don't approve it, and then the 

22 underwriter has to go back to the people who wanted to buy the 

23 bonds and tell them, forget it, we don't have the bonds, that 

24 negatively affects the local government the next time they 

25 want to go into the market, either for that same project or 
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1 for another project. It's just a very bad thing. So it puts 

2 a lot of pressure on the lawyer at DeED who'S reviewing these 

3 things to come up with a "yes" answer. 

4 And so I think in the case of self-liquidating 

5 debt, if a local government wants to have self-liquidating 

6 debt, that DeED should -- that they should file with DeED 

7 whatever reports and so forth that show that it's 

8 self-liquidating before the bonds go into the market. 

9 Also, if a local government has self-liquidating 

10 debt outstanding, and this is sort of the lookback 8110(b) 

11 test, and they want to do a new bond issue, that they have to 

12 show DeED that in fact their existing self-liquidating debt 

13 continues to be self-liquidating. And if DeED is not 

14 satisfied, they can prevent the local government from going 

15 forward. 

16 Two other items I'd suggest. One is if a local 

17 government is doing a refunding that does not have present 

18 value savings, they're doing a refunding for some other 

19 reason, such as those scoop-and-toss refundings that Steve 

20 Goldfield testified to you about on the first day, where 

21 you're just trying to push debt out into the future, that any 

22 sort of refunding like that should have to go to DeED first, 

23 and there should be an explanation to DeED about why that sort 

24 of noneconomic refunding is in the best financial interest of 

25 the local government, in the long-term best financial 
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1 interest. So you may have DeED react and say, fine, you can 

2 do this once and then get your house in order in two years, 

3 but this repeated series of scoop-and-toss refundings which 
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4 you saw in Harrisburg, I think DeED would say no at some point 

5 to that, those types of financings. 

6 The last recommendation is that if there's a 

7 financing that involves over 10 percent of the proceeds going 

8 for working capital as opposed to bricks and mortar on the 

9 project, that the local government have to show DeED that it's 

10 in the long-term best financial interest of the local 

11 government to have that much working capital in a bond issue. 

12 So what I'd suggest is a preliminary process where 

13 those items, if they exist in that bond issue, proposed bond 

14 issue, would have to be run by DeED first, and then DeED could 

15 say fine, or not fine, or whatever. And then if they say 

16 fine, the local government can go ahead and do the process 

17 that they do now under the Debt Act and issue the debt, price 

18 the bonds, file with DeED, and get the debt approved. 

19 I'd also recommend, in that regard, that local 

20 governments be prohibited under the Debt Act from collecting 

21 guaranty fees. I think there's been too much games playing 

22 with that and moving money around. If a local government 

23 wants to guaranty the Authority -- I'm sorry, the debt of its 

24 Authority, it should do so so that the Authority can have 

25 lower interest costs on the debt, so that the bonds will bear 
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1 interest at a lower rate because of the guaranty. It 

2 shouldn't be done to be transferring money from the bond 

3 issuer or from the Authority over to the local government. 

4 So that's my first recommendation is those 

5 amendments to the Debt Act. The second recommendation is to 

6 amend the Debt Act in the Municipality Authorities Act to 
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7 prohibit local governments and authorities from entering into 

8 any new interest rate swap agreements. You know, there have 

9 been a number of reports regarding swaps in Pennsylvania, one 

10 is the forensic report for Harrisburg, but also Auditor 

11 General Jack Wagner issued a report in 2009 which talked about 

12 the Bethlehem Area School District and other situations around 

13 the State, and the Auditor General recommended prohibiting 

14 swaps going forward. 

15 There was also a study by the Pennsylvania Budget 

16 and Policy Center, which is nonprofit, in January of this year 

17 that analyzed the swaps entered into by the City of 

18 Philadelphia and the Philadelphia School District, and that 

19 study estimated that the combined losses of the city and the 

20 school district through last year on their swap transactions 

21 was $331 million, and they still have exposure for losses of 

22 up to $240 million. Philadelphia City Council held a hearing 

23 on October 23 of this year, just a few weeks ago, to look into 

24 what happened with these swaps in the City of Philadelphia, 

25 and they took testimony from a lot of the professionals and 
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1 also from the Auditor General. 

2 But I think when you look at these studies, in my 

3 conclusion, and from having done interest rate swaps and been 

4 involved with them, is that Act 23 of 2003, which amended the 

Debt Act to allow swaps, should be reversed. I think it's 5 

6 

7 

been a failed experiment. It's not that there haven't been 

good swaps, and maybe even most swaps are good. First of all, 

8 the repercussions when a swap goes bad are multi-million-

9 dollar problems. And when you think about it, what else would 

10 you authorize local governments to do where there might be a 1 

11 in 10 chance, or even a 1 in 100 chance, that they're going to 

12 have a multi-million-dollar problem as a result of what 

13 they're entering into? 

14 The other thing I'd say about swaps in local 

15 governments is they're incompatible with the way public 

16 officials and elected officials operate. You know, it's very 

17 difficult if you have to terminate a swap. And when the Great 

18 Recession hit, a lot of local governments had entered into 

19 what are called "swaptions," which is a specific type of swap. 

20 But there's one county, which is a fairly strong county in the 

21 State, that had a swaption, and they had like a five-year 

22 window to decide whether to get out of the swap. And when you 

23 get out of a swap early, you have to pay a termination fee, 

24 and it's based on lots of calculations of present value of 

25 flows of money. 
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1 But that county in particular, five years ago they 

2 could have gotten out of the swaption for $4 million, and they 

3 had the money. It's a fairly wealthy county. But they 

4 politically simply couldn't, the county council, get 

5 themselves to vote to send $4 million off to some bank in New 

6 York to get out of a swap that they probably shouldn't have 

7 gotten into in the first place. 

8 So they didn't do anything. They sort of waited 

9 to see if rates would go up instead of down. And then you're 

10 into gambling, which isn't good. But rates kept going down, 

11 which was against their financial interests. And so finally 

12 they had to terminate the swap because they got at the end of 

13 this window, this year, and they ended up paying a $24 million 

14 termination payment. 

15 And I'm not saying that to criticize these 

16 officials, but just to say, it's not compatible with how you 

17 all as elected officials have to operate in the public bubble 

18 you operate in to make decisions like that. You know, the 

19 treasurer of a corporation, a private corporation, they can 

20 say, okay, we have to bite the bullet and take the loss, and 

21 we did something we shouldn't have done, but it's very hard 

22 for public officials, and you just get into worse and worse 

23 situations if the market continues to go against you. 

24 So I think these instruments are not necessary. 

25 You know, public finance was around a long time before 2003 
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1 and local governments got to do their financings, and they 

2 should not be given this power anymore. It's pretty much like 

3 a game of Russian roulette, where every once in a while the 

4 bullet's going to go off and there's a bad situation. So 

5 that's my second recommendation. 

6 The third one is to amend the Debt Act to include 

7 criminal penalties for knowingly participating in ultra vires 

8 act, an act that's beyond the power of the local government, 

9 or for filing a materially false certification with DeED, or 

10 for aiding and abetting any such act or filing. You know, the 

11 securities laws operate under the assumption that people 

12 involved in these transactions are going to act fairly and in 

13 the best interests of both the issuer and the purchasers of 

14 the debt. And I think the Debt Act, in large part, is 

15 operating that way too. It puts a lot of trust in the 

16 professionals in terms of what they're doing. And I think, 

17 you know, when I look at transactions that have happened 

18 around the State for school districts and local governments, 

19 that there needs to be some fear of the law put into this 

20 statute to prevent people from going up to the line or over 

21 the line on some of these transactions. 

22 So even though there is another existing statute 

23 that could be utilized in the Harrisburg situation, where 

24 making a false statement under oath or filing a false 

25 certification intending to mislead a public servant in 
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1 performing his official function is a crime, I think having a 

2 specific criminal provision in the Debt Act itself would 

3 prevent a lot of these problems, or at least make people think 

4 a couple of times about it. 

5 The fourth recommendation is that the General 

6 Assembly should pass no further extensions of the bankruptcy 

7 prohibition. As you know, in June of 2011, the General 

8 Assembly prohibited third-class cities from filing for 

9 bankruptcy for a one-year period, which ran through June 30 of 

10 this year. And then in June of this year, the General 

11 Assembly extended that prohibition through the end of 

12 November, this month. 

13 For municipalities that are in distress, as the 

14 Distressed Municipalities Act has been amended, it requires 

15 the approval of the Secretary of DCED before they can file for 

16 Chapter 9 bankruptcy. And in particular with respect to 

17 Harrisburg, which is under Chapter 7 of the Distressed 

18 Municipalities Act, Act 47, they can't file without the 

19 Receiver taking them into bankruptcy. So with respect to 

20 Harrisburg in particular, I don't think that the General 

21 Assembly needs to be concerned about there being any frivolous 

22 bankruptcy filing for Harrisburg because it will require both 

23 the Receiver and the Secretary of DCED to approve it. And so 

24 I think that these bankruptcy prohibitions only help the 

25 creditors that the Receiver is trying to deal with. 
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1 I think General Lynch is doing a very good job as 

2 Receiver. I think he's got difficult negotiations he has to 

3 do, and he did ask the General Assembly in June not to extend 

4 this thing. It was extended, but it shouldn't be extended 

5 again. And I know that that won't happen this month, but when 

6 you come back in Session next year, it should not be 

7 resurrected. I think that should just be put aside and let 

8 things play out as they will, because the threat of 

9 bankruptcy, although you want to avoid bankruptcy, the threat 

10 of bankruptcy is crucial to the negotiations that have to 

11 happen to resolve the debt problem. 

12 The last recommendation is that the General 

13 Assembly should ask the State Attorney General and the United 

14 States Attorney to conduct a criminal investigation of the 

15 Harrisburg incinerator financings, or the General Assembly 

16 should pass an act for the creation of a special prosecutor to 

17 conduct such an investigation. I think that -- well, when I 

18 was Receiver, it struck home to me, because I talked to lots 

19 of people in the city and dealt with the city administration 

20 and all of their challenges and stuff. The effect of this 

21 debt that was put in place in Harrisburg for the incinerator, 

22 it's not just a story about an incinerator that was a bad 

23 investment. It's had an effect on everything that happens in 

24 the city because it completely messes up the financings of the 

25 city, and it has the city then doing ill-advised things that 
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1 they may not have done otherwise in areas unrelated to that 

2 debt because of the overwhelming burden of this debt on the 

3 city's finances. 

4 So it affects everything. It affects water 

5 service, sewer service, police service, fire service, trash 

6 collection, economic development, parks and recreation. All 

7 these departments get cut back to the bone because of this 

8 debt. And so the lives that are lived by the people in the 
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9 city have been dramatically negatively affected by the problem 

10 that we're talking about today. And there was an identified 

11 group of people who put this debt together, many of whom 

12 you've heard from last month and today. And I believe that 

13 this debt was simply not self-liquidating. 

14 I think the 8110(b) certificate I don't agree 

15 with the analysis that there was one project. I remember 

16 before I became a Receiver, around the time I was nominated, I 

17 went over to the Authority, the Harrisburg Authority, and 

18 asked them to put all the bond documents on the table for me. 

19 And I'm an old bond lawyer, so I can go through 10 feet of 

20 bond documents in an afternoon, you know, looking for specific 

21 stuff, and I did look at that ordinance that was enacted in 

22 2007 for the city guaranty of the C and D notes, and I was 

23 reading the project description and it went on and on and on. 

24 I said, why is this project description so long? And then I 

25 get to the end and they define it all as one project. Well, 
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1 that's an absurd interpretation of the Debt Act, in my 

2 opinion. You might as well not have debt limits, if that's 

3 what you're saying, because that means as long as you think 

4 that the next debt that you're going to issue is going to 

5 solve the problem, you can issue that debt. And if that 
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6 doesn't work, then issue more debt and think that that's going 

7 to solve the problem. And meanwhile, you've got all these 

8 numbers here. 

9 I agree with Senator Eichelberger, what you said 

10 earlier, Senator. When you read that language in 8110(b), 

11 that's a lookback test. Were there changes in circumstances 

12 that have occurred since the last time you issued debt that 

13 would make you believe that the debt that's outstanding is not 

14 self-liquidating? How can you look at those numbers on that 

15 chart and not come to the conclusion in 2007 that there was a 

16 change in circumstances? 

17 Also, defining a project as going from 1993 to 

18 2007, it's just illogical. There were mUltiple contractors, 

19 mUltiple boards, mUltiple administrations, professionals. I 

20 mean, time had gone oni things had changed. There was 

21 before-Barlow, there was Barlow, there was after-Barlow, and 

22 saying all that was one project, when I was reading that 

23 transcript, that ordinance in November of last year, I mean, I 

24 was just sort of dumbfounded. 

25 And I said to myself, I know why this is being 
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2 and have Bernadette Barratini say it's one project and, you 
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3 know, put the stamp on it, right? But the purpose of the Debt 

4 Act, the sole -- well, not the sole, but the main purpose of 

5 the Debt Act is to avoid situations in which so much debt is 

6 incurred that the taxpayers can't pay it. That's the reason 

7 that act is there. And every little provision in the 30 pages 

8 of that act are geared to that one purpose. The lawyers 

9 involved should know that, right? And the financial advisors. 

10 I mean, all these people deal with the Debt Act all the time. 

11 They know that's the purpose, and yet to come up with, you 

12 know, in my view, a twisted interpretation that somehow you 

13 can have one project and you can run as much debt into that 

14 one project as you want without ever reckoning with the fact 

15 of whether it's really self-liquidating or not is against the 

16 basic purpose of the Debt Act. So I've beaten that one to 

17 death. 

18 But I think this needs to be looked at by a 

19 criminal prosecutor. I'm not a criminal lawyer. When I was 

20 Receiver, I was asked frequently by people when I was out 

21 talking with city folks and others about what do you think of 

22 the criminal aspects of this, and I would say that's not my 

23 job, which is what General Lynch is saying now. It's really 

24 not the Receiver's job. 

25 But I got to the point where this thing was so 
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1 bad, I mean, it stunk like a kettle of rotten fish. And, you 

2 know, that goes through all the testimony you've heard for the 

3 two days of your hearing. Nothing fits together. And you 

4 need a prosecutor, a criminal prosecutor, to get all the 

5 e-mails, at the letters, everything. Take a look at it. 

6 Maybe there was no criminal activity. I don't know. But 

7 there certainly was, as I said publicly before, there 

8 certainly was disdain for the law. I mean, there wasn't a 

9 sense that these laws are here for a purpose, the General 

10 Assembly passed them for a purpose, we've got to give some 

11 respect to what the intent of these laws are, not just to 

12 drive through whatever you can drive through with whatever 

13 interpretation you want of that statute. 

14 So I would encourage the General Assembly to ask 

15 the u.S. Attorney and ask the new Attorney General to look at 

16 this, and if there's no reaction there, to consider passing a 

17 statute appointing a special prosecutor to take a look at the 

18 debt situation in Harrisburg. 

19 

20 

21 

And that's my testimony. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you, Mr. Unkovic. 

Senator Folmer. 

22 SENATOR FOLMER: Yes, you actually answered my 

23 first question I had for you. But my second question would 

24 have been this: It would appear the City of Harrisburg hid a 

25 structural deficit for many years by borrowing and/or dipping 
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1 into other funds. Is that true or false? 

2 

3 

MR. UNKOVIC: I think that's right, and-

SENATOR FOLMER: Well, could you give us some 

4 background on how it was done? 
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5 MR. UNKOVIC: Yeah, that would require a forensic 

6 report of its own. So a lot of what I discovered as Receiver 

7 was sort of anecdotal and some here and some there. But, you 

8 know, you've heard a lot of that in the testimony that you've 

9 heard in two days too. So, for example, when Steve Goldfield 

10 testified the first day, he testified about the bond 

11 guarantees and how that money basically went over to the city 

12 when they wouldn't guaranty -- you know, he testified as to 

13 these scoop-and-toss refundings, where they'd push a couple of 

14 years' worth of debt service out of the next two years and off 

15 into the future. When Bruce Barnes testified today, he was 

16 saying that they were entering into some of these transactions 

17 to obtain current moneys. Right? 

18 Other things I found when I was Receiver was the 

19 overcharging of utility charges, that the city runs a --

20 excuse me, the Authority -- actually, the city for the 

21 Authority operates the water system and the sewer system. And 

22 for example, the sewer system serves I think six or seven 

23 suburban municipalities as well as the city, and the charges 

24 that were imposed by the city on suburban residents, and on 

25 city residents, for the administrative costs of the city 
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1 running the sewer system, were well in excess of the actual 

2 costs. The actual costs were less than a million, and the 

3 amount allocated that they wanted covered allocable to 

4 administrative costs was $7 million from suburban residents 

5 and city residents. So all that money would get overcharged 

6 and then moved over into the General Fund and run the city. 
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7 So in effect, the suburban municipalities were helping to run 

8 the General Fund of the city. 

9 Now, some of these things I think are caused by 

10 the fact that the finances for cities generally in the State 

11 are problematic because of the union contracts, the inability 

to control the labor costs, you know, the pension costs. I 12 

13 mean, there are lots of reasons for that. In Harrisburg, it 

14 was all exacerbated by this debt and by lots of other actions, 

15 so it in some ways you want to excuse what happened because 

16 these mayors and city councils are in tough positions. On the 

17 other hand, in Harrisburg it seems that they did it all. I 

18 mean, all the options of how to move money around and create 

19 money and take money from here and put it there were done. 

20 So Steve Goldfield testified the first day that 

21 it's a lot like paying your rent on a credit card, which it 

22 was. But to expand that analogy a little bit, it's like 

23 paying the rent on your credit card and then you keep moving 

24 into more and more expensive apartments every year. And so at 

25 some point the whole thing crashes, and that's basically what 
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1 happened here. 

2 Does that answer your question, Senator? 

3 SENATOR FOLMER: Yes, I guess it did. Thank you 

4 for that background. 

5 Mr. Unkovic, you had many interactions with the 

6 citizens of Harrisburg when you were Receiver. Is there 

7 anything you would want to say now to the citizens of 

8 Harrisburg? 

9 MR. UNKOVIC: Yes. I feel bad for them, right? 

10 Now, I show up, become a Receiver, and in talking to all the 

11 people in the city, they really have not been treated well 

12 over the years by their officials and by the public finance 

13 industry. But what I would like to say to them, and I know 

14 because of these problems, they're a very cynical bunch. 
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15 Right? I mean, they don't trust anybody, and because of the 

16 experience of them being abused over the years by people that 

17 have had power over them and by people that have been hired by 

18 people that have power over them, and what I would hope that 

19 they would do was at this point is to get less cynical. I 

20 think in my mind that we've reached a tipping point here and 

21 that there really is light at the end of the tunnel. 

22 I think General Lynch is doing a very good job as 

23 Receiver. I think the plan that he's following is the plan 

24 that the Commonwealth Court approved back in February. And I 

25 think it's a good plan. I know there are a lot of people in 
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1 the city that just want to file for bankruptcy and think 

2 that's the answer, but it's very important that there be an 

3 effort to get contributions from people who should contribute 

4 to the solution here, including the creditors. Significant 

5 contributions. And I think that the people of the city have 

6 to be, have to give the Receiver some slack at this point. I 

7 think he's doing the right things. He's got a hard job. I 

8 think he'll do everything he can to get there, and I think he 

9 will. That doesn't mean they shouldn't ask questions and that 

10 doesn't mean they shouldn't push as they always do, but they 

11 should be less cynical. 

12 I mean, there's all of you, right? You three 

13 Senators who have courageously decided to hold these hearings, 

14 which you did not have to do, because you, I think, also were 

15 outraged by what's happened to the people of this city. And I 

16 commend you for that, and I ask, you know, the citizens in 

17 Harrisburg to Royce that and to thank you when they see you 

18 for doing these hearings. And these hearings have been very 

19 important, because they've gotten stuff out that hasn't been 

20 gotten out before, and they've had people testifying who 

21 haven't publicly testified as to what they did in these 

22 situations. 

23 What needs to happen, there needs to be more 

24 happening, and my own opinion is based on my conversations and 

25 my experiences as Receiver, that it's probably a long shot 
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1 that the u.s. Attorney is going to handle this. I don't think 

2 they will. I think it really comes down to the State Attorney 

3 General's Office investigating the situation. What could be 

4 more important for an Attorney General of the State to do than 

5 to investigate how the financial condition of the State 

6 capital got ruined? Right? It really calls out, and I hope 

7 the new Attorney General, when she comes in, looks at this. 

8 And she may find no criminal violation, but certainly it needs 

9 to be looked at. 

10 Things were not done the right way here. Things 

11 were done in ways that are just hard to explain. They're even 

12 hard to explain to the people who have testified to you, 

13 because they point fingers at each other. It wasn't me, it 

14 was him, or it was her. And I think in part that's because 

15 they're not comfortable with what happened. And some of them 

16 maybe should be a lot more uncomfortable than others that 

17 there will be an investigation of this, and I hope there will 

18 be. 

19 SENATOR FOLMER: One last question. What have 

20 these hearings gotten out that hasn't been gotten out before 

21 or should have been previously aired? 

22 MR. UNKOVIC: You know, I think when you look at 

23 the forensic audit that was done was really an excellent 

24 report, I think, and it may not have been accurate in all of 

25 its facts, but that's because they couldn't get all the facts. 
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3 to commission that report, and I think the forensic people did 

4 a great job. But even when you read it, it's like half a 

5 report. There are lots of things that you ask yourself when 

6 you read that thing, and I think that's what you've done today 

7 and on October 4. I think you've gotten people who are 

8 involved in this to testify and say things. And even the fact 

9 that they say they don't remember things, that it might be 

10 incredible that they don't remember, I think it's good to get 

11 that on the record. I think it's good to get as much as you 

12 can. 

13 And the answer is, we don't really know what else 

14 there is out there, or what really went into these decisions. 

15 And whether there was really some sort of intentional 

16 violation of the law until you get all the facts out, and 

17 that's not going to happen in this room. As important as what 

18 you've done is, it's only going to happen with an experienced 

19 prosecutor looking at what happened here. 

20 

21 

SENATOR FOLMER: Thank you. 

SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank 

22 you, Attorney Unkovic. I am grateful for your candor and your 

23 professional presentation of important information today. 

24 You know, for me, as the Minority Chair of Local 

25 Government, I actually opposed the prohibition of bankruptcy 
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4 I don't know that you can comment on this, but I'm 

5 going to throw it out there and ask you to consider. I think 

6 that this is an anomaly of a situation because of the scale of 

7 the impact on this small city, but I'm not sure that it's the 

8 only circumstance throughout this Commonwealth that threatens 

9 the fiscal health of a third-class city anywhere in the State, 

10 and I don't know whether or not you can speak to this. I 

11 think Mr. Losty mentioned there were 700 swaps out there. If 

12 there was a gyration in the market, I'm sure that some of our 

13 cities or our municipal authorities could be posing a threat 

14 to their circumstances as well. I don't know if you want to 

15 comment on that, but I do have a specific question too 

16 relating to your comments about whether or not we should even 

17 have a self-liquidating exclusion in LGUDA and the issue of 

18 guarantees and the proliferation. 

19 I'm not sure you can comment about the extent to 

20 which you have these third-party guarantees of counties or 

21 municipalities behind municipal debt, and should that not be a 

22 trigger point for additional, more thorough scrutiny on the 

23 part of DCED with regard to municipal finance and debt 

24 issuance? 

25 That's a lot of stuff. 
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1 MR. UNKOVIC: No, I have to write a note or I'll 

2 forget what point one is. Let me answer the second one first. 

3 I think guarantees are good in a lot of 

4 situations. Where you have your typical township that also 

5 has a water system, it's real hard to sell a township's water 

6 bonds without the municipality behind it, because the system 

7 may not be large enough for an investor to be truly 

8 comfortable that in all situations the system is going to 

9 carry itself. But it may be a system that has carried itself 

10 for 40 years and is well run. And I think townships like that 

11 should have the opportunity to guaranty their Authority's 

12 bonds so they can get sold. So I think most situations in the 

13 Commonwealth are positive ones like that, so I don't think 

14 it's a good idea to say that there shouldn't be 

15 self-liquidating debt. I think in many cases -- in most cases 

16 it's a very good idea. 

17 You know, your question generally about the 

18 finances of cities in Pennsylvania, you know, if you do read 

19 the original recovery plan which I filed with the court in 

20 February, and which they approved in early March, there's a 

21 whole section that talks about financially, you know, the 

22 challenges of the finances of cities in Pennsylvania. And I 

23 specifically put that in the report, because in some ways 

24 Harrisburg is unique because of this disaster with the 

25 incinerator, but in some ways it's emblematic of the problems 
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4 keep going. So you're going to find that in different places 

5 around the State. 

6 You know, and that's not my -- my charge here is 

7 to advise you on that. But, I mean, there are large issues 

8 which I know you are going to be dealing with dealing with 

9 pensions and labor, public union contracts, and so forth, that 

10 just have to be dealt with, and taxing power of cities. I 

11 mean, you've got a city here which has half the land is 

12 tax-exempt, and you've got a third of the population that's 

13 below the poverty line. I mean, it's a very poor city. 

14 There was testimony here about self-liquidating 

15 debt where as long as you have a rate covenant, the debt is 

16 self-liquidating. I mean, that seems like the ultimate 

17 argument that I was hearing here today. But that's an absurd 

18 argument in Harrisburg. You can only charge these people so 

19 much. I mean, they only have so much money. There have to be 

20 other ways to address these big problems to solve them for all 

21 the cities. 

22 SENATOR BLAKE: I appreciate that. I guess, you 

23 know, you already commented on the forensic audit, and it had 

24 been challenged by several of our testifiers, but your 

25 assessment is of high regard here. 
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1 MR. UNKOVIC: Well, thank you. And I don't say 

2 that there aren't some mistakes in it, and I'm sure the people 

3 who wrote it would say they might have gotten some of this 

4 wrong, because they didn't have all the facts. They got as 

5 many as they could and they did the best job they did. And 

6 these people worked extremely hard. When I was Receiver, you 

7 know, I was on the horn with them every week, when is that 

8 report coming out? Starting in early December, and it finally 

9 came out in January. They worked all through Christmas 

10 weekend, New Year's weekend. I mean, they worked 20-hour days 

11 to get that report done. So yeah, there might be some things 

12 in it that are wrong, factually wrong. There might be some 

13 conclusions that people would argue with, but I think on a 

14 whole it hits the nail on the head on what happened here. 

15 SENATOR BLAKE: Thank you. 

16 My last point, which is really related to your 

17 prior testimony and your written testimony, and I'm very 

18 grateful for that, because I started this process by 

19 announcing that we were not prosecutors, that we were really 

20 just trying to find out whether there were regulatory or 

21 legislative flaws or weaknesses, and I think that your 

22 recommendations will inform the committee's future 

23 deliberations about legislative action. But I do think that 

24 this issue of fiscal health of our communities, in particular 

25 here, if we incent behavior that allows local government 
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1 officials to essentially find an easier way to just get the 

2 books balanced at the end of one year versus another, I think 

3 that we're doing a disservice if we don't correct that kind of 

4 incentive. 

5 

6 

7 

MR. UNKOVIC: I agree with that. 

SENATOR BLAKE: So thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: One point that I've been 

8 trying to get to today was getting an explanation, at least in 

9 theory and maybe factually, how this waterfall of payments and 

10 how this all interplays so that we see the city and the county 

11 which get guaranty fees to take a risk and back up payments 

12 that were missed by the Authority, and then when that happens, 

13 there's refinancing done, there's a side agreement, and the 

14 burden then gets larger in the new borrowing to pay for 

15 another guaranty, and then to pay for the old money that was 

16 paid out under the Guaranty Agreement, the old Guaranty 

17 Agreement. Is that something that you've seen in your 30-plus 

18 years of work in doing bond counsel, that kind of arrangement 

19 where we have this continual increase of debt obligation? 

20 MR. UNKOVIC: No, I haven't. And, I mean, one of 

21 the things that tells you that this debt was never 

22 self-liquidating is just looking at the uses of the money. I 

23 mean, if you're constantly issuing -- Steve Goldfield 

24 testified to this in the first day. When I went through those 

25 documents, this was before there was a forensic audit or 
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4 capital, I'll pay you back for these debt service payments you 

5 made the last two years, here's some money for your debt 

6 service payments the next two years. I mean, you don't do 

7 that for an operation that's working. You do that for an 

8 operation that's not working. So to have all that going on 

9 and all these financings, and then to be filing certificates 

10 with the State that says this stuff is self-liquidating, I 

11 mean, it struck me right away that that wasn't right. 

12 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: And Senator Blake had 

13 talked about guarantees. How about guaranty fees? In your 

14 experience, how much of that have you seen? 

15 MR. UNKOVIC: I've never seen any outside of 

16 Harrisburg. And I've probably done 800 bond issues in my 

17 career, like 25 or 30 a year, and most of them under the Debt 

18 Act for all sizes of local government, all across the State. 

19 Yeah, I don't see that. Because it doesn't make any sense. 

20 When you get a guaranty fee, let's say your guaranty fee is a 

21 million dollars. That money doesn't come out of nowhere. You 

22 have to issue another million dollars of bonds to pay that 

23 million dollar fee at closing, right? So now on top of the 

24 problem you've already got, this problem of how you get this 

25 incinerator to work, you've got the guarantors taking money 
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lout, not even taking money out, just issuing more debt, which 

2 solves everything in Harrisburg, right? You issue more debt. 

3 And then that debt is amortized over 20 years at 5 percent. 

4 And so it doesn't make sense to take guaranty fees out. 

5 There was some testimony today, it might have been 

6 Bruce Barnes who said how did they calculate -- it might have 

7 been somebody else who said, how do they calculate what that 

8 county guaranty fee was going to be, and they said, well, they 

9 sort of present-valued the debt service savings that the 

10 Authority would get by virtue of the guaranty. Well, then 

11 you're not helping the Authority, right? You're helping them 

12 sell the bonds, because otherwise you probably couldn't sell 

13 the bonds, but you're sucking out the savings that the 

14 Authority is going to get by using the county's double A 

15 rating, or whatever it is. So, you know, it's just lots of 

16 absurdities. 

17 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Well, the follow-up 

18 question to that would have been, which is I should have 

19 asked, or maybe somebody should have, and I did ask at the 

20 first day of hearings, is you must reach a breaking point 

21 where you do get somewhat of a discount, but sooner or later 

22 you eat up that discount with all these additional fees, so. 

23 

24 

MR. UNKOVIC: You mean the discount from what? 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: You get a better rate, so 

25 you save a little bit of money, but saving a little bit of 
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1 money, maybe a million dollars, you would save more than a 

2 million. But if the guaranty fee is $4 million, you're out $3 

3 million. 

4 MR. UNKOVIC: Right. The best approach is not to 

5 have a guaranty fee and just do it because the government 

6 wants to help the Authority. I mean, the only reason you set 

7 up an Authority is to put what are sort of project operations 

8 separate from your General Fund budget so you can run an 

9 incinerator or run a water system or whatever and put it in an 

10 Authority so they can focus on running it like a business. It 

11 doesn't make any sense to do that, and then suck money out of 

12 that business back into the city government. 

13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: My last recurring question 

14 that I would ask you is, do you see an ethical obligation, 

15 particularly for attorneys, but for anybody, any professional 

16 that's involved or has been involved in this project, to bring 

17 forth significant red flags to the extent that stop the 

18 project or hold things up, do a new analysis, do something, 

19 when they see or when they have knowledge of all the facts 

20 that we've just talked about and they continue to say, well, 

21 it's compartmentalized. I was told to do this, this is what I 

22 did. It checked out. I'm done with my obligation to my 

23 client. 

24 MR. UNKOVIC: The short answer is yes. You know, 

25 when you read Judge Jones's opinion in the CIT litigation, and 
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3 addressed that specifically. He said, you know, this is just 

4 a terrible set of facts where a lot of smart people with a lot 

5 of experience were working on these financings and they never 

6 said don't do this, don't double down, don't do this next 

7 thing, cut your losses, you know, this has been a disaster, 

8 cut your losses, that's it. And Judge Jones felt that way. 

9 Now, he said these contracts are binding, so I'm going to have 

10 to rule in favor of CIT, but I think anybody that looks at 

11 that wonders why no one did stand up and say don't do this. 

12 And sometimes, you know, it's very rare, and Steve 

13 Goldfield said this when he testified, and it's very rare in 

14 my career too, where sometimes you actually don't do something 

15 because it's not right and you walk away from what otherwise 

16 would be a fee. And you don't like to do that or you don't 

17 eat, but at some point you get situations that are bad. And 

18 this is the worst set of financings I've ever seen. And, you 

19 know, if you don't raise the red flag here, I don't know where 

20 you do. So. 

21 

22 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Folmer. 

SENATOR FOLMER: My last question is, and I 

23 thought of this while you were talking, what value, if any, 

24 would there be to appropriating some State money to complete 

25 or otherwise follow up on the forensic audit but with subpoena 
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1 power? 

2 MR. UNKOVIC: I think it would be good to get the 

3 whole story of what happened. You know, for your purposes, 

4 you have to consider legislation you might want, like some of 

5 the things that I suggested here today. You know, whether you 

6 need more facts to do that, I don't know. I think a lot of 

7 the facts you've got at this point, at the level of coming up 

8 with legislation to fix the Debt Act and so forth. You know, 

9 in terms of whether there were criminal acts here, I think you 

10 need a lot more. And I don't know if that comes from you. It 

11 probably should come from a full-time prosecutor. 

12 

13 

SENATOR FOLMER: Okay, thank you. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Senator Blake has some 

14 closing comments. Do you want to address anything to Mr. 

15 Unkovic? 

16 

17 

SENATOR BLAKE: No, thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Yeah, we want to thank you 

18 for everything. Thank you very much. 

19 

20 

21 

MR. UNKOVIC: Thanks a lot. 

(Applause.) 

SENATOR BLAKE: Just a quick comment. I really, 

22 well, I just want to thank the Chairman for his leadership in 

23 this matter. These are difficult and complex issues to 

24 undertake, but I would be remiss if I didn't extend thanks to 

25 my staff, looking around here, and my Chief of Staff and my 
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1 Legislative Director, as well as Lee Derr from Senator 

2 Eichelberger's office, for the research that was done here. 

3 I also think it important to go on the record, I 

4 think it's important for me to just say this, I've had some 

5 considerable dialogue with Senator-elect Rob Teplitz, who will 

6 be representing Harrisburg come January. He and I have 

7 communicated quite often on this matter, and I know that he'll 

8 want, the moment he takes office in January, to hopefully play 

9 a role, a constructive role in the legislative process that 

10 unfolds in the wake of these hearings, and I thought it would 

11 be important for me to say so. And again, I just want to 

12 thank the Chairman. Thank you. 

13 CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER: Thank you, and this has 

14 been a joint effort with Senator Blake and myself, and really 

15 Mike Folmer, who has been deeply involved in this issue, and 

16 he represents part of Dauphin County. So the staff has been, 

17 I think, outstanding. This has been a lot of work for 

18 everybody, and I appreciate that. 

19 And I need to read a statement for the public here 

20 before we adjourn for the record that says that I would 

21 mention that for the information of the public, that 

22 legislative record of these proceedings shall consist of the 

23 stenographer's transcripts of the hearings, plus documents 

24 referenced in those transcripts, testimony submitted to the 

25 committee, and a copy of the forensic investigative report, 
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1 without exhibits, commissioned by the Harrisburg Authority, 

2 which shall be attached to the transcript. The record will be 

3 made available to the public as soon as the transcript is 

4 ready by placement of a copy by the Secretary of the Senate in 

5 the Senate Library, and on the committee's Web site, as 

6 indicated on the agenda. 

7 So, thank you all for attending. We're adjourned. 

8 (Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at 4:51 

9 p.m.) 

10 
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1 I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence 

2 are contained fully and accurately in the notes taken by me 

3 during the hearing of the within cause, and that this is a 

4 true and correct transcript of the same. 
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• 8110{blCERTIFICATE 

I, Jeffrey T. Haste, Chairman of the Board of Commissioners C5f the County of Dauphin, 
Pennsylvania (the'''County'') in compliance with Section SIIO(b) of the Local Government Unit Debt Act 
(the "Act"), hereby·certify that: . 

I. The County's guaranty of The Harrisburg Authority's University Revenue Bonds, Series 
. of 2007 (The Harrisburg University of Science and Technology Project (the "2007 Revenue Bonds") 

listed at Paragraph 2(c)(ii) of the foregoing Debt Statement in the original aggregate principal amount of 
'$lS,~OO,OOO has been excluded from the County's total gross ind-ebtedness by approval of the 
Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic .Development (the "Department") both as to 
issuance, No. LRA-4S70, date~ November 17,2007, and self-exclusion, No. &4037, dated November 17, 
2006; the outstanding pri'ncipal balance of this debt is $15,000,000. 

2.' No decrease in the amount to be excluded is required' by any change. of circumstances 
other than decreases resulting from payments of principal of the 2007 Revenue Bonds. 

3. The County's guaranty of the Dauphin County General Authority'S Guaranteed Revenue 
. Bonds, Series A & B of 2005 (the "2005 Revenue Bonds") listed at Paragraph 2(cXv) of the foregoing 
Debt Statement in the origi"nal aggregate principal amount of $1 1,000,000 has been excluded from tho 
County's total gross indebtedriess by approval of the Pennsylvania Department of Community ·and 
EconOinic Development (the "Department") both as' to issuance, No. LRA-4290, dated: Dec~mber 30, 
2004, and .self-exclusion, No. E-3702, dated February 15',2005; the outstanding principal balance of this· 
debt is $10,885,000 .. 

O 4. No decrease in the amount to be excluded is required by any·change of circumstances 
other than decreases resulting from payments of principal of the 2005 Revenue Bonds. 

. ~ 

5. The County's guaranty of The Harrisburg Authority'S Gl,laranteed Resource Recovery 
Facility Revenue Bonds, Series D and E of 2003 (the "2003 Resource Recovery Bonds") listed at 
Paragraph 2(c)(viii) of the foregoing Deb~ Statement i~. the original aggregate principal amount of 
$ll 0,9S0,000 has been excluded from th.eCounty's total gross indebtedness by approval of the 

. Department both as to issuance, No. LRA-4096, and self-exclusion, No. E-3449, both dated December 9, 
2003; the outstanding principal balance of this debt is SII 0,980,000. 

6. No decrease in the amount to be excluded is required by. any change of circumstances 
other than ~ecreases resulting from payments of principal of the 2003 Resource Recovery Bonds. 

This Certificate shalf be filed with the Department, together with the County's Debt Statement, 
filed this even date. This Celtificate is made.this 211t day" of November, 2007. 

COUNTY OF DAUPHIN, PENNSYLVANIA 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

TESTIMONY OF 

JEFF HASTE. CHAIRMAN. DAUPHIN COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

CHAIRMAN EICHELBERGER, CHAIRMAN BLAKE AND MEMBERS OF THE 
COMMITTEE: 

10129/12 

I am Jeff Haste, Chairman of the Dauphin County Board of Commissioners. 

was appointed to the Board of Commissioners in December, 2002 and in April, 2003 I 

was elected Chairman, a position which I have held since that date. 

I am pleased to appear before you to assist in your examination of the Harrisburg 

Incinerator Project which has had serious adverse consequences for the City, the 

County and the Commonwealth. 

Allow me to provide some background of the County's involvement in this project. 

In 2000, the County's Act 101 Plan directed all municipal solid waste to various regional 

landfills. Prior to 2000, the County and the City engaged in extensive litigation whereby 

the City attempted to have its Incinerator included within the County plan. Although the 

County prevailed in that litigation, the City and the County entered into a Settlement 

Agreement whereby the County agreed to consider directing a wasteflow to the City's 

Incinerator in order to assist the City in financing a necessary retrofit of the facility. 

From 2000 to 2003, the County took steps to amend its Act 101 Plan to 

discontinue reliance on landfill disposal and to incorporate resource recovery into its 

plan. A major concern to the Commissioners was the potential reopening of the 
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Dauphin Meadows Landfill in the northern portion of Dauphin County unless alternative 

disposal methods were identified. 

By 2003, the Incinerator was closed by environmental agencies leaving $104 

million of existing debt guaranteed by the City. For several years the City had been 

urgently requesting the County's assistance in financing retrofit of the facility suggesting 

that bankruptcy was an option if the retrofit could not be accomplished. The County 

responded by awarding a long-term disposal agreement of County municipal waste to 

the City Incinerator subject to successful completion of the retrofit. Ultimately the 

County agreed to guarantee a portion of the debt in order to facilitate financing the 

project. 

By 2003 the City had been working with Barlow for a number of years to develop 

and plan the project. The County, in considering its guaranty, retained special counsel, 

consulting engineers and PFM as financial advisor to review the project. Our consulting 

engineer conducted a review of Barlow's past projects, reviewed the self-liquidating 

debt certification and the engineering report to City Council. PFM reviewed the financial 

structure of the Retrofit Bonds to be guaranteed by the County and approved the related 

SWAPS which were also guaranteed by the County. The County's guaranty was 

secondary to the City's and at the time the City represented to us that the County's risk 

would not exceed one year's debt service because the City, if unable to meet debt 

service in a given year, would appropriate and pay the deficiency from its next year's 

budget. That of course never happened. 

The County knew there were risk factors associated with this project, including: 

(i) Barlow's lack of experience with respect to projects of this size; (ii) the lack of a 
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performance bond; and (iii) the necessity to size the project in order to cover repayment 

of the City's existing debt. 

With respect to the lack of a performance bond from Barlow, the County 

reviewed and relied upon the alternative security arrangements approved by the 

Authority, which included a guaranteed maximum price contract, deferred payment for 

certain equipment until delivered to the site, a 20% retainage on Barlow's contract price 

and reserve amounts within the Construction Fund. 

While the County reviewed and accepted these risks, it certainly could not have 

anticipated the catastrophic failure of the project which we believe resulted from gross 

mismanagement and failed oversight by the Authority and the City. 

The project was to be completed in 2006. By the end of 2005, the Authority and 

the City had expended the entire Construction Fund, including the contingency and 

reserve funds. At that point, the project was not near completion. The City and the 

Authority then borrowed an additional $25 million from CIT and a year later, at the end 

of 2006, those funds were expended and the project was still uncompleted. The 

security measures which the Authority had put in place were never properly 

administered or enforced. This colossal collapse cannot be blamed simply on Barlow's 

failure. Where was the oversight, who approved the overrun payments? Were 

certificates filed to authorize payments? None of these questions have been answered. 

The Forensic Audit reviewed the planning of the project, but there has been no 

examination of the actual execution of the project. The Authority's records concerning 

payments and administration of the project should be readily available for review. 

3 
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No matter how well a project is planned, if it is executed poorly without adequate 

oversight, then disaster is the likely result. The County had no part to play in the 

execution of this project and is now paying the cost of its failure. 

We understand that you have received testimony concerning the Authority's 

Forensic Audit. For the record, we have appended to my prepared testimony a copy of 

the County's response to those portions of the Forensic Audit which deal with the 

County guarantys. 

Before concluding I will address briefly some of the issues with which we 

understand your Committee has interest. 

COUNTY GUARANTY FEE. In 2003 we were advised that the City would be 

imposing a guaranty fee in order to provide funds to balance the City's 2003 budget. 

We understood that the County's guaranty provided substantially more enhancement to 

the financing than the City's. We also believed that in order to maintain balance 

between City taxpayers and County taxpayers, the County should also receive a 

guaranty fee. The County's guaranty fee was applied to payment of County expenses 

associated with issuance of the guarantys, including fees of our special counsel and 

financial advisor. The balance of the fee was paid to our general fund. 

4 



2007 FINANCING. At the end of 2006, the Authority had terminated the City's 

Management Agreement and hired Covanta to replace Barlow. It was too little, too late. 

The City and the Authority then pressed the County to assist in additional financing to 

complete the project. Initially, the City requested the County to guaranty $60 million of 

additional debt. We were reluctant to do so and applied limitations on the amount of 

financing that the County would guaranty. However, in the end we concluded that the 

bonds guaranteed by the County, which were of a higher priority than most of the other 

debt of the facility, could be paid only if the project were completed and fully operational. 

SUGGESTED LEGISLATION. Currently, DCED approves only the 

"proceedings" with respect to debt issues, including revenue projects certified to be self

liquidating. There have been suggestions that DCED's review should be more 

substantive. Any such requirement will add substantial delay and cost to the financing 

of public projects. We question whether a more critical review by DCED would have 

averted the crisis in this case which resulted, in our view, from mismanagement of the 

project. Our suggestion is that DCED be authorized to perform a critical review and 

analysis of those self-liquidating projects which are supported by a municipal guaranty, 

where the amount financed represents a certain percentage of the municipality's 

available borrowing capacity. That would limit the review to those critical projects which 

may place in jeopardy a municipality's financial health. 

Thank you. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jeff Haste 
Dauphin County Board of Commissioners 
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o Dear Board Members: 

We have reviewed your Resource Recovery Facility Forensic Investigation 
Report, dated January 12, 201.2 (the "Report"), on behalf of the Dauphin County 
Commissioners (the "County") and thef6110wingis·ounesponse. 

, ' 

A. Introduction 

The Report covers an examination of certain financing transactions related to the 
Resource Recovery a::.acility (the "Facility") of The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority"). 
The 2003 Retrofit financing and the 2007 Retrofit,Completion financing involved the 
guarantees of the City; as primary guarantor, and the County, as secondary guarantor.1 

Our response is limited to those portions of the Report which directly relate to the 
County's participation and where we deem the Report inaccurate or containing 
unsupported assumptions or conclusions.2 

1 The terms used herein with an initial capital letter shall have the meanings indicated in the Report, 
unless otherwise indicated herein. 
2 Many of these may have been averted had the County been requested to comment on a draft of the 
Report or had County representatives been interviewed. The County received only limited requests for 
information to which it responded except where attorney/client privilege was asserted. No interview 
request was made to any County representative. 
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B. Summary 

Between 1995 and 2003, the County reviewed its Act 101 Plan and made two 
policy decisions: (1) to discontinue reliance upon landfills for County municipal waste 
disposal; and (2) to support the City's retrofit of the Facility in order to provide a state-of
the-art facility to dispose of County waste and to assist the City in dealing with its $104 
million of standard debt. The Report criticizes the County's due diligence in awarding 
the County Disposal Contract to the City and in providing its guarantees for a portion Of 
the Retrofit Bonds. Twentyltwenty hindsight is always perfect. The Report's conclusion 
appears to be based on little more then a review of. preliminary reports prepared by the 
County's advisors which simply summarized their conclusions. PFM was the only 
County advisor interviewed. 

The Report reviews only the planning of the Retrofit Project, not its execution. 
The extent to which the risk factors identified by the Report contributed to the project's 
catastrophic failure is unknown. A true forensic examination should have reviewed the 
execution of the project by the Authority ~ the City and their agents. Presumably the 

• 

construction fund records are held by the Authority and were available to the C) 
investigators. "_ 

We believe it was· reasonable for the County to anticipate (i) competent execution 
of the· projeCt by the Auth~rity ~rid the City and (Ii) performance by the City of its primary 
full faith and credit guarantee$~·· . .. ,. -' . 

We disagree with much of the Report's legal interpretations concerning the 2007 
Retrofit Completion financing. The ~nclusions .concerning application of certain 
working capital limitations under the Debt Act and the Report's interpretation of 
documents such as the 1998 Indenture and 2003 Retrofit Indenture are misplaced. 
Ind~ed, the Report seems to be "reaching- to find some taint or infirmity with respect to 
the issuance of the 2007 Notes. The Authority's bond cOunsel approved the validity and 
enforceability of the 2007 Notes. 

To understand the current status of the City's debt obligations with respect to the 
Facility, it is necessary to review the actions (or inactions) of the parties since 2009, 
when the Authority and City first defaulted. There were a number of opportunities 
proposed by the County to resolve or at least mitigate the ongoing exposure. The 
failures of the Authority and the City to address these issues have resulted in 
substantial worsening of the burden upon City and County taxpayers in the amount of 
approximately $20 million from 2009 to January, 2012. 
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C. The 2003 Retrofit Financing 

(1) Background of County's Involvement 

Under Act 101 of 1988, the County is required to adopt a Municipal Waste 
Management Plan (the "Plan") and to direct County waste flow to approved disposal 
facilities. Between 1990 and 1995, the City filed numerous legal challenges to the 
County Plan, which at that time relied solely upon landfill disposal. The County 
successfully defended these actions; however, in 1995 the City and County reached a 
settlement where, inter alia, the County agreed to assist the City through the County 
Plan to obtain a waste stream sufficient to generate revenues to finance a retrofit of the 
Facility. 

In early 2003 the County determined to seek long term waste combustion 
capacity to address riSing landfill costs and to avert the reopening of the Dauphin 
Meadows Landfill. In September, 2003, following an RFP process, the County entered 
into a long term disposal agreement with the Authority conditioned upon completion of 
retrofit of the Facility (the "Disposal Agreement"). Hearings were held throughout the 
County and subsequently the County Plan was amended to reflect designation of all 
County municipal waste to the Facility upon completion of the Retrofit Project. 

In 2003 the Facility was closed by order of regulatory authorities and had 
standarddebtinttie amount of $104 million guaranteed by the City (the "Existing Debt"). 
The Report erroneously sugpests that the County had some involvement or control over 

. the Existing Debt (R p. 48). It had none. . 

The Authority and the City could not have begun to finance the Retrofit Project 
witnout the County, Disposal Agreement. It was the only large volume long term waste 
flow available to the Facility. City representatives also made it clear that the City was 
facing extreme financial distress given the Existing Debt without a revenue stream to 
repay it. 

(2) The County's Guaranty 

In early 2003, City representatives advised the County that credit enhancement 
in the form of a County guaranty would be required to finance the Retrofit; otherwise, 
the financing costs would be prohibitively expensive. We understand that the bond 
insurer, FSA, advised the City that a County guaranty would be required for it to 
proceed. The County ultimately agreed to extend its guaranty (on a portion of the 
bonds) in order to allow the Retrofit Project to proceed and to assist the City in dealing 
with the Existing Debt. 

3 References to the Report will be cited as UR. p. -.• 
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At page 56, the Report suggests that the County could not guaranty debt issued 
to pay interest costs on the Existing Debt. The County specifically did not guaranty debt 
issued with respect to such costs. The County's guaranty was limited to the 2003 
Series 0 and Series E Retrofit Bonds. As set forth in the Official Statement, published 
in connection with the Retrofit Bonds, it was the proceeds of the 2003 Series F Bonds 
(not guaranteed by the County) which provided for the "Payment of Existing Debt 
Service.'''' 

At page 43, et seq., the Report suggests that the County was aware of the risks 
associated with the Retrofit Project and for that reason extracted a guaranty fee. That is 
not accurate. The County initially objected to the City's guaranty fee and was advised 
that the City required the fee proceeds in order to balance its 2003 budget. The County 
then requested a guaranty fee simply to maintain some parity with the City.5 

'The County evaluated the risks associated with the project and proceeded based 
upon the review and advice of its advisors. The County's consulting engineer reviewed 
Barlow's projects across the country and reported that all were on schedule, or had 

• 

been completed successfully. The County's consulting engineers and its financial 0" 
advisor (PFM, a national firm with expertise in Pennsylvania municipal financing) 
reviewed the project performas and accepted the assumptions as "reasonable. U PFM 
rev!e\ved and approved the financing structure including the Swaps. The County also 
reviewed the Buchart-Hom evaluation. 

". ~ 4·.-

: Planriingand execution of the Retrofit Project was in the hands of the Authority, 
. ' as' owner,and'the City, as manager of the Facility. The City devoted extensive effort in 

planning the Retrofit Project since the late 1990s. The County's opportunity and time 
for review were limited. ' In iarge part the County relied upon the fact that the City was 
backing the Project with its primary full faith and credit guarantees. 

To be critical of the County and its advisors now is no more then second 
guessing. Indeed, there were risks associated with the project of which the County was 
aware; typically, revenue bond financing has built in risks associated with cOnstruction 
and operation of a project. Deviations in costs or delays in completion of construction 
are not uncommon, but typically can be dealt with by restructuring or other adjustments. 
However, it is a quantum leap to suggest that the County and its advisors could have 
anticipated the catastrophic failure that occurred with respect to this Project . 

.. See December 19,2003 Official Statement regarding Retrofit Bonds, page 6. 
5 The Report cites a statement by a representative of PFM to the effect that Commissioner Haste 
"wanted a guaranty fee" (R. p. 45). The County guaranty fee was negotiated by the County's speCial 
counsel with little Involvement by PFM. All Commissioners approved the County guaranty fee. 
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D. Why Did The Proiect Fail? 

In our view, the greatest failing of the forensic investigation and Report is the lack 
of any examination or conclusion as to why the project failed. The Report reviews only 
the financing and planning decisions. Other then a brief review of the pay:.out of 
Barlow's retainage (R. pp. 71-73), there is no examination or conclusion as to what 
happened during the actual construction of the project. Presumably, all of the 
construction fund records, requisitions, certificates, etc. are available in the Authority's 
files. Why were the records not reviewed? Where did the money go? The Report has 
no answer. 

Within a period of two years, the Authority, the City and its agents squandered 
the Construction Fund of $82 million, including the contingency, Barlow's retainage and 
a reserve fund of $5 million held to construct the steam lineS, plus an additional $25 
million borrowed from CIT - yet the project remained uncompleted. The Authority 
required· another $55 million and another two years to complete the project. Most of the 
construction contracts were GMP (guaranteed maximum price); obviously substantial 
overruns had to have been authorized. The financial failure of Barlow is only part of the 
answer.7 Who was providing construction management? Who authorized 
expenditures from theConstruction'Fund and upon whose certification? These are all 
issues which a proper forensic examination should have addressed and answered. 8 

....... .. . . 

Whatever the answers, there is no doubt that the project was horribly executed 
by tHe:Authotity, the City arid its agents. No "forensic-examination or revisionist history 
can change the fact that the County had absolutely no participation in execution of the 
R~trOrrt· Project. 9 . 

... ' In the final, analysis, the County in granting its guarantees relied on two things: 

(1) competent execution of the project by the Authority and the City; and 

8 See § 5.01 pf the Retrofit Indenture. The steam line was never repaired and now will require 
reconstruction at substantially more then the $5 million. 
7 The Authority's "substitute security" for Barlow's performance may have been inadequate; however, as 
noted by the Report, it also was ".Ot properly implemented, since Barlow's relainage was paid out prior to 
completion of its work (R. pp. 71-73). 
8 Testimony by Daniel Morash in the recently completed CIT trial provides a snapshot of some of the 
earlier mishaps regarding Barlow's dealings with Its boiler fabricator In Tulsa, Oklahoma. If the testimony 
is to be believed, It Is evidence of gross mismanagement. 
II Authority and City representatives provided very limited status reports to the County during the 
construction project. The first indication of trouble was when the County was advised in the fall of 2005 
that Barlow was financtally distressed and was seeking financing from CIT. 
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(2) satisfaction by the City of its full faith and credit obligations. 

Neither was provided. 

D. 2007 Retrofit Completion Prolect 

The Report's examination of this financing transaction contains a number of 
conclusions and assumptions which we believe to be inaccurate. 

(1) Background 

In December, 2006, representatives of the Authority and the City advised the 
County that Barlow was again out of money and its contracts would be terminated. The 
City was also terminated as manager and Covanta was retained to complete the Retrofit 
Project and to operate the Facility. City and Authority representatives also advised the 

o 

, County that additional funds would be required to complete the project and sought the 
County's support and participation. Initially, the Authority requested the County to 
guaranty an ·off-marker swap to provide approximately $11 million to complete the 
project. The County objected to the off-market swap and demanded full disclosure of () . 
the Facility's completion status ~s well. as operating and construction budgets. The -
County's initial review indicated that the costs to complete would far exceed $11 million . 

. , The County insisted upon a comprehensive plan approved by both the Authority and the 
City (including .City Council) before it would commit to participate . 

. , .... -

Negotiations on the Retrofit Completion financing extended over a year. At one 
. point, in mid-2007. the Authority and the City requested new financing of up to $60 
. million. The County refused and limited its participation as a guarantor to $30 million.10 

· .. Acqordingly, the parties finally agreed to a Retrofit Completion Project in two 
components. with Covanta funding the construction costs in the amount of 
approximately $25 million to be guaranteed by the City only and with a working capital 
component in the amount of $30 million with a primary guaranty by the City and 
secondary guaranty by the County. 

The parties entered into a series of written agreements with respect to 
proceeding with the Retrofit Completion Project, as follows: (1) The Cooperation 
Agreement, dated October 12, 2007 among the City. the County. the Authority and 
Covanta; (2) the Tri-Party Interim Funding Agreement. dated October 5. 2007 among 
the Authority. the City and the County and; (3) a First Addendum and Supplement to the 
Tri-Party Interim Funding Agreement. dated November 27, 2007 among the Authority. 
the City and the County (herein collectively the ·2007 Agreements"). Pursuant to the 

10 Members of City Council, in sessions to discuss the Retrofit Completion Project, repeatedly criticized 
the County for limiting the amount of its guaranty. 
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2007 Agreements both the City and the County made certain advances to the Authority 
for working capital purposes, including payments due to Covanta (to keep it on the job) 
as well as amounts required to cover interest costs coming due during 2007. Pursuant 
to the 2007 Agreements, the County's working capital advances were to be repaid from 
proceeds of the working capital component.11 

In December, 2007, the Authority issued the Covanta Construction Loan Note 
and issued the Series C and Series D Notes (the "2007 Notes") pursuant to a Trust 
Indenture, dated as of December 15,2007 (the "2007Indenturej. The City and the 
County issued their respective guarantees with respect to the 2007 Notes. The 
Covanta Note and the 2007 Notes represent the issuance of subordinated debt by the 
Authority as referenced in the 1998 and 2003 Indentures. . 

(2) legal Issues Relating to Retrofit Completion Project 

The Report contains a number of inaccuracies with regard to its discussion of the 
Retrofit Completion Project. 

(a) County Debt Statements 

At page 117 the Report claims that it was not until the end of August, 2011 that 
the County filed debt proceedings which included the "RRF Bonds towards the County's 

. gross outstanding debt." That statement is incorrect. The County did not file a Section 
811 O(b) report claiming the 2003 RRF debt to be self liquidating in any Debt Act filings 
after 2008. A review of the County's filings with DCeD would reveal this. 

(b) Working Capital 

At page 118, et. seq. of the Report, it is claimed that application of proceeds of 
the working capital loan for certain purposes, i.e., repayment of County advances under 
the 2007 Agreements, payment of County system fees, etc. violated working capital 
limitations as to the "cost of a project" under the Debt Act. This conclusion is based 
upon a strained interpretation of the 2007 financing. The Report suggests that the 2007 
financing was a separate and distinct "project." Clearly it was not. The 2007 finanCing 
was to complete the Retrofit Project as originally authorized in 2003 for the purpose of 
retrofitting the Facility so that it complied with environmental standards and was able to 
accept municipal waste for processing. That work was not completed in 2007.12 Thus, 

11 First Addendum and Supplement to Tri-Party Interim Funding Agreement, section 2. 
12 The Report suggests that since there was a change in contractors (from Barlow to Covanta), it was not the same 
project (R. p. 118). A change in contractors does not change a project. The Report also makes reference to a change 
in the Barlow technology (R. p. 118); it is our understanding that the Barlow technology was installed in all 3 units 
and was not removed until approximately 2009. In any event, the use of a different process does not change the 
ultimate purpose of a "project." 
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to pay interest costs on any of the outstanding bonds was a proper "cost of project" 
under the Debt Act. The Debt Act includes within the cost of a project ", .. interest on 
money borrowed to finance the project [and] ... a reasonable initial working capital for 
operating the project ... ," 53 Pa. C.S.A. § 8007. The advances made by the County 
pursuant to the 2007 Agreements were, in large part, payments made to Covanta 
pursuant to its operating agreements, which clearly represent working capital for 
"operating the project." under the Debt Act. Finally, the County's system fees, which 
were due pursuant to the Disposal Agreement, are also project operating costs 
permitted to be capitalized and included within costs of a project under the Debt Act. 

(c) Reimbursements to County 

At pages 120 et seq, the Report suggests that payments to the County for 
advances made to the Authority pursuant to the 2007 Agreements and repaid from the 
proceeds of the 2007 Notes were somehow improper and should have been treated as 
reimbursements to the County pursuant to the 2003 Reimbursement Agreement. This 
position is not supported by the documents. 

The Authority -approved and authorized the 2007 Agreements, which approved 
the County's advances and contained the Authority's agreement to repay the advances -
from proceeds of the 2007 Notes. 13 These payments cannot be considered as 
reimbursements to the County under the 2003 Reimbursement Agreement. First the 
ReilTibursement Agreement applies orily to the County's 2003 guarantees of the 
payment of debt service. _ The advances to the Authority for payment of operating costs 
to Covanta clearly are-not debt service and are not covered by the guarantees or the 
Reimbursement Agreement. Furthermore, the advances for interest Costs made by the 
County during 2007 were not then required under its guarantees. The 2003 County 
Bond Guaranty only requires payment from the County in the event of deficiencies-in 
the Debt SerVice Reserve Fund. See Section 3.15 ofthe 2003 County Bond Guaranty. 
In 2007, there were no deficiencies in the Debt Service Reserve Fund and no demands 
had been made by the Trustee on the County guarantees. 14 

(d) Fees 

The Report suggests that fees payable to the County's professionals covered 
services provided in the "prior two to three years" (R. p. 121). This is not accurate. The 
only fees payable to County professionals from the proceeds of the Retrofit Completion 
Project were payments to its special counsel and financial advisor. In both cases the 
fees covered services from approximately December, 2006 to December, 2~07, all 

13 See First Addendum and Supplement to Tri-Party Interim Funding Agreement, section 2. 
14 The Report appears to concede that the advances made by the County technically were not payments_ made _ 
pursuant to the County's guarantees (R. p. 123). 
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related to the negotiation and structuring of the Retrofit Completion Project. Finally, it 
should be noted that the complaint that these financings were "fee driven" is not 
applicable to the County. The fees of the County's professionals in the case of both the 
2003 financing and the 2007 financing were charged on an hourly rate basis and were 
payable irrespective of whether the financings closed or not. 

(e) Compliance with Indenture Documents 

At pages 122 at seq., the Report attempts to maintain that the issuance of the 
Covanta Note and 2007 Notes and application of the proceeds thereof violated the 1998 
Indenture and 2003 Indenture. The suggestion is that the loan proceeds were "receipts 
and revenues" as defined in the Indentures and thus should have been paid into the 
revenue account and required to flow through the ''waterfall'' applicable to receipts and 
revenues (R. p. 124). This is simply wrong. 

Loan proceeds for completion of a project are not "receipts and revenues" which 
typically represent gross income from operation of a project, not the proceeds of debt. 
The Authority's financial statements do not treat loan proceeds as "revenues". 

The Covanta const~uction loan and the 2007 Notes represent the issuance of 
subordinated debt by the Authority. Both the 1998 Indenture in Section 3.05 and the 

. 2003 Retrofit Indenture in Section 3.05 permit the Authority to issue subordinated debt, 
limiting only.the priority of repayments if receipts and revenues are pledged. In the case· 
of the 2007 Notes, the 2007 Indenture securing the same does not pledge receipts and 
revenues. 

The Report's contention is also inconsistent with other Indenture provisions. 
Both the 1998 Indenture and the 2003 Retrofit Indenture authorize the issuance of 
additional bonds for additional construction or completion of a project. In both cases the 
proceeds of any additional bonds to complete a project are required to be paid to a 
"construction fund" as created by a supplemental indenture. See Sections 3.03(8) 
respectively of both the 1998 Indenture and the 2003 Retrofit Indenture. If, indeed loan 
proceeds to complete a project were to be treated as receipts and revenues, then the 
proceeds of the additional bonds would have to be deposited in the revenue account. 
Obviously that makes no sense and specifically is inconsistent with the provisions of the 
Indentures. 

Finally the Report's position on the treatment of loan proceeds of the 2007 
financing is inconsistent with its discussion with respect to the 2003 Retrofit financing. 
The Retrofit financing was also the issuance of subordinated debt under the 1998 
Indenture. Nowhere in the Report's discussions does it suggest that the proceeds of 
the 2003 Retrofit financing should have flowed into the 1998 revenue account and 
through the waterfall under the 1998 Indenture. The position cannot be sustained. 
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E. Subsequent Failures to Address Facility Debt 

We suggest that the Report should have reviewed the ongoing failures of the City 
and the Authority to address the Facility's debt. Since 2009, the County has made 
multiple attempts to address issues related to the Facility's'debt, proposing solutions, in 
whole or in part, designed to mitigate the escalating damage to City and County 
taxpayers. These efforts have elicited little or no response from either the Authority or 
the City. 15 Examples of these failed efforts follow. 

In early 2009 City and County representatives engaged in discussions in an effort 
to develop a plan for resolution of the Facility's debt. In August 2009, representatives of 
the County presented a detailed proposal for restructuring the Facility's debt to 
representatives of the Authority, the Mayor's staff and some Members of City Council. 
The County's proposal was very similar to the plan presented to the City by 
Management Partners in early 2010 and to the plan recommended by the Act 47 
Coordinator in 2011. Indeed we suspect that the Receiver'S plan for dealing with the 
Facility's debt will contain similar elements. The County never received any response 
from any of the parties to that proposal. 

Had the parties in 2009 engaged in negotiating a plan-resolving-the Facility's
debt, we estimate that approximately $20 million representing debt service to be borne 
by City and County taxpayers could have been avoided or saved. City and Authority -
officials are well aware that the failure to engage and resolv~ these issues results in -
escalating: costs to City and County taxpayers of approximately $1 million- per month. 

On several occasions during the past two years, the County's financial advisor 
requested the Authority and its financial advisor to consider a· termination of the three 
Swaps appncable to the Retrofit BOl')ds which cost the Authority net payments of several 
hundred thollsand dollars each June and December. The County's financial advisor 
concluded that the three Swaps could be terminated at a net cost of $0 to the Authority. 

. The timing of the termination is critical since market conditions determine the cost of 
termination at any particular time. At several points in 2011, all three SWaps could have 
been terminated at no cost. The Authority's financial advisor advised County 
representatives that there was no support by the Authority Board for termination. Now, 
it will no longer be possible to terminate the two remaining Swaps at no cost. 

During 2010 the County, on several occasions, requested the Authority and the 
City to join it in refinancing the 2007 Notes which matured on December 15, 2010. The 
Authority covenanted in the 2007 Indenture •... to use its best efforts to take al! action 
as necessary to issue bonds or other obligations in amounts sufficient to provide funds 

15 One exception was the recent effort by Mayor Thompson to engage represe~tatives of the Authority, CitY and 
major creditors prior to the appointment of the City Receiver. 
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The Harrisburg Authority 
January 30, 2012 
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to pay the Maturity Value of or Accreted Value of the Series 2007 Notes on or before 
the maturity date .... " 2007 Indenture, Section 8.01. These requests also were met 
with little or no response. At a meeting in the fall of 2010 among Authority, City and 
County representatives, a member of City Council agreed to take the issue before City 
Council; the County never received any indication of whether it was considered. The 

. Authority refused to formally place the issue before City Council or to take any action, 
despite its covenant to the contrary, to proceed with a refinancing of the 2007 Notes. 

In late 2011, the City approved a finanCing, at extremely unfavorable rates and 
terms, by the Harrisburg Parking Authority for the short term purpose of providing 
approximately $7 million of funds to balance the City's 2011 budget and to provide 
approximately $3.5 million of funds for the 2012 budget. This is a continuation of the 
City's short sighted approach to its financial problems and in this case resulted in 
depressing the value of the parking system in the event of any sale or lease to assist in 
resolving the Facility's debt. 

The County looks forward to a constructive plan from the City Receiver which 
hopefully will relieve the City and County taxpayers from these continuing failures. 

. CBZ:njc 
cc via emai: 

. The Honorable Jeffrey Haste 

SS0647vl 

The Honorable George P. Hartwick, III 
The Honorable Michael Pries 
David Unkovic, Esquire, Office of the Receiver for the City of Harrisburg 
Royce Morris, Esquire 
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg, LLP 
Jason Hess, Esquire, Solicitor for City of Harrisburg 
Mark Kauffman, Esquire 
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OBERMAYER REBMANN IIlAXWELL 8& HIPPEL LLP 

ANDREW J. GIORGIONB 
E.XTI!NSION: 1315 
B-MAlL: Anc1rew.Giorgione@Obermayer.cam 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL 

VIA REGULAR MAIL 

Hon. Stephen R. Reed 
Mayor, City of Harrisburg 
Rev. Dr. MartinL. King, Jr., 

City Government Center 
10 North Second Street 
Harrisbur& PA 17101 

Re: County Intent Resolution 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

SUlTE400 
200 LOCUSTS! C!'11'D'REE1I"D"I't 

HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 234-9730 
FAX (717) 234-9734 

www.obermayer·cam 

August 1, 2003 

FlLE NO. 57285-030 

On July 28, 2003, Jim Losty and I met with Cotmty Solicitor William Tully and Chuck Zwally, 
Esq. and Tom Smida, Esq. of the Mette Evans !:inn to discuss the County's secondary guaranty of The 
Harrisburg Authority's $125 M Resource Recovery Retrofit Bonds. County Chairman Jeff Haste called 
in the morning and expressed. his regret that he could not make the meeting. However, I briefed him on 
the subjects to be covered and obtained his authorization to proceed as outlined below. 

Mr. Losty and I discussed the status of the project including much of the component parts of the 
project necessary to complete the financing, i.e. permits, cost estimates, contracts, etc. We also discussed 
the Authority and City's timetables for approving the transaction (late September) and closing on the 
bonds (mid-November). We then requested that the County confum its agreement to guaranty the bonds 
with the introduction and approval of an "intent" Resolution on August 7. 2003 and final approval of the 
guaranty on October 7. 2003, subject to conditions. We also suggested that the County consider the 
engagement of Mette Evans as counsel to the County for the intent Resolution and subsequent Guaranty 
Ordinance and filing with DCED. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PENNSYLVANIA 

473912 

HARRISBURG 
PENNSYLVANIA 

PlTI'SBURGH 
PENNSYLVANIA 

CHERRY HILL 
NEW JERSEY 

VINELAND 
NEW JERSEY 

WILMlNGTON 
DELAWARE 
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Hon. Stephen R. Reed 
August 1, 2003 
Page 2 

As authorized by Chairman Haste, the County confirmed that it would provide the Guaranty and 
would rove the intent Resolution on Au 7 and the Ordinance on October 7 sub' ect to 
conditions. e County also agreed to engage Mette Evans and authorized the .firm. to artie' ate in the 
finance team meetings on e 0 County. We then provided Mette Evans with a draft intent 
Resolution, which was slightly amended by them and provided to the County and us for comment. For 
your information, a copy of the Resolution is attached. We do not intend to suggest any further changes, 
since the Resolution clearly sets forth the intent to provide the Guaranty 3!'ld sets forth conditions that are 
readily acceptable. 

We cautioned. Chainnan Haste that the Resolution could cause a stir. His response was simply, 
any of those who would object to this transaction are not supporters of the County or City and would not 
support either administration. In ~ he expressed little concern and confirmed the County's support of 
this financing as being in the best interests of the County and City. 

When the Resolution is approved next week:, we will obtain an immediate copy for you and would 
suggest that, contemporaneous with reports of the Resolution by the media, that you may want to supply a 
copy to the members of City Council. 

Please contact me if you have any questions concerning this matter. 

Enclosure 

c: Mr. Daniel Lispi 
Mr. James Losty 

473912 

Sincerely, 



CONFIDENTIAL 

~ber29,2006 

TO: Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

FROM: Daniel R. Lispi 

SUBJECT: Resource Recovery Update 

1) Covanta Agreement 

Meetings were conducted ( Bruce Foreman, Andrew Giorgione and I ) with Covanta 
all this week to negotiate the Interim Operating Agreement, and negotiations 
concluded today. The Agreement attached provides that on January 2, 2007 Covanta 
will assume all aspects of the operation of the Facility with their employees. The 
term is 90 days, and Covanta is to be paid/reimbursed for actual costs incurred with 
no mark-up. Covanta will work on an offer for sale or lease during the interim period 
and the Agreement provides a Right of First Refusal during the Interim Period and for 
an additional 30 days thereafter. 

The Agreement has been conditionally executed by the Chairman of the 
Authority who will be out of town from now untH next week. The executed 
Agreement has not yet been given to Covanfa but It wiD be effective Janua" 2, 
2007 unless you obiect. 

2) Labor Issues 

A meeting was held this morning with the Authority, Covanta and AFSCME to 
discuss the situation. The Authority and Covanta made it clear that the intent is that 
the Facility be staffed with Covanta employees after January 2,2007. City 
employees will be interviewed for available positions and qualified employees would 
be offered jobs. AFSCME representatives indicated that they have not been notified 
by the City as to the status of the current Facility employees. Further discussions 
between the City and AFSCME are planned to effect an orderly transition. 

3) Swap 

Andrew and I met with George Hartwick yesterday to discuss the proposed swap 
agreement George had received the "benefit" of a briefing by Nick DiFrancesco and 
was initially very negative. At the end, he did not say that he would not support it, 
but also did not say he would. He indicated that he wanted to discuss the matter with 
Jeff Haste. I spoke to Jeff after the meeting and briefed him on the content of the 
meeting with George. Ieffremains supportive of the swap or the loan to complete the 

• 
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Facility. It is very important that you contact both Jeff and George as soon as 
possible. 

Obviously. timing is critical the funds are needed immediately to support the 
operation in the short term and to get moving on the improvements. 

BIRHBG003022 



_S_u_th_e_~_an_d_,_H_u_g_h _____________________________________________________ ~ 

From: Giorgione, Andrew 
Sent: Friday, September OS, 2003 11 :52 AM 
To: SUtherland, Hugh; Daniel R. lispi (E-mail); James Losty (E-mail); Richard D. Michael Esquire 

Subject: 
(E-mal); 'cpc@escm.com' 
1998A Indenture 

Contacts: Hugh Sutherland 

Anyone - I need a copy of the 98A Trust Indenture for the County asap. Can you email it? 

I spoke with Chuck Z. He indicated that the County was concerned with the size of the City Guaranty Fee. I explained its 
a matter of risk and not negotiable. 

He also indicated that the County would have a list of things they want by next week. This will include an operating 
reserve, which Dan and I discussed and believe is necessary and doable. 

Finally, he asked that we consider a subordinate series of bonds for Transition and Existing Debt Service Costs, such that 
there 1s no County guaranty for those costs and separate DSRF are created. I assume this may be an insurer issue, but 
wanted your thoughts. 

Andrew 

1 
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COUNTY BOND GUARANTY AGREEMENT 

THIS COUNTY BOND GUARANTY AGREEMENT, dated as of the lSI. day of 
December, 2003 (the "County Bond Guaranty"), by and among COUNTY OF DAUPHIN, 
Pennsylvania, a third class county and a municipal corporation of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, as guarantor (the "County''), THE HARRISBURG AUmORITY, a body· 
corporate and politic existing under the Municipality Authorities Act, as amended and 
supplemented, of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Authority") and COMMERCE 
BANKIPENNSYLV ANIA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, with a corporate trust office located 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (the ''Retrofit Trustee''). 

WITNESSEm: 

WHEREAS, the County is a municipal corporation of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania (the "Commonwealth") and is a "local government unit" under provisions of the 
Act of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth, as reenacted, amended and supplemented, 
from time to time, known as the Local Government Unit Debt Act (the "Debt Act"); and 

WHEREAS, the Authority is a body politic and corporate organized and existing under 
the Municipality Authorities Act, as amended and supplemented, of the Commonwealth (the 
"Acf'); and 

WHEREAS, the Authority pursuant to authority vested in it by law: (i) acquired from the 
City of Harrisburg (the "City'') a certain mass burn solid waste disposal, resource recovery, 
steam generation and related facilities, including ash disposal facilities (the ''Resource Recovery 
Facility''), and certain assets, ProPerty and machinery for the cogeneration of electric energy (the 
"Cogeneration Facility"); and (ii) detennined to undertake the acquisition, construction and 
equipping of certain alterations, additions, extensions and improvements to the Resource 
Recovery Facility and the Cogeneration Facility, including the retrofit and modernization (the 
"Retrofit") thereof (collectively, the ''Improvements'') (the Resource Recovery Facility and the 
Cogeneration Facility, together with all additions, extensions and alterations and improvements, 
including the Improvements, thereto which may be made or acquired, from time to time, are 
hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Facility''); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to a Solid Waste Management Agreement, dated as of December 
1, 1993, as amended (the "Management Agreement''), between the City and the Authority, the 
County manages, operates and performs certain other functions with respect to the Waste 
Management Facility (as defined herein), including the supervision and oversight of the 
construction, acquisition and equipping of the Improvements; and 

WHEREAS, the Authority, in order to provide funds to finance a portion of the costs of 
acquisition of the Facility and the financing of a portion of the costs of the Improvements, 
heretofore issued its $31,230,000, original principal amount, Guaranteed Resource Recovery 
Facility Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1993 (the "1993A Bonds'') and its $9,435.000, original 
principal amount, Guaranteed Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series B of 

484470.v13 1 



COUNlY OF DAUPHIN. 

Dauphin County. Pennsylvania 

Ordinance 

No . .!L-2003 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF DAUPHIN COUNTY, 
PEJ'.,lNSYL VANIA (THE "COUNTY"), APPROVING A PROJECT OF THE HARRISBURG 
AUTdORITY (mE "AUI'HORITY',); AUIHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE 
INCURRENCE OF LEASE RENTAL DEBT, IN A MAXIMUM AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED ONE HUNDRED 1HIRTEEN MILLION DOLLARS 
($113.000,000), PURSUANT TO nm ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, APPROVED APRIL 28, 1978, AC:r NO. 52, AS 
REENACTED AND CODIFIED BY ACT NO. 177, APPROVED DECEMBER 19, 1996, AS 
AMENDED~ KNOWN AS TIm LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT DEBT ACT (THE "DEBT 
ACr'); DETERMINING mAT SUCH DEBT SHALL BE INCURRED UNDER THE DEBT 
ACT AS LEASE RENTAL DEBT TO BE EVIDENCED BY A GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
OF THE COUNTY SECURING GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY 
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES D OF 2003 (THE "2003D &.ONDS"), AND GUARANTEED 
FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY REVENUE BONDS, 
SERIES E OF 2003 (TIlE "2003E BONDS") TO BE ISSUED BY THE AUTHORITY, 
TOGETHER WITH ITS GUARANTEED FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE 

llJ8/03 
"8 i 191.6 
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owners of the 2003 D and 2003 E _Bonds at or prior to the closing for the issuance of the Retrofit 
Bonds. Pursuant to the Disclosure Certificate, this COWlty will provide certain finahcial and 
operating information on an annual basis and notice of certain events to each Nationally 
Recognized Municipal SecUrities Infonnation Repository, the appropriate state repository; if any, 
and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, if applicable, in accordance with Securities and 
Exchange Commission Rule 15c2-12. The Chairman, the Vice Chairman or the Chief Clerk of 
this County, as appropriate, are hereby authorized and directed to executealid· deliver the 
Disclosure Certificate on behalf of this County with such changes as have been' approved by 
Special Counsel and Bond Counsel. 

13. In the event that the Authority fails to make payment of fees, costs, expenses and 
charges for which the Authority is liable or responsible with respect to the 2003 D and 2003 E 
Bonds and the Retrofit Indenture and the Qualified Interest Rate Management Agreement other 
than periodic payments thereunder, including, but not limited to, the fees, costs, expenses and 
charges payable by the Authority to the Retrofit Bond Insurer and the Retrofit Trustee, and the 
providers of the Qualified Interest Rate Management Agreement, the County agrees to make 
payment of such fees, costs, exPenses and charges to the extent not paid by the Authority or the 
City; provided that, such amounts payable by the County pursuant to this Paragraph 13 shall not 
constitute lease rental debt of the County or the guarantee of periodic payments under the 
Qualified Interest Rate Management Agreement pursuant to the County Swap Guaranty and shall 
not be subject to the pledge of the County's full faith, credit and taxing power; and provided 
further that, nothing herein shall preclude the County from seeking reimbursement from the 
Authority or the City of the amounts so paid by the County. 

14. This Ordinance shall become effective in accordance with the provisions of the 
Debt Act. 

15. In the event any provision, section, sentence, clause or part of this Ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not affect or impair any remaining provision, sectio~ 
sentence, clause or part of this Ordinance, it being the intent of this County that the remainder of 
the Ordinance shall remain in full force and effect. 

16. All resolutions or ordinances or parts thereof, insofar as the same are inconsistent 
herewith, are repealed hereby. 

1118.103 
<S81791.6 
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ADOPTED AND ORDAINED, this .J!K day of November, 2003, by the Board of 
... Commissioners of Dauphin County. 

ATIEST: 

~~ ROBurIiS 
Chief Clerk/Chief of Staff 

1\/8103 
481791.6 
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DAUPHIN COUNTY BOARD 
OF COMMISSIONERS 
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NEW ISSUE - BOOK-ENTRY ONLY RATING: "AAA" 
(FSA Insured) 

In the opinion of Bond Counsel, assuming continuing compliance by theAuthority with certain covenants, the interest on the 2003D Bonds is excluded from gross income 
_ federal income tax purposes and Is not an item of tax preferencefor purposes oflhefedera/ alternative minimum tax Imposed on individuals and corporations; however; with 

'Peel to corporations, such interest is talcen into account in determining adjusted current earningsfor the purpose of computing the alternative minimum tax. Interest on and 
ccruals of original issue discount with respeetto the 2003£ Bonds and the 2oo3F Bonds are nol excludedJrom gross income for federal income lax purposes. The 2003 Bonds 

are exemptJrom Pennsylvania personal property taxes; and the interest on Ihe 2003 Bonds is exemptfrom Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax andjrom personal income 
laxation by the Commonwealth o/Pennsylvania, or by any of its political subdivisions, under existing law. (See "Tax Matlers - 2003D Bonds" and "Tax Mailers - 2003£ Bonds 
and 2003F Bonds" herein.). 

Dated: See inside cover 

The Harrisburg Authority 
(Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) 

$96,480,000 Guaranteed Resource 
.... Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series D of 2003 

consisting of 
531,480,000 Subserles D-l 
$65,000,000 Subserles 0-2 

$14,500,000 Guaranteed FederaBy Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series E of 2003 

$14,020,000 Guaranteed FederaBy Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series F of 2003 

Due: December 1, as shown on inside front cover 
Interest Payable: June 1 and December 1 

First Interest Payment: June 1, 2004 

The Harrisburg Authority (the" Authority") will issue its Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series D of2003 (the "2003D Bonds"). its Guaranteed 
Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series E of 2003 (the "2003E Bonds") and its Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 
Revenue Bonds. Series F of2003 (the "2003F Bonds") (the 20030 Bonds, 2003E Bonds and 2003F Bonds. collectively, the "2003 Bonds") in the aggregate principal amounts 
shown above. The 2003 Bonds are issuable only in fully-registered form, without coupons, and. when issued, will be registered and held in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee 
of The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York ("DTC"). So long as Cede & Co. is the registered owner of2003 Bonds as nominee ofDTC. reference herein to the 
registered owners shall mean Cede & Co. and not the Beneficial Owners (as such phrase is defined herein). Purchases of the 2003 Bonds will be made in book-entry form and 
certificates representing ownership interests in the 2003 Bonds will not be issued to the purchasers of the 2003 Bonds. See "THE 2003 BONDS - Book-Entry-Only System" 
herein. 

The 2003 Bonds are limited obligations of the Authority and will be issued under and secured under a Trust Indenture, dated as of December I, 2003 (the "Indenture") • 
. between the Authority and Commerce BanklPennsylvania, National Association, as trustee (the "Trustee''). The 2003 Bonds are payable solely from (i) Receipts and Revenues 
as such term is defined in the Indenture; (ii) certain funds and accounts held under the Indenture; (iii) moneys which may be made available pursuant to a City Bond Guaranty 
Agreement, dated as of December 1.2003 (the "City Bond GlIII'nnty''), among the City of Harrisburg; Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City',), as guarantor, the Authority 
and the Trustee; and (iv) all other property from time to time pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any. and interest on the 2003 Bonds. See "SECURITY 

(
FOR THE 2003 BONDS" herein. In addition, the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds are payable from moneys which may be made available pursuant to a County Bond 

luaranty Agreement, dated as of December 1,2003 (the "County Bond Guarantyj. among the County of Dauphin. Pennsylvania (the ''Countyj, as guarantor, the Authority 
hd the Trustee. The County Bond Guaranty d_ Dot seeure the 2003F Boads. 

Under the City Bond Guaranty, the City has unconditionally guaranteed, for the benefit of the registered OWllers of the 2003 Bonds, the full and prompt payment of 
principal of and interest on the 2003 Bonds when due according to the terms of the City Bond Guaranty, for which obligation the City has pledged its full faith, credit and 
taxing power. Under the County Bond Guaranty, the County has unconditionally guaranteed, for the benefit of the registered owners of the 20030 Bonds and the 2oo3E Bonds, 
the full and prompt payment of principal of and interest on the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds when due according to the terms of the County Bond Guanmty, for which 
obligation the County has pledged its full faith, credit and taxing power. The County Bond Guannty does not secure the 2003F Bonds. See "SECURITY FOR THE 2003 
BONDS - City Bond Guaranty for the 2003 Bonds" and "SECURITY FOR THE 2003 BONDS - County Bond Guaranty for the 2003D Bonds and 2003E Bonds" herein. 

Interest on the 2003 Bonds is payable on June I and December I in each year until maturity or earlier redemption, commencing June 1, 2004. by the Trustee. So long 
as Cede & Co. is the registered owner of the 2003 Bonds. the Trustee will pay principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the 2003 Bonds to DTC, which will remit such 
principal, premium. if any, and interest to DTC Participanls (as such phrase is defined herein), who will in nun remi~ such principal, premiwn, if any, and interest to the 
Beneficial Owners of the 2003 Bonds, as more fully described herein. 

The 2003 Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity as described herein. 

The 2003D Bonds are subject to mandatory tender for purchase as described herein. 

Payment of the prin¢ipal ofandintere&t qn the 2003 BondIJ when due will be guaranteed by municipal bond insurance policies (collectively, the "Bond Insuran<:e Policy") 
to be issued snnultaneouslywith the delivery of the 2003 Bonds by Financial Security Assurance Inc. (the "Bond Insurer"). 

PFMc 
Maturity Schedule shown on inside front cover 

THE 2003 BONDS ARE LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF lHE AUTHORITY AND NOT A DEBT OF THE COMMONWEALlH OF PENNSYLVANIA (THE 
"COMMONWEALTH',), OR ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF EXCEPT THE CITY AS PROVIDED IN THE CITY BOND GUARANTY AND THE COUNTY, 
SOLELY WIlH RESPECT TO lHE 2003D BONDS AND 2003E BONDS, AS PROVIDED IN THE COUNTY BOND GUARANTY. NEITHER THE GENERAL CREDIT 
OF THE AUTHORITY NOR THE TAXING POWER OR THE GENERAL CREDIT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OR ANY POLITICAL SUBDMSION, AGENCY OR 
INSTRUMENTALITY THEREOF EXCEPT THE CITY AS PROVIDED IN THE CITY BOND GUARANTY AND THE COUNTY, SOLELY WIlH RESPECT TO THE 
2003D BONDS AND THE 2003E BONDS, AS PROVIDED IN THE COUNTY BOND GUARANTY. IS PLEDGED FOR PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL OF OR INTEREST 
ON THE 2003 BONDS. THE AUTHORITY HAS NO TAXING POWER. 

This cover page contains certain information for refereDce purposes only. It is not a complete summary of tbe issue. Investon must read the entire Officlal 
Statement to obtain information essential to making" Informed iDvestment decision. 

The 2003 Bonds are offered for delivery when, as and if issued by the Authority and received by the Underwriters and subject to the approving legal opinion ofObermayer 
Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP, Harrisburg and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. and Stanley H. Mitchell. Esquire, Harrisburg. Pennsylvania, Co-Bond Counsel. Certain legal 
matters will be passed upon for the Authority by its Solicitor, Rhoads & Sinon LLP. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; for the Underwriters by their counsel, Eckert Seamans Cherin 
& Mellott, LLC, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; for the City by Steven R. Dade, City Solicitor; and for the County by Mette, Evans & Woodside, County Special Counsel. It is 
expected that the 2003 Bonds will be available for delivery in New York, New York on or about December 30,2003. 

RBC DAIN RAUSCHER COMMERCE CAPITAL MARKETS, INC. 

THE WILLIAMS CAPITAL GROUP, L.P. MESIROW FINANCIAL, INC. 

ALLISON-WILLIAMS COMPANY MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC. 

ARTHURS, LESTRANGE & COMPANY, INC. 
Date: December 19, 2003 



NEW ISSUE - BOOK-ENTRY ONLY RATING: "AAA" 
(FSA Insured) 

In the opinion of Bond Counsel, assuming continuing compliance by the Authority wilh certoin covenants, the interest on the 2003C Notes is excludedfrom gross income for • 
federal income ta~ PU'fosesand is not on ilem "ftM p~for purposes ofthefederol oltemotive minimum tax imposedon individuals and corporationf; however. with respect 
to corporations, such intere,t is token into acclJUnt in determining adjusted cummt eomingsfor the purpose of computing the alternative minimum tax. [merest on the 2003A Bonds 
and the 2003B Notes is not excludedfrom gross incomefor federal income toz purposes. Bond Counsel is expected to issue i/s opinion that qfIer the conversion of the mode of the 
2003B Notes on June 15, 2010, the inte1f!Sl on the 2003B Notes is excludedfrom gross income for federal income toz purposes and is not on 'item of tax pnferencefor purposes of 
thefederal alternative ,~inimum tax imposed on individuals and corporations. 1he 2003 NOles are exempt.from Pennsy/wmiopersonaJ property taJCes; and the interest on the 2003 
Notes i.. exemptfrom P_ylvonio Corporate Net Income Toz andfrom personal Income taxation by tire Commonwealth of Pennsylvonio, or by QtI)I of i/$ political subdivisions, 
under existing lilI\! (See "Toz Matters - 2003C Notes" and "Toz Maners - 2003A Bonds and 2003B Notes" herein.). 

The Harrisburg Authority 
(DauphiD COUDty, PeDnsylvania) 

$12,555,000 Guaranteed FederaUy Tuable Resource Reeovery 
Fa~i1ity Subordinate Revenue and Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1003 

$19,085,000 Guaranteed FederaUy Taxable Resource Reeovery Fa~iIIty 
Subordinate Variable Rate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series B of 2003 

$24,285,000 Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate 
Refunding Revenue Notes, Series C of 1003 

Dated: See inside cover Interest Payable: Marc. 1 and September 1 
First Interest Payment: September I, 2003 Due: September 1. a& sbown 08 Inside front cover 

The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authorityj will issue its Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue and 
Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 2003 (the "2003A Bonds"), its Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Variable 
Rate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series B of 2003 and its Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series C of 
2003 (the ''2003C Notes") (the 2003A Bonds, 2003B Notes and 2003C Notes, collectively, the ''2003 Notes") in the aggregate principal amounts shown 
above. The 2003 (\'otes are issuable only in fully-registered form, without coupons, and, when issued, will be registered and held in the name of Cede 
& Co., as nominee of The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York ("OTC"). So long as Cede & Co. is the registered owner of2003 Notes as 
nominee of DTC, reference herein to the registered owners shall mean Cede & Co. and not the Beneficial Owners (as such phrase is defined herein). 

The 2003 Notes are limited obligations of the Authority and will be issued under and secured under a Trust Indenture, dated as of June 4, 2003 (the 
"Indenture"), between the Authority and Commerc:e BanklPennsylvania, National Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as trustee (the "Trusteej. 
The 2003 Notes are payable solely fronI (i) certain funds and accounts held under the Indenture; (ii) money which may be made available pursuant to a 
Guaranty Agreement, dated as of June 4, 2003 (the ''Guaranty Agreement"), among the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City"), 
as guarantor, the A'Jthority and the Trustee; and (iii) all other property from time to time pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, 
and interest on the 2003 Notes. See "SECURITY FOR THE 2003 NOTES" herein. 

Un~ the Gua:~ Agre¢meJlt,.the c:ity hasuncohditionally ~~fOt tM~t oCthe ",gistered.OWJieIJof'dle2003 ~otes. the~111ftd 
prompt ~~nt of pnncipa, IOCa, nd tilt," on tbe2003 No_ wbeft due~, ",' '," fO theUltDlS" ',., Oft1i6'O~~," rot wblcbobligation the 
City has pledged its full faith. credit and taXUIg power. Set "SSCUlU1'Y f'OllTaE 2003N()1'ES - Ouanrity Agreement' herein. 

Interest on the 2003 Notes is payable on March I and September I in each year until maturity or earlier redemption, commencing September I, 
2003, by the Trustee. So long as Cede & Co. is the registered owner of the 2003 Notes, the Trustee will pay principal of, premium, if any, and interest 
on the 2003 Notes to DTC, which will remit such principal, premium, if any, and interest to DTC Participants (as such pbrasc is defined herein). which 
will in tum remit such principal, premium, if any, and interest to the Beneficial Owners of the 2003 Notes, as more fully described herein. 

The 2003 Notes are subject to optional and mandatory redemption prior to maturity as described herein. 
The 2003B Notes are subject to mandatory tender for purchase as described herein. 
The scheduled payment of the principal of and interest on the 2003 Notes when due will be guaranteed by a municipal bond insurance policy (the 
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
Daupbin County, Pennsylvania 

522,555,000 
Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 

Subordinate Revenue and Refunding Revenue Bonds 
Series A of 2003 

$29,085,000 
Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 

Subordinate Variable Rate Refunding Revenue Notes 
Series B of 2003 

$24,285,000 
Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue Notes 

Series C oflOO3 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of tbis Official Statement. The purpose of this Official Statement, including the cover 
page and the Appendices attached hereto, is to provide certain information in connection with the offering 
by The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authorityj ofits $22,555,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue and Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 2003 (the "2003A 
Bonds"), its $29,085,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Variable 
Rate Refunding Revenue Notes. Series B of 2003 (the "2003B Notes") and its 524,285,000 Guaranteed 
Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series C of 2003 (the "2003C 
Notes," and with the 2003A Bonds and the 2003B Notes, collectively, the "2003 Notes"). The 2003 
Notes will be issued pursuant to a Trust Indenture, dated as of June 4, 2003 (the "Indenture"), between the 
Authority and Commerce BanklPennsylvania, NatiorlaJ Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as 
trustee (the "Trustee"). The Trustee shall also act as registrar and paying agent under the Indenture. The 
proceeds of the sale of the 2003 Notes will be used by the Authority to finance the 2003 Restructuring 
Project as described herein. For a more detailed description of the application of the proceeds of the 2003 ° 

Notes, see "PURPOSE AND PLAN OF FINANCING.- The 2003 Restructuring Projecf~ and.~'PURPOSE o •• 

AND PLAN OF FINANCING - Estimated Sources and Uses of Funds" herein. 

The Autbority. The Authority is a body corporate and politic incorporated under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Commonwealth") pursuant to the Municipality Authorities Act, as 
amended and supplemented, 53 Pa.C.S. § 5601 el seq. (the "Act"). The Authority was created by the 
Council of the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City,,) in 1957. See "THE 
AUTHORITY" herein. 

The Waste Management Facility. The Waste Management Facility or "Facility" includes two 
mass bum municipal waste combustors (the "MWCs") originally rated at 360 tons per day, electrostatic 
precipitators (ESPs) for particulate air pollution control of the MWCs, water treatment equipment for 
wastewater discharge, a stack to which emissions from the two MWCs are exhausted, a turbine/generator 
set for the cogeneration of electric energy and an ash disposal landfill (the "Resource Recovery Facility")' 
and a regional transfer station (the "Transfer Station"). In December 2000, certain revised federal air 
quality regulations became applicable to mass bum municipal waste combustors with a capacity greater 
than or equal to 250 tons per day. The Resource Recovery Facility has been unable to meet such revised 
regulations. Pursuant to agreements (the "Derating Agreements") reached on January 9, 2001 by the City, 

• 
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as management agent and operator of the Resource Recovery Facility for the Authority, with the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 
Protection C·DEP"), the Resource Recovery Facility has reduced or derated its permitted through-put 
capacity for each MWC to below 250 tons per day. Under tbe Derating Agreements, tbe City must 
permanently cease operations of the MWCs at tbe Resource Recovery Facility no later tban 
midnight on .June 18, 2003, unless the Resource Recovery Facility has undergone the extensive 
repair, retrofit and modernization (the "Retrofit") necessary to achieve compliance with such 
revised regulations. Although the Authority and the City are presently evaluating the feasibility of 
achieving such compliance, the Authority and the City have not yet begun to undertake the 
Retrofit. Therefore, the MWCs will cease operations no later than midnight on June 18, 2003, and 
will not be operated thereafter, unless and until such time as the Retrofit is completed, enabling the 
MWCs to comply with the revised regulations. See "INTRODUCTION - Special Considerations," 
"SPECIAL CONSIDERA nONS" and "WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY FINANCES" herein. 

Each MWC includes a solid waste fuel feed system, a grate system. a flue gas system. a bottom 
ash system. and a combustor water system. The Waste Management Facility is pennitted to accept 
municipal solid waste. approved residual waste. approved disinfected medical waste and construction and 
demolition waste and the Resource Recovery Facility is permitted to combust municipal solid waste, 
approved residual waste, approved disinfected medical waste and certain combustible construction and 
demolition wastes, excluding painted or treated wood. For a more detailed description of the Waste 
Management Facility and the de-rating of the capacity of the Resource Recovery Facility. see "THE 
WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY" herein. 

(or th~2003Notes.The2003Notes wiD be sabordllate in priority of 
p.yment.~~.. ... . ................•• g •. Allthority indebtedness issued .. in 1998 a.d.2002 for the Waste 
ManalfllttiltV:.. .. ....(O,(lIture Authority indebted.ess relati.g to the Retrofit, iftbe Retrofit is 
undertai(en by the Authority. Debt service on the 2003 Notes will be payable from the receipts and 
revenues of the Waste Management Facility (the "Receipts and Revenues") only after (1) payment of all 
operating expenses of the Waste Management Facility. (2) payment of debt service on other Authority 
indebtedness having priority of payment to the 2003 ~otes, including any future bonds issued for the 
financing of the Retrofit, as described in more detail hereinafter in the section entitled 
"INTRODUCTION - Subordination and Priority of Indebtedness," and (3) the funding and replenishment 
of certain reserves established in connection with Authority indebtedness having priority of payment to 
the 2003 Notes. The 2003 Notes will not be secured by a pledge of or grant of a security interest in 
any of the Receipts and Revenues. If tbe Retrofit is not undertaken, it is not likely that the Receipts 

. and Revenues would be sufficient to pay debt service on the 2003 Notes. For a more detailed 
description of the subordination of payment of the 2003 Notes, see "INTRODUCTION -
Subordination and Priority oflndebtedness" herein. 

As security for the 2003 Notes. the Authority has pledged money to be made available by tbeCity 
pursuant to a Guaranty Agreement, dated as of June 4. 2003 (the "Guaranty Agreement~), among the 
City. as gu~or, the Authority and . the Trustee .. For a disctlSSion of the terms and provisions of the 
Guaranty Agreement, see "SECURITY FOR. THE 2003 NOTES· Guaranty Agreergent"herein~ To the 
extent tbat the Receipts and RevetJues are not available to pay.debt service on. the. 2003 NOtes, the 2003 
Notes would be payable to such extent from 8Plounts payableurnJer the Guaranty Agreement. If the 
Authority does not undertake the. Retrofit, the 2003 Nows are expected to be payable solely from moneys 
provided by the City under the. Guaranty Agreement. In addition, the 2003 Notes shall be secured by 
cerraiJ'lcash and investments from time to time held in any fund (except the 2003 Rebate Fund) by the 
Trustee under the Indenture. 
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Stephen R. Reed 
Mayor 

Office of the Mayor 
The City of Harrisburg 

M.L.K. City Government Center 
10 Nonh Second Street 

Harrisburg, PA 17101-1678 

~ 
to - Hon. Je~aste 

July 9, 2007 

(717) 255-3040 

A few thoughts regarding the Resource Recovery Facility and its present state 
of not being finished. 

It would be extraordinary understatement to say that how this project has thus 
far turned out has been frustrating, angeri.ng and a most unwelcome challenge. 

Contrary to how some have characterized it. the plant has not "failed." It 
simply has not been completed. TUrns out the technology in use does, in fact, 
work and apparently works fine. 

The outstanding issues are (a) Barlow Associates ran out of money and could 
not complete the entixe retrofit, leaving one of the three units uncompleted, 
and (b) as the mt!)ney was waning, Barlow cut corners to reduce costs and 
under-designed or peorly desiqned certain project components, which now need 
to be ei.ther replaced or upgraded in their capacity. 

The history of how the project got into this situation certainly deserves some 
intense re~iew. It is crystal clear Barlow grossly under-estima~ed project costs. 
While it is true that steel and other building material costs rose sharply 
during the construction period (as it has for essentially every construction 
project in America), that is cnly a part of the answer. The truth is they 
got the project costs numbers terribly wrong and that was the origin of every
thing else that has (or has not) happened. Barlow claims ta have used-up 
all their own coItq?any' s reserves to put into the project tQ try to make good 
on getting it done. (Since then, JaJDeS Barlow has created a separate, new 
business which we are advised is Qpen and funQtioning in Colol!ado.) Pull 
effort to hold them· accoUl'ltable financially is underwa.y but for all the claims 
.aqainst them, the fear is that their probable filing of bankruptcy will make 
collection impossible, unless it can be proven assets once with Barlow 
Associates got transfered to others or the new firm. 

o 
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With these difficulties, the inevitablennger-pointing has ensued. For purely 
personal political reasons, certain council Members see this as a great oppor
tunity for making political hay. We must note this was not a city project. The 
city did not organize or manage the project. Had the city had ·this role, the out
come may have been very different, as no city project has ever produced this kind 
of effect. 

It is impossible to undo the past. Today, the plant runs a deficit of $29,000 per 
day. Revenues have actually increased as a result of some work Covanta has done 
at the plant, so this deficit number otherwise would be higher. 

If the plant's third unit is not completed, and certain other replacement or upgrade 
work done, this circumstance will not change and the certain result is major debt 
to be absorbed CUld paid by the city and, to a lesser extent, the county. If that 
would lElllo to a plant close-down, there will be zero sites in Dauphin County for 
solid waste disposal (which would revive efforts to reopen and expand the former 
Dauphin Meadows landfill, no doubt). A plant close-down would create instantly 
higher costs for businesses and residents for the transport and disposal of their 
trash---thus increasing the cost of living and doing business here. 

None of the above scenario can be allowed to occur. The alternative is to complete 
the plant, so it runs at maximum efficiency and capacity, l';liinh then maximizes income. 

It is clear that Covanta wants to buy the plant, but only after the third unit and 
other wo~ are completed and they have a 6 to 8 month or more history and baseline 
of the plant running as it should. Whether they come in with a purchase price equal 
to the then outstanding debt is doubtful (not impossible). No one will buy the 
plant in its present "ap is" condition except at a fire-sale price, meaning most of 
the debt remains on the table for the city and county to pay. 

Covanta indicates their purchase offer will be submitted in the Fall of 2008 with 
the goal of completing a sales agreement by that year's end, although there is an 
extra one year extension to that if needed. 

The best news is that, according to Covanta and others, the new plant (when completed) 
will have a useful life of ~p to 50 or more years, as long as it is properly 
maintained. That allows for longer teDm debt, which allows annual debt service costs. 

As you know, Covanta prepared---with the assistance and direct engagement of others--
a Recovery Plan, which I assume you have received and read. It remains an accurate 
and comprehensive solution to the present circumstanc~. 

City Council was asked to do their part, by approving city· guaranties on a total of 
$43 million in added borrowing--$28 million to complete the plant and $15 million 
as working capital to cover deficits in 2007 and 2008. They were also asked to 
increase the Ready-to-Serve fee for city trash customers (which has not been 
increased in at least 12 years and was due for an increase anyway). 

I forewarrled all that it was very unlikely council would do anything. When they 
approved the debt borrowing ordinances, amending them to make the city a second 
guaranty, they did more than I ever expected them to do--but they threw us all the 
obvious curve of "putting it on the county" to go as first guarantor--even after 
the county directly told Linda Thompson the county does. not agree to such. 
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of course, they refused to pass the Ready-to-Serve fee. 

We can al~ engage Council all we want on this and it will not produce a different 
outcome. They think they have positioned themselves such that they app~ved the 
new debt to complete the plant' and cover two years' deficit--meaning they did 
scmething--and then passed it on to everyone else to do the rest. They think 
that gets them off the hook with enough political cover that they cannot be 
labeled obstructionists. 

Re-engaging them only delays the inevitable and Council wil~ not do anything beyond 
what has been done. 

So •. what to do. 

Do not put much (or any)stock in the prospect that state will be contributing any 
money toward this project, the letter to the Governor notwithstanding. There is 

• 

no funding source we know of that they could tap for this purpose. assuming the state 
would want to get into this at all. 

The decisive action steps that put an end to the present, recurring $29,000 deficit 
on a day-to~day basis would be these: 

(1) Provide a county guaranty for the two borrowings, which total $43 million, on 
condition that when 'the plant is sold, this debt must be the first paid-off Withe' 
the sale proceeds. , 

(2) Increase the countywide trash fee fran present $50 per ton to $63 per ton (or 
eVen $65 per ton, which would be better),effective not later than September 1, 2007. 

(3) Refinance all outstanding debt on the facility to attain (a) lower interest rates 
and (b) extend the term of the bonds since the useful life will be so much longer 
for the plant. The best timing for this is when the plant is completed, the third 
unit is on line, and at least 6 months of operating pattei:ruJ with all three units 
provide-: predictability as to output and revenues. That makes a refinancing easier 
in the public finance market and will lower annual debt service costs because of 
the extended term and whatever lower interest rates could be achieved. The CIT 
loan, a component of project financing, should be refinanced even before plant sale, 
if possible, as it has a much higher interest rate than all the other bonds. 

(4) Reconstitute the ~oard of directors of The Harrisburg Authority such that two 
members are appointed by the mayor, two by City Council and one by the County Com
missioners, all with staggered terms such that one seat is up each year. This 
should only be done if City Council rescinds the ordinance giving them exclusiv~ 
appointment authority for this and other boards. With such a rescission , it would 
also end the present litigation challenging the ordinance, which is using-up 
taxdollars. 
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Concurrent with the completion of construction by COvanta, using the $28 m~~~ion 
of the $43 million total borrowing, there must be oversight and that $28 mi11ion 
budget includes monies to pay for such. Included in this oversight should be 
a citizen advisory panel, community outreach effort, and a web site to give project 
updates. All this was agreed to by The Harrisbun] Authority, incidently, and 
designees named, although lately, THA is "revising" their commitments on thi.s. 
(Candidly, while the general assumption is that the mayor ··controls" the THA 
board, the truth is they have given us fits on more than a few occasions--and 
this is confidential.) 

There are some more minor items that should also be done but the aforelisted steps 
are the crucial ones. 

I will give a call once you have had a chance to look this over. I assume none 
of this is good news. Agreed. My job---our job---is to find a solution and to 
do so now, as allowing the current condition to fester longer will only exact a 
greater cost and impact later---and of that, there is 100' certawty. 

Mayor Stephen R. Reed 
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Kroboth. Robert 

FnNn: Ung_.Unda 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 20073:57 PM 

To: Kroboth, Robert 

Subject: RE: Attached File Per Your Request 

Bob: I recognize why you made the clarifICation but we're in hot water either way - with the bond holders if we 
"make the debt service payment" and with AFSCME if we "subsidize THAllncinerator operating expenses:' 
Perhaps we can just make a short term loan to THA to meet their payroll for the next several months. 

Linda Lingle 
BuSiness Administrator 

Front: KrobotIt, Robert 
Sent: Tuesday, AprI24, ZOO7 3:51 PM 
To: Lingle, Uncia; 'GIoIgIone, Andrew 1,'; Dade, ~; leinberger, WIllIam; 't:hararnbroseO.com'; 
'JKellerOnextet.bIadcberry.net'; 'JKeller6410gmeILcxJm'; 'thiIboiIrdOaol.CXJnti Lukens, John; 'Bruce Foreman'; 
'Bruce Bames' 
SIdIject: RE: AIIac:hed Ffte Per Your Raquest 

All: recall that it may behoove us to subsidize $310.000 of THAllncinerator operating expenses rather than 
subsidize the 5/1/07 debt service payment. Also. I recall carol mentioning that the debt service needs to be 
funded for well in advance of 511. Karen or Bruce 8 .. what is that date? 

BobK. 

--origInal MessIge 
FroIII: Ungie. Uncia 
s.nt: Tuesday, AprIl 24, 1!J01 3:33 PM 
To: Glorgione, Andrew l.i Dade, Steven; Kroboth, Robert; I.J!inberger, William; lharambrose@aolocom; 
lKellerOnexteI.bIadcbeny.net; lKel1el6410gmall.c:om; tt1BboerdOaol.com; 1..UIrsns, John; Bruce Fon!mani 
BruceBames 
SubjId: fW: Attached fie Per Your Request 
r... .......... :High 

Attached is an updated report identifying 2006 outstanding bills associated with the ISGF. Pursuant to 
our discussion last Friday, the total page has been reconfigured to further identify amounts due to the 
City. 

Andy: for purposes of your discuSSions with the County. I believe we would need them to fund the 
fOllowing for the City: 

$597.957.66 in bills to vendors which do not include the City, THA. the County or Waste Management 
and 
$1.340,000 in 2007 loans from the General Fund which includes the 5/1 debt service payment of 
$310.000. 

If anyone has a different take, let me know. 

Bill: please use this total page configuration going forward. 

412412007 
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: Memo from the desk of: 
\ ~O -- ROBERT F. KROSOTH, CGFM • 
t Deputy Business Administrator for Fill ..... If"--" 
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L'414;l'~E Ab/?//S~~~ ~/R.E ~ ~ 
~hI;LL>hhed;'~ ~~~~~, 
~ . 

I doubt '1'HA has the fWlds to co ~rthis expense 
at this ti,me but you can Afik.theDI. yf they do 
not have the money, then we simply hold tbe 
billing until one of us does. ~ 

s. Reed 4-.15 .... 03 
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CITY OF HARRISBVRG INTERomCE MEMORANDUM 

LAW BUREA.U 

F:~ •. '~ ...... . 
DATE: 

TO: 

~ ..... .'. 
. .~ "; . . . 

Mayor Stepllen R. Reed 
./ 

Steven R. D.... f/ / } 
Actiaa: CilJ SoIIeI.... /7 

SUBJECf: City CHId Special Pnjeel Fand 

AttlCbed please find a draft memo to ItichardHouse reprdins ftmds for City Council Special 
Projects, II is myunderslandin •• from Andrew GiOf8kmeand RichRUouse, that you have.-eed in 
principal todUs .. oposaI. ltuncspokcn toRobertICJobolh. GiD&crMiU"und TomM'caly reprdirJatbis 
iSflue and all agree that die attlChed praposal is the bes1 way to adchss this malter. J have adv~ 
Presideol House that I would have this memo to him fiRa thing Mondayrnomina. Please 8dviac if this 
memo is in t.ccping with yo ... discussions with President Housc. 

Enel. 

cc wI Enc<j': obert J(roh()rh 
Thomas Mealy a Ginger Miller 
Andrew Oiorgione, Esq. 

If all o~ you keep this UP. you vill permanently kill the ~rospect o~ the retrofit 
bQl'lck being adopted by Council. The draft you provided does even Z'8111Otll!ly re8eab~e 
lIIhat WIS aq.ree4 to and, unchanged, what vaa drafted "'GUlc2 almost certainly tdqger 
a negative reaction. With so little time available to this ottice. I find myself 
••• ", having •••• It ... _ ...................... ~ ."""hod .. _.ded. 

S. Reed 11-3-03 

attacb_nta 

BIRHBG029418 
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CITY OJ' BARRlSBlJRG ~O~CEMEMORANDVM 

LAW BUREAU 

DATE: October 31, 2003 

TO: HMionbie RIdIud J(. R-. Sr. 
Pmideat H ... rI ..... CIe, CD.-II 

FROM: SteYea Ricurd Dade 
Adlai aty SoIleltor 

SlJBJlX.'T: City CGIIIIdI Spedal .... ,JeeI FIa .... ." . 

~~.:1 '/i ~ 1 ac!eress the e:atabUBhJ'18nt 'of a cO\lncil Special P.rojects Fund, which 
can be accomplished Un either ~~~~ 118ted w.va. 

(1) The sum of $500,000, resenting tbe settLement and clos1nq oost 
tee payable to The H sbQ~ Autho~lty on the closing of the retrofit bonds, 
wou14 be pl.aed an Autbority special;project account for the exclsulv8 
cSra". and' use of ounoil Mal'lbers. Punds eoqld be expended for any l..,ful 
PUXPOS8 related to a public project or activity. It would be your cpt. 8S 
to wh.tb.~ you' would want the tund drawn qpon directly by individual ....... , 
eliqi~le Council ~r. by their sUbmitting a requi.ltion una&r their 
signature to the AQthority OX' whether Council WDuld want to firat ha". avery 
1nd1v1~al Council Member's ~18it1Oft first ~proved by • Counc1~ Resolution. 
Since these ue not city funds, you ue not legally required to ha-..e a Council 
l'e8olution. . 

'ftle Autho:r1ty already has in place ... requi.'iSition and payment process, which 
involves subaittal of the requiaition or invoice. using a fona provided by 
the Authority. Th4 ~uthority then accepts the requisition Qr invoice on 
pre-approVal and .ends to the 8~ttinq Council Mambar a final payaent 
voucher, for the Council Member'. sign.tun. !'he A\lthority then issues the 
ch.o~ either to the n..ad vendor or sends the check ~o the Council Member 
for his or her I........... sending it to the vendor. 

All Author! ty funds are expended in aceor.2ance ,,1 th law. of course', and are 
annually audited by an independent auditor- and this would.a»ply to the Council 
Special PrQjects Fund, ol>~. 

The funds' woulG- Z"8IIIa1n in the account until ultimately drawn ele! expended ane! 
n •• d not be entirely' spent in .2004. ~hes. are Aan-l~81n9 monies that continue in 
place and WIder investment until used. 

o 

BIRHBG029419 
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Page Two 

(2) Alternatively, the $500,000 cou1cl be p~i4 by The Hardebu~ Autboruty t:o 
the City ad the City "CQld i.nsert the· . allocation into the 2004 IJu4get witbin the 
Department of Qenezal Expenllel witb the lIub-beadinq Df Council Special Projecta Puftd. 
Fun4a received by the city, and tberefore be1n9 city mentes. require. different 
r~isi.ticn pmces •• which is set forth belaw. 

Thi. IIIoc:11ion need 
notbespenl wi1hin die 2004 fiscal)af. but will nmainwithin Ibe CounciJmanjc Special Projects ICCOUIlt 
until spent. 'IhcliefUadsmaybo .... fbr ... y lawfUl public.,...,.. .. must bclppft)vedbyRaoJution 
ofHIrriIbuIJat,CculciI. All suchRasohDJnssbouldbadnlWbythe~SoIicit.or, buI •• minimuIn 
nlustbcRYicwcdbylhcCitySolicitol'(ecImowledpdby1heSoHcilor,.aipIlure)priortoinlroduction 
atalegisJativeaession. InldclitioD,aJlraolutionsforchmtablodonltionslpftswillilEJudDtbefOlIowinI 
Janaua8e;"BoitherebyfbrtherlflSOhed"heCily~orOlha' ..... _Cityoftidalslllll.YaudiI 
and/or request fiDIIICiai documentllion fiom the recipient ro ensure compliance with tid. Resolution." 

A8cr a RcsolutioD has been pll!llCd by City OJuncii. II'I8iIIbilityoffUndil1lmustboconfinned by tho City 
Clerk. A _emenl oleach member'l~nt will bo IOfttto 1he City C10rk on • monthly bu.i •• This 
staecmant.. well IS .,. Rc:aolutionl dud bid bCCIIlldoptcd Iin;e the date oflhlt RpOIt.Ihould be 1IIOd 
to dctc:rminc each member'. av.i .... 1e ballUICC. If there is my question reprdina the balance in _y 
member's account, the City Clerk should cont.ct the t;udget Mana .... 

AkvaiticalionoftimdiDcavaillbility. iflhclllDlllllobe.".isundflrSl,OOO.GO.arcquat fiJrpll.)tDElbt 
can beenlend into tile Pentamadon S)WIan, DliDathcltelGlutioalidocumentDna forthenquesL Thia 
""P*11hould then be satt up to the Controller', Office fcirftNiew tb enllll'ethat it is in compliance with 
aJl City guidalia forproc:uran.eDtand paymenl Upon review and IppIOVIIby thcComroDcr's Office, 
it will be bwardedlOthoCky"sADcounIiaIOfIiccllOhmtawarnnl(check) cut. The8eWM'lllltlwiJI be 
issuedilllCCOldlncowilhdlcpn>CStlbJiahcdqdeofbi 'ftllldychecknn, whiehcomcidcwilhdle City'. 
disbursement of payroll. 

If the amount is over SI,OOO.OO, • requisition to obtaiD a pwohlse 0Jdcr must be eatered into the 
PcntamIIion 8yatan. AcopyofthaRaolulion IhouIdbcscnt to thePun:hasingOfliceudocumcutation 
for 1bc necessity of the requisition. The requisition wiil then ID through rhe row-step approval PJ'OCCSl: 

; 

I) RevicwbyOfticoofBuclactand Analyais tor~ofavaiJabt'ityoffbndin& Iftd use of 
tho proper budaet unit IIld accoun& code(s) ; 

2) Rl:view by otlice IIeod (City CIak ... ~~ 
3) Review by Purchuil'll Officc to ensure ~ with aJl City purchasing policies and 

guidelines, such IS need h public ~~ ~as, quotes. etc. (if applicable) 

4) ReviewbYOffICeOfCityConrrolJer~~PlianceWithallCityPOliciesandauidelinc:s 

BIRHBG029420 
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Aft .. all four .,provals have bean obtait .... the ~n8 Office will convert Ihe requisition iDto a 
purchascordc:r and prepare it fbraJllcpllylCQUitcd sigiudures. PcrtbeOprional Cbarterihal the City 
abides by. all booda.notcs, conhCIsand writa obliPliPnsoflbcCl1yRhaIl beCXa:uledOli its bcbalfby 
lheMa)'Ul'lndtheController. Theoriginlllpurchua~wiUbemailcdtoIbcRCipientofthcfimds. A 
copy of the pun:hase order will be sent to the Oftioo of City CouncillCity Clerk for I'CCOId Depin. 
purposes .. enbIrin8 of request for pa,.....t. . 

AfWthecopyofthcpurc:blscorderhasbecmftlCCiwdinDfticeofCityCouncillCilyClat,ala)llCStfor 
payment should be entered into Pentamation. The IIIDO policies and procedwes thacwere detCribcd 
above for the lIhounlless than S I ,000.00 will apply .... _ should be folio"'. 

Warrants for paymcIIt will be available S business da)is Ibllowing the dale ofialuance. 

• 

,....-.<. 

(~ 

BIRHBG029421 
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• INTER"()FFICE MEMORANDUM 

o 

TO: 

FROM: 

Karen O'Neill, Deputy City Treasurer 
Office of Treasurer 

Robert F. Kroboth. CGFM 
Deputy Business Adminis 

SUBJECT: Wire Transfer Request <:. 
I 

tP? 
Please wire funds February;f, 2007 from the General Fund to the Resource Recovery Facility in 
the amount of SU2;908." to be charged as follows: 

#11;14" "'~ 
01-138028 

(Gash Account 110000) 

The wire will be deposited as follows: 

28-230001 
(Cash Account 110000) 

This amount represents a short-term loan from the General Fund to the Resource Recovery 
Fund to fund the attached operating expenses. 

Thank you. 

cc: James J. McCarthy Jr. 
Paul P. Wambach (Memo Only) 
Linda Lingle (Memo Only) 
John Lukens 
William P. Leinberger, CMA. CFM 
MF - Incinerator Fund - Wire Transfer Requests 



Kroboth, Robert 

From: Giorgione. Andrew J. (andrew.giorgioneGbipc.com1 

Sent: Wednesday. April 25. 2007 10:38 AM 

Pagelofl 

To! Lingle. Unda; Kroboth. Robert; tharambrO&eOaol.com: bruceQforeman-foreman.com; Dade. 
S~n;Lukens.John 

Subject: Covanta COntract 

AlI-

Paul Stauder called this moming. The continued negative press on thelnclneialDr and the fact that THA 18 failing 
behind in itS monthly payments is stalting to spook the company. He asked that we aIIempt to move as quickly as 
possibly to sure up the long-term agreement I advised him that we are commitIed 10 do so, but reminded him 
that COvanta did just take 8 days to tum around the last draft. I do not think Covanta expected the Comm. Court 
to back the disaidentB in the Appeal. Bob and Bruce. make sure to keep me update on what is going on so that 
we can shaM it wtth CovanIa and the County. 

As an aside. the COUnty is also very concerned about the Court ruling and is looking at the issue of taking over 
control or the Facility to avoid any disruption of our efforts. This 18 highly conftclential and the Mayor Is aware of it 
and would support such actions as a last resort if disruption occurs. We can discuss this more on Friday. 

I hope to have for you shorlly a summary fA Ihe key points in the amended document for your consideration and 
direction tomorrow during negotiations. At. this point, I am not sure we are far from completing the o&M Agmt. 
but we still need to see a draft of the Construction Mgrrt. Agreemant 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. Second Street, 15th Floor 
Harrisburg. PA 17101 
Direct (717) 237-463 
Fax: (717) 233-0852 
andrew. giorgione@bipc.com 

TAX ADVICE DISCLAIMER: Any federal tax advice contained in this communication (including 
attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and it cannot be used, by you for the purpose of(l) 
avoiding any penalty that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service or (2) promoting, marketing 
or recommending to another party any transacti.on or matter addressed herein. If you would like such 
advice, please contact us. 

Above email is for intended recipient only and may be confidential and protected by attorney/client 
privilege. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately. 
Unauthorized use or distribution is prohibited and may be unlawful. 

412Sn.OO7 
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Giorgione, Andrew J. 

From: Lingle, Linda [LLingle@CityofHBG.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 26, 200710:09 AM 

To: Giorgione, Andrew J. 

Cc: tharambrose@aol.com; Kroboth, Robert; Dade, Steven; Stuart, Jeb 

Subject: RE: contract comments 

Andy: the proceeds from the sale of City·owned artifacts are earmarked to payoff the long-term $7 million loan 
the City had to take out last year to retire the TRAN. Although records indicate that about $7 million was paid to 
acquire the artifacts, I have no idea how much they will bring at auction, the first one of which is scheduled for 
October of this year. As for the THA-owned artifacts, I understand that $165,110.74 was paid to acquire such. 
Although the Mayor agreed to sell THA-owned artifacts in conjunction with the sale of the City-owned artifacts, it 
was not specified what would happen to the proceeds of the sale of THA-owned artifacts. 

Lmda lingle 
Business Administrator 

From: Giorgione, Andrew J. [mailto:andrE!w.giorgione@bipc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2007 3 :38 PM 
To: Ungle, Unda 
Cc: tharambrose@aol.com 
Subject: FW: contract comments 

Linda -

Based on Bob's answer below, I need to know the City's position with regard to the sale of the 
Western Artifacts. The County wants to know what the Mayor intends to do with the proceeds. 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. Second Street, 15th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Direct: (717) 237-4863 
Fax: (717) 233-0852 
andrew.gior:gione@pipc.com 

From: tharambrose@aol.com [mailto:tharambrose@aol.com1 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 20073:33 PM 
To: Giorgione, Andrew J. 
Subject: Re: contract comments 

A potential security risk was detected and removed from this email. 

About $165,000 worth of artifacts arE! owned by the Authority. The rest by the City. I believe the 
amount is about $7,OOO,OOO? These amounts represent the cost of the artifacts. No valuation has 
been established to my knowledge. Any costs incurred in selling the artifacts will reduce the 
proceeds. Several questions arise: \ViII all the artifacts be sold and what will a purchaser be 
Willing to pay? 

4/26/2007 

BIRHBG039686 



l, Mayor Stephen R. ReEKs . 

Memo from the desk of: 
~O,- ROBERT F. KR08OTH. CGFM ,,", .~ 

Deputy Business Administrator for Fi '1 .,---~ 

(bN.9.0~7?""'~ t2/,€ 7OIWI/.5. bL~ 
r/#VZ>~h9ParJ,bJtJUJ.O ~ &-
/I7lJ,£NR~".j£-7i R£~es.PIiY rMt' .h'17;e'$~"'/? 
~/?Y JVA"~' ~~~.~. 
W.r UJ()V~.o -S77t'{" hif..S'll'.e"'" 7JIr".J)tIS(/..R~r 
tJ4W<~C' /b~~~..9Jvo /9aw#f'E 4' ~ 
~~H.)~/Q~ ~~~P7-Sf~, 
~ . 

1: doubt THA has the fWlds' to co~x this expense 
at this t~e but you can Btjkthem.. 1.f they do 
not. have the money, then we simply hold the 
billing ... til one of us doe.. ~ 

S. Reed 4~15~03 

-4. 

o 

.. 

" 
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. Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

\ ..... 
Memo from the desk of: i.~· 

ROBERT F. KROBOTH. CGF 
Deputy Business Administrator for fl.-. ............. 

- j(): 77"m/?Jm.t.Y"/ ~t£'tJ/~ 
--rl/£~~/~~//.Y 

. ~c: /J77;1JC/hZJ ~~ J;..Jytl/~e./ htv£> 
. A-z~~ 

j7/.1!7P£ ftlCE3S ~ IN'dN.cm4v./?JlWT 
1'/'4/11 nr t1m3 ..YIII<IL-//'d.n:-m &,,;Nf 
tfJf' t? 7Jk7l /f}q1"',lIf'$?C ,/QtV.f)V'I?-S4q~1!T 
nr Wtll2 .i:.~es7 &/tIY,l:7V/aVCC::: 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONEKEVSTONEPLAZA. SUIT~', 04 

FRONT ,;AND 'MARKET STREETS. 
HA.RRISBURG. PA :17.101 . 

. _.' ..... • (117)232-3777 .'. '. . ;' . 

. F~:' (r1 '7) 2$2~~90 .. ... ... . ..... 

. .... . :-. 
. ... ;,. 

The Honorable Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 
City of Harrisburg 

May 19,2003 

Martin L. King Jr. City Government Center 
10 North Second Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1678 

In~: Cl(v Special Projects Reserve Fund 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

..... 
. . ,.; .. 

I am enclosing for your consideration, a requisition for disbursement of funds from the City 
Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

Per your instructions to Bob Kroboth, the Harrisburg Parking Authority bas agreed to pay this 
outstanding invoice and in tum the City has agreed to reimburse the Harrisburg Parking Authority 
upon the receipt of funds estimated to be received in September 2003. The requisition includes: 

1. Payment to Sherwoods Spirit of America in the amount of $32,130.00 (Requisition 
~Un . 

Please call the Authority office'at 232-3777 once the requisition has been signed. We Will 
promptly pick up the requisition and deliver the check to the City. 

Should you have any questions. please do not hesitate to contact me. 

TJM:ts 
Enclosures 
00: THA Board Members (w/encs) 

Robert Kroboth (w/encs) 
Richard Kotz, J~i (w/enc) 

Sincerely YOW'S, 

~~~~~ 
Executive Director 

o 
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CITY SPECIAL PROJECTS RESERVE FUND 

REQUISITION FOR PAYMENT 

TO: THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 
Front and Market Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

Requisition No. 1§l 

I. The undersigned, Mayor of the City of Harrisburg, hereby requisitions the 
following amount of money constituting a request for payment to: 

Payee: 

Purpose of 
Payment: 

Amount: 

Sherwoods Spirit of America 
130 Lincoln Avenue 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 

Various items listed for the City of Harrisbmg Archives 

$32,130.00 

The foregoing amount is requisitioned from the City Special Projects Reserve Fund, which fund 
was set up in accordance with The Harrisburg Authority's Resolution No. 1"991-001 dated 
January 17, 1991. Said "City Special Projects Reserve Fund" has been set up at the M & T Bank 
- Account No. 37408-89864. 

2. The undersigned certifies that said amoWlt is unpaid and has not been the basis of 
any previous requisition for payment from the City Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 

Dated: May 19.2003 By: ____ ~--4f-___ I~ lz--=~ JJ~ __ 
~ 

Copies: The Harrisburg Authority, Original 
Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 
Robert F. Kroboth, City Finance Director 
Daniel R. Lispi 
George Hicks - National Civil War Museum 

PADr,f,3J., 130. 00 

CHECK NO. ~5 .3~ 
DATE sAfb : 



TO: 

FROM~ 

DATED: 

INRE: 

THE HARRISBU'SG AUTHORITY 

or;ili~si~'s*~ 
. . JiAft'RfSBU.R.G; ,PA 171d,f' 
';:X:~§t~l1 (?1?,>.:~~~~at" ·.?,i. . ... 

c;\~;:"F~!l~~'~~~ 
.-::· .. ·.~;~::::::i.:/.·.:·· -. "', :.> .. 

. :- .. ' . _.-,' 

MEMORANDUM 

Stephen R. Reed, Mayor _. l\~ 

Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Director t ~ ~- U 
May 19,2003 

City Special Projects Reserve Fwd 

On May 16.2003 we received the sum ofS138.000.00 in ~cumbered funds ftom the Harrisburg 
Parking Authority which bas been deposited into the City Special Projects Reserve Fund yielding 
a total fund balance in that account ofS138.19S.48. . . 

TJM:kmm 

• 
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SHERWOODS SPIRIT OF AMERICA 
FAX 

Fro .. : 

" 

S.enroodsSplrlt of ~ 
130 Llacoba A ... ulIC 

Sa ... Fe NM, 87501 
T ... (50S) '88-1'716 
FUI (505) 992-1112 

TO: .JoDi WDIlo .... 
City ofBaniilt_ .. 

·7171255-1211 - 4 Pala 

DearJooi, 

, Ap:il22, 2003 

1baDk you fOr your _ of Apdl22. ~ the damaacd property. AltacW you will 
fiDd a copy oftbe ~ COIMi,W!a this dmuoate~ A lad copJ _ beea leal to 
}OU via Ped&. Pbte ~ how you wut 1be damapcl ikmI·l'CIIuI.'Decl to yuu. 

I tOok torw.d (0 ftlOCiviIrc JOUr dICCk in 1hr: amo1llll ofS32,130.00. Thanking You ill 
.mooe. 

Michael D. Kotia 

P. S. We have also eocIoaed a copy of 0\1i Iuvoice ##72S9. 

, 



94!22!2eeg ·14:84 .. . .. 5959921812 

. APi-22-03 TUi 11: ~I AM· IRS. ~ ilSK KG"T. 

SI-£R\oOJDS SPIRIT· 
FAX NO. 97172~57278 

RELEASE 

FOR PItOPEJlTY DAMAGB Om. V 

PAGE 82 
P. 3 

In ~ida .. loA of1bc payment to me oftbe sum ofThl!1I.l'wo Thousand On& 

Uundred and Thtny DollaTS ($32J10l.. by or OIl behalf or CITY OF HARRISBURG 

(pa"er). the tOceipt ofwhlcll is heleby 8C\nowl~ 1 Micheal Kokin ofShqwoods 

Spirit of America do ~ rdease and forcva discbaree 1be Ald Plyer from any and .n 
llab1llty for damages to any and aU property resulting from. an accldcot. casually or evcot 

occuning on 01 about tbe 2'· day oCPebnIaty t 2003, res-me dama&es to lhe followina . . 

Item 5]42 - Sioux Pipe Steam wi1h Slealite Bowl 

Item $921- Northern Plains Pjpe bow " Catlin. Stem 

llal til96 - Photopb. ofSpanilh American W. Officer. Fruw damapd. 

Item Sf ...... - Oglala Sioux Head Ornament 

Ilem 5336- Hoop bound wlleada, 

• 

..... 

o 

c) 
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• 
_______ IrWoI ______ .... __ ..... ___ ... ·;\:-... ·- ..old. & ac .1 • 

•• ,.& r --_ n • --. . • .,..-
INVOICE NO: 7259 

Sherwoods 
Spirit tI/ AJMric_ 

130 l.~ ,A"MiU 

SaIII., Fe, NM 875'14713 -----,-_._-------_. 

.Sales Receipt 
~1o(t 

(SIS) "8-1776 
FIIJC (5'5) H2-1112 FFW-8S4l9-0J-4D·35113 

nil .db •• &1J ....... ~j __ ' ••• ".,,!_.,llIIflllftliUlllli ___ FIJIII'l!I!e!I!rJl_&I!;'.I'lJ _ ............ ,.lJiIIt'-!l. __ Il. _ .... __ .*"IJlIi'! .. ~ 

SOLD TO: The CIty 01 HameIMg . 
10 NI;IIth Second Streed 
Harrilburg PA 17101 

lNV9ICE IMrE: SIl1P DATB: 

W",.....,N.: 

S/llP TO: The CIty of HanlabUtg 
10 NaItt\ Second SIIaed 
Hantlbucg PA 17101 

SALIlSJIBDON sm,,,. vu: T.UMS: 

4I22J03 4122103 MIke Net racelptoflnvolO8 

.DcIc~. ._._--_ .. __ . __ ._-_ ... _._---------- ._.-...• _ .. _--
._ ...... 11 .... IM .......... d 1500 I 0 3,Il10.00 

0.... antW bWlewllSkllbd dtIII pal ... Md, tIana Mlacllment, tIgIIIy WIIPPed hide ... 
8bctI. hoOp II\IIpIICI ~ or hide II1II. pdyWllPP8d In '*"*' NIle \led wIeIdnv- 1i" .... ----,-------- ~-- ---_. 

&927 

IIouII PIpe ..... W.......... 111ODOIO 
TWIIMcI wood .tem \'fI1nc:IMd GIrdaI. pipe ....... CIIIInIIiI hen ouIIined in .... az
kina 

N.,..... ............ FIOWt'. CMIItIla 8IIIn 1Z5C1O' 0 
~ carved pipe bOWl aut CIt catI'IIe In ... fIlM! CIt ...... '-d or bIaIIcIm. ... catIInne 
-'em GlMd In • \wII\ed bm. UllUlUIi to ftnd tills eftImIII cIepIded III ""'*"' fcImI _It !ROta 
fIOftImanIy ...... 1n NOIhIe ~ OftpNoalt. ,.. _ClAIr bawl .... 1M diIIInOIIVIt 1hIok. 
CUltint ttam., WIll di6led .... haIIJa far...,.., mild ~ far .,..l11li., InI:IaiId 
IIIOIIIh.. FIII..a wood ~. Ft;w "'* tl 1M CIIIIIw .. 1ft ......... 1ICIIIeadorIt Met olhet 
_pier wn be ..., III the boak "PIIIIne 1 ..... ·Sc:uIptwa - A TqdIargd All fnIm ~ . 
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~ GITY COUNCIL SPECIAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT Page 1 ofl 

King, Randy _ .... __ . . __ •. _------- ._------_ .•. _-_._--
From: Giorgione, Andrew [andrew.giorgione@obermayer.comJ 

Sent: Monday, October 27,20034:34 PM 

To: Richard House (E-mail) 

Cc: Lispi, Dan 

Subject: CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT 

Richard -

Below is the summary of the Special Projects Account, in the manner you discussed it with the Mayor. We spoke to him 
and he said to conform it to your discussiOn with him. 

Is this acceptable? 

Andrew 
«@JRX01I.DOC» 

10/27/2003 
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CITY COUNCIL 
SPECIAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT 

A. How will the Account be established? 

The Harrisburg Authority will establish a Special Projects Account for City 
Council. 

B. How and in what amount will the Account be funded? 

The Authority will fund the Account at $500,000. 

C. How can the money be spent? 

City Council will make requisitions to the Authority for the expenditure of funds 
for any lawful pwpose. City Council should request that the City Solicitor provide 
guidelines under the Optional Charter Law and Third Class City Code for lawful 
expenditures by Council of funds in the Account. Moreover, the City Solicitor can 
provide guidance on how such funds must be requisitioned for payment, particularly 
funds in excess of$10.000. Finally, depending on the parameters provided by the City 
Solicitor. Council may want to consider establishment of its own internal request, review 
and approval processes for use of funds, which your Solicitor could draft for you. 

o 

c) 
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.. GITY COUNCIL SPECIAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT 

King, Randy _ .... _ ... _--_._------_._-_ .. __ .. _--
From: Giorgione, Andrew Iandrew.giorgione@obermayer.com] 

Sent: Monday, October 27, 200~ 4:34 PM 

To: Richard House (E-mail) 

Cc: Lispi, Dan 

Subject: CITY COUNCIL SPECiAl PROJECTS ACCOUNT 

Richard -

Page 1 ofl 

------_ .. __ ._._-_._--

Below is the summary of the Special Projects Account. in the manner you discussed it with the Mayor. We spoke to him 
and he said to conform it to your discussion with him. 

Is this acceptable? 

Andrew 
«@JRX01 LDOC» 

10/27/2003 
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CITY COUNCIL 
SPECIAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT 

A. How will the Account be established? 

The Hanisburg Authority will establish a Special Projects Account for City 
Council. 

B. How and in what amount will the Account be funded? 

The Authority will fund the Account at $500,000. 

C. How can the money be spent? 

City Council will make requisitions to the Authority for the expenditure of funds 
for any lawful purpose. City Council should request that the City Solicitor provide 
guidelines under the Optional Charter Law and Third Class City Code for lawful 
expenditures by Council offunds in the Account. Moreover, the City Solicitor can 
provide guidance on how such funds must be requisitioned for payment, particularly 
funds in excess of $ 10.000. Finally, depending on the parameters provided by the City 
Solicitor. Council may want to consider establishment of its own internal request. review 
and approval processes for use of funds. which your Solicitor could draft for you. 

LJ 
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

CONFIDENTIAL 

TO: Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

VIA: Linda Lingle 
Business Administrator 

FROM: Robert F. Kroboth, CGFM 
Deputy Business Administrator 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 
August 9. 2007 

SUBJECT: Councilmanic Support ~~7¥'~~?V 

Mayor, we are compelled to share with you our concems regarding an apparent lack of 

councilmanic support for approval of legislation that would provide adequate working 

capital, if any, to reimburse the City for Its 2007 loans to THAllncinerato&S well as 

other funds to assure debt service and other operational commHments are met during 

time of construction. Political considerations not withstanding, the situation is simply 

this: the Incinerator cannot even generate enough revenue to meet its $360,125 bi

weekly obligation to Covanta, evidenced by the fact that THA still owes Covanta $3.3 

million. There is nothing short of a financial miracle that will change this circumstance 

until after the 3n1 unit Is up and generating revenue. This means there will be no money 

from THA to pay its debt service at least through the construction and de-bugging 

period, which at this point is likely to be mld-200S. 

I've attached schedules to reflect remaining 2007 and all of 2008 THAllncinerator debt 

service obligations, as well as an Impact analysis on how the General Fund's 2007 



Budget perfonnance wtll be affected by the lack of any working capital proceeds to • 

reimburse the General Fund. The impact will be devastating. By the end of 2007, the 

General Fund is projected to have an $8,364,633 defICit If approximately $9,648,000 in 

loans are ultimately made, from what source we have no idea. 

Aside from the budgetary impact of all this, the cash flow impact is equally conceming. 

Q~ of net getting the full $10.5 million TRAN proceeds as ultimately requested 

from Council last year, we received $7.2 miUion. Since our cumulative budget deficits 

from 2005 and 2006 were not entirely covered, the General Fund ended up with a 

structural deficit to begin 2007. meaning there was little or no cash balance to begin the 

year. With no cash reserves, the General Fund can not absorb a $9.6 million hit. The 

end result could be missed payrolls as earty as October. 

:It- Jr:;;0 T/II) J:"o 
Finalty, to just not honor the City's guaranteeJ\fu~ I( e rl'lSbI2t~ADtt:lafil'tvos debt 

service shortfalls is ill-advised due to the ramifications of not being able to borrow at 

affordable interest rates in future years. 

cc: Linda Lingle 
File 
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CITY OF HARRISBURG 

LAW BUREAU 
\ 

DATE: 

TO: 

SUBJECT: 

October 31,2003 

Mayor Stephen R. Reed 
/' 

Steven R. Dade ~ /) 
Acting City Solicitor / // 

City Council Special Project Fund 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Attached please find a draft memo to Richard House regarding funds for City Council Special 
Proj€?Cts. It is my understanding, from Andrew Giorgione and Richard House, that you have agreed in 
principal to this proposal. I have spoken to Robert Kroboth, Ginger Miller and Tom Mealy regarding this 
issue and all agree that tbe attached proposal is the best way to address this matter. I have advised 
President House that I would have this memo to him first thing Monday morning. Please advise if this 
memo is in keeping with your discussions with Presidenl House. 

Enc1. 

cc wi Enc<J': obert Kroboth 
Thomas Mealy 

C( Ginger Miller 
Andrew Giorgione, Esq. 

If all of you keep this up, you will permanently kill the prospect of the retrofit 
bonds being adopted by Council. The draft you provided does even remotely resemble 
what was agreed to and, unchanged, what was drafted ~ould almost certainly trigger 
a negative reaction. With so little time available to this office, I find myself 
again having to edit and rewrite staff work products. fiji;;} attached as amended. 

S. Reed 11-3-03 

a,tta,chments 
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. Kroboth. Robert 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

KroboIh, Robert 
Wednesday, October 25, 2006 7:23 PM 
'Loaty, James (RBCCM-USOM)'; CCodIef'esOecker1Seamans.com 
lingle, linda; HeDberg, Brian (RBC Cain); Wong, Mary (RBCCM-USOM) 
RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Jim: thank you for the thorough explanation. This message will be shared with the Mayor. 

Bob 

-----Original Message-----
From: Losty, James (RBCCM-USDM) {mailto:James.Losty@Rbcdain.comJ 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 2:27 PM 
To: Kroboth, Robert; CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Cc: Lingle, Linda; Hellberg, Brian (ReC Oain); Wong, Mary (RBCCH-USDM) 
Subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Bob, 
Certainly my email attached below concerning the call tomorrow identifies some of the 
issues of concern to us as remarketing agent and specifically to our legal and compliance 
professionals here at RBC. 

However, as a general statement, I will tell you as a underwriter or remarketing agent for 
the sale of municipal securities we are governed by a number of regulatory agencies 
including. The Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Association of 
Securities Dealers. Both oversight agencies have explicit rules and regulations 
concerning the sale of securities (I will not go into the myriad details about areas they 
Focus on). Of particular note here is the explicit requirement that offering circulars 
give full and complete disclosure to investors of everything known and relevant at the 
time the circular is printed and "deemed final". Typically, the issuer is asked to sign a 
certificate indicating that all information in the offering circular is full, accurate and 
complete as of the time of printing. There have been several significant rulings courts 
and oversight Authorities in recent years on this very point-the failure to give complete 
accurate information in an offering circular (including for the Forum Place in the City of 
Harrisburg) . . 

Consequently, given all the known facts surrounding the retrofit of the resource recovery 
facility and the problems encountered in completing project as well as the operating 
difficulties in start-up, the gap in funding to complete required improvements, the 
difficulty with the major contractor/engineer, the very high debt associated with the 
incinerator, and the subordinate nature of these Notes below all other incinerator debt, 
it is imperative that the Offering Circular alert potential investors to these facts and 
highlight the distinct possibility that if all the aforementioned problems with the 
retrofit are not addressed and corrected almost immediately, there is a high likelihood 
that some source of funds other than revenues from the resource recovery facility will be 
needed to pay the Notes. Given that the Notes are backed b a General Obli ation of t 
Cit it is ~ erative that investors are mad w 
City's credit as the pOSSible source of repayment of debt service. 

ob, unfortunately this is not something that is optional. To comply with US Securities 
rules and regulations this is imperative. 

I hope this is helpful and I am happy to discuss with you if that would be useful. Thanks, 
Jim -----Oriqinal Message-----
From: Kroboth, Robert [mailto:RKroboth@CityofHBG.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 1:50 PM 
To: Losty, James (RBCCH-USDM); CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Cc: Lingle, Linda 
Subject: FW: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Carol and Jim: I kn 
8xpJ."';Tl'" ... hy I have O;e:O:o a::c::;;emely. busy with, this transaction, which prOtJalJlj 

a brJ.ef narrat~ve e~la' . 
1 InJ.ng to the Nayor why W~ mU9t 

I 
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:-~epr~sent that the City's guarantee MAY be called upon, as we discussed during Monday's 
• conference call. Thanks. 

Bob 

p.s. Carol, I'm working on the stuff lowe you. 

-----Original Hessage----
From: Lingle, Linda 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 1:40 PH 
To: Losty, James (RBCCM-OSDM); CCocheres@eckertseamans.com: BBarnes@miltlopus.com: 
Andrew.Giorgione@bipc.com: Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDH): Kroboth, 
Robert: bruce@foreman-foreman.com; Dade, Steven: Lukens, John: 
dlispi@drlconsultinqdev.com; hspumberg@fsa.com 
Cc: RMichael@eckertseamans.com: Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDH); Hellberg, Brian (RBC Oain): 
Wong, Mary (RBCCH-USOM) 
Subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Please bear in mind that the Mayor will have to review the language 
before the circular is issued. And I recommend that the areas of 
concern be highlighted so that he can focus on them immediately. 

Linda Lingle 
Business Administrator 

-----Original Message-----
From: Losty, James (RBCCM-USDM) [mai1to:James.Losty@Rbcdain.com] 
Sent: wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:44 PM 
To: CCocheres@eckertseamans.com; BBarnes@miltlopus.com; Andrew.Giorgione@bipc.com; 
Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCH-USDH); Kroboth, Robert; Lingle, Linda; 
bruce@foreman-foreman.com; Dade, Steven; Lukens, John; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; 
hspumberg@fsa.com 
Cc: RMichael@eckertseamans.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCH-USOM); Hellberg, Brian (RBC Oain): 
Wong, Mary (RBCCH-USDM) 
Subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

There is a conference call scheduled for 11 am tomorrow for a final review of proposed 
remarketing circular. Carol Cocheres will circulate another draft some time today that 
will ba the focus of the call. Please pay particular note to blacklined sections that 
highlight the 
following: 

1. Uncertainty with regard to plans for funding the 
additional S10 million barlow estimates will be necesssary to complete retrofit 

2. Language will be explicit about the potential shortfalls 
of revenues at incinerator and the distinct possibility that the City will be forced to 
pay debt service through tax revenues or other revenues. 

3. The difficult current budgetary pressures on this year's 
budget and the ongoing TRAN dififculty will be moved to front of OS (currently is in the 
City Appendix). 

These are the major areas of focus that I wanted to bring to everyone's attention. These 
are a direct result of direction from internal RBC Compliance and Legal professionals and 
are a requirement of RBC in order to proceed with a remarketing of these Notes. 

Please email me or call me if there are any questions on this. The timing of transaction 
is now down to a tinal couple of days and a remarketinq circular must be "deemed final" 
and cirCUlated to potential buyers almost immedaitely. Thanks, Jim 

-----Original Hessage-----
From: PHedenberg@eckertseamans.com [mailto:PHedenberg@eckertseamans.com] 
On Behalf Of CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006 6:58 PM 
To: Losty, James (RBCCM-USOH); BBarnes@miltlopus.com; Andrew.Giorgione@bipc.com; 
Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com: Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDM): rkroboth@cityofhbg.com: 
llingle@cityofhbg.com: bruce@foreman-foreman.com; sdade@cityofhbg.com: 

2 



:.j·lukens@cityofhbg.com; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; hspumberg@fsa.com 
'Cc: RHichael@eckertseamans.com 

Subject: Limited Offering Remarketing Circular 

Attached for your review and comment is the draft front part Remarketing Circular revised 
on the basis of comments received and meetings held last week. Both a clean copy and a 
blacklined copy showing changes are attached. 

There are still some unanswered questions and sections to be completed with information 
needed from persons on this list. 

In addition, attached is Appendix A relating to the City of Harrisburg. 

Howard Spumberg of FSA is being forwarded copies of the forepart and Appendix A with this 
e-mail. Are there any other persons who should receive copies? With Barlow discussed so 
much in the text, perhaps a representative of Barlow should be sent this e-mail for review 
and comment. Dan and Andy, what do you think? And do you have any suggested name at 
Barlow? 

If you have any questions or comments prior to the Monday afternoon call, please call me. 
Any written comments will be appreciated as soon as possible due to the tight schedule for 
posting or printing the Remarketing Circular. 

Clean Copy Blacklined Copy 
(See attached file: 10319546.doc) 
10320011. doc) 

Appendix A 
(See attached file: 

(See attached file: 10319892.doc) 

Please note my new email addressisccocheres@eckertseamans.com. 

Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. 
Eckert Seamans Cherin , Mellott, LLC 
213 Market Street 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101 
Phone 717-237-6023 
Fax 717-237-6019 
E-Mail ccocheres@eckertseamans.com 

This communication may contain federal tax advice. Recent IRS regulations require us to 
advise you that any discussion of federal tax issues in this communication was not 
intended or written to be used and cannot be used to avoid any penalty under federal tax 
law or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. Only 
formal, written tax opinions meeting these IRS requirements may be relied upon for the 
puxpose of avoiding tax-related penalties. Please contact one of the Firm's Tax partners 
if you have any questions regarding federal tax advice. 

Scanned by Symantec Anti-Virus and Content Filtering before delivery. 

This e-mail message and any files transmitted with it are subject to attorney-client 
privilege and contain confidential information intended only for the person(s) to whom 
this email message is addressed. If you have received this e-mail message in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by telephone or e-mail and destroy the original message 
without making a copy. Thank you. 
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"Kroboth, Robert" 
<RKroboth@CityofHBG.com> 

06129/2007 08:56 AM 

Good morning. Beth Ann: 

To "Gabler, Beth Ann" <bgabler@CityofHBG.com> 

cc "Ungle, Linda" <LLingle@CityofHBG.com>, "Dade, Steven" 
<SDade@CityofHBG.com>, <tharambrose@aol.com>, 
"Bruce Foreman" <Bruce@foreman-foreman.com>, 
"Giorgione, Andrew J." <andrew.giorgione@bipc.com>, 
Carol CochereslESCM@ESCM, "Bruce Barnes" 
<BBames@miltiopus.com> 

bcc 

Subject Council's Requests From 6/18/07 Meeting re: Incinerator 

At the joint Budget & Finance/Public Works committee meeting on June 18", Mr. Miller requested an 
explanation on how the City will treat the payment to THA for debt service for accounting purposes. The 
City expects to record the $1.6 million draw on the Guarantee Agreement as a short-term loan/advance to 
THA, as the City anticipates that THA will be reimbursing the City pursuant to terms of the Reimbursement 
Agreement before the end of the year. 

I'd be happy to answer any questions Counc" may have in this regard 

Bob 

THA-ES003126 
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AN ORDINANa: 

Supplementing the provisions of the Mayor-Counci! Plan A as set forth in the 
Optional Third Class City Charter Law; establishing an administrative organ
ization for the city; providing for the manner of appoiotment of the city 
solicitor and the coordinator of human services and fer the manner of appoint
ment and removal of members of boards and conmission~; providing for the 
functions, powers and duties of the city treasurer and the city controller; 
establishing certain legislative procedures for the city; providing fiscal 
and budget procedures and a system of work programs and.quarterly allotments 
for the operation of the budget; providing an effective date hereof. 

BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of the City of Harrisburg and it is hereby 

or~ained by adthority of the same as follows: 

, 
SEQTIOO lOt. stpRT TITLE. 

ARTICLE-l • 
stpAT TITLE 

This Ordinance shall be knoVofl and may be cited as the "Administrative Code 

of the City of Harrisburg". 

ARTICLE 'I 
ADMINI STRAT! VE Ooom! ZATION 

SECTION 201. MAVOR'S OFF! CE. 

The following personnel shall be assigned for administrative purposes to the 

office of the mayor. 

(a) one or more administrative assistants as may be necessary froiO time to 

time; 

(b) city solicitor and such assi~tant city solicitors and staff as may be 

necessary from' time to time, comprising the law bureau; and 

(c) coordinator of hu~~ servicas and such assistants and staff as may be 

necessar~ from time to time, comprising the bureau of hu~an services. 

BIRHBG001497 
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SECTION 405. APPRlPRI AT IONS. 

No monies shall ~e paid out of the city treasury except upon appropriation 

previously made by council, unless otherwise specifically provided by·law or 

ordinance; and upon written request pursuant to such appropriation, which request 

shall explicitly state the purpose for which the money is to be drawn. Upon ap

proval of the department of administration, the request, together with a copy of 

the bill or other documentation, will be delivered to the controller, who shall 

ascertain whether the expenditure is within the appropriations made by council. 

If he. finds that the expenditure is within the appropriations, he shall approve 

the same and forward a ~arrant therefor, together with a copy of the bill or other 

documentation, to the tr-easure~, who shall countersign the warrant and issue the 

same to the payee thereof. No warrant shall be payable without the signdture of 

the controller, countersigned by the treasurer. If the controller finds the ex

penditure exceeds the appropriations, he shall return the request to the department 

of administration together with an explanation thereof. No work shall be hired to 

be done, no materials purchased, no contracts made, and no order issued for the 

payment of any monies in any amount vlhich will cause the sums appropriated to 

specific purposes to be exceeded. The council may make supplempntal appropriations 

for any lawful purpose from fun~s on hand or estima~ed·~o be received within the 

fiscal year and not appropriated to any other purposes. The business administrator 
i . 

shall have the power to authorize the transfer of any unexpended balance of any 

appropriation item, or any po;tj~, thereof; within a department; bu~ if tho amount 

fransferred is more thM ten percent of the appropriation item, the approval of 
.. . 

council shall be required before such transfer shall be made. Expenditures from 

.. amounts budgeted for c~tingenci~s shall be made only upon the ex·press approva~ of 

cO\.inc i 1.-'· 

BIRHBG001506 
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Thomas E. Stone. CFOrrreasurer 
Cianbro Corporation 
1 Hunnewell Square 
Pittsfield, ME 04967 

October 26. 2005 

In re: The Harrisburg Authority Wast. to Energy Plant 
Barlow Projects Harrisburg, LLC - Cianbro 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

Your letter dated October 20, 2005, to Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Director of The Harrisburg Authority has 
been forwarded to me for response. In your letter you refer to payment bonds as required under 
Pennsylvania Statute TiUe 8, Chapter 13. You note that there is a bond requirement but no bond in place 
and request that The Harrisburg Authority retain funds to pay Cianbro for your asserted non-payment. 

It is our understanding that the provision which you site to is the Public Works Contractors' Bond Law of 
1969, as amended, and particularly 8 P.S. § 193.1(2) P.l. 869, as amended. 

First, I note that the dispute between Cianbro and Barlow Projects Harrisburg, LLC begins as a dispute as 
to whether or not funds are due. It is my understanding that the parties do not agree what payments are 
due. Secondly, I note that the requirement to obtain the bond is on the prime contractor, in this case, 
Bar10w and not The Harrisburg Authority. Since the bond law places the duty to fumish a payment bond on 
the contractor rather than the contracting authority (The Harrisburg Authority), unpaid subcontractors have 
no cause of action against a contracting govemmental entity, such as The Harrisburg Authority, for failure 
to obtain payment bonds. See Cassady-Pierce Co .. Inc. v. Spagnol, 160 Pa. Cmwlth. 666, 635 A.2d 746 
(1993), appeal denied, 538 Pa. 653, 648 A.2d. See also, Penstan Supply, Inc. v. Pennsylvania State 
University, 44 Pa. Cmwlth. 347, 403 A,2d 1054 (1979). 

I must again advise you that we will not become involved in the contractually based claims between 
Cianbro and Bar10w Projects Harrisburg, LLC over a contract in which we have no privity. 

We will not be preparing documents in response to questions. If you have particular documents already in 
existence which you are requesting, please specify the documents which you desire. 

Very truly yours, 

Bruce D. Foreman 
BDF.mam 
Cc: Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Director 

The Harrisburg Authority 

BIRHBG003359 



to - Members, Board of 8irectors 
The Harrisburg Authority 

As this office stated publicly in January, 1990, when legislation 
was being considered bS City Council to expand the scope of authority 
of the Harrisburg Water & Sewer Authority, it was and is our view 
that THe Harrisburg Authority, expanded to serve as a ~eneral pur
pose authority for the City, could be a viable vehicle for finan
cings by other tax-exempt and taxable entities. In servin~ such a 
~ole, 7he Harrisburg Authority, in charging issuer fees and annual 
service fees on bonds issued for other clients and entities, would 
raise new revenues without risk or liability to the City or the 
Authority. 

~HA hqs now served as a fin3ncin~ vehicle ~or the PREAA proJ~ct. 
7here are similar such prospects uni~r con3ijaration fa~ ~ossible 
presentation to the T~A B02rd in the com!n~ months. 

~hus, as planned, 3 new revenue source has been developed. The 
1:::" .. 1 :1oes not Dr-ascribe 1.ny rart.i~ula~' :::anner in ;"lhich :::'.l,_~:: fllnJs 
3hou11 be ut!lized. 

Therefore, the Sity of ~~rrisbur~ hereby r~rma:ly ~equests that 
the 809.~cl, by Re301u~ion. c~eate :l..J:i t'{ ~pe~~ 3.1 Pr:J5·':\rti) __ ?eseY'-::~ 
~n1. 9.3 O:1e of th-.:: T::A 'l~Gounts. int~ ,"rhi<:!h ':!ll :!.s311e:-o ~n'i :3(~:"'I::'(>= 
fees, ~nd any other reven~~3 derived fr~~ such transactions, would 
be place·;. ':Ie req'lest that the fun]:.:;, ' .. Jhi(~h s:'o~lLI. he :'8in'l·?s~e'! 

.it tr:e :i~'·tj{i:r:~.;n3.'l::J.L13.bL: .yi,cd,i, be a'i~~lable !~·)r -lr1.~"/j·Y:m t:: ~rF> 

~~ity u;,on present2tion)~ '1n app~opr:ate tr9.ns:'1itt'12. Y'P'1'Ji3itt'1t1 
:1n~L/:Jr ';t,,}l)cner by .. t!!e (_'it~:r, ~ .. lhicrl -j::;(;u:::e!1t ~ .. ;o~lj ~r,~·/i:i::~ ;:rl:~ 

correct and co~plet9 p~yee for the i3suance o~ a 7~A ch~~k ~h~~ 
'·~li3bl.rr~~:;1 t~it"? !'t?111isiti~)n~;i f".1n~ls. ~h~ ;:::-:;1~~ s?;.:-.e p:"::;·~·",,:·~s ·-::_~c.·3i~.: 

:~xi:>ts ~"'or ·-lr'~1·.~·jo·:ln :J~'" r:'i.)nI:.:!s ~"'r()::: ~r1"~ .... ;3.t·2!' .~.;y~3~::.""1 ::;}:~~ :r': "~~.: 1':; 

,\CCOll!1t, utilizin·:, q t:",qns:~tttal foY''"'' f~:3l"i0r.-21 b:1 'J!.1:~ '-"-'!''C:''-::-e:l': 
C)f i\i~i~li~tr··l~::''Jn .1nrj :=?:-:'!2~:t'lJ"el~l ~tlr~~3.~l:J ut:l~3e'i f'0~ ~"l.~~"l 1·L:-t,:;~:~.~

~.e nt . ':-~v:? . J 'l:~!'? ~':.: p1 r ~ :r.':'" n l: ':1")1.1 l,j '.I S ':;- 1. ,31 ::~ll;:il');~ : J.:: n r :. ~ ~.:. ":) :-0::1 ..... 
':11 .. n .., ..... ".~ ("' '" 4- • r .. . .. . ~ .: 
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THA Board of Sireetors 
Lecember 24, 1930 

The Ci ty :lppreciates your conside rat i~n 0 f this re cOTr.Jnenda t i~!1 
for the proper set-aside of such funds for City purposes and the 
restriction of such funds for uses as determined solely by the Clty. 

cc: Napoleon Saunders 
Robert Kroboth 
Bradley Bechtel, Esq. 
7homas J. ~'Ie aly 

Mayor Stephen P.. Reed 



THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

RESOLUTION 
No. 1991-001 

WHEREAS, In January, 1990, The Harrisburg Authority proposed 

to Harrisburg .city council that its Articles of Incorporation be 

amended to expand its powers to operate as a general purpose 

authority, and 

WHEREAS, Harrisburg city Council adopted and approved the 

amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of The Harrisburg 

Authority making it a general purpose authority; and 

WHEREAS, The Harrisburg Authority -has an extensive and 

experienced track record associated with issuing tax exempt and 

taxable bonds and notes; and 

WHEREAS, The Harrisburg Authority is now capable of serving as 

a viable vehicle for financing non-city related projects by non

city tax exempt and taxable entities without risk or liability to 

the city of Harrisburg or to The Harrisburg Authority; and 

WHEREAS, The undertaking of issuing tax exempt and taxable 

bond and notes for non-city ~elated entities would create an 
1 .. -

additional revenue source from the issuer fees and annual service 

fees charged on such bonds and notes; and 

o 
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WHEREAS, The city of Harrisburg has requested The Harrisburg 

Authority'to create a "city Special Projects Reserve Fund" in which 

all non-city issuer fees and service fees and any other revenues 

derived from such transactions be deposited and placed; and 

WHEREAS, all such funds in the "city Special Projects Reserve 

Fund" should be invested and reinvested at the maximum available 

yield and available for drawdown determined solely by the City of 

Harrisburg as represented and requisitioned by the Mayor and the 

Authority shall disburse funds from this account as directed. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that all non-city related issuer 

fees, service fees and any other revenues derived from the 

financing of non-city related projects by non-city" tax exempt and 

taxable entities be set aside, restricted for uses determined 

solely by the city of Harrisburg and be deposited into a "city 

Special Projects Reserve Fund" created by The Harrisburg Authority; 

and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all funds in the "city Special 

Projects Reserve Fund" be invested and reinvested at the maximum 

available yield; and 

BE IT~ fuRTHER RESOLVED, that- the funds in the "City Special 

Projects Reserve Fund" be available for drawdown by the city of 

Harrisburg as represented and requisitioned by the Mayor upon 

2 



presentation of a Requisition Certificate which provides the 

correct and complete payee for the issuance of an Authority check 

disbursing the requisitioned funds; and 

BE IT. FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Authority's Executive 

Director and Chairman be and are hereby authorized and directed on 

behalf of The Harrisburg Authority and under its seal, to take any 

action that is necessary or required to carry out the intent and 

purpose of-this Resolution. 

Dqly adopted this 11th day of January, 1991, by the Board of 

The Harrisburg Authority in lawful session duly assembled. 

ATTEST: THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

.. 

BY:~(~ 
Chairman 

....... -

o 

-
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CERTIFICATE 

I, . the undersigned Assistant Secretary-Treasurer of The 
Harrisburg Authority, certify that the foregoing Resolution was 
adopted by a majority vote of the entire Board of the Authority at 
a meeting duly convened according to law and held on January 17, 
1991, at which meeting a quorum was present; said Resolution was 
adopted by an aye or nay vote; said Resolution and the vote thereon 
showing how each member voted have been recorded in the minutes of 
said Board; and said Resolution remains in effect, unaltered and 
unamended as of the date of this certificate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and affix the official seal 
of the Authority, this 17th day of January, 1991. 

(SEAL) . 

... .,.-



THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEVSTONEPLAZA, SUITE. 104 

FRO'NT ANo--MARKEi STREETS 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717)' 232:3777 

FAX:' (717)' 232-8590 

June 21, 1996 

The Honorable Stephen R. Reed. Mayor. 
City of Harrisburg 
Martin L. King Jr. City Government Center 
Ten North Second Street 
Harrisburg. PA 17101-1678 

In re: City Special Projects Fund 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

In response to your recent inquiry regarding the administration fee due to The Harrisburg 
Authority relative to the Greene County Prison issue, please be advised that the $125,000.00 was 
deposited into the Authority's account and the following distribution was made out of the initial 
$125,000.00: 

Public Facilities Development Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 10,000.00 
Balaban and Balaban ................................. 5,000.00 
Milt Lopus Associates. Inc. ............................ 5,000.00 
Rhoads & Sinon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,000.00 
The Harrisburg Authority ............................. 100,00000 

Total .......................................... $ 125,000.00 

Please note that as of today, the current balance in the City Special Projects Fund is $102,855.14. 

TJM:kmm 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 

o 
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December 16, 1996 

to - Thomas J. Mealy 
The Harrisburg Authority 

This memorandum serves to requisition the amount of $30,000.00, payable 
to the City of Harrisburg, from the City Special Projects Fund for 
transmittal to this office. The purpose of this requisition is to 
provide funding for professional services for the Sports Hall of Fame 
and War Nuseum. 

cc: Robert F. Kroboth 
Nate Saunders 

Nayor Stephen R. Reed 



INTEROFFICE l\-lEMORANDUM 

TO: Sherry L. Givens 
Deputy Director for Finance 

.. , 

FROM: Michael ~ Patterson ~\ \ 
AccountlOg Managerv 

RE: Archives Purchases 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 
OCTOBER S, 1998 

The Harrisburg Authority currently maintains an account known as the City Special Projects 
Reserve Fund. This account has been used by the Mayor to purchase historical and archival items 
since January, 1997. Over the past several months, I have had discussions with Tom Mealy and 
JeW Davis ofKPMG Peat Marwick regarding the disposition of these items. Although they were 

o 

purchased by the Authority, the AuthQrity considers these purchases as donations to the City L I 
based on THA Resolution No. 1991-00 I, dated January 17, 1991. The Mayor has the authority to _ 
instruct THA on how funds are to be expended from this account. The City is currently in 
possession of the purchased items. In meetings with Linda Louwerse, she stated that the Mayor 
assumes these items are included in the City's inventory. Although I have written each requisition 
up as a single purchase based on individual THA requisitions, they will in fact, be entered into the 
inventory as one asset in the Capital Projects Fund with the TAG number 013649. As these items 
were not purchased from Capital Project Funds, they will become a reconciling item at year end. 
The total amount of items purchased through October 7, 1998 is $209,691.20. The individual 
TAG numbers assigned are from 013649 to 013719. I will ensure that the necessary journal 
entries are posted. 

Enclosures 

cc: Napoleon A. Saunders 
Robert F. Kroboth 

<::..... thomasJ. ~at-y~ 
-'t1nda-l9Y'lleFse----

Jeffrey Davis, KPMG 
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HEljRY W. RHOADS CHARLES E. GUTSHALL 
1I08ERT H. LOIIG, JR." PAUL F. WESSell 
SHEAILL T. MOYER SHAW" D. lOCHllIGER 
JAN P. PADE" JAMES H. CAWLEY 
RICHARD B. WOOD TIMOTHY l. PFISTER 
I.AWIICNa &; ~ "'_. lORf l~ Mc£lROY 
1. BRUCE WALTER DEAN F. PIERMATTEI 
JOHN P. MANBECK TODD 1. SHILL 
FRAfCK 1. LEBER KE~NETH L. lOEL 
CHARLES L. SIECK" ROBERT F. FRAZIER 
PAUL A. LUNDEEN 
JACK F. HURLEY, JR. THOMAS 1. NEHILlA 
DAIiID B. DOWLING KEllIN M. GOLD 
DAIiID F. O'lEARY M. CATHERINE NOLAN 
DAIiID O. TWADDELL CARL D. LUNDBLAD 
CHARLES J. FERRY HEPHEN MONIAK 
STANLEY A. SMITH JAMES E. ELLISON 
JE'IS H. DAMGAARD- RICHARD f. ARTELL 
DRAKE D. !lICHOLAS ROBEItT 1. TRIBfCK 
THOMAS A. FIIENCH TlMOTHV 1. NIEMAN 
DEAN H. DUSINBERRE PAUL 1. BRUDER, lR. 
DONNA 14.1. CLARK JOANNE BOOK CHRlSTlNE 
"ALSO ADMITTED TO THE FLORIDA BAR 

Re. 

Trent Hargrove, Chairman 
The Harrisburg Authority 
Front and Market Streets 
One Keystone Plaza, Ste. 104 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

o Dear Trent: 

RaOADS& SINON LLP 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

DAUPHIN BANK BUILDING 

TWELFTH fLOOR 

ONE SOUTH MARKET SQUARE 

P.O. BOX 1146 

HARRISBURG, PA 17108-1146 

TELEPHONE (717) 233·5731 

FAX (717) 231-6600 

EMAIL jwalter@rhoads-sinon.com 

November 20, 1998 

HWTisbur~ S~huoj District Founc.1ation 

OF COuNSEL 
FRANK A. SI,.ON 

JOH,. C. DCWLlNG 
R. iTEPHE,. SHIBL'" 

IIArHAN H. WATERS, JR. 

P~UL H. RHOADS 
1907·1984 

10n" M. MUS5ElMA,. 
IH~·lg80 

elfLE ~. HENOERSHOT 
1922·1980 

DIRECT DIAL NO. 

233-5731 

FILE "0. 

6661101 

You have inquired as to whether certain funds of the Authonty, contained in a 
discretionary fund of the Authority, and which we understand to be not pledged for any purpose, 
can be utilized by providing funds to the Harrisburg School District Foundation for purposes of a 
feasibility study, which will study the feasibility of raising funds for programs and other operations 
of the Harrisburg School District. 

The Harrisburg Authority is a municipal authority created under the Pennsylvania 
Municipality Authorities Act of 1945, 53 P.S. §301 et seq., as amended (the "Act"). As a 
statutory creature, its powers must derive from the wording of the statute itself Also, Article 9, 
§9, of the Constitution of Pennsylvania must be examined. This section, however, has 
consistently been interpreted to permit the appropriation of public money when it is spent on a 
proper municipal purpose. Sambor v. Hadley, 291 Pa. 395 (1928). 

Section 4 of the Act, found at 53 P. S. §306 provides that every Authority incorporated 
under this Act shall be for the purpose of "acquiring, holding, constructing, improving, 
maintaining and operating, owing, leasing, either the capacity of lessor or lessee, Projects of the 
following kinds and character" .... These projects include, at Section 4(a)(2), public school 
buildings and facilities. The definition of "Project", under Section 2 of the Act, includes any 
structure, facility or undertaking which an authority is authorized to acquire, construct, finance, 
improve, maintain or operate under the provisions of the Act. 

YORK OffiCE: 
119 EAST MARKET STREET, YORK, PA 174Q1. TELEPHONE (711) 8-H·896I1, fAX (111) 841·5664 

lANCAS TER OFFICE: 
15 NORTH LIME STREET, LANCASTER, PA 11602, TelEPHONE (717) 391·5121, FAX (717) 397·5267 

AFFILIATED OFFICE 
c::ltrTF '.(' t7nn <.nUT" nnrrf WIr..I-1\"'.a,..., ROCA RATnN 1=1 11.41) T~ICnutU,Ir. ,C;;"', ~nc ccnC CAV {CIIt', .,,,,r "'.,.,., 



RHOADS 8: SINON LLP 

November 20, 1998 
Page 2 

The Authority is not limited by its incorporation documents to a particular purpose. We 
theretbre understand it to have all the powers and purposes provided for under the Act. Under 
Section 4(B), the Authority is granted and may exercise all powers necessary and convenient for 
the carrying out of previously mentioned purposes, including the right at 4(B)0) to make 
contracts of every name and nature and execute all instruments necessary and convenient for the 
carrying on of its business. These provisions have always been interpreted to pennit the Authority 
to hire engineers, financial advisors and the like in order to facilitate projects for which it has been 
authorized, including feasibility studies. 

We would therefore conclude that since the "Project" includes an "undertaking" which the 
Authority is authorized to undertake, the expenditure of special project funds, wh'en limited to 
payment for a feasibility study to determine a method to improve the operations of the Harrisburg 
School District, including its programs, would be a proper purpose of the Authority and a proper 
expenditure of Authority funds. 

JBW/dah 

cc: Nathan H. Waters, Jr., Esquire 
James E. Ellison, Esquire 

Very truly yours, 

o 
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The Harrisburg Authority 
City Special Project Fund 

ReYj!n.u • .sour~ 1111 UJ2 lJt;J 1114 1'..u 18" 1117 leH TOJAL 

PHEAA Building Project Bonds - Series of 1991 
Settlement Fee 7,500.00 7,500.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 22,500.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 7,500.00 15,000.00 105,000.00 

Commonwealth Lease Rev. Bonds - Series of 1991 
Settlement Fee (Greene Co. Prison) 50,000.00 - 100,000.00 150,000.00 
Administration Fee 15,000.00 0.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 60,000.00 

lutheran Welfare Service Projects - Series of 1991 
Settlement Fee (luzerne Co.) 14,500.00 14,500.00 
Administration .Fee 4,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 16,000.00 

PHEAA Building Project Bonds - Series of 1992 
Settlement Fee 8,500.00 8,500.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 0.00 

Harrisburg School Revenue Bonds - Series of 1992 
Settlement Fee 19,000.00 19,000.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 20,000.00 

Jewish Home of Greater Harrisburg - Series 1993 
Settlement Fee 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Administration Fee 1,500.00 1,500.00 

Adjustable Rate Bond Pool - Series Of 1996 
Settlement Fee 245,000.00 2"5,000.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 0.00 

PNC CAPS - Series 1996 
Settlement Fee 38,922.50 38,922.50 
Administration Fee 0.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 3,000.00 

PNC CAPS - Series 1997 
Settlement Fee 33,365.00 9,000.00 42,365.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 

Capital Associates - Series 1998 
Settlement Fee 98,000.00 98,000.00 
Administration Fee 0.00 

Total Deposits 72,500.00 68,500.00 38,500.00 36,000.00 36,000.00404,922.50 48,365.00 125,500.00 830,287.50 

lnt~rest on Savings 565.09 3,474.09 3,152.86 1,237.45 503.72 492.39 45.42 0.00 9,471.02 

Miscellaneous 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 

TOTAL REVENUES 73.065.09 71.974.62 41,652.86 37,237.45 36.503.72 405.414.89 48,410.42 125,500.00 839.759.05 

SPECIAl.WK4 Page 1 Printed on 08/04/98 



Stephen R. Reed 

Mayor 

Office of the l\'layor 
The City of Harrisburg 

City G4Jvernment Center 
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1678 

to - Thomas J. Mealy 

April 8, 1996 

The Harrisbupg Authority 

As a result of the April 4, 1996 closing on the Pooled 
Financing, THA, as conduit financer, has received $250,000 
plus whatever unused expense monies were in the closing 
statement. These funds, by prior arrangement, are to 
have been placed in the city's escrow account for subse
quent draw by the city. 

This memorandum therefore serves to requisition the full 
amount, payable to the City of Harrisburg, for transmittal 
to thi s office. Upon receipt of the same, thi S offi ce ''Ii 11 
have it deposited into the Emmaus Bond Pool III account, 
as a means of reimbursement and replenishment to the ~ccount. 

t'layor Stephen R. ~eed 

cc: Robe~t F. Kroboth 

o 

c~ 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY -3-

fINANCIAL ADVISOR'S RIPORT: 

Mr. Barnes reported that he had distributed a written report to the board, and that an update 
to the Harrisburg Sdwol DisIrict fiDaociDg will be in theapproximafe amouotofS64 or $74 MiIlion. 
He also advised that be believes the financing will be n;ady fOr the next Authority meeting in July. 
He will keep the board updated 

Mr. CJmk inquired as to whether tbc fiIIIR financing ofb retrofit fortbc incinerator would 
be an Authority financing with a City auanmtee. Mr. ClaIk 1hen RIQ1IeSII:d that a meetiua and/or 
confemnce call tie set up as 900Il as possible between lrirnsei( the Autbority's Solicitor arid it's 
Executive DiRctortodiscuss the participationofMr. Cbuk inmotber role mgardingtbe Authority's 
tetrofit project of the inciDerator. 

Mr. CJar.k also requested a meetiJIa with Mr. Sames, to discuss a diversity role for the 
Resource Recovery Retrofit fiDaocing project. 

REPORT Qli' COUNSP.: 

It was DOted by Mr. Walter that a written report bad been pqtared aDd distributed to the 
board. There were DO questions or COIDIDalts to the written report. 

GENERAL PllBUC COMMIlD'S: 

No iDdividuaJs present expressed a desiIe or requested an oppottuDity to·.speak to the 
. members of tile board or to make a public comment. 

OLD BIJSINUS: 

None. 

NEW BUSINISS: 

A motion was made by Mr. House, seconded by Mr. Clark, that the Chairman be authorized. . 
to execute the following Change Order No.8 .issued to Nt11p8 CtIrptJrtItItHIIdative to the LtIwr 
/la.",... • .,. .... PrtIJ«t, to provide all labor,. materials _equipment necessaa:yto establish 
the modified final. grade elevations as determined by The Hmisburg Authority and to provide a 
discharae hose to tnmsport overflow from the system to a stoDn water catch basis, ralllll"6 ill • 
tIJItIlIISClJllllWdJll'i« ilu:lwsetl/'N.Uf.1S _11l1li ~III. eMIIrIIet CtI"".,.", ... The 
motion was unanimously approved. 

A motion was made by Mr. House, seconded by Mr. C~ tbatthe 0l8irman be authorized. 
to execute the following Change Order No.9 issued to N __ CtIrptJrtItItHI relative to the l.tnNr 
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• ALSO ADflITJED TO THE .EW UltseT. MIl 
5 ALSO ADIUTTED TO THE _ew TORK lIAR 

ONE SOUTH MARKET SQUARE 

P.O. BOX 1146 

HARRISBURG, PA 17108-1146 

TELEPHONE (717) 233-5731 

FAX (717) 231-6600 
EMAIL jwalter@rhoads-sin.com 

WEB SITE: www.rhoads-sinon.com 

June 26, 2003 

Re: The Harrisburg Authority - Conflict of Interest 

DearTom:. 

IIImRED 
JOHN Co DOWUNG 

PAUL H. RHOADS 
19117-11184 

FRAHI( A.. SINON 
It1G-Z003 

JOHN M. MUSSELMAN 
1919-1!N1O 

CLYLE R. HENDERSHOT 
1922-1980 

DJR£CT DIAL NO. 

(717) 233-5131 

FILE NO. 

6661101 

A question bas arisen concerning members of the Authority and conflicts of interest in (~ 
business where they may be involved. 

477794.1 

There are essentially two pieces of legislation to be ooncemCd with, the Public Official 
and Employee Ethics Law, 65 P.S. 401 et seq., and the Municipality Authorities Act, 53 P.S. 301 
et seq., repealed, now at 53 Pa. C.S. 5601, et seq. The Public Official and Employee Ethics Law 
excuses :from the definition of 'CConflict of Interest" a djrninirous economic impact situation. 
This would exclude any transaction in which the financial interest of the member does not 
comprise more than 5% of the equity of the business or more than 5% of the assets of the 
economic interest in indebtedness. Given. that definitiol4 the Ethics Act does not appear to be a 
difficulty for the filets as presented. 

The provisions of the Municipality Authorities Act. is more problematical_ At Section 
5614(e), the term"conflict of interest" is defined in the following fashion: 

"No member of the Authority or officer or employee oftbe Authority may 
directly or indirectly be a party to or be interested in any contract or agreement 
with the Authority if the contract or agreement establishes liability against or 
indebtedness of the Authority." 

Under this definition, any member of the Arithority who indirectly is interested in any contract or 
agreem~t with the Authority would violate the conflict of interest provisions. Similarly, any 
contract with the City which requires the Authority to payor otherwise establish an ·Authority ~- . 
liability would violate this provision. 

YORK: AFFII.IATED OfFICE: I.ANCASTER: 
STE. 203. 1700 S. DIXIE HWY. BOCA RATOII. fL 33432 

TELEPHONE (711) 8U·1718. FAX (717) 232·1459 TELEPHONE (561) 395-5595, FAX (561) 315-9497 TELEPHOIIE (717) 397·4431. FAX (717) 232,1459 
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June 26, 2003 
Page 2 

RHOADS a SINON LLP 

It is of note that the Municipality Authorities Section is self-executing and any contract or 
agreement made in violation of the Section is void. This provision wou1d need to be kept in 
mind in any future dealings of the Authority. The two Acts are to be construed separately. A 
violation of either one is a problem. 

V erytruly yours~ 

RHoADS & SINON LLP 

By:\JAf~ 
J. Bruce Walter 
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3300 NORTH THIRD SlRffT, HARRISBURG, PA 171"0 0 
(717) 238-5737. (717) 238-9410 FAX 

WWW.REYNOlDSCONSlRUcnON.COM 

BUIlDING PARTNERS 

Mr. Dan Lispi 
City of Harrisburg 
City Government Center 
10 North 200 Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

Dear Mr. Lispi: 

August 6, 2003 

Thank you for meeting with Rick, Jessica. and myself on Friday, July 25, 2003 to discuss the 
proposed waste to energy :fucility project. Reynolds is very interested in providing services to tbC 
City of Harrisburg which will assist them in making this a successful project. 

Subsequent to our meeting on July 25, 2003, we met with representatives from Barlow Projects, 
Inc., to review the technical aspects of the project and to listen: to their thoughts on how Reynolds 
could contribute to th~ project as a member of the project team. Based on their recommen4ations 
and our telephone conversation on Tuesday, August Sill, we are submitting a proposal for agency 
construction management services for the project as well as a proposal to provide an Owner's 
Representative. 

Reynolds believes that the agency construction management approach will provide the most 
benefit to the City on this project for the following reasons: 

.> The City will maintain greater control of the project 

.> Tbepublic bidding laws will be more easily met 

.> MBFJWBE participation can be controlled (please note that both proposals include 
management of the MBFlWBE program.) 

}> Bonding can be al10cated to multiple primes with the aggregate equaling the project cost 
.> Multiple prime contracts will encourage local bid participation 

Enclosed you will find two proposals for: 
.> Owner's Representative Services _and 
.> Construction Management Services 

Each proposal includes a delineation of work tasks, estimated hours, proposed rates, and 
projected costs. We would be glad to meet with you and the appropriate members of the project 
team to review our proposals and answer any questions. We will consider any adjustments to the 
scope of work based on your input, and adjust our proposal accordingly. 

Reynolds looks forward to working with tbe City and their project team on this exciting project, 
and to be a part of the continued growth and'improvement of the City of Harrisburg. Please call 
me if you should have any questions regarding our proposals. 

REYNOLDS CoNSTRucnON MANAGfMENT, INC.. R. T. REYNOlDS, INC. GENERAL CONSTRUcnON 

REYNOLDS FACIUTIES MANAaMfNJ; INC.. REYNoLDS,CoNsuLTING ENGINEERS, INC. 
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DSAjem 

Attachments 

Sincerely. 

David S. Angle 
President 

~: Fred Rimmer, The HarrisbUrg Authori1;y 
Tom Mealy, The Harrisburg .Authority 
JOel Baker, Reynolds Construction Management 
File-IOI 



Construction MarlagelJlerlt, Inc. 

... -.. .. 
- ; 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY • 
PROPOSAL FOR SERVicES 

The·City ofHatrisburg is planning to retrofit their existing incinerator facility, using the 
latest technology available. ~e designer and builder of the new waste to energy facility 
is Barlow Projects Inc. ftom Fort Collins, Colorado. The City has requested that 
Reynolds Construction Management InC. submit a proposal to provide an Owner's 
Representatiyc duringtbe final design and bid phases and during the construction and 
commissiening phases of the project. 

Reynolds has met with the Ci1;y's representative for the project, Dan Lispi, on several 
occasions in order to fully understand the scope of work of the project We have also 
met withBarlow Projects' executives Ron'Bannore and Jack Akins to review the 
.technical aspects of the project and to discuss their role on the project The meeting 
with Barlow was very infbimative and Reynolds cauie away with a great deal of 
information including a partial set of design documents. 

Based on the input from Barlow Projects Inc., Reynolds is submitting two proposals to 
the City for their consideration; one is for providing an Owner's Representative for the 
duration of the project and the other is for full construction management of the project 

A. Owner's Bepreseutative Option 

Reynolds proposes to provide an onsite project manager to act as the Owner's C-} 
Representative during the duration of the project This person will have the full __ ' 
staff of Reynolds Construction Management Inc. as a resource and will have 
necessary clerical support Reynolds project manager will be aD integral member of 
the Owner's team. In addition, Reynolds will provide staff and consulting services 
to manage the MBFJWBE program. 

Scone of Work: 
> Project Planning and Administration 
)- Review IComment on Budgets and Estimates 
> ReviewICommeot on Schedule 
)- Attend Meetings 
> ManagCment of the M8EIWBE Program 
> Review!Comment on Bid Documents 

. )- Assist with Bidding and Local Participation 
> Assist with Receipt of Bids and Contract Awards 
)- Project Oversight/Administration 
> Attend Meetings 
> Manage MBFJWBE Program During C9nstruction 
> Quality Enhancement 
> Budget and Cost Control 

. > Review Schedules 
> Project. Documentation 
» Coordinate with Commissioning 
> Coordinate InspectionlPunchlist 
» Coordinate Close-OutDocuments 
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~YNOLDS ~ 
Construction Management,. Inc. 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGYFAmITY 
PROPOSAL FOR SERVICES , 

B. Construction Management Option 

Barlow Projects has proposed that the coDSbuction, beyond the core facility. be 
broken down into multiple bid packages and. be publicly bid utilizing a constmction 
manager. 

Barlow would be responsible for the design and construction of the core :fiIciIity 
including but not limited to the equipment 1iom the feed chute to the economizer. 
Worlc outside this area. including services such as electric; steam piping. etc. to 
their equipment would be part of the bid packages managed by the construction 
manBfF' 

Reynolds proposes to pro~de agency coDStruction lilanagement services to assist 
the city with the management of the en.tire'proj~ acting as the owner's agent, and 
to mailage tbeconstruction.oftbe work outside the core facility. In addition, 
Reynolds will provide staff and consulting services to manage the MBFJWBE 
program. Reynolds will provide a fall on site staff including a Project Manager. 
Project Superintendent. Project Coordinator and technical support as required. 

: Scope of Work: 
~ Project Management. ·Planning and Administration 
)00 Prepare Budgets and Estimates 
» Prepare Project Schedule 
» Attend Meetings 
» Management of the MBFJWBE Program. 
)00 Prepare Bid paCkages 
)00 Bid Project 
)00 Assist with Receipt of Bids andContmct Awards 
)00 Project OveIsightlAdministration 
)00 Chair Meetings . 
)00 ManageMBF/WBE Program During Construction 
» Budget and ~ Control 
» Update Schedules and Schedule Control 
» Project Documentation 
)00 Qua1i1;y Enhancement 
)00 Contractor Coordination 
)00 ~with Commissioning 
» Coordinate Inspections/Punchlist 
» CooTdmate Clout-Oilt Documents 
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. HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE . • 
PROPOSAL FOR OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES 

Houn Rate ~ouut 

o 
Suh-Totai 

ColUtnlction Phase (78 Weeks) 

StafiPositiOD Task Hours Rate Amount 

Sr. Project Mgr. ~ with MBFJWBE .... --........ 
. ~~ ..... ,!. : .. ·i-Q,.;=f.l>.i:cli;;..;ft ....... eot : . ::' . .:. "".. - . ; . 

. : ....,....J' ... ~" _ : .. ~ . ..J.i( ...... .!J~ • =: . '" 
: . . .' 

Sr. Project Mgr. Budget and Cost Control 

-:8r~ect'Ngr. ':. . ~:&heibilea 

Sr. Project Msr. Project Docnmentatjon 

j(;tVNOLDS 

ATch:JCmlI ""TcCJmic8l Support ·100 '3100 '.$10.,000 &mctuni1'Est 

Mechanical Est. Tecbnical Support 100 $100 $10,000 

Construction Management, Inc. 
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EYNOLDS 

Construction Management,. Inc. 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE 
PROPOSAL FOR OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES 

MBElWBE ::'''5-''-'' 
StaffPosition Task 

Consultants 

Clerical 

Commlaslonine ClDse-Out PIuIse (12 Week.rl 

Staff Position Task 

Sr. Project Mgr. 
Project Ovrnigbtl 

.Mministntion 

Sr. Project Mgr. Coordmate with Cnmmissiooiug 

Sr. Project Mgr. Coordinate C1ose-Out 
Documeots 

Hours Rate Amount 

21 S5,ooO - $105,000 

300 $12,000 

Hours Rate Amount-

480 S100 $48,000 

----$'4.0 - -:- . - ;'$41000 ;--:_. 

Sab-Toad 580 $52,000 

Reimbmsable ?>. 

EIpense - Months Unit Price Amount 

~OllReimbmsab1e &peoses 3 $300 $900 

%otocopics 21 '$150 '$3,150 

PostageIUPS 21 $100 $2,100 

Jobsite Office Space 21 .$250 $5,250 

Jobsito Office Equipmcot/Compn 21 S250 $5,250 
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Construction Management. Inc. 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE • 
PROPOSAL FOR OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES 

Jobsite Office Telephone. . 21 $150 $3.150 . 

Sub-Total '521,900 

TOTAL FEE 

PJ:e.ConstructioulBidding Phase ........................................................... $56,400 

Construction Phase .............................................................................. $360.000 

MBFJWBE Program ........................................................................... $150,000 

CommissioningiClose-Out .................................................................... $52.000 

Reimbursables ....................................................................................... $21,900 -. 
TOTAL ...... ~ .......................................................... $640,300 U 
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Construction Manasement. Inc. 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE 
PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

StaffPositiOD 

Sr. Project Mar. 

Sr. ProjectMgr. 

Sr. Project Mgr. 

Task 

Project Managem~ Planning 
& AdmiDistntion 

Prepare Project Schedule 

Coordinate withMBFJWBE .... 
... &vfrI& ...... 

Prepam Budgets and Estimates 

Bours Bate Amount 

so SI00 ss,ooo 

40 SI00 S4.000 

40 SI00 ·S4,OOO 

100 $80 $8,000 

'··\~'~iri~'::;!~ .:.:: ~~~,::"··r .. ~~:i,fi~-; ::-~¥s/~.~· :'~o-:' .: 
. Clerical 120 $40 $4,800 

Constru.ction Phase (78 Weeb) 

StaffPositiOD - Task Hoon Rate Amount 

Sr. Project Mgr. 
Project 0versigbtI 

3,000 SI00 $300.000 AdmiDistiatioo. 

&~ect~'-. . . .:' .... ··CIiair~~ -
Sr. Project Mgr. 

Coordinate with MBElWBE .... 
... _&veo ..... 

-8r. P.rojectM.gr. : "Budset·BDil-G>st::Control 

Sr. Project Mgr. 
Update Schedules and Schedule 

Coutrol 

Sr. "Project'M.8r. - TeCImical Support 

Asst. Project 
Project Documentation 3,000 $68 $104,000 

M~ . 
Project 

Quality Enhancement 3,000 $90 $270,000 
S • ..t. 



*",YNOLDS 

Construction Management. Inc. 

:0':-:-" 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE • 
PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUcnON MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

Project 
S . J.-

~ect -. 
'-'Rnnerinterii1eni' :_ 

mectrical Est. 

Project 
Coordinator 

-::~---: 

MBElWBEPro "Ill 

StaffPesition 

Cousultants 

at"m(I'UJaik _ : 
: 

Clerical 

-<Sdb-1£oiaJ. 

Contractor Coordiuation 

Technical Support 

... ~~-

am 

Task 

--aoon1inatiOJi:o£iMBEIWBE -i 
-~ 

.. . 

Cmnmissio1li1lR CJose,-()ut Phase (11 Weeb) 

Staff Position Task 

Sr. ProjectMgr. 
Project 0vemightI 

Admioistratioo . 

',&. -P.rqjectWfsr· -~ :benaNeetiogs 

Sr. ProjectMgr. Coon:Jin~ w.ith OllllnissiODing 

':Sr. :Project'~. 'CoentiDatc lnspcciicmslP.u 

Sr. Project Mgr. 
Coordinate Close-Out 

Docum.aots 
-'Project 

Quality-EP"bau;emrmt -<L . 
Contractor CoordiDation 

Clerical 

Sub-Total 

-~ 
",," .• j 

200 $80 516,000 

3.000 $40 Sl~O.OOO 

Hours Rate Amount 

21 SS;OOO SI05,ooo 

--.:000- -~ . 
........ !$~10 . - ~?OOO ., 

300 S40 512,000 

-.ot ~S1"OO 
: 

.: --

Hours Rate Amount 

480 $100 $48.000 

, 

-- -
,. 

_240 S90 .$21,600 

480 '$40 -$19;200 

1~ $88,800 
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Ie reYNOLDS 

Construction Management. Inc. 

HARRISBURG WASTE TO ENERGY FACILITY FEE 
PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

M{)ntbs Unit Price Amount 

Pre-Construction Reimbursable ~ 3 S500 SI,5oo 

postagelUPS 21 $200 $4,200 

Iobsite Office Space 21 $350 S7,350 

Jobsite Office Supplies 21 $}OO $2,160 

Lump 
Sum 

MisceUaneons Costs N/A $1,350 

'. . 

TOTAL FEE. 

Pre-ConstructionlBidding Phase ........................................................... $79> 760 

Construction Phase .................. '" ..................... , ................................... $923,600 

:MB:FIWBEProgram ........................................................................... $150,000 

CommissioninglClose-Out .................................................................... $88,800 

Reimblirsables ....................................................................................... $43,500 

TOTAL ............................................................................................. $1,285.660 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

stephen R. Reed. M8yor ~ 
Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Director t ~ 

DATED: May 19,2003 

INRE: City Special Projects Resezve Fund 

On May 16,2003 we received the sum ofS 138,000.00 in uneilcumbered funds fiom the Hariisburg 
Parking Authority which has been deposited into the City Special Projects Rcser:ve Fund yielding ;--
a total fund balance in that account ofSI38,19S.48. . L' 
TJM:kmm 
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1:l4/2212003 ° 14°:94- 5059921812 SHERWOODS SPIRIT PAGE 81 

, SHERWOODSSPIRlTOFAMERlCA 
'FAX 

Frolll: 
S.enroods Splrlt Df .AJtrmcII 
130 LI.cola AV~.lIe 
S.ata Fe NM, 87501 
Tel: (50s) 988-1776 
Fo: (50S) 992-1812 

TO: JODi WUHoa" •• 
City of Barrl8b"'a 

. 1171lSS-7218 - 4 PAICI 

Dear .JoDi, 

April 22, 2003 

Thank you for your &x of April 22. recardina the damqc4 property. Attached you will 
1iad a copy oftbe releuc co~ this WfOItunate~ A batd ~ 1:m beeo BCDt to 
yotl via Fed&. Picae adUc bow )'QU WIUlt dJe damaged items °ftltumed to you. 

IlOok torward (0 rcccMDa your check in the amoUDl ofS32,130.00. 'fbanJdng You ill 
adwoce. 

MicbaelD. Kotin 

P. S. We have also enclosed a copy of out Invoice #7259. 

I 



84/22/2889" '1'4:,84 ' ··.5859921"812 

. APl-22-03 TUi 1l:41 AM liS. ~ IISK KGMT. 
SI-£RWXR)S. SPIRIT .: 

PAl RO. 97172~57218 

RELEASE 

FOR PROPEJlTY DAMAOB ON!. V 

PAGE 82 
P. 3 

In ~ .. ioA ofthc pa)'lDellt to ml oftbelW1l ofDl!tt..T\W 'J'houand o,,! 

lIundrcd and ThirtY DoU!1'S «(32.130). by or on behalf ofCIT\' OJ!' HARRISBURG 

(pa,er). the nic:eipl olwhtc1t is hucby acknowJedaed.l Micheal Koicin ofShspocxls 

Spirit of Arocrica do ~ rd_ and fomw discltaree 1he said Payer from any and all 

liability for damIges to aD)' and aU property resulrinc from an acoldent, oasuall)' or event 

~ns OD 01 about the 2" dar oCPebruaty, 2003, qaiDI damage. to &he follow\na 

Itena 5342 - Sioux Pipe Steam. wl1h Stealitc Bowl 

llcm $927 - Nortbem PWns Pipe bow " CMlhlltlc Stem 

IIcm 6196- Photoph ofSpanisb. Amerlan w ... Officer. fraao damapd. 
. . 

110m SFI~41 - Oglala Sioux Held OnIament 

llem 5336- Hoop bound wlleethc:r. 

.. 

: .~. . 

• 

o 
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.84/22/2003· 14:"84·' 5859921812 SI-£R\oOODS SPIRIT .. ·PAGE· 83 

.• _______ ... -_ ...... --.--.... --""., .. ' __ F!IIIIt,·,~,ll(IiiiI·lIIlfjl_S •• llIi ----_1 .W,.._ ••• _rlllU_~?N%7!1112 ...... '-:'· •• I" -, . -- INVOICE NO: illI' 

Sherwoods 
Spirit til AMerlcg 

1~~1) Lincoha AWIUU 

SCIlla F., liM 815,j4713 
----.-.-.-----~-. 

Sales Receipt 
P.1oU 

(SOS) 988-1176 
FOJC (5'S) 992-1812 • ____ I111111--~~~F..F. ... 'L#5--8.S .. -04 ..... 9-.0J.-4..D ... 3I111S1.1.3-~ 

•••••• n.nw .... IIIII ••• lfllfi£3laM_M .... rM. '1 F •• 1 PSIIQ f~._ •. 3 J _ .. b_S 

SOLD TO: The CIty or Harr\8Wg . 
10 Ngrth S~ streed 
HalfilllUrg PA 17101 

W."kHfIU N,,: 

SHIP 10: The CIty of HarrtabUrg 
10 HaIth Seccnd Streed 
Haldlburg PA 17101 

SALBSJlBUON SlllPPBD v.u: TUMS: 
MIke Net receipt of InvoI08 

.ltc", ]Ja4:rIptloll .------...... --.. -.--...... - .. ---~--------___ - __ I.---.. - .. ----._--
NOldIe .. PIIIM 1IedIcI •• Wallet. 3500'0 
OMr ........ we ltIIad c:IIIIs ~1Ud Ncr,I\ono alacllment, tIgIItIy ¥A'IPP8d hkIe ItIps 
8bc:ft. ftoop Wped piece of hide _ • .,~ In t8nnod tIIcIe tied ~ 1if'Long --------- --

5M2 a .............. w.......... 11000/0 
TWIlled wood aIem 'IWIncited GIrdeI. pipe 1IoWI __ CIIIIniIII he.-tt outlined n feed. U
IOna 

---------------------------~------------------
NO,....,. .... 118 ...... Bewt'& CMIItIt8 a..m 12500 I 0 
~ carved _ boWl CIUlot~ In ... felon cia ...... heaId orblaham. and cataIne 
stem.ved In • ~ bin. unusual tI) find 1tII$ .... cIcpIded In ~ form " IlIllOC'l 
GOIIImanIy ~ In N8IJIIe ~ OI"ptIio all. ThIe,.,aeular bowl .... !he dIIdnoht thIok. 
cati", harne. '"" dIIftolOd .... haIIIa _MIdI. r.1Hd ~ far eyaalnl., InciIed 
mCIUIh. FIIIad WDOd ~. Few".. fIIltIIe ___ .. 11\ .mIII'" oo/INItoI'I4.net other 

12.500,00 

elQll1lplll_ can be MII\ in Che bOOk "PfIIM IndiIWI SNptan - A TqdIanaI AIt fnIm MIcric:n . 
H..u.nd' by Jahn C. ewn. Pgs. ,t, P18114: "' II. Figure 22 MIl 2): po. D. FIgum U. 
t1l114" Uroe IWW"IIII --------.;.--------.---_ .. - .. _--_._-----------

Rt,.1r uf SF1441 
~pIIIr 

100/0 

30/0 

. _ ... _ .. --. -------.:---. -----

100.00 

30.00 

. ~ . ... :~. ; 



'. 04/22/2803 .' 14: 94 ..... 5859921812 

"1' E 

Sherwoods 
Sl'irU III AMerictJ 

130 UnCfllIl d .... fle 

Sa' .. Ffl, HM 175014713 
.. _. __ .. -_ .... - -... ---

. ($05) 9'1.1716 

Fa (~OS) "~l'lZ 

$1)£910:. Tho CIty of HantabUrg 
10 Nontt Second S~ 
H8tI'Isbutg PA 17101 . 

INYOICE DATE: SHIP DA.IE: 

til iii PI 

'Ir 

. StERWlJDS SPIRIT . ·:PAGE 84 

• J 

INVOICS NO: 7259' 

Sales Receipt 
PeQe 2fJf2 

FFL"'r85-()49-01-4D-351l3 , U I b ' 

SlllP TO: The City of "rrlabu'9. 
it) North Second Streed 
HIItI18bufg PA 17101 

Net receipt of In\'Olea 

Id 

Item DacrIpIIM 
------~----------------------------~-----------

~ P6' RaIuH AGIWIIIIIftt daf«l All'" 22, 2003-
IfIImIIWIIlmd 
.&33t. 5:NZ, *"II 6127 

. l!CI • .,.t l-flI,.".lIIiD" 

N'dlavelce 
vue 
Trade 
S ...... &BIUltI .... 
SubTDtal 

S .... Tu: 

llQV01ce 'fetal 

Tetal PaymeD.tf 

I FlaalB".ua : 

.' , s: p • _~ •••• 'V7 ••• 

32,130.00 

0.00 

0.00 
. (tOQ 

32.130.00 

0.00 

32,130.~ 
0.00 

32,130.0°1 

I 

0 1 
I 

L) 
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Mayor ~tephen R. Reed 

1 ~2.5tr03 0.· 
I '. 

, 

Memo from the desk of: \: 

~ .: 

: . :.~~ . 

ROBERTF.KROBOTH,CG 
Deputy BusInesS Admtnistrator for Flirftllf,A·r 

- J(J: 77m/7JOJ.t-Y', ~~tJ/~ 
-r/A!"~~/'V~//Y 

. "fc: /1777JCi'hZJ ~~ ~ytlllt./ ~£> 
,(J~~ 

j7~ ft'1t8<;. ~ :rN,,,/~/ie~ 
/it'4/71 7J;i-"~ .YEr/~/J>4VZC7S /Jr,.".q 
tJlf' tJ;mqz /fWIP"IIf'~ PNpvoIJ.-SdvA!£ 

,.qr Y/vl2 .i.~e5~ &/II'y,eNIENCe. 

- / 7. M".~~ /./nn/.KJ , 



l, Mayor Stephen R. Reed . 

Memo from the desk of: 
\ ~ 0""- ROBERT F. KROBOTH, CGFM II', ro-r..-

I Deputy Business Administrator for Fi'n"" ... .,.,.,-
I . 

l 

70: /?lh1Y~ h~ 
. \ J/7/J.' ,I./A/.t:J# .u/\/6JL ~ 

\ll ,f'E: ~~~ 
!b/Vs,u/K;e#/Fr i:;v,e 7Q,Iwv$. bL'NHi'$-

. \. rPN.L>~h9?/aAI,bJtJUI-O ~ &-
··1 /#1!eNne.L~ 7i Rrdlt/esH/tY rH£ j//J1?$.5iBII'/6-

II J9qph//?'Y ~~, ~~~ ~. 
W~ U/tJV.L.D ~t~ ~1f'.svE ~.-ZNS(/;R~C I t!4vve/JT.E Ab~~~~ ~pr?E,? ~ 

I 4M>hlJH>~""'~ ~~..$I~. 
I~ . 

1: doubt THA bas the fWlds· to co ~x this expense 
at this time but you can a~k· them. If they do 
not have the money, then we simp~y ho1d the 
b:llllng unUl one of US ace.. N 

s. Reed 4-15 ... 03 

.... 

o 
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THE HARRISBU.FlG AUTHORITY 
ON~:. ·kEYSTON~E ·PLAZA. surre. "104 

FAONT:,AND MARKET STREETS, 
. H,MlR!SBUfl~. PA :17.1,()1 . 

".:, :>:':~::':::, (717) '232-377'7 .::<..,:- ".:' ': ... 
.. ' 

'.: ':'.' .. '. :". 

';>'.:':~.'.,~. : r~17i2~~.; • 
,"'" .. ! 

. "': .:. ..... :: ..... : .. 

May 19,2003 

The Honorable Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 
City of Harrisburg 
Martin L. King Ir. City Government Center 
10 North Second Street 
~burg,Pl\ 17101-1678 

In re: Ci(y Specltd plY)ftcls Ruerve Frmtl 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

I am enclosing for your consideration, a requisition for disbursement offunds from the City 
Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

Per your instructions to Bob Kroboth, the Harrisburg Padring Authority has agreed to pay this 
outstanding invoice and in t\Jm the City has agreed to reimburse the Harrisbwg Parking Authority 
upon the receipt of funds estimated to be ~ved in September 2003. The requisition incl~: 

1. Payment to Shenvoods Spirit of America in the amount of $32,130.00 (Requisition 
No. 767) . 

Please call the Authority office' at 232-3777 once the requisition has been signed. We Will 
promptly pick up the requisition and deliver the chedc to the City. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

TJM:ts 
Enclosures 
00: THA Board Members (w/encs) 

Robert Kroboth (w/encs) 
Richard Kotz, IIp'! (w/enc) 

Sincerely yours, 

~~~~ 
Executive Director 

o 

u 
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CITY SPECIAL PROJECTS RESERVE FUND 

REQUISITION FOR PAYMENT 

TO: THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 
Front and Market Street 
Harrisburg, P A 17101 

Requisition No. ill 

1. The undersigned. Mayor of the City of Harrisburg, hereby requisitions the 
following amount of money constituting a request for payment to: 

Payee: 

Purpose of 
Payment: 

AmoWlt: 

Sherwoods Spirit of America 
130 Lincoln Avenue 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 

Various items listed for the City of Harrisburg Archives 

$32,130.00 

The foregoing amount is requisitioned from the City Special Projects Reserve Fund, which fund 
was set up in accordance with The Harrisburg Authority's Resolution No. 1991-00 1 dated 
January 17, 1991. Said "City Special Projects Reserve Fund" has been set up at the M & T Bank 
- Account No. 37408-89864. 

2. The Wldersigned certifies that said amount is Wlpaid and has not been the basis of 
any previous requisition for payment from the City Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 

Dated: May 19. 2003 By: ___ ~ __ -uk1I-_~ /~ ~_.=:....::! JJ~ __ 
~ 

Copies: The Harrisburg Authority, Original 
Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 
Robert F. Kroboth, City Finance Director 
Daniel R. Lispi 
George Hicks - National Civil War Museum 
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MEMORANDUM 

stq>bm R. Reed, Mayor ~ 
Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Direct~ t ~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATED: May 19,2003 

IN RE: City Special Projects Reserve Fund 

On May 16,2003 we received the sum ofSI38,OOO.OO in uneQ.cumbered funds ftom the Harrisburg 
Parking Authority which has been deposited into the City Special Projects Reserve Fund yielding 0 
a total fund balance in that account of $138, 19S.48. . . 

TJM:kmm 
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e4/22/2003' 14:94 " 5059921812 g:..m.mDS SPIRIT PACE 81 

\ 
SHERWOODSSPIRlTOFAMERlCA 

'FAX 
• 

From: 
Sbenroods SplI'It Df AIttuIctJ 
130 Llaeola Aye.ae 
Sa ... Fe NM, 8750J 
Tel: (585) 988-17'76 
Fast (SOS) 992-1812 

TO: Jom WilliGlh .. 
City of Barrl8b-ra 

,7171255-721' -. pala 

DearJooi, 

, April 22, 2003 

1baok)'OU for your mx of April 22. rceardma the damqcc1 p:opcrty. Attached you wiD 
find a copy ofihe rcleae co~ this WfOrt\IIl8te~. A bard copy his breD BCDt to 
you via Fed&. Pleae ad. bow )'Vll WIIIlt the damaged items'mumecJ to you. 

I lOok forward fo reccMDa your dIcck ill the amoUDl ofS32,130.00. Tbmking You ill 
Gldwoce. 

Younuruly'. ' 

~~ 
MicbaeID. Kom 

P. S. We have also enclosed a copy of ow invoice #72S9. 

, 



·~. : 84/22/2889' ',1'4:,84 • ",5859921'812 ' , 

.' . APl-22-03 TUi 11: U All' IllS. ~ IISK KGMT. 

~'SPIRIT~' ,: ' 
FAX 10. 91172~57278 

RELEASE 

FOR PROPERTY DAMAGB ONLY 

p~ 82 

P. 3 

In CODSidcrllloA of the payment to me of the M11 ornurtI...Two 1'housJnd OJ" 

Uundrcd IIld Th1m DoUll'I (132,130). by Of 00 bebIIf armY 0)1' HARRISBURG 

(pa,..r)t the t8ceipt oCwhlclt is helcby actnowle4pd, 1 Miebpal Kokin ofShcrwoods 

Spirit of Aroenoa do ~Y rdeuo and fOf~r discharee 1he Mid payer from any and aU 

liability for damage, to aD)' and all property resukinl from. an acokfent., aasualty Of evcat 

~ag OIl Of aboutlhe 2" dar oCfebrualy, 2003, ~iDB dama&a to &he followlna 

artifftCtl: 

It_ 5]42 - Sioux Pipe Stam with SteIlitc Bowl 

Item $921-Nortbem PlaIns PIpe bow " Catlin. Stan 

1~ 6196- Photopb. ofSpanisb. Amerkan Will' otJicer. Frao cSam.pd. 
, . 

IIemSfl.-41-0gIaIaSlouHead OnIarnmt 

llem 5336- Hoop boancl wlleathc:r. 

• 

:,.:.: .. 

I 

0 1 
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-Sherwoods 
Spirit til "-,,,uk. 

130 Lbtco/" .4. ... ""e 
S._ Fe, HM. '7S014713 

... _._--- -... -.... _--
. ($05) 9"~1. 716 

Fa (~()S) 9!J~1'1Z 
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SOlJ) '10: . Tho CIty of HarrIsbUrg 
10 NOf1t1 Second ~ 
Hal'l'lSbutg PA 11101 . 

. . StERWJJDS SPIRIT . .. ..:PAGE B4 

F R _14 

INYOICS NO: 7259· 

Sales Receipt 
PeQe 2fJf2 

~L#'~5~9LOI-4~35IlS 
I fir & .. lb 

SIllP TO: The CIty of H;ilrr.bu'9. 
10 NDrih $econd Streed 
HaMabufg PA 17101 

Net. receipt of InvoICe 

1,. Dacn,tlolt PIke 
------~------------------------~---------

NecIav4llce 32,130.00 

vue 0.00 

Tnde 0.00 

. ~t_et ,-c.or.arla sw ..... aa ..... .0.00 

SubTotal 32,130.00 

S .... Tu 0.00 

, lovolce'l'otal ~t130.~ 
Tetal 'I)'IIleIltf 0.00 

1 Fblal .".Dee : 32,130.0°1 

. L. zcw_ • ••• -

,'. ", 

o 

·C) 
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, Mayor ~tephen R. Reed :-- . 
" . 
1 • 

": .. :, 

: ' .M\ 2. 5 am o .. 
I I 1 
\ '. 

\ 
Memo from the desk of: ~ .~. 

: .:.~. . ! ..... : .:. 

ROBERT F. KROBOTH,CGF 
Deputy Business Administrator for FI_.r;...o;l.r 

- J() ; 77m/7l..a;.t..Y', '2£:tQI1£~/~ 
-r1K ~/..S&//'~~//.Y 

. ~c:. /f777/C;'/E;D IJImI"/frC ~~/~-/ho-P 
R~~ 

j?~ ft'1a!5S ~ .:rN'tI/~~ /iN /}y/?JI!WT 
fftJ/?'l 7Jjr6w§ .sfl;r$,-..4'IVCc7S &-'7' 
Ill' I) 77IQl /f}M?'Rt'&97'C ,/Q~j--StJq~iE" 
nr Wv/l .t:7;;RL/e5-r' 6"vYENIENCE: 

---; iJH;.A I . ~..s, 
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Memo from the desk of: 

! ~O'-' ROBERT F. KROBOTH. CGFM • 

Mayor Stephen R. RMd ' 

\ Oeputy __ forFm,.!II ....... ,r 

I . 70: /?7.bY~ A~ . 
\ Y!/J.' .L.WtJ# /./N6JL ~ . ./ I ~r t -~. 

\ RE:~~~ 
I (b1J/9LN:!l'?//J&- W.A! 7Q,IWV.s. b.t~ 

.1. /iM>~;iP/9?/dIi,b>tJqt.O ~ &-

.. \ ~RI~#' 7i RElf/{/crPItY -r/l£' !/dA?.s6V/? 

I ~/7YA~~~~·~· 
I tv.£' tdtJu,/..O ~"', ~ ~-1?¥.s{.f~ 
I C/4".;e,9T.E Ab~~~ /laftt,#f?E.p ~ 

. \ ~ I#JIL) ~d;'~ 6'v~~P?..SP~ .. 
I ~A'.~... . i ~'.~ 

'I doubt '1'HA bas the funds· to co ~r this expense ' 
at this t~e but you can a.k ·theDl.. Xf they 40 
not have the money, then we sirnp1.y ho1d the 

j 
! 

h!lUD9 ""til ODe of US <loeB' .. ~ 
S. ~ed· 4-·15 ... 03 

.. 

. ' 

o 

·.r,.' 

,. 

.. -. . 

• 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEYSTONE PLAZA,. SUITE 104 

FRONT AND MARKET STREETS 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

Honorable Stephen R. Reed 
City of Harrisburg 
Martin L. King. Jr. Govt Ctr 
10 North Second Street 
Harrisburg, PAl 710 I 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

(717) 232-3777 

FAX: (717) 232-8590 

July 20, 2000 

I apologize for the misunderstanding and hope that the enclosed envelope which was sealed 
by your office and which includes the original check in the amount of $33.866.25 payable to Early 
American History Auctions, Inc. minimizes the problem. 

Explanation: In the month of June, The Harrisburg Authority was closing one account and 
opening a new City Special Project account. An error in the balance was made during the process 
of reconciliation. Upon discovery, staff retrieved the check that was issued to Early American 
History Auctions, Inc. from your office due to insufficient funds. I assumed that your office was 
intormed of the error when the check was retrieved but apparently I was mistaken. 

To insure that adequate funds are in place to cover today's check, [ transferred the entire 
amount from the administration fund. The amount, $33,866.25, will have to be reimbursed at a latter 
time. 

The only answer that can be given to the question of whether THA has charged expenses to 
the city account is no. I have enclosed a transaction report for calendar year 2000 to satisfy your 
interest to know what has been charged to the city account. 

Sincerely yours, 

;=\~~~ 
Thomas J. Mealy \ 
Executi ve Director 

cc: Trent Hargrove 



THA - Working Capital 0 
Q7120/o0 Account QuickReport 

As of December 31,2000 

Type Date Nwn N ..... Memo Spilt Amount BdlitnCe 
- _._._._---- ._------_ .•. , ----_ .. _,--- ------ ---- "--- .-

1500 Cash· restrIcted 
1,079 :0 

1510 C 'Iy SpecIal Projects F una 
1,079 :.'0 

8[11 Pmt ·Check 1/4100 2eO Gre..1ter Hdlt/~bu'g NAACP "(,:Juth "1:equ,slt,Qn !'Jo 174 :':CGO :"ccounts. oayable ·1.000 GO i9 ~:J 

;:J3yment 1I11'CO G5C688 ;>"EAA 1991 Adm,n "CJ Ac':ounts .~ece:va 7,5CC ~ 75,(l2C 

Oep~lt 1I141CO DepoSIt 3PUT. 187713 00 195 292 ~O 

8,11 Pml ·Check 11211CO 292 America '11est Arc"."es tnv ~o ~D14 2COO Accounts payable ·1 2085J 19. aS3 n 
3111 Pmt -Check 1121/00 294 dnan & Mana Green, Inc ir."I 1#02945 2OCO A.ccounts payable 525000 ~8a 823 7J 

8,11 Pm! ·Check 1121;00 2B7 D.ys ~I' 49. Inc Reqi..IIslt!cn No 'a' 20CO Accounts payabie . 14,SCOCO f 74323 :-1) 

a,u ?",t ,Check 1121iOO 284 Fields Jt Glary ReQ #178 2,:00 Accounts pay"30le .) 3(000 , .r, 0:3 7·j 

B,II Pmt ·Check 1121'00 289 Fltc"'s r~aC11n9 Post Ir", #13099 2()OO A.CCOU(1ts payat:le .4.3C6 :.JO 1662'7 !~ 

8111 Pmt -Check 1121/00 296 Gary Helin Reql..n$ltlon No 190 2Cc() Accounts payable -lS.3CO 00 ~JO ~17:0 

Bill Pmt -Check 1121/00 281 inner VOICe-s RequISItion No 175 2000 Accounts pa.,.-ilb!e ·,.oeo ';0 ':9,9'7") 

B,II "m! ·Checl< 1121100 298 J~rry J Mulholland lov "C~601.02.C5.07 2000 .4cccunts ;)ayab!e ·25:CO 00 "~4.417 7C 

B,I/ Pm! ·Check 1121100 285 ",bor. Woody RequIsItion No '79 :iOOO Accounts payable ·3,02500 lCl.39270 

B,II Pmt ·Check 1121100 291 Mike BraCi(in 'nv #95153 2000 Accounts pavable ·a,155 00 93227 1!) 

8111 Pmt -Check 1121/00 295 Osage Tradong RequISition No 189 2CCO Accounts. pa'{3ble 9.500 00 33.727 70 

8,'1 Pm! ·Check 1121100 2BB PA.HAS·KA Sooks Inv II 15367 & 15778 2GOO Accounts payable ·13,50000 70.227 iO 

B,II Pml -Check 1121/00 282 Sharpsburg Arsenal Requ, .. bon No 1 76 2000 Accounts payable ·34,905.00 35.32270 

Bill Pm! ·Check 1121100 288 S'M!r Lady Antiques Inv .,22999 & 112599 2000 Accounts payable .7.13900 ;28.183 70 

8,11 Pml ·Check 1121100 293 The Hor.;e Soldier {ov 1129. 32 2CCO Accounts ~yable ·6.67500 2' 508 70 

B,II Pml ·Check 1121/00 283 T,rnotny Hughes Rare & Early Ne Req 11177 2000 Ac::::ounts payable ·3,524.JO 17.984 70 

e,u Pm! ·Check 1121100 297 Waner O'Connor ReqUISition No 191 2000 Accoun!s payable ·7.000 00 10,98470 

B.MPml-Check 1124100 290 Outpost Inv 114312 2COO Accounts payable ·3.068 5J 7.91620 

Boll Pm! .Check 1127100 299 Horse Featllers ReqUISition No 193 2000 Accounts payable ·2430 7)391 90 

B,II Pmt ·Check 21!1100 301 Anlebellum Covers ReqUISItion No 195 2000 Accounts payable ·3.44500 4.44690 

Boll Pm! ·Check 2/10100 300 Mr Jack Snavely Requ.SI!lon No 194 2OCO Accounts payable ·33708 4.10982 

BiM Pml ·Check 2/15100 302 l.bor. Woody RequtSlbOn No 196 2000 Accounts p.ya~e ·520 00 3.589 82 

B.II Pm! ·Check 2/17100 3D3 NAACP Youtl> Counc,l Requ'Sibon No 197 200C Accounts payable ·BOO.OO 2.78982 

Depas,1 2125100 Depos,! 4752 Miscellaneous 20.000.00 22,789 82 

BIll Pmt ·Check 2I29lOO :305 Fields of Glory Req 11199 2000 Accounls payable ·14.843.00 7.;4682 

B,n Pm! ·Check 2/29100 304 Sword & Saber RequlSlbon No 198 2000 Accounts payable ·650.00 7,298 82 

B,II Pm! ·Check 317100 308 Mr, Robelt Fayl ... Requoso1lon No 200 200C Accounts payable ·33700 0.3598, 

B,II Pmt ·Check 317100 307 S"",rd & Saber ReqUISItiOfl No 201 2000 Accounts payable ·1,750 00 5209 e2 

B,II Pml ·Check 3114100 309 \1r Robert Fayles RequIsitIon No 203 2000 Accounts payable .4600 5,16382 

8ill Pml ·Check 3114100 310 Randy K, King ReqUISitIon No 204 2GOO Accounts payable ,12765 5.;)36 17 

B,II Pm! ·Check 3/14100 :lO8 Timothy Hughes Rare & Early Ne Req 11202 ~OOO Accounts payable 2.10000 2,93617 

( oill Pm! ·Check 3128/00 311 r"'''chael 0 Melle!! Rroq.lI205 2000 Accounts payable ·21000 2,:"2517 

Payment 4114100 0072. .. PNC CAPS 1997 Admin Fee due 3115/00 1700 Accounts ReceMl 3,83333 6.55950 -
Payment 4114100 0072 PNC CAPS 1996 Admin Fee due 411iOO 1700 Accounts Recerva. 13.460 63 20.020 13 

Payment 4119100 0072 PNC CAPS 1997 1700 Accounts Recewa 166 57 20,18630 

Depasr! 514100 Harnsburg Parking Authont-f Depos¢ 4752 Mlsceilaneous 1.300.000.00 1.320.186 60 

B,II Pml ·Check 518100 312 Hamsburg H'gh School S8t Progr Rroq #~ 2COO Accounts payable .1,500 00 1 3'6.58680 

B,II Pmt ·Chec~ 5I8lOO 314 Oooley Arts & Ant'ques Req .2oa 2000 Accounts payal)1e ·'24, ISS 00 1 194,521 60 

B,II Pml ,Check 518100 315 Comstock Mercantile Company Req #209 2000 Accounts payable ·1,80000 "92,53180 

B,II Pm! ·Check 518100 3'6 Jerry J Mulholland Req tr210 = .4.ccounts payable ·19895 00 , 172.736 &;-

B,II Pm! ·Check 518100 317 Theme Pnnts. Ltd Req tr211 2000 .Acco\.lnts payable .4.78500 '.~S7,951SG 

8.11 Pm! ·Check 518100 318 Dumont Maps and Seoks of tt:e Req 11212 2000 Accounts payable -8,664.00 1.159,287 &J 

8dl Pm! ·Check 518100 319 Amenca West Archives Req #213 2000 Accounts payable ·248 00 , 159.039 50 

B,U Pm! ·Check SI8IOO 320 Th" Taos Company Req tr214 200C Accounts payable .4,995 00 I 154.04-480 

B.II Pm! ·Check 518100 321 Calabaza Rroq. tr215 2CCO Accounts payable ·20162.00 1.133,28260 

8,11 Pm! ·Check 5/8100 322 WT Barley Req.1I216 2000 Accounts payable ,4.01500 1 129.25780 

B,n Pmt ·Check 518100 323 Jo~eph H Wyman Req 1/211 2DOO Accounts payal>le ·1;).000 00 '\ 1 '\9.26780 

B,II P."t ·Check 518100 324 Mark B p.lleyIAm.I1cana ~eq 112,8 2000 Acccunts payable ·2,500 00 I 116.76780 

B,II Pm! -Check 518/00 325 Smoky H,I! Antique MaU, l L C Req 11219 2000 Accounts payable -4,1ol790 1.112,659 00 

B,II Pm! ·Check 5/8100 328 Ton·Abn Gallery Req 11220 2000 Accounts pa)able ·5225.00 1107.433 9C 

B,II P",t ·Check 518100 327 Ann",'s ""tiqua Mall R!!q 1122' 2000 Accounts payable -41355 1107,020 25 

8,11 Pm! ·Check 5/8100 328 Termar Gal....,. lLC Roq, #222 2000 Accounts payable ·2.01000 1 lDS.OIO 25 

B,II Pmt ·Check 518/00 329 Ellsworth Anbque 'd.1I Req 11223 2COO Accounts payable ·2.43-01 50 1 102.57575 

B,II Pmt ·Check 5JSIOO 330 Paul Wel~gfThe Quest R!!q 11224 2COC Accounts payable ,13.65500 , CS8.9~.7S 

BIll Pm! ·Check 518100 331 Richard L HoIl Req .225 2000 Accounts payable ·2,15750 1 086.753 25 

8.11 Pm! ·Check 518100 332 Maxl Goheen Req 11226 2000 Accounts payable .1.500 00 1 ;)65,253 25 

8,11 Pm! ·Check 51S1OO 333 Hatfield Anflques Roq m7 2000 Accounts payable ·15,nOOO 1.009.483 25 

B.II Pmt -Check 518/00 334 legend Antiques. Inc Reqtr228 2COC Accounts payable ·17,21300 1,052.27025 

Boll Pm! ·Check 51S1OO 350 The Anbquary lid Req 1/229 2000 Accounts payable ·1 72500 1050,545 25 

BIll Pm! ·Check 5I8lOO 335 John IQ~ IInbques Req .230 2000 Accountl payable -4.g70 00 1045,57525 

6,11 Pm' ·Check 518100 354 Olin C EMne R!!q 1/231 2000 Accountl payable .15,52500 1030.050 25 

8011 Pm! ·Check. 518100 336 G. Rob,nson Old Pronts & 'daps R!!q 11232 2CCO Accounts payable ·1.600 00 10211.450 25 

Boll Pmt ·CI\eck 518100 337 Ruxton's Trading PosI RI!q .233 2000 Accountl payable ·S.47451 1 021.975 74 

BIll Prnt·Check 518100 338 l;bor. Woody Req 11234 2000 ~tspayable ·2.88000 1,019.09574 

8011 Pmt ·Check 518/00 339 PA·HAS·1(Jo 8aoI<s Req 11235 2000 Accounts payable ·24.600 00 994.595 74 

Boll Pm! ·Check 5I8JOO 340 Sword & Saber Req .236 2COO Accounts payable 8.25000 386.345 74 

a.1I Pmt ·C/1eck 518100 341 B,n & Brendan Synna",on Req 11237 2CCO Accounts payable .124.600 00 861.145.14 

EM Pm! -Check 518100 342 leasures Treasurers Req #238 2000 Accounts payable ·13,15000 '!47.t;95 7~ 

Bon Pmt ·CI\eck 5/8100 343 S,Ner Lady IInbques Req tr239 2000 Accounts payable ·56,20600 1~9.789.74 

B.n Pmt ·Cheek 518100 344 Hendershot Museum Cor.sultants Req '240 2000 Accounts payable ·97.50000 692.289 74 

Bon Pmt ·Check 518100 345 Oays 0/' 49. I"c RI!q "2" 2000· Accountl papble ·'80.73600 3t1.~1 74 

8011 Pmt·Check 518/00 346 OWA.lnc Req tr242 2000 Accounts payable ·36.100.00 475.451 74 

B,n Pm! ·Check Si8lOO 347 WHO. Manufllc!utlng Co Rroq tr243 2000 Accounts payable ·150,000 00 315.451 74 

a.1I Pm! ·Check 5i8JCO 348 Susquehanna Art Museum Req tr244 2000 Accounts payable ·35.00000 280.oISl 74 

B,II Pmt ·Clleck 5.8/00 313 Th"d Street Antrque Man Req 11207 2COO Accounts payable .12,9S500 287.450 7~ 

B,II Pmt ,Chec~ 5,8100 351 Third Street Anhque Man qn #245 2COO Accounts payable ·46,28000 221 11~ 1l 

8,n Pmt ·C~ec. Si8loo 352 las Cruces Req 11247 2COO Accounts payable ,66750 220.509 2' 

90U Pmt ·Check 5j6/00 353 148 AM Amerc-an R!!q .248 2000 Accounts ~Yi1ble .1,46225 2,9C469V 

B,II Pm' ·C~ec. S/81C{) 349 Larry 0 Ready ',010 Req .245 2CiJO Accounts p<ilyabte 000 2'9.~'IC. 

B;II Pm! ·Check 5/10100 355 Sword & Saber ~equtSl1lon No 249 2000 Accounts payable ·45C000 214.5459V 

8,11 Pm! ·C~eck 511ClOC 356 Timothy Hughes Rolle 3. Ear:, r4e ,~eq #250 2000 Account. pa~ble ·4.05000 210495 % 

Bon Pmt ·Check 5117100 3SI! Las Cruc..s 2000 Accounts payable -2400 210,472 ox. 

Page' 



o 
07120/00 

Type Ddle Num 

Bill Pmt -Check 5117100 357 
Bill Pmt -Check 5123100 359 
Bdl Pmt .Checi< 5130100 362 
Bill Pmt -CheCk St:lOIOO 361 
adl Pml ·Check 5i3OI00 360 
Bill Pmt ·Check 6I8l00 366 
Boll Pml -Chec~ 6/8100 355 
Bill Pmt ·Check 61B1CO 364 
B.II Pmt ·Check 616100 363 
Bill Pmt ·Check 6/9100 367 
Check 6/14100 368 
General Journal 6114100 62 
Payment 11120.00 059140 
Check 6125/00 369 
General Joumal 5126100 63 
8111 Pmt ·Check 6/27100 1001 
Bill Prm-Chec~ 6127100 1002 
8111 Pmt·Check 6127100 1003 
8111 Pm! ·Check 6127100 1004 
Bin Pm! ·Check 6127100 1005 
Bid Pmt·Check 6127100 1006 
Bill Prm·Check 6r.mOO 1007 
Bin Pmt-Check 6127100 1008 
BiP Pmt .Check 6127100 1009 
Bill Prm -Check 6127100 lOla 
Bid Pm! ·Check 6/27100 lOll 
Check 6/29IDO 1012 
0 ... _1 Journal SI29IOO 6.5 
Bdl Pmt ·Check 7n1OO 1013 

Total1510 Cily Special Prolects Fund 

TOTAL 

o 

THA - Working Capital 
Account QuickReport 

As of December 31. 2000 

Name Memo -----.------- ... ------.. 

S,iver Lady An!lqces In~ .051000 
Randall Lee Requl$lton No 253 
F,eld. ot Glary Req~56 
Seltz 1 Se,tz Inc Rl'q 11255 
Sr.arpsburg Arse,. . .11 ReqUISItion No 254 
Chr!s:opher"S InterlolS ReqUI~tlcn No 250 
Larry 0 Rea~y Req IIZas9 
Old Town Pet Shop ReqUISlban No 258 
Cal.l>aZa Rl'q 11257 
Conald E NIchols ReQ,ms.bon No 25? 
The Haff1sburg "ut~crlty Clcse Out Account a r 1St Union 

Open Up New ,o\cct @ J:'lnanclat T,ust 
PHEAA '99' A;:Imln 
The HiltrI~blJl'g Authonty' VOid ChK" &. ~I;se Cu.t Acct 

VOid Ck 11349 & r ,f!!', Moraes ~o Ne~ Accourtt 
Larry 0 Ready Req 11245 
Larry 0 Ready Rl'q *245 
L,ury D. Ready Req 1W245 
Amenca WIISI Nchi_ Req . .t263 
Comstock Mereanllie Company Req. IW26!I 
Early Amerocan History AUCllons, Rl'q W262 
Llbor. Woody Req. "264 
Ma!I' St Antique Mall Req 11267. 
PA-HAS·KA Books Rl'q IJ2I!8 
Sword & Saber Req .• 266 
Tombstane Terrltonal Trading Co Req.~ 
The Harrisburg A,,""'nly T .fer Balance to ACd @ FOilSt Un"", 

T·ler fund. to Old "cct @ FI~I Union 
McBee Systems, Inc 23-33685700 

20c0 Accounts payabie 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accollnts p .. yable 
2OCO Accounts pay3ble 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2COO Accounts p.ayable 
2000 Accourts payable 
:000 Accounts payable 
lOCO .Accounts payable 
6951 CI",,·,. Special Pial 
5951 C,tyS SpeCial P'OI 
1700 Accounts ReceMl. 
SPLIT· 

69S1 C;ty's Special Prol 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2COO Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payal>la 
2000 AccounIapaYl/Dle 
2000 Ac:counls payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
2000 Accounts payable 
·SPUT· 
6951 City's SpecoaJ PYaI 
2000 Accounts payable 

A_ 

·32.75000 
·623 31 

·23.~66oo 
-39724 

·4,000 00 
.3.405 00 

·67500 
99050 

·20.47100 
-3.10000 

·53.730 ;j4 

53.730 "4 
7.500.00 

·87.435 00 
8743500 

·39.295 00 
·16,44000 
·31.70000 

.1.505.00 
-41500 

-33.666 25 
-3.105.00. 
-3.385.00 
.2.700 00 

-950.00 
.1,042.00 

·20,47100 
20.471 00 

-143 53 

.7.43104 

-7.43104 

·7,431.04 

Balance 

177,772 39 
177.09958 
1537"..3 58 
153,33~ 44 
~49 3-'3644 
145 ~3' 4A 
14525644 
144255 ~4 
123.79434 
1::0,'39" ;4 
6636-1 YJ 

120.594 ;'4 
128.194a4 
40,75; 34 

128.19494 
68.899 94 
72.45994 
40759.94 
39.254 ;j4 

38.839 ;j4 
4.g7359 
1,868 69 

.1.S1a31 
.4.21631 
·5.16631 
-6.208 31 

·26.67; 31 
·6.WII31 
·6.351 iI4 

6.351 iI4 ---.--
-8.35184 -----
-i.~I.84 

Page 2 



Inter Office J\lemo 

TO: 

"-";' 

Thomas J. Mealy, Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

iWAYO~St,&I:HEN R.~~~ 

City of Harrisburg 

June 25. 200 I 
- --" 

:,~ L~ J~~~~., ~ 1 ; 

t : ; l i , J1U"i ') 7 )nOI 
'dU - •. ! . 'I 11 - .. ,. 

I j I 
I THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY j 

Ftom ih;'!~l:*iaf account maintained Cor draw and useliy .tbeCity,.the.attached 
invoic:e.should be paid. . 

, • _ J; ',: - "_ .~_-' -'_"" :~j-,." 

,If,the' balance in the accountha~ beell'~Xbausted'tyougtaY. transfer fUllds,lrom. a 
difi'er~ntaccountori'a tempOrary basis -in order.tocover'this and any otberoutstanding 
invoices that are pending. 'You may repay. the source' account with the added funds that 
wUtbecoming into tbe City's account in connection with the June 29, 2001 closing 00 the 
Municipal Bond Pool. 

SRRlpsr-j. ... 

;.L 

o 
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Cffice of the Hayor April 11, 2002 

to - Thomas J. ~lealy 

Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

On Friday, April 12, a minimum of $1 million will become available 
for placement in the special account maintained for draw and use by 
the City. 

The instruction provided by this office to the transaction partici
pants was to assure that the full $1.8 million to be received into 
the account would occur April 12. I am advised that a portion of 
the $1.8 million will not be forthcoming until during May. 

o •. 3 , .. -, ::. ' ~ 
Attached are invoices totaling $ 1,-3-9"7-;-2-98-;--21, which must now be 
9aid. Accordingly, this serves to reguest that checks be cut, with 
the standard requisition sheets to be signed by this office, for 
these invoices, such that checks can be issued Friday, April 12th. 

j I 

To the extent that the transfer of funds from the April 12th Soc Gen 
transaction is not sufficient to cover all the attached, this se~7es 
to additionally request a temporary transfer of other THA funds to 
the special City account to assure coverage of the attached, with 
the temporary transfer sum to be reimbursed in May. 

attachments 



THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEYSTONE PLAzA; SUITE 104 

••••• < , •••• , •• ,.".,"... """'~'''''''''''''''F"RONTANDMAAKEfsTREEt§'''' 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 232-3777 

FAX: (717) 232-8590 

April II, 2002 

.. ' . Thel!~~~~I?~~.~J.~~n!{.Ref:,d~. M~,ot,~~7.;" ... ",. '.-"'" ", . .,," '~""'citY of Hatrlsbuig< . 
Martin L. Kitlg.tr~·CityGovemrnent Center, 
10 Nbrth!Seconcfstieet': .' . ',,' 

... Harrlsbur&PA i11bl-.167S 

, - .~;l<_ 

I;' re: city $pecitiIP,Ojects ReSerVe Fund . 

Dear Mayor Reed:,· 

I am encfosingfor'your consideration, requisitions for disbursement of funds from the City 
Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

The purpose of the requisitions is to satisfY the request made of the Authority by the City of 
Harrisburg. The reqwsitions include: . 

1. Payment to Leo Stambaugh in the amount of$117,453.00 (Requisition No.537) 

2. Payment to Morning Star Antiques in the amount ofS92,100.00 (Requisition No. 
538) .,' .' 

3. Payment to CowbOys&" Indians Antiques in the amoWlt of $45,53 7.80 (Requisition 
No. 539) 

4. Payme,nt to Fields ofOlory in the amount 0~$61,083.00 (Requisition No. 540) 

5, P~yment to Fields of Glory in the amount of 527,523.00 (Requisition No. 541) 
.. . .'. '.... ." , 

6. P~~~~t ~o Sword.~ Sa~r in th~ amoun~ ~f. S5, 758. 75 (Requisitioll 1'10 .. 542). 

7. Payment to. Ray80wers in the amount of SI4;250.00 (Requisition No. 543) 

8. Payment to ThUllderMoun~nTrading CompanyJn the amount of 58,485.00. 
(Reqlrl.sitioaNo.-5#}-·· .... _ ........ " , .. ,."".. --- ..,,--' 

o 
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Honorable Stephen R. Reed 
April tt, 2002 
Page 3 

28. Payment to Theme Prints. Ltd. in the amount of 5991.75 (Requisition No. 56-l) 

29. Payment to Edward F. LaFond. Jr. in the amount of $2.750.00 (Requisition No. 565) 

30. Payment to Woody Libor in the amount of 52.630.00 (Requisition No. 566) 

31. Payment to Woody Libor in the amount of $1,215.00 (Requisition No. 567) 

32. Payment to The Christmas Attic in the amount of $2.695.00 (Requisition No. 568) 

33. Payment to The Old Print Gallery in the amount of $7,678.00 (Requisition No. 569) 

34. Payment to Tarbell Western Artifacts in the amount of $10,400.00 (Requisition No. 
570) 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Payment to Peyton Wright in the amount of $26,500.00 (Requisition No. 571 ) 

Payment to Peyton Wright in the amount of $7,900.00 (Requisition No. 572) 

Payment to Peyton Wright in the amount of $128,650.00 (Requisition No. 573) 

Payment to Peyton Wright in the amount of $65,000.00 (Requisition No. 574) 

Payment to Peyton Wright in the amount of $63,000.00 (Requisition No. 575) 

Payment to Long John Silver Turquoise in the amount of $558.63 (Requisition No. 
576) 

41. Payment to Sherwoods in the amount of $108,112.50 (Requisition No. 577) 

42. Payment to Sherwoods in the amount of $75,000.00 (Requisition No. 578) 

43. Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants, Inc. in the amount of $56.950.00 
(Requisition No. 579) 

44. Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants. Inc. in the amount of $47,500.00 
(Requisition No. 580) 

45. Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants, Inc. in the amount of $58,900.00 
(Requisition No. 581) 



Honorable Stephen R. Reed 
April 11, 2002 
Page 4 

46. Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants, Inc. in the amount of $27500.00 
(Requisition No. 582) 

47. Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants. Inc. in the amount of $30,000.00 
(Requisition No. 583) 

48. Payment to John Wibaru in the amount of $19.450.00 (Requisition No. 584) 

The following retlects the current balance of the City Special Projects Reserve Fund after the 
payment of the above-referenced requisitions: 

Prior Balance $ 
Soc Gen Transfer 4/12/02 $ 
Transfer from THA Funds $ 
Balance After Transfer $ 
Minus Req. 537-584 i 
New City Special Projects Balance $ 

22,866.27 
1,000,000.00 

298,000.00 
1,320,866.27 
1,319,998.77 

867.50 

o 

Please call the Authority oftice at 232-3777 once the requisitions have been signed. We will L ~ 
promptly pick up the requisitions and deliver the checks to the City. 

TJM:ts 
Enclosures 

cc: THA Board Members (w/encs) 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 

1'\ .. " 

, \1l..4.~-\ 
\ 

, , , ' .,_ .... 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEYSTONE PLAZA, SUITE 104 

FRONT AND MARKET STREETS 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 232-3777 

FAX: (717) 232-8590 

August 6, 2001 

The Honorable Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 
City of Harrisburg 
Martin L. King Jr. City Government Center 
10 North Second Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1678 

I" n: City Special Projects Reserve Fu"d 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

I am enclosing for your consideration, requisitions for disbursement of funds from the City 
Special Projects Reserve Fund. 

The purpose of the requisitions is to satisfY the requests made ofthe Authority by the City of 
Harrisburg. The requisitions include: 

1. 

., ... 

3. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Payment to Hendershott Museum Consultants, Inc. in the amount of $950.00 
(Requisition No. 398) 

Payment to Urban League of Metropolitan Harrisburg, Inc. in the amount of 
$5,000.00 (Requisition No. 399) 

Payment to Silver Lady Antiques in the amount of 523,040.00 (Requisition No. 400) 

Payment to Sword & Saber in the amount of $19,350.00 (Requisition No. 401) 

Payment to Gary Hendershott in the amount of 549,185.00 (Requisition No. 402) 

Payment to The Union Drummer Boy in the amount of 530,000.00 (Requisition No. 
403) 

Payment to The Silver Lady Antiques in the amount of $56,250.00 (Requisition No. 
404) 

7. Payment to Gary Hendershott in the amount 0[$72,405.00 (Requisition No. 405) 



Honorable Stephen R. Reed 
August 6, 200 I 
Page 2 

8. Payment to The Union Drummer Boy in the amount of$53, t 00.00 (Requisition No. 
406) 

9. Payment to The Harrisburg Authority in the amount of$60,826.00 (Requisition No. 
407) 

10. Payment to The Harrisburg Authority in the amount of$350.000.00 (Requisition No. 
408) 

II. Payment to Fields of Glory in the amount of $30,285.00 (Requisition No. 409) 

12. Payment to Pennsylvania National Fire Museum in the amount of $7,800.00 
(Requisition No. 410) 

Please call the Authority office at 232-3777 once the requisitions have been signed. We will 
promptly pick up the requisitions and deliver the checks to the City. 

After the deposit of$750,000.00 by the Authority and payment of the above requisitions, the 
current balance of the City Special Projects Reserve Fund will be $1,395.09. 

TJM:ts 
Enclosures 
cc: THA Board Members (w/encs) 

Sincerely yours, 

~~~~~ 
Thomas J. Mealy CJ 
Executive Director 

o 
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Revenues: 
Balance as of August 2, 200 I 
Deposit August 3, 200 I 

Tntal Revenues 

Expenses: 
Deposit made of July 3, 2001 
Deposit made on July 3 1, 2001 
Miscellaneous Invoices (398-410) 
Total Expenses 

Ending Balance 

WORKSHEET 

9,586.09 
750,000.00 

60,826.00 
350,000.00 
347,365.00 

.... 

759,586.09 

758,191.00 

1.395.09 
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Office of the Mayor 

t .-... -
" , " :' .. 

to - Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 

. r -." i .' 

. ~ j 

November 13, 2002 

The Harrisburg Authority 

With the replacement Commerce Bank line of credit for the National 
Civil War Museum, $250,000 is now freed for reuse by the city's 
special account. Further, with the upcoming restructuring of the 7th 
Street Project escrow account, another $180,000 becomes available. 

Beyond this, there are expected funds coming from the HPA bond interest 
rate swap and possibly from the restructuring of the school-related 
bonds with another authority, with the proceeds from both to be sent 
to THA for deposit into the city's special account. 

Enclosed are items for payment now from the special account. They 
are divided into Part I and Part II. The items in Part I should be 
done first, in the event THA cannot cover all Part I and II today. 
Within the invoices included in Part I, the ones marked P are of 
first priority. 

Unless circumstances preclude such, this serves to request that all 
the encloses now be processed for payment. 

" .. ~ , 
~ayor Stephen R. Reed 

o 

ii"" 
" I \.' ) 
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Former Harrisburg Authority executive director 
Thomas Mealy voiced concerns over incinerator 
loan 
Published: Friday, January 06, 2012, 7:50 PM Updated: Friday, January 06, 2012, 8:16 PM II BY:: VERONIKIS, The Patrlot'News 

Recommend 2 people recommend this. Sh ... 

Tweet 0 PrInt 

Former Harrisburg Authority Executive Director Thomas Mealy said he had concerns about the $25 
million loan the authority took out with CIT Capital of New York in early 2006 in an attempt to 
finish the Incinerator retrofit. 

PAUL CHAPUN, The Patrfot-News/file 

The Harrisburg Indnerator on South 19th Sb"eet. 

And even after raising his concerns to 
professionals connected to the project 
and with former Mayor Stephen R. 
Reed, the deal got done. 

Mealy was one of four witnesses to 

testify in federal court today over a 
lawsuit the authority and Dauphin 
County filed to nullify the borrowing 
the authority secured from CIT. 

"If the authority was going to finance 
money, the authority would typically 

go out for a bond issue," Mealy said. 
"This was not that type of bond issue. I had my concerns about this deal. I was uncomfortable, 
but there was a heavy reliance on the professionals." 

The professionals Mealy raised concerns with included former authority solicitor Bruce Foreman; 
Andrew Giorgione, special counsel to the authority; and Daniel Lispi, a consultant to the authority 
on the incinerator project that has buried Harrisburg in $317 million of debt. 

Lispi testified during the hearing, and will be the first to testify when the hearing reconvenes at 9 
a.m. Tuesday. 

He discussed his background as a former city employee and said Reed asked him to be a 
consultant on the incinerator project even though he had provided no consulting services before 
on a waste-to-energy plant before. 

Related topics: harrisburg authority, harrisburg debt, harrisburg 
InCinerator, stephen r reed 
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REOUESTFORPROPQSAL§ 

Advertisement Requesting Proposals from Qualified VeBdon for OperatioD, Purchase or 
LOBg-term Lease of the Resource Recovery FacUity Owned by The Harrisburg Authority. 

The Harrisburg Authority requests qualified vendors to submit proposals for operation or 
purchase or long-term lease of the Resource Recovery waste to energy facility owned by The 
Harrisburg Authority. Factors that the Authority will consider in evaluating proposals include 
but may not be limited to the following: 

(1) ability of vendor to competently operate the Facility including maintenance and construction 
upgrades at Facility to maximize operating reliability and increased profits; 

(2) plan to expeditiously complete upgrades to Facility including projected schedule; 
(3) plans for compliance with all environmental requirements for protecting public health, safety 

and welfare of citizens in the area of Facility and beyond; 
(4) plan to include continued operation during upgrade to minimize losses; 
(5) experience with operation, construction and environmental compliance on similar Resource 

Recovery Facilities; 
(6) plan to identify sources of financing during construction upgrades, including provision for 

working capital; and 
(7) strategy to pay existing debt service and debt service on construction upgrades. 

o 

Proposals are to be submitted no later than 4:30 p.m., prevailing time, Friday, March 23, 2007, LC) 
Five (5) copies of proposals must be delivered to: 

The Harrisburg Authority 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 
Front & Market Streets, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 17101 

Submissions are to be limited to 25 pages. The Authority reserves the right to negotiate changes 
in any or all proposals or to waive any deficiencies in proposal compliance. Any proposal 
submitted must explicitly bind the proposer for at least one week. 

Questions pertaining to the proposal may be made to Robert D. Ambrose, P.E., Executive 
Director of the Authority {phone: 717-232-3777). 

BIRHBG002940 
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REQUISITION POLICY IMPLEMENTING 
RESOLUflON 1991-001, AS AMENDED 

CITY SPECIAL PROJECT RESERVE FUND 

1. R.evenues. Consistent with Authority Resolution 1991-001, as amended, the 
Authority, in its discretion, may deposit all non-city related issuer fees., service fees and other 
revenues derived from the financing of non-city related projects by non-city tax-exempt and 
taxable entities into the City Special Project Reserve Fund. Funds, which ue not Authority 
funds, but are derived from some other source not generated by the Authority itself, may also. at 
the discretion of the Authority, be deposited into the City Special Project Reserve Fund. All 
deposits to the fund will be first subject to approval by the Board of the Authority. 

2. PrgpJ)roval Propess. The City will seek preapproval of a requiSition pursuant to 
the providing ofinfonnation in a format similu to that attached hereto as Exhibit "An, For all 
preapprovals, the Authority must receive an identification of the project, a scope of the project 
expenditures proposed, the vendor, if available, and such other description of the proposed. 
expenditure. as is applicable, such as quantity, price and description. 

Preapproval by the Authority will be granted subject to bidding or other 
mechanisms necessary to approve or fund the expenditure. Preapproval shall have the effect of 
encumbering the approved funds within the City Special Project Reserve Fund to the identified 
project until spent, pursuant to an approved requisition or released unencumbered by the City for 
return to the City Special Project Reserve Fund. 

Preapproval shall not be deemed to be the final approval of the expenditures, but 
will establish a basis to seek purchases of goods or services to be expended out of the City 
Special Project Reserve Fund, Prcapproval will require approval by the Board of the Authority 
who shall also confinn sufficient funds exist in the City Special Project Reserve Fund. 

Pursuant to procedures anticiPated by Resolution 1991"()()1. as amended, the 
Board may provide preapproval on the following basis: 

<al Expenditure is reasonably appropriate to an identified Project. 

(b) Expenditure constitutes proper charge against the Fund. which may 
include a proper charitable donation which benefits the City. 

(c) Sufficient funds exist in the Fund. 

3. Reguisition Approval. Approval for actual expenditure of funds from City 
i" Special Project Reserve FWld by the Board shall be consistent with Resolution 1991·001, as 

amended, and shall be authorized by a Requisition Certificate in form substantially like Exhibit 
a'B" hereto. 

The requisition, at a minimunt., must provide the following information: 

Minutes - Exhibit "A" 

483$$5.1 

i 
I 
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(8) The requisition is for payment of expenditures for 

an identified Project and that the Project is appropriate for the 
Authority to participate in under the Municipality Authorities Act. 
A project may be a charitable donation which benefits the City . 

. 
(b) Certification that payment of the obligation 

constitutes a proper disbursement from the City Special Project. 
Reserve Fund. 

(c) The requisitioned expenditures are reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to that Project. 

(d) The expenditures are of an appropriate value and 
quality for the Project identified: 

A representation, in the event the 
expenditure exceeds S 1 0,000, either that the 
requisition is for something Wlique 8Ild. therefore, 
no bidding system is appropriate, or that requisite 
bids shall be or have been sought; 

or 

The value of the item for approval is 
consistent with the recognized value of items of that 
type and that value can be substantiated by 
refaence to a known registry or book establishing 
value fur similar items or has been appropriately 
established by other recognized means. 

4. Obtaining of sufficient infonnation to complete the Requisition Certificate and 
provision of the above information to the Board for approval is, however, necessary, together 
with 8 certificate by the Authority and that sufficient funds exist in the City Special Project 
Reserve Fund to fimd the Requisition Certificate. 

S. Approval of the Requisition Certificate shall be by vote of the Authority at a duly 
constituted and advertised meeting of the Authority. Approval of a Requisition Certificate may 
be conditioned upon or subject to appropriate bid or other requirements and upon sufficient 
funds being on deposit to the City Special Project Reserve Fund. 

o 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 

PRE-APPROVAL FOR 
REQUISITION NO., __ _ 

CITY SPECIAL PROJECT RESERVE FUND 

Vendor NaDleJAddrels: 

ORDER DATE: PROJECT NAME: 

1MI'9ITA!!T: 11IE ABOVE NUM8J!R MUST Aft'IIAltON ALL 
(X)IllUlSl'OHDENCE. INVOICES. SHIPPING PAI'SIIS, AND 
'ACItAOes 

Ship To: 

Cityoflbr .......... 
10 N. Seeolld Street, S1Ifte 202 
Hurllblua, PA 17101-1678 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION OF ITEM(S) PRICE 

Please co .... r tile foDowial for PrelIminary 
AppI'ov.I: 

THE CITY OF HARRISBURG 

~:---------------------Stephen R. Reed, Mayor 

Date: ____________ _ 

SUBTOTAL: 

TOTAL: 

APPROVED: Funds Are Available In The City 
Special Project Reserve Fund 

TBE~BURGAUTHORnY 

B)': ___________ _ 

Trent Hargrove, Chairman 

Date: ______________ _ 

Exhibit "A" 



TIlE HARRISBURG AUTHORI1Y 
Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

CITY SPECIAL PROJECf RESERVE FUND 

REQUISITION CERTIFICATE 

The undersigned bereby certiflCS as follows: 

Requisition No. _ 

I. The obligation(s) to the payee(s) in the amount(s) set foJth in the auached exhibit(s), wbich exhibit(s) is made a pert bercof, 

o 

<a) hasbeenincurrcdpropcrlybytheCityforaprojectknownasthe, ________ (thc .. Project")andinaccordance 
with the attached prcapproval certificate; and 

(b) is a proper charge from the City Special Project Reserve FUIId. The foregoing amount is requisitioned from the City Special 
Project Resuve Fund. which fund was setup in aecordance with The Harrisburg Authority's Resolution No. J 991-001 adopted 
January 17,1991,81 amended. Said "City Special Project Reserve Fund" has been set up 81 the M &. T Bank, - Account No. 
31408-89864; and 

(c) is unpaid, is of appropriate value and quality. and is reuooably necessary or appropriate for the Project; and 

(d) has not been the basis of any prcviOlJS disbursement from the City Special Project Reserve Fund. 

2. The obligation described in the attached cxhibit(s) was incurred properly by the City as follows: 

Purpose(s) for which 
obligation was 
ineurrcd: 

Amount to be Paid: 
(appraisals, indication 
of recognized value or 
similar evidence of 
wlue, if available, 
attaehcd as ex.hibit(s») 

. • are solely avaiJabic from the ~~ and 
3. OIcek one: ..... --s r. sale in non-compctltlVC market,?" reflected in auaebed exhlbit(S). 

• .' .......a;,." to ileIJI(l) solely OUQ- or. . ale market guide. tIS 

l Va) The~ ""r:; valueS for similar items as fOUftd 10 aD appropn 1y advertised for bid. 
J\: ....... reccgnu.- . ., haVe been proper 

are WlUIU' . subject to the JCqUlSlnOll 
. d~pendtture exceeds $' 0,000. itemS 

r not 1IPl'1icabkIR 
l1(\)) If(a lS . hich benefits the City of Harrisburi' . defmcd in the 

charitable donah011 wand' th the same tneamng 8$ so 
t J(c) lsapropel' . usedintbcssmemanner WI 

",,,-.nG_ defined bereln, are • and lloluu-~'-
4. The tennSpal~=ics Act. 

Munic:\ Ity THE cm Of HARRISBURO 

~--------------------
I)ated:--------
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEYSTONE PLAZA. SUITE 104 

FRONT AND MARKET STREETS 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 232-3777 

FAX: (717) 232-8590 

Mr. Daniel R. Lispi, President 
DRL Consulting and Development LLC 
1042 Rolleston Street 
Harrisburg. PA 17104 

March 25, 2004 

In re: Consulting Agreement wIThe HtlI'J'isburg A "thority 

Dear Dan: 

Enclosed with this letter please find three copies of the Consulting Agreement that have been 
executed by The Harrisburg Authority officers after the approval of the Agreement at its March 24, 
2004 monthly meeting. 

Please proceed to obtain the other necessary signatures and upon completion of all of the 
signatures, please provide one originally executed copy of the Agreement to the undersigned for our 
files and provide one originally executed copy to the City retaining one copy for your records. 

In the event you have any questions, please feel free to call me. 

TJM:kmm 
Enclosures 
cc: THA Board Members (w/enc) 

C:\Karm's Flles\Rcsoun:c\LiIpiAgrmt. wpd 

Sincerely yoms, 

~=y~~ 
Executive Director 
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• Resourct Recovery 

ThIS message has been scanned for known viruses • 

From: Tjmealy 

To: jkeUer@nextel.blackberry.net, Faclark734. faclarkCnextel.blackberry.net, LhouseOnextel.blackberry.net. lhouse427, 
fclark@n!!ynoldsconstruction.com 

Cc: bruce@foreman-foreman.com. agiorgione@klettrooney.CXIm 

Bec: Karen7488 

Subject: Resource Recovery 

Date: Tue. 21 Feb 2006 18:44:32 -0500 

R ... : 2-16-06 Draft 01 term slleeLv2.00c (69K) AmendmenLNo lCv1.00c (35K) 

Today, the Authority was Informed that It should place two Items on the agenda for approval. They 
are Amendment No. 11 and amendments to the Term Sheet. Both matters deal with Barlow. The 
motion that I have drawn up for the agenda (the key points are underlined below) Is below: 

The Authority approves and authorizes all appropriate officers and representatives to enter into and 
execuJe Amendment No. 11 with Barlow Projects of Harrisburg, L.L. C. which amends previous 
Amendment No.7 by ~~tending.J}K ClOS;lJg.Date from March 15.2006 to D«ember 3L 2006.. In 
addition. the Authority approves and authorizes a/l appropriate officers and representatives 10 amend 
the Term Sheet with Barlow Projects of Harrisburg, L.L.C. by extending the date/or Closing. I'l!.Pfoving 
the frander Station as an asset. modifies the terms of the PW'chase price and identifies Pre-Closing 
conditions. 

Trust me when I state that I would not bring these items to you at this late date if I did not think. they 
were important. If not done at this meeting we would likely have to arrange for a special 
meeting. Obviously, the meeting time is your call. o Ron Barmore's response to this is: 

My apologies for the late nature of our request and the continued tardiness on delivering information, we are 
doing the best we can under very trying circumstances. Teny will be at the meeting to discuss the nature of 
Amendment 10, Amendment 11 and the Term Sheet. We are working very hard to raise corporate equity as soon 
as possible. God knows we need itl Much of what we are asking for Is In conjunction with that effort. 

Once again, 11m sony for the way we deal with you these days and the position we are putting you in with your 
Board. 

Andy G. and one to two representative from Barlow will be present at the meeting to explain. Call me if 
you wish to discuss in greater detail. 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

Telephone: (717) 232-3777 
Fax: (717) 232-8590 
E-mail: tjmealy@aol.com 

http://dOl.webmail.aol.comlI51 06laoVen-uslMaiVdisplay-message.aspx 2122/2006 



.. Fwd: Barlow Projects 

This message has been scanned for known viruses. 0 
From: Tjmealy 

To: jkeNer@nextel.blad(berry.net, Faclark734. fadalk@nextel.blac:kberry.net Lhouae@nelClel.blackberry.net. Lhouse427. 
fclark@reynoldeconstruction.com 

Cc: bru<:eOforaman-foraman.com 

Subject: Fwd: Barlow Projects 

Data: Tue. 04 Apr 2006 12:38:33-0400 

File.: MemD_tD_ Tom_MeaIy_04-04-o&.cIoc (321<) 

Today, we had a conference call and afterwards Bruce Foreman prepared the attached memo 
summarizing recent events which track the events nicely and is a good resource. 

A meeting is scheduled for 8:30 Thursday morning to discuss the Authority financial status as it 
relates to the prOject. Attendees will include Bruce Foreman, Bruce Barnes, Andy Glorgione, Dan Uspi 
and myself. 

As always, contact me at your convince with any questions and the door Is open If you would like to 
attend the meeting. 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

Telephone: (717) 232-3777 
Fax: (717) 232-8590 
E-mail: tjmealy@aol.com 

cc: Mayor Reed 

-----OrI9;nal Message-----
From: Michele Morrow <Mlchele@foreman-foreman.com> 
To: Thomas J. Mealy (E-mall)<tjmealy@aol.com> 
Cc: Bruce Foreman <Bruce@foreman-foreman.com> 
Sent: Tue, 4 Apr 2006 11:57:45 -0400 
Subject: Barlow Projects 

Please find attached a memorandum regarding the above. 

«Memo to 'rom Mealy 04-04-06.doc» 

http://d02.webmail.aol.coml17114/aoJlen-uslMaiJldisplay-message.aspx 4/412006 
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To: 

From: 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL 
MEMOMNDUM 

Thomas l. Mealy, Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

Bruce D. Foreman, General Counsel 
The Harrisburg Authority 

April 4, 2006 

r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

RE: Barlow Projects 

, •.•....•••..•.•••.....••.....••...•.......•••......•••....••....••....•....••. 
Based upon our April 4, 2006 conference call, I have the following specific 
concerns: 

1. It appears that The Harrisburg Authority Is now holding inadequate 
retainage. I know that when we met with the Mayor on March 13, 2006, you voiced 
a concern that if we released $1.1 million of retainage in March that we would not 
have funds to cover the amounts due to pay direct obligations on contracts from 
The Authority and to cover our debt service to which Barlow is pledged. 
Nonetheless, we released the $1.1 million and I believe we now are In a position 
where we do not have adequate sums to secure our obligations. This says nothing 
of amounts reasonably needed to guarantee warranties. 

2. We have received calls from at least two (2) vendors (SMS owed 
approximately $2.3 million and Versiteck owed approximately $1.170 million). 
Bartow has stated to the vendors and to us that it has no immediate availability of 
funds to make payments. Bartow indicates that there are an additional $1.165 
million of accounts payable to various subcontractors or vendors for an approximate 
total of $4.1635 million in accounts payable. 

3. When The Harrisburg Authority released its $1.1 million of retainage to 
Barlow, we were lead to believe that the same would be billed to CIT and that CIT 
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would reimburse us. Barlow has now disclosed that Barlow has consumed the 
entire $25 million which it borrowed from CIT and there will be no reimbursement 
from CIT nor are any further funds available from CIT. 

4. I am concerned that Barlow borrowed $25 million from CIT which, in 
effect, we guaranteed, and Barlow, at that time, assured us that the $25 million 
would pay all these outstanding accounts (which were paid at the time the loan 
closed) and would be adequate, with contingency money in reserve, to finish the 
project. Now that $25 million has been consumed, the accounts receivable are now 
back up to $4.635 million and, according to Barlow, during their caU, they don't 
even know the amount which will be necessary to finish. 

5. The delay damages, which originally required finished in January, were 
extended to allow completion at the beginning of this week. Obviously I Barlow has 
not met the revised completion deadline. Under the existing liquidated damage 
cause, Barlow would pay damages relating back to the original January date. 
Barlow indicated to us during the conference call that it would be substantially 
completed and have testing finished by next week. When I tried to specifically get 
a commitment from Jim Barlow as to the date, he indicated sometime next week 
but he was unwilling to guarantee a date earlier than the end of next week. Thus, 
Barlow, even If it retains its new projected completion date at that end of next week 
date, will be two (2) weeks late on the revised delay damage date. 

6. I am not sure that we can have confidence in the amount of accounts 
payable ($4.635 million) or, ultimately, the figure which we received from Barlow 
prOjecting what amounts and work needed to complete. 

7. Vendors (speCifically SMS and Versiteck) are asking that our retainage 
be committed to pay them. Of course, we may not have any retafnage beyond 
what we owe and, even if we do, it is the only security we have. 

8. Barlow has promised, by Wednesday, to get us a documented figure of 
what it will take both in terms of work to be performed and cost to completely finish 
this project. I cannot see our releasing any funds, if at all, prior to receiving this 
;nformation and rev;ewing it so that we are satisfied with it. 

9. Barlow has asked us for a waiver of the liquidated damages. 
Originally, the reason for this was a pending equity investment. Barlow indicates 
that there is no imminent equity investor at this paint. I cannot recommend 
waiving the liqUidated damages or limiting the same short of having a documented 
equity investor or debt investor who would fund the entire accounts receivable plus, 
in some way which we would control (perhaps repaying our $1.1 million so that we 
would have control of ft) a fund to finish the project based on a complete plan and 
figure in which we have confidence. 

10. Barlow indicates that it has all sorts of irons in the fire in an attempt to 
get either a loan or equity investor. Until the same is documented, I do not think 
we can reasonably rely on this. 

o 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
ONE KEYSTON E PLAZA, SUITE 104 

FRONT AND MARKET STREETS 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 232-3777 

FAX: (717) 232-8590 

Steven Dade, Esquire 
Deputy City Solicitor 
City of Harrisburg - Law Bureau 
Martin L. King Jr. Government Center 
10 North Second Street 
Hamsburg, PA 17101 

January 5, 2004 

In re: City Specifl' Projects Reserve Fund 
t----------.. ------.---.--------...... --

Dear Mr. Dade: 

Enclosed with this letter please find the following items: 

1. Resolution No. 1991-001 dated 1/17/91 ; 

2. Motion by the Authority Board dated 11/18102 amending Resolution No. 1991-00 1; 
and 

3. Motion by the Authority Board dated 8/27/03 adopting a Requisition Policy 
implementing Resolution No. 1991-00 I, as amended, and implementing the 
procedures in the policy for all future requisitions from the City Special Projects 
Reserve Fund. 

Please note that the following persons receive copies of all current requisitions processed for 
payment from the Authority's City Special Project Reserve Fund: Mayor Stephen R. Reed, Robert 
F. Kroboth and Daniel R. Lispi. Copies of all documents are also maintained here at the Authority 
office. 

In the event you require further information, please advise. 

TJM:kmm 
Enclosures 
C:lKarcn's FiIa\Adlnin\CiaySpccillIProjccUFIIIICI\n.dd. wpd 

Sincerely yours, 

~eal)~ 
Executive Director 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

RESOLUTION 
No. 1991-001 

WHEREAS, In January, 1990, The Harrisburg Authority proposed 

to Harrisburg City Council that its Articles of Incorporation be 

amended to expand its powers to operate as a general purpose 

authority, and 

WHEREAS, Harrisburq ci ty council adopted and approved the 

amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of The Harrisburg 

Authority making it a general purpose autbority: and 

WHEREAS, The Harrisburg Authority has an extensive and 

experienced track record associated with issuing tax exempt and 

taxable bonds and notes; and 

WHEREAS, The Harrisburg Authority is now capable of serving as 

a viable vehicle for financing non-city related projects by non

city tax exempt and taxable entities without risk or liability to 

the city of Harrisburg or to The Harrisburg Authority; and 

WHEREAS, The undertaking of issuing tax exempt and taxable 

bond and notes for non-city related entities would create an 

additional revenue source from the issuer fees and annual service 

fees charged on such bonds and notes; and 

o· 



• WHEREAS, The City of Harrisburg has requested The Harrisburg 

Authority to create a "City Special Projects Reserve Fund- in which 

all non-city issuer fees and service fees and any other revenues 

derived from such transactions be deposited and placedi and 

WHEREAS, all such funds in the "City Special Projects Reserve 

Fund" should be invested and reinvested at the maximum available 

yield and available for drawdown determined solely by the City of 

Harrisburg as represented and requisitioned by the Mayor and the 

Authority shall disburse funds from this account as directed. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that all non-city related issuer 

fees, service fees and any other revenues derived from the 

financing of non-city related projects by non-city tax exempt and o taxable entities be set aside, restricted for uses determined 

solely by the City of Harrisburg and be deposited into a "city 

Special Projects Reserve FundN created by The Harrisburq Authority; 

and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all funds in the ·city Special 

Projects Reserve Fund" be invested and reinvested at the maximum 

available yield; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the funds in the "City Special 

Projects Reserve Fund" be available for drawdown by the City of 

Harrisburg as represented and requisitioned by the Mayor upon 

2 



presentation of a Requisition certificate which provides the 0 
correct and complete payee for the issuance of an Authority check 

disbursing the requisitioned funds~ and 

l/RP.:wsc-369 
SpecFund.Res 

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Authority's Executive 

Director and Chairman be and are hereby authorized and directed on 

behalf of The Harrisburg Authority and under its seal, to take any 

action that is necessary or required to carry out the intent and 

purpose of this Resolution. 

Duly adopted this 17th day of January, 1991, by the Board of 

The Harrisburg Authority in lawful session duly assembled. 

ATTEST: THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

BY:~(~ 
chairman 

3 
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CERTIFICATE 

I, the undersiqned Assistant Secretary-Treasurer of The 
Harrisburg Authority, certify that the foregoing Resolution was 
adopted by a majority vote of the entire Board of the Authority at 
a meeting duly convened according to law and held on January 17, 
1991, at which meeting a quorum was present: said Resolution was 
adopted by an aye or nay vote; said Resolution and the vote thereon 
showing how each member voted have been recorded in the minutes of 
said Board; and said Resolution remains in effect, unaltered and 
unamended as of the date of this Certificate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and affix the official seal 
of the Authority, this 17th day of January, 1991. 

(SEAL) 

b,wsc-369 
- SpecFund.R.es 
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Mayor"s OffIce --_._----_._._----,----------
From: tjmealy@aol.com 

Sent: Friday, September 08,2006 6:10 PM 

To: Mayor's Office 

Cc: lingle, Linda; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; Lukens, John 

Subject: Architectural Package 

As follow up to our discussion this afternoon I feel that it is appropriate to outline events associated with 
the Architectural Package (AP) which includes the Administration Building. Since I am putting this e
mail together without my files I am providing general dates and cost which I could not recall at the time 
of your caIl. 

The majority of the AP work and dollars are related to the Retrofit. Examples include roofs, walls, 
siding, etc. and are items that are necessary for the protection and operation of the incinerators and 
compliance with regulations. The Administration Building's portion is a small percentage of the total 
project. I believe the general construction cost on the Administration Building is less than $400,000. 

My comment stating that the AP will be completed in mid-September applies to the Administration 
Building. The remainder of the contract will continue into October. 

Nov 2005 

Barlow infonns THAlCity that they are running out of cash 
Barlow was told by me to stop all work relative to the AP in order to protect money that could be ( ~ 
used for the Retrofit in event Barlow could not secure the capital. '--

Jan/Feb 2006 

Barlow receives new money from CIT 
No apparent activity on the AP 

FeblMar 2006 

Discovered that material and equipment continued to be purchased for the AP 
Evaluated AP to determine if it was prudent to stop/start AP 
Determined that approximately 200,000 dollars would be saved by stopping the portion of the 
project associated with the Administration Building 
Since Barlow had the new money to complete the facility the AP was restarted. 

JunJJuly 2006 

Barlow out of cash 
I instructed Dan Lispi, John Lukens and others to develop list of critical items necessary for 
safety and plant reliability. Cost and timelines were developed. 
The THA Retrofit budget was readjusted to accommodate critical items. Funds included the 
drawdown of Barlow's retainage and investment earnings. 
Recommended and received approval from THA to hire Reynold·'s (B. Leonard) to oversee 

9/1112006 
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... 

THA' s casblcritical items. 
• The Administrative Building is better then 80 - 85% complete 

o 

July/Aug 2006 

Met weekly to revaluate critical items, progress and budget 
Barlow tells THNCity that they are working to secure money from RNK,FNB or Greek 
company 

Sept 2006 

Continue to evaluate critical items and balance work with budget. 
The Administration Building is better then 95% complete. 

On Monday we will reevaluate the current status of the Architectural Package. 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 

Telephone: (717) 232-3777 
Fax: (717) 232-8590 
E-mail: tjmealy@aol.com 
-~ ......... _ ..... _--- ..... ------.. _ ..... - .... _-- ..... - .. -.-.-....... ~.-- ...... --.-.- .... _-_._ .... _-_._-_ ...... ~.".------- ..... _ .......... _-------- ........................... --_ .. . 
(;.beds. out AOL,com today. Breaking news, video search. pictures, email and 1M. All on demand. 
Always Free. 

9/I 112006 



Giorgione, Andrew 

From: Fred Clark [fdark@reynoldsconstnJction.com] 

Sent Monday. January 09. 2006 9:20 AM 

To: Giorgione. Andrew; tjmealy@aol.com; Llingfe@CityofHBG.com; Sdade@cityofHBG.com; 
jlukens@cityofhbg,Com; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; jkeller@nextel.blackberry.net; 
Lhouse@nextel.blackberry.net; Lhouse427@aol.com; bruce@foreman-foreman.com 

Subject: RE: Mayoral Meeting 

Good Morning Everyone! 

Page 1 of2 

Before the suggested 2 30 pm :meeting that may take place today, for I saw Bruce, Tom, Andy, and Dan over the 
last several days and they did flot mention there was a meeting schedule to take place on Monday with the 
Mayor ..... No big deal, other thian the emails that have just been sent Friday till now. 

I was surprise to learn nor did I realize that after our last Harrisburg Authority Meeting, that there was a need or 
that we were asking or wanting to meet with the Mayor to discuss anything, so I am wondering the following 
questions if someone would ~ so kind to reply as to them I would very much appreciate it ... for I honestly do not 
know the answers. 

Who called and asked for loday's meeting? 

Why are we meeting? 

What is it that we want to discuss? 

What is the hopeful or success~1 outcome as to what it Is that we wish to accomplish? 

If It seems usual to ask these questioning advance. I humbly apolgize in advance for I do not mean to seem too 
inquisitive. ' 

Thanks 

Freddie 

From: Giorgione, Andrew [majJto:AGiorgione@klettrooney.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2006 9:01 AM 
To: 1;jmealy@aol.com; Wngle@OtyofHBG.COmi Sdade@cityofHBG.comi jlukens@cityofhbg.com; 
dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; jtll~~@nextel.blackberry.net; Fred Clark; Lhouse@nexteI.blaclcberry.net; 
Lhouse427@aoI.com; bruce@fi reman-foreman.com --
SUb~:RE:Ma~IMeeting 

Dan and I would suggest a me+ting at 2:30 In Linda's or Tom's conference rooms to prepare for the meeting with 
the Mayor. 

From: t;jmea/y@aoI.com [mailtil:ljmealy@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2006 1 :01 PM 
To: WngIe@OtyofHBG.com; ~ityofHBG.com; jlukens@dtyofhbg.com; Giorgione, Andrew; 
dlispi@drfconsultlngdev.comi Jkeller@nextef.blackberry.neti fclark@reynoldsconstruction.comi 
Lhouse@nextel.blackbeny.net; iLhouse427@ao1.com; bruce@foreman-foreman.mm 
SUbject: Mayorial Meeting i 

I 

I was just informed by the Mayor that the meeting scheduled for Wednesday, January 11th, to 
discuss the Barlow matter has been rescheduled for Monday, January 9th, at 3:15 pm. The 

119/2006 

o 

BIRHBG003330 



11 :30 Bruce Barnes (Excel Financial AdvisorslMilt Lopus Associates) 
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MILT LOruS ASSoCIATES 

Memben of tile Board 
De Barrisbul'l Alltborlty 
104 N. "roat Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

301 MARKET STltEET 
7TH FLOOR 

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 171 01 
(717) 234-1300 
(888) 525-6756 

FAX (717) 232 2338 

U: RRF Recovery Plaa Report 

Introduction 

May 29. 2007 

o 

The purpose of this report is to provide a working model of the financing plans for the 
recovery plan of the Resource Recovery Facility owned by THA and to be operated by 
Covanta under the new management agreement. It is important to bear in mind that the 
numbers presented here are the compilation of one scenario that has been developed by C~ 
MLA with assistance and input from THA. the City. the County, COVIIlta, and other 
professional consultants to those entities. This plan is subject to many changes as it is 
further developed to meet certain legal requirements required for the issuance of the 
various debts. The plan will also be revised to reflect changes in the market and other 
iDionnation made available during the process. 

This numbers run consists ofa three page Summary of the financings required to make the 
. RRF self sufficient for the next five years and Appendices A-E, each demonstrating one or 
two financing options for each of the following financings: 

A- The Existing Debt of the Authority 
B- The Retrofit Completion Payments to Covanta OR the recommended talce out of 

the same 
C- The payments due to CIT or the recommended take out of that Agreement 
0- The Restructuring of a portion of the Retrofit Bonds 
E- The ott market swap or similar loan for working capital as required 

The three page summary, broken down by page. shows the existing debt of the Authority 
on Page I, the proposed debt additions or restnlcturings on Page 2, and the proforma cash 
flow projections on Page 3. 

FINANCIAL A.DVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoYERNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
AND MUNICIPAL A.UTHORl77ES 
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MILT LOPUS ASSOCIATES Page 2 

Existing Debt 

The existing debt on Page 1 is broken into two categories; the "Old Debt Service" is the 
amounts due on debt issued before the Retrofit Project was undertaken. In June of 2003, 
the previous facility was shut down due to the new environmental requirem"fl'l that-dle-akl.. 
plant and technology could not meet. At that time, there was approximatel~ 
of outstanding debt with an annual debt service requirement of just over 55 million per 
year, increasing to over $7 million per year before terminating in 2034. The SeneS £Of 
1998, currently outstanding in the principal amount of SI1.3 million, are the "senior lien" 
tax-exempt bonds remaining. The Series A of 2002 are taxable bonds which were issued 
and are currently outstanding in the principal amount of $ 17 million. The Series' A, B and 
C of 2003 Bonds, issued and currently outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of 
$75.925 million, are a mixture of Taxable and Tax-exempt bonds that refunded other debt 
of the RRF. The Series 0, E and F of 2003 Bonds, issued and currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal amount of 5125 million, finaru:ed the Retrofit Program and certain 
costs of the facility during the construction period. For additional details on the existing 
debt service, please see Appendix A. 

The Retrofit Completion Payments 

• 
Page 2 shows the projected results of actions recommended in this report as part of the 
recovery plan. In conjunction with the proposed management agreement with Covanta, 
Exhibit K stipulates, in part that: 

Waste Mtmagement Facility Ma1Ulger shall advance the cost incurred by Waste 
Management Facility Ma1Ulger to perform the Retrofit Completion Work up to 128,000,000 
(the "Advance ''). Such Adwznce constitutes subordinate debt of the Allthority (JIl1'SUant to 
the provisions of Section J.05 of the I7Ulenture. The A.uthority shall reimbruse the Waste 
Management Facility Ma1Ulger the Advance (the "Reimbrusement Amoll1lt'J asfollows: 

(1) No interest on the Reimbrusement A.molUlt shall accrue rmtil July /, 
2010, at which time simple interest shall begin to aCC11le at the at the rate of 4% per QMIOPI 

Wltil July 1, 10// and at the rate of 8% per annlllPl thereafter. Interest shall be applied to 
the remaining principal balallce 011 tAe Reimbrusement Amoullt. 

(2) Interest shall be payable on the Reimbunement Amormt beginning 
on A.ugust /, 2010 and continuing thereafter ill montilly installments due and payable on 
the first day of the month. 

(J) Principal shall be repaid on the Reimbursement AmolUll beginning 
on July I, 2008 in monthly installmentr dlle and payable on tile first day of the month based 
on a IO-year, mortgage-style amortizatiollschedule. A.ll principal shall be dlle lUId 
payable on the last day of tile initial term of til is Agreement. 

FINANCIAL A.DVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVFRNMENTS, SCHOOLS 
AND MUNICIPAL A.UTHORlT1ES 
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The payments under the Management Agreement (as stated above) are shown in Column 
I S of the Summary on Page 2. According to this report, the annual payments would be 
approxima . . y % interest rate period is reached in July of 

. ·--It is recommended in this plan that the rity refund the Covanta Lo~ with 
other debt for a longer period of time, in July ~hlumn 16 ~ws that the payments 

-tOr the take out financi!,g for tbe C01£aIHa loAD, 1 done for a term of 25 years, would result 
in annual payments of just under 52 million per year. These payments are half of the 
Covanta Completion Payments under the agreement, but do go on for 25 years instead of 
the seven years from the start of the interest payments in 2010. The final term of this 
restructuring can be adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow 
need of the Authority. For more details of the Covanta Completion Payments and the 
proposed restructuring of those payments, please see Appendix B. 

The crr Agreement 

o 

On Page 2 of the Summary, Column 17 shows the payments that are due to CIT under the 
cUlTent agreement, assuming that the forbearance agreement is extended until the March of 
2008, or for one complete year. Under the Agreement with CIT, the Authority is paying 
the equivalent of 7% per year on the current principal payments and 12% on payment that 
are not made when due. including the amounts for 2007, under the forbearance agreement. 
The additional payments would cost approximately 5225,000 per year additional until THA C~ 
is caught up on the payments. To avoid this additional cost to the Authority, we assumed 
that the Authority would "catch up" all payments in 2008 by paying the late payments and 
the current payments, resulting in a cost of over 56 million in 2008. We recommend that 
THA takes out the CIT Agreement with a conventional tax-exempt bond issue as soon as 
feasible to avoid additional late charges and replace imputed interest rate of 7% with a 
more reasonable tax--exempt rate ... the current market rate would be approximately 4.50%. 
The projected payments for the proposed CIT take out bond issue are shown in Column 18 
on page 2 of the Summary. We used a term to be equal to the final term of the other 
Retrofit Bonds. Assuming that this take-out is completed in 2007, the THA would avoid 
the large catch-up payment in 2008 and the payments would be approximately 51.8 million 
per year instead of 53 million dollars per year. Again, the payments would go out longer 
than the scheduled payments to achieve some of this reduction in payment amounts, but 
some of the savings is interest rate savings. The final term of this take out financing can be 
adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow need of the 
Authority. For more details of the crr Agreement payments and the proposed take out of 
those payments, please see Appendix c. 

R~mringofaPoruonoftheR;qpfitBomb 

Columns 20 and 21 of Page 2 of the Summary show a refunding of a portion of the Retrofit 
bonds to restructure the debt. Under the scenario used in this report, we assumed the 
restructuring of the Series 0·1 Bonds only. This is currently the minimum amount of 
restructuring we can do under the plan as it is currently structured to provide some comfort 

FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoYERNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
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level of self sufficiency for the RRF over the next five years. In this scenario, shown in 
columns 20 and 21, we assumed that we would refund the Series D-1 Bond with Capital 
Appreciation Bonds (CABs or zero coupon bonds) with a forty year term. Payments would 
be deferred until 2012, and would be higher for the period 2012-2016 (the current interest
only period for the 0-1 Bonds, but would be slightly less during 2017-2033, but remain in 
place for an additional 13 year (40 years total) until 2046. 

... This component of the plan is the most volatile and versatile. We have interest rate risk 
until the final plan and this restructuring is approved, and the restructuring of existing debt 
will change other components of the plan change. If we experience a significant increase 
in interest rates, which will affect the other proposed financings, the influence and desired 
results of the restructuring will be compounded on the overall effectiveness of this entire 
plan. It is our intention at this time to minimize the use of restructuring and to avoid the 
use of CABS as much as possible in the restructuring. as the possible future optional 
redemption provisions and subsequent defease requirements can be a burden to future 
restructuring opportunities. If all of the concerned parties are receptive to the risks 
involved with delaying the restructuring of debt and the future possibilities of remediation 
of tax exempt debt issues, we will have to review the restructuring of the existing debt 
throughout the implementation of this plan. The final term of this restructuring can be 
adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow need of the 
Authority. For more details of the restructuring of the 0-1 Bonds, please see Appendix 0 

OtIMarket Swap or Working Capital LOan 

An integral part to the success of this plan and the short term survival of the fiscal integrity 
of the RRF is to provide working capital for the ongoing operation of the facility. Columns 
23 and 24 on Page 2 of the summary show two options for repaying the funding the short 
term need of the plant, either through the completing or an offmarlcet swap (column 23) or 
a loan financing (column 24) for the same term with level debl The structure of the short 
term debt issue. which may be more flexible than the swap, carries some burden of its own 
with which we may need to deal with in the future. The structure proposed in this plan 
includes the possibility of the loan, but the total shown in column 25 for the new total 
projected debt service assumes the use of the off market swap. It is imperative that most of 
the other financing options in this plan be developed and refined before determining the 
final structure of either an off market swap or some other method of financing for the short 
term capital needs of the RRF. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Page 3 of the Summary shows the profonna cash flows after the implementation of all the 
debt structuring options. as cUITently shown here. This is the bottom line of where the 
effects of the plan come together. Column 28 reflects the increase in rates and charges as 
proposed under this plan, subject to approval by the THA Board. The other revenue and 
expense projections were provided by Covanta and the Authority and are believed to be the 

FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVERNMENTS, SCHOOLS 
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latest and the most accurate projections available as of the date of this report. The deficits 
shown in column 33 and the cumulative deficit shown in Cohmm 34 are inclusive of all the 
effects of this plan. As of right now, it appears that the 514 million to be raised nom the 
working capital financing or swap will be sufficient to cover the deficits shown on Page 3 
of the Summary. 

This report is a working model of financings which m integrated into a plan to provide a 
recQmmendation to accept the proposed contract with Covanta to manage the RRF and for 
the recovery plan of the Resource Recovery Facility owned by THA. It is important to bear 
in mind that the numbers presented here have been developed by MLA with assistance and 
input from rnA, the City, the County. Covanta, and other professional consultants to those 
entities. The use of the information in this report sball not be used for any other purpose 
other than the monitoring of the implementation of this plan. All information is subject to 
many changes as it is further developed to meet certain requirements required for the 
issuance of the various debts. 

This plan is the basis for future discussion and adaptation to fit the need of the Authority 
and to assist the City, County, and other authorized professionals who serve the Authority. 
It is meant to be a starting point for the Authority Board members to continue to deal with 
the difficulties of tile RRF and the special financing needs of this facility. 

We intend to discuss these matters with the City and County with the Authority and wit! 
continue to work with all the parties to ensure that the diverse needs of all the parties are 
met. The undersigned will be available at all times to discuss this matter with the 
participants of the financings for the good of all. 

cc: Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

Milt Lopus Associates 

Bruce A Bames 
Managing Director 

FINANCIAL ADYISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVERNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
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ERROR 

To: Bruce Barnes 

Richard Michael 

From: Andrew J. C3iorgione 

LAW 0fPJC1lS 

200 LOCt~STRRRT. $UITR 4CJO 

lWUUSBtJRO. PA 17101 
(711) 2l4-97lO 

FAX fll7) 234-9734 
PAX (717) 230-9134 

1!WW """"an 
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Fa: No: (717) 232-2338 

(717) 237-6019 

Tel No: 

Re= Resource Recovery R.emucturing Date: AprlI29. 2003 

CHat No: S728S-041 

Stader', PhoDe: (717) 234-9730 ED. 1315 

Originals: 

NOTE: 

Sent via regular mail 0 
Semvia~ D 
Scot via ovcmight maillJ 
Notscmt X 

Please sec attached ... 

Paaes: 4 (iDcloding cover sheet) 

'l1IIIe TnmIlDitled! 3:45 pm. 

ClUrgeot X For Review X Please Comment 

D Plcaso Reply o For your infnanation 

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL OF THE PAGES. PLEASE CALL.&4CKAS 
SOON AS POSSIlILB (717-J34-9730). 

/ill 001 
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LAW OFFICES 

OBERllAYBR REBMAII. MAXWBLL • RIPPEL LLP 

200 LOCUST STREET, SUITE 400 
HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

ANDREW J. GIORGIONE 
EXTENSION: 131S 
E-MAIL: ADdn:w.GUqioae@Obermayer.com 

VIA FACSIMILE 

Mr. Bruce Bames 
Milt Lopus Associates, Inc. 
230W Market Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 888 
Harrisburg. PA 17108 

Richard D. Michael, Esquire 
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC 
213 Market Street, Eight Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

(717) 234-9730 
FAX (717) 234-9734 
FAX (717) 230-9834 

www·Obermayer·cpm 

April 29, 2003 

Re: Resource Recovery Restructuring 

Dear Messrs. Barnes and Michael: 

FnENO. ~I 

Hugh and I received the attached and need your assistance preparing a response particularly to the 
debt statement issues on page 2. In addition, any thoughts you may have to issues on page 1 would be 
appreciated. 

AJG:wvl 
Enclosure 

PHlLADELPHIA 
PENNSYLVANIA 

454394 

HARRISBURG 
PENNSYLVANIA 

PITI'SBURGH 
PENNSYLVANIA 

Sincerely, 

,qrdr~&i~/~' 
Andrew 1. Giorgione 

CHERRYHJLL 
NEW JERSEY 

VINELAND 
NEW JERSEY 

WILMINGTON 
DELAWARE 

o 
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Pennsylvania Department of Community and Econol1lie~vefottnte .. t----
Office of Chief Counsel 

April 25, 2003 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
Oberymayer, Rebman, Maxwell and 

Hippel, LLP 
Suite 400 
200 Locust Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

In re: Harrisburg City - $77,000,000 
Dauphin COlmty 

Dear Mr. Giorgione: 

We have reviewed the proceedings filed relative to the proposed issuance oflease rental debt. All of 
the documents appear to be in order, with the exception of the following. 

As we discussed this morning, the proceedings were not submitted two-hole punched at the top of 
the page, as required. Please note this requirement in the future to avoid delays in processing or the return 
of the proceedings. 

The ordinance authorizes debt in a maximum amount of $81 million, although only $71 million is in 
fact being issued. Was the final figure arrived at by the time of enactment of the ordinance on April 8th, or 
was the ordinance enacted at the ''not to exceed" amount? If the latter, we will need a debt service schedule 
set at the maximum parameters to compare with the actual debt service. 

In that regard, I note that the total maturity schedule which is a part of the exclusion report does not 
total $11 million, the amount sought to be excluded. We will need appropriate corrections or adjustments to 
the report to cover the entire amount to be excluded. Also, I could not locate in the exclusion report the 
project costs, as required, and the projection of revenues and expenses does not appear to cover the life of 
the issue. Paragraph 22 appears to indicate that the preparer of the report did not feel he could project 
throughout the life of the issue. This is a requirement of Section 8026 of the LGUDA. 

It is unclear in the ordinance as to exactly what prior debt issues, or portions thereof, are being 
refunded, and there are no amounts identified on the debt statement as being refunded, as required. If a 
partial refunding, we need to know what maturities or portions of maturities are being refunded. It appears 
that the pennitted purpose for the refunding is to reduce debt service. 

Commonwealth Keystone Building .400 North Street. 4" Floor • Harrisburg, PA 17120-0225 
(717) 72(}. 7309 

bbarattini@state.pa.us 

BIRHBG018136 



I am returning the debt statement for correction in order for the principal amoWlt being refunded to 
be added, and also to clarify the amounts shown as outstanding debt, in respect of the following issues. We 
show a balance ofS42,700,OOO for LRA-3409. The debt statement identifies oruy $1,500,000 and a 0 
footnote indicates that a portion of that debt has not yet been issued. If the City intends to issue it in the 
future, then it must still be listed as outstanding. If the City never intends to issue the remaining amount, 
then we can treat the footnote as a notice of partiaI noncompletion of sale and remove the remaining balance 
from our records. Please advise. In addition, we show a balance ofS2S,190,OOO for LRA-3497 rather than 
$11,800,000 a shown. The amount shown for LRA-3690 does not reBect the 511/02 payment. 

We were not able to locate the following outstanding debt issues on the debt statement: LRA-2074 
(1991); LRA-3106 (1998), and LRA-3238 (1998). We do not knowtbat the amoWlt identified as "2001 
Series 1" - $29,400,000 relates to, nor the amount identified as "1992 Harristown Development Corp" -
$9,947,683, 1998 "Harrisburg Authority" - $2,827,585.36 and "Harrisburg Authority" - $11,100,000. 
Perhaps these can be matched up with the debt issues we believe are not shown. 

Finally, we have a ''tickler note" in our computer system entered in August of2oo2 that indicates 
that the amount of debt service in later years for LRA-3690 appears to exceed the debt service amounts at 
approval, and that this was being checked out by the City or bond counsel. Do you have any further 
infonnation on this matter for us? 

Please submit two copies, two-hole punched at the top of the page, of supplemental or corrected 
documents, as appropriate, to our office. 

Ene. 

BIRHBG018137 
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320W Market Street 
Suite 600 
Strawberry Square 
HarrlHburg. PA 17101 

Post Omce&:x. 888 
Harrisburg. PA 17108"()888 

~1 pages to tolJow. 

1·0: Andrew Giollione 
717-234-9734 fagsimilo 

From: Bruce Barnes 
717-234-1300 telephone 
717-232-2338 facsimile 

Thank you. 

531t::1I:x:J5St::I srw-, 1.11101: \.G1:I 

BIRHBG018110 



April2!.2003 

Pennsylvania Department of Community ancll!conom 
OSee or Cldcf CouuIel 

A12dtew J. Olorgkme, BaquiIe 
O~. Rebmm. MaM1l8lld 

Hippe1,lLP 
Suite «Xl 
200 Locuat StNet 
Hmis1nq. Ph 17101 

In R: HIrrJIlnQ City - S77.ooo.ooo 
Dauphin CcnJm7 

D_ Mr. GioJgione: 

We haw III'IIr1nId the ~inp filed relatiw to the propaIId _UIII'IOO oflease renbI1 cIebL All of 
the doeumozaW appc:ar to be in onIer', with the mmeptioa ottbe following. 

8ttZ ~ L'tL: '(t.I~.:I S3lt::lI~ sndTl nIW: WO~ 

BIRHBG018111 
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. . .. _.......... ,': ..' '-·0 .,..,(> 

. 1 . -- ...... -. ~ - .... 

10' /. ... '1 am retumIIIJ the debt for COINCdoe in order for tit. priucipal amaUDt Will zdmded to 
be added, IIDd IlIo to clarify ..,.,Ibavnla CJiIIIItIIDCHD. debc.1D 1'IIIpOCt orlhe fbllowiDa iIIues. We 

{'IIRw a bel .... of$42.70 for LRA-3409. Tbe debt ISIItamcat Jdantifjqa oaIJ Sl,!OO,OOO 1IIIi. 
: toobaotlt Iadlcata Portlcm attlud clebt fa _,. &em laued. If1he City IDtalcIa to __ it in the 

J' ~ then It must 1 be U8led u ........ Iftbe City __ iutIadI to IIaJe tile lWDllnina IIIDOWlt, 
then ~ em footDote. a.aodce ofptrdaJ lIODCOJDp1etion of_ and ~ the remalnl • Mlcee 

{ from our PJeue.tviIL I:A addiUoa, '" Ihcnr. balance or $25, t 90.000 for LRA-3497 ratbIr tba c,. \ Sl1,800tOOO shown. The amOUDt showD for LRA-3690 does DOt IdhIat tba 5JllOl ~ ~":I.".r 

_ abla to locate tile toUowln& outsteadfna cWK u.u. OIl the debt ...... tat: LRA4074 
(1991); -3106 (1998), .. LRA-3~8 (1991). W. do mot know that the 8DlOUIIt id8IItIftecI. 1'2001 

. s.n. r - .400,000 ,.,.. to. J1W die lJDDunt idIaIified. 001992 HarrJItowD DtvelopmaaI Corp" -
~1& $9.5*47.683, ISJSJIMHarrilbulSAuthoritY' - 12,827.585.36- MHmilbuqJAudIcdy&_ 111.100,000. 
~ Per. theM can he 1IIIIfChecI up with tile debt __ '-believe anI_ ..... 
-".- , \I11ft. Ao e 

~ 1· lI'lDII17. we haw: a ';tatter ..... u. our ~ syItIml eetenclla A.-of20021batiDdic:atas 
~ 1bIt the 1ID0\IIlt ordobt M'YiGI ia IDa JaBS for LRA-3690 ~. to ___ dID debt .vice IIIlO11DD at 

'" \ .. , sppraval. and that this wu 1MDa dJedmd out by the City or boac1 0GUIIIDl. Do)'Q1l havo Illy fartbcr 
U ~ latbrmatioD on tIds JIIIIttII' fOr 1111 rf. () • 

P1eaIe submit two eopI-. ~ puacht.d at the top ofe. pqw, ofmpplenwpJ or 00IIacmd. 
~ _1pJIR»pI'iIte. tv 0lIl' om.. 

EM. 

S3.U:~ I:xJSSt:t .5flc:D1 ! 1 I W: w:R:I.:I 
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· May 13,2003 

· City of Hams burg 
: 10 North Second Street 
I Martin Luther King, Jr. Government Center 
· Harrisburg, PA 17101 . 

RE: Tho Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Indebtedness - Report on Exclusion of Self-Liquidating Debt 

Gentlemen: 

~ The purpose of this letter is to supp~ement my report to you previously transmitted, dated March 24, 
12003. The original. report and this supplement arc submitted pursuant to Section 8026 of the Local Govenunent 
; Unit Debt Act of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Act") in connection with the proposed incurrence 
: by the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the ClCity") ofup to $77,000,000 in lease rental debt, 
· evidenced by the City's proposed guaranty ofup to $77,000,000 principal amount of 2003 Notes to be issued by 
: The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority''). 

As is evidenced by Exhibit 3 to my report the projected revenues and expenses of the Authority's fully 
:.integrated waste management system, as se,t forth in finding V of my report should be adequate to pay all 
i operating and maintenance expenses afthe :System, to pay the annual debt service on the bonds necessary to 
, finance the projected Retrofit of the System, whioh are expected to be issued later this year, to pay the annual 
; debt service payment on the 2003 Notes and also to meet the annual debt service payments on the outstanding 
1998A System debt not refunded. As shown on the Sources and Uses table in Exhibit 2, which is attached 

: hereto, together with a revised schedule of debt service for Bxhibit 2 showing application of $77,000,000 of 
· 2003 Notes, the application of the 2003 Notes and other available monies will defease and/or retire all of the 
· Series A of 1998 System debt except $10,695,000 thereof, all of the Series B of 1998 System debt, all of the 
: Series C of 1998 System debt, all of the SeJ,ies D of 1998 System debt, all of the Series A of2000 System debt 
i and all of the Series B of2000 System debt (See LRA 3497). This will leave outstanding only the aforosaid 
i $10,695,000 Series A of 1998 System debt,. the 2003 Notes and the $17,000,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
! Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Variable Rate Revenue Notes, Series A of2002. Accordingly the 
exclusion oflease rental debt covered by this report, in addition to the $77,000,000 of 2003 Notes, is the 

; $10,695,000 of the Series A 00998 Bonds expected to remain outstanding (which have already been 
: recognized as self-liquidating on your reco~s pursuant to a separate application filed by the City at the time that 

2000 Vennont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPROJ.ECTS.COM 



,: lease rental indebtedness was incurred; uiA 3238). The $17,000,000 of SeriesiA of 2002 Notes have never 0 
•. i been requested to be excluded 88 self-liquidating lease rental debt. (See LRA 3820.) 

:. 

I also wish to clarify my statement:in paragraph 22 of Exhibit 1 of the original report. The language in 
paragraph 22 is designed to reflect the fac~ that an estimate is not a guaranty. The projection period in Exhibit 3 
is limited but this does not detract from my conclusion in Part V of my report letter which addresses the System 

. debt over its lifo as required by Section 80~6(aX5) of tho Act. 
i ~ 

; Respectfully Submitted, 

: Barlow Projects, Inc. 

,L{,~ 
I 
;-&-mW~d~B~.~B-ar-m-Q-R----------------~-

: Senior Vi~ President 

.... - . ...... ' ... .. . 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort ColHns, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWWBARLOWPROJBCTS.COM 
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DEBT SBRVIFB INFORMATION (Revised) 
. Pnmded by:. 

RUe DaID Rauch .. 

SeIIedaies 3 " 4d 

PIle: Db" Ad 2003 (0U9-03).:dI 
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CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS 
OFTHEHA~BURGAUTHORITY 

FOR THE 
HARRISBURG MATERIALS. ENERGy' RECOVERY AND RECYCLING FACILITY 

l, Bruce Barnes, Managing Director of Milt Lopus Associates, hereby certify that we are 
the Financial Advisor to The Harrisburg Authority, a municipal authority of the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania organized and existing under the, Municipality Authorities Act of 1945, P.L 
382, as amended (the ··Aut~orlt~;"\ and in sucli capatity have authority to execute this certificate 
on behalfofth,.e Autr,.un",i" :'j'\;, ('t;aificate is being'delivered to each of the piut.ies,~'that certain 
First Amended and Restated Nonexclusive TechnOlogy Sub-Licensing Agreement and 
Technology Purchase Agreement dated January 11,2006 (the "Sub-Licensing Agreement") 
among Aerial Technologies of Harrisburg, LLC and Barlow Projects Hanisburg, LLC and I 
acknowledge that each of such parties are entitled to rely upon this Certificate. 

I, As of January 1,2006, the outstanding indebtedness on the Harrisburg Materials. 
Energy, Recovery and Recycling Facility (the "Facility"), identified as Series A of 1998, Series 
A of2002. and Series A, B and C, 0-1, 0-2, E and F of2003 is $229,895,000 as set forth on 
Schedule A attached hereto. 

This the Illh day of January, 2006. 

By: Bruce A. Barnes, Managing Director 

,./ 

BIRHBG000670 
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SCHEDULE A 
THE HARRISBURG AtJTBORITY 

HARRISBURG MATERIALS, ENERGY, RECOVERY AND 
RECYCUNG FACB.ITY 

Outstandlnl De"t 
.,!'. (Ii Janaa..., I, 1086 

lIlY! lnIyranCl ~ 

Series A of 1998 FSA 3238 

Series A of 2002 FSA 3820 

Series A of 2003 FSA 3954 

Series B of 2003 FSA 3954 

Series C of 2003 FSA :;~:54 

Series D-1 of2003 FSA 3444 

Series 0-2 of 2003 FSA 3444 

Series E of 2003 FSA 3444 

Series F of 2003 FSA 3444 

I.Uma 

11,970,000 

17,000,000 

22,555,000 

29,085,000 

24,285,000 

31,480,000 

65,000,000 

14'~r 
14,020,000 

TOTAl $229,895,000 

BIRHBG000671 



Keiper. Michele 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Proposed RRF 
Flnanclngs.xls {4 ... 

pp 

Giorgione, Andrew J. 
Tuesday, June 05, 2007 12:46 PM 
Keiper, Michele 
FW: Budget & Finance Committee Meeting - June 18, 2007,5:05 PM 

Proposed RRF Financings.xls: 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. Second Street, 15th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Direct: (717) 237-4863 
Fax: (717) 233-0852 
andrew.giorgione@bipc.com 

-----original Message-----
From: Bruce Barnes [mailto:BBarnes@miltlopus.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2007 12:32 ?M 
To: Lingle, Linda; Kroboth, Robert; Bob Ambrose; JKeller641@gmail.com 
Cc: CCocheres@eckertseamans.com; Giorgione, Andrew J.; Bruce Foreman; Stauder, Paul; 
andy.murray@zhaintl.com 
Subject: Budget & Finance committee Meeting - June 18, 2007, 5:05 PM 

Good afternoon: 

Councilwoman Williams has scheduled a Budget and Finance Committe meeting to discuss 
upcoming issues for the RRF. I think we should all go to get all of the "items out in the 
open once. Meanwhile, please send to me any concerns or questions you may have about my 
report. Based on conversation with you all, I have revised my report slightly to meet 
some of the City's preferences and the Authority's concerns. I should be ready to 
reccomend that we take out the CIT agreement ($30 million including costs and reserves), 
refund the Covanta Loan ($32 million including costs and reserves), and borrow $11-14 
million for working capital in the next 3 months. Any changes to the attached plan will 
result in the possible necesity to restructure some of the additional existing debt. 

City Council may be closing down for vacation from July 3 to August 28, 2007 ... which will 
kill any hope of getting DCED approval, unless the Council meets sometime during that time 
to adopt a debt ordinace. 

Bruce 

Bruce Barnes 
Milt Lopus Associates 
301 Market Street 
7th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
(717) 234-1300 
fax 232-2338 
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Memben of tile Board 
De Barrisbul1 Autborlty 
104 N. Fro.t Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

301 MA1UCET SruET 
7TH FLOOR 

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101 
(717) 234-1300 
(888) 525-6756 

FAX (717) 232 2338 

U: RlU' Recovery PIM Report 

Introduction 

May 29, 2007 

o 

The purpose of this report is to provide a working model of the financing plans for the 
recovery plan of the Resource Recovery Facility owned by THA and to be operated by 
Covanta under the new management agreement. It is important to bear in mind that the 
numbers presented here are the compilation of one scenario that has been developed by C ~ 
MLA with assistance and input from THA. the City, the County, Covanta, and other 
professional consultants to those entities. This plan is subject to many changes as it is 
further developed to meet certain legal requirements required for the issuance of the 
various debts. The plan will also be revised to reflect changes in the market and other 
infonnation made available during the process. 

This numbers run consists of a three page Summary of the financings required to make the 
. RRF self sufficient for the next five years and Appendices A-E, each demonstrating one or 
two financing options for each oCtile following financings: 

. A- The Existing Debt of the Authority 
B- The Retrofit Completion Payments to Covanta OR the recommended take out of 

the same 
C- The payments due to CIT or the recommended take out of that Agreement 
0- The Restructuring of a portion of the Retrofit Bonds 
E- The otfmarket swap or similar loan for working capital as required 

The three page summary. broken down by page, shows the existing debt of the Authority 
on Page 1, the proposed debt additions or restructurinp on Page 2, and the proforma cash 
flow projections on Page 3. 

FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVERNMENTS. SCHOOlS 
AND MUNICIPAL AUTHORl77ES 
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Existing Debt 

The existing debt on Page 1 is broken into two categories; the "Old Debt Service" is the 
amounts due on debt issued before the Retrofit Project was undertaken. In June of 2003, 
the previous facility was shut down due to the new environmental requireInC'fltl that ~ 
plant and technology could not meet. At that time. there was approximatel~ 
of outstanding debt with an annual debt service requirement of just over 55 mUlion pe~ 
year, increasing to over 57 million per year before terminating in 2034. The Senes }fb f 
1998. currently outstanding in the principal amount of 511.3 million, are the "senior lien" 
tax-exempt bonds remaining. The Series A of 2002 are taxable bonds which were issued 
and are currently outstanding in the principal amount of S 17 million. The Series' A. B and 
C of 2003 Bonds. issued and currently outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of 
$75.925 million. are a mixture of Taxable and Tax-exempt bonds that refunded other debt 
of the RRF. The Series 0, E and F of 2003 Bonds, issued and currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal amount of S 125 million, financed the Retrofit Program and certain 
costs of the facility during the construction period. For additional details on the existing 
debt service, please see Appendix A. 

The Retrofit Completion Payments 

• 
Page 2 shows the projected results of actions recommended in this report as part of the 
recovery plan. In conjunction with the proposed management agreement with Covanta, 
Exhibit K stipulates, in part that: 

Waste Management Facility Manager shall advance the cost incurred by Waste 
Mallagement Facility Manager to perform the Retrofit Completion Work up to I1B.000.000 
(the "Advance "). Such Advance constitutes subordinate debt of the A.uthority pursuant to 
the provisions of Section 3.05 of the Indenture. The Authority shall reimburse the Waste 
Management Facility Manager the Advance (the "Reimbursement Amount") asfollows: 

(1) No interest on the Reimbursement Amount shall accrue until July 1. 
2010. at which time simple interest shall begin to accrue at the at the rate of 4% per anllum 
until July 1. 1011 and at the rate of B% per annum thereafter. Interest shall be applied to 
the remaining principal balance on the Reimbursement Amollnt. 

(1) Interest shall be payable on the Reimbursement Amount beginning 
on August I. 10/0 and continuillg thereafter ill monthly installments due and payable orr 
the first day of the m01lth. 

(3) Principal shall be repaid on the Reimbursement AmolUlt beginning 
on July 1. 100B ill monthly illStallmau due and payable on the first day of the mollth based 
on a /O-year. mortgage-style amortization schedule. All principal shall be due and 
payable 011 the last day of the initial term of this Agreement. 

FINANCIAL ADYlSORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOYFRNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
AND MUNICIPAL AUTHORlTlES 
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The payments under the Management Agreement (as stated above) are shown in Column 
1 S of the Summary on Page 2. According to this report, the annual payments would be 
approxim % interest rate period is reached in July of 
. . -It is recommended in this plan that the rity refund the Covanta Loan with 
other debt for a longer period of time, in July:>f 20 U)A:olumn 16 ~ws that the payments 

-tor the take out financjng for the Co¥1RCa LocuJ;1ldone for a term of 25 years, would result 
in annual payments of just under S2 million per year. These payments are half of the 
Covaota Completion Payments under the agreement. but do go on for 25 years instead of 
the seven years from the start of the interest payments in 2010. The final term of this 
restructuring can be adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow 
need of the Authority. For more details of the Covanta Completion Payments and the 
proposed restructuring of those payments, please see Appendix B. 

The CIT Agreement 

o 

On Page 2 of the Summary, Column 17 shows the payments that are due to CIT under the 
current agreement. assuming that the forbearance agreement is extended until the March of 
2008, or for one complete year. Under the Agreement with CIT, the Authority is paying 
the equivalent of 7% per year on the current principal payments and 12% on payment that 
are not made when due. including the amounts for 2007, under the forbearance agreement. 
The additional payments would cost approximately 5225,000 per year additional until THA C ~ 
is caught up on the payments. To avoid this additional cost to the Authority. we assumed -
that the Authority would "catch up" all payments in 2008 by paying the late payments and 
the current payments, resulting in a cost of over 56 million in 2008. We recommend that 
THA takes out the crr Agreement with a conventional tax-exempt bond issue as soon as 
feasible to avoid additional late charges and replace imputed interest rate of 7% with a 
more reasonable tax-exempt rate ... the current market rate would be approximately 4.50%. 
The projected payments for the proposed CIT take out bond issue are shown in Column 18 
on page 2 of the Summary. We used a term to be equal to the final term of the other 
Retrofit Bonds. Assuming that this take-out is completed in 2007. the THA would avoid 
the large catch-up payment in 2008 and the payments would be approximately 51.8 million 
per year instead ofS3 million dollars per year. Again. the payments would go out longer 
than the scheduled payments to achieve some of this reduction in payment amounts, but 
some of the savings is interest rate savings. The final term of this take out financing can be 
adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow need of the 
Authority. For more details of the CIT Agreement payments and the proposed take out of 
those payments, please see Appendix C. 

R~WringofaPomonoftheR;qofitBomb 

Columns 20 and 21 of Page 2 of the Summary show a refunding of a portion of the Retrofit 
bonds to restructure the debt. Under the scenario used in this report. we assumed the 
restructuring of the Series 0-1 Bonds only. This is currently the minimum amount of 
restructuring we can do under the plan u it is currently structured to provide some comfort 

FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVERNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
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level of self sufficiency for the RRF over the next five years. In this scenario, shown in 
columns 20 and 21, we assumed that we would refund the Series 0-1 Bond with Capital 
Appreciation Bonds (CABs or zero coupon bonds) with a forty year term. Payments would 
be deferred until 2012, and would be bigher for the period 2012-2016 (the current interest
only period for the D-l Bonds, but would be slightly less during 2017-2033, but remain in 
place for an additional 13 year (40 years total) until 2046. 

.... This component of the plan is the most volatile and versatile. We have interest rate risk 
until the final plan. and this restructuring is approved, and the restructuring of existing debt 
will change other components of the plan change. If we experience a significant increase 
in interest rates, which will affect the other proposed financings, the influence and desired 
results of the restructuring will be compounded on the overall effectiveness of this entire 
plan. It is our intention at this time to minimize the use of restructuring and to avoid the 
use of CABS as much as possible in the restructuring, as the possible future optional 
redemption provisions and subsequent defease requirements can be a burden to future 
restructuring opportunities. If all of the concerned parties are receptive to the risks 
involved with delaying the restructuring of debt and the future possibilities of remediation 
of tax exempt debt issues, we will have to review the restructuring of the existing debt 
throughout the implementation of this plan. The final term of this restructuring can be 
adjusted to satisfy the final plan's requirements and desired cash flow need of the 
Authority. For more details of the restructuring of the 0-1 Bonds, please see Appendix 0 

OtIMarket Swap or Working Capital LOan 

An integral part to the success of this plan and the short term survival of the fiscal integrity 
of the RRF is to provide working capital for the ongoing operation of the facility. Columns 
23 and 24 on Page 2 of the summary show two options for repaying the funding the short 
term need of the plant, either through the completing of an off market swap (column 23) or 
a loan financing (column 24) for the same term with level debt. The structure of the short 
term debt issue. which may be more flexible than the swap, carries some burden of its own 
with which we may need to deal with in the future. The structure proposed in this plan 
includes the possibility of the loan, but the total shown in column 25 for the new total 
projected debt service assumes the use of the off market swap. It is imperative that most of 
the other financing options in this plan be developed and refined before determining the 
final structure of either an off market swap or some other method of financing for the short 
tenn capital needs of the RRF. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Page 3 of the Summary shows the profonna cash flows after the implementation of all the 
debt structuring options. as currently shown here. This is the bottom line of where the 
effects of the plan come together. Column 28 reflects the increase in rates and charges as 
proposed under this plan, subject to approval by the THA Board. The other revenue and 
expense projections were provided by Covanta and the Authority and are believed to be the 
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latest and the most accurate projections available as of the date of this report. The deficits 
shown in column 33 and the cumulative deficit shown in Column 34 are inclusive of all the 
effects of this plan. As of right now, it appears that the 514 million to be raised from the 
working capital financing or swap will be sufficient to cover the deficits shown on Page 3 
oCtile Summary. 

This report is a working model of financings which ate integrated into a plan to provide a 
recommendation to accept the proposed contract with Covanta to manage the RRF and for 
the recovery plan of the Resource Recovery Facility owned by THA. It is important to bear 
in mind that the numbers presented here have been developed by MLA with assistance and 
input from THA, the City, the COUDty, Covanta, and other professional consultants to those 
entities. The use of the information in this report shall Dot be used for any other purpose 
other than the monitoring of the implementation of this plan. All information is subject to 
many changes as it is further developed to meet certain requirements required for the 
issuance oCtile various debts. 

This plan is the basis for future discussion and adaptation to fit the need of the Authority 
and to assist the City, County, and other authorized professionals who serve the Authority. 
It is meant to be a starting point for the Authority Board members to continue to deal with 
the difficulties of the RRF and the special financing needs of this facility. 

We intend to discuss these matters with the City and County with the Authority and will 
continue to work with all the parties to ensure that the diverse needs of all the parties are 
met. The undersigned will be available at all times to discuss this matter with the 
participants of the financings for the good of all. 

cc: Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

Milt Lopus Associates 

Bruce A Barnes 
Managing Director 

FINANCIALADV/SORS TO STATE AND LOCAL GoVERNMENTS. SCHOOLS 
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Introductory Comments to Pennsylvania Senate Local Government Committee 

Mr. Chairman, Senator Blake, and members of the committee, I want to thank you 

for the invitation to testify at today's hearing on behalf of RBC Capital Markets. We 

appreciate the opportunity to put into proper context the role that our firm played in 

connection with The Harrisburg Authority's financing of the retrofit project and to 

address some of the egregious errors in the Forensic Investigation Report by Klehr 

Harrison. 

Let me be clear at the outset that The Harrisburg Authority's problems with the 

retrofit are not related to the 2003 financings. The financings that we were involved with 

all performed well, actually exceeding expectations projected at the time of financing, 

and have saved The Harrisburg Authority money. 

RBC Capital Markets' involvement in the financing of the retrofit of the resource 

recovery facility began in early 2003. RBC Capital Markets served as book-running 

underwriter for two bond issues for the facility that occurred during 2003; the first in 

May and the second in December. The role of the underwriter in public finance 

transactions is to sell the Issuer's bonds in the market and deliver bond proceeds at 

settlement. RBC Capital Markets did not serve The Harrisburg Authority, City of 

Harrisburg or Dauphin County as a financial advisor for any of the financings. RBC 

Capital Markets' parent company, Royal Bank of Canada, also served as counterparty on 

interest rate swaps and cap associated with one of the bond offerings, the Series D of 

2003. RBC Capital Markets' involvement was limited to the 2003 financings and we 

played no role in either the CIT financing or the 2007 financing. 



As others have previously testified, the forensic audit report contains many 

inaccuracies. We note that RBC Capital Markets was never contacted during the 

preparation of this report, which easily could have remedied some of its more obvious 

errors. In February 2012, RBC Capital Markets sent a lengthy letter to the Receiver and 

to the Harrisburg Authority members highlighting many of the report's inaccuracies and 

offered to meet to discuss the report. No response was ever received. This Committee 

has received a copy of that letter. 

RBC Capital Markets' involvement with the retrofit project started in early 2003, 

long after the City and Authority had already engaged Barlow Projects as project 

engineer in 1999. RBC Capital Markets had no role in the selection of Barlow, nor 

would any underwriter in a typical public financing be involved in the selection of 

engineers and contractors. The team of finance professionals assembled to work on the 

retrofit financing was drawn from among the most seasoned, experienced and highly 

regarded firms in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The team included four major 

law firms: Rhoads and Sinon (authority counsel); Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & 

Hippel LLP (bond counsel); Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC (underwriter's 

counsel); Mette, Evans & Woodside (County Counsel); three financial and swap advisory 

firms: Milt Lopus Associates (Authority and City); Investment Management Advisory 

Group (Authority, City and County); Public Financial Management (County) and seven 

underwriting firms as co-managers for the bond sales. Additionally, both City Council 

and the County of Dauphin retained separate, independent, major engineering firms 

expressly for the purpose of reviewing every aspect of the retrofit plan put forth by 
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Barlow and opining on its feasibility precisely because they knew other professionals 

were not in position to offer such advice. 

The conclusion drawn in the forensic audit that this team of many of 

Pennsylvania's finest bond professionals somehow misled or forced this financing upon 

an uninformed Authority, City and County is absurd. In my 30 years in the public 

finance industry, I have never been involved in a project with more scrutiny from 

governing bodies than the 2003 retrofit project received. And, this wasn't cursory 

scrutiny, it was scrutiny that honed in on exactly the critical issues: to retrofit or not 

retrofit, and was Barlow capable or incapable of completing the project on time and on 

budget. During the summer and fall of 2003, City Council held numerous public 

meetings where literally hundreds of citizens appeared to hear presentations on the 

project from the working group. Leading off every meeting were representatives from 

Barlow who spent the first 30-60 minutes reviewing the feasibility of the project, the 

Barlow technology, Barlow's past experience with other incinerators and importantly, 

their projections of revenues and expenses of the retrofitted project. Following Barlow, 

the other members of the finance team made shorter presentations on the actual financing 

itself including legal requirements, the need for financial guarantees from the City and 

County, the use of bond insurance and the actual structure of the debt. At the conclusion 

of the presentations, the floor was opened to anyone in the audience with an interest in 

speaking about the project. These meetings were widely publicized in the press and many 

were televised. Right to the evening of the final city council vote in November, there was 

great uncertainty as to whether the project would be approved. On the night of the final 

vote, each of the council members made lengthy speeches prior to voting explaining the 
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deliberative process they had followed in reaching a decision. It is impossible for any 

objective person to conclude upon review of the meetings, correspondence and bond 

documentation from that period that any decision maker in the approval process was not 

fully aware that the primary risk to the success of the retrofit project was the timely 

performance of Barlow . 

The report makes the incorrect accusation that the financing team was somehow 

derelict in not thoroughly reviewing and critiquing the Barlow technology, engineering 

plans and revenue and expense projections. This criticism fundamentally 

miscomprehends each party's role in a public finance transaction. It is the role of the 

engineering firms to address project technology, project feasibility, projections of 

revenues and expenses. The financial professionals criticized in the report do not have 

that role. Bond attorneys speak to the complexities of federal, state and local laws and 

requirements for municipal bond offerings; financial advisors and swap advisors speak to 

the structure of the fmancing and offer views and opinions on use of financial products 

and the fairness of pricing; trustees safeguard bond proceeds; and finally, underwriters 

like RBC Capital Markets give market information and views on optimal bond structures 

and then sell those bonds to investors. 

Another fallacy of the report are .the statements that the 2003 financing in some 

way has not performed well, was too complex and has subjected the Authority and City 

to undue risks and inflated costs. The truth is that the swaps utilized in the 2003 

financing have performed even better than expected and were not excessive, overpriced 

or speCUlative. Most importantly, the swaps with Royal Bank of Canada have saved the 

Authority money. 
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With the benefit of nearly ten years of history it is easy to review the performance 

of the 2003 financings. As the audit correctly points out, the most traditional and 

conservative financing plan would have involved issuing 30-year fixed rate bonds. Given 

market conditions at the time (short-term rates were extremely low and the yield curve 

was very steep), the September 2003 change in the Pennsylvania Local Government Unit 

Debt Act that authorized the use of interest rate products by governmental entities, and 

the recognition by the financing team that the projections indicated operations at the 

retrofitted facility would be tight, the decision was made to include a significant amount 

of variable rate debt in the 2003 financing with the goal of lowering interest expense. 

The decision to include a swap was based simply on the expectation that it would be a 

better source of variable rate financing. 

The report's 18 page discussion of the swap transactions is fundamentally wrong 

in many respects. The financing plan used an interest rate swap to exchange the Series D 

Bonds from a fixed rate of interest to a variable rate of interest for the reasons mentioned 

earlier, namely to access the low interest rates available in the short-term market in 2003. 

Pennsylvania bond law requires that any variable rate debt have a maximum stated 

interest rate and consequently, the fixed to floating rate swap had a maximum rate of 12% 

imbedded in the swap (this was not a separate swap or cap as the audit claims). 

However, while the Mayor of Harrisburg was willing to recommend taking variable 

interest rate risk on a significant portion of the debt, he directed that a more realistic 

6.00% cap be included in the plan of finance to protect the project from a significant 

increase in short-term interest rates. Said another way, while the short-term rates of 

approximately 1.00% that prevailed in 2003 were clearly much more attractive than the 
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alternative of 5.00% fixed rate bonds, the Mayor felt that allocating some of the benefit 

expected from the low short-term rates by purchasing a more protective 6.00% cap would 

be prudent. So what the report described as six different swaps was, in substance, one 

swap and one cap pursuant to which the Authority received a fixed rate and paid a market 

based floating rate capped at 6.00% (noting that there were two subseries with different 

maturity dates within Series D and swap was allocated to both and documented 

seperately). 

In full compliance with Pennsylvania Act 23, the Authority, City and County 

were all advised by independent financial advisors with specific swap advisory expertise. 

A detailed interest rate management plan required under the Act was adopted by all three 

entities. The purpose of the plan is to identify and list various risks associated with 

interest rate swaps, provide termination analyses, project debt service at maximum 

interest rates and detail fees paid to professionals. Act 23 also requires that governmental 

entities receive updates on the plan at least on an annual basis. Royal Bank of Canada 

fully disclosed its compensation on the swap transactions to the independent advisors and 

those advisors gave their clients "fairness opinions" at closing on the financing, all as 

required by Act 23. The breakdown of "swap spreads" contained in the report is grossly 

overstated and inaccurate. 

The use of interest rate swaps in the financing structure enabled the Authority to 

benefit from the extraordinarily low short term interest rates that prevailed in 2004 and 

much of 2005 and provided lower debt service than projected at the time the financing 

closed in 2003. As the economy improved in 2004 and the Federal Reserve began a 

tightening program, short-term interest rates began to rise. Conversely, long term interest 
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• rates dropped sharply, leading to what would eventually become an "inverted yield 

curve" where short-term rates are actually higher than long-term rates. This environment 

proved to be an opportune time for the Authority, City and County to consider reducing 

the risk to variable rate debt as short-term rates were rising. In August 2005, a second 

interest rate swap was entered into that locked-in a fixed rate beginning in June 2006, 

which was the expected end of the construction period, and extending through 2033, 

which was the remaining term of the financing. The fixed rate available in the swap 

market at the time was 3.35% through 2033, which was a historically low rate and 

approximately equal to what the Authority hoped to pay over the life of the financing in 

the variable rate market. Stated differently, the Authority had benefited from short-term 

rates since December 2003, could continue in the variable rate mode through the 

expected end of construction in June 2006, and could then convert to a fixed rate that 

o approximated the assumed rate for the entire life ofthe financing. It represented prudent 

interest rate management planning, precisely as called for in Act 23. 

By the spring of 2006, the interest rate cycle had changed again and long-term 

interest rates had climbed creating significant market value in favor of the Authority tied 

to the fixed rate swap executed in August 2005. Additionally, the project by this time 

was delayed and struggling. The Authority chose to realize the gain available in its 2005 

swap by terminating the swap for the years from 2011-2033. The termination resulted in 

a payment of over $4 million from Royal Bank of Canada to the Authority. This enabled 

the Authority to retain a fixed rate during the ramp-up period from 2006-2011 when the 

Authority would be least able to weather swings in variable rates while at the same time 

obtaining the value created from its actions in 2005. Not only was this a carefully 

() --
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considered and otherwise reasona~le strategy in 2006, with the benefit of perfect 

hindsight, it has proven to be the right course of action. The Authority had an immediate 

gain of $4 million, had fixed rate debt at 3.35% for the important early years of the 

project and is now enjoying net interest rates of approximately one half of one percent 

(50 basis points) on the remaining $65 million Series D swap through December 2013 

when the swap will terminate. 

Perhaps even more importantly than the interest rate performance of the financing 

plan, the use of an interest rate swap to create "synthetic variable rate debt" as opposed to 

utilizing traditional variable rate debt with bonds backed by letters of credit and 

municipal bond insurance allowed the Authority to steer clear of the upheaval that 

plagued much of the variable rate bond market when the credit crisis erupted in 2008. 

Had the Authority used traditional variable rate debt backed by FSA and a bank 

providing a liquidity agreement, its variable rate debt would have spiked to rates of 10% 

or more; a situation many Pennsylvania issuers experienced in the 2008 and 2009 crisis. 

The Authority's decision to access the variable rate market through an interest rate swap 

rather than the traditional manner has worked to immunize it from all these factors and 

has delivered low-cost funding. 

RBC Capital Markets has completed a financial analysis that takes into account 

all cash flows on the Series D of 2003 Bonds and the two associated swaps. The 

Authority's cost of funds to date is 3.35%. Going forward, through the termination of the 

final interest rate swap in 2013, and using conservative projections through that time, the 

estimate is that the final cost of funds is likely to be 3.25%. Had the Authority chosen a 

traditional fixed rate structure, its cost of funds would have resulted in an interest rate of 
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approximately 5.03% based on the fixed rates available in December 2003 when the 

bonds were sold. Consequently, the structure that was utilized has saved the Authority 

over $11 million compared to a traditional fixed rate issue. Even more significant, if a 

comparison is made of the actual debt service experienced on the Series D Bonds to what 

was projected in the offering circular for the 2003 bonds (which was a projection based 

on the long-term average of the variable rate index) a savings in excess of $5.2 million 

has been generated. Clearly, the original financing of the 2003 retrofit project was not a 

contributing factor to the problems that exist today. 

By 2006, it became apparent that the retrofit project was struggling and 

completion would be delayed and over budget. Anticipating the difficulties that would 

accompany that scenario, RBC Capital Markets informed the administration of the City 

of the privatization movement that was gaining traction in many public jurisdictions 

around the US. After several meetings, RBC Capital Markets was engaged by the City 

and the Harrisburg Parking Authority to evaluate a long-term lease for the parking assets. 

RBC Capital Markets devoted over two years work including many hundreds of man 

hours and huge expense and delivered at the end of the process a high bid of $215 million 

from a fully qualified bidder. The mayor's plan was to close the lease transaction, pay 

off the parking debt and use the net remaining proceeds of approximately $100 million to 

pay down the resource recovery facility's excess debt. After many pubic meetings over 

four months, City Council rejected the parking proposal in October 2008, a decision 

which has contributed to the current dire situation. Ironically, one of the key 

recommendations that came out of the Act 47 Plan and the Receiver's plan is just such a 

transaction. Unfortunately, the value of a parking transaction under current market 
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conditions is less than the value rejected by City Council in 2008 and of course, the delay 

in implementation has allowed the problem to grow far larger. 

While we are extremely sympathetic with the situation that the Authority, City 

and County currently find themselves in, it is important that we address some of the more 

egregious errors in the Klehr Harrison Report with respect to RBC Capital Markets and 

Royal Bank of Canada. We stand by our work product and believe adamantly the current 

problems have nothing to do with the financing plan for the 2003 Bonds. 

Page 10 
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Sutherland, Hugh 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Losty, James [James.Losty@Rbcdain,com] 
Thursday, December 18, 20039:39 AM 
Suther1and, Hugh 

Subject: FW: Electronic Copy of Final Report, Harrisburg Incinerator Study 

II 
Indnl01803,zfp 

here is the engineer's report for your records. 

-----Original Message----
From: Losty, James 
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2003 9:10 AM 
To: 'srichter@troweprice.com' 
Subject: FW: Electronic Copy of Final Report, Harrisburg Incinerator 
Study 

Here is 
credit. 
this on 
bond s~:et·;, 
faith and 

the event you are still looking at this 
that if.you·are trying to evaluate 
._ the only one inoludingthe 

a AA County with a full 

Call me if you have any questions. 
Jim 
-----Original Message-----
From: Fabian, Andrew [mailto:afabian@BH-BA.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2003 7:40 AM 
To: Lcolon@cityofhbg.com; Losty, James 
Cc: Yerger, Bruce; Boyer, Dave 
Subject: Electronic Copy of Final Report, Harrisburg Incinerator Study 

The Zip file below contains all the files for the final copyof the 
Harrisburg Incinerator report. I am forwarding it to you per the request 
of Bruce Yerger of Buchart-Horn, Inc. 

If you have any questions about this document, or have any difficulty in 
opening it, please contact me. 

«Incin101803.zip» 
Very truly yours, 
BUCHART-HORN, INC. 
Andrew R. Fabian, Technical Writer 
445 West Philadelphia Street, P.O. Box 15040 
York, PA 17405-7040 
(717) 852-1475 
Fax (717) 852-1614 
e-mail <afabian@bh-ba.cQm> 

RBC Dain Rauscher does not 'accept buy, sell or cancel orders bye-mail, 
or any instructions bye-mail that would require your signature . 
. Information contained in this communication is not considered an 
official record of your account and does not supersede normal trade 
confirmations or statements. Any information provided has been prepared 
from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed, does not 
represent ali available data necessary for making investment decisions 

1 



MUNlOPAL BROKFRAOEAssI5fANCE, INC 
204 STATE STREE'r 
HARRISBURG. PA 17101-1132 
717-233·1347 

Honorable Stephen R. Reed. Mayor 
Office of the Mayor 
City Government Center 
10 North 2- Street 
Suite 202 
Harris 

November 7, 2003 

May I at this time return to a matter first raised at our recent meeting. For it's 
services in the Jast bond issue for the Harrisburg School District, Arthurs, Lestrange and 
Company, Inc. was paid $19,000. I believe Commerce Bank's fee was 5180.000. I 
would hope that in the upcoming Incinerator Issue, Arthurs would be given additional 
opportunities as regards participation in the bond sales/allocation. 

I appreciate your consideration of this request. If there is anything I or Arthurs 
should do ... such shall be done llpOn your direction. I believe you were going to direct 
this matter to the attention of Mr. Losty. Please advise. 

Thank you. 

Dennis E. Thiemann 

o 
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IAWOmCES 

OBBRllAYBR RBBIIAlIlI IlAXWBLL • RIPPBL LLP 

ONE PENN CENTER - 19'"1 FLOOR 
1617 JOHN F. KENNEDY BOULEVARD 

PHILADElPHIA, PA 19103-1895 
(215) 665-3000 

FAX (215) 665-3165 

www.obmnayer·com 
Hugh C. Sutherland, Esq. 
215-665-3096 
hcs@Obemlaym'.com. 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Andrew J. Giorgione 
Daniel R. Lispi 
James F. Losty 

Hugh C. Sutherland 

July 31,2003 

Richard D. Michael 
Carol P. Cocheres 

Resource Recovery Facility Retrofit Bonds - Draft County 
Letter of Intent Resolution Regarding County Guaranty 

I have reviewed the draft Mette Letter of Intent Resolution. Generally they have just 
cleaned up a little bit the draft that we provided. I have the following several comments. 

1. I noticed that in the next to last Whereas regarding Act 101 they have said that the 
County has determined that the retrofit project "may be" in the best interest of the County. I can 
understand the rationale at this time for using such provisional language. The questions is 
whether it suggests the County may change its mind and not provide the guaranty. 

2. I think in the last Whereas in subpart (ii) right before the defined term "County 
Guaranty" we should add the words "pledging the full faith, credit and taxing power of the 
County" so that these words are part of the definition of the County Guaranty. This will make 
the County Guaranty parallel to the language describing in the City Guaranty and will answer at 
least the one question of the insurance company about what it is they are getting. 

3. I think it is really important to hear from Jim Losty what he thinks he needs to get 
the Bond Insurers excited. Obviously this document raises the prospect of a County guaranty but 
does not spell out any of the details and is non-binding. 

HCS/csb 
cc: Warren W. Ayres 

4746Tl 
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ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOTI, LLC 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: J~~u.~ 

FROM: 

DATE: 

BE: 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esq. 
Hugh C. Sutherland, Esq. 
Daniel R. Lispi 

Richard D. Michael, Esq. iZf/' 
January 9, 2003 

-----------------------~ 

The Hanisburg Authority - Resouree Recovery Facility FiDaDciDg 

Enclosed please find a copy of the Setf-Licpridating Debt Report peplUm in July, 1998 by HDR. 
Engineering, Inc. in connection with The Harrisburg Authority's issuance of its Guarantlled 
Resource Recovery Facili~ Revenue Rmmding Bonds, Series ~ B. C and D of 1998. The Self
Liquidating Debt Report made provision for two altaDatives: (i) the operation of the Resource 
Recovery Facility, and the performance of certain retrofits; and (il) the closing of the Resouroe 
Recovery Facili~ and utiljzation of the transfer station to process solid waste for delivery to a 
remote landfill. 

I thought it would be helpful if the financing team bas an opportunity to review the Report prior 
to the January 13, 2003 meeting with representatives of Barlow. 

RDM:dbb 
Enclosure 

• 
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LAW OFFICES 

OBERMAYER REBMANN MAXWELL'" RIPPEL LLP 

Hugh c. Sutherland, Esq. 
215-665-3096 
hcsBlObennayer.com 

TO: Distribution 

ONE PENN CENTER - 19TH FLOOR 

1617 JOHN F. KENNEDY BOULEVARD 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-1895 

(215) 665-3000 
FAX (215) 665-3165 

www.obennayer.com 

April 7,2003 

FROM: Hugh C. Sutherland 

041 

RE: Resource Recovery Facility Refunding Revenue Bonds - DCED Documents 

Assuming we have final enactment of the Ordinance on Tuesday evening, April 8, we will need 
shortly thereafter to make the DCED submission. I am attaching hereto current drafts of three items: 
the City Clerk transmittal letter to DCED, the Debt Statement and the Borrowing Base packages. You 
will note the Debt Statement still has some holes which I request Bruce Bames and anyone else who 
can help me complete and as necessary correct. Andy Giorgione will be getting all of these documents 
appropriately signed and executed, and he may want to, if appropriate, collect the execution and notary 
pages and hold them in escrow until we have all the pieces, including the proof of the second 
advertisement and the entire package can then be promptly submitted to the DCED. 

HCS/csb 
encl. 

\ 
449316 
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Distribution: 

Judith B. Schimmel, Esq. 
Robert F. Kroboth 
Daniel R. Lispi 
Thomas]. Mealy 
J. Bruce Walter, Esq. 
Bruce A. Barnes 
Hugh C. Sutherland, Esq. 
Warren W. Ayres, Esq. 
Andrew]. Giorgione, Esq. 
Stanley Mitchell, Esq. 
James F. Losty 
James B. Konieczny 
Dwight L. White 
Richard D. Michael, Esq. 
Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. 
Mary Beth Phillips 
Kenneth R. Nilson 
Glen Grell, Esquire 

449316 
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213 M<1r1m Srrcr, 
E~~III/r FI,.,,, 
H(frrisl"'~~, p.",! 17101 

Address (,lfrrsp<,tldcncc ,,>: 
H,_" qtfirr &\" 1248 
Hnrrish"~Q. PA 17108.1248 

TNrp/llme: 717. 13 7 _ 6000 
F,If-'illlill': 7/7.237.6019 
fI'Il'WrSCIU.(tl", 

'\1"(~"/"""'''' I VI-' 

Pilil",lr1p/'i,l 

~ ) ECKERT SEAMANS 
,--/ ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOTT, LLC 

Via Hand Delivery 

May 15,2003 

Bernadette Barattini, Esquire 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Department of Community and Economic Development 
Office of Chief Counsel 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street, 4th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0225 

------~ .. -------... -... -

Re: City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania - Proceedings for 
Approval of Incurrence of $77,000,000 of Lease Rental Debt, and 
Exclusion of Same as Self-Liquidating 

Dear Bernadette: 

Thank you for speaking with Jim Losty, Carol Cocheres and me yesterday 
afternoon regarding the above-referenced debt proceedings filed by the City of 
Harrisburg. In accordance with your request, I am enclosing a Debt Statement of 
the City of Harrisburg, which references the Department of Community and 
Economic Development's approval numbers for the inc\DTence of the debt, and 
where applicable, the Department's approval numbers for exclusion of the debt as 
self-liquidating. 

As a preliminary matter, in your April 25, 2003 Jetter to Andrew Giorgione, you 
raised a question concerning lease rental debt of the City approved at LRA-3690, in 
connection with the City's guarantee of a bond issue by the Harrisburg Parking 
Authority. Although our finn was not involved in that bond issue, I was able to 
secure a final debt service schedule for the bond issue. The schedule indicates that 
the flISt principal payment on the bond issue was payable on May I, 2003, not 
May 1, 2002. I am enclosing that debt service schedule, as Attachment 1. 

In addition, at the bottom of page 2 of the enclosed Debt Statement, I have listed 
the outstanding principal amounts of certain bonds issued in 1998 by The 
Harrisburg Authority (the "1998 Bonds"), and certain notes issued by The 
Harrisburg Authority in 2000 (the "2000 Notes''). As you can see, all of the 2000 
Notes, which are guaranteed by the City of Harrisburg (LRA-3497), will no longer 
be outstanding after The Harrisburg Authority's Series of 2003 Notes are issued. 
With respect to the 1998 Bonds, a portion of the Series A of 1998 Bonds will not 
be refunded with proceeds of the Series of 2003 Notes, and will remain 

RiclumJ D. Miclulel 
717.137.6036 

rdm@escm-COlfI 

BIRHBG018090 



BemDdttt'e Btlrtlllilri. &quiTe 
MtIy J S. 1003 
Ptlge2 

ECKERT SEAMANS 
ATTORNIiYS AT LAW 

outstanding. I have attached a debt service schedule (Attachment 2) showing the 
principal amolDlts and maturities of the Series A of 1998 Bonds to be refunded, and 
a debt service schedule (Attachment 3) showing the principal amounts and 
maturities of the Series A of 1998 Bonds which are ~t being refunded and which 
will remain outstanding. 

In addition, I am attaching debt service schedules (Attachment 4) listing the 
maturities and principal amounts of the Series B of 1998 Bonds. Series C of 1998 
Bonds, Series D of 1998 Bonds, Series A of 2000 Notes and Series B of 2000 
Notes to be refunded; none of this debt will be outstanding after issuance of the 
Series 2003 Notes. 

I hope this information addresses the questions and issues you raised during our 
·conversation yesterday. If· you have any further questions or require further 
information, please contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Richard D. Michael 

RDM:dbb 
cc: Bruce A. Barnes (w/encs.) 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esq. (wlencs.) 
Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. (wle1lcs.) 
Hugh C. Sutherla1ld, Esq. (wlencs.) 

BIRHBG018091 
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Giorgione. Andrew 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Andy-

Ertel, Kevin [Kevin.Ertel@Rbcdain.com] 
Monday, December 29. 2003 3:04 PM 
Giorgione, Andrew 
dlispi@Cityofhbg.com 
Harrisburg - Sensitivity 

Jim asked me to email you this sensitivity run for the Series 2003 D,E,F Bonds in case Ron 
Barmore needed this for his reports. Let me know if there are other schedules that you 
need to see with this. The changes that have been made are: 

1. I have changed the assumed variable rate on the 2003D bonds after 6-1-06 (assume BMA 
2.50t during construction) from 3.25% (BMA avg since 1990) to 3.00% (BMA 10 year avg) 
2. Increased the earnings on the $8MM DSRF associated with the Series D bonds from 4.75% 
to 5.25t. The net effect of these two changes is to reduce the debt service on the 2003 
D,E,F bonds roughly 140k in 2006 and 280k from 2007 through 2017, and then the 2BOk goes 
down annually as principal matures. 

«Sensitivity.pdf» 

Kevin Ertel 
RBC Dain Rauscher 
One Logan Square, 17th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
(215) 832-1511 Phone 
(215) 832-1515 Pax 
kevin.ertel@rbcdain.com 

RBC Dain Rauscher does not accept buy, sell or cancel orders bye-mail, or any 
instructions bye-mail that would require your signature. Information contained in this 
communication is not considered an official record of your account and does not supersede 
normal trade confirmations or statements. Any information provided has been prepared from 
sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed, does not represent all available 
data necessary for making investment decisions and is for informational purposes only. 

This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any 
related rights and obligations. Any distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the 
information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you 
receive this e-mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) 
immediately. 

Information received by or sent from this system is subject to review by supervisory 
personnel. is retained and may be produced to regulatory authorities or others with a 
legal right to the information. 

1 
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City !r..~ar!fslt.a~. __ . .. "-_._--_.-' ._-------.. 0 Resource Recovery Revenue Bonds. Series of2003 

Combined,5125,OOO,ooo 

Aggregate Net Debt Service - Sensitivity 
------- ------ .. -.. "'--'-- -------

SerIea 21103 Series 2003 Sarles21G3 
DATE FBonds EBoftds DBoftds TOTAl. F .... TCIIIII 

06I011ZOO4 
1210112004 
06III112IIOS 
1 210 1/200S 
0610112006 
1210112006 321.1.,.00 129,l8O.00 2,lQ,481.00 2.912.9117.00 2.912.9117.00 
0610112007 321.145.00 319.210.00 2,l61,482.110 2.912.9117.00 
1210112007 321.145.00 319._.00 2,262.482.00 2.912.9117.00 5,1l5.114.oo 
06III11lGCII 321.145.00 319._.00 2,262.412.00 2,912.9117.00 
12I011lGCII lZl.145.00 319.2l1li.00 2.26Z,482..GO 2,912.9117.00 5.815.114.00 
0610112009 321.1".00 129.280JIO 2JI99.2:1I.97 2.749.656.97 
12I0112CJ09 1.661.145.00 1.719.280.00 2.O!I9.231.97 5.419.656.97 1.229.31l.9) 
0610112010 290,995.00 291,J52.50 2.099.231.97 2.611.519.47 
1210112010 1_.995.00 1.7SJ,3S2.S0 2,.099.2:n.97 5.543,$79.47 UJl.151.93 
0610112011 259,495.00 265.971.75 2.099.231.97 2.624.705.n 
1210112011 1.724 •• 5.00 1.715.971.15 2,099,231.97 5.609.705. n 1,2l4.411 .4) 
0610112012 226,5~ 232.158.75 2.099.231.97 2,SS7,923.2Z 
1210112012 1.756.532.50 1.117.158.75 2.099.231.97 5,672.923.22 1.230.146.43 
0610112013 187,li17.50 192,137.50 2.099,231.97 2,471.886.91 
1210112013 1.79l.517.50 1.1157.1)7.50 l,099,23I.97 5.741,116.97 1,.U7.77l.9J 
0610112014 I46,S90.00 150.096.25 1.667.902.80 1.964J89.0$ 
1210112014 1,8]6.S90JIO 1.900,1196.25 1.667,902.10 5.404.519.85 7.369.178.10 
0610112015 103.495.00 los. __ 75 1.661.902.10 1.177,.306.55 
1210112015 1.871.495.00 1.940,908.75 1.667.902.80 S.417,306.55 7,.364.613.1 0 
0610112016 Sl,232.50 S9.s7S.oo 1.667.902.80 1.7II5,71UO 
1210112016 1.9Z3.D2..50 1,9I4,S75J1O 1.667,90z.ao 5.s7S.1IUO 7,361.4Z0.60 
0610112017 10,675.00 10.968.75 1,667,90UO 1,6I9,$46,S5 
1210112017 36G,675.oo 3U,968.75 4.937.902.10 ~" 7,374""3.10 
0610112011 1,6IM,2S4.9I 1,604,2S4.. --1210112018 5.779,lS4 •• $,779.2$4.. 1.,3IJ.509." L~ 0610112019 1.522..99l.8I 1.5l2.,99%.GI 
1210112019 5.177.991.M U77,'JfV18 7,4CJO,9I4.l6 
O6IOIJ2OlO 1.438,22S.63 1.438,225.63 
12IOIJ2OlO 5,978,225.63 5,,97U2S.63 7,416,"1.17 
06lIl112021 1.349.851.32 1.349.858.32 
12IOIJ2OlI 6,C184.B58.)2 6,084,151.32 7.434.716.63 
O6IIIIJ202l 1.,2S1,695.49 1.257,695.49 
12IOIJ2Oll 6.197.695.49 6,197.695.49 7.455,390.98 
0610112023 1.161.542.50 1.161,li42.50 
1210112023 6,311,$42.50 6,311,$42.50 7,473,111S.o1 
0610112024 1.001.J02.os 1,G61,302.0S 
1210112024 6,431.J02.115 6,431,JOl.OS 7.492,604.09 
0610112025 956.719.47 956.719.47 
1210112025 6,556,719.47 6,$56,719.47 7.s13.s58.94 
0610112026 847.7111l.14 847.780.14 
1210112026 6,61'7.780.14 6,61'7.780.14 7.s]5,560.2& 
O6IOIJ2Ol7 734,109.40 734,109.40 
1210112027 6,119.109.40 6,119.109.40 7,553.21 ... 1 
O6IOIJ2Ol8 615,669." 615,669." 
1210112028 6,96G,669.95 6,960,669." 7.s76,339.90 
0610112019 492,169.11 492,169.81 
12IOIJ2Ol9 7.112.169J11 7.112,169.11 7,604.l39..6l 
0610112030 36),317.03 363,317.113 
12I011lOJO 7,263,317.03 7.263.317.113 7.6l6,634J16 
0610112031 2Z9,II14.28 219.014.21( 
1210112031 7.424.014.28 7.424,014.28 7,653J121.56 
0610112032 18,969.60 81,!169.60 
1210112032 7.S9J.969.6O 7,59U69.6O 7A2,fl9.20 
0610112033 (57.I08.91} (57,I08.91} 
121011203) (lIIZ.108.97) (202.108.97) ~,2J7.94) 

T .... SI'..",... SII,4JI,3IZM SIA;ff1M5-51 "".131 .... 11".131 ...... 

.. _- . __ .. ---. ---- ----- ._- ----- -------- .--.------
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County Issues Page 1 ofl 

Glorglone, Andrew 

• From: tasty. James [James.LostyORbcdain.com] 

Sent Monday, September OS, 2003 2:26 PM 

o 

To: Glorglone. Andrew 

Subject: RE: County Issues 

do you have everything on this front that you need? I assume you got ertel's fancy work last week? what about 
issuance costs? give me a call if you're not playing golf today and we can discuss. i also have another possible 
deat to talk to you about. 
jim 

---QrIglnai Message--
From: GiorgIone, Andrew [maHto:andrew.giorgiorleOobermay.mm] 
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2003 8:30 AM 
To: Daniel R. lisp! (E-maIl); Thomas Mealy (E-maI); Lasty, James; RIchard D. Michael EsquIre (E-maI); 
SUtherland, Hugh; cpc@esan.mm; Brua! Barnes (E-maIl) 
SUbject: County Issues 

The County has requested that we address the following issues (I reference who I think should provide the 
answers): 

j 1. WiD DCED accept unlevel debt? (Carol already addressed this issue • okay since lease rental debt - but 
If anyone has other thoughts .... ) 

I 2. Bond Insurance quotes? (LostylGiorgione) 

3. Breakdown of Issuance Costs and Transition Costs (lispiIGiorgione). 

4. 98A priority? (Hugh. Carol. Dick) 

/. 5. AmortizatIon Schedules for new and old debt (Losty). 

Please provide this information asap. 

Andrew 

DC DIlin RaWICher d.oea not accept l:Iuy, sell or ClUlCel orders by e--.11, or any lnatructlaaa by e-lBil tbat 
would require your slgnature. Information contalned in this communicatiOD is not CODsidered an official record 
of your iICCOUllt and. doea not aupenede normal trade CODfirmationa or atat_ta. Ally informatiaa provided baa 
been prepared from sourcea believed to be reliable but ia not guaranteed, does not ~t all available data 
neceaaary for making inveatment deciaiona and ia for informational purposea ODly. 

Thi. e-mail .. y be privileged and/or confidential, and the aender doea not waive any related rights and 
obl1gatiClll8. Any distribution, uae or copying of thia e-.. U or the information it containa by other than an 
inteuded recipient is unauthorized. If you receive this e-_il in error, plea .. advise _ (by return e-.. U or 
otherwiae) immediately. 

Infox.atiOD received by or sent from this system J. •• ubject to review by auperviaory ~l. is retaiDed aDd 
may be produced to regulatory authorities or others with a legal right to the information. 

918103 

BIRHBG013897 



• 1998A Indenture 

Glorglone, Andrew 

From: 

Sent: 

Losty, James [Jame&.Losty@Rbcdain.com) 

Monday, September OS, 2003 11:20 AM 

Page I ofl 

To: GIorgIone, Andrew; Sutherland, Hugh; Daniel R Uspi (E-maI); Richard D. Mid1aeI Esquie (E-maI); 
cpc@escm.com 

Subject: RE: 1998A Indenture 

Andy, 
As you know I have spent some time with Glen Wlliard recently. I told him I thought it would be VfIIlY dlfftcult to 
subordiante any of these bonds. I also directed him to the County Resolution (pr8parad or at least signed off on 
by Chuck Z.) where the language of the resoultion speciftcaIIy mentions old debt service, transition costs and 
capitalized Interest as part of the project. (Also the guarantee fee was specifically mentioned) I suggest you direct 
Chuck to this language since his firm provided it to the County! lis late in the galle to try this change now and I 
think it would be very difficult to get it sold. As you know, FSA has already turned down this proposed 
"senior/subordinate" structure and they have the, most to loose/gain by enhancing this deal. 

Glen seems optimistic. ..•.... 
Jim 

--ortgIna1 Message-
From: GIorgIone, Andrew (rnaIItD:andrew.gJorglaneOober.axn] 
sent: Friday, 5eptI!mber 05, 2003 11:52 AM 
To: Sutherland, Hugh; Daniel R. UspI (E-mail); Losty, James; Richard D. Michael Esquire (E-maI); 
cpc:Oesan.c:om 
SUbject: 1998A Indenture 

Anyone - I need a copy of the 98A Trust Indenture for the County asap. can you amaH it? 

o 

r spoke with Chuck Z. He indicated that the County was concerned with the size of the City Guaranty Fee. C ~ 
I explained its a matter of risk and not negotiable. 

He also indicatad that the County would have a list of things they want by next week. ThIs wlllncIude ., 
operating reserve, which Dan and I discussed and believe is necessary and doable. 

Finally. he asked that we consider a subordinate series of bonds for Transition and Exisllng Debt Service 
Costs, such that there is no County guaranty for thosa costs and separate DSRF are created. I assume 
this may be an insurer Issue, but wanted your thoughts. 

RaC Dain Rauseher does not accept buy, sell or cancel orders by e-nail, or any instructions by e-_il that 
lIIOUld require your signature. Infornation contained in this COIIIIIUIIicaUon is not considered an official record 
of your account and does not supersede noE1llllJ. trade c:oa.fi~tions or atat_ta. Ally iDfor.ation provided ba8 
been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed, does not repreaent all available data 
necassary for lllllking invest_t decisions and is for iDformational purposes only. 

This e-llail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the seucler does not weive any related rights and 
o!Il1gations. Any distribution, use or copying of this .-_11 or the iDformation it COIltaiDs by otber than an 
iDteDded recipient is UDaUtborized. If you receive thi8 e-_il in erzor, pl_ advise _ (by return e-_ll or 
otherwise) i.aediately. 

Information received by or _t from this ayet .. ia subject to review by auperrisory peZ'IJOIIIU!l. 18 retained and 
may be produced to regulatory authorities or otherll with a legal right to the infm:.ation. 

918103 
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Stephen R. Reed 

Mayor 

MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Office of the Mayor 
The City of Harrisburg 

aty Government Center 
10 North Market Square 

Harrisburg, PA 17101.1678 

December 4, 2003 

Daniel R. Lispi, Assistant to the Mayor 
Mayor's Office of Special pro1.(r n ft J 
MAYOR STEPHEN R. REED~ 

Relource Recovery Bonds 

(717) l55-304G 

Noting the attached eorrespondencet this serves to Instruct that you advise James 
LOlty tbat Artbun, Lestrange and Company, Ine. is to have a greater proportion of 
management fees and bond sales with the upcoming sale and closing on the retrofit bonds. 

Further, tbis office wisbes to see the proposed management fees and bond 
distribution percentages for all of the involved investment banking entities so that this 
office can review aDd consider approval for such. 

Attachment 
SRR:lmh 



INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

0'NR;~ 
TO: Mayor Stephen R. Reed . 

Linda Lingle .. Ak ..: 
Business AdrrdnislralDr J' 'C .. j ~M: 
Deputy Business Admlnl r 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 
October27,2006 

Robert F. Kroboth. CGF~ 

SUBJECT: Resource Recovery 80 - Serle. of 2002 Remarketlng Circular 

This is in response to your instruction that no reference be made in the Remarketing 
Circular that the City's guarantee wtll be drawn upon in 2007 for the payment of a portion 
of the debt service due on the 2002 Notes, unless absolutely necessary for proper 
disclosure purposes. 

o 

After sIgnificant discussion on this matter, I requested Jim Losty and/or Carol Cocheres to 
put in writing a thorough explanation leading to the ultimate outcome. The e-mail to me 
dated October 25, 2006. providing the explanation that modified language stating the 
potential for a City guarantee draw must be included. as well as the page from the most L) : 
recent draft Circular indicating the modified language, are attached. I draw your attention 
to the areas marked/highlighted. The best we could do was change the language from 
..... will be drawn ... " to " .•. may be drawn ..... 

cc: Linda Lingle 

05-2002 RR Remarketing File 

The above and the materials that were attached have been noted. The best 
available lanquaqe, under the circumstances, is the change to "may. II 
Proceed. 

S. Reed 10-27-06 
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BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 
Dauphia County, Pennsylvania 

596,480,000 Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, 
Series D of 2003 

consisting of 
531,480,000 Subseries D-l 
$65,000,000 Subseries D-2 

514,500,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, 
Series E of 2003 

514,020,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, 
Series F of 2003 

December 19,2003 

The Harrisburg Authority 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 
Front and Market Streets 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The undersigned, RBC Dain Rauscher Inc. (the "Underwriter"), acting on behalf of ourselves and on 
behalf of Mesirow Financial, Inc., The Williams Capital Group, L.P., Commerce Capital Markets, Inc., 
Allison-Williams Company, Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. and Arthurs, Lestrange & Company, Inc. jointly 
and severally (collectively referred to herein as the "Underwriters"), and not acting as fiduciary or agent 
for you, offers to enter into the following agreement with The Harrisburg Authority (the "Issuer") which, 
upon the Issuer's written acceptance of this offer and the written approval of this offer by the City of 
Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City") and the County of Dauphin, Pennsylvania (the 
"County"), will be binding upon the Issuer, the City and the County, and upon the Underwriters. The 
Underwriters have designated the Underwriter to act as their representative, and the Underwriter hereby 
represents that it has been duly authorized to execute this Agreement for and on behalf of the 
Underwriters. 

This offer is made subject to the written acceptance hereof by the Issuer, the City and the County on or 
before 10:00 p.m., Harrisburg time, on December 19,2003, and, if not so accepted, win be subject to 
withdrawal by the Underwriters upon notice delivered to the Issuer at any time prior to the acceptance 
hereof by the Issuer. Terms not otherwise defined in this Agreement shall have the same meanings set 
forth in the Issuer Resolution (as defined herein) or the Indenture (as defmed herein) or in the Official 
Statement (as defined herein). 

1. Purchase and Sale of the 2003 Bonds. Subject to the terms and conditions and in reliance 
upon the representations, warranties and agreements set forth herein, the Underwriters hereby agree to 
purchase from the Issuer, and the Issuer hereby agrees to sell and deliver to the Underwriters, an, but not 
less than all, of the Issuer's $96,480,000 Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series 
D of 2003 (the "2003D Bonds"), consisting of $31,480,000 Subseries D-I (the "2003D-l Bonds") and 
$65,000,000 Subseries D-2 (the "2003D-2 Bonds"), $14,500,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
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Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series E of 2003 (the "2003E Bonds"), and $14,020,000 Guaranteed 
Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series F of 2003 (the "2003F Bonds," and 
with the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds, the "2003 Bonds"). Inasmuch as this purchase and sale 
represents a negotiated transaction, the Issuer understands, and hereby confirms, that the Underwriters are 
not acting as a fiduciary of the Issuer, but rather are acting solely in their capacity as underwriters for their 
own respective accounts. 

The principal amount of the 2003 Bonds to be issued, the dated dates therefor, the maturity, mandatory 
sinking fund and optional redemption provisions and interest rates per annum are set forth in Schedule I 
hereto. The 2003 Bonds shall be as described in, and shall be issued under and pursuant to, the provisions 
of those certain Resolutions adopted by the Board of the Issuer (the "Board") on September 25, 2003 and 
December 15, 2003 (collectively, the "Issuer Resolution") and the Trust Indenture, dated as of 
December 1, 2003 (the "Indenture"), between the Issuer and Commerce BanklPennsylvania, National 
Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as trustee (the "Trustee"). The 2003 Bonds will be issued only 
as fully-registered bonds in denominations of $5,000 or any integral multiple thereof. Interest on the 
2003 Bonds is payable on June 1 and December 1 of each year, beginning June 1,2004. 

• 

The 2003 Bonds shall be payable from and secured by a pledge of the receipts and revenues (the 
"Receipts and Revenues") of the Waste Management Facility (as defined in the Official Statement) after 
payment of the operating expenses (the "Operating Expenses") of the Waste Management Facility, 
subordinate to the pledge of the Receipts and Revenues securing the Issuer's Guaranteed Resource 
Recovery Facility Refimding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1998 (the "1998A Bonds"), presently 
outstanding in the principal amount of $11,970,000. The 1998A Bonds were issued under a Trust 
Indenture, dated as of August 1, 1998 (the "1998 Indenture"), between the Issuer and J.P. Morgan Trust 
Company, National Association, successor by merger to Chase Manhattan Trust Company, National 
Association, as trustee (the "1998 Trustee"). In addition, the 2003 Bonds shall be secured by certain cash 
and investments from time to time held in any fimd (except the Retrofit Rebate Fund and the Purchase C ~ 
and Remarketing Fund) by the Trustee under the Indenture. 

Payment of principal of and interest on the 2003 Bonds when due shall be unconditionally guaranteed by 
the City pmsuant to a City Bond Guaranty Agreement, dated as of December 1,2003 (the "City Bond 
Guaranty"), among the City, the Issuer and the Trustee. Payment of the principal of and interest on the 
2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds only when due shall be unconditionally guaranteed by the County 
pursuant to a COlmty Bond Guaranty Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2003 (the "County Bond 
Guaranty"), among the County, the Issuer and the Trustee. The City Bond Guaranty and the County 
Bond Guaranty are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Bond Guaranty Agreements." 

The scheduled payment of principal of and interest on the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds when due 
shall be guaranteed under a municipal bond insurance policy (the "Series D and E Bond Insurance 
Policy") to be issued at Closing (as defmed herein) by Financial Security Assurance Inc. (the "Bond 
Insurer"). The scheduled payment of principal of and interest on the 2003F Bonds when due shall be 
guaranteed under a municipal bond insurance policy (the "Series F Bond Insurance Policy") to be issued 
at Closing by the Bond Insurer. The Series D and E Bond Insurance Policy and the Series F Bond 
Insurance Policy are collectively referred to herein as the "Bond Insurance Policies." 

The 2003D Bonds are subject to mandatory tender for purchase as described in the Indenture. 

With respect to the 2003D-l Bonds and 2003D-2 Bonds, the Issuer expects to enter into separate interest 
rate swap agreements with embedded interest rate caps, consisting of an ISDA Master Agreement, dated 
as of December 30, 2003 (the "Master Agreement"), a Schedule to the Master Agreement, dated as of 
December 30, 2003 (the "Schedule") and related confirmations thereunder (the "Swap Confirmations," 
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and with the Master Agreement and the Schedule, collectively, the "Swap Agreement") with Royal Bank 
of Canada (the "Swap Provider"), under which the Swap Provider agrees to pay to the Issuer amounts 
calculated at agreed upon fixed rates as set forth in the Swap Confirmations, and the Issuer will be 
obligated to pay the Swap Provider floating amounts calculated at a floating rate per annum determined 
under The Bond Market Association Municipal Swap Index (the "BMA Index"). In addition, the Issuer 
expects to enter into a forward interest rate cap agreement, consisting of the Master Agreement, the 
Schedule and a related confirmation (the "Forward Cap Confirmation," and with the Master Agreement 
and the Schedule, collectively, the "Cap Agreement") with Royal Bank of Canada (the "Cap Provider"), 
under which the Issuer, upon the effective dates set forth in the Cap Agreement, will make fixed 
payments to the Cap Provider based on a notional amount equal to the outstanding principal amount of 
the 2003D Bonds, and the Cap Provider will pay to the Issuer floating amounts calculated by applying the 
excess, if any, of the BMA Index over 6.00%, on such notional amount. The Swap Agreement and the 
Cap Agreement are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Interest Rate Management 
Agreement." All scheduled periodic payments required to be paid by the Issuer to the Swap Provider (the 
"Swap Periodic Payments") and the Cap Provider (the "Cap Periodic Payments") under the Interest Rate 
Management Agreement will be secured under the Indenture by a pledge of the Receipts and Revenues 
after payment of Operating Expenses, on a parity with the 2003 Bonds. The Swap Periodic Payments and 
the Cap Periodic Payments are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Scheduled Periodic 
Payments." 

As additional security for the Issuer's obligation to make Scheduled Periodic Payments, the Issuer, the 
City and the Trustee are entering into a City Swap Guaranty Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2003 
(the "City Swap Guaranty"), under which the City shall unconditionally guarantee payment by the Issuer 
of Scheduled Periodic Payments to the Swap Provider and Cap Provider, when due. In addition, the 
Issuer shall pledge money to be made available by the County pursuant to a County Swap Guaranty 
Agreement, dated as of December I, 2003 (the "County Swap Guaranty"), among the Issuer, the County 
and the Trustee, under which the County shall unconditionally guarantee payment of the Issuer's 
Scheduled Periodic Payments to the Swap Provider and Cap Provider, when due. The City Swap 
Guaranty and the County Swap Guaranty are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Swap 
Guaranty Agreements." 

The scheduled payment of Swap Periodic Payments when due shall be guaranteed under a financial 
guaranty insurance policy (the "Swap Insurance Policy") issued by Financial Security Assurance Inc. (the 
"Swap Insurer"). 

A Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of December I, 2003 (the "Reimbursement Agreement"), among 
the Issuer, the City and the County sets forth the Issuer's obligation to reimburse the City and the County 
for payments made under the City Bond Guaranty and City Swap Guaranty, and the County Bond 
Guaranty and County Swap Guaranty, respectively, and the sequence for payments by the City and the 
County under their respective Bond Guaranty Agreements and respective Swap Guaranty Agreements 
when there are insufficient Receipts and Revenues and other available moneys of the Issuer to pay 
principal of and interest on the 2003D Bonds and 2003E Bonds, when due and Scheduled Periodic 
Payments, when due. 

The purchase price for the 20030 Bonds shaU be $103,654,099.60 (par plus $8,138,899.60 original issue 
premium, less underwriters' discount of $964,800.00). The purchase price for the 2003E Bonds shall be 
$14,338,523.20 (par less original issue discmmt of $16,476.80, Jess underwriters' discount of 
$145,000.00) and for the 2003F Bonds shaU be $13,863,873.60 (par less original issue discount of 
$15,926.40, less underwriters' discount of $ 140,200.00). See SCHEDULE I. 
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Proceeds of the 2003 Bonds will be applied to finance a project (the "Retrofit Project"), consisting of: (i) • 
financing the costs of the comprehensive repair, retrofit and modernization (the "Retrofit") of the Issuer's 
mass bum solid waste disposal, resource recovery, steam generation and related facilitie.s, and ash 
disposal facilities (the "Resource Recovery Facility"); (ii) funding in part a Debt Service Reserve Fund for 
the 2003 Bonds; (iii) providing working capital to the Issuer to pay estimated interest on the 1998A 
Bonds, the Issuer's $17,000,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate 
Variable Rate Revenue Notes, Series A of 2002 (the "2002 Notes"), and the Issuer's 522,555,000 
Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue and Refunding Revenue 
Bonds, Series A of 2003, 529,085,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 
Subordinate Variable Rate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series B of 2003 and $24,285,000 Guaranteed 
Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series C of 2003 (collectively, the 
"2003 Notes") during the construction period for the Retrofit; (iv) paying estimated capitalized interest on 
the 2003 Bonds; (v) paying transition costs of operating the Transfer Station and maintaining the Waste 
Management Facility during the shutdown of the Resomce Recovery Facility and the construction period 
for the Retrofit; and (vi) paying the costs of issuance of the 2003 Bonds, including bond insurance 
premiums and guaranty fees to the City and the County. 

To meet the amount required under the Indenture to be on deposit in the 2003F Bonds Subaccount within 
the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Issuer will deposit in the 2003F Bonds Subaccount a debt service 
reserve insurance policy (the "Reserve Fund Policy") issued by Financial Security Assurance Inc., 
allowing the Trustee to draw an amount thereunder of up to $1,000,000, in addition to a deposit of a 
portion of the 2003F Bond proceeds. 

2. Public Offering. The Underwriters agree to make a bona fide public offering of all of the 
2003 Bonds at a price not to exceed the public offering price set forth on the inside cover of the Official 
Statement and may subsequently change such offering price without any requirement of prior notice. The 
Underwriters may offer and sell 2003 Bonds to certain dealers (including dealers depositing 2003 Bonds L- ~ 
into investment trusts) and others at prices lower than the public offering price stated on the inside cover 
of ~ Official Statement. 

3. The Official Statement. 

(a) Incorporated herein by reference is a copy of the Preliminary Official Statement, 
dated December 12, 2003 (the "Preliminary Official Statement"), including the cover page and 
Appendices thereto, of the Issuer relating to the 2003 Bonds. Such Preliminary Official Statement as 
amended to reflect the changes required or permitted by the Rule (as hereinafter defined) is hereinafter 
called the "Official Statement." 

(b) The Preliminary Official Statement has been prepared for use by the 
Underwriters in connection with the public offering, sale and distribution of the 2003 Bonds. The Issuer, 
the City and the County each hereby represents and warrants that the Preliminary Official Statement was 
deemed final by the Issuer, the City and the County, respectively, as of its date, except for the omission of 
such information which is dependent upon the final pricing of the 2003 Bonds for completion, all as 
permitted to be excluded by Section (b)(l) of Rule 15c2-12 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
(the "Rule"). 

(c) Each of the Issuer, the City and the County hereby authorizes the Official 
Statement and the information therein contained to be used by the Underwriters in connection with the 
public offering and the sale of the 2003 Bonds. Each of the Issuer, the City and the County consents to 
the use by the Underwriters prior to the date hereof of the Preliminary Official Statement in connection 
with the public offering of the 2003 Bonds. The Issuer shall provide, or cause to be provided, to the 
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Underwriters as soon as practicable after the date of the Issuer's acceptance of this Agreement (but, in any 
event, not later than within seven business days after the Issuer's acceptance of this Agreement and in 
sufficient time to accompany any confinnation that requests payment from any customer) copies of the 
Official Statement which is complete as of the date of its delivery to the Underwriters in such quantity as 
the Underwriters shall request in order for the Underwriters to comply with Section (b)( 4) of the Rule and 
the rules of the Mlmicipai Securities Rulemaking Board. 

(d) If, after the date of this Agreement to and including the date the Underwriters are 
no longer required to provide an Official Statement to potential customers who request the same pursuant 
to the Rule (the earlier of (i) 90 days from the "end of the underwriting period" (as defmed in the Rule) 
and (ii) the time when the Official Statement is available to any person from a nationally recognized 
municipal securities information repository, but in no case less than 25 days after the "end of the 
underwriting period" for the 2003 Bonds), the Issuer, the City or the County (solely with respect to any 
County-related transaction set forth in the Official Statement) becomes aware of any fact or event which 
might or would cause the Official Statement, as then supplemented or amended, to contain any untrue 
statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to 
make the statements therein not misleading, or if it is necessary to amend or supplement the Official 
Statement to comply with law, the Issuer, the City or the County (solely with respect to any County
related transaction set forth in the Official Statement) will notify the Underwriters (and for the purposes 
of this clause provide the Underwriters with such information as they may from time to time request), and 
if, in the opinion of the Underwriters, such fact or event requires preparation and publication of a 
supplement or amendment to the Official Statement, the Issuer will forthwith prepare and furnish, at the 
Issuer's own expense (in a form and manner approved by the Underwriter), a reasonable number of copies 
of either amendments or supplements to the Official Statement so that the statements in the Official 
Statement as so amended and supplemented will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or 
omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not 
misleading or so that the Official Statement wilJ comply with law. IT such notification shaIJ be 
subsequent to the Closing, the Issuer, the City or the County (solely with respect to any County-related 
transaction set forth in the Official Statement) shall furnish such legal opinions, certificates, instruments 
and other documents as the Underwriters may deem necessary to evidence the truth and accuracy of such 
supplement or amendment to the Official Statement. 

(e) The Underwriter hereby agrees to file the Official Statement with a nationally 
recognized municipal securities information repository. Unless otherwise notified in writing by the 
Underwriter, the Issuer, the City and the County can assume that the "end of the underwriting period" for 
purposes of the Rule is the date of the Closing. 

4. Representations, Warranties and Covenants of the Issuer, the City and the County. 

A. The Issuer hereby represents and warrants to and covenants with the Underwriter that: 

(a) The Issuer is a body corporate and politic of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
(the "State") duly created, organized and existing under the laws of the State, specifically, under the 
Municipality Authorities Act, as amended, S3 Pa. C.S. Ch. S6 (the "Act") and has fun legal right, power 
and authority under the Act, and at the date of the Closing will have full legal right, power and authority 
under the Act and the Issuer Resolution (i) to adopt, enter into, execute and deliver, as applicable, this 
Agreement, the Issuer Resolution, the Indenture, the Interest Rate Management Plan, dated December 15, 
2003 (the "Interest &Ie Management Plan"), the Swap Agreement, the Cap Agreement, the City Bond 
Guaranty, the County Bond Guaranty, the City Swap Guaranty, the County Swap Guaranty, the 
Reimbursement Agreement, the Remarketing Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2003 (the 
"Remarketing Agreement"), between the Issuer and RBC Dain Rauscher Inc. (the "Remarketing Agent"), 
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providing for the remarketing of the 20030-1 Bonds and 2003D-2 Bonds, the commitments for the Bond 
Insurance Policies, the commitment for the Reserve Fund Policy, the commitment for the Swap Insurance 
Policy, the MWlicipal Waste Disposal Agreement, dated as of December 1, 1993, as amended by a First 
Amendment to Municipal Waste Disposal Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2000 and a Second 
Amendment to Municipal Waste Disposal Agreement, dated as of June 4, 2003 (collectively, the "City 
Waste Disposal Agreement"), for the disposal of municipal waste generated within the City, the 
MWlicipal Waste Combustion ProcessinglDisposal Agreement, dated as of September 23, 2003 (the 
"County Waste Disposal Agreement"), between the Issuer and the County, for the disposal of municipal 
waste generated within the County, the First Amendment to Solid Waste Management Agreement, dated 
as of December 1, 2003 (the "First Amendment to Management Agreement"), amending the Solid Waste 
Management Agreement, dated as of December 1, 1993 (col1ectively, the "Management Agreement"), 
between the Issuer and the City, for the management of the Waste Management Facility, the Sales and 
Installation of Equipment Agreement (the "Barlow Equipment Contract"), between the Issuer and Barlow 
Projects Harrisburg, LLC ("Barlow LLC") providing for the delivery of proprietary and patented 
combustion technology and air pollution control system, the Professional Services Agreement (the 
"Barlow Engineering Contract"), between the Issuer and Barlow Projects, Inc. ("Barlow Inc. "), the 
Teclmology Licensing Agreement (the "Barlow Licensing Agreement"), between the Issuer and Barlow 
Inc. and the Guaranty Agreement (the "Barlow Guaranty," and with the Barlow Equipment Contract, the 
Barlow Engineering Contract and the Barlow Licensing Agreement, collectively, the "Barlow Contract"), 
between the Issuer and Barlow Inc., investment agreements for the investment of proceeds of the 2003 
Bonds on deposit in the Construction Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund established under the 
Indenture, and the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking (the "Undertaking") as dermed in Section 6(iX3) 
hereof, and all documents required hereunder and thereunder to be executed and delivered by the Issuer 
(this Agreement, the Issuer Resolution, the Undertaking and all the other documents referred to in this 
clause are hereinafter referred to as the "Issuer Documents"), (ii) to sell, issue and deliver the 2003 Bonds 
to the Underwriters as provided herein, (iii) to carry out and consununate the transactions contemplated 
by the Issuer Documents and the Official Statement and (iv) to own and operate the Waste Management 
Facility, and the Issuer has complied, and will at the Closing be in compliance in all respects, with the 
tenns of the Act and the Issuer Documents as they pertain to such 1ransactions; 

(b) By all necessary official action of the Issuer prior to or concurrently with the 
acceptance hereof, the Issuer has duly authorized all necessary action to be taken by it for (i) the adoption 
of the Issuer Resolution and the issuance and sale of the 2003 Bonds, (ii) the approval, execution and 
delivery of, and the performance by the Issuer of the obligations on its part contained in, the 2003 Bonds 
and the Issuer Documents and (iii) the consummation by it of all other transactions contemplated by the 
Official Statement and the Issuer Documents, and any and all such other agreements and docmnents as 
may be required to be executed, delivered and/or received by the Issuer in order to carry out, give effect 
to, and consummate the transactions contemplated herein and in the Official Statement; 

( c) The Issuer Documents constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of the 
Issuer, enforceable in accordance with their respective terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, moratorium and other similar laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting the 
enforcement of creditors' rights; the 2003 Bonds, when issued, delivered and paid for, in accordance with 
the Issuer Resolution, the Indenture and this Agreement, will constitute legal, valid and binding 
obligations of the Issuer entitled to the benefits of the Issuer Resolution and the Indenture and enforceable 
in accordance with their terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and other 
similar laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights; upon the 
issuance, authentication and delivery of the 2003 Bonds as aforesaid, the Indenture will provide, for the 
benefit of the holders, from time to time, of the 2003 Bonds, the legally valid and binding pledge of and 
lien on the Receipts and Revenues after payment of Operating Expenses and on moneys and investments 
held by the Trustee under the Indenture it purports to create as set forth in the Indenture; 
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(d) The Issuer is not in breach of or default in any material respect under any 
applicable constitutional provision, law or administrative regulation of the State or the United States or 
any applicable judgment or decree or any loan agreement, indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or 
other instrument to which the Issuer is a party or to which the Issuer is or any of its property or assets 
constituting the Waste Management Facility are otherwise subject, and no event has occurred and is 
continuing which constitutes or with the passage of time or the giving of notice, or both, would constitute 
a default or event of default by the Issuer under any of the foregoing; and the execution and delivery of 
the 2003 Bonds, the Issuer Documents and the adoption of the Issuer Resolution and compliance with the 
provisions on the Issuer's part contained therein, will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or default 
under any constitutional provision, administrative regulation, judgment, decree, loan agreement, 
indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or other instrument to which the Issuer is a party or to which 
the Issuer is or to which any of its property or assets constituting the Waste Management Facility are 
otherwise subject nor will any such execution, delivery, adoption or compliance result in the creation or 
imposition of any lien, charge or other security interest or encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon 
any of the property or assets of the Issuer to be pledged to secure the 2003 Bonds or under the terms of 
any such law, regulation or instrument, except as provided by the 2003 Bonds, the Indenture and other 
Issuer Documents; 

(e) Subject to the air quality plan approval (the "Air Quality Plan Approval') and 
associated operating permit issuance requirements of the Pennsylvania Depar1ment of Environmental 
Protection ("DEP') and the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA "), as disclosed in the 
Official Statement, all authorizations, approvals, licenses, permits, consents and orders of any 
governmental authority, legislative body, board, agency or commission having jurisdiction of the matter 
which are required for the due authorization of, which would constitute a condition precedent to, or the 
absence of which would materially adversely affect the due performance by the Issuer of its obligations 
under the Issuer Documents and the 2003 Bonds or with respect to the Waste Management Facility have 
been duly obtained or are expected to be obtained in a timely manner, except for such approvals, consents 
and orders as may be required under the Blue Sky or securities laws of any jurisdiction in connection with 
the offering and sale of the 2003 Bonds; 

(f) The 2003 Bonds conform to the descriptions thereof contained in the Official 
Statement under the caption "THE 2003 BONDS"; the Indenture conforms to the description thereof 
contained in the Official Statement; the proceeds of the sale of the 2003 Bonds will be applied generally 
as described in the Official Statement, and the Waste Management Facility conforms to the description 
thereof contained in the Official Statement; 

(g) Other than as disclosed in the Official Statement, there is no legislation, action, 
suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation, at law or in equity, before or by any court, government agency. 
public board or body, pending or, to the best lmow]edge of the Issuer after due inquiry, threatened against 
the Issuer, affecting the existence of the Issuer or the titles of its officers to their respective offices, or 
affecting or seeking to prohibit, restrain or enjoin the sale, issuance or delivery of the 2003 Bonds or the 
collection of the Receipts and Revenues or in any way contesting or affecting the validity or 
enforceability of the 2003 Bonds, the Issuer Documents, or contesting the exclusion from gross income of 
interest on the 2003D Bonds for federal income tax purposes or on the 2003 Bonds for State income tax 
purposes, or contesting in any way the completeness or accuracy of the Preliminary Official Statement or 
the Official Statement or any supplement or amendment thereto, or contesting the powers of the Issuer or 
any authority for the issuance of the 2003 Bonds, the adoption of the Issuer Resolution or the execution 
and delivery of the Issuer Documents, nor, to the best knowledge of the Issuer, is there any basis therefor, 
wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding would materially adversely affect the validity or 
enforceability of the 2003 Bonds or the Issuer Documents; 
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(h) As of the date thereof, the Preliminary Official Statement did not contain any 
untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or 
necessary to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, 
not misleading; 

(i) At the time of the Issuer's acceptance hereof and (unless the Official Statement is 
amended or supplemented pursuant to paragraph (d) of Section 3 of this Agreement) at all times 
subsequent thereto during the period up to and including the date of Closing, the Official Statement does 
not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required 
to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which 
they were made, not misleading; 

(j) If the Official Statement is supplemented or amended pursuant to paragraph (d) 
of Section 3 of this Agreement, at the time of each supplement or amendment thereto and (unless 
subsequently again supplemented or amended pursuant to such paragraph) at all times subsequent thereto 
during the period up to and including the date of ClOSing the Official Statement as so supplemented or 
amended will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact 
required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances 
under which made, not misleading; 

(Ie) The Issuer will apply, or cause to be applied, the proceeds from the sale of the 
2003 Bonds as provided in and subject to all of the terms and provisions of the Issuer Resolution and the 
Indenture and not take or omit to take any action which action or omission will adversely affect the 
exclusion from gross income for federal income tax pwposes of the interest on the 2003D Bonds or for 

. State income tax purposes of the interest on the 2003 Bonds; 

• 

(1) The Issuer will furnish such information and execute such instruments and take L- ~ 
such action in cooperation with the Underwriters as the Underwriters may reasonably request (A) to (y) 
qualify the 2003 Bonds for offer and sale under the Blue Sky or other securities laws and regulations of 
such states and other jurisdictions in the United States as the Underwriters may designate and (z) 
determine the eligibility of the 2003 Bonds for investment under the laws of such states and other 
jurisdictions and (B) to continue such qualifications in effect so long as required for the distribution of the 
2003 Bonds (provided, however, that the Issuer will not be required to qualify as a foreign corporation or 
to file any general or special consents to service of process under the laws of any jurisdiction) and will 
advise the Underwriter immediately of receipt by the Issuer of any notification with respect to the 
suspension of the qualification of the 2003 Bonds for sale in any jurisdiction or the initiation or threat of 
any proceeding for that purpose; 

(m) The financial statements of the Issuer and other financial information regarding 
the Waste Management Facility in the Official Statement fairly present the financial position and results 
of the Waste Management Facility as of the dates and for the periods therein set forth. Prior to the 
Closing, there will be no adverse changes of a material nature from those described in the Official 
Statement in such financial position, results of operations or condition, financial or otherwise, of the 
Issuer or of the Waste Management Facility. Except as disclosed in the Official Statement, the Issuer is 
not a party to any litigation or other proceeding pending or, to its knowledge, threatened which, if decided 
adversely to the Issuer, would have a materially adverse effect on the financial condition of the Waste 
Management Facility; 

(n) Prior to the Closing the Issuer will not offer or issue any notes, bonds or other 
obligations for borrowed money or incur any material liabilities, direct or contingent, payable from or 
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secured by any of the revenues or assets which will pay the 2003 Bonds without the prior approval of the 
Underwriter; 

(0) Any certificate, signed by any officer or employee of the Issuer authorized to do 
so in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, shall be deemed a representation 
and warranty by the Issuer to the Underwriters as to the statements made therein; 

(P) The Issuer has not been notified of any listing or proposed listing by the Internal 
Revenue Service to the effect that it is a bond issuer whose arbitrage certifications may not be relied 
upon; and 

(q) To date the Issuer has complied, and through the date of Closing and thereafter 
the Issuer shall comply, with all continuing disclosure requirements .and obligations under the Rule. 

B. The City hereby represents and warrants to and covenants with the Underwriter that: 

(a) The City is a duly organized municipal corporation validly existing under the 
Constitution and laws of the State, and has full legal right, power and authority under the laws of the 
State, and at the date of the Closing will have fun legal right, power and authority under the laws of the 
State, the ordinance enacted on November S, 2003 (the "City Bond Guara7tly Ordinance") and the 
resolution adopted on December 16, 2003 (the "City Swap Guaranty Resolution") (i) to enter into, execute 
and deliver this Agreement, the City Bond Guaranty, the City Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement 
Agreement, the First Amendment to Management Agreement and the Undertaking as defined in Section 
6(i)(3) hereof and all docwnents required hereunder and thereunder to be executed and delivered by the 
City (this Agreement, the City Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the City Swap Guaranty Resolution, the City 
Bond Guaranty, the City Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement Agreement, the Management Agreement, 
the City waste Disposal Agreement, the Undertaking and all the other documents referred to in this 
clause are hereinafter referred to as the "City Documents"), (ii) to enact the City Bond Guaranty 
Ordinance, (iii) to adopt the City Swap Guaranty Resolution, (iv) to carry out and consummate the 
transactions contemplated by the City Documents and the Official Statement and (v) to operate the 
Transfer Station and the Resource Recovery Facility at the Waste Management Facility, subject to receipt 
of applicable DEP and EPA approvals and permits, and the City has complied, and will at the Closing be 
in compliance in all respects, with the terms of the City Documents as they pertain to such transactions; 

(b) By all necessary official action of the City prior to or concurrently with the 
acceptance hereof, the City has duly authorized all necessary action to be taken by it for (i) the enactment 
of the City Bond Guaranty Ordinance, (ii) the adoption of the City Swap Guaranty Resolution, (iii) the 
approval, execution and delivery of, and the performance by the City of the obligations on its part 
contained in, the City Documents and (iv) the consummation by it of all other transactions contemplated 
by the Official Statement, the City Documents and any and all such other agreements and documents as 
may be required to be executed, delivered and/or received by the City in order to carry out, give effect to, 
and consummate the transactions contemplated herein and in the Official Statement; 

(c) The City Documents constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of the City, 
enforceable in accordance with their respective teons, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, 
moratorium and other similar laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting the enforcement of 
creditors' rights; 

(d) The City is not in breach of or default in any material respect under any 
applicable constitutional provision, law or administrative regulation of the State or the United States or 
any applicable judgment or decree or any Joan agreement, indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or 
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other instrument to which the City is a party or to which the City is or any of its property or assets are 
otherwise subject, and no event has occurred and is continuing which constitutes or with the passage of 
time or the giving of notice, or both, would constitute a default or event of default by the City under any 
of the foregoing; and the execution and delivery of the City Documents and the enactment of the City 
Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the adoption of the City Swap Guaranty Resolution and compliance with the 
provisions on the City's part contained therein, will not conflict with or constitute a: breach of or default 
under any constitutional provision, administrative regulation, judgment, decree, loan agreement, 
indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or other instrument to which the City is a party or to which 
the City is or to which any of its property or assets are otherwise subject; 

(e) Subject to the Air Quality Plan Approval and associated operating pennit 
issuance requirements of DEP and EPA as disclosed in the Official Statement, all authorizations, 
approvals, licenses, permits, consents and orders of any governmental authority, legislative body, board, 
agency or commission having jurisdiction of the matter which are required for the due authorization of or 
which would constitute a condition precedent to the City's obligations under the City Documents or the 
due performance by the City of its obligations thereunder or with respect to the Waste Management 
Facility, or the absence of which would materiaIly adversely affect such due performance, have been duly 
obtained; 

(f) Each of the City Bond Guaranty and the City Swap Guaranty conforms to the 
description thereof contained in the Official Statement; the proceeds of the sale of the 2003 Bonds will be 
applied generally as described in the Official Statement; and the Waste Management Facility conforms to 
the description thereof contained in the OfficiaI Statement; 

(g) Other than as disclosed in the OfficiaI Statement, there is no legislation, action, 
suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation, at law or in equity, before or by any court, government agency, 
public board or body, pending or, to the best knowledge of the City after due inquiry, threatened against 
the City, affecting the titles of its officers to their respective offices, or in any way contesting or affecting 
the validity or enforceability of the City Documents, or contesting in any way the completeness or 
accuracy of the Preliminary OfficiaI Statement or the Official Statement or any supplement or amendment 
thereto, or contesting the powers of the City or any authority, the enactment of the City Bond Guaranty 
Ordinance, the adoption of the City Swap Guaranty Resolution or the execution and delivery of the City 
Bond Guaranty, the City Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement Agreement, the First Amendment to 
Management Agreement or the other City Documents, nor, to the best lmowledge of the City, is there any 
basis therefor, wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding would materiaIly adversely affect the 
validity or enforceability of the City Documents or the financial condition or operations of the City; 

(h) As of the date thereof, the Preliminary Official Statement as to data provided by 
or pertaining to the City did not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a materiaI 
fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in the light of the 
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

(i) At the time of the City's acceptance hereof and (unless the Official Statement is 
amended or supplemented pursuant to paragraph (d) of Section 3 of this Agreement) at a:11 times 
subsequent thereto during the period up to and including the date of Closing, the OfficiaI Statement as to 
data provided by or pertaining to the City does not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material 
fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements 
therein, in light of the circmnstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

(j) If the Official Statement is supplemented or amended pursuant to paragraph (d) 
of Section 3 of this Agreement, at the time of each supplement or amendment thereto and (unless 
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subsequently again supplemented or amended pursuant to such paragraph) at all times subsequent thereto 
during the period up to and including the date of Closing the Official Statement as so supplemented or 
amended as to data provided by or pertaining to the City will not contain any untrue statement of a 
material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the 
statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which made, not misleading; 

(k) The financial information regarding the City in the Official Statement fairly 
presents the financial position and results of the City as of the dates and for the periods therein set forth. 
Prior to the Closing, there will be no adverse change of a material nature in such fmancial position, results 
of operations or condition, financial or otherwise, of the City. Other than as disclosed in the Official 
Statement, the City is not a party to any litigation or other proceeding pending or, to its knowledge, 
threatened which, if decided adversely to the City, would have a materially adverse effect on the financial 
condition of the City; 

(1) Any certificate signed by any officer, official or employee of the City authorized 
to do so in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, shaH be deemed a 
representation and warranty by the City to the Underwriters as to the statements made therein; and 

(m) To date the City has complied, and through the Closing Date and thereafter the 
City shall comply, with all continuing disclosure requirements and obligations under the Rule. 

C. The County hereby represents and warrants to and covenants with the Underwriter that: 

(a) The County is a duly organized municipal corporation validly existing under the 
Constitution and laws of the State, and has full legal right, power and authority under the laws of the 
State, and at the date of the Closing will have ful1 legal right, power and authority under the laws of the 
State and the ordinance enacted on November 13,2003 (the "County Bond Guaranty Ordinance") and the 
resolution adopted on December 16, 2003 (the "County Swap Guaranty Resolution") (i) to enter into, 
execute and deliver this Agreement, the County Bond Guaranty, the County Swap Guaranty, the 
Reimbursement Agreement, the County Waste Disposal Agreement and the Undertaking as defined in 
Section 6(i)(3) hereof and all documents required hereunder and thereunder to be executed and delivered 
by the County (this Agreement, the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the County Swap Guaranty 
Resolution, the County Bond Guaranty, the County Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement Agreement, the 
County Waste Disposal Agreement, the Undertaking and all the other documents referred to in this clause 
are hereinafter referred to as the "County Documents"), (ii) to enact the County Bond Guaranty 
Ordinance, (iii) to adopt the County Swap Guaranty Resolution and (iv) to carry out and consummate the 
transactions contemplated by the County Documents and the Official Statement, and the County has 
complied, and will at the Cosing be in compliance in all respects, with the tenns of the County 
Documents as they pertain to such transactions; 

(b) By all necessary official action of the County prior to or concurrently with the 
acceptance hereof, the County has duly authorized all necessary action to be taken by it for (i) the 
enactment of the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance, (ii) the adoption of the County Swap Guaranty 
Resolution, (iii) the approval, execution and delivery of, and the performance by the County of the 
obligations on its part contained in, the County Documents and (iv) the consummation by it of all other 
transactions contemplated by the Official Statement, the County Documents and any and all such other 
agreements and documents as may be required to be executed, delivered andlor received by the County in 
order to carry out, give effect to, and consummate the transactions contemplated herein and in the Official 
Statement; 
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(c) The County Documents constitute legal. valid and binding obligations of the 
County, enforceable in accordance with their respective terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, moratorium and other similar laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting the 
enforcement of creditors' rights; 

(d) The County is not in breach of or default in any material respect under any 
applicable constitutional provision, law or adminis1rative regulation of the State or the United States or 
any applicable judgment or decree or any loan agreement, indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or 
other instrument to which the County is a party or to which the County is or any of its property or assets 
are otherwise subject, and no event has occurred and is continuing which constitutes or with the passage 
of time or the giving of notice, or both, would constitute a default or event of default by the County under 
any of the foregoing; and the execution and delivery of the County Documents, the enactment of the 
County Bond Guaranty Ordinance and the adoption of the County Swap Guaranty Resolution and 
compliance with the provisions on the County's part contained therein, will not conflict with or constitute 
a breach of or default under any constitutional provision, administrative regulation, judgment, decree, 
loan agreement, indenture, bond, note, resolution, agreement or other instrument to which the County is a 
party or to which the County is or to which any of its property or assets are otherwise subject; 

(e) Subject to the County Municipal Waste Management Plan approval requirements 
of DEP as disclosed in the Official Statement, all authorizations, approvals, licenses, permits, consents 
and orders of any governmental authority, legislative body, board, agency or commission having 
jurisdiction of the matter which are required for the due authorization of, which would constitute a 
condition precedent to, or the absence of which would materially adversely affect the due performance by 
the County of its obligations under the County Documents have been duly obtained; 

• 

(t) The Co\Dlty Bond Guaranty and the County Swap Guaranty each conforms to the 
description thereof contained in the Official Statement; and the proceeds of the sale of the 2003 Bonds L-~ 
will be applied generally as described in the Official Statement; . 

(g) Other than as disclosed in the Official Statement, there is no legislation, action, 
suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation, at law or in equity, before or by any court, government agency, 
public board or body. pending or, to the best knowledge of the County after due inquiry, threatened 
against the County. affecting the titles of its officers to their respective offices, or in any way contesting 
or affecting the validity or enforceability of the County Documents, or contesting in any way the 
completeness or accuracy of the Preliminary Official Statement or the Official Statement or any 
supplement or amendment thereto, or contesting the powers of the Comty or any authority, the enactment 
of the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance. the adoption of the County Swap Guaranty Resolution or the 
execution and delivery of the Comty Bond Guaranty, the County Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement 
Agreement, the County Waste Disposal Agreement or the other County Documents, nor, to the best 
knowledge of the County, is there any basis therefor, wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding 
would materially adversely affect the validity or enforceability of the COlmty Documents or the financial 
condition or operations of the County; 

(h) As of the date thereof, the Preliminary Official Statement as to data provided by 
or pertaining to the County and other matters concerning the County did not contain any untrue statement 
of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the 
statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

(i) At the time of the Comty's acceptance hereof and (unless the Official Statement 
is amended or supplemented pursuant to paragraph (d) of Section 3 of this Agreement) at all times 
subsequent thereto during the period up to and including the date of aosing, the Official Statement as to 
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data provided by or pertaining to the Cmmty and other matters concerning the County does not and will 
not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated 
therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were 
made, not misleading; 

(j) If the Official Statement is supplemented or amended pursuant to paragraph (d) 
of Section 3 of this Agreement, at the time of each supplement or amendment thereto and (unless 
subsequently again supplemented or amended pursuant to such paragraph) at all times subsequent thereto 
during the period up to and including the date of Closing the Official Statement as so supplemented or 
amended as to data provided by or pertaining to the County and other matters concerning the County will 
not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated 
therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which made, not 
misleading; 

(k) The financial information regarding the County in the Official Statement fairly 
presents the financial position and results of the County as of the dates and for the periods therein set 
forth. Prior to the Closing, there will be no adverse change of a material nature in such fmancial position, 
results of operations or condition, financial or otherwise, of the County. Other than as disclosed in the 
Official Statement, the County is not a party to any litigation or other proceeding pending or, to its 
knowledge, threatened which, if decided adversely to the County, would have a materially adverse effect 
on the fmancial condition of the County; 

(1) Any certificate signed by any officer, official or employee of the County 
authorized to do so in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, shall be deemed 
a representation and warranty by the County to the Underwriters as to the statements made therein; and 

(m) To date the County has complied, and through the Closing Date and thereafter 
the County shall comply, with all continuing disclosure requirements and obligations under the Rule. 

5. Closing. 

(a) At 10:00 a.m. Harrisburg time, on December 30,2003, or at such other time and 
date as shall have been mutually agreed upon by the Issuer and the Underwriter (the "Closing"), the Issuer 
will, subject to the terms and conditions hereof, deliver the 2003 Bonds to the Underwriter duly executed 
and authenticated, together with the other documents hereinafter mentioned, and the Underwriter will, 
subject to the terms and conditions hereof, accept such delivery and pay the purchase price of the 2003 
Bonds as set forth in Section I of this Agreement by wire transfer payable in immediately available ftmds 
to the order of the Issuer. Payment for the 2003 Bonds as aforesaid shall be made at the offices of 
Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP (the "Bond Counsel," and with Stanley H. Mitchell, 
Esquire, co)]ectively, "Co-Bond Counsel"), or such other place as shall have been mutually agreed upon 
by the Issuer and the Underwriter. 

(b) Delivery of the 2003 Bonds shall be made to the Trustee for placement in the 
FAST program of The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York (the "Depository"). The 2003 
Bonds shall be delivered in definitive fully registered form, bearing CUSIP numbers without coupons, 
with one Bond for each maturity of each series of the 2003 Bonds, registered in the name of Cede & Co., 
all as provided in the Issuer Resolution and the Indenture, and shall be made available to the Underwriter 
at least one business day before the Closing for purposes of inspection. 

6. Closing Conditions. The Underwriters have entered into this Agreement in reliance upon 
the representations, warranties and agreements of the Issuer, the City and the County contained herein, 
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and in reliance upon the representations, warranties and agreements to be contained in the documents and 
instruments to be delivered at the Closing and upon the performance by the Issuer, the City and the 
County of their respective obligations herelDlder, both as of the date hereof and as of the date of the 
Closing. Accordingly, the Underwriters' obligations lDlder this Agreement to purchase, to accept delivery 
of and to pay for the 2003 Bonds shaH be conditioned upon the performance by the Issuer, the City and 
the County of their respective obligations to be performed hereunder and under such documents and 
instruments at or prior to the Closing, and shall also be subject to the following additional conditions, 
including the delivery by the Issuer, the City and the County of such documents as are enumerated herein, 
in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Underwriter: 

(a) The representations and warranties of the Issuer, the City and the County 
contained herein shall be true, complete and correct on the date hereof and on and as of the date of the 
Closing, as if made on the date of the Closing; 

(b) The Issuer, the City and the County shall have performed and complied with all 
agreements and conditions required by this Agreement to be performed or complied with by them prior to 
or at the Closing; 

(c) At the time of the Oosing, (i) the Issuer Documents, the City Documents, the 
County Documents and the 2003 Bonds shall be in full force and effect in the form heretofore approved 
by the Underwriter and shall not have been amended, modified or supplemented, and the Official 
Statement shall not have been supplemented or amended, except in any such case as may have been 
agreed to by the Underwriter; and (ii) all actions of the Issuer, the City and the COlUlty required to be 
taken by the Issuer, the City and the County shall be performed in order for Co-Bond Counsel and other 
counsel to deliver their respective opinions referred to hereinafter; 

o 

(d) At or prior to the Oosing, the Indenture shall have been duly executed and C ~ 
delivered by the Issuer and the Issuer shall have duly executed and delivered and the Trustee shall have .. 
duly authenticated the 2003 Bonds; 

(e) At or prior to the Closing, the Bond Insurance Policies, the Reserve Fund Policy 
and the Swap Insurance Policy shall have been duly executed, issued and delivered; 

(f) At the time of the Closing, there shall not have occurred any change or any 
development involving a prospective change in the Waste Management Facility, in the condition, 
financial or otherwise, or in the revenues or operations, of the Waste Management Facility, or a 
prospective change in the condition, financial or otherwise, of the City or a prospective change in the 
condition, financial or otherwise, of the County, in each case from that set forth in the Official Statement, 
that in the reasonable judgment of the Underwriter, is material and adverse and that makes it, in the 
judgment of the Underwriter, impracticable to market the 2003 Bonds on the terms and in the manner 
contemplated in the Official Statement; 

(g) The Issuer shall not have failed to pay principal or interest when due on any of its 
outstanding obligations for borrowed money with respect to the Waste Management Facility; 

(b) All steps to be taken and all instruments and other documents to be executed, and 
all other legal matters in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall be 
reasonably satisfactory in legal fann and effect to the Underwriter; 

(i) At or prior to the Closing, the Underwriter shall have received copies of each of 
the following documents: 
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(1) The Official Statement, and each supplement or amendment thereto, if 
any, executed on behalf of the Issuer by its Chairman, or such other official as may have been agreed to 
by the Underwriter. and the audits referred to or appearing in the Official Statement; 

(2) The Issuer Resolution, the Indenture, the Swap Agreement, the Cap 
Agreement, the City Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the City Bond Guaranty, the City Swap Guaranty 
Resolution, the City Swap Guaranty, the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the County Bond Guaranty, 
the County Swap Guaranty Resolution, the County Swap Guaranty, the Reimbursement Agreement, the 
Remarketing Agreement, the Management Agreement, the City Waste Disposal Agreement and the 
County Waste Disposal Agreement with such supplements or amendments as may have been agreed to by 

. the Underwriter; 

(3) The Undertaking of each of the Issuer, the City and the County which 
satisfies the requirements of section (b)(5)(i) of the Rule; 

(4) The approving opinions of Co-Bond Counsel with respect to the 2003 
Bonds, in substantially the forms attached to the Official Statement; 

(5) The approving opinion of Mette. Evans & Woodside, Special Counsel to 
the County ("County Special Counser') with respect to the County Bond Guaranty, in substantially the 
form attached to the Official Statement; 

(6) A supplemental opinion, dated the date of Closing, of Co-Bond Counsel 
addressed to the Underwriters, substantially to the effect that: 

(i) the Issuer Resolution has been duly adopted and is in full force 
and effect; 

(ii) the 2003 Bonds are exempted securities within the meaning of 
Section 3(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "1933 Act"), and Section 304(a)(4)(A) of 
the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended (the "Trust Indenture Act") and it is not necessary, in 
connection with the offering and sale of the 2003 Bonds, to register the 2003 Bonds under the 1933 Act 
or to qualify the Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act; 

(iii) the information in the Official Statement under the captions or 
sUbcaptions (as the case may be) "TIIE 2003 BONDS" (excluding the information under the subsections 
"Book-Entry-Only System" and "Discontinuation of Book-Entry-Only System"), "SECURITY FOR THE 
2003 BONDS" (excluding the subsection "County Bond Guaranty for the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E 
Bonds"), "PURPOSE AND PLAN OF FINANCING - The Retrofit Project," "THE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT FACILITY" (only the subsection "Management Agreement"), "INTEREST RATE 
SWAPS AND INTEREST RATE CAP - 2003D BONDS" (only the subsections "Security for Authority 
Obligations under the Swap Agreement and the Cap Agreement" and "City Swap Guaranty") and 
"APPENDIX F - Summary of Certain Provisions of the Trust Indenture," insofar as such statements 
summarize certain provisions of the 2003 Bonds, the Indenture, the City Bond Guaranty, the City Swap 
Guaranty and the Management Agreement, were as of the date of the Official Statement, and are, as of the 
date of Closing, a reasonable and accurate summary in all material· respects of the information 
summarized therein. The statements under sections in the Official Statement captioned liT AX 
MAITERS - 20030 BONDS" and "TAX MATTERS - 2003E BONDS, 2003F BONDS," insofar as such 
statements purport to summarize certain provisions of tax law, regulations and rulings, are reasonable 
summaries of the provisions so summarized; and 
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(iv) based on the examinations which they have made as Co-Bond 
Counsel and their participation at conferences at which the Official Statement was discussed, but without 
having undertaken to determine independently the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the statements in 
the Official Statement (including the Appendices thereto) other than the statements covered in 
subparagraph (iii) of this subsection above, such counsel has no reason to believe that the Official 
Statement as of its date and as of the date of Closing contains any untrue statement of a material fact or 
omits to state a material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under 
which they were made, not misleading (except for any fInancial, demographic, forecast, economic and 
statistical data and projections included in the Official Statement, the information regarding the 
Depository and its book-entry system, information regarding the Bond Insurer and the Bond Insurance 
Policy, the information 1D1der the caption "UNDERWRIT1NG," and Appendices B through E, Appendix 
H and Appendix I to the Official Statement, in each case as to which no view need be expressed); 

(7) An opinion, dated the date of Qosing and addressed to the Underwriters, 
of Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC (the" Underwriters' Counsel"), to the effect that: 

(i) the 2003 Bonds are exempt securities under the 1933 Act and the 
Trust Indenture Act and it is not necessary, in connection with the offering and sale of the 2003 Bonds, to 
register the 2003 Bonds under the 1933 Act and the Indenture need not be qualified under the Trust 
Indenture Act; and 

(ii) based upon their participation in the preparation of the Official 
Statement as Underwriters' C01D1sel and their participation at conferences at which the Official Statement 
was discussed, but without having undertaken to detennine independently the accuracy, completeness or 
fairness of the statements contained in the Official Statement, such counsel has no reason to believe that 
the Official Statement contains any untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact 

o 

necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not ( 
misleading (except for any fmancial, demographic, forecast, economic and statistical data and projections 
included in the Official Statement, the information regarding the Depository and its book-entry system 
and infonnation regarding the Bond Insurer and the Bond Insurance Policy, in each case as to which no 
view need be expressed); 

(8) An opinion of Rhoads & Sinon LLP (the "Issuer's Counsef'), addressed 
to the Underwriters, to the effect that: 

(i) The Issuer is a body cOIporate and politic of the State duly 
created, organized and existing under the laws of the State, specifically, under the Act, and bas full legal 
right, power and authority under the Act and the Issuer Resolution (A) to enter into, execute and deliver 
the Issuer Documents and all documents required hereunder and thereunder to be executed and delivered 
by the Issuer, (B) to sell, issue and deliver the 2003 Bonds to the Underwriters as provided herein, (C) to 
apply the 2003 Bonds proceeds as described in the Official Statement, (D) to carry out and consummate 
the transactions contemplated by the Issuer Documents and the Official Statement and (E) to own and 
operate the Waste Management Facility and to construct, acquire and install the improvements 
constituting the Retrofit, and the Issuer has complied, and will as of the date of OOsing be in compliance 
in all respects, with the terms of the Act and the Issuer Documents as they pertain to such transactions; 

(ii) By all necessary official action of the Issuer prior to or 
concurrently with the acceptance hereof, the Issuer has duly authorized all necessary action to be taken by 
it for (A) the adoption of the Issuer Resolution and the issuance and sale of the 2003 Bonds, (B) the 
approval, execution and delivery of, and the performance by the Issuer of the obligations on its part 
contained in, the 2003 Bonds and the Issuer Documents, and (C) the consummation by it of all other 
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transactions contemplated by the Official Statement, the Issuer Documents and any and all such other 
agreements and documents as may be required to be executed, delivered and/or received by the Issuer in 
order to carry out, give effect to, and consummate the transactions contemplated herein and in the Official 
Statement; 

(iii) The Issuer Resolution was duly and validly adopted by the Issuer 
and is in full force and effect; the Issuer Resolution, the Indenture and all other proceedings pertinent to 
the validity and enforceability of the 2003 Bonds have been duly and validly adopted or undertaken in 
compliance with all applicable procedural requirements of the Issuer and in compliance with the 
Constitution and laws of the State, including the Act; 

(iv) The Issuer Documents have been duly authorized, executed and 
delivered by the Issuer, and, assuming due authorization, execution and delivery by the other parties 
thereto, constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of the Issuer enforceable against the Issuer in 
accordance with their respective terms, except to the extent limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws and equitable principles of general application relating 
to or affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights; and the 2003 Bonds, when issued, delivered and paid 
for, in accordance with the Issuer Resolution, the Indenture and this Agreement, will constitute legal, 
valid and binding obligations of the Issuer entitled to the benefits of the Indenture and enforceable in 
accordance with their terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and other 
similar laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights; upon the 
issuance, authentication and delivery of the 2003 Bonds as aforesaid, the Indenture will provide, for the 
benefit of the holders, from time to time, of the 2003 Bonds, the legal1y valid and binding pledge and lien 
it purports to create as set forth in the Indenture; 

(v) The distribution of the Preliminary Official Statement and the 
Official Statement has been duly authorized by the Issuer; 

(vi) , Subject to requirements of DEP with respect to Air Quality Plan 
Approval and issuance of an operating permit thereunder, as disclosed in the Official Statement, all 
authorizations, approvals, licenses, permits, consents, reviews and orders of any governmental authority, 
legislative body, board, agency or commission having jurisdiction of the matter which are required or 
necessary for the due authorization of or which would constitute a condition precedent to the Issuer's 
obligations under the Issuer Documents and the 2003 Bonds, or the due performance by the Issuer of its 
obligations thereunder or with respect to the Waste Management Facility, including the construction, 
acquisition and installation of the Retrofit, or the absence of which would materially adversely affect such 
due performance by the Issuer, have been obtained; 

(vii) Except as disclosed in the Official Statement, there is no 
legislation, action, suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation, at law or in equity, before or by any court, 
government agency, public board or body, pending or, to the best knowledge of Issuer's Counsel, after 
due inquiry, threatened against the Issuer, affecting the corporate existence of the Issuer or the titles of its 
officers to their respective offices, or affecting or seeking to prohibit, restrain or enjoin the sale, issuance 
or delivery of the 2003 Bonds or the collection of the Receipts and Revenues or the construction, 
acquisition and installation of the Retrofit or the operation of the Waste Management Facility or in any 
way contesting or affecting the validity or enforceability of the 2003 Bonds or the Issuer Documents, or 
contesting the exclusion from gross income of interest on the 20030 Bonds for federal income tax 
purposes or on the 2003 Bonds for State income tax purposes, or contesting in any way the completeness 
or accuracy of the Preliminary Official Statement or the Official Statement or any supplement or 
amendment thereto, or contesting the powers of the Issuer or any authority for the issuance of the 2003 
Bonds, the adoption of the Issuer Resolution or the execution and delivery of the Issuer Documents, nor, 
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to the best knowledge of the Issuer, is there any basis therefor, wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or 0 
finding would materially adversely affect the validity or enforceability of the 2003 Bonds or the Issuer 
Documents; 

(viii) The execution and delivery of the Issuer Documents and 
compliance by the Issuer with the provisions hereof and thereof, under the circumstances contemplated 
herein and therein, will not conflict with or constitute on the part of the Issuer a material breach of or a 
default under any agreement or instnnnent to which the Issuer is a party, or violate any existing law, 
administrative regulation, court order or consent decree to which the Issuer is subject; 

(ix) The execution and delivery of the Barlow Contract, the provision 
of performance and payment bonds and other security provided in connection with Barlow's performance 
thereunder, and compliance by the Issuer with the provisions thereof, including provisions concerning the 
provision by Barlow of security for the performance of its obligations thereunder, will not conflict with or 
constitute on the part of the Issuer a material breach of or a default under any agreement or instrument to 
which the Issuer is a party, or violate any existing laws, administrative regulation, court order or consent 
decree to which the Issuer is subject; 

(x) Based on the examination which such counsel has caused to be 
made and its participation at conferences at which the Preliminary Official Statement and the Official 
Statement were discussed, such cOl.Ulsel has no reason to believe that the Official Statement as of its date 
and as of the date hereof contains any untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact 
necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circlDIlStances under which they were made, not 
misleading in any material respect (except for any financial, demographic, forecast, economic and 
statistical data and projections included in the Official Statement and except for information regarding the 
Depository and its book-entry system and information regarding the Bond Jnsmer and the Bond msurance 
Policy, in each case as to which no view need be expressed); ( 

(xi) The Issuer Resolution and all actions of the Issuer taken in 
connection with the issuance of the 2003 Bonds comply with the requirements of Act No. 1998-93 of the 
State, approved October 15,1998, connnonly mown as the Sunshine Act; 

(xii) The Issuer has duly adopted the Interest Rate Management Plan, 
which complies with the requirements of the Pennsylvania Local Government Unit Debt Act, as amended, 
53 Pa.C.S. Cbs. 80-82 (the" Debt Act"); 

(xiii) The Issuer has not been and is not in default in payment of 
principal or premiwn, or interest with respect to any note, bond or obligation issued, assumed or 
guaranteed by the Issuer and the Issuer bas not entered into any contract or arrangement other than the 
1998 Indenture, the mden:ture and the mterest Rate Management Agreement which may give rise to a lien 
or encumbrance onthc security for the 2003 Bonds; and 

(xiv) As to other matters as Co-Bond Counsel, the Underwriters or 
Underwriters' Counsel may reasonably request. 

(9) A certificate, dated the date of Closing, of the Issuer to the effect that (i) 
the representations and warranties of the Issuer contained herein are true and correct in all material 
respects on and as of the date of Closing as ifmade on the date of Closing, (ii) except as disclosed in the 
Official Statement, no litigation or proceeding against it is pending or, to its Im.owledge, threatened in any 
court or administrative body nor is there a basis for litigation which would (a) contest the right of the 
members or officers of the Issuer to hold and exercise their respective positions, (b) contest the due 
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organization and valid existence of the Issuer, (c) contest the validity, due authorization and execution of 
the 2003 Bonds or the Issuer Documents or (d) attempt to limit, enjoin or otherwise restrict or prevent the 
Issuer from functioning and collecting Receipts and Revenues pursuant to the Indenture, and other 
income, or the anticipated receipt of such Receipts and Revenues, (iii) the Issuer Resolution, authorizing 
the execution, delivery and/or performance of the Official Statement, the 2003 Bonds and Issuer 
Documents, has been duly adopted by the Issuer, is in full force and effect and has not been modified, 
amended or repealed, and (iv) to the best of its lmowledge, no event affecting the Issuer has occurred 
since the date of the Official Statement which should be disclosed in the Official Statement for the 
purpose for which it is to be used or which it is necessary to disclose therein in order to make the 
statements and information therein, in light of the circumstances under which made, not misleading in any 
respect as of the date of Closing, and the information contained in the Official Statement is correct in all 
material respects and, as of the date of the Official Statement did not, and as of the date of Closing does 
not, contain any lUl1rue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated 
therein or necessary to make the statements made therein, in the light of the circumstances lUlder which 
they were made, not misleading; 

(10) A certificate of the Issuer in form and substance satisfactory to Co-Bond 
Counsel and Underwriters' Counsel (a) setting forth the facts, estimates and circumstances in existence on 
the date of Closing, which establish that it is not expected that the proceeds of the 2003D Bonds will be 
used in a manner that would cause the 2003D Bonds to be "arbitrage bonds" within the meaning of 
Section 148 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. as amended (the "Code"), and any applicable 
regulations (whether final, temporary or proposed), issued pursuant to the Code, and (b) certifying that to 
the best of the knowledge and belief of the Issuer there are no other facts, estimates or circumstances that 
would materially change the conclusions, representations and expectations contained in such certificate; 

(II) Any other certificates and opinions required by the Issuer Resolution or 
Indenture for the issuance thereunder of the 2003 Bonds; 

(12) Consent letters from the Issuer's Auditor, the City's Auditor and the 
County's Auditor; 

(13) Evidence satisfactory to the Underwriters that the 2003 Bonds have been 
assigned a rating of "AAA" by Standard & Poor's Ratings Group and that such rating is in effect as of the 
date of Closing; 

(14) Copies of the Bond Insurance Policies together with an opinion of 
counsel to the Bond Insurer in fonn and substance satisfactory to the Underwriter; 

(IS) A copy of the Reserve Fund Policy together with an opinion of counsel 
to the Bond Insurer in form and substance satisfactory to the Underwriter; 

(16) A certificate of the Bond Insurer with respect to the accuracy of 
statements contained in the Official Statement regarding the Bond Insurance Policies, the Reserve Fund 
Policy and the Bond InSlD'er and the due authorization, execution, issuance and delivery of the Bond 
Insurance Policies and the Reserve Fund Policy; 

(17) Copies of the executed Barlow Equipment Contract, the Barlow 
Engineering Contract, the Barlow Licensing Agreement and the Barlow Guaranty; 

(18) A copy of the Interest Rate Management Plan and (i) the certificates by 
the independent financial advisors to the Issuer, the City and the County with respect to the Interest Rate 
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Management Plan adopted by the Issuer, as required by the Debt Act, and (ii) certificates, dated the date 
of execution and delivery of the mterest Rate Management Agreement, by the independent financial 
advisors to the Issuer, the City and the County, reaffmning the certificates required by the Debt Act 
referred to in the preceding subclause (i), in connection with the execution and delivery of the Interest 
Rate Management Agreement; 

(19) A certificate dated the Closing Date signed by an authorized official of 
the City to the effect that: 

A. except as disclosed in the Official Statement, no litigation or 
other proceedings are pending or, to his knowledge, threatened in any comt or other tribunal of competent 
jurisdiction, State or Federal, in any way (a) questioning or affecting the validity or enforceability of the 
City Documents or any other City-related transaction referred to in the Official Statement, or (b) 
questioning or affecting the power and authority of the City to execute and deliver the City Documents; 

B. the ordinances of the City authorizing the execution, attestation 
and delivery of the Management Agreement, the City Waste Disposal Agreement, the City Bond 
Guaranty and the Reimbursement Agreement have been duly enacted by the City and remain in full force 
and effect; 

C. the City Swap Guaranty Resolution authorizing the execution, 
attestation and delivery of the City Swap Guaranty has been duly adopted by the City and remains in full 
force and effect; 

D. the Official Statement with respect to matters concerning the 
City, including Appendix A to the Official Statement and data provided by the City including with respect 

o 

to the Waste Management Facility, does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to ( 
state any material fact which should be included therein for the pmpose for which the Official Statement 
is to be used or which is necessuy in order to make the statements contained therein, in light of the 
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

E. the City has complied with all the agreements and satisfied all 
the conditions on its part to be performed or satisfied at or prior to the Closing; and 

F. as to other matters as Co-Bond Counsel, the Underwriters or 
Underwriters' Counsel may r~ly request; 

(20) At Closing, an opinion of Steven R. Dade, Esquire, the Solicitor of the 
City, dated the date of Closing, to the effect that: 

A. the ordinances referred to in subparagraph 6(i)(19)(B) hereof 
have been duly enacted by the City COlDlcil, have not been amended, modified or repealed and are 
currently in full force and effect; 

B. the City Swap Guaranty Resolution has been duly adopted by the 
City COWlcil, has not been amended, modified or repealed and is currently in full force and effect; 

C. the City has duly authorized, executed and delivered the City 
Documents, and, assuming due authorization, execution and delivery by the other parties thereto, each 
constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the City; 
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D. to the best of his knowledge and belief after due inquiry and 
except as disclosed in the Official Statement, no litigation, investigation or other proceedings are pending 
or, to his knowledge, threatened in any court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction, State or Federal, 
(a) questioning or affecting the validity of the ordinances referred to in subparagraph 6(i)(19)(B) hereof, 
the City Swap Guaranty Resolution or any other City-related transaction referred to in the Official 
Statement, (b) questioning or affecting the power and authority of the City to deliver the City Documents, 
or (c) which, if adversely determined, could materiaIJy adversely affect the ability of the City to perform 
its obligations under the City Documents; 

E. to the best of his knowledge and belief after due inquiry, the 
Official Statement with respect to matters concerning the City and the Waste Management Facility, 
including data provided by the City and Appendix A thereto, does not contain any untrue statement of a 
material fact or omit to state any material fact which should be included therein for the purpose for which 
the Official Statement is to be used or which is necessary in order to make the statements contained 
therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

F. the City has complied with all the agreements and satisfied all 
the conditions on its part to be performed or satisfied at or prior to the Closing; and 

G. as to other matters as Co-Bond Counsel, the Underwriters or 
Underwriters' Counsel may reasonably request; 

(21) Copies of the ordinances referred to in subparagraph 6(iXI9)(B) hereof 
and the City Swap Guaranty Resolution, certified by the City Clerk as having been duly enacted or 
adopted, as applicable, by City Council and as being in full force and effect, without modification; 

(22) At Closing, an opinion or opinions of County Special Counsel, dated the 
date of Closing, to the effect that: 

A. the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance has been duly enacted by 
the Board of Commissioners of the County, has not been amended, modified or repealed and is clDTentIy 
in full force and effect; 

B. the County Swap Guaranty Resolution has been duly adopted by 
the Board of Commissioners of the County, has not been amended, modified or repealed and is clDTently 
in full force and effect; 

C. the County has duly authorized, executed and delivered the 
County Documents, and, assuming due authorization, execution and delivery by the other parties thereto, 
each constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the County; 

D. to the best of their knowledge and belief after due inquiry and 
except as disclosed in the Official Statement, no litigation, investigation or other proceedings are pending 
or, to their knowledge, threatened in any court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction, State or 
Federal, (a) questioning or affecting the validity of the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance, the County 
Swap Guaranty Resolution or any other County-related transaction referred to in the Official Statement, 
(b) questioning or affecting the power and authority of the County to deliver the County Documents, or 
(c) which, if adversely determined, could materially adversely affect the ability of the County to perform 
its obligations under the County Documents; 
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E. to the best of their lmowledge and belief after due inquiry, the 
Official Statement with respect to matters concerning the COlmty and the Waste Management Facility, 
including data provided by the CO\Dlty and Appendix B, does not contain any \Dltrue statement of a 
material fact or omit to state any material fact which should be included therein for the purpose for which 
the Official Statement is to be used or which is necessary in order to make the statements contained 
therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 

F. the information in the Official Statement \Dlder the captions or 
subcaptions (as the case may be) "SECURlTY FOR THE 2003 BONDS" (only the subsection "County 
Bond Guaranty for the 2oo3D Bonds and the 2oo3E Bonds") and "INTEREST RATE SWAPS AND 
INTEREST RATE CAP - 2oo3D BONDS" (only the subsection "County Swap Guaranty"), insofar as 
such statements summarize certain provisions of the CO\Dlty Bond Guaranty and the CO\Dlty Swap 
Guaranty, were as of the date of the Official Statement, and are, as of the date of Closing, a reasonable 
and accurate summary in all material respects of the information summarized therein; 

G. the County has complied with all the agreements and satisfied all 
the conditions on its part to be perfonned or satisfied at or prior to the Closing; and 

H. as to other matters as Co-Bond Counsel, the Underwriters or 
Underwriters' Counsel may reasonably request; 

(23) Copies of the County Bond Guaranty Ordinance and the COlmty Swap 
Guaranty Resolution certified by the Chief Clerk of the County as having been duly enacted or adopted, 
as appropriate, by the Board of Commissioners of the County and as being in full force and effect, 
without modification; 

(24) An opinion of Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP, special 
counsel to the Issuer, regarding the merits of an appeal filed on October 10, 2003 with the State's 
Environmental Hearing Board ("EHB"), as amended by an amended notice of· appeal filed on October 22, 
2003, challenging DEP's Air Quality Plan Approval regarding the undertaking of the Retrofit of the 
Resource Recovery Facility; 

(25) An opinion of Evergreen Environmental Inc., environmental consultant 
to the Issuer, to the effect that the Issuer's October 27, 2003 filing with DEP of an application to amend 
(the "Application to Amend") the application for air quality plan approval filed by the Issuer on May 17, 
2002 (the "2002 Air Quality Application") will be considered by DEP to be a minor modification to the 
2002 Air Quality Application and will be evaluated by DEP on such basis; 

(26) A certified copy of the approval, dated on or prior to the date of the 
Closing, by the Department of Community and Economic Development ("DCED") regarding the 
proceedings filed by the City relating to the City Bond Guaranty; 

(27) A certified copy of the approval, dated on or prior to the date of the 
Closing, by DeED regarding the proceedings filed by the County relating to the COlmty Bond Guaranty; 

(28) Acknowledgments by DeED of its receipt of the filings of the City Swap 
Guaranty Resolution and the Co\Dlty Swap Guaranty Resolution; 

(29) Evidence that Internal Revenue Form 8038-0 with respect to the 2003D 
Bonds has been executed by the Issuer and is prepared for filing with the Internal Revenue Service; 
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(30) A certificate, dated the date of Closing and signed by an authorized 
representative of Barlow and Reynolds Construction Management, the Issuer's construction manager with 
respect to the Retrofit, stating that (a) the plans and specifications to Wldertak.e and complete the Retrofit 
are being prepared in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws or ordinances (including 
rules and regulations) relating to zoning, building, safety and environmental quality; (b) in the signers' 
opinion, such plans and specifications show that the Retrofit is practicable and that, based upon the 
Authority's expected contracting and construction schedule, the Retrofit can be completed according to 
the schedule set forth in the Official Statement; and (c) based upon current bids and estimates as of the 
date of Closing, the signers have no reason to believe that the estimated costs to complete the Retrofit 
exceed the amoWlts set forth in the Official Statement; 

(31) An opinion of Klett Rooney Lieber & Schorling, addressed to the Issuer 
and the County, to the effect that the appeal filed by Pennsylvania Waste Industries Association, Republic 
Services of Pennsylvania, LLC and Penn Waste, Inc. before the EHB, challenging the County's MWlicipal 
Waste Management Plan adopted on December 17,2002 (the "2002 Plan Revision") and approved by 
DEP is without merit, and upon the County's intended filing of a Nonsubstantial Revision to its MWlicipal 
Waste Management Plan (the "New Plan Revision") and enactment ofa flow control ordinance (the "New 
Plan Ordinance"), such New Plan Revision and New Plan Ordinance would survive a challenge under the 
Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution; 

(32) A copy of the Swap Insurance Policy together with an opinion of counsel 
to the Swap Insurer in form and substance satisfactory to the Underwriter; 

(33) A certificate of the Swap Insurer with respect to the accuracy of the 
statements contained in the Official Statement regarding the Swap Insurance Policy and the Swap Insurer 
and the due authorization, execution, issuance and delivery of the Swap Insurance Policy; 

(34) A fairness opinion of Investment Management Advisory Group, Inc. 
(If IMAGE') with respect to the Interest Rate Management Agreement; 

(35) Any other certificates and opinions required by the Interest Rate 
Management Agreement; and 

(36) Such additional legal opinions, certificates, instruments and other 
documents as the Underwriters or Underwriters' Counsel may reasonably request to evidence the truth 
and accuracy, as of the date hereof and as of the date of the Closing, of the representations and warranties 
of the Issuer, the City and the County contained herein and of the statements and information contained in 
the Official Statement and the due performance or satisfaction by the Issuer, the City and the COWlty on 
or prior to the date of the Closing of all the respective agreements then to be performed and conditions 
then to be satisfied by the Issuer, the City and the County. 

All of the opinions, letters, certificates, instruments and other documents 
mentioned above or elsewhere in this Agreement shall be deemed to be in compliance with the provisions 
hereofif, but only if, they are in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Underwriter. 

If the Issuer, the City and the County shall be unable to satisfy the conditions to 
the obligations of the Underwriters to purchase, to accept delivery of and to pay for the 2003 Bonds 
contained in this Agreement, or if the obligations of the Underwriters to purchase, to accept delivery of 
and to pay for the 2003 Bonds shall be tenninated for any reason permitted by this Agreement, this 
Agreement shall terminate and neither the Underwriters, the Issuer, the City nor the County shall be under 
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any further obligation hereunder, except that the respective obligations of the Issuer, the City, the County 
and the Underwriters set forth in Sections 4, 7 and 9 hereof shall continue in full force and effect. 

7. Indemnification. 

(a) The Issuer, the City and the County severally (each, an "Indemnifying Party") 
will indenmify and hold hannless the Underwriters against any losses, claims, damages or liabilities to 
which the Underwriters may become subject, under federal securities laws, or otherwise, insofar as such 
losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) arise out of or are based upon an 
untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in the Preliminary Official 
Statement or Official Statement, or any amendment or supplement thereto, or arise out of or are based 
upon the omission or alleged omission to state therein a material fact required to be stated therein or 
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, in each case only as to data or matters for which 
such Indenmifying Party is responsible, and will reimburse the Underwriters for any legal or other 
expenses reasonably incurred by the Underwriters in connection with investigating or defending any such 
action or claim; provided, however, that the Issuer, the City and the COlmty shall not be liable in any such 
case to the extent that any such loss, claim, damage or liability arises out of or is based upon an untrue 
statement or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission made in the Preliminary Official 
Statement or Official Statement or any such amendment or supplement in reliance upon and in confonnity 
with written information furnished to the Issuer by the Underwriters expressly for use therein. 

(b) The Underwriters will indenmify and hold harmless the Issuer, the City and the 
County against any losses, claims, damages or liabilities to which the Issuer, the City or the County may 
become subject, under federal securities laws, or otherwise, insofar as such losses, claims, damages or 
liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) arise out of or are based upon any untrue statement or alleged 
untrue statement of a material fact contained in the Preliminary Official Statement or Official Statement, 
or any amendment or supplement thereto, or arise out of or are based upon the omission or alleged 
omission to state therein a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements 
therein not misleading, in each case to the extent, but only to the extent, that such untrue statement or 
omission or alleged omission was made in the Preliminary Official Statement or Official Statement or any 
such amendment or supplement in reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished to 
the Issuer by the Underwriters expressly for use therein; and will reimburse the Issuer, the City and the 
CO\Dlty for any legal or other expenses reasonably incurred by the Issuer, the City and the County in 
connection with investigating or defending any such action or claim. 

(c) Promptly after receipt by an indeumified party pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) 
above of notice of the commencement of any action, such indenmified party shall, if a claim in respect 
thereof is to be made against the indemnifying party under such subsection, notify the indemnifying party 
in writing of the commencement thereof; but the omission so to notify the indemnifying party shall not 
relieve it from any liability which it may have to any indemnified party otherwise than under such 
subsection. In case any such action shall be brought against any indenmified party and it shall notify the 
indenmifying party of the commencement thereof, the indemnifying party shall be entitled to participate 
therein and to assume the defense thereof, with counsel satisfactory to such indemnified party (who shall 
not, except with the consent of the indenmified party, be counsel to the indemnifying party or shall 
otherwise have an actual or potential conflict in such representation), and, after notice from the 
indemnifying party to such indemnified party of its election so to assume the defense thereof, the 
indenmifying party shall not be liable to such indenmified party under such subsection for any legal 
expenses or other counselor any other expenses, in each case subsequently inc1JlTed by such indemnified 
party, in comection with the defense thereof other than reasonable costs of investigation. 
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(d) If the indenmification provided for in this Section is unavailable to or insufficient 
to hold harmless an indemnified party or parties under subsection (a) or (b) above in respect of any losses, 
claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) referred to therein, then the indemnifying 
party or parties shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by such indemnified party or parties as a 
result of such losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) in such proportion as is 
appropriate to reflect the relative benefits received by the parties from the offering of the 2003 Bonds. If, 
however, the allocation provided by the immediately preceding sentence is not permitted by applicable 
law or if the indemnified party or parties failed to give the notice required under subsection (c) above, 
then the indemnifying party or parties shall contribute to such amount paid or payable by such 
indemnified party or parties in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only such relative benefits 
but also the relative fault of the parties in connection with the statements or omissions which resulted in 
such losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof), as well as any other relevant 
equitable considerations. The relative benefits received by the parties shall be deemed to be in the same 
proportion as the total net proceeds from the offering (before deducting expenses) received by the Issuer 
bear to the total underwriting discounts and commissions received by the Underwriters. The relative fault 
shall be detennined by reference to, among other things, whether the untrue or alleged untrue statement of 
a material fact or the omission or alleged omission to state a material fact relates to information supplied 
by the Issuer, the City or the County on the one hand or the Underwriters on the other and the parties' 
relative intent, knowledge, access to infonnation and opportunity to correct and to prevent such statement 
or omission. The Issuer, the City, the County and the Underwriters agree that it would not be just and 
equitable if contribution pursuant to this subsection (d) were determined by pro rata allocation or by any 
other method of allocation which does not take account of the equitable considerations referred to above 
in this subsection Cd). The amount paid or payable by an indemnified party or parties as a result of the 
losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) referred to above in this subsection (d) 
shall be deemed to include any legal or other expenses reasonably incurred by such indemnified party or 
parties in connection with investigating or defending any such action or claim. Notwithstanding the 
provisions of this subsection (d), the Underwriters shall not be required to contribute any amount in 
excess of the amount by which the total price at which the 2003 Bonds were offered to the public exceeds 
the amount of any damages which the Underwriters have otherwise been required to pay by reason of 
such untrue or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged untrue statement or omission. No person 
guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section ll(f) of the 1933 Act) shall be 
entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. 

(e) The obligations of the Issuer, the City and the County under this Section shall be 
in addition to any liability which the Issuer, the City and the County may otherwise have and shall extend, 
upon the same terms and conditions, to each person, if any, who controls the Underwriters within the 
meaning of the 1933 Act. The indemnity and contribution agreements contained in this Section and the 
representations and warranties of the Issuer, the City and the County contained in this Agreement shall 
remain operative and in fun force and effect regardless of (i) any termination of this Agreement, (ii) any 
investigation made by or on behalf of the Underwriters or any person controlling the Underwriters, by or 
on behalf of the Issuer, its officers or directors or any other person controlling the Issuer, by or on behalf 
of the City, its officials or any other person controlling the City or by or on behalf of the County, its 
officials or any other person controlling the County and (iii) acceptance of and payment for any of the 
2003 Bonds. 

8. Termination. The Underwriters shall have the right to cancel their obligation to purchase 
the 2003 Bonds if, between the date of this Agreement and the Closing, the market price or marketability 
of the 2003 Bonds shall be materially adversely affected, in the reasonable judgment of the Underwriters, 
by the occurrence of any of the following: 
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(a) legislation shall be enacted by or introduced in the Congress of the United States 
or recommended to the Congress for passage by the President of the United States, or the Treasury 
Department of the United States or the Internal Revenue Service or any member of the Congress or in the 
State legislature or favorably reported for passage to either House of the Congress by any committee of 
such House to which such legislation has been referred for consideration, a decision by a com1 of the 
United States or of the State or the United States Tax Cowt shall be rendered, or an order, ruling, 
regulation (final, temporary or proposed), press release, statement or other fonn of notice by or on behalf 
of the Treasury Department of the United States, the Internal Revenue Service or other governmental 
agency shall be made or proposed, the effect of any or all of which would be to impose, directly or 
indirectly, federal income taxation or State income taxation upon revenues or other income of the general 
character to be derived by the Issuer pursuant to the Indenture, or upon interest received on obligations of 
the general character of the 2003D Bonds or, with respect to State taxation of the interest on the 2003 
Bonds as described in the Official Statement, or other action or events shall have transpired which may 
have the purpose or effect, directly or indirectly, of changing the federal income tax consequences or 
State income tax consequences of any of the transactions contemplated herein; 

(b) legislation introduced in or enacted (or resolution passed) by the Congress or an 
order, decree or injunction issued by any cowt of competent jurisdiction, or an order, ruling, regulation 
(final, temporary or proposed), press release or other form of notice issued or made by or on behalf of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, or any other governmental agency having jurisdiction of the 
subject matter, to the effect that obligations of the general character of the 2003 Bonds, including any or 
all \Dlderlying arrangements, are not exempt from registration under or other requirements of the 1933 
Act, or that the Indenture is not exempt from qualification under or other requirements of the Trust 
Indenture Act, or that the issuance, offering or sale of obligations of the general character of the 2003 
Bonds, including any or all lDlderlying arrangements, as contemplated hereby or by the Official Statement 
or otherwise, is or would be in violation of the federal securities law as amended and then in effect; 

(c) any state blue sky or securities commission or other governmental agency or 
body shall have withheld registration, exemption or clearance of the offering of the 2003 Bonds as 
described herein, or issued a stop order or similar ruling relating thereto; 

(d) a general suspension of trading in securities on the New York Stock Exchange or 
the American Stock Exchange, the establishment of minimum prices on either such exchange, the 
establishment of material restrictions (not in force as of the date hereof) upon trading securities generally 
by any governmental authority or any national securities exchange, a general banking moratorium 
declared by federal, State of New York, or State officials authorized to do so; 

(e) the New York Stock Exchange or other national securities exchange or any 
governmental authority shall impose, as to the 2003 Bonds or as to obligations of the general character of 
the 2003 Bonds, any material restrictions not now in force, or increase materially those now in force, with 
respect to the extension of credit by. or the charge to the net capital requirements of, underwriters; 

(f) any amendment to the federal or State Constitution or action by any federal or 
State court, legislative body, regulatory body, or other authority materially adversely affecting the tax 
status of the Issuer, its property, income or securities (or interest thereon); 

(g) any event occurring, or information becoming mown which, in the judgment of 
the Underwriter, makes untrue in any material respect any statement or information contained in the 
Official Statement, or has the effect that the Official Statement contains any untrue statement of material 
fact or omits to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements 
therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; 
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(h) there shall have occurred since the date of this Agreement any materially adverse 
change in the affairs of the Issuer, the City, the County or financial condition of the Waste Management 
Facility not disclosed in the Official Statement; 

(i) the United States shall have become engaged in hostilities which have resulted in 
a declaration of war or a national emergency or there shall have occurred any other outbreak or escalation 
of hostilities or a national or international calamity or crisis, financial or otherwise; 

G) any fact or event shall exist or be discovered to have existed that, in the 
Underwriters' judgment, requires or has required an amendment of or supplement to the Official 
Statement; and 

(k) the purchase of and payment for the 2003 Bonds by the Underwriters, or the 
resale of the 2003 Bonds by the Underwriters, on the terms and conditions herein provided shall be 
prohibited by any applicable law, governmental authority, board, agency or commission. 

9. Expenses. 

(a) The Underwriters shall be under no obligation to pay, and the Issuer shall pay, 
any expenses incident to the performance of the Issuer's obligations hereunder, including, but not limited 
to (i) the cost of preparation and printing of the 2003 Bonds, (ii) the fees and disbursements of Co-Bond 
Counsel, Issuer's Counsel, County Special Counsel and Underwriters' Counsel; (iii) the fees and 
disbursements of Milt Lopus Associates (the "Issuer's Financial Advisor"), Public Financial 
Management, Inc. (the "County's Financial Advisor"), IMAGE, as Co-Swap Advisor, and of the Trustee 
and the 1998 Trustee; (iv) the fees and disbursements of any engineers, accountants, and other experts, 
consultants or advisors retained by the Issuer; and (v) the fees for bond ratings and credit enhancement 
fees or premiums, costs and expenses and CUSIP Service Bureau charges. 

(b) The Underwriters shall pay (i) the cost of preparation and printing of this 
Agreement, the Blue Sky Survey and Legal Investment Memorandum, if any; (ii) all advertising expenses 
in connection with the public offering of the 2003 Bonds; and (iii) all other expenses incurred by them in 
connection with the public offering of the 2003 Bonds. 

10. Notices. Any notice or other communication to be given under this Agreement to: (i) the 
Issuer may be given by delivering the same in writing at The Harrisburg Authority, One Keystone Plaza, 
Suite 104, Front and Market Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101, Attention: Thomas 1. Mealy; (ii) 
the City may be given by delivering the same in writing at The City of Harrisburg, Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. City Government Center, 10 North Second Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101, 
Attention: Stephen R. Reed; (iii) the County may be given by delivering the same in writing at The 
County of Dauphin, Second and Market Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101, Attention: Chairman, 
Board of Commissioners; and (iv) the Underwriter may be given by delivering the same in writing to 
RBC Dain Rauscher Inc., One Logan Square, 17th Floor, 130 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19103, Attention: James F. Losty. 

11. Parties in Interest. This Agreement as heretofore specified shall constitute the entire 
agreement between us and is made solely for the benefit of the Issuer, the City, the County and the 
Underwriters (including successors or assigns of the Underwriters) and no other person shall acquire or 
have any right hereunder or by virtue hereof. This Agreement may not be assigned by the Issuer, the City 
or the County or, without the prior written consent of the Issuer, the City and the County, the 
Underwriter. All of the representations, warranties and agreements of the Issuer, the City and the County 
contained in this Agreement shaH remain operative and in full force and effect, regardless of (i) any 
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investigations made by or on behalf of the Underwriter; (ii) delivery of and payment for the 2003 Bonds 
pursuant to this Agreement; and (iii) any tennination of this Agreement. 

12. Responsibility for Sufficiency of Funds. The Underwriters make no representation as to 
the sufficiency of the proceeds of the 2003 Bonds to complete the Retrofit Project, or as to the likelihood 
that the Issuer, the City and the County will secure all approvals and permits with respect to the Waste 
Management Facility or the County Municipal Waste Disposal Plan. 

13. Effectiveness. This Agreement shall become effective upon the acceptance hereofby the 
Issuer and approval by the City and the County and shall be valid and enforceable at the time of such 
acceptance. 

14. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with 
the law of the State. 

15. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or shall, in 
fact, be invalid, inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions, or in all jurisdictions because it conflicts with any provisions of any Constitution, statute, 
rule of public policy, or any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering the 
provision in question invalid, inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstance, or of 
rendering any other provision or provisions of this Agreement invalid, inoperative or unenforceable to 
any extent whatever. 

16. Business Day. For purposes of this Agreement, "business day" means any day on which 
the New York Stock Exchange is open for trading. 

o 

17. Section Headings. Section headings have been inserted in this Agreement as a matter of ~ 
convenience of reference only, and it is agreed that such section headings are not a part of this Agreement .,--
and will not be used in the interpretation of any provisions of this Agreement. 

18. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts each of which 
shall be regarded as an original (with the same effect as if the signatures thereto and hereto were upon the 
same document) and all of which shall constitute one and the same document. Execution may be by 
faxed signatures, with original hard copy signatures to be distributed subsequently to all parties. 

19. Limitation on Individual Liability. No recourse shall be had by the Underwriters for any 
claims based on this Agreement or otherwise against any member, officer or agent of the Issuer, the City 
or the County in his or her individual capacity, all such liabilities, if any, being expressly waived and 
released by the Underwriters. 

20. AuthOrization to Act as Broker. The Issuer hereby authorizes the Underwriter, IMAGE 
and the Issuer's Financial Advisor to act as co-brokers in acquiring investment vehicles with respect to the 
proceeds of the 2003 Bonds. The Issuer acknowledges its understanding that the foregoing entities may 
or will be paid by the providers of such investments certain broker fees, the amounts of which will be 
disclosed to the Issuer. 

[Remainder of page left blank intentionally.] 
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If you agree with the foregoing, please sign the enclosed counterpart of this Agreement and return it to the 
Underwriter. This Agreement shall become a binding agreement between you and the Underwriter when 
at least the counterpart of this letter shall have been signed by or on behalf of each of the parties hereto. 

Respectfully submitted, 

:c~us:era~ . ~~;r~J2-¥. ~ ____ __ 
Na¥ Ji,rtes F. Losty ~ 
Title ~anaging Director 
Date December 19, 2003 

ACCEPTANCE 

ACCEPTED this 19th day of December, 2003 

The Harrisburg Authority 

By -~AQ; 1~G'1l~ 
Name Trent Hargrove 
Title Chairman 

APPROVED 

City ofH 

BY' __ -3~~~~~~~ ____ __ 
Name 
Title 

County of a hi,: Z Ylvania 

By~~~~~~~ ____________ _ 
Name T. Haste 
Title Chainnan, Board of Conunissioners 
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RBe :' ~~~~- RECEIVED 

.~ Dain Rauscher -J! -, 

IMAY 57m3 ! 

May 2, 2003 

The Honorable Stephen R. Reed 
City of Harrisburg 
City Govemment Center 
Ten North Market Square 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101 

Dear Mayor Reed: 

One Logan Square. 17th Roor 
130 North 18th Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
(215) 832-1500 
(215) 832-1515 Fax 
(888) 848-4677 To/I Free 

I am writing to give you an update on the status of the restructuring of the resource 
recovery indebtedness. As you know City Council passed the ordinance guaranteeing 
the debt on April 8". The debt proceedings were filed with the Pennsylvania Department 
of Economic DeVelopment on April 2111. Once the 2O-day approval period has run at 
DCED, the restructuring issue will be marketed with settlement expected to occur on 
May 29". _ _ - _ 

As discussed during our meeting with yOu on April 25", the ever-incr~asing debt load on -
the resource recovery facility Is rapidly exhausting the City's ability -to access the bond 
market for capital reqUirements. By any measure, the City's overaO debt burden when 
guaranteed debt is included is extremely high in comparison to other municipalities 
around the United States. This results in higher costs for credit enhancement and 
eventually higher borrowing costs if a borrowing is feasible at all. We.received a formal 
corrmitment for bond insurance for this restructuring Issue fromFSA this week. Despite 
the fact that FSA was the insurer of record on the Bonds being refunded, the cost for the 
new policy came in at 100 basis points. This represented an increase of 10 basis points 
from the last Insurance quote for the Series of 2002 Resource Recovery Bond Issue. 
Additionally, the insurer stipulated that no new money is added to the financing above 
the $2 million approved for working capital. Unfortunately, there are no other options for 
insurance from the major -AAA" rated insurers. 

In November, 2002 when I first discussed the resource recovery situation with you and 
various options were discussed, I indicated that a restructuring was an extremely costly 
route to take because total debt service would increase significantly by spreading out the 
exi$ting debt over 30 years rather than the 20 year current schedule. This restructuring 
does provide debt relief in 2003 and significant debt relief from 2008 through 2015 with 
additional relatively minor relief from 2016-2022. Beyond 2022 debt service increases 
and of course extends the final maturity from 2025 to 2034. Consequently, the final nine 
years of the debt requires annual payments of approximately $7.2 milion where there 
previously was no debt payment required. Over the life of the restructuring Issue. the 
City will be obligated to pay over $40 million more in debt -service translating into a 
present value -cosf of approximately $3.5-$4.5 milrlOl1. The final '"cost" of this 
restructuring will not be known until the Bonds are sold and the existing Bonds 
repurchased and redeemed but this is a summary of current projections. 

Member fftSE. SlPC 
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Prior to releasing the Preliminary Official Statement for this restructuring Bond . Issue, 
regulatory requirements in connection with public offerings of debt stipulate that an 
accurate assessment of an issuer's financial situation be disclosed. Towards that· end, 
the working group has met and held discussions with City officials to determine the City's 
ability to meet cash flow requirements given the delay in a retrofit bond issue that WOUld. 
provide working capital. While the final answer is not yet determined~ Tom Mealy and 
'Bob Kroboth have been working vigorously and are expected to reach a conclusion early 
in the week of May 5". Assuming they conclude that no cash flow borrowing is required, 
the P~S will be finalized . by May 9". If a cash flow borrowing will be required, 
discussions will have to commence with possible lenders any of whom will almost 
certainly require a City Council resolution. 

As part of the cash flow analysis being prepared by City officials, a projection of the 
resource recovery.r.evenues and expenses is being prepared for the next 24..,30· months. 
The primary variables in the projection are with retrofit and without retrofit and with 
layoffs and without layoffs. I encourage you to review these projections as soon as they 
are available because they have Significant impact on the ability to obtain credit 
enhancement for the proposed retrOfit bond issue. Without credit enhancement there 
will be no cost effective borrowing avenue to fund the retrofit . bond issue. While 
preliminary discussions have beg.un with crecflt enhancement providers for the retrofit, 
'thereare many iSsues that yet need to be resolved prior to any enhancer reaching a 
credit decision. Given the size of the projected retrofit bond issue and the City's existing 
debt, a sub ajAAA~·guarantor is probably the most likelY candidate.' . i •. ,: 

. . 
Please feel fr~to' call me at any time to discuss any aspeQt ofth~e two prO~ 
finaOOngs .. Given. how important they are to the City's economic "health I want to;keep 
you fully informed as we proceed~ I can be reached at 215-832";1503 (office) orr"61o-
291-2522 (cell) at any time. Than~ you very much. ' ',.::-: 

JFUph 

CC Mr. Thomas J. Mealy 
Mr. Robert F. Kroboth 
Mr. Daniel R. Lispi 
Mr. Hugh C Sutherland, Esq. 
Mr. Andrew 1. Giorgione, Esq. 
Mr. Richard D. Michael, Esq. 
Ms. Carol P. Cocberes, Esq. 
Mr. Bruce Barnes 
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NEW ISSUE - BOOK-ENTRY ONLY RATING: "AAA" 
(FSA Insured) 

In the opinion o/Bond Counsel, QS8IIming continuing compliance by the Authority with certain covenants, the Interest on the l003D Bonds is excluded from gross income 
for /ederallncome tmc purposes and is not an Item o/tax prefenmce/or purposes o/the/ederal alternative minimum tmc Imposed an Individuals and corporations; however, with 0 
respect to corporations, 8IIch interest is taksn into acco""t in determining a4justed current earnings/or the purpose 0/ computing the alternative minimum tax. Interest on and 
accruals 0/ original issue discount with respect 10 the 2003E Bonds and the 2003F Bonds are not excluded from gross income/or /ederal income tax purposes. The 2003 Boncls 
are exempt from Pennsylvania personal property tax;es; and the interest on the 2003 Boncls is exemptfrom Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax; andfrom personal income 
taxDtIon by the Commonwealth o/Pennsyivania, or by any ofils political subdivisions, under existing law. (See "Tax Matters - 200JD Bonds" and "Tax; Matters - 2003E Bonds 
and 2003F Boncls" herein.). 

Dated: See inside cover 

The Harrisburg Authority 
(Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) 

596,480,000 Guaranteed Resource 
..... Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series D of 2003 

consisting of 
. $31,480,000 Subserla 0-1 

565,_,000 Subleria 0-2 
514,500,000 Guaranteed FederaUy Taxable 

Resource Recovery FacUlty Revenue Bonds, Series E of 2003 
514,020,000 Guaranteed FederaUy Taxable 

Resource Recovery Facllity Revenue Bonds, Series F of 2003 

Due: December I, as shown on iDside front cover 
laterest Payable: lue 1 aDd December 1 

First Interest Payment: June 1,1004 

The Harrisburg Authority (the" Authority") will issue its Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series D of2003 (the "2003D Bonds"), its Guaranteed 
Federally 1axable Resoun:e Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, Series E of 2003 (the "2003E Bonds") and its Guaranteed Federally Thxable Resoun:e Recovery Facility 
Revenue Bonds, Series F of2003 (the ''2003F Bonds") (the 2003D Bonds, 2oo3B Bonds and 2oo3F Bonds, collectively, the "2003 Bonds") in the aggregate principal amounts 
shown above. The 2003 Bonds are issuable only in fully-registered form, without coupons, and, when issued, will be registered and held in the name of Cede &: Co., as nominee 
of The DepositoI)' Trust Company, New York, New Yodc (,'OTC,,). So 10lIl as Cede &: Co. is the registered owner of 2003 Bonds as nominee ofOTC, teference herein to the 
registered owners shall mean Cede &: Co. and not the Beneficial Owners (as such phrase is defined herein). Purchases of the 2003 Bonds will be made in book-entry form and 
certifi.ear.es representing ownership interests in the 2003 Bonds will not be issued to the purchasers of the 2003 Bonds. See "THE 2003 BONDS - Book-Entry-Only System" 
herein. 

The 2003 Bonds are limited obligations of the Authority and will be issued under and secured under a Trust Indenture, dated as of December I, 2003 (the "Indenture''), 
. between the Authority and Commerce BanklPennsylvania, National Association. as trustee (the "Trustee"). The 2003 Bonds are payable solely from (i) Receipts and Revenues 
as such term is defined in the IncIentun:; (ii) certain funds and accounts held under the Indenture; (iii) moneys which may be made available pursuant to a City Bond Guaranty 
Agreement, dated as of December I, 2003 (the "City Bond Guaranty"), among the City ofHarrislJmg; Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City,,), as guarantor. the Authority 
and the Trustee; and (iv) all other property from time to time pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the 2003 Bonds. See "SECURITY 
FOR THE 2003 BONDS" herein. In addition, the 2003D Bonds and the 2003E Bonds are payable from moneys which may be made available pursuant to a County Bond 
Guaranty Agreement, dated as of December 1,2003 (the "County Bond Guarantyi, among the County of Dauphin, Pennsylvania (the ''County"), as guarantor, the Authority 
and the Trustee. The Conty Bond GuanDty 00.1IOt secare the 1003F Boacls. 

Under the City Bond Guaranty, the City has unconditionally guaranteed, for the benefit of the registered owners of the 2003 Bonds, the full and prompt payment of 
principal of and interest on the 2003 Bonds when due according to the terms of the City Bond Guaranty, for which obligation the City has pledged its full faith, credit and 
taxing power. Under the County Bond Guaranty, the County has unconditionally guaranteed, for the benefit of the registered owners of the 2003D Bonds and the 20038 Bonds, 
the full and prompt payment of principal of and interest on the 2003D Bonds and the 20038 Bonds when clue according to the terms of the County Bond Guaranty, for which 
obligation the County has pledged its full faith, cn:dit and taxing power. The C01Ulty Bond Guamty does not secure the 2003F BoDelL See "SECURITY FOR THE 2003 
BONDS - City Bond Guaranty for the 2003 Bonds" and "SECURITY FOR 11IE 2003 BONDS - County Bond Guaranty for the 2003D Bonds and 2003E Bonds" herein. 

Interest on the 2003 Bonds is payable on JUDe I and December I in eaeb year until maturity or earlier redemption, commencing June I, 2004, by the Trustee. So long 
as Cede &: Co. is the registered owner of the 2003 Bonds, the Trustee will pay principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the 2003 Bonds to DTC, which will remit such 
principal, pmnium, if any, and interest to DTC Participants (as such phrase is defined herein), who will in tum remit such principal, premium, if any, and interest to the 
Beneficial Owners of the 2003 Bonds, as more fully described herein. 

The 2003 Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity as described herein. 

The 2003D Bonds are subject to mandatory tender for purchase as deacn"hed herein. 

Payment of the principal of and interest on the 2003 Bonds when due will be guaranteed by municipal bond insurance policies (collectively, the "Bond Insurance Policy,,) 
to be issued simultaneously with the delivery of the 2003 Bonds by Financial Security Assurance Inc. (the "Bond Insurer''). 

"I'M. Maturity Schedule shown on inside front cover 

11IE 2003 BONDS ARE LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF THE AurHORITY AND NOT A DEBT OF THE COMMONWEAL11I OF PENNSYLVANIA (THE 
"COMMONWEAL11I',), ORANYPOLmCAL SUBDIVISION 11IEREOF EXCEPT THE CITY AS PROVIDED IN THE CITY BOND GUARANTY ANDTHB COUNTY, 
SOLELY WITII RESPECrTO 11IE 2003D BONDS AND 2003E BONDS,AS PROVIDED IN THE COUNTY BOND GUARAN1Y. NEI11IER mE GENERAL CREDIT 
OF 11IE AurHORITY NOR mE TAXING POWER OR THE GENERAL CREDIT OF 11IE COMMONWEALm OR ANY POLITICAL SUBDMSION, AGENCY OR 
INSTRUMENTALITY THEREOF EXCEPf THE CllY AS PROVIDED IN mE CITY BOND GUARAN1Y AND THE COUNTY, SOLELY WIm RESPECf TO THE 
2003D BONDS AND mE 2003E BONDS, AS PROVIDED IN 11IE COUNTY BOND GUARANTY, IS PLEDGED FOR PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL OF OR INTEREST 
ON THE 2003 BONDS. THE AurHORITY HAS NO TAXING POWER. 

ThIs cover pap contains certain information for refereaee purposes only. It Is not a complete summary of th~ Issue. luveston molt read the entire OIBclaI 
Statement to obtain InformatiOD _Dtial to maid_cui_formed Investment deeIsIoa. 

The 2003 Bonds are offered for delivery when, as and if issued by theAuthority and received by the Underwriters and subject to the approving 1egaI opinion ofObennayer 
Rebmann Maxwell &: Hippel LLP, Harrisburg and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Stanley H. Mitchell, Esquire, Harrisburg. Pennsylvania, Co-Bond Counsel Certain legal 
matters will be passed upon for the Authority by its Solicilor, Rhoads & Sinon LLP, Harrisburg. Pennsylvania; for the Underwriters by their counsel, Ilckert Seamans Cherin 
&: Mellott, LLC, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; for the City by Steveu R. Dade, City Solicitor; and for the County by Mette, Evans &: Woodside, County Special Counsel. It is 
expected that the 2003 Bonds will be available for delivery in New York, New York on or about December 30, 2003. 

RBC DAIN RAUSCHER COMMERCE CAPITAL MARKETS, INC. 

THE WILLIAMS CAPITAL GROUP, L.P. MESIROW FINANCIAL, INC. 

ALLISON-WILLIAMS COMPANY MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC. 

ARTHURS, LESTRANGE & COMPANY, INC. 
Date: December 19,2003 
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. Kroboth, Robert 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Kroboth, Robert 
Wednesday, OctdJer 25. 2006 7:23 PM 
'Losty, James (RBCCM-USDM)'; CCochefeIIOeckertseamans,com 
Ungle, UncIa; HeMberg, Brian (RBC Dain); Wong, M8Iy (RBCCM-USOM) 
RE: Conference Cal at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Jim: thank you for the thorough explanation. This message will be shared with the Mayor. 

Bob 

-----Original Hessage-----
From: Losty, James (RBCCH-OSDM) [mailto:James.Losty@Rbcdain.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 2:27 PM 
To: Kroboth, Robert; CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Cc: Lingle. Linda; Hellberg. Brian (RaC Dain); Wong. Mary (RBCCM-USDM) 
Subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Bob. 
Certainly my email attached below concerning the call tomorrow identifies some of the 
issues of concern to us as remarketing agent and specifically to our legal and compliance 
professionals here at RBC. 

However. as a general statement. 1 will tell you as a underwriter or remarketing agent for 
the sale of municipal securities we are governed by a number of regulatory agencies 
including The Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Association of 
Securities Dealers. Both oversight agenCies have explicit rules and regulations 
concerning the sale of securities (I will not go into the myriad details about areas they 
Focus on). Of particular note here is the explicit requirement that offering circulars 
give full and complete disclosure to investors of everything known and relevant at the 
time the circular is printed and "deemed final". Typically. the issuer is asked to sign a 
certificate indicating that all information in the offering circular is full, accurate and 
complete as of the time of printing. There have been several significant rulings courts 
and oversight Authorities in recent years on this very point-the failure to give complete 
accurate information in an offering circular (including for the Forum Place in the City of 
Harrisburg) . 

Consequently. given all the known facts surrounding the retrofit of the resource recovery 
facility and the problems encountered in completing project as well as the operating 
difficulties in start-up, the gap in funding to complete required improvements, the 
difficulty with the major contractor/engineer, the very high debt associated with the 
incinerator. and the subordinate nature of these Notes below all other incinerator debt, 
it is imperati.ve that the Offering Circular alert potential investors to these facts and 
highlight the distinct possibility that if all the aforementioned problems with the 
retrofit are not addressed and corrected almost immediately, there is a high likelihood 
that some source of funds other than revenues from the resource recovery facility will be 
needed to pay the Notes. Given that the Notes are backed b a General Obli ation of t 
Cit it is im erative that investors are mad w 
City's credit as the possible source of repayment of debt service. 

ob, unfortunately this is not something that is optional. To comply with US Securities 
rules and regulations this is imperati.ve. 

I hope this is helpful and I am happy to discuss with you if that would be useful. Thanks, 
Jim -----Original Message-----
From: Kroboth. Robert [mailto:RKroboth@CityofHBG.comj 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 1:50 PM 
To: Losty, James (RBCCM-OSDM); CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Cc: Lingle. Linda 
Subject: FW: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Carol and .7im: 
exp.laills why I ; .. ~o;er:oare eixtremely busy with this transaction, which PIfO/J?hJ.1 rece ve a br' f . ~, 

-te narratl ve expla' . 
1 Ifllnq to the HaYOl why W~ mugt 

/ 



:-repr~sent that the City's guarantee MAY be called upon, as we discussed during Monday's 
'conference call. Thanks. 

Bob 

p.s. Carol, I'm working on the stuff lowe you. 

-----Original Hessage----
From: Lingle, Linda 
Sent: wednesday, October 25, 2006 1:40 PM 
To: Losty, James (RBCCM-USDM): CCocheres@eckertseamans.com: BBarnes@miltlopus.com: 
Andrew.Giorgione@bipc.com: Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDM): Kroboth, 
Robert: bruce@foreman-foreman.com: Dade, Steven; Lukens, John; 
dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; hspumberq@fsa.com 
Cc: RMichael@eckertseamans.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDM); Hellberg, Brian (RBC Dain); 
wong, Mary (RBCCM-USDH) 
subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

Please bear in mind that the Mayor will have to review the language 
before the circular is issued. And I recommend that the areas of 
concern be highlighted so that he can focus on them immediately. 

Linda Lingle 
Business Administrator 

-----Original Message-----
From: Losty, James (RBCCM-USDM) [mailto:James.Losty@Rbcdain.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:44 PM 
To: CCocheres@eckertseamans.com; BBarnes@miltlopus.com; Andrew.Giorgione@bipc.com; 
Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDH): Kroboth, Robert; Lingle, Linda; 
bruce@foreman-foreman.com; Dade, Steven; Lukens, John; dlispi@drlconsu1tingdev.com; 
hspumberg@fsa.com 
Cc: RMichael@eckertseamans.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDM); Hellberg, Brian (RBC Dain); 
Wong, Mary (RBCCH-USDM) 
Subject: RE: Conference Call at 11:00 Am Thursday for final review of circular 

There is a conference call scheduled for 11 am tomorrow for a final review of proposed 
remarketing circular. Carol Cocheres will circulate another draft some time today that 
will be the focus of the call. Please pay particular note to blacklined sections that 
highlight the 
fo110winq: 

1. Uncertainty with regard to plans for funding the 
additional $10 million barlow estimates will be necesssary to complete retrofit 

2. Languaqe will be explicit about the potential shortfalls 
of revenues at incinerator and the distinct possibility that the City will be forced to 
pay debt service through tax revenues or other revenues. 

3. The difficult current budgetary pressures on this year's 
budget and the ongoing TRAN dififculty will be moved to front of OS (currently is in the 
City Appendix). 

These are the major areas of focus that I wanted to bring to everyone's attention. These 
are a direct result of direction from internal RBC Compliance and Legal professionals and 
are a requirement of Rae in order to proceed with a remarketing of these Notes. 

Please email me or call me if there are any questions on this. The timing of transaction 
is now down to a final couple of days and a remarketing circular must be wdeemed final
and circulated to potential buyers almost immedaitely. Thanks, Jim 

-----Original Message-----
From: PHedenberg@eckertseamans.com [mailto:PHedenberg8eckertseamans.com) 
On Behalf Of CCocheres@eckertseamans.com 
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006 6:58 PH 
To: Losty, James (RaeCM-USDM); BBarnes8miltlopus.com; Andrew.Giorgione8bipc.com; 
Kenneth.Luttinger@bipc.com; Ertel, Kevin (RBCCM-USDH); rkroboth@cityofhbg.com· 
llinqle@cityofhbq.com; bruce@foreman-foreman.com; sdade@cityofhbg.coa; , 
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:-j'lukens@citYOfhbg.com; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com: hspumberg@fsa.com 
-Cc: RHichael@eckertseamans.cam 

Subject: I.imtted Offering Remarketing Circular 

Attached for your review and comment is the draft front part Remarketing Circular revised 
on the basis of comments received and meetings held last week. Both a clean copy and a 
blacklined copy showing changes are attached. 

There are still some unanswered questions and sections to be completed with information 
needed from persons on this list. 

In addition, attached is Appendix A relating to the City of Harrisburg. 

Howard Spumberg of FSA is being forwarded copies of the forepart and Appendix A with this 
e-mail. Are there any other persons who should receive copies? With Barlow discussed so 
much in the text, perhaps a representative of Barlow should be sent this e-mail for review 
and comment. Dan and Andy, what do you think? And do you have any suggested name at 
Barlow? 

If you have any questions or comments prior to the Monday afternoon call, please call me. 
Any written comments will be appreciated as soon as possible due to the tight schedule for 
posting or printing the Remarketing Circular. 

Clean Copy Blacklined Copy 
(See attached file: I0319546.doc) 
10320011.doc) 

Appendix A 
(See attached file: 

(See attached file: l03l9892.doc) 

Please note my new email addressisccocheres@eckertseamans.com. 

Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. 
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC 
213 Market Street 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101 
Phone 717-237-6023 
Fax 717-237-6019 
E-Mail ccocheres@eckertseamans.com 

This communication may contain federal tax advice. Recent IRS regulations require us to 
advise you that any discussion of federal tax issues in this communication was not 
intended or written to be used and cannot be used to avoid any penalty under federal tax 
law or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. Only 
formal, written tax opinions meeting these IRS requirements may be relied upon for the 
purpose of avoiding tax-related penalties. Please contact one of the Firm's Tax partners 
if you have any questions regarding federal tax advice. 

Scanned by Symantec Anti-virus and Content Filtering before delivery. 

This e-mail message and any files transmitted with it are subject to attorney-client 
pr~vilege and contain confidential information intended only for the person(s) to whom 
th1~ email message, is a~dressed. If you have received this e-mail message in error, please 
not~fy the sender 1mmed~ately by telephone or e-mail and destroy the original message 
without making a copy. Thank you. 
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2:00 Andrew Giorgione, Esq. (Buchanon Ingersoll) 
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SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

NOVEMBER 13, 2012 PUBLIC HEARING 

SWORN TESTIMONY OF ANDREW:J. GIORGIONE. ESO. 

Good afternoon Mr. Chainnan and member S of the Committee. My name is Andrew 

Giorgione and I am a shareholder at Buchanan Ingersoll Rooney, PC ("Buchanan"). I am 

appearing today at your request and am accompanied by John LeathetS, Esq., who is General 

Counsel to Buchanan. 

Based on your letter, it is my understanding that the purpose of the hearing today is to 

discuss the Local Govermnent Unit Debt Act and how it was applied to various borrowings fur the 

Harrisburg Resource Recovery Facility from 2003 to 2007. The purpose of my swom testimony 

is to provide some background on our work for The Harrisburg Authority (the" Authority"). 

I have been a resident of the City of Harrisburg since 1990. Upon g!1lduating law school 

in 1992, I worked in the City Solicitor's Office for the City of Harrisburg. I left the City and 

joined Obennayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippe1 ("Obermayer") in January 1996. Obennayer 

represented the Authority for many years prior to my employment and I began doing work for the 

Authority when I joined Obermayer. Obennayer served as special counsel to the Authority for 

various matters including litigation, environmental and public finance. During my time at 

Obermayer, I, along with other members of Obermayer, worked on the 2003 financings 

identified in the January 2012 Forensic Investigation Report (the "Report"). 



In July 2005. ljoined the Jaw ~nn ofKIett Liebef Rooney &: Schorling. PC ("Klett"). At 

that time. mostmatters for tha Aurhority were lr'ft.t1S&rre4 wi1h me to Klett. Klett Qlerged with 

Buchanan.in luly 2006. 

In 2.007. City Council eoacted.)egislation to astrutfle control of appointments to the 

Authority. and in Iuly 2007, appolnt~ now J'lWm~ an4 Buchanan .DO longer represcntef1·the 

Authorit;y. To be clear. neither I oor Buchanan hale repq,S«Ited the Authority in uy matters 
, i 

since.1uly 2007 and did Rot participate! in the 2007 fi~8 whiCh c1used later in the year. 
~ : 

At the time Qut representation. OCthe· Autborfty ~ we turned aver a lilt of nlftCandiag 

matters to 1he AuthorityaSIlOW a:»Iici'<ix, tho firm of Oold~c;rg Katzman and Shipma!l 

lQoldberg',). along wiUl aU rel4ted rues and records. W~ also met with repmsentatives oftbe 
. : 

Goldberg firm 0I18t Ieasttbrcc (3) o~~ Later, in lOPS, tho Authority ini~ Iitiptfon 
: ~ 

.most CIT Capital USA and we pro~ded documents an4 testimony for that matter. 
. ! 

Om only othCl' substantive ~ with the Autbo~ came in 2011, when Glenn Weiner, 

Esq .. requested docum~nls relative to qllr repteserltation '*' tb~ Authorlty. Auached is our reply 
; 

to that .Eequcst. in wbich we directed Mr. Weiner to requqt copies of OUt record!: from the 
~ : 

Goldberg firm to whom we had traostCt.rcd lhc rc:conis as ~lhe Authority's sw:cessor counsel. 
I i 

Thus, in reply. we identified tho location of or ourformec~rds and also offered to provide any 
= : 

fw1her documeats upon directive ofdt~ Authority. Mr. ~cincr did nuL xcply • 

.As you know, on page 14 of th~ ~ll11s Buchanan; is Identified as a party that did not . 
"provideld] the infonn.etion tequested.~ In light of~ ~'s attacbcd. reply to Mr. Weinel., such 

repreacntadon was not accurate.. 

o 
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I 
T. Andrew J. Giorgione, under penalty of perjury $Cd subject to the ponalties of 18 Pa. 

1 

c. S~ Section 4904 re1at1ng to unsworn; falsification to authorities, verifY that the foregoing is true, 

and correct to"the best of my. knowledge, infonnatioll or~(ief. 
! 

- ..,. 
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Jvb K. LeathII'! 
001lMll CoUlllC! 
41:t:5d21880 
JolmJcal1l11r11@blpc._ 

· JBduary 24.2011 

VIA FIRST (''LASS MAlL AND mECOPY (l15) 56$--6603 

Olenn A. W.iDflr. Daqujte 
Klehr Harrison l1arvey Bl'81.lmra 
18J 5 Mar.kot. SIrec.1 
l'biladdplm., PlmnsylYDDia 19103 

· . 

Rc: tm Haaiaburg Authority ~ CIT 

DcarMr. Weiner: 
· . 

One 0ldCIrd CIIftft 
1M GruI. S.InItIt. 20lIl fbor 
PlIsflu9. PI\ 152190',"0 
T4125~8BOO 
~ 4121li2 1U'I1 
WWW.bucnuanrnaarsatcom 

!am receipt oryourletter of }1llJ1Iac;y 21, 2011, dirc4tcd to MCIQI's. Oicro:sch aad Vipond 
ortlle HarDaburS Office ofDuc1uman IbgeraQU &. Rooney ~C. I mke your JeUer all ft demand for 
a tlocuincnf,]lDld on materials relatlngto the );lim', ~talio.n ofTbe lhurlsburg Authority. 

· . 
PlctSC 1)1) sdvised lbat at some ~oint ill mid-2007. oJ,: Finn wall teplRccd as counse,l fol" 

TIfA by Ron Kat2lnan at Oaldberg Kat?mllll. At ibltt timo,.jMt. Ka1zm.L\n RCJl1Cated. and 'WIIS 
gi:ven a l-arge Dtlmber of IJJe files relRliDg to Lhe rum's roprClhmbdion ofTHA. Later, Mr. 
Kat1mGll waumd &tiD J\lOl'C c10W1.\lctUs, Ptc:m particularly JCladug to tbe IRA - crr ttansactioo. 
We U*lc jJl03C IlvaiJabJc to bim In pdf tomud at this time. ; 

'. ~ 

· " 

You should also bo advfscd Ibet 1nIA £equeBlcd tJwldle J.·1nn enW'cd jn10 a. ToJlinQ 
Agreement in Dt:cernhcr 2007. and fha1 ~ dona in Jaauar~ 2008. 

In "9[elV ofOla olear adve.ndty ~ the: Ilitm and 'J'H.~ you sllOUld cease all eontact 
wi1h any Firm porsowlol uilmr dum ma, : rr)'Uu wish &«XJDi4nts ari.sing from the ]lirm's 
tepresenlalion. you should obtain. them {rom Mr. Katzman. ~e will Dot be producirm still 
~o1hCl set ofd.ocun\enrs simply bccla,mc: 11lA has again ~idcd 10 chanrc ccunscL Hit should· 
tum aut lb8t we have documents thai. h!l.Ve not pl'evh:nuuy bcfu1 TJ1'Odaccd~ WI) w.ill requw tI 
written directive from all. appropriate oJY:ic.ial at TtlA. to mokP LbollC available. 

; 

oc: JonarIlan Vipond. &q. 
Stephen C. GiCl'llSCb. Esq. 

StD~ )'OUrS. 

CJJ-ILlJ~ 
J~~.~~ 
GeDeral :cml~ 

I 

I 
I 

.C:II!lfdt'llla:: nIlJ,,~,.!!:!!..:: t-1~1ie"lr~_;: Nerr'tctl't! = rctju>1VIIDJII.:: ·YIl'JlniA :: \!~!~~lf . 
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so available on the Substantial Completion Date shall be included on the Punchlist and 
shall be provided by the Final Completion Date. 

G~~O~11IEWORK~ 
Section 7.01 Conditions Precedent. A "Notice to Proceed" from the ·Authority to Seller 

. initiating the commencement of the Work shall not be issued until: 

(a) Completion of the Authority Financing sball have occurred and the Seller bas 
been given reasonable assurances that funds have been obtained, provided to the Bond 
Fund Trustee, and are immediately available for disbursement to pay amounts due to 
Seller hereunder; 

(b) Sener shall have received such certifi and other documents as are 
customaty and are y requ me an opinion of counsel to the Authori 
in fonn and substance ~atisf8ctory to SeJ1~; 

(c) The following SeIler Bonds shall have been posted by Subcontractors: a 
seven million dollar ($7,000.000) equipment delivery, assembly and installation bond on 
the Combustion Technology, and a six million dollar ($6,000,000) equipment delivery, 
assembly and installation bond on the APC Technology. An additional fourteen million 
dollar ($14,000,000) payment and performance bond will be posted after the Notice to 
Proceed is issued, but before the commencement of the Work. Additional bonds, totaling 
approximately four million dollars ($4,000,000) will be posted by the manufacturers of 
certain additional Equipment. J a ~~ <D ""flIese. 80H .s... .~ 

(d) Seller shall have provided Certificates of Insurance. ""T~c:t" ~ ~ft1.t . 
ARTICLE vm. ~ J~."""""-r'" re.".~ 

. TIME OF PERJ'ORMANCE ~ A.t\tJ" ... -r 
Section 8.01 Time ofPerlormance. 

(a) Within three (3) Days after issuance by the Authority of the Notice to 
Proceed, Seller shall commence and diligently pursue the Work, assigning to it a priority 
that will permit Work to be completed in accordance with the Project Schedule and 
Section 6.02 (Responsibilities of Seller). Subject to Section 8.01(e), Seller shall execute 
the Work so as to reach (1) Substantial Completion no later than __ U Days after 
issuance of Notice to Proceed (the "Scheduled Substantial Completion Date") and (2) 
Final Completion no later than _ U Days after the Scheduled Substantial Completion 
Date (the "Scheduled final Completion Date" and collectively with the Scheduled 
Substantial Completion Date. "Time of Performance"). 

(b) This Time of Performance shall be adjusted if: 

(i) the Notice to Proceed is delayed beyond January I, 2004; or 
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ARTICLE I. 

ARTICLE II. 

DEFINITIONS 

INCORPORATION PROVISIONS 
Section 2.01 Incorporation of Recitals 
Section 2.02 Incorporation of Exhibits and Schedules 

ARTICLE II!. CONTRACT PRICE AND ADJUSTMENTS TO CONTRACT PRICE 
Section 3.01 Contract Price 
Section 3.02 Contract Price AdjustmenO;aha( 

ARTICLE IV. TERMSOFPAYMENT 
Section 4.01 Payment To Selle-£) 
Section 4.02 Taxes 
Section 4.03 Building Pennit Fees 
Section 4.04 Liens 

ARTICLE V. REPRESENTATIONS 
Section 5.01 Authority Representations 
Section 5.02 Seller Representations 

ARTICLE VI. RESPONSmILITIES OF PARTIES 
Section 6.01 
Section 6.02 
Section 6.03 
Section 6.04 
Section 6.05 
Section 6.06 
Section 6.07 

Responsibilities of the Authority 
Responsibilities of Seller 
Labor Relations. 
Trade Subcontractors and Suppliers. 
Inspection and Correction of the Work. 
Drawings, Data, and Submittals; Review and Comment. 
Spare Parts. 
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11 
11 
11 

11 
11 
11 

12 
12 
13 
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14 
14 
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15 
15 
17 

~12 
20 

~~ 
21 
22 

ARTICLE VII. OOMMBNCBMENT OF '1:'H.B WORlQ3BONQ5 AND CQNWIIONS 
PRECEDENT ~ 

Section 7.01 Conditions Precedent ~~ 

Section 7,02 Addjtiona' BUPda to be Proyid~JI ~ 

ARTICLE VITI. TIME OF PERFORMANCE 
Section 8.01 Time ofPerfonnance. 

ARTICLE IX. MECHANICAL COIyfPLETION AND START-UP 
Section 9.01 Mechanical Completion. 
Section 9.02 Start-Up. 

23 
23 

ARTICLEX. PERFORMANCE TESTS AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
Section 10.01 Performance Tests. 
Section 10.02 Substantial Completion. 

BIRHBG035793 
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AGREEMENT FOR THE SALE AND INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT 

This Agreement for the Sale and Installation of Equipment (the "Agreement") is made 
and entered into as of this _ day of ----J 2003,1U.i!J.. between The Harrisburg Authority, a 
body corporate and politic of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with its principal offices at 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 (hereinafter the "Authority") and 
Barlow Projects Harrisburg, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, with its principal 
offices at 2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado ("Seller") (collectively referred to herein 
as the "Parties"). 

WIlNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, the Authority owns an existing waste-to-energy facility for combustion of municipal 
solid waste with energy recovery known as the Harrisburg Materials, Energy, Recycling and 
Recovery Facility (the "Facility"); and 

WHEREAS, the Facility requires substantial improvements necessary to comply with Federal 
emission requirements; and 

WHEREAS, Barlow Projects, Inc., has proposed to the Authority a plan for improving the 
Facility to convert Acceptable Waste (as hereinafter defined) to steam, while meeting Federal 
emission requirements (the ''Project''), using the Equipment (as hereinafter defined);"awI 

WHEREAS, the Authority wishes to procure the Equipment for use in the Project, and key items 
of the Equipment are patented by or proprietary technology of the Seller; AWl 

WHEREAS, the Seller wishes to supply the Equipment, assemble it at the Facility Site, and 
install it at the Facility Site, sabjeet te.i.AWl 

}YHEREA§. thehrne, entered into an Interim Equipment Agreement for the Sale. and 
Installation of Eqpipmept. dated December 3D. 2003 (the "Interim Equipment 

==!ii!i!: :~:w certain work~;~:~;~n.-d~:~~;Jmpletion pf negotiations oD 

WHEREAS. the Partiesbave now cogmleted their negotiations. and dwn to set forth the 
tenns and conditions set feitB hereiflof tbeir agreement. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein 
expressed, and intending to be legally bound, the Parties agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I. 
DEFINITIONS 

BIRHBG035796 
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• so available on the Substantial Completion Date shall be included on the Punchlist and 
shall be provided by the Final Completion Date. 

~ 
~w_181~~~ ~4M~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~,. SeijerhereuftEler-. iJt. r~ I lIv. 11~ /hOc T~4'.,4J,y 

. f. PI< I '7- .p" ,',c~c.{j "~l{ (,.. I kv-t Jt!.t'q A/rrf!'-~ I' 
ffUl~tJ1 t ..r ~\a5"S"effer~~ ~!;o ;:t/tv sue certificates and other documents as are 

customary and 8fel'tm reasonably re ~e ed., including an opinion of counsel to the 
Authority in fonn and substance satisfae 0 to Seller; 

f II . 

,., iI#' '{t,)~"ThBie~~D!~lIOwing Seller Bon have been posted by Subcontractors: a 
seven million dollar ($7,000,000) equi t delivery, assembly and installation bond on 
the Combustion Technology, and a s' m lion dollar (S6,000,OOO) equipment delivery, 
assembly and installation bond on t AP Tec. 

ARTICLEVID. 
TIME OF PERFORMANCE 

Section 8.01 Time of Performance. 

(a) J,vithiB t:hree (3) Days after is:J1J:fmee by the z",.atherity ef the N€lttee to 
PfeeeeEl;Tbe Parties acknowledge tbat tbe Seller bl' already commenced certain 
Work. pursuant to the (nterim Equipment Agreemept. Seller shall eemmenee and 
diligently pursue the remaipder of the Work, assigning to it a priority that will permit 
tIlL Work to be completed in accordance with the Project Schedule and Section 6.02 
(Responsibilities of Seller). Subject to Section 8.0tee), Seller shall execute the Work so 

BIRHBG035820 
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tho iDatnnadadoIL 'Ibis fiNncjal aecurity win be posted within tea (10) days of 
tho execution of each pertbmt purchase order betweea tho Sener and the 
perti.m manufactunr. 

(0) ,,,.,,,. The TWIIlty PeIceat Ntai-ae (.taich wiD accumulate up to 
approximately Niue MiWoa Dol .. ($9,000,000). xequired by tis Agreemeut. 

(d) M .... Spp#y. W11bia ddrty (30) Days after Suhstaulial Completion. 
the Seller 8ball post 6 .. ~ aecudty in the 10rm of a boad, loiter of crocIlt, cash. or other 
acceptable finaacitJ aec:udty in the 8IIlOUId: of ODe MilIi.on DoIlan ('.,000.000). This 
~anc:IaJ IDCIII'ity IbaIl nmain In effect 1IIItil the axpJndlGn of die Waaamy Parlod, aad 
tIIaIl oaly be URd to .... SeIIaI'a per8xmauce of ill obU"'m puill1dIIt to Article 
XIV (mJadaato Warraad_). 

(e) SeDets Cstitlcatw oflDMaDce. 

AR11CUVID. 
TIJ8 011' RRJ'ORMANCB 

Section 8.01 Timo ofPwfipmenc;o., 

Ca) 1be PartIes acbowJcdae tIuIt the Seller has already oomllltJlllWl aertaiD Work, 
purIRIU to the Jatajm BquipDeat Apeemeat. Seller shaD dDiaeatJ.y pursue dJe 
J.'IRIUIiElh' of 1be Wed. =dar'nI to it a priority tbIt wiD permit .. WOIk to be 
eompleted in ICCOIdaace wi1h the PJOject ScIIedule aod SaeIioD 6.02 ~ties of 
Seller). Subject 10 Sccdoa 8.o1(e). Seller _II CIDCUtD the wart ID • to nach (1) 
SubIbmdaI Comp1etloa for all CombaIdcm UDIt8 110 lata' tbm the ScbecIuIod S .... nti .. 
C'AmlpIeliml Date; iod (2) PiuI Complatioa DO JafBr1bm the Scbeduled PIDBI CompletiOil 
DaID. 

(b) This r_-of Perfomill1C!e shall be a4usted ia the eYa1t of any quaWyina 
event ell' COJIditloa 1bat affects the Work provided for in this Aareemaat, iDc1udiDa any 
Force MeJeure. 

(e) Any adjustment to the 'l'Ime of Perf"onnaDoe Iha1l be pmceaod in accordaace 
with Article XV CCIIapI In Wed). Seadoa 20.04 (Paroo .,._) IIid ArIicle XXI 
(Dispata Raolutioa) ben:in. 

Cd) If dudna the propea of the Work, Soller ...... tbBt it wiD DOt be able to 
podbrm ill Work in accordaaco with the PJqeot Schedule, Seller shall pomptly D01ify 
the Autbority a.eo£ 

ARTICLE IX. 
MJ:CIIANICAL COMPL&TION AND START .. tJP 

SectioD 9.01 Mmmcal CqggdctiCIL 

Ca> Mechanical CoqJletiOD sbaII occur when: 
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LAW OFFICES 

OBERlIIAYER REBMANN MAXWELL. HIPPEL LLP 

ANDREW 1. «.IlORGIONf 

EXTENSION: I3JS 
E-MAIL: Andrew.Giorgione@Obennaya'.I:OOI 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

SUITE 400 
200 LOCUST STREET 

HARRISBURG, PA 17101 

(717) 234-9730 
FAJ((717) 234-9734 
WWW.oberm8ver.cmn 

October 10. 2003 

To: 

From: 

Members, Harrisburg City Council 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esq. !\(' 
c: 

Re: 

Hon. Stephen R. Reed 
Members, Finance Team 

2003 Guaranteed Resource Recovery Retrofit Financing 

FILE NO. S728~27 

-. 

At your October 7, 2003 Public Meeting, you requested certain documents and infonnation related to the 
above referenced financing. The documents or infonnation is as follows: 

1. Fees ofthe MBE Consultants 

The MBE Consultants have been engaged by Reynolds Construction Management, which bas been 
engaged by the City as its representative to oversee the retrofit construction and to achieve or exceed the 
City's MBE participation goals. In order to fulfill its MBE participation role. Reynolds has engaged three 
consultants at fees, totaling $6,000 per month. James Kirkland is being paid $3,500 per month, James 
White is being paid $1,000 per month and Tamara Jelks is being paid $1,500 per month. All of these 
consultants appeared before you at your September 24, 2003 meeting. 

2. Estimated Underwriter Fees 

On October 1,2003, we provided to you a list of the Underwriters participating in this deal and their 
percentage allocation of me bonds to be sold. Until the bonds are sold, the exact amount of the fees the 
Underwriters will receive from the actual sale of the bonds will not be known and will depend in large 
part on the sales performance of each ftnn. Assuming the sales ofthe bonds breaks down along the lines 

PHILADELPHIA 
PENNSYLVANIA 
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PlTISBURGH 
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of the percentage each flIIIl has been allocated (RBC Dain Rauscher has indicated that they will attempt to 
make available either the actual bonds or the sales credit associated with the bonds to the various co
managers), the sales credit portion of the underwriting spread should accrue as follows: 

Underwriter Contact Estimated Fee 

Lead Underwriter RBC Dain Rauscher Jim Losty $145,000 

Co-Underwriters Commerce Capital Peter Egan $112,oob 
Williams Capital Arthur McCreary $ 96,000 
Mesirow Financial Dwight White $ 96,000 
Allison-Williams Dan O'Neill $ 64,000 
Merrill Lynch Brian Brode $ 64,000 
Arthurs Lestrange Mike Bova $ 64,000 

3. Amount of the Debt -.. 

We have asked Bruce Barnes to provide you with the total amount of debt for the City and all its 
Authorities. Mr. Barnes indicated that he thought he could have this information to you by today, 
October 10, 2003. 

4. Breakdown of County Guaranty Fee 

The County Fee breaks out as follows: (i) the actual guaranty fee is $1,750,000 and (ii) the costs for the 
professionals are $130,000, which can be further broken out as $75,000 for counsel, $50,000 for financial 
advisor and $15,000 for engineer. 

5. Basis for 6% v. 4% Interest Rate Cap 

The prices for the interest rate cap are as follows: 

4.00010 BMA Cap for 25 years 
5.00010 BMA Cap for 25 years 
6.00% BMA Cap for 25 years 

approximately 150 basis points per annwn 
approximately 115 basis points per annum 
approximately 75 basis points per annwn 

These prices are based on the market rates as of October 8, 2003 and will fluctuate depending on the level 
of interest rates at the time the cap is purchased. The 6% level was selected because it was viewed by the 
Administration and the Lead Underwriter as a level that provided a reasonable maximum level of interest 
rate exposure while still providing most of the benefit of variable rate debt. The prices at'4% and 5% for 
the cap would be too high to justifY use of variable rate debt. but at 6%, we were able to achieve 
significant interest rate cost savings and acceptable security against future interest rate peaks. Recall that, 
since 1990, variable rates have averaged 3.25%. If the Authority were to purchase a cap at 4% or 5% it 
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would be paying significant more money to protect against an interest rate increase that may never 
happen. Such proceeds are better spent paying down the total debt of the project. 

6. Financial Impact per Household 

A failure to approve the financing and complete the project will trigger an immediate b~dgetary deficit of 
$15 million (carryover from 2003 and projected for 2004) that will without question trigger a significant 
property tax increase and an increase in utility disposal charges. Quantification ofthose incr~es and the 
impact on residents can be explained as follows: . 

A one mill tax increase yields a collectible amount of $1,366,500 when applied to both residential and 
commercjal property. In order to raise the entire $15 million from property taxes, a 10.9 mill increase 
would be required. Obviously, this would cripple the City taxpayers. so the Adniinistration has 
considered a mix of tax increases, disposal fee increase and severe spending cuts and layoffs to raise the 
$15 million shortfall should Council not approve this bond issue. A 5.2 mill tax increase~ould raise 
approximately $7.1 million. For a residential property owner in the City assessed at $100.000. 5.2 mills 
would mean an increase in City property taxes and fees totaling $516 per year. An additional $120 
annual increase in disposal fees for residents and a proportional increase in commercial rates would 
represent a tripling of the current fee. The increased disposal fee would raise approximately $3 million in 
additional revenue. Tberefore, these two increases combined would cost a household with an 
assessment of 5100,000 approximately 5636 per year. Most importantly, these increases would 
generate a little more than $10 million in new revenue, leaving a remaining gap of almost $5 million 
which would have to be made up from some other source or from significant cuts in City personnel and 
services. The ripple effect of tax and fee increases, and decreased. services will greatly harm the local and 
regional economy, including residents and businesses alike. 

In sum. it has been the direction of the Mayor for us to work with the Administration to create a retrofit 
project that completely avoids tax and disposal fee increases and layoffs. As set forth in the base case 
proforma, we have achieved that goal. 

7. Proof of Minority Participation in Financing 

As discussed last evening. Stan Mitchell. Esq .• who has his own solo practice, is serving as co-bond 
counsel with us on this transaction. Attorney Mitchell has been assigned responsibility for assisting us in 
document preparation and for attending all financing team and City Council meetings. Mr. Mitchell's 
role is to assist bond counsel and he has generally 10-15% of the bond counsel responsibilities similar to 
his participation in the restructuring deal earlier this year. 

With regard to the Underwriters, The Williams Capital Group is a minority-owned investment banking 
finn. Enclosed are documents from Arthur McClearin of Williams Capital discussing its minority 
ownership structure. Also, Dwight White from Mesirow Financial is an Underwriter in the deal and has a 
long history in participating in City/Authority bond transactions. Although I understand that Mesirow is 

4K8807 
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not a minority-based finn, Mr. White is a major principal in the company and is directly credited for the 
generation of bond work from the City. Together, Messrs. McClearin and White have a 30% interest in 
the underwriting responsibilities and bond sale fees in this deal. 

8. Amended Bond Documents 

We will have for you amended versions of the Guaranty Ordinance. Guaranty Agreement and 
Reimbursement Agreement by Monday for purposes of Tuesday's meeting. As instructed by you, we will 
include language in the Guaranty Agreement which restricts the use of the issuance fee to be paid by the 
Authority on this issue ($50,000). The restriction will provide that no fees may be spent fOT any artifacts 
related to the City museum projects. 

Please contact me if you need any further information. 

'-
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TRUST INDENTURE 

Dated as of December 1, 2003 

Between 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

and 

COM1MERCE BANKIPENNSYL VANIA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
as Trustee 

SECURING 

GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACIUTY 
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES D OF 2003 

GUARANTEED .FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE 
RECOVERY FACILITY REVENUE BONDS, SERIES E OF 2003 

GUARANTEED FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE 
RECOVERY FACIUTY REVENUE BONDS, SERIES F OF 2003 



SECTION 5.03. Contract Bonds. All contracts which provide for the furnishing 0 
of material or the doing of work with regard to the Improvements, if applicable, or to Capital 
Additions shall be in compliance with all Federal and Connnonwealth statutes, rules and 
regulations and shall be subject to the approval of the Consulting Engineers. To the extent 
required by applicable law, the Authority will require each Person with whom it may contract or 
with whom the City may contract, pursuant to the City's responsibilities under the Management 
Agreement, for construction to furnish a performance bond and a payment bond each for not less 
than 100% of the full amount of the contract entered into with such Person or such greater or 
lesser amount as may be required by applicable law, and to carry such insurance as may be 
required by law and as may be recommended by the Consulting Engineers. The proceeds of any 
such performance bond shall forthwith, upon the receipt thereof by the Authority, be deposited to 
the credit of the applicable account of the Construction Fund and applied toward the completion 
of the construction covered by the contract in connection with which such performance bond 
shall have been furnished, except that any such proceeds as shall constitute liquidated damages 
for delay shall be deposited to the credit of the Revenue Fund. 

L"J WITNESS WHEREOF. The Harrisburg Authority. has caused dus Indmture to be 
executed by its Chainnan and its corporate seal to be hereunto impressed and attested by its 
Secretary. and Commerce BanklPennsylvania. National Association, as Trustee, ill cvidene:e of its 
acceptaooc of the trusts hereby (!feated, has caused this Indenture to be executed by one oflts 
authorized officers. 

ATI'EST: 

[SEAL] 

TIlE HARRISBURG AUfHORITY 

COMMERCE BANKJPENNSYLVAN1A. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIA nON 

B)r.1(~ /~ .. thOriiedOfli~ 
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Paniel R.'.LiSJ)i 
Assistant to the Mayor for Special Projects 
City of Harrisburg 
1 0 ~orth Second Street 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Government Center 
Harrisburg, P A 17101 

RE: Contract security 

Dear Dan: 

ViaE-Mail 

. Over the course of the last couple of weeks and as the result ofseveraI conversations involving our respective 
project and finance teams, the Authority and its finance team have come to the conclusion that the requirements 
necessary to satisfY the conditions ofthe CIT project financing plan are not acceptable. As a result, Barlow 
Projects has developed an alternative for the Authority's consideration. The securitypackagt). is a combination 
of payment and performance bonds 81ld signi.&canfcash retainage. It offers the Authority the security needed to 
assure a successful project and generates a project savings of approximately $5 million that can be added to 
project contingency. 

The Barlow scope of work will include all costs necessary to fabricate and install the proprietary combustion 
and air pollution control systems chosen by the Authority. The scope will include all related systems and 
services necessary to process waste and produce steam. Barlow will guarantee the process and the performance 
of its system along with the price and the schedule. In addition Barlow will supply the engineering and 
procurement services necessary for the Authority to procure the SySteD1S necessary to produce electricity 
including the turbine generator, the cooing tower and condenser and the other contractors packages related to 
the electrical, plumbing, HV AC, and elevator contracts. 

Table A is an illustration of the major cost components of the Barlow systeD1. The Barlow system itself includes 
approximately $47.4 million in installed equipment. By utilizing a combination of payment and performance 
bonds on key systems and contract retention of almost $9 million, Barlow is offering the Authority contract 
security equal to 91% of the value of the installed equipment. Payment and Performance Bonds and the contract 
retention will be held by the Authority until the Barlow system has been completed and passed its perfonnance 
tests. This is defined as Substaritial Completion in the contract. 

The remaining $11.2 million of Barlow's contract represents the various services offered by us and our own 
project contingency. 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPROJECfS.COM 



TABLE A- Major cost components (current estimates) 
($ in millions) 

Major cost components value Provided Form of Security 
q p 
Boilers 
Aireal combustion system 
Bar1owlProcedair system 
Selective Non Catalytic Reduction 
Cranes . 
Continuous Emission Monitoring 
Plant control system 
Water treatment system 
All other equipment 

Bulk Commodities and Construction 
Equipment Insta.ation - Cianbro 
Stack repairs 

Barlow System 

Professional service. 
Project development 
Legal and other professional services 
Engineering 
Procurement 
Project management 
Start -up and testing 
Spare parts 
Contingency 

Current Barlow Contract Estinate 

8.00 
7.00 
6.00 
1.80 
0.80 
0.50 
0.50 
0.30 
5.10 

47.40 

11.20 

58.60 

8.00 
7. 
6.00 
1.80 
0.80 
0.50 
0.50 
0.30 
0.79 

43.09 

Retention 
P&PBond 
P&P Bond 
P&P Bond* 
P&PBond* 
P&PBond~ 

P&PBond* 
P&P Bond-
Retention 

P&P Bond 
P&P Bond* 

91% 

15% retention 

.:. Bonds have been requested on these components, costs have not been determined for these bonds. 
In addition, the equipment and contract work that is not in Barlow's scope of supply, as detailed above, will all 
be securitized by either payment and performance bonds or letters of credit. 

We wiJI be available to participate in the conference call at 3:00 PM today to discuss this alternative in detail. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Ronald E. Barmore 
Senior Vice President 

CC: Tom Mealy, Andrew Giorgione, Jay Hopper, Michael Kline 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPROJECfS.COM 
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Copy of Transcript 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY. 

au.d 

COUNTY OF DAUPHIN, 

Plaintiffs. 
vs. NO.4:08-cv-00180-JEJ 

CIT CAPITAL USA, INC., 

and 

AIREAL TECHNOLOGIES OF 
HARRISBURG, ':'LC, 

Defen~ts. 
--------_._---------------

DEPosmONOF 

ANDREW J. GIORGIONE 

VOLUME I 

DECEMBER 10, 2008 
9:01 A.M. 

HANGLEY. ARONCInCK, SEGAL & PUDLIN 
30 NORTH THIRD STREET 

SUITE 700 . 
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 

SUSAN O'HARA MOORE, CSR, RMR.·CL VS 
s 

== ESQuiRE 
DI!POSITION SERVICES· 

TQII Free: 800.345-4940 
Facsimile: 215.988.1843 

Suite 1210 
~60Q John F. Kennedy Blvd 

'phil'l'delphla, PA 19103 
www.esqulrecom.com 
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Q. For the contracts to do the retrofit 

work? 

A. No. 

Q. Why not? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. Was any analysis unqertaken to determine 

whether Barlow had the financial wherew~thal to 

fulfill its contractual o~ligations? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. At the end of the day after this played 

out, apparently there was no performance bOnd or 

other type of bond that Barlow posted. Do you 

have a recollection whether that was ever raised 

during the negotiations with Barlow in agreeing 

,to the' various contracts for the construction of 

the retrofit facility? 

A. The original -- as I recall, the original 

contracts were signed the end of December 2003. 

The financing was cQmplete. SUbaeqUjht to that~ 

therewe.re <':!'e.:i:'tainconditions that had tobe In.et 
c· -_-', __ --,-.' ",-. ,. 

to ·begin .•••. ·con$~l:'l,lce.&.bq.~()ll~d~r which. Barlow had. to 

provide bond.. iIJ.Sfq:r2 tb; e·/C:dn$t~'U c tiop.port ion .()f 

.ea 
:':','E S QUI R E 
.PqSiTION SBRVIC 

'<-

we:t::e</tkl'.l.~l::1,le ·t;.o .. sectl.~e a.l:)Ohd. 

So thecdnt:r:actswereamendedto 

Toll Free: 800.34!).4940 
Facsimile: 215.988.1843 

Suite 1210 
1600 John F. Kennedy Blvd 

. Philadelphia, PA 19103 
www..esq!Jirecom.com I 
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Q. When the contracts were ~mended to 1 

relieve that condition, who partLcipated in the 2 

:,~~'Q:.~::;:" 

:':~;$·I 
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.J 9 

10 

11 
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Q. How did the Harrisburg Authority 

administer or oversee the retrofit project and 

Bar:)..ow'.s work? 

A. The Harrisburg Authority did not have 

construction consultants directly that ov~rsaw 

es 
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Toll Free: 800.345.494 
Facsimile: 215.988.1~ 

Suite 121 
1600 John F. Kennedy BI~ 

PhiladelphlC!, PA 1910 
www.esqulrecom.cor 
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the construction. Tpey had an in-house engineer. 

I don't know the extent of what he oversaw. "The 

point person for the project was Tom Mealy. We 

always reported to Tom. 

Q. SO there was nobody who was engaged from 

outside of the Harrisburg Au~hority to help 

Mr', Mealy evaluate Barlow's progress? 

A. No. 

Q. And who was left to evaluate Barlow's 

progress? 

A. The'City of Harrisburg had John Lukens 

and his staff on the site that oversaw 

construction. Barlow also engage~ a local 

construction contractor who was on site, but they 

reported directly to Barlow. So I don't believ~ 

there w~s anyone. 

Q. Dan Lispi eventually left the employ of 

the Harrisburg Authority? 

A. Correct, City of Harrisburg. 

Q. He was employed by the City of 

Harrisburg? 

A. Correct. 

.Q. Thank you. 

Was a decision then .ade to eng~ge his 

services as an independent contractor? 

E S'QUIRE 

Toll Free: 800.345.4940 
Facsimile: 215.988.1843 

. PA 19t . 
_____ '. ·nJ1"pncTTTn1lo.T C:ll'"D"\TTrll'C:. 

Suite 1210 
1600. John F. Kennedy Blvd 

Philadelphia, PA 19103 
www.esaulrecom.com 
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not include work accomplished or to be accomplished by the Authority, the Authority's 
other contractors, or the Steam Host. 

(f) For the purposes of this Agreement uRedline" shall mean the last revision of 
the construction Drawings hand marked to reflect actual arrangement resulting from 
construction. 

(g) All Drawings. specifications and data provided pursuant to this section related 
to the Equipment shall ~ subject to the confidentiality provisions of this Agreement. 

Seetion 6.07 Spare Parts. 

(a) Seller shall purchase, at its sole cost and expense, spare parts fur the Facility 
(the "Primary Spare Parts") listed in Exhibit K and make them available by the beginning 
'Of Start-up. The cos18 associated with the Primary Spare Parts are included in the Work. 

(b) Seller may use any Primary Spare Parts item prior to the Substantial 
Completion Date. but must replace ~ such item, at its sole cost and expense, prior to 
the Substantial Completion Date to the extent such items are available and as soon 
thereafter as possible for long lead time items; provided, however .. that any such items not 
so available on the SubStantial Completion Date shall be included on the Punchlist and 
sball be provided by the Final Completion Date. 

ARTICLE VII. 
SELLER'S SECURITY PACKAGE 

Section 7.01 Security. Sellefs performance of its obligations hereunder shall be 
secured by the following: 

(a) SpecialbiUiDg.~ fbr •. certain Equipmem. The Pdes ape that 
Thirteen MUlion Dollars ($13,OOO~OOO)oftho amount d'u«! heretmder is. direct1f related to 
tbeAPC T~loltf.andtho.Combustion .. umts ... The Seller shall·.supplY propess 
invoices monthlY .. as. an indication. ()fwotk performed,· but~o.arnount will be due until 
saidBquiprrtent is doHvered1O the $ifO. Upon delivery, tbis aml)Ullt wiD beJnvoiced by 
the Seller, SIlbject to the"nageprovisiona Of~01l7.01(c). 

(b) Seller BsmsJa. SUbjeot to tho Authority's prior review and acceptance of such 
instruments, the Seller shall cause each of the following to be provided: 

(i) .A~atc1l' BJahtce.n .... MiI~on DQllars .. ($18,000,000) of 
financiaJ~f.lipostc=d bySeUer'J ~~bc'.ontractor.1O ~I. qudiDStall the 
Squiptnestt··. Thiafinanoialaccudty will be posted. within ten (10) days of the 
execution·ofan8S$ettlbly.ancl installatiOllcontract ~ the SeUer and Seller's 
Subconuictor. 

(n) . Approximately Five Million DoDars ($5,000,000) of financial 
security posted bythemanufactur01'8of the followina Equipment: .1110 soldl'e 
non-catalytic ·redw;tjOD system, the solids handling system., the· retb$ecranes . and 
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· thein8trUmentadono This financial security will be posted within ten (10) days of 0 
the execution of each pertinen1 purchase order between the Seller and the 
pertinent manuf8ciUrcr. 

(0) ,., .... 1J1e. ~'. PerCent .• rotaini&e (wblchwill aeeUmUlate up to 
appro~ N.-MiIliop. ~11ats ($9.000.000)' required by this As,reemont. 

Ad)V ..... ItM'l\J .. Within thirty (30) Days after ~ Completion. 
_StI1er-.upoat~·~.jndlo.ola.bQnd,.""oicrodit,_or.~ 
~Ie fiupncial' 8eCu:rlty in. tIJe~unt of One MiJUcul Dollara (St~ooo.OQ(» •.. N. 
ftDaaoial aecutitt shIll __ In effect until ... exphatio'H)ftho W811'8Id1 ~4. aud. 
stialloaly housed ~eaaUro S .... j)Clbmaaco oflts o~pnuard to Attict,e 
X1V(~ to Warrantlea). ". ....... . . .' .... ' ....... . 

(e) Seller's Certificatos of Insurance. 

ARTICLEVDI. 
TIME Oli' NDORMANCE 

Section 8.01 Dme ofPerfnnrumce. 

(a> The Parties acknowledse that the Seller has already ooDUDellced certain Work, 
pursuant to the Interim Equipment Apeament. SeDer shall dDigently pursue the 
nmainder of the Work, _going. to it a priority that win permit the Work to be 
completed in accordance with the Project Schedule and Section 6.02 (R.caponsibiHties of 
Seller). Subject to Section 8.0l(e), Seller shall execute the WOJk so u to reach (1) C·~ 
Substantial Completion for all Combustion Units no later than the Scheduled Substantial 
Completion Date; and (2) Final Completion no Iatm' than the Scheduled Final Completion 
Date. 

(b) This Tune-of Performance shall be adjustld in the event of any qualifying 
event or ex>ndition that aftCcts the Work provided for in this Agreement, Including any 
Force Majeure. 

(e) Any adjustment to the rune of Performance sball bo processed in accordance 
with Article XV (Changes In Work), Section 20.04 (Porco Majeure) and Article XXI 
(Disp'ute Resolution) herein. 

(d) If during the progress of the Work, sCner determinos that it will not be able to 
perform its Work in acconfanco with the Project Schedule, Sellei' shall promptly notify 
the Authority theIeot: 

ARTICLE IX. 
MECHANICAL COMPLETION AND START-UP 

Section 9.01 MechlPical Completion. 

(a) Mechanical Completion shall occur when: 



• 

) 

so available on the Substantial Completion Date shall be included on the Punchlist and 
shall be provided by the Final Completion Date. 

COMMENCEMENT OF 

1t 
~w.181~~~ ~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~' Seijef'hefetmEler· / L If /J .• f!,.. '!(~ J?,oc. rc.r:4'.,~y . f. IiA I rr., ./10 ,-""""elJ " __ i{ ,l. f(.'1Vf r q(. I. 'I A /. /1 I' 
r:; 'lJllttl1 J,I '" " -/'"4" •• reel,#fO{O"X e SI>Ac oL- I7Qv~ .t.t!.t'q 1Yt'f{Vl!'-~ t:fUI. ..,,.. 7«'(8) S'elfer S!l8H ha",'e receive sue certificates and other documents as are 

customary and 8f8}UB reasonably re "Qe ed, including an opinion of counsel" to the 
Authority in fonn and substance satisfac 0 to Seller; 

", iI/P· "o,/~i.e ~llOwing_~M,dl> !IW.~ 
seven million dollar ($7,000,000) equi m 
the Combustion Technology, arid as" 
assembly and installation bond on t AP 

ARTICLEVID. 
TIME OF PERFORMANCE 

Section 8.01 Time of Performance. 

(a) Wilhift three (3) Days after is!fl:lflftee by the l'H:ltherity af the Netiee te 

Pfeeeed,Ibe Parties acknowledge tbat the Seller has alnadl cqmmmeed certain 
Work. pursuant to tbe rnterim Equipment Agreement. Seller shall eemmeaee and 
diligently pursue the remainder of the Work, assigning to it a priority that will pennit 
1b.L Work to be completed in accordance with the Project Schedule and Section 6.02 
(Responsibilities of Seller). Subject to Section 8.01(e), Seller shall execute the Work so 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

LEBoEUF, LAMB, GREENE & MACRAE 
LL.P. 

A LIMITED LIABLlTYPARTNERSHIP INClUOING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 

Ron Barmore 

125 WEST 55TH STREET 

New YORK. NY 10019-5389 

.November:18j 2003 

(cc: Joseph A. Tato) 

Michael D. Klein 
JonathanP. Nase 

(Payment and Perfomiance BQ.nds· 

This memorandum is in response to your inquiry regarding payment and 
perfonnance bonds. 

The Municipality Authorities Act, 53 Pa. C.S. § 5614(b). provides that' a 
municipal authority is to award contracts for supplies and Ip.aterials costing at least $10,000 
following a competitive process. This requirement does not apply where the authority is 
purchasing "patented and manufactured products offered for sale in a noncompetitive maricet or 
solely by a manufacturer's authorized. dealer." 1<1. The statutory subsection dealing with 
contracts for supplies and materials does not require bonds or other forms of financial security 
from the contractor. 

In contrast, the statutory subsection dealing with an authority's award of contracts 
for services for "construction, reconstruction, repair or work of any nature" does require bonds or 
other forms of ijnancial security from the contractor. Specifically, with regard. to contracts 
exceeding $10,000: 

No contract shall be entered into for construction or improvement 
or repair of a project or portion thereof unless the contractor gives 
an undertaking with Il sufficient surety approved by the authority 
and in an amount fixed by the authority for the faithful 
perfoxmance of the contract. 

53 Pa. C.S. § 5614(a)(2). This provision gives the authority·discretion over the amount of the 
bond or other financial security. 

You have been told that 73 P.S. § 1621 controls all authority contracts in excess of 
$50,000, and requires a perfonnance bond equal to 100% of the contract amount. Please be 
advised that the cited statutory section was repealed. in 1998. 

However. the Public Works Contractors' Bond Law ofl967, at 8 P.S. § 193.1(a). 
requires an authority to obtain certain types of financial security: . 

1 

• 
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Before any contract exceeding ten thousand dollars (SI0,000) for 
the construction, reconstruction, alteration or repair of any public 
building or other public work or public improvement, including 
highway work, of any contracting body is awarded to any prime 
contractor .... 

Two bonds (or other form of financial security, in lieu ofa bond) are required from a prime 
contractor. The first is a performance bond, to secure the performance of the contract. The 
second is a payment bond, to ensure the payment oflaborers and material men. Each financial 
security is to be in the amount of 100% of the amount of the contract Id.. 

Thus, an authority must require financial security from a prime contractor on a 
construction project" but need not require such security fr0JIl.?!her ~~tractors. PleliSe .. note .tbat 
the statute does not derme the term "prime contractor." W~.~~9~Il49itiQllal research. on 
this point, and send you the results in a separate memorandum. 

We hope this information is useful. Please contact us if you have any questions or 
concerns about this memorandum. 

-2-
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LAW OFFICES 

OBERMAYER REBMANN MAXWELL 6; RIPPEL LLP 

Hugh C. Sutherland. Esq. 
215-665-3096 
hcs@Obermayer.com 

TO: Distribution 

ONE PENN CENTER - 19TH FWOR 

1617 JOHN F. KENNEDY BOULEVARD 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-1895 

(215) 665-3000 
FAX (215) 665-3165 

www·obermayer.com 

April 11, 2003 

FROM: Hugh C. Sutherland 

RE: Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Refunding Bonds - DCED Documents 

For those of you who have not received a revised draft ofthe Debt Statement in the last 
two hours, here it is. In this case the change is to increase the amount of self-liquidating lease 
rental debt of the City by including therein both the Resource Recovery Facility 1998A Bonds in 
the assumed amount of $11,100,000 and the 2002 Notes in the principal amount of $17 miJIion. 
This leaves the only non-self-liquidating debt being the Leasing Authority 1997 debt of 
$205,000. 

We are making this change to be consistent with what we understand the Barlow Report 
will show which is that it is assumed as of this date that all Resource Recovery Facility debt will 
be self-sustaining. 

If at some future time a subsequent engineer's report should determine that not all of the 
Resource Recovery Facility debt will be self-sustaining, then at that time any debt statement then 
filed by the City would have to reflect that changed situation and the City's debt statement as of 
that time would show increased lease rental debt in the amount of whatever amount of Resource 
Recovery Facility debt was determined by the engineer not to be self-sustaining. 

HCS/csb 
encl. 

450783 
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Distribution: 

Judith B. Schimmel, Esq. 
Robert F. Kroboth 
Daniel R. Lispi 
Thomas J. Mealy 
J. Bruce Walter, Esq. 
Bruce A. Barnes 
Hugh C. Sutherland, Esq. 
Warren W. Ayres, Esq. 
Andrew J. Giorgione, Esq. 
Stanley Mitchell, Esq. 
James F. Losty 
James B. Konieczny 
Dwight L. White 
Richard D. Michael, Esq. 
Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. 
Mary Beth Phillips 
Kenneth R. Nilson 
Glen Grell, Esquire 
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ECKERT SEAMANS 
ATTORNliYBATLA'W 

213 J/Drbd SIr-. EW/tdI Fro. 
HonVInIr& 1'.4 11101-2132 
TtI~: 711.231.6IJIIII 
Fd&$lrIIIl.: 711.»7.61)19 
-.AtQrl.Q»JI 

BOIrOlt 
~Itl,NJ 

lfIvrisfnrrg 

M~WV 
Phi",.1phio 

Pitbltwgh 

W~DC 

FACSIMILE 

To: RtJlIIlI4 BIII'IIIDIW 

Fill{ Nuaber: 974226.8559 

To: H.p C SrltlJullult!, JU,. 
Fax Number: 115.665.3165 

To: DtlIII6llL LigJi 

Fax Number: 717.151.648' 

To: JtlIIIB F. Lo.fO' 

Fax N1lmber': 215.8321515 

To: 
FIlltNwaber: ______________________________________________ _ 

Date: ....;;Ae.;;;r;.:.ril::.,· ;:.;11::.r.,-=2.:;.;()(J.~t3 _______ Tiaae: 

FroID: .... I!d.,., =-;.;;;;i. , ...... J). ....... JIIdI=. '.;;;';;' .=_= .. ;:.., _____ Dired Dial: 111.137.6036 

We are transmitting /0 pages. including this page. 

Messace: ~,w,u.. ....... "..., ..... s.~"-

NonCE OJ' CONFlDJ:NTIALITY: 1'he _eats upaD IIIJd any documlllltS lDcluded With 
dUll ftomImlle traamhral sheet uoatain bdbrmIdon ftoom 1be finu of Eclat; !Scwgam CMrin &:. Melloa, 
LLC..1hal is ~al. Jl"lVlkaU and «1CaIpI jivJm d&t:Io.ftII'tI 1IIIder applicable ll1WS. 'Ibis 
iatbrmldon Is Imeadod to be fbl'tIIe exclusive use ofliao ....... 1IIIIdI: .. 1I1I If,. ... DOt Ibo ~ 
nate that any disclosure, oapyiDc. dIIIrIbudon or use oflbo 0GIIIadII oftlds tnaanlttal Is prohlbjted. If 
you bav.: recelwdthls facsJmIle iDeuor. p-' taunedIIIely aod6'us ... 717.237.6000(coIJect) so .. 
we OlD ... fbl'the nIIrIevai oflho ariPW cIooumentI at DO COllI TO you. 

ECKERT SEAMANS CBERIN & MELLOTT, LLC 

o 

c~ 
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Much 24, 2003 

City ofHairisbarg 
10 North Secoud SL 
Martin Luthet Kma. Jr. GovermD£DI CClller 
Harrisburz. PA 17101 

fontc· ~"'-J ~ . ~ 
RE:(narrilb.rg[Guannteecl Re50llrce Recoftt)' Facility RaveDU. 2003 Nota Scrim A, B\ 
Exclusion of SeH-L1qaldathaJl Debt 

Gent1aneo: TJ.acJO 

This report is submitted pursuant to 8026 of tho Loc:a1 GovenJJDmIE Umt Debt Ac;t oftbe CommoDWaltb of 
PeoosyJvmia (the "Act") in coDnedi the appIicatioo by the City ofHatrisbarg, Dauphin CIJIlDty. PmnsyJvania (the 
"City"), for exclusion ofup to s_-l;aalj priucipalIIIOOUIlt, in sclf-Jj~ wDds. jD separa.1I! taxable and tax-
exempt series (the ''2003 Noresj) to \lie .,.1\. Mennbr..,~1'\t IL'M"' .... V> .l. 
The HuJishmg Authority {l{DD?A J £Iijg is the 0WDet and the City me operator of a fWl)9ntcgndcd waste management 
system (the "System") for the disposal ofWllSto geaetated in the City and die region. The Systrm consists of two 400 
too/perl day mlWl bum incinerator ~ a trash 1IaDJfer amtiOD IIIJCl "I8OCiated 1mcIfiJ1. 1 "'W!f* It .,.1'50 

n..CiIy;'~ opcoatIaelbo __ ..... iD_ .... ~~Ibo llDhcd ..... 
Environmental Protection AlIIDC)' (the ''EPA j IU1d the l'mmayl • DepadmoDt ofEa Protection (the 
"'DEP"). These orden have reduced the combustion capacity of e incinerator uni1s 4 tons per day. per uuit and 
require tba1 the units cease the combuBtion oflVa8te by midoigh \JDe 18. 2003. Afla- that date. the SYitem may only 
opente as a trailsfa' station and landfill 1IDIeIe the uruta IlPlIebuiJt to comply with .n applicable new Air Quality Progmm 
penuif$ aDd. a Solid Wasta Mauagemt:ot PIogimD permit IMdific:atiDIL The A.u!horily and the City ue actively pomuing a 
plan to complete a maJor modification resultina In a modem ~proceIIS (the "Retrofit") that can effectively 

OCIIIS 400 toDII er day, unit, to cumpJy wjth the Ne\V SouIcc Pczformance Standalds for MuniQpal Wasil! 
Com rs as reqmred by' and dIe?tpromulptl!d there •• , meet the operabng 
pcnuit ~ oftbc DEP. ~ ~opaated ~~ cemi:stcaL wi'i. the DUWClUUS :sbeeeilSlIJ 
wato-to atefIY ~ opcadiae ~llfa1da -- ----tes. ,M ,....,. ,.,nteI1IIft 
1n preparation of this report, we have ~ UpOn CCItaiu iDfODDalioo provided to us by sources thai we believe 
10 be reliable. but we have not indepeD.deDtly verified OJ' OODfitmed such iDformadoD. We have also made cerraln 
assumptions with respect to conditions which may exist or eveDts which may occur In tho tb1ure. III addition, assumptioru 
regudiDg fiJlure cIeclIions of the Authority,the City, 8COIlOIIIic c:onditiClOll, coatJactual cowmitmeuta. ami cowpetiug 
altmnati'VeI were required to estimate J'OYCIlU8S and expenses for tba SystJem. While tbcsc ummplioas arc reasonable fur 
Ihe pnrpose 01 thia report. they 818 depeDdmt upon filtan evaats. the Authority and Ihe City" opedIiOD and maoagcment 
decisions (incluclmg the decisions regarding the Retrofit ofabe System to meet the Cle8D Air Act AmeMmeDts) aDd actual 
market conditions, which may differ ftom those asS1llDed. Some IISSIIIDJII:iOItS may DOt mataiaIizo OJ' may vary 
sigoificantly due to UDUlticipated or 1IDCOIdroJIab1c eveDts and circamsamc;es. To the crxteut that actaIIl tbtme conditiWUI 
or evcmts differ fiom aao.e II.I51DImd herein or provided to us by others, the actual results may '\181)' from those forecast in 
this report. A set of priDBy as.sumptimu. upm which t:bU aualysia j. based. is attached u Exhibit I. The deW.led 
ccOJlOIDic assumptions for the reveaue BDd expense.,.,qecdons are contaiDed in footnotes to Exhibit 3. 

a~ to tM iedN\ c. ........ ad U. '"ell. Rtf kt ... _ .. , 

2000 Vcrmoot Drive, Fort CoUms. Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8551 PAX: (970) 226-8559 

www BABLOWPRo.mcrs.coM 
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'.US b 'M':) (Ibo Series 2003 A, 2003 B ""2003 
Notes;. in the agregate priDcipal the ltestructmiDs 
Project CODlRnS offinanciDa 1ho c:osts oftbe advance 010l retirement ofup to III of tho 
outBtaadiDg AIIIbadI¥ ~ Resourco:RecoYely Facility hwano Notes, Series A of2000 and 
Oaaaureed.FederaIly Taxable Reaoan:e J.ecovery FacDhy Rmme NotIIl, Series B of2000,1UId the 
advancc ICt\mding of a portion of the Autbori'Y'. Guaraateed Resoan:e Ilec:ovay Facilily Rt:1iJDdiDe 
~ Bcmds. Series A of 1998, G .. autccd ltcsoan:e ReccmrIy Facility ltdbDc6ag Rovcaue BoDdI, 
Series B of 1998. 0uaIa0teed J.aoun:c Rcc:oWIl)' Padlity Refbndins bvmur: BODds, Series C of 1998 
and Guarweed Taxable:RescnJm; Ra:ovay Facility RcfimcHag Revenuo Bonds, Saia D tJf 1998, 
fimcUng I debt IeIVice neerve fuud fOr the 2003 N payiDe the coats ofisllDBIIce of the 2003 
Notes. A deIailed ~ a+tfimds SlBfIlm_as • to 11K • set forth 
in Exhibit 2 aaachcd hcrcfo. *' Iff' " .. to ..... II ........ Clffb 

n The debt service schedule sctt:iDg fonh the tel, interest.ratel and the IIIDOUDt of each stated dlaauity of 
Ihc 2003 Notes. and tho amouut of tho debt MrVic:e for each YBar duriq the life oftbe 2003 Notes 
as ftlmi5bed to us by DC Daia ia sct bib in 8xhibk 2 ~. 

m Bued OD diIc:uujona witb City adand ill CCIISl ......... a ReIIo& "" developed by the Authorit;y 
and the esIimaled date otlbe IteIrofit comp1edcm Is 12131105. 

IV. Based on the atrategieI mel lllUlllptioos CODIIioed ill t1Ds I1qJOIt and the atim~ five-~ 
revenue and CQC)JBIISBI presmallld in Exhibit 3, tbe estimated lid R\leunca of tho System eaCh year of 
the rnnajnjng li1b of Ihe 2003 Nores will be mfticicat to PlY the aaumal debt servic:e on the 2003 Notes. 

V. Based on tbe assumptioDS b Iht iqJkmmtlltioD oftllc dc:vcloped strar.egfea. 1be Aurhority Itctrofit 
badpt, the Authority operadq plan aad bDd&et. aDd resultmt projections of roVcumes aud expeases set 
forth in Exhibit 3, the estimIded 8I'otI nmIJI1III8 cowpcdled IhoaId be adequate to pay !be opentiDg and 
maiJltr:aaace expcmes of the System. pay tbc 8DIlUIl debt service OIl tho bOIlds necessuy to finaDce the 
Retrofit, ... meet tho 8IIIl1IaI debt service paymeots OIl tile 2003 

ltespedfully Submitted, 

Barlow ~ecII, Inc. 

lloaald E. BIIIJDDn 

Scoiar Vice Praidmt 

.. __ t1III1"- dab1 ... 1 ,~, OIl .. 

0_ CMMtWC'I'CJ notes lI1O\dIIl dJ lU ~~c. 

2000 Vi:npaaI Drive, Fort ColIiu, Cokndo, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8SS7 FAX: (970) 226-85SP 

WWW.BABI.OWPIlOJBCfS.COM 

c~ 
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I the 1JDderaigaed, Ronald E. Barmore of Barlow Project8, 'DC.., ccrdty IhaI: 

1. Barlow Projects.1Dc. (BPI) is p!OVidiDs c~ . ---cqlDeeriJJs aud developmad services ~ :;d='IJ 
Ham,burg Authority (Autborily) far tho Rdrofit of llesoarce lla:ovcIy Far.ility ptejcct. 

2. BPI has read IUld Is fmDIiar whb Section 8026 of the Local GoYennat UDlt Debt Act, Tide 53. Part VD. 
Subpart B, Chapter 80, PcDDsyIvmia C.s.A.. -. to seIf-Jiqaidatiua debt. .... 

3. BPI is flImiIiar with die c:ostII of JdrOfitdDs • as well .. the cosII of operating aDd maiDlIbDiq 806d 
WIIS10 JHOCOIIiIII facUlties similar to tho ........ it.f acilif;y. 

4. I have OVCI'1O yem ofmllMmt Gp8ricacc in tbo 'WISt!: to CIIer&Y induItry IDd coUoctivdy. tbo selliOJ' 
J1"'IUIgemODt of BPI bas in m:ess of7S years ofaxpericace ia the iDcbby. 

s. I certify that] am qualified to act with reprd to IheJb' ' lid"". R.esoun:eReco"l:l)' Facility and that Ihe Report on 
Self-Liquidating Debt was JXepared 1IJIdcr my cUrcct ~ l (1MmIfW '--!l 

6. BPI is of the opiIlion, based upou rho assumptiOll8 omIiI1ecl iD 1he Report thai the estimates of SysteiI("ut revenues 
have bec:a computed .. a rcwJt of1l1. Aatbority·. best estimate of System. eros-~ ReaolIt co .. and 
operatina and ~ costs for die Resource RecoveIy Facl1ity. l'I!!!!!!!!J ~~ j 

7. BPliaof .......... __ ............. _;,,~ _200310.2003 003C 
Notu _1 aM] D Na(collccdvely. the ""2003 NOIIS.,... the ~ oft= reIa :va to tlJe 
Authority intIIpdIJd wastelllallllprJl8Dt I)'Ib:m (dae ~ fiv the· sal... tccl in the City IIIId ... _ia oelf~ .. _;.1ho ...... 00:::;.;:;lAcl. TII3IJII1:p 

"~Ci\1 
8. 1 furtber ~ thai BPI lias beeD requesW by IbB AWb . to dcliv this (;ertificate in accorclan<:e 

with the pIOVisioDs oftbe LoaHl GO'Vi .,;;. wmt Uait Debt As:t.. 

By: 

Lc 4-~, ~ 
R.cmald E. Bmuac " , 
Saior Vice President ..,. C!lWpI't • 
Barlow ProjCC1l, Inc. 

Date: Mm:h 24, 2003 

2000 VcnDODt DriYe, Port CoUiIII, CoJomdo. USA 
PH: (910) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWWJWU.OWlIlOJf&IS.COM 

II'" ....... d"-' ",twIId -., M 

city ltf ,it 9"""''" 01 



[Barlow Projects letterhead] Page I ofl 

Hugh Sutherland 
From: GlorgiOne, Andrew [andrew.giorgione@obermayer.com] o 
Sent: Tuesday, Mily 13, 2003 9:38 AM 

To: Daniel R. Lisp) <!=-rtUd);JatileS Loaty (E~.): Hugh Sutherland 
Subject: [Bar1ow Projects letterhead] 

Boys-

Attached in highlights are Ron Barmore's·proposed changes to the letter. Please advise asap if okay. 

A 

«HCSdraft Bartow letter supplement- Hsbg. Resource Recov. 2003_v1.DOC» 

( 

S/13/03 
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[Barlow Projects letterhead] 

May 9, 2003 

City of Harrisburg 
10 North Second Street 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Government Center 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

RE: The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Indebtedness - Report on Exclusion of Self-Liquidating Debt 

Gentlemen: 

The purpose of this letter is to supplement my report to you previously transmitted, dated 
March 24, 2003. The original report and this supplement are submitted pursuant to Section 8026 
of the Local Government Unit Debt Act of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Act") in 
connection with the proposed incurrence by the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, 
Pennsylvania (the "City'') ofup to $77,000,000 in lease rental debt, evidenced by the City's 
proposed guaranty of up to $77,000,000 principal amount of 2003 Notes to be issued by The 
Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority''). 

As is evidenced by Exhibit 3 to my report the projected revenues and expenses of the 
Authority's fully integrated waste management system, as set forth in finding V of my report 
should be adequate to pay all operating and maintenance expenses of the System, to pay the 
annual debt service on the bonds necessary to finance the projected Retrofit of the System, which 
are expected to be issued later this year, to pay the annual debt service payment on the 2003 
Notes and also to meet the annual debt service payments on the 1998A system debt not 
refundedother O\ltstaadiBg DOtes aad 90aQs of the System. As shown on the Sources and Uses 
table in Exhibit 2, which is attached hereto, together with a revised schedule of debt service for 
SshedaleExhibit 2 showing application of $77,000,000 of2003 Notes, the application of the 
2003 Notes and other available monies will defease and/or retire all of the Series A of 1998 
System debt except $10,695,000 thereof, all of the Series B of 1998 System debt, all 
of the Series C of 1998 System debt, all of the Series D of 1998 System debt, all of the Series A 
of 2000 System debt and all of the Series B of2000 System debt (See LRA 3497). This will 
leave outstanding only the aforesaid $10,695,000 Series A of 1998 System debt, the 
2003 Notes and the $17,000,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 
Subordinate Variable Rate Revenue Notes, Series A of 2002. AccordinglY1 the exclusion of 

454574 



lease rental debt covered by this report, in addition to the $77,000,000 of 2003 Notes, is the 0 
$10,695,000 of the Series A of 1998 Bonds expected to remain outstanding (which 
have already been recognized as self-liquidating on your records pursuant to a separate 
application filed by the City at the time that lease rental indebtedness was incurred; LRA 3238). 
The $17,000,000 of Series A of2oo2 Notes have never been requested to be excluded as self
liquidating lease rental debt. (See LRA 3820.) 

I also wish to clarify my statement in paragraph 22 of Exhibit I of the original report. 
The language in paragraph 22 is designed to reflect the fact that an estimate is not a guaranty. 
The projection period in Exhibit 3 is limited but this does not detract from my conclusion in Part 
V of my report letter which addresses the System debt over its life as required by Section 
8026(aXS) of the Act. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Barlow Projects, Inc. 

Ronald E. Bannore 
Senior Vice President 

4S4S74 
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i Harrisburg Authority Refinancing 

I 
I, CERTiFICATE 

I the undersigned. Ronald E. Barmore of Barlow ProJects, Ina., certify that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

By: 

Barlow Projects, Inc. (BPI) is provid~g comprehensive design engineering and development services for the 
Harrisburg Authority (Authority) for the Re1rofit of the Authority's Resource Recovery Facility project. 

BPI bas read and is familiar with Secdon 8026 of the Local Government Unit Debt Act, Title 53, Part vn. 
Subpart B, Chapter 80, Pennsylvania C.S.A., pertaining to self-liquidating debt. 

BPI is familiar with the costs ofretro:fttting the Resource Recovery Facility as well as the costs of operating and 
maintaining solid waste processing facilities similar to the Resource Recovery Facility. 

I have over 20 years of relevant experience in the waste to energy industry and collectively. the senior 
management of BPI has in excess of7S years of experience in the industry . 

.I certify that I am qualified to act with: regard to the Resource Recovery Facility and that the Report on Self
Liquidating Debt was prepared under my direct supervision. 

BPI is of the opinion. based upon the 88SUmptions outlined in the Report that the estimates of System (hereinafter 
defined) net revenues have.been computed as a result oftbe Authority's best estimate of System gross revenues, 
Re1rofit costs, and operating and maintenance costs for the Resource Recovery Facility. 

BPI is of the opinion, based upon the assumptions outlined in the Report, that the lease rental debt incurred by the 
City by its guarantee of Series 2003 ~, 2003 B, and 2003 C Notes, collectively, the "2003 Notes" in the aggregate 
maximum par amount ofS77,OOO,OOO,reJative to the Authority integrated waste management system (the 
"System") for the disposal ofwaate generated in the City and the region is self liquidating as defined in the Local 
Government Unit Debt Act. ' 

I further oertify that BPI bas been requested by the Authority and the City to prepare and deliver this certificate in 
accordance with the provisions of tho Local Government Unit Debt Act. 

L{,~ 
Ronald E. Bannore 
Senior Vice President 
Barlow Projects, Inc. 

Date: March 24. 2003 

2000 vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colo1'8do, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOwpROmcrS.COM 
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• May 13, 2003 

. City of Harrisburg 
· 10 North Second Street 
i Martin Luther King, Jr. Government Center 
. Harrisburg, PA 17101 . 

RE: The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Indebtedness - Report on Exclusion of Self-Liquidating Debt 

Gentlemen: 

; The purpose of this Jetter is to supp~ement my report to you previously transmitted, dated March 24, 
12003. The original, report and this supplement arc submitted pursuant to Section 8026 of the Local Government 
; Unit Debt Act of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Act") in connection with the proposed incurrence 
: by the City ofHanisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City") ofup to $77,000,000 in lease rental debt, 
. evidenced by the City's proposed guaranty of up to $77,000,000 principal amount of 2003 Notes to be issued by 
: The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority''). 

As is evidenced by Exhibit 3 to my report the projected revenues and expenses of the Authority's fully 
~.iritegrated waste management system, as s~ forth in finding V of my report should be adequate to pay all 
i operating and maintenance expeuses of the :System, to pay the annual debt service on the bonds necessary to 
: finance the projected Retrofit of the System, which are o.xpected to be issued later this year. to pay the annual 
; debt service payment on the 2003 Notes and also to meet the annual debt service payments on the outstanding 
1998A System. debt not refimded. As shown on the Sources and Uses table in Bxhibit 2, which is attached 

: hereto, together with a revised schedule of debt service for Exhibit 2 showing application of $77 ,000,000 of 
·2003 Notes, the application of the 2003 Notes and other available monies will defease anellor retire all of the 
. Series A of 1998 System debt except $10,695,000 thereof, all of the Series B of 1998 System debt, all of tho 
! Series C of 1998 SystoID debt, all of the Se(ies D of 1998 System debt, all of the Series A of2000 System debt 
i and all of the Series B of2000 System debt (See LRA 3497). This will leave outstanding only the aforesaid 
; S 1 0,695,000 Series A of 1998 System debt,. the 2003 Notes and the $17,000,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
! Resource Recovery Facility Subonlinate Variable Rate Revenue Notes, Series A of2002. Accordingly the 
exclusion oflcase rental debt covered by this report, in addition to the $77,000,000 of 2003 Notes, is the 

; S 10,695,000 of the Series A of 1998 Bonds expected to remain outstanding (which have already been 
: recognized as self-liquidating on your reco~s pursuant to a separate application filed by the City at the time that 

2000 Vennoilt Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPR01BCTS.COM 
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I- lease rental indebtedness was incurred; riA 3238). The $17,000,000 of SeriesiA of 2002 Notes have never 
i been requested to be excluded as self-liquidating lease rental debt. (See LRA 3820.) 
;. 

I also wish to clarify my statement in paragraph 22 of Exhibit 1 of the original report. The language in 
paragraph 22 is designed to reflect the fac~ that an estimate is not a guaranty. The projection period in Exhibit 3 
is limited but this does not detract from my conclusion in Part V of my report letter which addresses the System 
debt over its life as required by Section 8026(a)(5) of the Act. 

I 
; Respectfully Submitted, 

• Barlow Projects, Inc. 

,f{,~ 
I 
:-&-orud---d-E-,-B-mm----ore-----------------
• Senior Vi~ President 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226·8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPROJEcrS.COM 
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THE HARJUSBURG AUTHORITY 0 • - - Guaranteed Fedei'ally Taxable Riuouree Reeovery FadUty Subordinate Revebue 

and Refuadlai ~enile BODds, Series A of 2003 . 

Guaranteed Federally Tuable RelOuree Recovery FacJltty Subordl •• te 
Variable Rate Refunding ReveDue Notel, Series B of 2003 

Gaaranteed lleJouree ~very FulBty Sabordlnate RefIUlcUng 
Reve.u~ Notes, Serlel C of 2003 

CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

Date, Time and Place of Preclosing: June 3, 2003 
3:00p.m.. 
Obennayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP 
200 Locust Street 
Suite 400 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 

Date. Time and Place of Closing: June 4, 2003 
9:30a.m. 
Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippe1 LLP 
200 Locust Street 
Suite 400 
Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 17101 :. INDEX 

( 
bDI!I 

Issuer The Harrisburg Authority 

Issuer Counsel Rhoads & Sinon LLP 

Financial Advisor to the Issuer Mi~t Lopus Associates 

City CitY of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania 

City Solicitor Judith B. Schimmel, Esquire 

Special Counsel to Issuer. City Obl'11ll8yer Rebmann Maxwel1 & Hippel LLP 

Note Counsel (or Bond Counsel) Obennayer Rebmann Maxwell &. Hippel LLP 

Underwriters RBC Dain Rauscher Inc. 
Mesirow Financial. Inc. 

::t1ndetwriterst Counsel Eckert S~. Cherin & Mel1ott..LLC 

Remarketing Agent RBC Dam Rauscher Inc . 

, •• 458038 
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Message 

Giorgione. Andrew 

From: Keith Mrochek [keithmrochek@mvalaw.coml 

Sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2005 1 :39 PM 

To: Giorgione, Andrew 

Cc: Randy Perkins; Tom.Simpson@cit.com;Cliff.Wilson@cit.com; Dan.Morash@cit.com; 
Michael.SwiH@cit.com 

Subject: RE: CIT - Bartow/Harrisburg 

Page 1 of3 

Andy - I have heard back from CIT regarding their credit meeting. As noted last night, being the last money into 
the project, CIT continues to feel that they should also be the first money out of the deal with respect to this bridge 
financing. Therefore, Clrs concerns remain exactly as outlined last night and, in order to get this deal 
approved, CIT needs to have each of those concerns addressed as discussed. This Includes obtaining as much 
comfort as possible concerning the operating expense issue - both in the form of consents from the Authority, City 
and, if possible, the bond insurer and in the form of a subordination from the City with respect to reimbursement 
payments. While this does make the SUb-license fees priority operating expenses as related to the City's 
guaranty payments, it does not necessarily argue in favor of such fees being considered debt - at least no 
more so than before. It is not at all unusual to prioritize certain operating expenses to debt of a project - even in 
default scenarios. The issue of whether the payments made under the SUb-license are treated as priority 
operating expenses is paramount to Clrs underwriting of this transaction. 

As to your concern regarding our scrutiny/review of the role of the Authority and City in this transaction, please 
keep in mind that, although we understand that neither the AuthOrity nor the City is the named "borrower" for 
purposes of this financing, (a) Clrs comfort that the facility will be repaid is dependent upon payments being 
made by the Authority to the borrower under the sub-license as priority payments and the non-interference by all 
interested parties with respect to such payments and their priority; (b) the completion of the facility will benefit not 
only the borrower, but the Authority and the City as well; and (c) the completion of the facility is dependent upon 
new money being placed into an already troubled deal and that new money in workout situations like this does not 
generally take a subordinated or unprotected position. 

Keith A. Mrochek 
Moore & Van Allen PLLC 
100 N. Tryon Street 
47th Floor 
Charlotte, NC 28202-4003 
Phone (direct): 704-331-3522 
Fax (direct): 704-339-5822 
mrochekk@mvaJaw.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Giorgione, Andrew [rnallto:AGlorglone@kleltrooney.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 'December 28,200510:59 AM 
To: Keith Mrochek 
CC: Randy Perkins 
SUbject: RE: or -Barlow/Harrisburg 

I am having some concern with highlighting in the Sublicense that it Is an Operating Expense. I think too 
much attention to this, creates a roadmap to some sort of City guaranteed borrowing that can be undone 
by the bondholders if there is a default. 

Again, on the second issue, that any City reimbursement must be subordinate to the Sublicense payment 
again highlights this as debt. This is another new issue and I am not comfortable that my clients, the City, 
the Authority would agree to it. We would also have to get comfortable that the County and insurer would 
not have to sign off . 

12128/2005 

BIRHBG003315 
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OBBRllAYBR bBIlAIfIf KAzwBLL • RIPPBL LLP 

ANDREW J. GIORGIONB 
EXTENSION: 1315 
E-MAIL: AncIrew.Gfcqlone@Qbermayer.com 

VIA HAND DEUVERY 

Bernadette Barattini, Esquire 
Assistant Counsel 

SUlTE400 
200 LOCUST STREET 

HARRISBURG, PA 11101 

(717) 234·9130 
FAX (717) 234·9134 
www.obermayer.cam 

November 26, 2003 

Department of Community and Economic Development 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0225 

Re: The Harrisburg Authority 

FILE NO. 57285s027 

p~ -,.-. .. .,....,..-, -----. 
NOV 2 62003 

Guar.Dteed Resource Reeovery RefuDdial DODds, Series D-F of 2003 

Dear Ms. Barattini: 

Enclosed for filing is the attached Supplement to the Self-Liquidating Debt Report concerning the 
above-referenced pro~ngs. 

Please contact me if you have any questions concerning this letter or the attached .. 

Enclosures 
c: Hugh Sutherland, Esq. (w/enclosure) 

Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. (w/enclosure) 

PHILADELPHIA 
PENNSYLVANIA 

498939 

HARRISBURG 
PENNSYLVANIA 

PJTI'SBURGH 
PENNSYLVANIA 

CHERRY HILL 
NEW JERSEY 

VINELAND 
NEW JERSEY 

WILMINGTON 
DELAWARE 

BIRHBG025141 
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Giorgione, Andrew J. 

From: Lingle, Linda [LLingle@CityofHBG.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 26, 200710:09 AM 

To: Giorgione, Andrew J. 

Cc: tharambrose@aol.com; Kroboth, Robert; Dade, Steven; Stuart, Jeb 

Subject: RE: contract comments 

Andy: the proceeds from the sale of City-owned artifacts are earmarked to payoff the long-term $7 million loan 
the City had to take out last year to retire the TRAN. Although records indicate that about $7 million was paid to 
acquire the artifacts, I have no idea how much they will bring at auction, the first one of which is scheduled for 
October of this year. As for the THA-owned artifacts, I understand that $165,110.74 was paid to acquire such. 
Although the Mayor agreed to sell THA-owned artifacts in conjunction with the sale of the City-owned artifacts, it 
was not specified what would happen to the proceeds of the sale of THA-owned artifacts. 

l.mda lingle 
BUSiness Administrator 

From: Giorgione, Andrew J. [mailto:andrew.giorgione@bipc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 20073:38 PM 
To: Ungle, Unda 
Cc: tharambrose@aol.com 
Subject: FW: contract comments 

Linda -

Based on Bob's answer below, I need to know the City's position with regard to the sale of the 
Western Artifacts. The County wants to know what the Mayor intends to do with the proceeds. 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. Second Street, 15th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Direct: (717) 237-4863 
Fax: (717) 233-0852 
andrew.gior.Qione@pipc.com 

From: tharambrose@ao!.com [mailto:tharambrose@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2007 3:33 PM 
To: Giorgione, Andrew J. 
Subject: Re: contract comments 

A potential security risk was detected and removed from this email. 

About $165,000 worth of artifacts are owned by the Authority. The rest by the City. I believe the 
amount is about $7,000,OOO? These amounts represent the cost of the artifacts. No valuation has 
been established to my knowledge. Any costs incurred in selling the artifacts will reduce the 
proceeds. Several questions arise: \ViII all the artifacts be sold and what will a purchaser be 
Willing to pay? 

4/26/2007 

BIRHBG039686 
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»> ~Giotgione. Andrl!lW" candraw.gicrgione@obermayar.eom> 12/23103 06:58AM >>> 
Ron/Jon· 

Jon. sInce Ron responded to me directly, I hume you ate okay with a direct 
response to him. 

As 10 the facts set forth in your emall.as Oan has uplaineci to you on 
numerous occasions, this Is not the 1.)'pe of contract he wanted and security for 
YQur performance remains II kay Issue, Bal10w was unable w d.U\ler the CIT 
option and, 88 an ellemetlVa, is unwilling 10 tlellver a fully secure CQntract. 
This remains c8U$8 for c::oncem and that cancem was heightened last weak when 

YO'" sel forth a payout schedule Linder both contrlCts in which you clemanded over 
. $10 m at c;loalng InelL/dlng over 38% payment lor your services Under the Prof • 
. Sorvices Agmt. ("PSA"). As to yofJr Nov. 181eltef', I am not aware thalt anyone 

'a<:Geptad your Nov. 18th letter other than to reoaive it and underslend that 
. 'elarlaw would nol, althat time, be Willing or able to deliver. fully banded 
. contract. Finally. Whether slatutcrDy required or not, full security is what 

Dan wants and gIVen the $129 and scope of tnls project and your company, Dan 
musL demand suc:h in order to protect THA and the City's investment In this 
~rlly, 

W~ proposed to ~ a 20% retention on the Equipment Contract side and 5~ on \he 
~S.A side (or 16%17%) as a me.ns to full secl.rlly for the 544.9 m Eqlollpmant 
COQIr.cI. That propo:wa& weI m2lde sa means to tl/'lke" balance· fa .Ch/8Va 
ful Security for the City and THA. but illao to give Tl1A end 1M City lome 
~mrorllhal handing Baltow oller $,0 m at eloslng wOLlld come wllh full seaurftY 
~t BarlOw WID deliver. It Is unfortunate fnal your small purpcrts m 
respond to that proposal. As dlscu$Sed then. the alternativ •• seem cumbersame 
pBrticulllrly at thl. late dale. 

The current facta ere rhat we still dQ /101 knQW the sccpe of the $27 m jl) bonds 
'prOpo8"d and any restrictions as discUssed lasl Wlilek on thase bonding proceeds • 
. Further. we sllll do not kl'low the scope of the wammly amQUnts thai make up 
ihe equipmcmt bonding or approximatoly $3,9 m. Finally, we stili have not seen 
ihe backUp for the $3.8 m in prafesliional servic;;es ioC::Lltred by Barlow to date • 

. • . ~ve.n mOil! critical Is lI1at It 15 Dec:. 23, 2003 and THA and City are prepared to 
tJill1' bond proeaads avai/ltble and glV8. notlce to proceed by Dec. 31. Our 
c?~.tJdenc:e thal Barlow Will also be ready Is fading. 

Illyggest W9 have a conference cailimmedialely_ 

An~i'ew .. t\~ " 
I·,: '. 
" .. ", 

BIRHBG039684 
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A. 

MEETING WITH MAYOR REED 
BARLOW CONTRACTING MATTERS 

JANUARY 9, 2006 

Summary of Bridge Financing and Significant Risk 

1. Barlow to borrow $25 million from CIT to be repaid from proceeds from sale of 
the Facility. Closing planned for later this week. 

2. Stop gap measure demanded by CIT if sale does not occur is repayment of the 
borrowing by the Authority through a Technology LicensingIPurchase 
Agreement. 

3. THA has secured commitments from Barlow to assist with repayment. 

4. If sale does not occur, THA can continue to pay CIT or, other option is a 
borrowing late next year if the sale does not occur to take out CIT. 

B. Background 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

November - Barlow out of money 

Litigation with Cainbro; vendors uneasy 

Barlow wanted $ from rnA 

THArefused 

Barlow turned to CIT, who was looking at financing via a lease, for Bridge 

Dec. I, Dan and I met with CIT in NY 

a.) Advised THA would assist with Bridge, but did not want to participate in 
guaranteeing any payback. 

b.) Dec. 2, CIT advised that it had preliminary approval to proceed with both 
transactions. . 

7. Discussions ensued with both Barlow and CIT on both deals. 

8. CIT provided conditions to both loans, which looked within reason. 

C. THA took efforts to keep work progressing 

1. On Dec. 21, THA agreed to advance $1.475 through Barlow to contractors to 
keep work moving. 

) KRLSOOCS_HARRIS#: 33541vl 
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2. THA obtained a work order deduction from Barlow to advance these funds. o 
3. Work is proceeding on this basis while we work on the Bridge loan. 

4. Effort was put towards closing Barlow Bridge loan by Christmas. 

D. CIT then raised serious concerns of Bridge loan repayment structure. Needed some fonn 
of stop gap payment if Barlow failed. 

1. CIT proposed a ''Technology Licensing Payment" from THA, which we initially 
rejected. 

2. Barlow agreed to assist with payment requirements. 

3. Summary of Sub-Licensing Agreement and Amendment No.9. 

a.) Quarterly payments of57S0,000 or 53 million per year for approximately 
13 years or until $25 million paid. Interest rate is 7%. (Barlow in 2006); 

b.) After 525 million is repaid, .50 cents per ton thereafter for 7 years (Barlow 
to pay); 

c.) Payments from Barlow to be secured by construction contingency or LOC; 
d.) Payments to CIT regardless ifworking; if Units are not working after 

2006, Barlow must continue to make payments to THA to pay CIT; 
e.) End of the year, cash sweep to be applied to principal; 
f.) Strong remedies to CIT - IfTHA breaches, CIT has right to get injunction ( 

and shutdown; and --
g.) THA can't increase expenses above 25%. 

E. Sale Transaction 

1. CIT has provided list of conditions to close and has agreed to accept power 
purchase risk. 

2. List looks doable. 

3. Highly confidential- Given difficulty with CIT, Barlow has agreed to engage 
counsel to obtain other lenders and, at least, keep CIT honest. 

F. All during process, THA continuously looking at alternatives to Barlow. 

KRLSDOCS_HARRIS#: 33541vl 
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Kreiser, Donna L. 

From: Giorgione, Andrew J. 

Sent: Friday, March 09,20072:52 PM 

To: Kreiser, Donna L. 

Donna -

I dropped a file on your desk related to a"financing" by CIT related to the Incinerator Project. Payments are due 
quarterly by The Harrisburg Authority to CIT in the amount of $750,000 per quarter. 

Because of the final difficulties at the Facility, THA cannot make the payments. We met with CIT today and it has 
agreed to consider a forbearance agreement. I need for you to draft that agreement. 

The forbearance will be in 2 phases. From now until June 30,2007 and then June 30 to December 31,2007. In 
the first phase, we will not be paying CIT and will be working with them to develop a payoff of the financing in the 
second phase taking into consideration CITs agreement to forbear. 

Any chance you can help put something like this together for me by mid-next week. This is urgent and I need 
your high -powered brain muscles. 

I have a funeral on Monday, but am around on Tuesday. 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. Second Street, 15th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Direct: (717) 237-4863 
Fax: (717) 233-0852 
andrew.giorgione@bipc.com 

3/1212007 
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Giorgione, Andrew J. 

From: tharambrose@aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 20074:35 PM 

To: Giorgione, Andrew J. 

Subject: Fwd: Revenue Reporting 

Andy, FYI 
The following shows the shortfall in revenue as reported by Covanta and as recorded in the Solid Waste 
Revenue Fund for 2007 to April 18. I am sending this because my revenue projections for 2007 and 
2008 are lower than Covanta's. Assuming that there will only be 2 units in operation during 2007 (when 
unit 3 is fixed they will repair the other two) and based on revenue as reported by Covanta for March of 
$1,016,000 with 2 units operdting, the annual level would only be $12,192,000. (This includes solid 
waste, stearn, electric and scrap) They are projecting $18,447,000. Note also that the steam line is 
down and total steam sales sold to date for 2007 is only $159,754. Until we identify a funding source to 
repair the line, we will not be recovering steam sales revenue which they have projected at $2,970,000. 

January 

• Revenue Tracking $659,000 
• Solid Waste Revenue $618,000 

February 

• Revenue Tracking $944,000 
• Solid Waste Revenue $682,000 

March 

• Revenue Tracking $1,016,000 
• Solid Waste Revenue $681,000 

April (Through 18th.) 

• Revenue Tracking $849,000 
• Solid Waste Revenue $614,000 

As presently reported, the revenue tracking report overstates the revenue available to the Authority for 
the following reasons: 

• Covanta's revenue tracking report shows revenue from haulers who collect waste from City 
residents computed at a truck hauling rate per ton of $60. Revenue for City residents however, is 
calculated on a per eostorner basis and is billed to City residents as part of the water and sewer 
bilL Payment of the bills is collected by the City and then transferred to the Authority. 

• Covanta's revenue tracking report also reports revenue for waste from several City agencies 

4/2512007 
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including Bureau of Neighborhood Services, Department of Parks and Recreation and Department 
of Building, Housing and possibly others. In the past the practice has been that City departments 
are not charged. 

• Waste Management invoices are not being paid for trash delivered to the facility. (due to 
accumulation of hauling expense incurred when the incinerator is not in operation which occurred 
during 2006.) 

• Timing difference contributes to a direct reconciliation of the revenue. Daily tracking report is 
calculated on tonnage delivered at the plant daily. Solid Waste Revenue Fund shows cash 
deposited into the fund for waste delivered during the prior month. 

• The revenue tracking report does not reflect uncol1ectible accounts. 

For purposes of reconciling the difference, it is necessary to eliminate the revenue from all waste 
haulers that collect City waste from Covanta's revenue tracking report. I have advised Covanta 
to make the change in their reporting. 

With regard to Waste Management, the outstanding balance accumulated during 2006 is gradually being 
offset as the volume of waste delivered to the incinerator by Waste Management exceeds the volume of 
waste hauled from the facility. (this should be resolved in several months?) 

In the past, the RRF has accepted waste from City agencies without payment. As we proceed, this 
practice should change. Realistically, there may be little hope of recovering revenue in 2007, however, 
the City budgets should reflect the new fee in 2008. 

Robert D. Ambrose, P.E., Executive Director 
The Harrisburg Authority 
One Keystone Plaza, Suite 104 
Front and Market Streets 
Harrisburg, P A 17101 
Telephone: (717) 232-3777 
Telefax: (717) 232-8590 
e-mail: THArambrose@ao1.com 

AOL now offers free email to everyone. Find out more about what's free from AOL at AOL.C90l. 

4/25/2007 
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May 12.2006 

Thomas J. Mealy 
Executive Director 
Harrisburg Authority 
One Keystone Plaza. Suite 104 
Proat and Marbt Slleets 
Harrisburg. PA 17101 

RE: Verification of Use of Proceeds on err $2S Million Punding 

Dear Tom. 

Please fiod attached a listing by vendor on bow tbe proceeds were spent on the S2S 
million ftmding from err. 'Ibis is a IIUe and accunre reflection of the use oIlbe err 
funds to the very best of my knowledge. 

Should you aequire an)'dUng funber. please let me know. 

Gregory S. Gemcrt 
CbiefFmanciai Officer 

Enclosures 

2000 Vennoat Dri~ fort Collins. co. 8OS2S 
Phone: (970) 22~S71 Pax: (970) 226-8SS9 

www.lIarIowprojecU..alm 
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Giorgione, Andrew 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Fred Clark [fclark~reynoldsconstruction.com] 

Monday, January 09,20069:20 AM 

Giorgione, Andrew; ljmealy@aol.com; LLingle@CityofHBG.com; Sdade@cityofHBG.com; 
jlukens@cityofhbg.com; dlispi@drlconsultingdev.com; jkeller@nextel.blackberry.net; 
Lhouse@nextel.blackberry.net; Lhouse427@aol.com; bruce@foreman-foreman.com 

Subject: RE: Mayoral Meeting 

Good Morning Everyone! 

Page 1 of2 

Before the suggested 2 30 pm ;meeting that may take place today, for I saw Bruce, Tom. Andy. and Dan over the 
last several days and they did ~ot mention there was a meeting schedule to take place on Monday with the 
Mayor ..... No big deal, other than the emails that have just been sent Friday till now. 

I was surprise to leam nor did ! realize that after our last Harrisburg Authority Meeting. that there was a need or 
that we were asking or wanting to meet with the Mayor to discuss anything, so I am wondering the following 
questions if someone would b€j so kind to reply as to them I would very much appreciate it ... for I honestly do not 
know the answers. . 

Who called and asked for today's meeting? ' 

Why are we meeting? 

What is it that we want to discuss? 

What is the hopeful or successful outcome as to what It Is that we wish to accomplish? 

If It seems usual to ask these questioning advance, I humbly apolgize in advance for I do not mean to seem too 
inquisitive. 

Thanks 

Freddie 

From: Giorgione, Andrew [mai!to:AGiorgione@klettrooney.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2006 9:01 AM 
To: tjmealy@aol.comi LLingle~CityofHBG.comi Sdade@cityofHBG.comi jlukens@cityofhbg.comi 
dlispi@drlconsultingdev.comi j~eller@nextel.blackberry.neti Fred Clarki Lhouse@nextel.blackberry.neti 
Lhouse427@aoJ.comi bruce@f~reman-foreman.com 
SUbject:RE: MayortalMeetlng 

Dan and I would suggest a me~ting at 2:30 in Linda's or Tom's conference rooms to prepare for the meeting with 
the Mayor. . 

From: ljmealy@aol.com [mailtb:ljrnealy@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 200~ 1:01 PM 
To: LUngle@CityofHBG.com; Sfjade@cityofHBG.com; jlukens@cityofhbg.com; Giorgione, Andrew; 
dlispi@drlconsultingdev.comi jkeller@nextel.blackberry.net; fclark@reynoldsconsuuction.comi 
Lhouse@nextel.blackberry.net; ;Lhouse427@aoJ.com; bruce@foreman-foreman.com 
SUbject: Mayorial Meeting i 

I 

I was just informed by the Mayor that the meeting scheduled for Wednesday, January 11th, to 
discuss the Barlow matter has been rescheduled for Monday, January 9th, at 3: 15 pm. The 

119/2006 
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OBBRMAYBR RBB.ARR IlAXWBLL 81 HIPPBL LLP 

ANDREW I. GIORGIONE 
DIRECT DIAL: (717) 234-5315 
E-MAIL: ADcbw.~.com 

VIA. HAND DELlJ'ERY 

Bernadette Barattini, Esquire· 
Department of Community and 

Economic Development 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street, 4th Floor 
Hmisburg, PA 17120-0225 

204 STATE Sl'REET 
HARRISBURG. PA 17101 

(717) 234-9730 
FAX (717) 234-9734 

FAX (717) 230-9834 

WW\!,obenDayer·com 

May 14,2003 

Re: City of Harrisbuq, DawpbiD COUDty, Peaasytvaaia 
Debt Statemeat Parsuat to SectioD 8ll 0 of 
De Loa. Goveg_eat Uait Debt Act 

Dear Ms. Barattini: 

FILE NO. S72~1 

Tbi$·aekoowledges receipt of your letter dated April 25, 2003. This letter with attachments (and 
six copies thereof) setS forth the City's response to the questions you raised in the order presented. 

First, the Ordinance authorizes the incurrence of a maximum amount of $77 million in debt. If a 
maximum amount of $81 million appears in the Ordinance, it is a typographical error and the incurrence 
amomt, as advertised, shall not exceed $77 million. 

Second, included with this pacbge is a Supplemental Self-Liquidating Debt Report showing the 
incurrence of 577 million in debt 

'Third, the portion of the existing debt issues being refunded is shown in Footnote No.2 in the 
amended Debt Statement included with this package. The amended Debt Statement also addresses your 
issues of clarification on page 2 of your letter. . 

Fourth, the issues raised regarding outstanding debt issues in the debt statement have been 
addressed in prior proceedings. Included with this package are previous letters and documents provided 

PlDLADELPHIA 
PENNSYLVANIA 

457404 

HARRISBURG PlTl'SBURGH 
PENNSYLVANIA PENNSYLVANIA 

CHERRY HIlL 
NEW JERSEY 

VINELAND 
NEW JERSEY 

WILMINGTON 
DELAWARE 
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OBBRllAYBR RBBILUK IlAXWBLL 15 RIPP. LLP 

Bernadette Barattini. Esquire 
May 14, 2003 
Page 2 

to DCBD with regard to the issues set forth in your recent letter and tables setting forth the City's existing 
debt amounts prepared by the City's Financial Advisor, Bruce Bames. Any questions reguding these 
proceedings of the outstanding debt amounts shouldbeaddrcssed to theMrB8IDeS, at 717-234-1300. 

Finally, as to LRA-3960, we understand that bond c:ounsel for that proceeding win be addressing 
those matters later this year. 

Please contact me if you have any questions concerning this matter. 

AJG:wvl 
Enclosures 

c: Hugh Sutherland, Esquire 
Mr. Broce Barnes 
Mr. Jim Losty 

457<404 

Sincerely, 

BIRHBG017320 
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May 13, 2003 

City of Hanisburg 
10 North Second Street 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Government Center 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

RE: The Harrisburg Authority Guatanteed Resouroe Recovery Facility 
Indebtedness - Report on Exclusion of Self-Liquidating Debt 

Gentlemen: 

The purpose of this letter is to supplement my report to you previously transmitted, dated March 24, 
2003. The original report and this supplement are submitted pursuant to Section 8026 of the Local Government 
Unit Debt Act of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Act") in connection with the proposed incurrence 
by the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City'') ofup to $77,000,000 in lease rental debt, 
evidenced by the City's proposed guaranty ofup to S77,000,000 principal amount of2003 Notes to be issued by 
The Hamsburg Authority (the "Authority"). 

As is evidenced by Exhibit 3 to my report the projected revenues and expenses of the Authority's fully 
integrated waste management system, as set forth in finding V of my report should be adequate to pay all 
operating and maintenance expenses of the System, to pay the annual debt service on the bonds necessary to 
finance the projected Retrofit of the System, which are expected to be issued later this year, to pay the annual 
debt service payment on the 2003 Notes. and also to meet the annual debt service payments on the outstanding 
1998A System debt not refunded. As shown on the Sources and Uses table in Exhibit 2, whicb is attacbed 
hereto, together with a revised schedule of debt service for Exhibit 2 showing application ofS77,OOO,OOO of 
2003 Notes, the application of the 2003 Notes and other available monies will defease and/or retire all of the 
Series A of 1998 System debt except $10,695,000 thereof, all of the Series 8 of 1998 System debt, all of the 
Series C of 1998 System debt, ail of the Series D of 1998 System debt, all of the Series A of2000 System debt 
and all of the Series B of2000 System debt (See LRA 3497). This will leave outstanding only the aforesaid 
$10,695,000 Series A of 1998 System debt, the 2003 Notes and the $17,000,000 Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Variable Rate Revenue Notes, Series A of2002. Accordingly the 
exclusion oflease rental debt covered by this report, in addition to the $77,000,000 of2003 Notes, is the 
$10,695,000 of the Series A of 1998 Bonds expected to remain outstanding (which have already been 
recognized as self-liquidating on your records punuant to a separate application filed by the City at the time that 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWWBARLOWPROJECfS.COM 

BIRHBG017322 



lease rental indebtedness was inC1llTed; LRA 3238). The $17,000,000 of Series A of 2002 Notes have never 
been requested to be excluded as self-liquidating lease rental debt (See LRA 3820.) 

I also wish to clarify my statement in paragraph 22 of Exhibit I of tile original report. The language in 
paragraph 22 is designed to retlect the fact that an estimate is not a guaranty. The projection period in Exhibit 3 
is limited. but this does not detract ftom my conclusion in Part V of my report letter which addresses the System 
debt over its life as required by Section 8026(aXS) of the Act 

Barlow Projects, Inc. 

Ronald E. Bannore 
Senior Vi~ President 

2000 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 
PH: (970) 226-8557 FAX: (970) 226-8559 

WWW.BARLOWPROJECTS.COM 
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3:00 Carol Cocheres, Esq. (Ekert Seamens) 
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O'Hara, Jack 

From: Giorgione, Andrew 

Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2003 11 :40 AM 

To: Giorglone, Andrew; 'Losty, James'; 'ron.bannore@bar1owprojects.com'; 'Carol Porell Cocheres'; 
'Daniel R. Lispi'; Sutherland, Hugh; 'J. Bruce Walter'; O'Hara, Jack 

Subject: RE: Possible Supplement to the $lOR 

This Issue is resolved. 'carol and 18PC*1it WIth, Bern.tte and she has all the info. she needs in the existing 
SLDR. 

---orIginal Message--
From: Gforgfone, Andrew 
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2003 8:28 AM 
To: 'Losty, James'; ron.bal111Ol'e@barfowprojeds.com; carol Porell Cocheres; Daniel R. Lispi; Sutherland, 
Hugh; l. Bruce Walter 
SUbject: RE: Possible Supplement to the SLDR 

There is a need to two increases. I believe In 2016 and 2021. Is this something that should be specifically 
identified in the Supplement? 

11119/03 

--original Message---
From: Losty, James [mailto:James.Losty@Rbcdain.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2003 7:58 AM 
To: Giorglone, Andrew; ron.barmore@barlowprojects.com; carol PoreII Cocheres; Daniel R. 
Llspl; Sutherland, Hugh; l. Bruce Walter 
Subject: RE: Possible Supplement to the SLDR 

I don't have any great revelations here but I do think Ron's report indicates that eh Bonds will 
be covered throughout the life of the issue even if in some years cash balances are drawn 
down or a inaease in a fee is necessary ( I thought we still have the need for a city increase 
out 12-15 years?). Additionally, if the debt on the 2002 bonds were to be taken out of the 
·other debt" since we are not seeking self liquidating status on it, the remaining debt would 
look even better. 

---origInal Message--
From: Gforglone, Andrew [maillD:andrew.giorglone@obermayer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2003 6:34 AM 
To: ron.barmore@bartowprojects.com; Losty, James; carol Porell Cocheres; Daniel R. 
LIspI; Sutherland, Hugh; l. Bruce Walter 
SUbject: RE: Possible Supplement to the SLDR 

~~dlXM,fh"iJJIY'Qf,Wbe.lhlrlbadebtwjll 
DeED WSsCOf1Ct!)med thatth-. proforma attached 

, you recall, we can point speciftcaly to the report where 
Barlow addresses this issue, but we,are'ccinilderingRon'. c:Omment$ below .. a 

,'tUpPlemenl to the Report: ' " ' ,", 

The issue is whether we should just direct DCED to U1e language in the Report that 
says the debt is self-liquidating or should we file the supplement. One concern raised 
by Dan is that the fun proforma shows shortfalls in 2011 and 2016-2019 as noted 
below. If we highlight this In the supplement, Dan is concemed we may be 
undermining our SLDR for the 2003 bonds, which show them to be self-liquidating. 

We need to get back to DeED today on this issue. I would ask that you provide any 

o 
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comments this moming on this issue • 

Andrew 

---Original Message----
From: Ron Bannore [mailto:ron.barmore@barlowprojects.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2003 6:36 PM 

Page 20f3 

To: James Losty; Giorgione, Andrew; carol Porell Cocheres; Danlef R. Uspi; 
Sutherland, Hugh; J. Bruce Walter 
SUbject: Possible Supplement to the SLDR 

In the event that a supplement is required to address the self liquidating nature 
of the debt for the full tenn of the bonds the following statement can be made: 

As indicated in the Report on Exclusion of Self-Liquidating Debt dated 
11113/2003, 

"Based on the assumptions for the implementation of the developed strategies, 
the Authority Retrofit budget, the Authority operating plan and budget, and 
resultant projections of revenues and expenses set forth in Exhibit 3, the 
estimated gross revenues computed should be adequate to pay the operating 
and maintenance expenses of the System, pay the annual debt service on the 
Retrofit Bonds and related periodic payments on the related swap and cap 
transactions, meet the annual debt service payments of the 1998A Bonds and 
meet the annual debt service payments on the other outstanding notes and 
bonds of the System. " 

To further clarify the statement referenced above, the annual net revenues from 
the project are projected to meet all debt service payments for the Retrofit 
Bonds and related periodic payments on the related swap and cap transactions 
and meet the annual debt service payments of the 1998A Bonds in each year 
through the maturity of the respective issues. 

In several years during the term of the project a minor contribution from the 
Cash Surplus accumulated from prior year net revenues will be required to fully 
meet the annual debt service payments on the other outstanding notes and bonds 
of the System. The table below illustrates the years and the amounts that will be 
required: 

Year 
2011 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 

$ 7,000 
$659,000 
$577,000 
$564,000 
$536,000 

The project is projected to build a Cash Surplus of over $10 million by 
2008.and at the end of each of the years mentioned above the Cumulative Cash 
Surplus is projected to remain in excess oUIO million . 

.... w • ............ 
1111-m..7 _.INfI ...... 
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RaC Dain Rauscher does not accept buy, sell or cancel orders by e-..il, or any instructions 
bye-mail that would require your signature. Information contained in this c~ication is 
not considered an official record of your account and does not supersede normal trade 
confirMations or statements. Any information provided has been prepared fraa sources 
believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed, doe. not represent all available data 
necessary for asking investment decision. and is for informational purposes only. 

This e-..il asy be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any 
related rights and obligations. Any distribution, use or copying of this e-asil or the 
information it contains by other than an intended recipient i. unauthorized. If you receive 
this a-asil in error, please advise.e (by return a-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

Inforaation received by or sent from this syst .. is subject to review by supervisory 
personnel, i. retained and may be produced to regulatory authorities or others with a legal 
right to the information. 

o 



THE HARRISBURG AUfHORITY 

$20.961,574.40 
GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES C OF 2007 

$9,033.234.45 
GUARANTEED FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILfIY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES D OF 2007 

EXHIBIT "C" 

~ Obligation 2007C Account 20070 Account 

County ofDaupbin R.~of AdvaftQOto $2,250.000.00 .0-
Covanta 

County ofDaupbin ~ofl2Jllfrl , $2,593,253.89 $506.746.11 
Debtsemce and Swap, Cap 
Pll}'IIl«lOt$ 

County of Dauphin Payment of County System $1.067,783.00 -0-
Fees (2006 and 2007) 

Cityof~ ~of.Adwnceto 5250,000.00 -0-
Covauta 

Cityof~utg ~ofl1l1107 .0- $600,000.00 
OebtServioe ... ymeni 

City ofHanisburg ~or6l1l07 aod 52,024,66336 51,431.434.63 
9/IlO'J I>ebt Sorvice,Swap 
Paymeats 

Commerce Bank, 2008 Debt Service - 2003 $5,313.967.00 53,822,707.00 
National~~tion Notes. Retrofit Bonds 

Bank of New York 2008 Debt SelVice - 1998A $221,<l89.00 $248,347.00 
Bonds 

Manufacturers and 2008 Debt Service - 2002 -0- $914,417.86 
Traders Trust Company Notes 

Covanta Energy Services Amounts Owed under Interim. $5,716,728.55 -0-
Operatiog Agreement 

Public Financial Financial Advisor Fees and $99,521.81 $42,888.19 
Management Expenses 

Eckert Seamans Cherin Note Counsel and Authority $209,652.02 $90,347.98 
& Mellott, LLC Special Counsel Fees 

Expenses $6,988.40 $3,011.60 

C-l 

IQml 

$2,250.900.00 

$3,100,000.00 

51,067,783.00 

$250.000.00 

UOO.OO().OO 

53,456,097.99 

$9.136,674.00 

$469,836.00 

$914,417.86 

$5,716,728.55 

$142,410.00 

$300.000.00 

$10,000.00 



~ Obligation 2OQ7C Account 2007D Account lRIIl 0 
Mette Bvans & Woodside Authority Special Counsel $145,114.14 S62,53S.86 S207,65O.00 

Fees aDd &peases 

Commerce Bank. Trustee Fees $4,193.04 $1,806.96 S6,OOO.00 
National Association 

Goldberg Katzman, P.C. Authority Litigation Counsel S3I,663.73 SI3,645.25 $45,308.98 
Fee 

Milt Lopus Associates Financial Advisor' Fees SI04,826.0I $45,173.99 $150,000.00 

Foreman & Foreman. Authority GenemI Counsel $2,044.11 $880.89 $2,925.00 
P.C. Fees 

SusquehanDa Group County FiunclaI AdvisQr Fee $80,366.61 $34,633.39 $115,000.00 
Advisors 

HRG ConsultiDg County Consulting Engineers $25.113.22 S10,822.36 $35,935.58 
Engineers 

IIDR Engineering, Inc. Authority Coosulting $26,905.34 SI1,594.66 $38.soo.00 
Eagineen 

Bear. Steams & Co. Placement Agent Fee $83.121.13 S35,820.43 SI18,941.56 

Dilworth Paxson LLP Placemeat Agent COUDSel Fee S34,942.00 SI5,058.00 S50.000.00 

-
$20,292,336.36 $7,891,872.16 $28,184,208.52 ( 

C-2 
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TIlE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

$20,961,574.40 
GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES C OF 2001 

$9,033,234.45 
GUARANTEED FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE RECOVERY FACH.rrv 

LIMITED OBLIGAl'ION NOTES 
SERIES D OF 2001 

EXHIBIT "D" 

JNyESTMENT DIRECTIONS 

Bond proceeds in the Funds and Accounts established under the Indenture shall be invested by 
the Trustee on bebalf of the -Authority in Investment Securities. as ~ in and permitted under the 
Indenture. 

D-l 



Confidential- Subject to Attorney/Client Privilege 

ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOTI, LLC 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Honorable Stephen R. Reed, Mayor, City of Harrisburg 

FROM: Carol P. Cocheres 

DATE: August 22,2007 

RE: Conversation with Chuck Zwally relating to Dauphin County Requirements as to 
the County's Guaranty of the proposed Covanta Loan and Working Capital Loan 

As per our telephone conversation of August 20,2007, I called Chuck Zwally of Mette Evans & 
·Woodside, Special Counsel to Dauphin County, relating to the proposed County guaranties of 
The Harrisburg Authority's Covanta Loan and Working Capital Loan. I asked him to explore 
ways in which the present impasse among the City, the County and the Authority may be 
resolved. For example, what would be minimwn County requirements to proceed with its 
guaranties in light of the probability that City Council will take no further action in 2007 with 
respect to the Resource Recovery Facility? 

After my initial call to Mr. Zwally, he contacted me late yesterday afternoon (August 21,2007) 
with several conditions, which, if met by the City and/or the Authority, may be sufficient to 
allow the County to proceed with the guaranties of the two loans. Those conditions/requirements 
are summarized as follows: 

1. Certified copies of the City Council's Ordinances relating to the City's Guaranty 
of the Working Capital Loan and the City's Guaranty of the Covanta Loan. 

2. Payment in full of the County's outstanding host/administrative fees for 2006 and 
for a portion of2007 and all of the outstanding fees and out-of-pocket expenses of the County's 
consultants, engineers and counsel relating to the RRF. Payment would be due at closing on the 
Working Capital Loan, but County is not concerned about the source of payment recognizing 
that the Working Capital Loan as presently structured is not sufficient to pay the total amounts 
due to the County. 

3. Written acknowledgement from the Mayor confirming and recognizing that the 
Covanta Loan and the Working Capital Loan are the last new money obligations in which the 
County will participate relating to the RRF. (The County would participate in refunding or 
restructuring of debt which the County previously guaranteed if such refunding or restructuring 
would be beneficial.) 

4. Written acknowledgement from the Mayor that there are deficits or holes in the 
current plan or proposal of financing as presently approved by City Council. By City Council 

{1.D3374 I S.I} 1 

THA-ES011037 
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Confidential- Subject to Attorney/Client Privilege 

• not adopting a trash rate fee increase for the last quarter of2007 and by guaranteeing the 
Working Capital Loan at less than the requested $15 million (which due to delays may be closer 
to $18 million), the completion of the Retrofit and start up of the RRF will result in additional 
deficits for 2007 and 2008. In light ofthe anticipated deficits in the current plan, the Mayor will 
endeavor to have those holes/deficits filled by appropriate City Council actions. The Mayor also 
expects to use other sources of funds or surplus funds as may be available to address the deficit 
issue. 

o 

5. It will be the mutual understanding of the City, Authority and the County that no 
receipts or revenues from the RRF will be used towards payment for any CIT obligation except 
on a subordinate basis to the outstanding senior debt guaranteed by the County. 

In accordance with our telephone call this afternoon, attached to this e-mail is a first draft of a 
letter or acknowledgment from you as Mayor to the Chairman of the Dauphin County 
Commissioners setting forth the points requested above. Please call me with any questions. 

{L0337415.1} 2 
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MEMO 
HARRISBURG CITY COUNCIL 
Martin Luther King, Jr. City Government Center 
Suite 1 
Harrisbul'l, PA 17101 
JULy 11,2007 

II 

II 

II 

CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: LINDA D. THOMPSON, CHAIR OF PUBUC WORKS COMMllTEE 

TO: CAROL COCHERES 

RE: BIUS 23-2007 AND 24-2007 

AS THE CHAIR OF THE PUBLIC WORKS COMMIlTEEALL MEMBERS 
HAVE AGREE ntAT I WILl. FACIUTATE AND NEGOTIATE THESE 
CONDfflONS WITH ANY AND ALI. PARTIES RELEVANT TO BIUS 23-
2007 AND 24-2007. 
THE FOUDWING ARE OUR CONDmONS. ADDITIONS. AND 
MODIFICAnONS REGARDING mE ABOVE BIUS. THIS IS MEANT TO BE 
A STAR11NG PLACE FOR DISCUSSION. NOT A BLOCKADE. THESE 
CONDmONS ARE: 

1.) THE CIlY AND COUN1Y SHALL BE COGUARANTORS; USING THE 
80/20 SPLIT FORMULA 

2.) THE PER TON INCREASE WILl. BE APPUED TO THE COUNTY AND 
Crrv AS OF 1 /01/08: THE COUNtY'S INCREASE SHAll. BE 
EQUAL TO THE INCREASE OF CI1Y RESIDENTS. SUCH THAT EACH 
INDIVIDUAL IN THE COUNTY SHALL BEAR THE SAME INCREASE. 
I.E., UNDER THE PROPOSED INCREASE A COY RESIDENT SHALl. 
PAY AN ADDITIONAL $180/YEAR WHEREAS A COUNTY 
RESIDENT SHALL PAY AN ADDmONAL $5-$IO/YEAR. INSTEAD, 
Au.. RESIDENTS SHALl. BEAR THE SAME INCREASE; 

3.) FRED CLARK. JOHN KEu..AR AND LEONARD HOUSE SHALL 
RESIGN IMMEDIATELY FROM THE THA BOARD. THE MAYOR 
SHALL CONSENT TO THE APPOINTMENT OF JAMES EWSON. 
ERIC PAPPENFlJSEAND ERICA BRYCE, ALL OF WHOM SHALL 
IMMEDJATELVBE SEATED ON THE THA BoARD: 

4.) Au. PARnES INVOLVED IN THE CURRENT INCINERATOR 
AGREEMENT/DEBACLE SHAll. BE TERMINATED FROM COY OR 
AUfHORllY EMPLOYMENT OR AS CONSULTANTS. THESE 
INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT UMITED TO: ANDY GIORGIONE, DAN 
lJSPI. JOHN LUKENS, TOM MEALY, AND BRUCE BARNES; 

5,) COVANTA"S INSURANCE SHAU. BE INCREASED TO 
$1 0.000.000; THERE SHALl. BE NO EARLYTERMINAnON FEE: 

II 

II 

II 

THA-ES000049 
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6.) THA SHALL. PUT OUT AN RFP FOR BIDS FOR THE PURCHASE OF 
THE INCINERATOR AS REPAIRED ON OR BEFORE JULY 1. 2009; 

7.) A SPECIAL RESERVE FUND SHALL BE ESTABUSHED IN THE 
AMOUNT OF $1 MIWON TO BE USED FOR FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR HARRISBURG RESIDENTS FOR PROPERTY TAX 
AND WATER BILL ASSISTANCE. No GRANT SHAW.. EXCEED 
$200 FOR CITY UTlunES ASSISTANCE AND $300 FOR 
PROPERlY TAX ASSISTANCE. THIs MONEY CAN COME FROM 
THE "WORKING CAPITAL LOAN" DETAILS CAN BE WORKED 
BEFORE THE CLOSE OF THE 2007 CALENDAR YEAR. 

8.) MWBE LOCAL PARTICIPATION ON THE RETROFIT PROJECT 
SHALL BE 30%; 

9.) IF THE COUNTY Will. NOT BE A CoGUARANTOR, THEN THEY 
WILL. NOT BE RECEIVING THE $5 FROM THE $1 O/PER TON 
INCREASE; 

10.) THERE WILL. BE NO RESTRUCTURING OR ANY ASSUMPllON OF 
ANY PART OR FORM OF THE CIT AGREEMENT; THE CIT 
AGREEMENT SHALL BE SUBORDINATE TO RRF BONDS. 

1 1.) IF COUNTY WILL. NOT BE A CoGUARANTOR. THA SHALL NOT BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF THE COUNTY'S CONSULTANT. 
LEGAL FEES. ETC. THE COUNTY SHALL BE FULL.Y RESPONSIBLE 
FOR ITS OWN FEES AND COSTS. 

12.) ANY AND ALL MONIES RECOVERED IN THE BARLOW LmGATION 
SHALL BE PLACED IN A SPECIAL FUND FOR AND SHALL BE USED 
TO PAY ANY DEBT SERVICE OBUGATIONS ON ANY OUTSTANDING 
DEBT OF THE RETROFIT FOR WHICH THE CITY IS A GUARANTOR. 

1 3.> THA SHALL PROVIDE CITY COUNCIL WITH ACCESS TO ANY AND 
ALL. DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION REGARDING THE BARLOW 
LAWSUIT AND THA's FINANCIAL CONDmON. THA SHALL 
PROMPTLY ANSWER ANY COUNCIL. QUESTIONS AND PROVIDE 
REQUESTED DOCUMENTS WITHIN 48 HOURS; 

14.> THE CITY SHALL. GUARANTEE THE COVANTA LOAN UP TO A 
MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF $25,500.000. THE CITY SHALL 
GUARANTEE THE OPERATING CAPITAL LOAN UP TO A MAXIMUM 
OF $11.000.000. OF THAT SUM. $3.5 MIWON SHALL BE 
PAID TO COVANTA FOR UNPAID INVOICES. $5.9 MlllJON SHALL 
BE PLACED IN A SEPARATE INTEREST-BEARING ACCOUNT AND 
SHALL BE !JSED SOLELY FOR DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS: . 
FURTHERMORE, NO MONIES SHALL BE PAID FROM TI-lAT 
ACCOUNT FOR DEBT SERVICE WITHOUT THE AFFIRMATIVE VOTE 
OF THE THA BoARD AT A PUBUC MEETING PRIOR TO THE 
ACCOUNT WITHDRAWAL/DEBIT PAYMENT FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
ABSOLUTELY NONE OF THESE LOAN PROCEEDS SHALL BE 
USED TO PAY ANY PORTION OF THE CIT DEBT. 

THA-ES000050 



15.) THA WILL REPORT ALL ASSETS TO THE CllY COUNCIL AND 
WORK WITH THE CITY ADMINISTRATION AND CIlY COUNCIL TO 
DEVELOP A PLAN TO UQUIDATE THOSE ASSEfS IN ORDER TO 
HELP PAYoOFFTHE COVANTA LOAN AND WORKING CAPITAL 
LOAN, WTTHIN 90 DAYS 

16.) IF AND WHEN THE INCINERATOR IS SOLD THE TIPPING FEE 
INCREASE lliAT IS PASSED ON TO THE CITY RESIDENTS. SHALL 
INCLUDE A "ROLL BACK" CLAUSE THAT IS SfRUCTIJRED IN THE 
AGREEMENT WITH ANY PURCHASER. THEREFORE AU. 
RESIDENTS WILL BEGIN PAVING THE SAME RATE: FEE PRIOR TO 
THE INCREASE. AT LEAST SO DAYS AFTER TIlE SALE. 

17.) AN INDEPENDENT FORENSIC AUDIT WHICH GIVES THE FACTS 
AND TRlITH AS WEll. AS PROVIDE AN ANALYSIS OF WHAT WENT 
WRONG. SO THAT THE SAME MISTAKE DOES NOT REOCCUR. IN 
ADDmON AN ANNUAL FORENSIC AUDIT SHOULD BE SUBMIlTED 
TO COUNCIL BY THE AUDITOR, NOT THE AuntORIlYTO ENSURE 
THAT WE GET A COMPLETE DOCUMENT. THIS IS ESPECIALLY 
NECESSARY UNTIL WE HAVE IN PLACE SYSTEMS TO ENSURE WE 
ARE GEITING OURSELVES OUT OF DEBT. THE APPROVAL OF 
THE GUARANTEE WlU. BE CONDITIONED ON AN INDEPENDENT 
FORENSIC AUDIT. 

1 e.) ALl-INFORMATION SUBMITTED TO COUNCIL ON ACTIONS 
TAKEN BYTHA MUsr BE LEGAU..Y CERTIFIED BYTHA BOARD 
LEADERSHIP. THIS IS ESPECIAU..YTRUE SHOULD THA HAVE TO 
CONTINUE WITH 11-IE CURRENT BOARD. IN ADDmoN ... AU.. .. 
SPENDING oFTHA. WHO AIJTHORI2ED. AND FOR WHAT 
PURPOSE MUST BE CLEARLY DEUNEATED IN A MONTHLY 
REPORT. AGAIN. AU.. REPORTS SHOUlD HAVE LE:GAL 
CERTIFICATION AND SIGNED BYTHA LEADERSHIP. 

19.) AU.. ACTIONS TAKEN BY THA THAT IMPINGES ON THE FINANCIAL 
STATUS OF HARRISBURG Crrv RESIDENTS MUST BE BROUGHT 
BEFORE COUNCIL AND THE MAYOR (80m AND IN WRITING 
PRIOR TO ACTION. THIS DOESN'T MEAN WE MUST APPROVE, 
BIJTWE MUsr BE NOTIFIED PRIOR TO THE ACTION AND HAVE 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT OR NOTE OUR 
DISAPPROVAL/CONCERN FOR SUCH AN AcnON. IN ADDmON. 
PUBUC DISCLOSURE MUST BE MADE TO THE HARRISBURG 
COMMUNITY. 30 DAYSllME FOR PUBLIC INPUT/COMMENT ON 
THE ISSUE, VIA A PUBUC MEETING THAT IS SCHEDULED AT A 
TIME AND LOCATION ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBUC. THIS 
INCWDES ANY CONTRACllJALAGREEMENTS BEIWEEN THE 
CITY AND rnA. EXAMPLE FEE INCREASES. 

THA-ES000051 
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20.) MAYOR REED AVAIL HIMSELF WITH COMMISSIONER JEFF 
HASTE AND MYSELF TO MEET' WITH SECRETARY YABLONSKY TO 
GET A PROCESS MOVING TO DISCUSS THE SERVICES OF 
DCEO's FINANCIAL TEAM THAT IS W1WNG TO ASSISf US WITH 
THE CONSIDERATION OF OPTIONS AVAILABLE IN ADDRESSING 
THIS SITUATION WITH THE Crrv"S RRF. 

21.> COVANrA SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO HOLD A PERFORMANCE 
BOND. No AMENDMENTS SHALL BE MADE TO ANY AGREEMENT 
WITH ANY CONTRACTOR INCLUDING THE COVANTA AGREEMENT 
WITHOUT CITY COUNCILS KNOWLEDGE. 

THA-ESOOOO52 
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I. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 
DEBT STATEMENT PURSUANT TO SECTION 8110 OF 

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT DEBT ACT 

STATEMENT AS OF OCTOBER 1,2007 

Gross Incurred Debt 

A. Electoral $ ____ --"',O~O 

B, Nonelectoral 

c, Lease Rental 

The $52,463,561.60 of Non electoral Debt consists ofthe following: 

Federally Taxable General Obligation Bonds, Series A of 1995 008·12S82 

Federally Taxable General Obligation Bonds, Series Al of 1997 OOB-12946 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 0 of 1997 oo8-l3l61 

General Obligation Refunding Notes, Series F of 1997 OON·9838 

General Obligation Note, Series A of 2003 OON-1I337 

General Obligation Note, Series B of 2003 CiON-113l7 

General Obligation Note, Series C of 2003 OON-11337 

TOTAL 

The $462,410,476,14 of Lease Rental Debt consists of the following: 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking 
Revenue Note, Series K of 2000 LRA-3409, E-2766 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking 
Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series J of 200 1 LRA-3409. E-2766 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Bonds, 
Series of 2001 LRA.J690,5-3OOI 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Refunding 
Bonds. Series N of 2003 LRA-4071, E-3420 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Refunding 
Bonds, Series 0 of 2003 LRA4078, E-3428 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Bonds, 
Series P-J of2005 and Guaranteed Parking Revenue Bonds, Series P-2 
of2005 (Federally Taxable) LRA-41BI, E·379S 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Variable Rate Revenue 
Refunding Notes, Series Q of 20 11 3 LRA-444 I 

$ 52,463,561,60 

$ 462,410.476.141 

$ 4,826,485.90 
$ 2,880,000.00 
$ 20,590,676.55 
$ 23.774,835.30 
$ 83,004.50 
$ 225,012.21 
$ 83.547.14 

$ 52,463,561.60 

$ 11,800,000.00 

$ 28,565,000_00 

$ 17,090,000.002 

$ 6,370,000.00 

$ 13,160,000.00 

$ 16,630,000.00 

$ 29,000,000,00 

I Does um include: (i) S6,SOO,OOO maximum principal amount, of lease rental debt proposed to be inculTed by the City of 
Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsyl"wnia (the "'City") ptIISUlnt to proceedings filed with the Department of Community and 
Economic Development (the "Department"), to which this Debt Statement is attac:hed~ or (ii) S25,500,OOO, maximum principal 
amount, of lease rental debt proposed to be incurred by the City pursuant to proceedings tiled with the Department on 
October 17. 2007, consisting of the guaranty by the City of the obligation of The Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority") to 
reimburse Covanta Harrisburg. Inc. ("Covanta, for amounts advanced under a certain management and professional services 
contract_ The proposed lease rental debt to which this Debt Statement is attached COII$ists of the guaranty by the City of 
$6,SOO,OOO, maximum principal amount. Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue Note, 
Series A of 2007 (the "2007 A NoIej, to be issued by the Authority. 
2 Reflects actual amount of outstanding Bonds, as reflected in the debt service schedule sent to the [)epanment On June 30, 2003. 
The schedule of actual debt service varies from the schedule of debt sezvice included in the proceedings approved by the 
Department, and on file in the Dcpanment's records. 
3 Proceeds of the Series Q Notes. upon their expected issuance by the Harrisburg Parking Authority (the "Parking Authority") in 
2011, will be applied on or about September I, 2011 to refund and redeem all Series J Bonds then outstanding which are 
scheduled to mature after September I, 20] I. The principal amount of Series J Bonds scheduled to be so refunded and redeemed 
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Harrisbwg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Bonds, 
Series R of 2007 LRA-4592. E-4063 

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Refunding 
Bonds. Series S of 2007 UlA-4642. E4131 

Harristown Development Corporation Lease Revenue 
Bonds (faxable), Series of 1992 LRA 2074. E-1399 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Federally 
Taxable Guaranteed Revenue Bonds, Series A of J99S LRA-3334. E 2587 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Guaranteed 
Revenue Bonds, Series B of J 998 LRA-333S, E-2588 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Bonds, Series of 2001 LRA-3688. E-3000 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Bond. Series of 2004 LRA-4148. E-3507 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Federally Taxable 
Guaranteed Variable Rate Revenue Bonds (Stadium Project). 
Series A-I of 2005 LRA-4281. E-361S 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Federally Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Bonds (Stadium Project), 
Series A·20f2005 LRA-428I, E-367S 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Federally Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Note, Series of 2006 LRA-4591 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Sewer Revenue Note, 
Series A of 1998, Federally Taxable Guaranteed Sewer 
Revenue Note. Series B of 1998 LRA-3106. E-2382 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1998 LRA·3238. E-2492 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
Recovery Facility Subordinate Variable Rate Revenue Notes. 
Series A of 2002 LRA-J820 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue and Refunding Revenue Bonds, 
Series A of 2003, Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 
Subordinate Variable Rate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series B of 2003. 
Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue 
Notes, Series C of 2003 LRA·39S4, E-329S 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Revenue Bonds, Series D of 2003, Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds. Series E of 2003, 
Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue 
Bonds, Series F of 2003 LRA-4089. E-3444 

TOTAL 

"""" .. ww~.,. .... ,..,.,..,. .••• ____ • ______________________ _ 

$ 16,965,000.00 

$ 15,000,000.00 

$ 7,355,863.00 

$ 6,920.525.00 

$ 16,716,758.20 

S 18,750,000.00 

$ 1,950,000.00 

$ 8,815,000.00 

$ 8,790,000.00 

$ 7,200,000.00 

$ 2,137,329.94 

$ 11,270.000.00 

$ 17,000,000.00 

$ 75,925,000.00 

$. 125.000.000.00 

$ 462,4 J 0,476.14 

on September I, 201 J is $26,660,000. The City is taking as a credit in Section II hereof the amount of Series J Bonds 
(S26,660,OOO) expa.1ed to be so refunded and redeemc-.d on September I, 20 I I. 
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II. 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

Credits and Exclusions 

Less: 
1. 

2. 

Gross Indebtedness 

Sinking funds, reserve 
funds or accounts, 
bond proceeds 

Current appropriation 

3. Uncollected special 
assessments 

Electoral 

$ .00 

$ ___ -",,0=0 

$ ___ ..!.!/.O~O 

4. Delinquent taxes and liens $ ____ .OQ 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Self-liquidating and 
subsidized debt 

Surplus cash 

Solvent debts due 

Indenmifying insurance 

Credits 

Total Net Indebtedness 

$ ___ -'-".0""0 

$ ___ -'-".0""0 

$. ___ ..... 0.,.0 

$ ___ -'-".0'-"-0 

$ ___ ...".0"",0 

$ .00 

Net Debt Outstanding 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Net Electoral Debt 
Net Nonelectoral Debt 
Net Lease Rental Debt 
Combined Net Nonelectoral Debt 
and Net Lease Rental Debt 

Nonelectoral 

$ .00 

$ ___ --'-".0=0 

$~ __ ---"O""O 

$. ___ ~.O.,.O 

$. ___ ~.O.,.O 

$~-- .00 

$._-- .00 

$ 4.826.485.904 

$47,637,075.70 

The aggregate principal amount of lease rental debt being 
incurred, evidenced by the City's guaranty of the Authority's 
2007ANote 

The borrowing base as shown by appended borrowing base certificate 

Applicable debt limitations 
(a) nonelectoral - 250% of the borrowing base 
(b) nonelectoral plus lease rental - 350% of the borrowing base 

$ 440,696,962.04 

Lease Rental 

$ .00 

$ ____ ~.O=O 

$ .00 

$_--- .00 

$ 409,210.476.14 

$ ____ -=.00= 

$ ____ ~.O~O 

$ ____ ....... 00"'" 

$ 26.660,OOO.O<Y 

$ 26.540,OOO.00~ 

$ 0.00 
$ 47,637,075 .. 70 
$_---=.,,26 ..... 5""'4"""0.,..0=00><=:.0"-"<0 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 

74,) 77 ,075. 70 

6,500,000.00 

55,659,263.00 

139,148,157.50 
] 94,807,420.50 

4 Pursuant to Section 8022(c) of the Act, the principal amount of bonds issued to fund unfunded actuarial accrued liability, after 
deducting therefrom the prinCipal amount of such bonds attributable to costs of issuance, underwriter's discount and original 
issue discount, is not subject to debt limitation:>. Applying such deductions to the principal amount of the City's federally 
Taxable General Obligation Bonds, Series A of 1995, the debt incurred to fund unfunded actuarial accrued liability is 
$4,826,485.90 and is not subject to "regular debt limits" under the Act. 
S Reflects the principal amount of the Parking Authority's Series J Bonds expected to be refunded and redeemed on September I. 
2011 with proceeds of the Parking Authority's Series Q Notes. 
6 The October 17, 2007 proceedings filed by the City for approval of lease rental debt in the maximum principal amount of 
$25,500,000 did not include proceedings to exclude such debt as self-liquidating. If the incurrence of such lease rental debt is 
approved by the Department, the total net lease rental debt of the City would be $52,040,000, and the combined net nonelectoral 
debt and net lease rental debt would be $99,677.075.70, for purposes of Sections III and VI ofthis Debt Statement. 
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, we, the undersigned. Mayor and City Controller, 
respectively, of the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County. Pennsylvania, affix our signatures to this Debt 
Statement of the City. as of this 31 St day of October, 2007. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYL V ANlA 

BY:~ 
. r 

By: L M,LO-,\ 
City Controller , 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLV ANlA 
SS: 

COUNTY OF DAUPHIN 

We. the undersigned, first being duly sworn individually according to law, verify, depose 
and say that; we are the Mayor and City Controller, respectively, of the City of Harrisburg. Dauphin 
County, Pennsylvania (the "Local Government Unit"); we prepared and executed the foregoing Debt 
Statement of the Local Goverrunent Unit; and the facts contained in the foregoing Debt Statemenl of the 
Local Government Unit are true and correct. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLV ANlA 

BY:_~-Ma-'+-y _ -rr-----"-----------

By: ~ TVt.....;....\._l~~f---__ 
City Controller I 

o 

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED 
before me, a Notary Public, 
t . 31 st day of October, 2001 ( 

(SEAL) C9MMONWEAl TH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
NotaIfaI Seal 

. CcIeen M.I<ine, Nora.y Public 
City Of Hanisbulg,IlaUl1*! County 

My Cornmissm &pires JLdy 4, 2010 
Member, PennsyillA'Iia ASSOciation of NoIaries 
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FW: Resource Recovery Payables 
-' 

Kroboth. Robert 

From: 

Sent 
To: 

Cc: 

GIorgione, Andrew J.(andrew.giorgione@bipc.com) 

Monday, July 30, 2007 8:50 AM 

Lingle, Uncia; Bruce Barnes; CCOCheres@eckerlseamans.com 

tharambrose@aol.com; Lukens, John; Kroboth, Robert; Dade, Steven; 
pstauder@CovantaEnergy.com 

Subject: RE: Resource RecoveIY Payables 

Gam! -

Page lot I. 

For purposes of your 10 am meeting with the County today. the below email from Linda answers one of the 
Questions of the County - a breakdown of the Workinq Capital Loan and reimbursements to the City. You will 
note that the attachment lists ALL amounts due the city from the RRF; however. Linda lists in the email only 
those amounts which the City demands reimbursement, including the June Debt Service Payment. through the 
Loan. As an aside, if the City makes the September payment. it also demands reimbursement for that amount, 
which is already listed as a "Use" of the Loan proceeds. That attachment also provides a list of all vendors to be 
paid. You will note that the Unpaid bills for 2006 amount has changed from the original breakdown and now is 
only $202.485.24. Of c.ourse. the difference is now listed in the Paid bills for 2006 because the City has made 
certain payments since this list was originally made. Regardless. the City is requesting reimbursement. 

As I understand the position of the County, the large open issue is reimbursement to the City for debt service 
payments. I am not sure how the County expects the City to make $4 M in unbudgeted debt service payments. 
Further. as I previously indicated to counsel to the County. if not paid now. the City and City Council will be in 
need of another TRAN before year-end and we do not need those negotiations in the mix if we are trying to pass 
the larger RRF plan, including rate increase, and a budget in the Fall. 

The County also asked for a breakdown of transaction fees included in the "Other Expenditures." I believe Bruce 
is workin~ on this. As you may recall. what funds are not used for the transaction will be used to cover proiected 
shortfalls in ?008 

Finally. the County has demanded that its costs and fees for its professionals be paid through the Working Capital 
Loan. Council has indicated it will not agree to such payment, even though there is a contractual obligation to do 
so. I indicated to counsel to the County that the Authority recognizes this payment obligation and asked Chuck 
Zwallv for a breakdown of such fees and costs. I expect it to be around $100K based on what was told to me. but 
I am stHf awaiting a more exact figure I further indicated that rather than making this an issue as this time. we 
negotiate a payment schedule with the County for reimbursement of such tees. Clearly, when the RRF is in full 
operating mode there will be more revenues for payment of obligahons. Of course, the County has raised the 
prospect of the Authority meeting such payment obliQation. Expect the County to also say that it is already 
making concessions on this point by not demanding a guarantee fee. . 

That is alII have for now. In sum, in terms of information, we have to get a breakdown of transaction fees. 

Please contact me if you need additional information. 

Andrew J. Giorgione, Esquire 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY 
17 N. SeCXlnd Street. 15th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Direct (717) 237-4863 
Fa~ (717)233~2 
andrew. giorqione@bipc.com 

7130/2007 
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Kroboth. Robert 

Frurn: 

sent: 

Ungle. Unda 

Tuesday. April 24, 20073:57 PM 

To: Kroboth, Robert 

Subject: RE: Attached File Per Your Request 

Bob: I recognize why you made the clarification but we're in hot water either way - with the bond holders if we 
"make the debt service payment" and with AFSCME if we "subsidize THAllncinerator operating expenses." 
Perhaps we can just make a short term loan to THA to meet their payroll for the next several months. 

Unda Lingle 
Business Administrator 

FraIn: Kroboth, Robert 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2007 3:51 PM 
To: Ungle, Unda; "GIorglone, Andrew J.'; Dade, Steven; leinberger, Wlllam; 'tharambrose@ao.com'; 
'.JKeIlerOnexteI.bIackberry.net'; 'JKeIIer641OgmaR.am'; 'thaboardOaol.am'; Lukens, John; 'Bruce Foreman'; 
'Bruce Barnes' 
Subject: RE: Attached FHe Per Your Request 

All: recall that it may behoove us to subsidize $310,000 of THAllncinerator operating expenses rather than 
subsidize the 5/1/07 debt service payment. Also. I recall Carol mentioning that the debt service needs to be 
funded for wen in advance of 511. Karen or Bruce B .• what is that date? 

BobK. 

--()rIginai Message-
FraIn: UngIe, Uncia 
sent: TuescIiIy, Aprtl 24, XKJ7 3:33 PM 
To: GIorgione, Andrew l.; Dade, Steven; Kroboth, Robert; lBinberger, Witllam; l:hararnbroseOa.com; 
JKellerOllexti!I.bIackberry.net; lKel1er6410gma11.com; ttlaboilrd@aol.cGmi LL*ens, John; Bruc:2 Fon!maR; 
BruceBames 
SUbjId: fW: AttBc:hed Fie Per Your Request 

1In""'-" High 

Attached is an updated report identifying 2006 outstanding bills aSSOCiated with the ISGF. Pursuant to 
our discussion last Friday, the total page has been reconfigured to further identify amounts due to the 
City. 

Andy: for purposes of your discussions with the County, I believe we would need them to fund the 
following for the City: 

$597.957.66 in bills to vendors which do not include the City, THA, the County or Waste Management 
and 
$1,340,000 in 2007 loans from the General Fund which includes the 5/1 debt service payment of 
$310,000. 

If anyone has a different take. let me know. 

Bill: please use this total page configuration going forward. 

412412007 
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Carol CochereslESCM 
Sent by: Phyllis 
HedenberglESCM 

06/08/200704:13 PM 

To hspumberg@fsa.com 

ee mcooper@fsa.com, RKrobo!h@CityofHBG.com, 
LUngle@CityoIHBG.com, tharambrose@aol.com, 
thaboard@aol.com, SDade@CityoIHBG.com, 
BBames@miltlopus.com, bruce@foreman-foreman.com 

bee Richard MichaellESCM 

Subject The Harrisburg Authority - Notice of Material Event 

As per my telephone call with Howard Spumberg this morning, attached are copies of the material event 
notices forwarded on behalf ofThe Harrisburg Authority (the "Authority") to the Nationally Recognized 
Securities Information Repositories in connection with the unscheduled draw on the City of Harrisburg 
Bond Guaranty for the payment of a portion of interest due on June 1, 2007 on each series of the following 
bond issue (the "Retrofit Bonds"): 

The Harrisburg Authority, (Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) Guaranteed Resource Recovery 
Facility Revenue Bonds, $31,480,000 Series 0-1 of 2003 

The Harrisburg Authority (Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) Guaranteed Resource Recovery 
Facility Revenue Bonds, $65,000,000 Series 0-2 of 2003 

The Harrisburg Authority (Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, $14,500,000 Series E of 2003 

The Harrisburg Authority (Dauphin County, Pennsylvania) Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
Resource Recovery Facility Revenue Bonds, $14,020,000 Series F of 2003 

Mr. Spumberg asked that I also send copies of the notices to Michael Cooper, FSA Counsel, who is 
copied on this email. 

In my conversation with Mr. Spumberg, I indicated that the Authority is working on a plan to address the 
difficulties facing the Resource Recovery Facility which resulted in a revenue shortfall to pay debt service 
on the Retrofit Bonds causing a draw on the City Bond Guaranty as well as a draw on the City Swap 
Guaranty. (The draw on the City's Swap Guaranty is not a material event under the Authority's and the 
City's respective Continuing Disclosure Agreements for which a material event notice has to be made. 
Draws on the City Bond Guaranty and City Swap Guaranty amounted to $1,668,752.57 of the total amount 
of $3,391,141 in debt service and swap and cap payments due on June 1, 2007 relating to the Retrofit 
Bonds.) Mr. Spumberg asked that if and when there was a written summary or description of the 
Authority's plan available to send a copy of such plan to him. I indicated that a written summary of the 
plan may be available next week for Harrisburg City Council and that the Authority would be willing to 
forward a copy of the plan to him. 

If Mr. Spumberg or Mr. Cooper have any questions regarding the attached notices, please feel free to 
contadme. 

m'I] 
~ 

l0331739.PDF 
Please note my new email addressisccocheres@eckertseamans.com. 

Carol P. Cocheres, Esq. 
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LlC 
213 Market Street 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101 
Phone 717-237-6023 

THA-ESOOOO14 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 

Members of the Board 
The Harrisburg Authority 

l'le have audited the accompanying basic financial statements of The Harrisburg 
Authority (a component unit of the City of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) as of and for 
the year ended December 31, 2005. as listed in the table of contents. These 
financial statements are the responsibility of The Harrisburg Authority's 
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in 
tbe united States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free of material misstatement. An audit includes eXamining. on a test basis, 
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An 
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial 
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of The Harrisburg Authority as of 
December 31, 2005, and the changes in its financial pOSition and its cash flows 
for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America. 

The waste incinerator, operated as a component of the Resource Recovery Facility 
of The Harrisburg Authority, as required by the Environmental Protection Agency. 
was temporarily closed so that The Harrisburg Authority could undertake a 
modernization program. A significant financing was completed in December 2003 to 
fund the costs of the project. Additionally, the Resource Recovery Fund has 
experienced significant operating losses and has an accumulated deficit of 
$77,962,617 at December 31, 2005. These issues are discussed further in Note 11 to 
the financial statements. 
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THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
I'IITH SUPPLEr.,ENTARY INFORMATION 

YEAR ENDED ~ECEMBER 31, 2005 
AND 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 

1~I1YkKo~y::/,8s.~UID::,:,," 
~ •• -," < ':. •. f , 

BIRHBG001960 



THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 

YEAR ENDED DECEMBBR 31, 2005 

cash flows from operAting activities 
Receipts from customers and users 
payments eo suppliers 
Payments to managa.ant agent 

Net cash provided by operating activities 

cash flows froa investing activities 
Purchases of investments, net 
Investment inco.e received 
Paynents received on direct financing leases 

Ret cash prov~ by investing activities 

cash flows from capital and related financing 
activities 
Decrease in obligation to construct assets under 
direct financing lease 

Decrease in advances to the City of Harrisburg 
Acquisition arid construction of capital assets 
Interest paid 
Principal paid on capital lease 
Principal paid on long-term debt 

Net cash used in capital and related 
financing activities 

Het decrease in cash ahd cash equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents - beginning 

Cash and cash equivalents - ending 

Reconciliation of operating income Iloss) to net cash 
provided by operating activities 
Operating income (loss) 
Adjustments to reconcile operating income (loss) to 
net cash provided by operating activities 
Depreciation 
Miscellaneous nonoperating inca.e (expense) 
Decrease in accounts receivable 
Increase in o~r receivables 
Decrease in account. payable 
Increase in due to City of Harrisburg 
Decrease in accrued landfill closure and 
postcloaure care liability 

Net cash provided by operating activities 

The &CCOIIIPanyiDg notes are an integral 
part of these financial statements. 

6 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 17,711,396 
(549,490) 

(16,520,640) 

641,266 

58,068,715 
6,]91,731 
1,956,641 

66,417,087 

(718,660) 
150,715 

'48,117,932) 
(15,661,737) 

(26,126) 
(4,441,023) 

(68,814,763) 

U,756,410) 

8,449,774 

6,693,364 

(2,510,063) 

2,782,287 
(511,156) 
411,863 
(15,683) 
(50,240) 

1,971,227 

(1,376,969' 

641,266 

BIRHBG001968 
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mayor Stephen R. Reed 

FROM: Linda Lingle 
Business Administrator 

SUBJECT: Incinerator 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 
November 29,2005 

Mayor, this is to let you know that Barlow has informed us that they are approximately $16 
million over budget. This is in addition to the $15 million borrowed in August to complete the 
project. 

Barlow is meeting with its lender in New York on Thursday and The Authority has been asked to 
guarantee a new bridge loan for $16 million or, in the alternative, make an additional 
commitment of excess revenue to facilitate the re-payment of the loan. Dan Lispi, Andy 
Giorgione, Bruce Foreman, Tom Mealy, John Lukens and I met yesterday to discuss this new 
development. It was agreed that The Harrisburg Authority would not guarantee Barlow's new 
loan, as it was felt that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the necessary approvals. 

Although there was a consensus that The Authority could agree to make an additional 
commitment of excess revenues, if available, and although there was discussion about lowering 
the defeasance requirement by $5 million, ultimately it was decided that Dan and Andy, who 
will be participating in the meeting with Barlow and its lender on Thursday, would not commit to 
any action on behalf of the City or The Authority, but would simply get a take on the likelihood 
that CIT would provide the bridge loan and maintain its commitment to finance Barlow's 
purchase ofthe Facility. 

In the meantime, Barlow has pulled SMS employees who were working on Units 2 and 3 from 
the job, the first fire of Unit 1 on municipal waste which was scheduled for yesterday did not 
occur, but was shut down because of problems encountered with the feed tables, and we are 
exploring the possibility of having Reynolds complete the project. Earlier today we were told 
that Barlow has hired a new project director, and has engaged in discussions with five other 
lenders who are considering the interim construction financing needed to complete the project. 
Barlow has also proposed purchasing the Facility in phases such that The Authority would 
receive one-third of the purchase price as each unit is completed. Although there is some 
interest in this proposal, we are concerned about what happens if Barlow purchases Unit One and 
then does not complete Units Two and Three. In addition, we would have a number of 
AFSCME labor problems to sort through if a phased purchase were to occur. We will know 
more on Friday when Dan and Andy return from New York. 

cc: Thomas Mealy 
John Lukens 
Bruce Foreman 

J: IncineratorlBarlow. wpd 

Andrew Giorgione 
Daniel Lispi 
File 



1lIE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

$20,961,574.40 Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Limited Obligation Notes, Series C of 2007 

$9,033,234.45 Guaranteed Federally Taxable Res~ Recovery Facility 
Limited Obligation Notes, Series D of2007 

CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

Date, Time and Place of Preclosing: December 26. 2007 
2:00p.m. 

. Date, Time and Place of Closing: 

Issuer 

Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott. LLC 
213 Market Street, Eighth Floor 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 

December 27, 2007 
10:00 a.m. 
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott~ LLC 
213 Market S~ Eighth Floor 
Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 17101 

INDEX 

Parties 

The Harrisburg Authority 

Issuer General Counsel Foreman & Foreman. P.C. 

Note Counselllssuer Special Counsel Sckat.~1iJ8D8 eherin. ¥etlo~J.LC 
;.:.-.. ;'.' 

Issuer Utigation Counsel Goldberg Katzman, P.C. 

Issuer Financial Advisor Public Financial Management 

City City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania 

City Solicitor Steven R. Dade, Esquire 

County County of Dauphin, Pennsylvania 

County Special Counsel ;lI~'~~W~/ 
County Financial Advisor Susquehanna Group Advisors, Inc. 

Placemem Agent Bear Steams & Co, Inc. 

Placement Agent Counsel Dilworth Paxson LLP 

( 



• THE HARRISBURG AUfHORITY 

$20,961,574.40 
GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES C OF 2007 

$9,033,234.45 
GUARANTEED FEDERALLY TAXABLE RESOURCE RECOVERY 

FACILITY LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES D OF 2007 

CLOSING ORDER AND RECEIPT 

RECEIPT, executed this 2'" day of December, 2007, by The Harrisburg Authority (the 
"Authority"), Commerce Bank, National Association. as trustee (the ''Trusteej, Bear Steams & Co, Inc., 
as placement agent (the "Placement Agent"), the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the 
"City") and the County of Dauphin, Pennsylvania (the "County"). 

As q.sed herein the foUowing tenns have the indicated meaning: 

2007 NOTES - The 2007C Notes and the 2007D Notes, coUectively. 

2007C NOTES - The Authority's Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Limited Obligation 
Notes, Series C of 2007~ dated December 27, 2007, in the initial stated value of $20,961,574.40. The 
2007C Notes are issued as fuUy registered Notes in the maturity value of $100,000 or any integral 
multiple of $5,000 in excess thereof. The 2007C Notes will mature and accrete value as provided in 
Exhibit "A-I" attached hereto. 

20070 NOTES - The Authority's Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility 
Limited Obligation Notes, Series D of 2007, dated' necenmer 27, 2007, in the initial stated value of 
$9,033,234.45. The 20070 Notes are issued as fully registered Notes in the maturity value of $100,000 
or any integral multiple of $5,000 in excess thereof. The 2007D Notes will mature and accrete value as 
provided in Exhibit" A-2" attached hereto. 

INDENTURE - The 2007 Notes are described in and issued and secured under and pursuant to a 
Trust Indenture, dated as of December IS, 2007, between the Authority and the Trustee. 

A AMOUNT DUE FROM TIlE PURCHASERS OF THE 2007 NOTES: 

2007CNotes 

Maturity Amount 
Less Original Issue DiSCOWlt 
Initial Stated Value 

$23,920,000.00 
(2.958.425.60) 

$20,961,574.40 



2007DNotes 

Maturity Amount 
Less Origioallssue Discount 
Initial Stated Value 

$10,765,000.00 
(1.731.765.55) 

$ 9,033,234.45 

Aggregate Amount Due from Purchasers of the 2007 Notes: $29,994,808.85. 

THE AUTHORITY hereby pursuant to Section 3.01 of the Indenture: 

1. Has ~ivcml or is delivering to the Trustee the within-described 2007 Notes and orders 
the Trustee to authenticate the same in accordance with the IndeIlture and deliver them. to the Placement 
Agent as designated by the Placement Agent, but only upon receipt of the Aggregate Amount Due from 
the Placement Agent at Closing. 

2. Directs the Trustee to make deposits and transferS to the fimds. accounts and parties as set 
forth in Exhibits "B-1" and "B-2" attached hereto. . 

3. Authorizes the Trustee to pay (i) the costs of issuance of the 2007C Notes and certain 
iDitial costs of the Working Capitill Project from the 2OO1C Account of the 2007 Clearing Fund and (ii) 
the costs of issuance of the 2OO1D Notes and certain initial costs of the Reimbursement Project from the 
20070 Account of the 2007 Clearing Fund, as set forth in EXhibit "C" attached hereto. 

4. Directs the Trustee to invest the amounts in the funds or accounts as set forth in Exhibit 
"0" attached hereto. 

THE TRUSTEE hereby: 

1. ACknowledges that it is the Trustee under the Indenture and hereby agrees to perform all 
obligations of the Trustee set forth in.tbc= Indenture. 

2. Acknowledges receipt from Placement Agent of the Aggregate Amount Due from the 
Placement Agent at Closing. 

3. Confirms the opening of the 2007C Account and the 2007D Account within the 2007 
Clearing Fund. 

4. Confirms that it has deposited and transferred the funds as set forth in Exhibits "B-1" and 
"B-2" attached hereto. 

S. Certifies that it has authenticated each of the 2001 Notes and bas delivered the 2007 
Notes to the Placement Agent or in accordance with its instructions. 

6. Certifies that the 2007 Notes have beCluiulyexecuted in the name of the Authority by the 
manual signature of the Chairman of the Authority and that the seal of the Authority imprinted upon the 
2007 Notes was duly attested by the manual signature of the Assistant Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Authority. 
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7. Agrees that it will invest the Funds and Accounts directed by the Authority pursuant to 
the instructions set forth in Exhibit "D" attached hereto. 

THE PLACEMENT AGENT hereby: 

Acknowledges receipt from the Trustee this day of the within-described duly executed. attested 
and authenticated 2007 Notes. and that the 2007 Notes shall be retained by the Trustee in custody. 

THE CITY hereby: 

Acknowledges and approves of the payment by the Trustee of (i) the costs of issuance of the 
2007C Notes and certain initial costs of the Working Capital Project from the 2007C ACCOWlt of the 2007 
Clearing Fund and (ii) the costs of issuance of the 2007D Notes and certain initial costs of the 
Reimbursement Project from the 200ID Account of the 2007 Clearing Fund. as set forth in Exhibit "c" 
attached heceto. 

THE COUNTY hereby: 

Acknowledges and approves of the payment by the Trustee of (i) the costs of issuance of the 
2007C Notes and certain initial costs of the Working CaPital Project from the 2007C Acoount of the 2001 
Clearing Fund and (il) the costs of issuance of· the 2007D Notes and certain initial costs of the 
Reimbursement Project from the 2007D Account of the 2007 Clearing Fund. as set forth in Exhibit "C' 
attached hereto. 
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This Closing Order and Receipt may be executed. simultaneously, in multiple counterparts, each 
of which counterparts, together. shall constitute but one and the same instrument 

THE HARRISBURG AUTIIORITY 

COMMERCE BANK. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. as 
Trustee 

BEAR STEARNS & CO, INC .• as Placement Agent 

By. ________ ~~~~-----------------
Vice President 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 

By.. ______ ~~--__ -----------------
Mayor 

COUNIY OF DAUPHIN 

By. __________ --~~-----------------
Commissioner 
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This Oosing Order and Receipt may be executed, simuJtaneously. in multiple counterparts. eacb 
of which counlelpal1S. together,· shall ~tute but one and the same instrument. 

THE HARRISBURG AurHORITY 

By:, ______________ _ 

Chainnan 

COMMERCB BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as 
Trustee 

By: _____________ _ 

Vice President 

CITY OF HARRISBURG 

By:. ________________ _ 

Mayor 

COUNTY OF DAUPHIN 

Br-________________ ~ ____________ _ 
CommiSsioner 



This Closing Order and Receipt may be executed, simultaneously, in multiple counterparts, each 
of which counterparts, together, shall constitute but one and the same instrument 

THE HARRISBURG AunlORITY 

By: ____ -:--:--________ _ 
Chainnan 

COMMJ3RCE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as 
Trustee 

By: 
------Aa~~:--~V~ke~~:--·~------

BEAR STEARNS & CO, INC., as Placement Agent 

By. _______ ~----------
Vice President 

CllY OF HARRISBURG ~ 

By. .~a 
yor 

COUN1Y OF DAUPHIN 

By. ________________ ___ 

Commissioner 
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This Closing Order and Receipt may be executed, 'simultaneowily, in multiple'counterparts, each , 
of which counterparts, together, shall constitute but one and the same instnqnent. 

THE HARRISBURG AUTHORITY 

By., ______ ~~~~----__ ~~------
Chairman . 

COMMERCE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as 
Trustee . 

By: 
-------.~V~i~oo-~~-~~M7~~--------------

BEAR STEARNS & CO, INC., as Placement Agent . 

By:, ______ ~~~~~ __ --------------
Vice President 

CI1Y OF HARRISBURG 

By:~. ______ ~~ __________________ ___ 
Mayor' 
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Initial 
Stated Value 

$20,961,574.40 

THE HARRISBURG AtITHORITY 

$20,961,574.40 
GUARANfEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 

Maturity 
Value 

SERIES C OF 2007 

EXHIBIT "A-I" 

l007CNOTES 

Maturity 
Date 

$23,920,000 December 1 S. 2010 

A-I 

Yield to 
Maturity 

4.50% 

o 



THE HARRISBURG AUfHORITY 

$9,033,234.45 
GUARANTEED FEDERAIL Y TAXABLE RESOURCE RECOVERY FACn.rrv 

. LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 

Initial 
Stated Value 

$9,033,234.45 

Maturity 
~ 

SERIES D OF 2007 

EXHIBIT" A-2" 

lOO7DNOTES 

Maturity 
IliWc 

$10,765,000 December IS, 2010 

A-2 

Yield to 
Maturity 

6.00% 



THE HARRISBURG AUl'HORITY 

$20,961,574.40 
GUARANTEED RESOURCE RECOVERY FACn.ITY 

LIMITED OBLIGATION NOTES 
SERIES C OF 2007 

EXHIBIT "B-l" 

2007CNotes 

Maturity Amount 
Less Original Issuc Disoount 
Initial Stated Value 

$ 23,920,000.00 
(2,958.425.60) 

$ 20,961,S74.4O 

The Trustee is directed to deposit $20,961,574.40 from proceeds of the 2007C Notes to the 
2007C Account of the 2007 Clearing FUnd. 

The Trustee is directed to mate the following transfers, deposits and payments from the 2007C 
Account, ftom proceeds of the 2007C Notes~ to the Funds and Accounts established pursuant to the 
Indenture or to the parties listed below: 

Costs of Issuance and Initial Working Capital Pi'oject Costs 
(As set forth on Exhibit "Cj 

Series C Project Account 

B-1 

$ 20,292,336.36 

$ 669,238.04 

• 
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(b) any amendment or waiver of or any consent to or departure from the terms and conditions of any 
Guaranty, the 2007 Notes, the Financing Document or any documents relating thereto; or (c) the existence 
of any claim, setoff, defense or other right which any party hereto may have at any time against any party 
hereto or any other person or entity, whether in connection with this Reimbursement Agreement, the 
transactions described herein or any unrelated transaction. 

5. Representations and Warranties. 

(a) The Authority hereby represents and warrants as follows: 

(i) The Authority is a municipal authority duly organized and validly 
e~stitlg ~der the Acl Each of the indiViduals executing and delivering this RebnbUI'!'lement Agree"ment, 
each Guarnnty, the 200T Notes, the F"mancing Document and aU related documents and instruments 
possesses fuJI power and ,authority to execute and deliver such 'documents and ~ch execution and . 
delivery does not contmv.ene the terms or proVisions .of any document. agreem~nt or instrument to which 
the Authority or any ofifs properties or assets is or may be bound; 

(ii) The execution, delivery and p~onnance .by the Authority of this 
Reimburs!=ment 'Agreement, each Guaranty, the 2007 Notes, the Financing Document and related 
documents and instruments have been duly authorized by all necessmy action, do not contravene the 
provis.ions of the Articles of IncoIpo~tion or By-Laws of the Atithoiity or of any .other agreement or 
instrument binding on or affc;cting the Authority or any of its assets or properties, and do not result iJ;l or 
require th~ creation of any lien, s"ecwity interest or other charge or encumbrance (other thBn. pursuant to 
this Reimbursement Agreement, ea~ Guaranty, the· 2007 Notes, the Financing Document. or. any other 
collateral security document or inStrument executed and delivered in connection with the same) 'upon or 
with r~ect to any.Qfthe Authority's assc::ts or properties; 

(iii) No authorization; approv.lJ or other consent or action by, and no noti~ to 
or filing with, any governmental authority or regulatory body is required for the due cxeCution, delivery 

. and performance by the Authority of this Reimbursement Agreement. each Gu;.ucmty, the 2007 Notes, the 
Financing Document or any related document or instrumcn~ except such as have been obtained; 

(iv) This Reimbursement Agreem~nt, each Guaranty, the 2007 Notes, the 
Financing DocUment and any :related document or instrument executed and delivered by or on b~haIf of 
the AuthoritY constitute the legal, valid and binding obligations of ~e Au~ority enforceable against the 
Authority in accordance with their respective terms; and 

(v) There is no pending action or procee4ing befc~re any court, governmental 
agency or arbitrator against or directly involving the Authority and, to the beSt of the knowledge of the 
Authority, there is no threatebed action or proceeding against the Authority before any court, 
governmental agency or arbitrator which, in any case, may materially and adversely affect the financial 
condition or operations of the Authority or any other material contingent liability of any kind (which has 
not heretofore been disclosed to the City and the County). 

(b) The City hereby represents aQd warrants as follows: 

(i) The Oty is a municipal corporation of the Commonwealth. Each of the 
individuals executing and delivering this Reimbursement Agreement, the City Guaranty and all related 
documents and instruments possesses full power and authority to execute and deliver such documents and 
such execution and delivery does not contravene the tCJlJlS or provisions of any document, agreement or 
instrument to which the City or any of its properties or assets is or may be bowd; . 
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. (u') The execution, delivexy and perfOnDancc' 'by the City of this 
Reimbursement Agreement, the City Guaranty,' and related doetiJpents and instruments have been duly' 
authorized. by all necessary. action. do not contravene the provisions of its Charter or any ordinance of the 
City or. of any other agreement or instrument binding on or affecting the City or any of its 8liSets or 
propertieS, and ~o not result iJJ. or require the creation of any lien; security interest or .other cbar&e or 
encumbrance (other than pursuant to this RcimbursemcIi.t Agreement, the City Guaranty, or any other 
collateral security document or instrument eiecuted and delivered in connection' with the same) upon or 
with respect to any of the City's assetS or properties; 

(iiI') No authorization, approVal or other consent or action by, and no ·notice to 
or filing with. any governmental authority or regulatory body is required for the due execiltio~ d~vC1}' 
and p~rmance by," the City of this Rcimburs~ent Agreement, the City Guaranty or any related 
document or instrument, except such as have been obtained; 

. (iv) This Reimbursement Agreemen~ the City Guaranty aDd any related 
doc~ or instmment executed and delivered by or'on behalf of the City constitute the Ic8aI. valid and 
binding obligations of the City enforceable against the City in .aCcordance with their icspective terms; and 

. " 

. (v). There is no pending action or proceeding before any court, governmerital 
agency or arbitrator against or direcdy involving the Oty and. to the best 9f the k:i:J.owleclge of the City • 

. there is no threatened action or proceeding against the City b.efore any ~urt, governmental agencY'or 
arbitrator which, in any case, may materially and 'adversely affect the 1inaD.cial cmidition or Operations of 
the City or any other materlal contingent liability of any kind (which bas not heretofore been disclosed to 
the Authority and the County). 

(c) T,pe County hereby represents and w:mmts as follows: 

(i) The County is a municipal coxpmation of the Commonwealth. Eac~ of 
the individuals executing and delivering this Reimbursement Agreement, the County Guaranty and aU 
related documents and ·instnunents·poss~es full power' and authority to execute aDd delivcr:sucb 
documents and ~ch execution and delivety does nol co~travene the terms or proVisions of any docunient, 

. agreement or instrument to which the County or any of its properties or assets is ormay be bound; 

(ii) The execution, delivery and performance by the County of this 
Reimbursement Agreement, the County Guaranty. and related documents and instruments have been duly 
authoriZed by aU necessary action, do not contravene the provisions of the organizational dOQUDlents of 
the County or of any other agreement or Jnstrument binding on or affecting the County or any of its assets 
or properties, and do not result in or require the creation of any Jien, security interest or other charge or 
encumbrance (other than pursuant to this Reimbursement Agreement, the County Guatanty, or any other 
collateral security document or instrument executed and delivered in connection with the same) upon or 
with respect to any of the County's assets or properties; . . 

(iii) No authorization, approval or other consent or action by, and no notice to 
or filing with, any governmental authority or regulatoIy body is required for the due execution, detivCl}' 
and perforinancc'by the County oelhis Reimbursement Agreement, the County Guaranty, or any related 
document or instrument, except such as have been obtained; 

(iv) This Reimbursement Agreeinent, the County Guaranty, and any related 
document or instrument executed and delivered by or on behalf of the CountY constitute Jhc legal, valid 
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and binding obligations of the County enforCeable against the County in accordance With ~eir respective 
.terms; and 

(v) There is no pending action· or proceeding before any court, governmental 
agency ·or arbitrator against or directly involving the County and, to the best of the knowledge of the 
County, there is no threatened actio~ or proceeding against the County before any court, governmental 
agency or arbitrator which, in any case, may materiaUy and adversely affect the financial condition or 
operations of the County or any other material coD.tingent liability of any kind (which has not heretofo~ 
been disclosed to the Authority and the City)_ 

6. Covenants of the Authority. So long as any Guaranty shall remain in full force and 
effect, or any amoufu is due mid owing to the City. or the County under· the provisions ·of this 
Reimbursement Agreement, the Authority covenants and agrees that it" sbalJ, unless the City and the 
County has otherwise cons~ted in writing: 

(a) Preserve and maintain its due existence, and its right to do business and its good 
standing in·the Commonwealth; 

(b) Comply in all material respects with all applicable laws, rules, regulations and 
orders of any governmental authority. the non-compliance with which would materially and adversely. 
affect its operations or condition; . . 

(c) Keep or caUse to be kept proper, acCurate and complete books of record and 
account, in which fiiIl and correct entries shall be made of financial transactions and the assets and 
operations of the Authority; .. . 

(d) Observe. in ·all respects, its obligations wder each Guaranty. the 2007 Notes and 
the Financing Docmnent; . 

(e) At any time after the County sball have paid such amount or amounts as at that 
time it shall be required to pay in accordance with the provisions of the County Guaranty or sbaH have 
paid any costs, fees or expenseS required thereby. to repay to the County the amount or amountS actually 
advanced by the County, together with interest on such amounts, all in accordance with the terms of this 
Reimbursement Agreement; and· . 

. (f) At any time after the City shall have· paid such amount or amounts as at that time 
shall be required· to pay debt service on tbe 2007 Notes in accordance with the provisions of the City 
Guaranty, subject to prior satisfaction of (e) ab.ove, to repay to the City the amount or amounts actually 
advanced by the City. together with interest on such amounts, all in accordance with the terms of this 
Reimburs~ent Agreement, and specifically subject to the provisions ofParagraph2{d) herein. 

7. Defaults and Remedies. Each of the following shall constitute an event of default 
("Event of Default'') hereunder unless waived 'by the Affected party hereunder. n Affected Party" may 
mean one or more parties. insofar as any party is directly affected by the Event of Default in question. 

(a) Failure by a party to make any payment hereunder when due and payable;. 

(b) Failure by a party to perfonn or comply with any of the other terms. conditions or 
covenants contained in this Reimbursement Agreement, a Guaranty, the 2007 Notes or the Financing 
Document and continuance of such failure uncured for 30 days after such party has knowledge that such 
failure has occurred, or such longer period to which each Affected Party may agree in the case of a default 
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not curable by the exercise of due diligence within such 30-day perioil, provided that the party shall have 
coinJDenccd to cure such dcfat.dt within such 30-day period and shall complete su~b cure as quicldy as 
reasonably possible with the exereise of due diligence; 

(c) Any of the representations or warranties of Ihe party set forth in this 
Re~ent Agrecmcol: or a Guaranty or in any other certificate, document, statement, instrument or 
agreCmCDt furnished to the Affected PartypUIStJant to the terms hereof or a Guaranty proves to have been 
materially false when nWtc; . 

" (d) Any material provision of this Reimbursement Agreement, the 2007,Notes or the 
F~ Document shall at anytime for any reasOn cease to be valid and binding on a party, or "shall bJ: 
declared to be null and void, 'or t1ie validity or. enforceaDility thet'e9f shan be contested by a party or any 
goVemmental agency or authority, or a party shall deny 1bat it has any or further liability or obligation 
under~ Reimbursement Agreement, the 2007 Noles or.the Financing Document; or . ' . 

(e) A party shall (i) apply for or COllSent to the appointment of "a receiver .. trustee, 
, liquidator or custodian or the lilce for its property. or (il) admit in writing its inability to pay its debts 
generally as they become due, or (iii) make a gcocral asslgm:Dcnt for th~ benefit of creditors. or (iv) be 
adjudicated a baiIlaupt or insolvent, or (v) commence a voluntary case under the United States 
BaDkruptcy Code (or any successor to such code) or file a volimtaIy petition or answer see1dDg 
reorganizatio~ an mangement wi,th crecUtOis or an order foJ;" relief or seeking to take advantage of any 
inso~ law. or fiI~ an answer admi~ . the material lillegatioDS of a petition filed against stich 
corporation in arty banlauptcy, ~on or insolv!'DCY proceeding; ot to take any action for the 
purpose ofeft'ccting any of the fo~ing, or ('Yl) irwithout the applicatioD, approval or conseilt ofa party. 
a proceeding sbal1 be instituted in ~y co11Ji or competent jurlsdicti6~ 'under any J8w relating to 
bankruptcy, insolvency. reoxganization or reUef of debtors," seeking an order for relief or an adjudication 
in banlauptcy. reorganization, dissolution. .winding "P. liquidatiOn, a composition or 8IIJ!Ii1gement with . 
creditors, a rcadjustmcot of debts. the apPointment of a trustee, receiver. liquidator or custodian or the like 
or of all or any substantial part of.the assets of such party or" other like relief in respect thereof under any 
banlauptcy or insolvency law. and, if such proceeding is being contested in good faith, the same shan CA) 
result Dl .the· entry bf an order for relief, or any such adjudication or appOintment or (B) remain 
undismissed and unstayed for a period of 60 days •. 

If an Event" ofDefauit baS ocCurred and is continuing each Affected Party may exercise. or cause 
to be exercised, any and all such remedies ~ it may have at law or in equity. 

. . 
8.' Cumulative Remedies; Waiver. No failure on the part of the City or· the C~y to 

exercise, and 110 delay in ex!%Cising. any right hereunder or elsewhere shall operate as a waiver thereof, 
nor sball any single or partial exercise of any right hereunder or elsewhere preclude any other or filrthCI: 
exercise thereof or the exerciSe ofany other right 

9. Entire Agreement; Multiple Counterparts. TIds Reimbursement Agreement 
constitutes the entire agreement, and gupersedes aU prior agreements and understandings. both written and 
oral, among the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof; and this ReimbUrsement Agreement may 
be executed, simultaneously. in multiple counterparts. each of which counterparts, together. shall 
constitute but one and the same instrmnent 

10. Severability. The provisions of this Reimbursement Agreement shall be severable; and 
in the event oftbe invalidity or unenforceability or any one or more phrases. sentences, clauses, Articles. 
Sections or parts contained in this Reimbursement Agreement, such invalidity or unenforceability shaD 
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. not affect the validity or enforceability of remaining portions of this Reimbursement Agreement or any 
remaining parts thereof. 

11. Amendment.: No amcndmerit, waiver or consent of any provision of this Reimbursemenl 
Agreement shall be effective unless the same shaD be in writing and executed by the parties hereto, and 
then such waiver or consent sball be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific puIpOsc for 
which given. . 

12. Choice of Law. 1his Reimbursement Agreement shall be construed in accordance with' 
. and shall be governed'by the laws of the Commonwealth. 

13. Headings. Section headings in this Reimbursement Agreement are included herein for 
convenience of reference only and shaH not constitute a part of this Reimbursement Agreement for any 
other pUrpose. 

. 14.. Continuing ObHgation. This Reimbursement Agreement and each G1,UII8Ilf:)' are 
contiDuing obligations and shall: (a) be binding Upon the parties thi::reto and their reSpective successors' 
and assigns; and" (b) inure to. the benefit of and be enforced by the parties thereto and their respective 
successorS and assigns; provided that the Authority may not assign all ~r part of this Reimbursement 
Agreemc::nt without the prior written consent of the City an~ the County. 

15. Indemnification. The Authority hereby indemnifies and holds harmless ~c City and the 
County from and against any and all damages. losses, liabilities, costs or expenses whatsoever which the 
City or the County may incur (or which may be 'claimed against the City or the County by any person or 
entity whatsoever) by reason of or in Connection with the execution and delivery ot: or payment or failure 

. to pay under, a Guaranty; provided the Authority shan not be rCquiredto indemnify the City or the 
County for any claims~ damages. losses, liabilities, costs or expenses to the extent, but only to the extent, 
caused by: (a) the respective willful misconduct or gross negligence of the City or the County; or (b) the 
'City's or the County's willful failure under'a Guaranty. Nothing in this Paragraph is intended to limit the 
reimbursement obligations contained in Paragraph 2 hcieof. 

16. No Recourse. No recourse under or upon 'any obligation, coveruint or agreement 
contained herein' shall be had against any past, present or future memb~, officer or employee of the 
Authority, the County or the City oo!' of any successor of the Authority, the County or the City under .any 
rule of Jaw, st,atutc or constitutional provision, or by enforcement of any asseSsment, or by any legal or 
equitable proceeding or otherwise. it expresslY being agi"eed and understood that the obligations of the 
Authority hereunder are solely corporate obligations of the Authority and that no personal liability 
whatsoe~er shall attach to or shall be incurred by such members, officers or employees ~fthe Authorily or 
of any successor of the" Authority. or any of them, because of such indebtedness or by reasoli. of any 
obligation, covenant or agreement contained herein. or elsewhere,· or implied therefrom. unless as a result 
of willful misconduct. . 

17. Conflicts. -Insofar as possible the provisions of this Reimbursement Agreement shall be 
deemed complementary to the ti:nns of each Guaranty but in the event of conflict the terms hereof shall 
control to the extent such arc enforceable under applicable law, provided. however, that nothing herein 
contained shall limit or alter the City's or the County's obligations under their respective Guaranty. 

18. Notice. All . notices or other communications provided for in this Reimbursement 
Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally. or sent by certified or registered mail or 
overnight delivery service providing receipt against delivery (such as Federal Express), to the' respective 
parties as follows: 
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ilto the Auth.ority: 

The Harrisburg Authority 
One Keystone Plaza. Suite 104 
Front and Market Streets 

-Hanisbwg,PA 17101 
Attenlio~ Executive Director 

m.th a copy to: 

Office oftheMilyor~ City of Harrisburg 
The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Ir. 

City Government CC:nter 
Ten ~orth Second Street. Suite 405 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 -

with ~othcr copy to the Authority Solicitor: 

Foreman & Foremau..P.t. 
6'" Floor. VeteranS Building 
112 MarkCt Street 
Harrisburg .. PA i71()S-201S 

if to the County: 

Board of County Commissioners 
County ofDaupun 
2nd &: MarJcet Streets 
Harrisburg,PA 17101 
Attention: Chairman. 

with a copy to the County So.liator: 

[msert notice address] _ 

if to the City:. 

Office of the Mayor. City of Harrisburg 
The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. 

City Government Center 
Ten North Second Street. Suite 405 
Hairisburg, PA 17101 

with a copy to the City Solicitor. 

Cjty ofHmrisburg 
The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

City Government Center 
Ten North Second Street, Suite 405 
Hanisburg.PA 17101 
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Attention: City Solicitor 

ifto the City Council: 

City Counell, City ofiIarrisburg 
The Rey. Dr. Martln Luther King, Jr. 

City Govermrient Center 
Ten North Second Street, Suite 405 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Attention: President 

Any party-may change the designated recipi~t or address by written notice delivered to the other 
parties as required by this Section. -

[The remainder-of this pag,! intentionally left blank.} 
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iN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, each intending to"be legally bound, purSUant to 
proper authorization of their respective governing bodies, each causes this Reimbursement Agreement to 
be execut~ by its respective dulyauthoriz¢ officer or officers and to be -aUested by its" respective duly 
authorized officee and its respective ~fIicial or coIpOrate seal to be. affixed to thiS Reimbursement 
Agreement, all as orthe day and year" first above written. " 

Atte~~~ ____________________ __ 
City Clerk 

(SEAL) 

Approved as to Fonn and Legality' 

City Solicitor 

Attest: 

Secretary 

(SEAL) 

A~test: 

(SEAL) 

Chad Saylor 
~efCl~ClUefofStdT 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, 
Dauphin County, Pennsylvania 

B~ ______________ ~~~ __ __ 
Mayor 

B~. ______________________ ~ __ _ 
Controller 

TDEBARRISBURG AumORrI'Y 

B~ __ ~~ __________________ __ 
Chairman 

COUNTY OF DAUPBIN,PENNSYLVANIA 

Chairman, Board oCCommissioncrs 

Member, Board of Commissioners 

Member, Board of Commfssioners 
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• EXHIBIT ''C'' 

MAXlMUM LEASE RENTAL OBLIGATIONS 

o 
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ExhibitC o 
The Hanisburg Authority 

Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility Limited Obligation Notes 
. Senes C ana D of2007 

Accreted 
Note Series Maturi~ Date Amount Rate Thld MaximYm Ywue 

at Mab:iri~ . 
'. 

Series C of2007 1211512010 $20~964,000 5.000% . 5.000% ,24,310,000 

Series D of2007 1211512010 S 9,036,000 7.000% 7.000% . 11,105,000 

. 35,415,000 

( 
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• EXHmrt'1)" 

USES OF mE PROCEEDS OF TIlE 2007 NOTES 

The maxim~ aggregate amount ~r the lease rental debt shall be $30,000,000, which proceeds of the 
2007 Notes shall be allotted as follows: 
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De IIarrisburl AUlboritp Besaurce RecoYcrJ FadJ111 
Wurlduc Capllal~ 

Til hrt7Ii11erimFuDdIDg AgreeIIItDI sectloll2.1 

m lnunediale rcImb!nsemmt 10 lhe Coull" uribe October 15,21107 adyaDCPDe!II or SUSO.OOO 
ReimbulsClDCllt toCouat)' ofad_e to CovaDIa pcrQlopezldioa AgreCmeal 

fil) rnpnedlale rdm1JurscmeptlC! the ClI, or Ole Octobu 5, 21N17 adYaDc:cmenl or S2$o.oOO 
Reimbullcmcat IOCill ofad_IOConIrIz per Coop~ A&r-cal 

fiB) AD opa1lt!ec eeCIISCS or !be R_ RectiYeO' Facilily asn'aJdy !!!!I.sIa!!!liD IIIId IJIroaCh Ole calmdar rear 2008 . 
Waste MaaJGllC'll 
CoVllll& OpCraduc Dcticil 
2CIOB Co_ca OIIo-MOIIIb Prcpa,aat per LonJ-lam OIcM A&rcc-at (ad_ rar:Vlla paptc:nt) 

omio'l'RA; 
2QJ6111A. WaterISewer 
2D07111A. WaIa-IS_(owcd &om 2007) 
2D071RA WaIerISewu(JalllladerDC2oo7) 
2im"l1lA 'nusIccFcCs (rcmaJadcrof2007J 
2D11l111anDce DedlIcIlbJe (2 dafms) 

sw-TfIIDI: 

O"ed" CPR: 
6I11f1111D11 'HI1ffI Debl Senic:e Pa)'lll:llI5 

1,1I1,cig6.07 
214,928.33 
3Il7ZSSl 
.• 17.000.110 
soo,ooo.oo 

S2,250,ooo.C19 

250,000:00 

782,982.69 
6500.000.00 

'00.000.00 

2,266,25432 

tOO DeLl myig pmneels or die RerOuree Rearnry Facility maim all Noyember:l utll!ecailb!r:l .,,2007l1nll ror!be ademJar!!!!!'WI 
Rcilllbursl:mc:qa toCoualy rill" 1bc:1I~ 1:V1io7 (due 11.26) DeblSc:Mc:e l'a}'JIICDt 3,IOO,CJOQ.110 • 
ReiDl~I 10 City far porIioD DCI 1/11ffI Dcbr.Scnice Paymat . QXJ,ooo.oo 

. 2008 Dd!r Scnic:c (eslimaled Del wilhoul CcwaDIa COIISInICdOllIIWl prIIlL) ..... 49,338.00 

siA,.TDlIIl: 

(r) .a)'IIIUIIDIidIDI aD outstuuUag CouDI; SJStena rees (Ioplhu .; ... 1alcRst lben:oa), whldl rees haw b_ caIIr:dcd by die A1IIhDrit.r 
_ a"eal fpr Ib, CDllnlj anti !!hie' rees!be Au!laar!ly lug l:alled 10 remit .. Bg!Ijr!rI DIImI!I!llu III amanenb wIIh!be County 

Cowaty S __ Fccs far2006 III 2Ot11 . 
. . 

15,149,338.110 

1,IJ67,783.00 

eft) N~ msb I11III upeIISlS orll!e WDTJdng CapllaI FacDll1 JDdudloc DD1 r'eIIsoDalll.lees" Ibeleatlu,IJIeAulbDriIf's Iin:meIaI ad"', 
Not' CDllnsei and mJ!!!S§ or !be prpflSSitma' adrisorj oflb, Coup'r 

1'rIlf'~ Fecs,l.epl Fcr:i.1IId I'IIIlDdng COsts (see allac:bed pace) . 1,350.000.00 

MJ!) SUch o!bq ImI§ and cuad!tlDIIS romIstenl wltl! dlssuss!ODS!!DOfIt mnmapll am.}e 10 !be Papl§' adyisors 

SUB-TOTAL 
LESS: 2008 Nel Opcnadac 1-AwoUllhlc 10 RecI,.ec Worldll& Capital Loan pCI' JlDR aon Budict· . 
AMOVNT NEEDED FOR WORKING CAPITAL 

0.00 

0.00 

33,972.456.00 
3,97Z.456.00 

$3O,oOD,!!O •• oo 

"HDR 200& BucIgd assumes optlal.ia, RYCIIUCI or S26 mlllioD aad openliD, expmrcs ar S22.1 au11ioa and USllmes /lIIc iDere:zses b1111e Cry (S43 rnil&m) and 
CoUDI>' (SI.3 m111ioa) become elfcctlvc JuuU)' 1,2001. • 

11l20l2007 1 
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.' r OJ-fleE OF THE CITY tA.ERK 
Municipal ~uilding 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 

..LM~Q.~"~'en~1:::.l::k,:!..~'--::;;30-=--_ 2OE1. 
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The Patriot-News Co. 
812 Market St. 

Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Inquiries -717-255-8'237 

ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOT 

. 213 MARKET STREET 
STHFLOOR 

HARRISBURG 
.. 

PA 17108. 

THE PATRIOT NEWS 
THESUNDAYPA~OTNENS 

. . 
·Pro·of of Publication 

Under Act . .No. 587.· Approved May 16, 1929 
Commonwealth of Pehnsylvania, County of 'Oauphln} .ss 

. Joseph A. Dennison, being duly sworn acc::or'dlng to laiN, deposes and says.: 

.. That he Is the Assistant cOntroller of The Patiiot NeWs CD.; a i:orPorBuon organized and existing under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with Its p~n~pal office and place of business at 812 to ~18 Market street, In the City of 
Harrisburg, CQun.ty of Dauphin. State 'of Pennsylvania. owner afld p~blisher of 111e Patrtot-News and The Sunday Pabiot-News . 
newspapers of g~1 clrculaUon, prJnte~ and published at ~12 to 818 MSrkefStreet. In the City, County and state afQresaid; that 
The Patrlol-Ne~ arid The Supday Patriot-News were established MBrCIJ 4th, 1854, and September 18th, 1949, respe~, and -. 
aD have been continuously pubUshed ever since; '. . . . I ~ 

That the printed .notice or pubDcatlqn which Is securely .attached hereto is exacUy as prin~ ana published in their regular \ _ 
daily and/or Sunday( Metro editions which' appeared r;m ~e date{s) Indicated below. llJat neither he nor said Co.mpany is 
Interested In the subject matter of said printed notice or advertiSing,' and th~t aU of the allegations of this statement as to the tlm~ • 

. place and character of piJbllqation are true; and. . .'. . . . '. . . 
That he has personal knowledge of the·~ aforesaid and -Is duly authorized ~nd empowered to verify this· sta~ement on 

behalf bfThe Patriot-News Co. aforesaid by virtue and pursuant to a resoIuUon unanimously passed and adopted severaRy by the 
stocktlolders and board .of directors of the" said· Company and subsequenUy duly recorded in the office fOr the Recording of Deeds 
in and for"said County·of Dauphin in MisceJlaf1!!~us ~K '"M-, Volume 14, Page 317.· . . . . . 

PUBUCATJON COpy 

'. 

Thls·ad t# 0001780145 ran oli the dates shown below: • 
November 17.2007 

t before me this 20 day·.! N ...... ber. 2007 AD. 

I Notary Public .. 

COMMONWEAlTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
NDIaI1aI5eaI 

James L Calk, NoIaIyNlllc 
atrOf~D;qJImColriy 

MY. CcImri1b&fon EJcpJres.J1118 2. 2fX8 
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• 
The Patriot-News Co. 

812 Market Sl 
Harrisburg, PA 1'7101 

Inquiries .-717-255-8292 

. ~~tPatriot"NtWS 
NoW you know 

ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN 8. MELJ..OlT, LLC 

CAROL P. cOCHERES, ESQUIRE 
213 MARKETSTREET 

HARRISBURG. . PA 17101 

THE PATRIOT NEWS· 
THE '~UNDAY PATRIOT NEW~ 

Proof of Publication 
Under Act No. 587. Approved May 16. 1929 . 

Co~monWealth of Pennsylvania, CoUnty of Dauphin} ss 

. Joseph A Dennison, being duly sworn according ~o law, deP.Dses and ~: 

. That he Is the As~lstant Controller of The Pabiot News Co .. ·a corpOration organ~d and eXIsting. under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place of business at 8~2 to 81 B Market S~et, in the City of . 

. Harrfsburg, County of Dauphin, State·of Pennsy~ia, oltYller and p.u~rJSher·Qf The Pabiot-N~ and The Sunday Patriot-News 
. newspapers of ge"nefSi circulation, pririted and pubnsh~ at B12 to BiB Markel street. In the City. County and State aforesaid; th~l 
~ The Patriot-News and The Sunday Patriot-News were estabUshed March 4th, 1854. and ~eptember 18th. 1949, respectively, and 
~ , all have been continuously publish~d ever since; . .' . . 
- . That the printed notice or publication which is seaJrely aUached hereto Is exactly as pmted and pubH~hed In their regular 

dally and/or Sunday! Metro editions .whlch appeared on the date[s) I~dlcated be~; That neither he nor said CO!l1pany is 
interested In the subject matter of said printed notice or adverUslng, and that all of the ~J1egations of this statemen~as to the time, . 

. place and character of pubR!:Btion are true; and . ... . 
. That he has personal krioWledge of the facts aforesaid and Is duly authorized and empowered to verify this statement on 

behalf of The Patriot-News CD. afbresald by virtue and pursuant to a resoluOon unanimously passed and adopted severally by the 
stockholders and board of directors of the said Company and subsequenUy duly recorded in the office for the Record.jng. of Deeds 
in and for said County of Dauphin in Miscellaneous Bpok -M-, Volume 14. Page 317 • 

. PUBLICATION Copy ran on the dates shown below: 
November 3D, 2007 .. 

scribed before me this 3O.day of November. 2007 A.D . 

. Notary PubHc 
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CITY OF HAruusBURG, DAUPHIN couNTy, PENNSYLVANIA 
DEBT STATEMENT PU;RSUANT TO SEcTIoN "SUO' OF 

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT DEBT ACT 

STATEMENT AS OF NOVEMBBR 20, 2007 

.L Gross Incurred Debt 

A. mcctoral 

B. Nonelectoral 

c. Lease Rental 

The $52,.463,561.60 ofNonclectoral Debt consists of1he following: 

Federally Taxabl~ GcnC1'8I'Obligation Bonds, Series A of 1995 OOB-I2SBl 
Federally T~bl~ Geneml Obligation Bolids. Series Al of 1997 oO~I2946 
Gei1emlObligationRefunding Bonds, Series D of 1997 OOil,.l3161 
General Obligation Refunding Notes, ~eries F of 1997 GON-ml 
General ObligaiionNote, Series A of2003 cON-11337 ' 

Geneml Obligation Note, Series B of2003 GON-11337 
General Obligation Note, Series ~ of2003 OON-11337 

The $492,989,~.60 of Lease Rental Debt "consists of the foUowiI}g: 

lIaIrisburg Paddng Authority GuaiaDleed Parking 
Revenue Note, Series K. of2000 LM-3409. E-2766 

Harrisburg Patking Authority Gwuanleed Parldng 
RCvenuc Rcfimding Bonds. Series lof2001 LRA-3409, E-27fi6 " 

HarrisbUrg Parking Authority Guamnteed Parking Revenue Bonds, 
Senes of200t LRA~690. 6-3001 " 

Ranisburg P8rking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Refunding 
Bonds, Sciics N of2003 uV.-4071. &3420 

Harrisburg Paddng Authority Guamnteed Parking R.cveuue Refimding 
Bonds, Series 0 of2003 lRA-4071.E3428 

. Harrisburg Paddng Authority Guaranteed'Parking Revenue Bonds, 
Series P-I of2005 and Guaranteed Parking Revenuc Bonds. Series P-2 
of2005 (FedCnUyTaxable) LRA-438I,E-3"S ' 

Hanisburg}laddng Authority Guai:anteed Parking Variablc Rate Revenue 
Refbnding Notes, Series Q of20113 LRA-4441 

$ .00 

$' 52,463,561.60 

S 492,989,690.60' 

$ . 4.826,485.90 
$ 2,880.000.00 
S 20,590.676.55 
S 23,774,835.30 
$ 83,004.50 
$ 225,012.21 
$ , '83.547.1 4 

$ 52,463,561.60 

S 11,800.000.00 

$ . 28,565,000.00 

S 17,090,OOO.ocY 

S 5,820,000.00 

$ 13,160,000.00 

$ 16,630,000.00 

$ 29,000,000.00 

I Docs nat include: $30.000,000, maximum aggregate stated value at issuance, oflease reatal debt proposed to be iDcumcI by !he 
City otHarrisburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the "City") pul'SII8Dt to procccdinp filed with th.CI Dcpm:Imc:nl of Community 
and Economic Dcvclopmcot (the "DcpmtmcIIl"), to which ibis Debt Statement Is attached. The proposed lease rcotal debt to 
which this Debt Statemeut is attached coasists of tho guarmity by the City of the $20.964.000, maximum agpqatc staled value at 
issuance, Guaranteed 1tcsoarce RccoVCIy Faa1ity Umited Obligatioll Notes, Series C of 2007 (!be "2007C Notes1, and 
$9,036~, maximum agregale stated value at issaance. Gll8DIIItced Federally Taxable Rr:saun:e Recovery F1lCI1~ Limited 
Ob6gatiOD NoleS, Series Q of2007 (the "20070 Noles"), 10 be issued br The Hanisbwg Authority (the "Authority''). 
2 Rcf1cc1S acbJaI amOWlt of 0UIStaIld1ng Bonds, as reflected In the debt service scheduJe sent to the Department on- June 30.2003. 
The scbcdule of actaal debt scMCC varies Ii'Dm the &ehedulc of debt service: included in the proceedings approved by the 
pcpartmenl, ad 011 fiJe ia the Dqmrtmcnl's nxxxds. 
J Proccecls of the S~es Q Notes, upon their expected iSSUllllcc by the Harrisbtug ParJdng Authority (the ·Parking Authorily") in 
2011. wiD be applied on or about September" I, 2011 ,to refiJncI and redeem aU Series J Bonds then OUIsIanding which are 
scheduled to mature after Seplcmbc:r 1,2011. The principal amount of Series J Bonds scheduled to be so refimded and redeemed 
on September I, 2011 is $26.660,000. The City is taIdng as a credit in Scclion n bereof the amount of Saies J Bonds 
($26.660,000) expected to be so ICfimdcd and redeemed 011 September 1,201 L 
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Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Bonds. 
Series R of 2007 LRA-4S92, E-4063 $ 16,965,000.00 -

Harrisburg Parking Authority Guaranteed Parking Revenue Refunding 
Bonds, Series S of200t LRA-464Z,E-4131 - _ $ 15,000,000.00 

Harristown Development CoIporation Lease Revenue 
Bo~ds (raxable), Senes of 1992 LRA-2i174~ E-1399 $- 7,355~863.00 

Redevelopment Au~ority of the City of Harrisburg Federally . 
Taxable Guaranteed Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1998 LR.A-3334, E-2587 $ 6,920,525.00 
Red~elopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Guaranteed 
Revenue Bonds, Series B of 1998 LRA-333S,E-2S8S $ 16,716,758.20 

RedeVelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Taxable 
18,750,000.00 Gu~ Revenue Bonds, Series of2001 LRA-368B, E-3OO0 $ 

R,edevelopment Authority of the City ofHaITisburg Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Bond, Series of2004 lRA-4148,E-3S07 $ 1,950,000.00 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Federally Taxable 
Guaranteed Variable Rate Revenue Bonds (Stadium Project), 
Series A-I of2005 LRA-4211, E-3615 $ 8.620,000.00 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Harrisburg Fedetauy Taxable 
Guaranteed Revenue Bonds (Stadium Project), 
Series A-2 of2005 LRA-421I, E-3675 $ 8,790,000.00 

RedeveloPment Authorlty olthe City of Harrisburg FedcrallyTaxable 
Gua,ranteed Revenue Note, Senes of2oo6 LRA-4S91 $ 7.200,000.00 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Sewer Revenue Note~ 
Series A of 1998, Federally Taxable Guaranteed Sew'er 
Revenue Note, Series B of1998 LRA-3106, E-2382 $ .2,131,544.40 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Facility 
Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series A of 1998 LR.A-3238, E-2492 

The Harrisburg Authority Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
$ 11.270,000.00 

Recoveiy Facility Subordinate Vanable Rate Revenue Notes; 
Series A of2oo2 LItA-3820 -. $ 16,330,000.00 

The Hamsburg Authority Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
. R;ecOvery FacUity Su\>ordinate Reveirue and Refunding Revenue Bonds~ 

Series A of2oo3, Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource R~very Facility 
Subordinate Variable Rate Refunding Revenue Notes, Series B of2003, 
Guai-anteed Resource Recovery Facility Subordinate Refunding Revenue 
Notes~ Series C of 2003 lRA-39S4, E-329S $ 75,925,000.00 

_ The Ramsburg Authority Guaranteed Resource Recovery Faciliiy 
Revenue Bonds, Series D of 2003 , Guaranteed Federally Taxable 

. Resource Recovery Facility Revenue BondS, Series E of 2003. 
Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovery Facility Revenue 
Bonds, Series F of 2003 LR.A-40B9, E-3444 $ 125,000,000.00 

The Harrisburg Authority Obligation to Reimburse 
Covanta Harrisburg, Inc. for Amounts Advanced under a 
Management and Professional Services Agreement LRA-4687 - $ - 25,500,000.00 

The Hanisburg-Authority Guaranteed Federally Taxable Resource 
Recovery Facility Subordinate Revenue Note, Series A of2oo7 LRA-469J $ 6,500,000,00 

TOTAL $ 492,989,690.60 

.. The Parking Autborily's Series S ar2007 Bonds have been authorized for issuance. to refund the Parldng Authority's Series P-I 
of 2005 _Bond!!- Howcvc:r, because of the mDrket conditions. the Series S of2007 Bonds have not yet bCen issued. 

2 

: 
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II. Credits and Exclusions $ 439,946,176.50 

Gross Indebtedness Electoral Nonelectoral Lease Rental 
Less: 
L Sinking funds, reServe 

funds or accounts. 
b~proceeds $ .00 $ . 00 $ . .00 

2- Cwrent appropriation $ .00 $ .00 $ .00 . 

3. Uncollected special 
assessments $ .00 S .00 $ .00 

4. Delinquent taxes and liens $ .00 $ 00 $ .00 

S •. Self-liquidating 'and 
subsidized debt $ .00 $ .00 $ 408.45~.690.60 

6. Surplus cash $' .00 $ .00 $ .00 

7. Solvent debts due $ .00 $ .00 $ .00 

8. IndemnifYing insurance $ .00 $ ,DO $ .00 

9. Credits $ .• 00 $ 4.826.485.9pS $ 
. , 

26.660.0q0.OO 

Total Net Indebtedness S .00 '$47,637,075.70 $ 57,870,000.00 

m. Net Debt Outstanding 

A. Net Electoral Debt $ 0.00 
B. Net Nonelectora1 Debt $ 47,637,075.70 
C. Net Lease Rental Debt $ 57.870.000.00 
D. Combined Net Nonelectoral Debt 

and Net Lease Rental Debt $ 105,507.075.70 

IV. The maximum aggregate stated value at issuance oflease rental 
debt being inwrred, evidenced by the City's ~ ofthc 
Authority's 2007C Nates and 2007D Notes· $ 30,000,000.00 

V. The borrowing base as shown by appended borrowing base certifiCate $ 55,659,2.63.00 

VI. Applicable debllimitations 
(a) norie1ectoral - 250% ofthc boD'OMng base $ 139.148,157.50 
(b) nonelectoraI plus lease rental - 350% of the boD'Owing base $ 194,807.420.50 

5 Punwuat to Sccdoa 8022(c) of the Act. the principal IIDlOUIIt of bonds issued to fimd unf.imdcd attuarial accrued liability, after· 
deducting Ihcrcftom the principal amount of suc:h bonds.allribulablc to coslS of issuaoce, underwriter"s discount and mgiaal 
issue discOunt, is' not subject to debt limitations. Applyingsuc:h dcdactions to the principal amount or the City's Fc:dc:mUy 
Taxable General Obligation Bonds, Series A of 1995, !be debt incurred to fimd unfbnded actuarial ac:ciued liability is 
S4;B2fi,4B5.90 IUId is hot subject to "reguJar debt JiJDits" under the Act . 

. , Rdlctts the principal amount of the Parldog Authority"s Series J Bonds expected to be rctbndcd and redeemed on ScplcmbCl' I. 
2011 with proceeds oflbe ParkiDg Authority's Series Q Notes. 

'3 
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,IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the undersigned. Mayor and Oty' C~lDtrol1cr. 
respectively. of the City of Harrisburg. Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, affix our signatures to this Debt 
Statement of the City~ as of the 20th day of November. 2007. . . . 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, . 
, DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

~.~ 
r .' 'M,~l.·L B~, ____ ~~ __ ~~ ___ ~ __ ~ ____________ ~ 

\ 
City Controller 

4 
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COMMONWEALTII OF PENNSYLVANIA 

COUNIY OF DAUPHIN . 
ss: 

We. thcUlidcrsigned, first being duiy swom indiVidually according to law, vcrlfy, dc:posc 
and say that: we are the M~yor and City Controller, respectively, of the City of Harrisburg. Dauphin 
County, Peimsylvanla (the "Lbcal Goveriunent Unit''); we prepared and executed the foregoing Debt 
Statement ofthc Local Government Unit; and the faCtS contained in the foregOulg Debt Statement of the 
Local Government Unit are true arid coIrCCt. 

CITY OF HARRISBURG, '. 
DAUPHIN COUNI'Y. PBNNSYLV ANJA 

B~~. 
B~~ __ ~~~~ __ ~~T-____________ _ ~)1{~~ 

SWORN TO AND SUBScRmBD ' 
bcforc;'mc, a Notary Public, 

~'~d~ 
',.NotaryPublic . ~ " 

(SEAL) 
COMMOMN~THOFPENNS~V~ 

, "NofaJBISeal 
CdleenM.ICIIne, ~ Pu* 
CilyOf~~CoIInty 

fJ/yCcmnlsstln E'lcpIIes JI-dy 4,2010 
Membet, PennsylvanIa AssocIation 0/ NoIlIrioc 

City Controller 
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BORRO~GBASEFOR 
CITY OF iIARRIsBURG 

i: We, the undCISigned, certify that: 

(a) " We are presently the duly eJected Mayor and City Controller of the CITY OF 
HARRISBURG, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the ''City''), the City being a ''Local Govemmcrit Unit", 
as such phrase is defined in the "Local Government Unit Debt Act", 53" Pa.C.S. § 8001 et seq; (the ".Act'" 
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. " 

(b) 
affitirs of the ~ity. 

We ~ the officials of the City" legally responsible for auditing the financial 

(e) We arc familiar with~plicable provisions ofthc Act. 

2. We, the undCISigned, further certify, in accordance with provisions of Section 8002(c)(3) 
of the Act, as follows: . 

(a) All money received by the City, from whatever source deriYed, for each or the 
three (3)" full fiscal years ended next pi-eceding the date of the BOIrowing Base Certificate, were as 
foUows: 

Fiscal Year 
Bnded 12131104 

$62,058,748 

FiscalY~ 
BOded 12131105 

$57,142,795 

FiscalYcar 
Ended 12131106 

$62,676,953 
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(c) The "Total Revenues", as such phrase is defined in the.Act, of the City, foreacb 
of the three (3) full fiscal years ended next preceding the date of tld~ Borrowing. Base Certificate being, 
for each such fiscal year, thetotal amount set forth in Paragraph 2(b) deducted from the amount set 'forth 
in Paragraph 2(a), were as follows: 

Fiscal Yt;:ar 
Ended 12131104 . 

$52,146,651 

the total ofwbich (s$.166,977,790. 

Fiscal Year 
Ended 1213 i/oS 

$54,708,907 . 

Fisca1Y~ 
Ended 12131106 

$60,122,232 

(d) The aunuaI 8Ijthmetic average of -such Total Revenues f~ the full three (3) years . 
ended next preceding the date of this Borrowing Base Certificate. as such Total ~ues are set forth in 
Paragraph 2(e), ~s $5S,659,2~~. . 

We. the undersigned, fUrther Certify 'that we have made due and proper investigation of and with 
respect to ma,tters and things involved in this Borrowing Base Certificate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we affix our bands, as of1his 20lhday ~fNovember, 2007 • 

. ~ .. 
Ma r 

City Controller 'J= ' 

2' 
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CITY OF HARRISBURG 
DAUPHIN COIDrrY, PENNSYLV ANJA 

SECIlON SHOM CERTIFICATE 

In cOmpliance with SeCtion 811P(b) of the Local GOvernment Unit Debt Act, it "is'hereby ~ed that 
with re~ to debt oftbe City of Harrisburg. Dauphin County, Pennsyivania. previQusly excluded as selC

. liquidating, credited or as.subsidized, no decrease" in the amount. to ~ excluded is required by any change 

m_dhdm--~ftom]fiil 

City Controller 

Dated" as of November 20, 2007 
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rill Hand Delivery 

~~er30,2007 

Bcmadcttc B8rattini. Esquire 
Ccmimonwealth ofPCDDSyIvania 

Eckert Seamans Cherin 8. Mellott. LlC 
213 Market Street - 8th Floor' 
Harrisburg. PA 17101 

csc· 
NOV 30 2007 

CUSTOMER· SERVICE CENTER 

Dcpartmmt ofCmmmmity and Economic Development 
Ofli~ of Chief Counsel 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street. 4th.Floor 
Hanisburg, PA 171~225 

m 7172376000-
FAX 7172376019 
www.eclcertseamans.com 

RkIIadD. M1cMeI 
717.237.6036 
nnlcA~rtreQIJIlJI/S'.ccm 

Re: The· Harrisburg Authority - $20,964,000, maximum aggregate. stated value at issuance, 
~ Resource Recovery F~ Limited Obligation Notes. Series C. of·?JK)7 and 
$9.036,000 .. ~ agg¢gate stated value at ~ Guaranteed Federally Taxable 
~ ltecovetY FacilltylJmited ObHgation N~ seiies D of2007' .. 

Dear Ms. BarattiDi: 

. Enclosed for reviC?W and approval are two (2) sets of prOceedings submitted on beh8IC of the City of 
Hmrlsburg, Daupbin County, Pe.oDsylvania (the "City") in connection with. its propOsed inourrence of 

.' (cUe nmtal debt, in an amount not to exceed $30,000,000, to be evidenced by its guaranty. of a 
. $20.964,000, maximum aggregate stated: value at issuance,. Guannteed Resource Reco~ Facility 
Limited Obligation Notes, Series C of2007 and$9,036,OOO, mAximnm aggregate stated value at issuance, 
Gwmmteed Federally Taxable Resource Recovety Facility Limited Obligation Notes, Series D of2007, to 
be issued by The Hanis~ Authority. In 8dd~ enclosed is the filing fee iJ?-the amo~ of$987.S0 •. 

Please note tJuit dosing· on the issuance or these Notes has been scheduled for the week of December 
17,2007 • 

. If you have any questions concemiJig the CDClos~ proceedings, please contact me. When the 
proceec:1ings are ~ved by the Depa.rI:Dxm, please contact me at (717) 237-6036 so that ammgemeots 
Can be made to pick up the proceediop. 

Very tnJly yours. 

~~ 
Richard D. Michael 

RDM:pgh 
EncloSW"e9 

HARRISBURG. PA PITTSBURGH. PI< PHILADELPHIA, PA BOSTON: MA WASHiNGTON. DC WILMIN·GTON. DE 

MORGANTOWN. WV SOUTHPOINTE, PA WHITE PLAINS, NY 

THA-ES007917 
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RHOADS • SINON LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

TWELFTH FLOOR 

ONE SOUTH MARKET SQUARE 
P.O. BOX 1146 

HARRISBURG, PA 17108-1146 

TELEPHONE (l1n 233-573.1 

FAX (717) 231-6600 
EMAIL jw8Ib!rOhoedHtloIl.C.OIh 

WEBS ITE: www.rfIoedHInon.com 

June 26. 2003 

Re: The Harrisburg Authoritt - Conflict ofIntere;rt 

The Harrisburg Authority 
Attn: Thomas J. Mealy. Bxeeutive Directorm--ii"'fFl ··r~-·I;;·-\.\i;·- ··I'~'-. ';::!l 
One '17. PI ~ 104 Q J!: 1.11 ~ I 1': . .!: :'.' n..eystmle aza. ';'WI.e iii J Co, . . ,'.-'. " ; 
Front & Malt:et Streets t r' I. • : ,. 

u·-=sb PA 17101 !.! . i ... 21 "l0'1':, :" 
.nalU urg. ul.~i.... ~",·.N ~, .. :: 

f ·L .. __ .. ~ .. -,~- ..... - ... J i 
Dear Tom: . e ';}n~ HARR!SE;U;lG AUT: IO~i:V f ,_ ...... -._-- -- .. _ .. _._-

CWaulSB. 
HartY w. RHOADS 

IU!TJMD 
JOItII C. DOWLING 

PAUL H. RMCMD$ 
1907·1_ 

I'UIIIt A.. SINCfI 
19lWOI) 

JOlt{ M. MUSSEUWl. 
1'1,.1910 

a.YLE R. H!IIIIftSItOT 
1122·1110 

DlRa:I' DIAL NO. 

(717) 233-5731 

6661101 

A question has arisen concerning members of the Authority and conflicts of interest in 
business where they may be involved. 

There are essentially two pieces of legislation to be concnoo with, the Public Official 
and Bmplo~ Ethics Law. 6S P.S. 401 et seq .• and the Municipality Authorities Act, 53 P.S. 301 
et seq .. repealed, now at 53 Pa. C.S. S601. at seq. The Public Official and Employee Ethics Law 
excuses from the definition of "Conflict of Interest" a diminimus c:cxmomic impact situation. 
This would exclude any transaction in which the financial interest of the member does not 
comprise more than. 5% of the equity of the business or more than 5% of the assets of the 
economic interest in indebtedness. Given that definition. the Ethics Act does not appear to be a 
difficulty for the &cts as presented. 

The provisions of the Municipality Authorities Act is more problematical. At Section 
S614(e). the term .. contlict ofimerest" is defined in the following fashion: 

"No member of the Authority or officer or employee of the Authority may 
directly or indirectly be a party to or be interested in any contract or agreement 
with the Authority if the contract or agreement estab1iBhes Ilability against or 
indeb~ of the Authority." 

Undc:rtIDs.~efiDitio~~ .. ~·of~ .. ~. ~ .. ~is.~~in any contraCt or 
agrecmep.tWitb the AutllOrity wOUld VioJatetheCotdlict of infetest provisions. Similarly, any 
con1ract with the City which ~ the Authority to payor otherwise establish an .Authority 
liability would violate this provision. 

YORk, A •• IUATEO O •• ICE: LAIlCASTII: 

TILI'HO.E (1U) 14'·1711, 'AX (717) 2n·145' 
STI. 2." 1700 5. DIXIe H.T. eOCA lATON, rL ".31 

TELI,_r (SfJ) 3",5515. FAX (5fI, lI5-'417 TELl' HOI. (717) 3"-4431. FAX (717) an· ... " 

V' C!oh' .. 8t>M~ ~ 



.. .. -. -. 

I1Dle 26~ 2003 
Page 2 

llHOADS • 81.0. LLP 

.. Li!.' •• ~~t¥, ,,'.:-i1:,~,~:o=~,!:t-=:=: 
mind'in any fbturo dealinp of the Authority. The two Acts aro to be CODS1rIJOd separately. A 
violation of eidler one is a problem. 

Very truly)'OUlB, 

RHoADS & SINONLLP 

YDA~ 
By: \ij)'V~ 

J. Bruce Walter 
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STATEMENT OF DAVID UNKOVIC 

PRESENTED TO THE PENNSYLVANIA SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITIEE 

IN CONNECTION WITH ITS HEARING ON THE HARRISBURG INCINERATOR DEBT 

ON NOVEMBER 13, 2012 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this important issue. I salute Senators Eichelberger and 

Blake and the other members of the committee and Senator Folmer for holding these hearings. 

Based on my experience as the first receiver for the City of Harrisburg and as a bond lawyer for over 

thirty years in Pennsylvania, I would like to make the following recommendations for consideration by 

your committee: 

1. Amend the Local Government Unit Debt Act to improve the DCED debt approval process 

including the review of proposed self-liquidating debt. 

In a typical issuance of debt by a local government in Pennsylvania, there is a basically a two step 

process. First, the debt is priced in the market and the local government signs a bond purchase 

agreement with the underwriter locking in the terms of the debt - this is called lithe bond sale". 

Second, about 30 days later the bond issue closes and the debt is issued. This is similar to entering into 

an agreement of sale when you buy or sell a house and then you close on the sale about 30 days later. 

During this 30 day window in a debt issuance, the local government files certain documents with the 

Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED), and DCED has 20 days to approve or 

disapprove the debt. The review at DCED is done by one lawyer in DCED's Office of Chief Counsel. The 

lawyer reviews the filing to see if the debt structure complies with the requirements of the Local 

Government Unit Debt Act (the Debt Act) and to see if the amount of debt outstanding is within the 

local government's debt limit. Ifthese requirements are satisfied, DCED approves the debt and then the 

local government can proceed to closing on the debt. 

As part of this DCED approval process, the local government may request that the debt be treated as 

self-liquidating and not counted against its normal debt limit on the basis that the project being 

financed, such as a water system, will generate sufficient revenues to pay for its ongoing operating costs 

and the payments on its debt. The local government files an expert's report with DCED which is 

reviewed by the same DCED lawyer. If the report meets the requirements of the Debt Act, then DCED 

approves the treatment of the debt as self-liquidating and it is not counted against the local 

government's debt limit. 

Each time the local government files with DCED for approval of new debt, the local government, if it 

has self-liquidating debt outstanding, must also certify "that no decrease in the amounts [of debt] to be 

excluded [as self-liquidating] is required by any change in circumstances or, if there has been a change 

.... that less debt is to be excluded." This requirement is in Section 8110(b) of the Debt Act, and the 
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certification is commonly referred to as an "8110(b) certificate". In other words, the local government 

must certify that its existing self-liquidating debt continues to in fact be self-liquidating, or if it is not, 

how much of that debt, if any, should be considered to still be self-liquidating. This is simply a certificate 

filed with DeED; it is not required to be accompanied by a new expert's report. The DeED lawyer 

reviews this certificate in connection with the debt approval process for the new debt. 

As representatives from DeED testified to you on October 4, this is essentially a "check the box" 

approval process to make sure the technical requirements of the Debt Act are being met, but it is not a 

substantive financial review of whether the debt makes sense for the local government. Other states, 

such as North Carolina and New Jersey, do undertake a substantive financial review at the state level of 

proposed debt issuances by local governments. 

I would suggest the following changes to the Debt Act with respect to the DeED approval process: 

There should be a two step review and approval process by DeED. Under the current approval 

process, in a typical situation, DeED does not even know that the local government is intending to issue 

debt until the "bond sale" has already occurred. Buyers of the debt are already lined up by the time the 

filing is made with DeED. This puts tremendous pressure on DeED to approve the debt, because if the 

debt is disapproved by DeED, the local government will not be able to meet its commitment under the 

bond sale. The buyers who expected to buy the debt are angry, and this could likely negatively affect 

the terms the local government will get when it goes into the market again. 

The Debt Act should be amended to require a new, first filing with DeED before any bond sale takes 

place. The local government should have to notify DeED that it intends to issue debt and should have to 

present evidence to DeED of the following items: 

(1) Proof that the local government is up to date on its audited financial statements. The lack of 

financial statements is a very large red flag that there may be serious financial problems. If the 

local government does not have up-to-date audited financial statements, DeED should be 

empowered to prevent the local government from issuing debt until it does have such 

statements. 

(2) Proof that the local government is up to date on its secondary market disclosures for its existing 

debt. Under Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Rule 15c2-12, if a local government 

issues debt that is publicly sold, the local government must make filings with the Municipal 

. Securities Rulemaking Board's electronic EMMA System (http://emma.msrb.org), including 

annual updates of basic financial information and notice of any extraordinary events such as 

payment defaults. This enables owners of existing debt in the market to understand the current 

financial condition of the local government. The failure of a local government to meet its 

disclosure obligations under Rule 15c2-12 is another very large red flag that there may be serious 

financial problems. If the local government is not up to date in its disclosure obligations under 

Rule 15c2-12, DeED should be empowered to prevent the local government from issuing debt 

until it is in compliance. 
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(3) If the local government intends the proposed debt to be self-liquidating, proof that the debt will 

be self-liquidating. DeED should have an employee with a financial background review the self

liquidating analysis and also review the general financial condition of the local government as 

reflected in its audited financial statements. If DeED does not accept the self-liquidating analysis 

of the local government, DeED should be empowered to deny the treatment of the debt as self

liquidating. The local government could then only issue the debt if it fits within its normal debt 

limit under the Debt Act. 

(4) If the local government has existing debt which was previously approved by DeED as self

liquidating, proof that the debt continues to be in fact self-liquidating. The DeED employee with 

a financial background would also review this self-liquidating analysis. If DeED does not accept 

the analysis of continued self-liquidating status, DeED should be empowered to withdraw the 

self-liquidating treatment of that debt. 

(5) If the local government wishes to issue refunding debt which does not have net present value 

savings, proof that the refunding is a sound financial transaction and is in the best long term 

financial interest of the local government. The DeED employee with a financial background 

should review the refunding proposal. If DeED does not agree that the refunding is a sound 

financial transaction or is not in the best long term financial interest of the local government, 

DeED should be empowered to prevent the local government from issuing the debt. 

(6) If the local government wishes to issue debt over 10% of the proceeds of which will be used for 

working capital, proof that the financing is a sound financial transaction and is in the best long 

term financial interest of the local government. If DeED does not agree that the proposed debt is 

a sound financial transaction or is not in the best long term financial interest of the local 

government, DeED should be empowered to prevent the local government from issuing the debt. 

Once DeED is satisfied on these six points, it could issue a "preliminary approval" of the debt and 

allow the local government to proceed with the bond sale process. Once the debt is priced, the local 

government would then come back to DeED for the regular approval of the debt as contemplated under 

current law. 

I believe this two step process, which includes a substantive review by DeED of some basic financial 

requirements, would flush out any serious problem situations and avoid the sort of irrational piling on of 

inappropriate debt of the type which took place in Harrisburg. 

The Debt Act should also be amended to require DeED to retain its approval records for a bond issue 

until five years after the bond issue has been paid off. 

The Debt Act should additionally be amended to prohibit any local government from collecting a 

"guaranty fee". If a local government chooses to guaranty the debt of an authority, it should do so 

solely to help the marketing of the authority's debt, not to make money for the local government's own 

purposes. 

2. Amend the Debt Act and the Municipality Authorities Act to prohibit local governments and 

authorities from entering into any new interest rate swap agreements. 
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Pages 80 to 98 of "The Harrisburg Authority Resource Recovery Facility Forensic Investigation Report" 

dated January 12, 2012 (the Forensic Report) contain a very disturbing description of the swaps entered 

into in connection with the Harrisburg incinerator debt: 

http://www.hbgauthority.com/news/Forensic%201 nvestigation/Ha rrisburg%20Report.pdf. 

Auditor General Jack Wagner issued a report in 2009 on swaps entitled "A Special Investigation of the 

Bethlehem Area School District, Lehigh/Northampton Counties: A Case Study of the Use of Qualified 

Interest Rate Management Agreements ("Swaps") By Local Government Units in Pennsylvania, With 

Recommendations" (http://www.auditorgen.state.pa.us/Reports/lnvestigations/invBASDl11809.pdf). 

This report contains a fairly detailed description of the swaps which have been entered into by local 

governments, including school districts, in Pennsylvania. The Auditor General recommended eliminating 

swaps for local governments in Pennsylvania. 

The Pennsylvania Budget and Policy Center published a report in January 2012 analyzing the swaps 

entered into by the City of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia School District: http://pennbpc.org/too

big-to-trust. The Center estimated that the combined losses of the City and School District through last 

year on their swap transactions were $331 million, and they have the potential of $240 million more of 

losses in the future. Philadelphia City Council held a hearing on October 23,2012 to look into the City's 

swaps. 

The Debt Act was amended by Act 23 of 2003 to permit local governments to enter into interest rate 

swaps and similar derivative instruments (I refer to them here simply as "swaps"). The broad 

contractual powers of authorities under the Municipality Authorities Act have been interpreted by bond 

lawyers to allow authorities to enter into swaps. 

In simple terms, a swap is an agreement between two parties to trade payment obligations. For 

example, a local government agrees to pay a financial institution payments based on a fixed interest rate 

of 4% and the financial institution agrees to pay the local government payments based on a variable rate 

formula such as 67% of One Month LlBOR. The parties basically graft the swap onto a bond issue. The 

local government might issue bonds with a variable rate. When you add the swap on top, the financial 

institution pays the local government a variable rate which is "expected" to equal the variable rate due 

on the bonds, and the local government pays the financial institution the fixed rate of 4%. The net 

effect, when it works properly, is that the local government ends up with a 4% fixed rate obligation even 

though the local government originally issued variable rate bonds. If a party to a swap wants to get out 

of it early, the party may have to pay a "termination payment" or "termination fee" which could be in 

the many millions of dollars. 

As confusing as the last paragraph is, that is about as simple a description of a swap as one can give. 

Swap transactions can have an unlimited number of complexities that can make them extremely difficult 

to understand. 

Add to this the reports that LlBOR, the variable rate commonly used in swaps, may have been 

manipulated by large financial institutions (http://www.economist.com/node/21558281). 
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There no doubt have been "good" and "fair" swap transactions entered into by local governments 

and authorities since 2003, and swaps are not inherently "evil". However, there have also without 

doubt been some very bad swap transactions entered into by local governments and authorities. 

The bottom line for me is, if you view the nine years of swaps under the Debt Act as an experiment, it 

has been a failed experiment, and it should be discontinued. Swaps are simply too volatile for local 

governments. All the risks in swaps that seemed so theoretical up to 2007 became real and active once 

the Great Recession hit. The plunging interest rates put local government officials in the difficult position 

of trying to decide when to get out of swaps which had gone bad. 

One financially strong county in Pennsylvania agonized for years over when to get out of a swaption 

(which is a particular type of swap). Five years ago they could have gotten out by paying a termination 

fee of $4 million. It is extremely difficult politically for public officials to vote to send $4 million to a 

financial institution to get out of a swap. So those county officials waited and waited. Meanwhile 

interest rates kept going down and the termination fee kept going up. Finally, under the terms of the 

swaption, the officials needed to terminate the swaption this year. They paid over $24 million to 

terminate the swaption. I do not relate this to criticize those officials, but to point out that the types of 

decisions required when an entity enters into or gets out of a swap ~re simply incompatible with the 

environment in which public officials have to operate. That means that local governments and 

authorities should be prohibited from entering into swaps. The county council in the situation I 

described above adopted a resolution in July of this year setting a policy to never enter into a swap 

transaction again; they described swaps as a "financial nightmare and predatory gimmick". 

The Debt Act and the Municipality Authorities Act should be amended to prohibit local governments 

and authorities from entering into new swaps. There are also other statutes governing other types of 

authorities (for example, parking, housing and redevelopment) which could also be amended to prohibit 

the future use of swaps. 

Let me just say one more thing about swaps. If a bill is introduced to eliminate swaps, the financial 

industry will no doubt heavily lobby the General Assembly not to eliminate swaps but to add additional 

"protections" for the local governments. You should not accept these arguments. If you continue to 

allow the use of swaps, even with additional protections, I believe it is inevitable that there will be more 

multi-million dollar fiascos that result for local governments and authorities. This is one of those 

situations in which you really do need to protect Main Street (your local communities) from Wall Street. 

3. Amend the Debt Act to include criminal penalties for knowingly participating in an ultra vires 

act of a local government or for filing a materially false certification with DeED or for aiding 

and abetting any such act or filing. 

One thing that came out of the Great Depression of the 1930's was the realization that the securities 

markets cannot operate under the principle of caveat emptor (buyer beware). The securities industry 

needs to be regulated, and those professionals and financial institutions which are part of the securities 

industry need to deal honestly and in good faith with the issuers and the investors. The approval 

) process under the Debt Act, with its minimal review by DeED, has also relied on the honesty and good 
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faith of the professionals and financial institutions who are involved in the issuance of debt by 

Pennsylvania's local governments. 

It seems to be an inescapable conclusion from reading the Harrisburg Forensic Report that the debt 

issuance process went horribly wrong on the many incinerator financings. The number one policy goal 

of the Debt Act is to prevent a local government from issuing more debt than can be supported by its 

taxpayers. All the detailed provisions of the Debt Act are geared to fulfilling that policy goal. The parties 

involved in the incinerator financings should have known very well that preventing the over issuance of 

debt is the main goal of the Debt Act - certainly for the bond lawyers there can be no question that they 

understood that policy. And yet, as described in the Forensic Report, the self-liquidating provisions 

were stretched or twisted or distorted or ignored or violated, and the City incurred over $300 million of 

debt in incinerator financings that its taxpayers simply are incapable of paying. 

Although the overwhelming majority of Debt Act financings are undertaken in compliance with the 

letter and spirit of the law, I believe it is necessary to have specific criminal penalties in the Debt Act to 

put the fear of the law into participants in financings that are highly questionable or illegal. It is 

particularly important that public officials who are filing certifications with DCED, and professionals and, 

others who assist those public officials, are not knowingly filing materially false or misleading 

certifications. There is a statute in Pennsylvania which makes it a second degree misdemeanor to make 

"a false statement under oath or equivalent affirmation .... intended to mislead a public servant in 

performing his official function." (18 Pa.S.A. 4209.) A violation ofthis statute is punishable by up to 

two years in prison and a fine of $5,000. This statute could be the basis for an investigation over what 

happened on the Harrisburg incinerator debt. But it will be even more effective in future situations if 

there is a specific criminal provision included in the Debt Act itself. 

The inappropriateness of false certifications is already contemplated by the Debt Act. Section 

8209(b) provides as follows:' "Liability for willful violations or fraud. - This section does not relieve any 

person participating in the proceedings from liability for knowingly participating in an ultra vires [means 

- beyond the power] act of a local government unit or from any civil or criminal liability for false 

statements in any certificates filed or delivered in the proceedings." The Debt Act should be amended 

to include specific criminal violations and penalties for knowingly participating in an ultra vires act of the 

local government or for the knowing filing of materially false or misleading certifications or for aiding 

and abetting any such act or filing. 

4. The General Assembly should pass no further extensions of the bankruptcy prohibition. 

As you know, the City of Harrisburg is a distressed municipality under the Municipalities Financial 

Recovery Act, known as Act 47. Because it is under Act 47, Harrisburg cannot file for federal bankruptcy 

without the consent of the Secretary of DCED. Because Harrisburg has a receiver under Chapter 7 of Act 

47, only the receiver may file for federal bankruptcy on behalf of the City. Therefore, in order for 

Harrisburg to file for federal bankruptcy, the filing must be made by the receiver with the consent of the 

Secretary of DCED. 
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In addition, the General Assembly passed statutes in June 2011 and June 2012 which prohibited any 

third class city (including Harrisburg) from filing for federal bankruptcy first before June 30, 2012 and 

now before November 30, 2012. This total prohibition on filing for bankruptcy is not needed. The 

General Assembly should have complete confidence that no frivolous bankruptcy will be filed by 

Harrisburg, because under Act 47 that decision is within the total control of the receiver and the DCED 

Secretary. 

I have no inside information on what is currently going on in the recovery plan negotiations, but 

based on the public information I have seen, I believe that the receiver, Major General William Lynch, is 

doing a very good job, and he needs to be supported in his efforts. As contemplated by the recovery 

plan approved in February 2012 by the Commonwealth Court, the receiver must conduct serious and 

difficult negotiations with the various creditors of the City. Some of these negotiations will be 

impossible to accomplish outside of bankruptcy unless there is the threat of bankruptcy if those parties 

do not agree to significant concessions. General Lynch asked that the bankruptcy prohibition not be 

extended in June 2012, but the General Assembly extended the prohibition to November 30, 2012. The 

General Assembly should not extend or reimpose the prohibition again. 

5. The General Assembly should ask the State Attorney General and United States Attorney to 

conduct a criminal investigation of the Harrisburg incinerator financings, or the General 

Assembly should pass an act for the creation of a special prosecutor to conduct such an 

investigation. 

When I served as receiver, I got to see first hand the financial devastation caused by the incinerator 

financings. Every aspect of daily life in Harrisburg - water service, sewer service, police protection, fire 

protection, trash collection, economic development, parks and recreation - has been negatively affected 

by the incinerator financings. The City's relationships with the County, the suburban residents, the state 

government, the federal government and the credit markets, and the City's reputation in the state, in 

the nation and internationally, have been poisoned by the incinerator financings. The reputation of the 

state has also been negatively affected by the problems of its capital city. 

There is a small group of probably 25 to 50 people and institutions who collectively caused this 

devastation because of what was done in the incinerator financings. Their individual responsibilities 

probably vary widely, but as a group, they did this terrible thing. I believe that the incinerator debt was 

clearly not self-liquidating, and much of that debt should never have been able to be issued under the 

law as set forth in the Debt Act. I believe that certain parties within that group of 25 to 50 showed a 

fundamental disdain for the law. 

The current members of the board of The Harrisburg Authority should be saluted for having the 

courage to commission and issue the Forensic Report. This Local Government Committee of the Senate 

should also be applauded for searching for the truth in these hearings. There are also many regular 

citizens and members of the media who have worked hard to bring to light what happened in the 

incinerator financings. 
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But in spite of all of these efforts, the only way to really find out, for the good of our democracy and 

our Commonwealth, whether there was criminal activity involved in these financings is to have an 

experienced prosecutor conduct a thorough investigation. I would recommend that the General 

Assembly encourage the State Attorney General and the United States Attorney to undertake such an 

investigation, or to continue the investigation if one has already been commenced. But if the State 

Attorney General and United States Attorney have not and will not conduct an investigation, I would 

recommend that the General Assembly enact a statute providing for the appointment of a special 

prosecutor. 

Some parties who may be subject to such an investigation may argue that an investigation should not 

be commenced because the five year statute of limitations has run. But the law of statute of limitations 

is quite complex, and when the five years actually runs and when it is paused and does not run may 

depend on the exact facts uncovered by the prosecutor. In addition, other acts may have occurred since 

the financings closed which could have their own statutes of limitations. Statute of limitations 

arguments should not prevent the investigation from commencing. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide this testimony. 
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